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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

McCarthy Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig
Stark, US Bank, NA, US Bank, NA,
Defendant.

Supreme Court Case No. 47749

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the First Judicial District,
in and for the County of Kootenai

HONORABLE RICHARD S. CHRISTENSEN

Jonathon D Hallin

Michael A Ealy

Attorney at Law

Ann N Harris

Attorney for Appellant

Attorneys at Law

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Attorneys for Respondent
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
No. CV-2018-2486

CASE

§
§
§
§

McCarthy Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, US Bank, NA,
US Bank, NA,
Defendant.

Location: Kootenai County District Court
Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.
Filed on: 03/20/2018

CASE INH)RMATION

Bonds
Cash Bond
4/16/2020
Counts: 1

AA- All Initial District Court
Case Type: Filings (Not E, F, and HI)

$158.60
Posted Cash

Transcript Bond
4/2/2020
5/19/2020
Counts: 1

Case 01/27/2020 Appealed Case Status: Supreme Court Appeal

$3,862.50
Posted Cash
Converted

Cash Bond
4/2/2020
Counts: 1

$178.85
Posted Cash

Cash Bond
1/28/2020
Counts: 1

$100.00
Posted Cash

CASE ASSIGNMENT

DATE

Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CV-2018-2486
Kootenai County District Court .
03/20/2018
Christensen, Richard S.

PARTY INFORMATION

lead Attorneys
Hallin, Jonathon David
Retained
208-666-4102(W)

Plaintiff

McCarthy Corporation

Defendant

Stark Investment Group, LLC

Ealy, Michael A.
Retained
208-664-581 S(W)

Stark, Craig

Ealy, Michael A.
Retained
208-664-581 S(W)

U.S. Bank, N.A., A National Association

Ealy, Michael A.
Retained
208-664-5818(W)

US Bank, NA

DATE
03/20/2018

EVENTS

& ORDERS OF THE COURT

INDEX

New Case Filed Other Claims

New Case Filed~ Other Claims
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
03/20/2018

03/20/2018

ROA - Converted Event
Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Court ofany type not listed in categories E.
F and H(JJ Paid by: Hallin. Jonathon David (attorney for McCarthy Corporation) Receipt
number: 0009964 Dated: 3/20/2018 A mount: $221. 00 (Check) For: McCarthy Corporation
(plaintiff)

11 Complaint Filed
Verified Complaint Filed

03/20/2018

11 Summons Issued
Summons Issued-US Bank

03/20/2018

11 Summons Issued
Summons Issued-SI

03/20/2018

11 Summons Issued
Summons Issued-CS

03/20/2018

111Notice
Notice Oflis Pendens

03/28/2018

II Civil Case lnfonnation Sheet

05/16/2018

11 Acceptance of Service w/ Summons
Admission ofService

05/16/2018

11 Affidavit of Service
- Stark Investment Group, LLC

05/16/2018

ll Civil Case Information Sheet

05/16/2018

11 Notice of Appearance
- Ealy and Harris

05/21/2018

1IJ Declaration
0/Service

06/14/2018

11 Notice of Appearance

06/15/20] 8

111 Answer and Counterclaim

06/15/2018

ti Notice of Service
Of Discovery Requests

06/20/2018

111 Notice of Hearing
Status Conference

06/20/2018
06/27/2018
07/11/2018

11 Notice of Service
Scanned

11 Miscellaneous
PAGE20F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
Scheduling Form
07/12/2018

'II Answer
to Counterclaim

07/17/2018

I.I Notice of Substitution of Counsel

07/19/2018

II Status Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)

07/19/2018

11 Court Minutes
71J9/J8 Status Conference

07/19/2018

07/28/2018

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Court Reporter: Valerie Nunemacher. Under JOO Pages

11 Notice of Hearing
Scheduling Conference & Jury Trial with attached pretrial order

07/28/2018

'II order
Mediation

07/31/2018

11 Notice of Hearing
Amended- Scheduling Conference and Court Trial

08/02/2018

11 Notice of Service

08/08/2018

11 Notice of Service
- PlaintifflCounterdefendant McCarthy Corporation's Answers & Responses to
Defendants/Counterclaimants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production

08/16/2018

11 Notice of Service

08/31/2018

'II Answer
U.S. Bank's Answer to Plaintiffs Verified Complaint

09/04/2018

'II Notice
ofSubpoena Duces Tecum (McCarthy Capital)

09/04/2018

II Notice
ofSubpoena Duces Tecum (Jason Cheyne)

09/04/2018

IJNotice
ofSubpoena Duces Tecum (Steel Structures America, Inc.)

09/04/2018

11Notice
ofSubpoena Duces Tecum (Justin Sternberg)

09/06/2018

'II Affidavit of Service
OfSubpoena -J.S. - 9/5/18

09/06/2018

11 Affidavit of Service
PAGE30F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
Of Subpoena (Steel Structures ofAmerica)9/4//8
09/12/2018

'Ill Notice
ofSubpoena Duces Tecum

09/19/2018

11 Affidavit of Service
09.17.2018 AG oboJC

09/19/2018

'II Affidavit of Service
09.15.2018 PJ

09/19/2018

11 Affidavit of Service
09.17.2018 AG obo MC

l0/29/2018

'II Notice
of Oral Deposition ofJason Cheyne

10/29/2018

'fl Notice
of Oral Deposition of Rob McCarthy

11/07/2018

'fl Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Plaintiff's 1st Set of Discovery to Def

11/13/2018

11Notice
of Examination

12/14/2018

'II Notice of Service

12/21/2018

'II Notice
of Intent to Serve Subpoena Duces Tecum

12/27/2018

111 Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Defendant's 2nd Set

01/03/2019

'II Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

01/11/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
ofSubpoena Duces Te cum - 1I IOI I 9 - T.J. for C. Inc.

01/11/2019

1\1 Affidavit of Service
Of Subpoena Duces Tecum - 1/8/19- H.R.F. T. Inc.

01/11/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
OfSubpoena Duces Tecum - 1/8/19-J.P.

01/11/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
Of Subpoena Duces Tecum - 1/5119 - J. H. for H. T. LLC

01/11/2019

'II Affidavit of Service
Of Subpoena Duces Tecum - J/J0//9- F.l. d/bla/F.l. T.
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
01/11/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
Of Subpoena Duces Tecum - 1/4/19- M.D.for J.C. and A.Co.

01/11/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
Of Subpoena Duces Tecum - 1/4/19 - A.R. for WS.E. Co. dlblal C.R.S.

01/18/2019

II Affidavit of Service

02/28/2019

11 Report
Mediator's Report

04/02/2019

II Motion
to Amend Answer and Counterclaim

04/02/2019

11 Declaration
of Craig Stark in Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim

04/02/2019

'Ill Notice of Hearing
on Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim

04/02/2019

111 Memorandum In Support of Motion
to Amend Answer and Counterclaim

04/02/2019

II Declaration
of Michael A. Ealy in Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend

04/03/2019

CANCELED Motion to Amend (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Vacated

04/16/2019

Motion to Amend (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
20 Mins

04/16/2019

II Court Minutes
Motion to Amend

04/16/2019

04/25/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Court Reporter Keri Veare Under 200 Pages

1lorder
Granting Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim

04/25/2019

Ill Answer
Defendant/Counterc/aimant's First Amended Answer to Counterclaim

04/26/2019

'Im Answer
to Amended Counterclaim

05/14/2019

11 Witness Disclosure
Defendants' Expert Witness Disclosure

05/17/2019

111 Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant's Answers and Responses to 2nd Set of lnterrogs and Requests
For Production
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
05/28/2019

'fl Notice
Of Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition (McCarthy Corporation)

05/28/2019

'II Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Stark's Third Set of Interrogatories & Requests for Production to McCarthy Corporation

05/28/2019

'II Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Stark's First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Robert & lacy McCarthy

05/30/2019

11 Notice of Service

05/31/2019

11 Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

05/31/2019

1IJ Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

06/25/2019

'II Notice of Service
ofAnswers to Starks' Requests for Admissions

06/27/2019

'II Motion to Continue
McCarthy Corporation's Motion to Continue

06/27/2019

11 Notice of Hearing
- Motion 0711 l/19@3:00 pm

06/28/2019

11 Notice of Dismissal
Voluntary

06/28/2019

11 Stipu1ation
for Partial Dismissal

06/28/2019

'II Notice of Service
of Discovery Responses to Def 3rd Set

07/01/2019
07/01/2019

Scheduling Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)

'II Notice of Service
OfStark's Answers & Responses To McCarthy's 2nd Set Of Discovery Requests

07/01/2019

11 Court Minutes
Status Conference

07/01/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Court Reporter Julie Foland
under JOO pages

07/01/2019

Motion Denied
Motion to Continue

07/02/2019

111 Notice of Taking Deposition
Notice of Examination

PAGE60F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
07/02/2019

'II order
Setting Trial Priority

07/11/2019

11 CANCELED Motion to Continue (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Vacated
15 Mins

07/11/2019

II Affidavit of Service
ofSubpoena Upon Scott McArthur

07/19/2019

11 Acknowledgment
and Acceptance ofService of Trial Subpoena to Scott McArthur

07/23/2019

11 Affidavit of Service
JC

07/24/2019

111 Witness List
Defendants/Counterclaimants'

07/24/2019

II Exhibit List/Log
Defendants/Counterclaimants'

07/24/2019

11 Affidavit of Service

07/24/2019

1IJ Witness and Exhibit List
Disclosure of Witnesses

07/24/2019

II Witness and Exhibit List
Exhibit list

07/25/2019

'II Acknowledgment of Service
and Acceptance ofService of Trial Subpoena to Norm Waldo

07/26/2019

'II Amended
Defendants/Counterclaimants' Amended Exhibit List

07/31/2019

1IJ Brief Filed
Trial Brief

07/31/2019

11 Statement
Summary of Admitted Facts

07/31/2019

II Brief Filed
Defendants and Counterclaimants' Trial Brief

07/31/2019

11 Proposed Findings of Facts
Defendants' and Counterclaimants' Proposed Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of law

07/31/2019

'II Motion
Defendants' Motion In limine

08/05/2019

CANCELED Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)

PAGE 70F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
Vacated
08/05/2019

08/05/2019

CANCELED Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen. Richard S.)
Vacated

'ffl Exhibit List/Log
Amended- Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant

08/05/2019

11 Subpoena Returned
Acknowledgment and Acceptance ofService of Trial Subpoena to Norm Waldo

08/05/2019

-

08/05/2019

'II Acknowledgment of Service

Exhibit List/Log
Defendants/Counterclaimants' Second Amended Exhibit list

Acknowledgment and Acceptance ofService of Trial Subpoena to Darren Rupinski
08/07/2019

08/07/2019

Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
3 Days # I Priority

'II Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Christensen. Richard S. )
Court Trial -Day One 08/07/2019

08/07/2019

Court Trial Started (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S. )

08/07/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Julia Foland. 175 Pages

08/08/2019

Court Trial - Civil (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Day Two

08/08/2019

11 Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Court Trial Day Two 08/08/20/9

08/08/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Julie Foland. /90 Pages

08/20/2019

Court Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Trial Day 3

08/21/2019

Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen. Richard S.)
Day4

08/21/2019

9

08/21/2019

11 Court Minutes

Court Minutes (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S. )
Court Trial Day Three

Court Trial Day 4
08/21/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages:

Court Reporter Keri Veare
over I 00 Pages
08/23/2019

'II Notice of Hearing
Court Trial Days 5 and 6

PAGE80F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
10/07/2019

11 Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Clark- (30)- Drug CT), Stephen J.)
2 days- day5

10/07/2019

11 Court Minutes
Court Trial Day 5

10/07/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Court Reporter Keri Veare
Over 500 pages

10/08/2019

Court Trial - Civil (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Day6

10/08/2019

'II Court Minutes
Court Trial Day 6

10/09/2019

10/09/2019

Court Trial - Civil (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Day 7

'IJ Court Minutes
Court Trial Day 7

I0/31/2019

111 Closing Arguments
Defendants and Counterc/aimants'

I0/31/2019

11 Statement
of Facts in Support ofClosing Argument

I0/31/2019

'II Closing Arguments
Defendant U.S. Bank, N.A. 's

I0/31/2019

11 Brief Filed
McCarthy Corporation's Post-Trial Brief

I0/31/2019

'II Proposed Findings of Facts
McCarthy Corporation's

11/06/2019

11 Objection
Defendants' Objection to Plaintiff's Closing Argument and Proposed Findings of Fact

12/03/2019

111 Decision or Opinion
Memorandum Decision on Bench Trial

12/17/2019

111 Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees
Defendants'

12/17/2019

II Affidavit
of Michael A Ealy in Support of Defendants' Motion/or Award ofAttorney Fees and Costs

12/17/2019

11!1 Notice of Hearing

12/18/2019

'II Final Judgment, Order Or Decree Entered (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S. )
PAGE90F 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
12/18/2019

12/31/2019

Petition Granted (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Comment()
Party (McCarthy Corporation; Stark, Craig)
Monetary /Property A ward
In Favor Of: Stark, Craig
Against: McCarthy Corporation
Entered Date: 12/18/2019
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Active
Status Date: 12/18/2019
Monetary Award:
Amount: $129,434.00
Interest Bearing
Comment: Lien Released

II Motion
to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs

12/31/2019

11 Declaration
of Counsel

01/03/2020

'II Response
Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs

01/06/2020
01/06/2020

Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)

1111 Memorandum
in Support of McCarthy Corporation's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs

01/06/2020

'II Notice
Partial Withdrawal of Motion to Disallow Costs

01/06/2020

'IJI Court Minutes
Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees

01/06/2020

01/10/2020

01/15/2020

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Court Reporter Keri Veare
Under JOO Pages
11JNotice
of Firm Change

'IJ Memorandum (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S. )
Decision and Order Re: Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs

01/15/2020
01/27/2020
01/27/2020

11 Certificate of Service
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

11 Notice of Appeal

01/28/2020

Bond Posted - Cash

01/30/2020

11 Memorandum
Defendant Stark's Amended Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees

PAGE I0OF 12
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KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
01/30/2020

II Affidavit
Supplemental Affidavit of Michael A. Ealy in Support of Defendants' Motion for Award of
Attorney Fees and Costs

03/)8/2020

11 Amended Judgment (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)

03/18/2020

Dismissed With Prejudice (Judicial Officer: Christensen, Richard S.)
Comment()
Party (McCarthy Corporation)
Complaint is Dismissed

03/30/2020

II Amended Notice of Appeal

04/02/2020

Bond Posted - Cash

04/02/2020

Bond Posted - Cash

04/13/2020

'II Reporter's Notice ofTranscript(s) Lodged
- Julie Foland - 3 74 pgs

04/13/2020
04/13/2020

Transcript Filed

11 Request for Additional Clerk's Record
Respondents' Request for Additional Clerk's Record

04/16/2020
05/01/2020

Bond Posted - Cash

I'd Affidavit
of Marcus £. Johnson in Support of Issuance of Writ of Execution

05/0)/2020

111 Writ Issued
$219,830.62

05/19/2020
05/27/2020

Bond Converted

'II Reporter's Notice ofTranscript(s) Lodged
- Keri Veare - 959 pgs

05/27/2020

Ill Transcript Filed

DAn;

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Attorney of Record Ealy, Michael A.
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 6/2/2020

3.00
3.00
0.00

Counter Claimant Stark Investment Group, LLC
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 6/2/2020
Counter Claimant Stark, Craig
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 6/2/2020

136.00
136.00
0.00

2.00
2.00
0.00

PAGE II OF 12
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KOOTENAI, COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CV-2018-2486
Defendant U.S. Bank. N.A., A National Association
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 6/2/2010

136.00
136.00
0.00

Counter Defendant McCarthy Corporation
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 6/2/2020

353.00
353.00
0.00

Attorney of Record Ealy, Michael A.
Civil Cash Bond Account Type Balance as of 6/2/2020

158.60

Attorney of Record Hallin, Jonathon David
Civil Cash Bond Account Type Balance as of 6/2/2020

100.00

Counter Defendant McCarthy Corporation
Civil Cash Bond Account Type Balance as of 6/2/2020

178.85

Counter Defendant McCarthy Corporation
Civil Cash Bond Account Type Balance as of 6/2/2020

0.00

PAGE 120F 12
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STATE OF' fDAHO
J
COU/HY OF Koornu~11SS

FIL~D:

C/9&1

2018 MAR 20 PH 3: 21+

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2018-

,;2.Jf ~{p

VERIFIED COMPLAINT
Plaintiff,
Fee Category: A
vs.
Filing Fee: $221.00
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK, N .A., a national association.

CV - 2018 - 2486

COMP
Complaint Filed
787690

Ill Illllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111

Defendants.

Plaintiff, McCARTHY CORPORATION, for cause of action against the above-named
Defendants, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, CRAIG STARK, and U.S. BANK N.A.,
complains and alleges as follows:

PARTIES, VENUE AND JURISDICTION
1. Plaintiff, McCARTHY CORPORATION, is a corporation duly formed and existing
under the laws of the State of Idaho, and maintains its principal place of business in Kootenai
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 1
01709311

-.RJCH· CHRISTENSE.N
Page 14

•

•

County, Idaho.
2. Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, is a limited liability company
formed and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho, with a principal place of business
located in Kootenai County, Idaho.
3. Defendant, CRAIG STARK, is a married man presently residing in Kootenai County,
Idaho.
4. Defendant, U.S. BANK, N.A., is a national association organized under laws of the
United States of America with branches throughout the State of Idaho, including Kootenai
County, Idaho.
5. The real property and improvements thereon at issue in this action lie entirely within
Kootenai County, State of Idaho.
6. That venue is proper before this Honorable Court pursuant to LC.§ 5-401 as the real
property that is the subject of this action lies entirely within Kootenai County.
7. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter and parties hereto.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
8. That at all times pertinent hereto, McCARTHY CORPORATION, has been
registered with the Idaho State Contractors Board, Bureau of Occupational Licenses, and is duly
licensed to engage in the business of, and to hold itself out, as a contractor within the State of
Idaho.
9. Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, is the legal owner of a parcel of
real property and improvements thereon located entirely within Kootenai County, Idaho, and
particularly described as follows:
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 52
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County, Idaho, lying Westerly
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 2
01709311
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•

of the Spokane International Railway Company and Old Highway 95 Right-ofWays.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way
conveyed to the Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16,
1992 as Instrument No. 1266252.
("Subject Property"). The Subject Property is commonly known as 52424 N. Old Highway 95,
Rathdrum, Idaho.
10. On or about February 13, 2017, Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
acquired title to the Subject Property.
11. Afterwards, Scott McArthur and/or H2 Surveying, LLC, solicited bids on behalf of
Defendants, CRAIG STARK and/or STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, for the construction
of storage units upon the Subject Property.
12. In early March, 2017, McCARTHY CORPORATION entered into an agreement with
Defendant, CRAIG STARK, for the site development to be performed in connection with the
construction of the storage units he intended to construct upon the Subject Property. In reliance
of this agreement, McCARTHY CORPORATION commenced work on March 9, 2017.
13. On or about March 26, 2017, McCARTHY CORPORATION and Defendant
memorialized the terms of their oral agreement with a written agreement. A true and correct
copy of the parties' agreement is attached and incorporated by reference hereto as Exhibit A.
14. McCARTHY CORPORATION provided labor, materials and services in the
improvement of the Subject Property until August 22, 2017.
15. Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, is closely held and managed by
Defendant, CRAIG STARK. As a result, it has full knowledge of, and ratified and/or consented
to the site development work Defendant, CRAIG STARK, contracted to construct upon the
Subject Property.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 3
01709311
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COUNTI

FORECLOSURE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN - I.C. 45-501, et seq
[v. Defendants, Stark Investment Group and U.S. Bank]
16. Defendant, CRAIG STARK, remains indebted to the McCARTHY CORPORATION
for labor, services, and materials provided in the improvement of the Subject Property.
17. On September 22, 2017, within ninety (90) days after the substantial completion of
such labor, services and/or provision of materials with reference to the Subject Property,
McCARTHY CORPORATION did cause a Claim ofLien to be filed with the Kootenai County
Recorder as Instrument No. 2612854000. A true and correct copy of the Claim ofLien is
attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit B.
18. On October 23, 2017, within ninety (90) days after the substantial completion of such
labor, services and/or provision of materials with reference to the Subject Property, McCARTHY
CORPORATION did cause an Amended Claim of Lien to be filed with the Kootenai County
Recorder as Instrument No. 2617079000. A true and correct copy of the Amended Claim ofLien
is attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit C.
19. McCARTHYCORPORATION caused a true and correct copy of said Claim ofLien
and Amended Claim ofLien to be mailed to the owner and/or reputed owner, Defendant, STARK
INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC via U.S. Postal Service Certified Mail. Said mailing was
accomplished within five (5) business days following the filing of Exhibits Band C.
20. Defendant, U.S. BANK, N.A., claims some right, title or interest in and to the Subject
Property pursuant to a certain Deed of Trust, Assignment ofLeases and Rents, Security

Agreement and Fixture Filing recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder April 1, 201 7 as
Instrument No. 2591141000. Said right, title or interest is junior and subordinate to that held and
possessed by McCARTHY CORPORATION in the Subject Property.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 4
01709311
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21. No action has been had at law or otherwise to recover said sums of money due to
McCARTHY CORPORATION, or any part thereof.
22. That should there be other lienholders, the interest of said lien claimants and
McCARTHY CORPORATION should be ranked pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 5, Title
45, Idaho Code.
COUNT II
BREACH OF CONTRACT
[v. Defendant Stark]
23. In the alternative, the Defendant's, CRAIG STARK, actions alleged herein constitute
a breach of contract.
24. McCARTHY CORPORATION performed all obligations required of it under the
parties' contract, Exhibit A, except as may be waived, excused and/or prevented by the acts of
the Defendants.
25. The Defendant materially breached the terms of Exhibit A by failing to compensate
McCARTHY CORPORATION for all labor, materials and services provided in the
improvement of the Subject Property.
26. As a direct and foreseeable result of the Defendant's material breach of the parties'
contract, McCARTHY CORPORATION has reasonably incurred damages in an amount no less
than $176,691.71.
ATTORNEY'S FEES
27. McCARTHY CORPORATION is entitled to an award of its attorney's fees and costs
pursuant to the terms of the parties' agreement, Exhibit A, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120(3), and
Rule 54(d), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. In the event judgment is taken by default,
McCARTHY CORPORATION shall be entitled to a reasonable award of attorney's fees
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 5
01709311
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pursuant to Rule 54(e)(4), I.R.C.P.

PRAYER FOR JUDGMENT
WHEREFORE, McCARTHY CORPORATION, demands judgment against the abovenamed Defendants as follows:
A.

Judgment against Defendant, CRAIG STARK, in the sum of$176,691.71,

together with interest thereon until paid in full;
B.

Plaintiff to be adjudged to have a valid and continuing lien against the Subject

Property in the amounts therein described, together with interest thereon;
C.

That the rank and interest of other lienholders, if any, claiming materialman's

liens and/or priority liens upon the Subject Property be declared and established in accordance
with Chapter 5, Title 45, Idaho Code;
D.

That the Subject Property, and the interest of all the parties hereto, be adjudged

and decreed to be sold in one parcel by the Sheriff of Kootenai County using the usual decree of
foreclosure, and that the proceeds thereof be returned to this Court to be appliedto the payment
of the costs of this proceeding and sale, the costs of filing said liens, to the payment and
satisfaction of McCARTHY CORPORATION's lien, for reasonable attorney's fees and
associated costs, and to the claims and interest of the parties hereto in accordance with their rank
and priority thereto;
E.

That the Defendants and all persons claiming an interest in said premises or any

part thereof, by, through or under Defendants, be barred and foreclosed of any and all right, title,
interest, claim or equity of redemption in and to the real property described in the claim of lien
held by McCARTHY CORPORATION;
F.

That any party to this action may become purchaser of said sale, and that the

VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 6
01709311
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Sheriff execute a deed to said purchaser or purchasers and that said purchaser or purchasers be
led into possession of the said real property and improvements thereon upon production of said
Sheriffs deed, certificate of sale or bill of sale therefrom;
G.

That McCARTHY CORPORATION have judgment and execution against the

Defendant, CRAIG STARK, for any deficiency allowed by law which remains after the payment
of all of the proceeds of the sale of property in the manner prayer for in this prayer for relief;
H.

In the alternative, the McCARTHY CORPORATION seeks damages stemming

from Defendant's, CRAIG STARK, breach of contract in an amount no less than $176,691.71,
and the exact amount to be proven at trial;
I.

For reasonable attorney's fees in the amount of $3,500.00 if judgment is entered

by default; and

J.

For such other relief in law and/or equity that this Court may deem just and proper

under the circumstances.
DATED this 19TH day of March, 2018.

By:

. rporation

VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 7
01709311
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STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Kootenai )

•
VERIFICATION

ROBERT A. McCARTHY, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
That I am the President of McCarthy Corporation, the Plaintiff in the above-captioned
action. That I have read, understand, and am familiar with the contents of this VERIFIED
COMPLAINT, and believe the facts stated therein to be true.

VERIFIED COMPLAINT - Page 8
01709311
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McCarthy Corporation
POBox3477

Coeur D'Alene, ID 13816
RCE No. J /lo

a{,

McCARTHY CONSTRUCflON CONTRACT
A.

OwnerName:

B.
C.

ProjectAddms:

W,•-r tf:./C12/4I

t::=tf' t117:.

Project Type:

□ Cost Plus

f'z.. • ,lvf/ht,<

t,.,

A1aid

This Construction Contract ("Agreeme ") is between McCarthy Corporation, an Idaho corporation
("Contractor"), and
, f
C -;f
("Owner").
I.

Scope of Work. Contractor agrees to perform the services identified in Exhibit A ("Scope of Work")
at the Project Address. Owner warranties to Contractor that he/she is the owner ofthe Project Address
and has the right to make improvements thereto.

2.

Chaiip Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change orders provided the amount does not exceed
S1,000 in value; the change order amount is emailed to the Owner; and the Owner accepts the change
order amount by email or writing. The parties agree that any change order exceeding St ,000 in value
shall be signed by Owner and delivered to Contractor.

3.

Cost Plus. Unless otherwise agreed by tqe parties, an services shal:I be petfonned on a "cost-plus"
basis. Owner agrees to pay Contractor a
of fifteen percent in add:ition to costs. Costs include the
materi:als, labor and subcontractors to complete the scope of work. Any amounts provided to the
Owner arc estimates and are not binding on the parties unless clearly marked "bid",

4.

Pa)'Dlent. Contractor will invoice Owner for the services perfonned. Owner agrees to pay invoices

ree

in full within 30 days. If any lnvoiced amount is not paid within lhirty days, the outstanding amount
shall accrue interest at the rate of 12% per annum. Contractor reserves 1he dght to stop work if any .
amount is not timely paid. Work will be inspj<!t~ by Ca A Ib S.TAaJ<
11... .S c.re-o:Me..M-TNU/L
Workmanlike Manner. Contractor agrees to perfonn the services identified in the Scope of Work
in a workmanlike manner and in a reasonable time. Contractor does not warranty any work performed
by the Owner or by any subcontractor chosen by the Owner.

es~~v.,

5.

6.

Compliance with CCRs. It is the Owner's obligation to confirm that any drawings, structure,
improvements, and materials conform with zoning1 codes, covenants, and restrictions, as may be
applicable to the property. Contractor warranties its workmanship for a period of eighteen months
from completion of the work identified in Exhibit A.

7.

Terms and Coaditions. Owner acknowledges receipt of the Terms and Conditions which are
attached and incorporated herein as if set forth in full.

8.

Notice of Lien Rights. The Owner specifically acknowledges receipt of the Notice of Lien Rights.

9.

Liability. Contractor agrees to carry liability insurance and workers' compensation insurance for the

duration of1he p r o j ~ ~

c
~
McCriy~:;;: ~02~
Owner.
Name:

&t, ·

. .

By: Rob McCarthy, President

Dated: _ .......,J,,,.....b____.......to_,_/_~_0.......,1__._I_

t

I

Dated: //·

1/ ·IJ

1
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Rights and Remedies Cumulative. The rights and remedies provided herein are
cumulative and not exclusive of any other rights or remedies provided at law or in equity.
A party's failure to exercise a right, power, privilege, or remedy hereunder shall not preclude
further exercise at a later date.
Notice. The notice addresses of the parties are set forth on the signature page.. Notice shall
be by first class mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested and/or facsimile transmission
where the sender has documentation of the date, time, and confirmation of transmission. In
addition, a party may send notice by email provided that the sender receive a receipt showing
day and time.
Authority to Enter Agreement. The undersigned party or parties that are executing this
agreement on behalf of an entity personally warrant he/she/they are acting in an agency
capacity with express authority to enter this agreement and bind their principal thereto.
Modification. This agreement may be modified or revoked by written agreement of the
parties.

S.

Successors and Assigns. This agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of each party's ·
respective heirs, successors, agents, trustees, conservators and assign.

Counterparts. This agreement may be executed in counterparts. Executing an agreement
in counterparts shall mean the signature on identical copies of the same agreement,
amendment or addendlUll. Each identical copy of an agreement signed in co1D1terparts is
deemed to be an original and all identical copies shall together constitute one and the same
instrument.
7. Performance Date. Any performance required Wlder this instrument that falls due on a
Saturday, Sunday, federal holiday, or staf.el'bank holiday may be performed on the next day
that is not a Saturday, Sunday, federal holiday, or state bank holiday.
Attorney's Fees. If a party initiates an arbitration or judicial action, including an appeal, as
8.
to the interpretation or enforcement of this agreement, including remedies upon default, the
substantially prevailing party shall be entitled to reimbursement of its reasonable attorney
fees and costs.
Entire Agreement. This agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties respecting
9.
the matters herein and supersedes all prior written and oral agreements between the parties
respecting such matters.
10. Interpretation. The captions and titles are for convenience and reference only. They shall ·
not define, limit or construe the contents of any provision. Unless otherwise suggested by
the context of the provision, the masculine gender shall include the feminine and vice versa.
Words used in singular include the plural ~d vic;e versa.
11. Governing Law and Severability. This agreement is established under, and shall be
governed by the laws ofthe state ofldaho. Any provision prohibited by law or unenforceable
shall not affect the remaining provisions of the agreement
6.

~-

2
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NOTICE OF CONTRACTOR LIEN RIGHTS
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: Contractor is licensed to do business in the state of Idaho. The undersigned
Contraetor, pursuant to Idaho Code § 4S-525 hereby provides a disclosure statement to the homeowner
and/or residential real property purchaser as providJct 11y said statute and as set forth below.
1. The homeowner or residential real property purchaser has the right, at their reasonable expense, to
require Contractor to obtain lien waivers from any subcontractor providing services or materials to
the general contractor;
2. The homeowner or residential real property purchaser has the right to a copy of the Contractor's
proof of general liability insurance policy and proof of the Contractor's Worker's Compensation
Insurance for any employees of the Contractor, if any, as required by Idaho law;
3. The homeowner or residential real property purchaser has the right and/or opportunity to purchase,
at their own expense, unless otherwise agreed in writing, an extended policy of title insurance
covering Wlfilled or unrecorded liens; and
4. The homeowner or residential real property purchaser may elect to require the Contractor to post a
surety bond in an amount up to the value of the construction contract entered into between
homeowner/residential real property pW'chaser and Contractor. Suc;h surety bond, if requested by
the homeowner or residential real property purchaserJ shall be purchased at the expense of the
homeowner or residential real property purchaser.
5. Said Contractor's materialmen and rental equipment infonnation:
a. The homeowner or residential real property pw-chaser is entitled to a written disclosure
statement listing the business names, addresses and telephone numbers of all
subcontractors, materialmen, and .£en!8J equipment providers with a direct contractual
relationship with the Contractor and/of have supplied materials or perfonned work on the
residential property, which is the subject of the contract described above. For a value in
excess of $S00.00 said infonnation shall be provided within a reasonable time and prior to
the closing on any purchase and sale agreemenL
b. The Contractor will authorize all subcontractors, materialmen and rental equipment
providers listed in the preceding subsection to disclose balances owed for services and/or
materials provided in respect to the contract described above.
c. The Contractor is not liable for any error, inaccuracy or omission of any information as
provided in the two preceding paragraphs un1ess the Contractor had personal knowledge
of such errors, inaccuracies or omissions.

3
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STARK R.V & BOAT STORAGE .. Phase l Contract
EXHIBIT ''A"
DEVELOPER: CRAIG STARIC
CONTRACTOR: McARTHY CAPITAL-JASON CHEYNE
Bldltans

t Mobili7.ation ($5,000 Do~. $2,SOO at SO% Complete. Final $2,SOO at 100%, Comolcte)
l .Clearing - Vegetation/free Removal
3 StnJll)ed Waste Material (to be placed in a compacted benn in the south and west ends ofthe p,oject)
4 ~uitable/Sttuctural Material (cqmp~cted In place)- Contractor to specify oroduct in bid
S 6• Steel bollard with concrete to a smoothed round top - painted with durable "yellow" paint
6 FiR Hydrant Assembly
7

a• C900 water line

u

$ 10.000.00
$ 3,500.00
2.50
$

Acres

ICY

_13,878

I 6• C900 water line
9 l":ltSOV
10 6• llSGV-FireHydrants
l, I SxSx6 DI Tee with megalug FLOxfLOxFLG joint restraint fittings
li Sx:8 DI 90-dcg Bend with mcgalug MJ x MJ joint restraint tiVings
,.,.;..~;.,,..:..,.;;.:~.;··•···· ·:;..·,··~-".
""""'"'' .. .!=--r~-t............ , ~..
13 Pond Liner- PVC Liner provided by others14 Concrete ~ockiqg
JS Stennwater Swale Treatment Soil - See notes fc,r specifications
16 S" concme slab (3,SOO psi concrete/ #3 rebar installed at 12" o.c. grid (3/8" rebar))
17 4•
· base rock (concrete slab) - 3/4" crushed /angular rock
JI l" Asphalt POSl-21 or SPH
rock (5- atructurel aad PHI asphak) - 3/4" CAISbcd / angular ,oclc(pl.ced ,ad c:ompadcd)
lt 4"
20 4" white padcing lot striping
21 fADA loading symbol and loading mne wiping
22 PHD Approved Subsurface Drainfiekt (typcial - specification to .be determined upon approval)
u Coner• septic lank with dual lockable access risers to pade
24 11• ADS Ntl Stonnwater Culvert (mdudes I-CY ef 1.C1 depth of 6• clean riprap at each infflt)
2S 2• &b IO dry utility conduit (assumed two (2) 2• conduits in each trench)
26 6• SDIUS Storm pipe- rain leader piping to swale f r mlnimum bury ~o top of pipe \
21 ,. SDR35 Storm pipe clcanoutlpipc riser with female gutter cap (assume one per evefy lhree units)
ff Native dryland grass· seed (ac;counts for swale areas) - to gennination
29 Parking Wheel Stops (Contractor to spccffy concrete or rubber)
30 Dry Utility Trenching (up to (J trench depth) V
31 ICompaction Testing for onsite/importedlplaccd materials
32 Augerho]es for proposed Phase l storage structures (per building price)
3.f, l" HOPE Poly water servicc line (from pump house to office) - Excavation and Materials
.JS F.-mt Free Hose Bib/RisCC$

~de(,1-

~

s

s
$

.4.0J s
JS0.00 s
$ 3,S00.00 $
s 30;00 s

s
s

15,602. tcY

24 ;EA
3 EA

40 LF
2 EA
2 EA
2 EA
I EA
3,600 SF
4 EA
731 CY

$

25.00 s

$

1,000.00 $

$

s

$

500,00

$

s

2.90 s
250.00 -s
4.50 $

SF

$
$

u

CY

s

'JP31

SY

. _$
'

s

500.00

$

.

700.00

s

520

2,867 'Ton
l LS
l LS
l EA
l EA

Item Price

Unlf Price

469 'lF

~111-\(.............

-

Estimated
U1Us
t- LS

-$

4.50 $

30.00 $
11.00 $
17.70 $

$

80().00 $

$

400.00 $
$

$

S,000.00

t,S00.00 s
40.00 f"'

10.000.00
30.800.00
47,195.69
62,877.67
3,600.00
10,500.00.
ll,800.00

1,000.00
2,000.00
1,400.00
1,000.00
500.00
l0.440,00
t,000.00
3)1U9
2,340.00
317.78

60

tf

920
l,lS6
24
2.1

LF

s

LF

$

25,00

$

EA

'$

6f);()O

$

AcfCS

s

1.000.00

s

EA

s

100.00
l.00

s

-400J}O

s
s

1,380.00
3,000.00
7,200,09

"

460 LF.

$

I LS

$ 3,000,00

4EA

$

100 LF

$

1,I00.00
5;00

4EA

'$

500.00

s
s
s

...

--

99,403.33
S0,751.B0
100~00
400.00
S,000;00

s
s

1.20 $

~

l,S00,00

2,400,00
t,104.00
3t,-t80.t)O,
1,-440..00
2,712.37

V

500.00
2,000.00

Unit Price Constructioa Costs: :5 41llSl.54
,t - Optlon(ll Labor lo Install PYC Pond Liner= SI ,600

B -Additional s/nlctural malerlal cosls shoJ.I /Je the "delivered roclc" price/no mark-up
C - PHD Tuts Holu a1td Pemtil an fnd•d In this bid
D- Con1ractor tc, 11,aintaln inmronu for durollon ofcoru1ruct;on
E- Uiility locates are the responsibility ofthe Contractor
F - The Contractor 1ha1J be ruponsible for installing and maintaining all BMh
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Recorded at the Request of:

RECORDING FEE:

Lukins & Annis, P.S.
Attn: Jonathon D. Hallin

111111111111111

$13.00

XN

IIIII II Ill

601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Space above reserved for use by Recorder's Office.

CLAIM OF LIEN
THE UNDERSIGNED, McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, and
pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-501, et seq., states as follows:
That it was employed by CRAIG STARK, a married man, to furnish labor, materials, and
services in the construction and improvement of a certain parcel of real property and
improvements thereon, located in Kootenai County, Idaho.
The legal description of the real property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for identification,
is as follows:
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 52
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County, Idaho, lying Westerly of
the Spokane International Railway Copmany and Old Highway 95 Right-of-Ways.
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way conveyed to
the Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992 as Instrument
No. 1266252.
The parcel ofreal property is commonly identified as 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum,
Idaho, and contains approximately 25.19 acres.
The owner or reputed owner of such property is: STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.
The furnishing of labor, materials and services for the benefit of the property commenced on or
about March 9, 2017 and was completed on or about August 22, 2017. After deducting all just
credits and offsets, the sum of $145,706.56 plus interest and fees, is claimed and demanded as
still due and owing.
DATED this 22ND day of September, 2017.
McCARTHY
By:

(_j,

1i1

Robert A. McC
RCE-31686

EXHIBIT
CLAIM OF LIEN - Page 1
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
ss.
)

•
VERIFICATION

ROBERT A. McCARTHY, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the
President of McCARTHY CORPORATION; that he has read the above and foregoing claim and
knows the contents thereof and that the same is true; further, that affiant believes the same to be
just and that all just credits and offsets have been fully allowed therein.
McCARTHY CORPORATION

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 22ND day of September, 2017.

ot
R 1ding at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
My Commission Expires 2/19/2020

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
ss.
)

On this 22ND day of September, 2017, before me Jonathon D. Hallin, personally appeared
Robert A. McCarthy, known or identified to me, to be the President of McCARTHY
CORPORATION, the corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed
the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the

day and year in this certificated first above written.

otary,
licTI')'f-+fHHtfl
· mg at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
My Commission Expires 2/19/2020

CLAIM OF LIEN - Page 2
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Date 10/23/201711 :46 AM
REQOF LUKINSANOANNIS

Recorded at the Request of:

RECORDING FEE:

Lukins & Annis, P .S.

$13.00

XN

;, _ 111111111111110111111111

Attn: Jonathon D. Hallin
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Space above reserved for use by Recorder's Office.

AMENDED CLAIM OF LIEN
THE UNDERSIGNED, McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho Corporation, and
pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-501, et seq., states as follows:
That it was employed by CRAIG STARK, a married man, to furnish labor, materials, and
services in the construction and improvement of a certain parcel of real property and
improvements thereon, located in Kootenai County, Idaho.
The legal description of the real property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for identification,
is as follows:
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 52
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County, Idaho, lying Westerly of
the Spokane International Railway Copmany and Old Highway 95 Right-of-Ways.
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way conveyed to
the Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992 as Instrument
No. 1266252.
The parcel of real property is commonly identified as 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum,
Idaho, and contains approximately 25.19 acres.
The owner or reputed owner of such property is: STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.
The furnishing of labor, materials and services for the benefit of the property commenced on or
about March 9, 2017 and was completed on or about August 22, 2017. After deducting all just
credits and offsets, the sum of $176,691.71 plus interest and fees, is claimed and demanded as
still due and owing. This lien amends and restates that Claim ofLien recorded September 22,
2017 as Kootenai County Instrument No. 2612854000.
DATED this 23RD day of October, 2017.

By:(

'-

RCE- 31686

EXHIBIT
AMENDED CLAIM OF LIEN - Page 1
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•
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
ss.
)

•
VERIFICATION

ROBERT A. McCARTHY, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the
President of McCARTHY CORPORATION; that he has read the above and foregoing claim and
knows the contents thereof and that the same is true; further, that affiant believes the same to be
just and that all just credits and offsets have been fully allowed therein.
McCARTHY CORPORATION

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 23RD day of October, 2017.

Notary P11:,:1c
Stat1: oi IU;J!,o

STATE OF IDAHO

ur d'Alene, Idaho
My Commission Expires 2/19/2020

)

ss.
County of Kootenai

)

On this 23RD day of October, 2017, before me Jonathon D. Hallin, personally appeared
Robert A. McCarthy, known or identified to me, to be the President of McCARTHY
CORPORATION, the corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed
the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the
day and year in this certificated first above written.

ene, Idaho
ss1on Expires 2/19/2020

AMENDED CLAIM OF LIEN - Page 2
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JONATHON D. HALLIN

LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Fronl Ave., Sle. 303
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jha.llin@lukimu;om
ISB# 7253
A llorney.~ fiJr McCarthy Corporal ion

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST flJDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE Of IDAHO, 1N AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPO.RATlON, an Idaho

CASENO. CV-2018-~t/36

corporatjon,

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS
Plaintiff,
vs.

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, TJ..C,
ar1 Idaho limited liabiHly Cl)mpany;

CV-2018-2486

CRA!G STJ\RK. a married man; U_S_

Notice

NOTC

BANKN.A.
Defendants.

~illll\\\llll\11\l\\\ll\11Ill

Plaintifl~ McCARTHY CORPORATION , pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-505 hereby

provides notice of pendency of the above-captioned maller, to wit:
a.)

The names of the parties to this matter arc as follows:
Plaintiff:

McCARTHY CORPORATION , an Idaho corporation ·

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC~ an Tdaho limited liability
company, CRAIG STARK, a married man, and U.S. BANK, N.A., a national association.
Defendants:

NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - Page 1
01709:112
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MAR-20-~ a18 16:01 From:
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•

To: 2084461188

b.)

The object of this action seeks to foreclose a mechanic's Hen recorded with the Kootenai
County Recorder's Office on September 22, 2017 as lnstrument No. 2612854000 and
October 23, 2017 as Instrument No. 2617079000.

c.)

A description of the real property affected by this Notice, which is located entirely within
Kootenai County, State of Idaho, is:
Thal portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 52
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County, Tdaho, lying Westerly
of the Spok~e lnlemalional Railway Company and Old Highway 95 Right-ofWayg,

EXCEPTING THEREFROM that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way
conveyed to the T.akes Jlighway District in Quitc1aim Deed recorded July 16,
1992 a."i Instrument No. 1266252.

The parcel is commonly identified as 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Ralhdrum, Tdaho.
Plaintiff is unaware of a more particular description of the subject property.
SO NOTJCED this 19m day of March, 2018.

By:

STATU OF IDAHO

County of Kootenai

This record was acknowJedged before me on March 20, 2018 by Robert A. McCarthy a.~
President of and on behalf of McCarthy Corporation.
r'
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Electronically Filed
6/15/2018 3:20 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone: (208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
mealy@rmehlaw.com
aharris@rmehlaw.com
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
Annie N. Han-is, ISB #10465

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
ANS,VERAND
COUNTERCLAIM

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK} a married man,
Counterclaimants,

vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.
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The Defendants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark (collectively "Stark"),
by and through their attorneys hereby answer the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and aver a
Counterclaim against Plaintiff McCarthy Corporation ("McCarthy") as follows:
ANSWER

Stark denies each and every allegation in the Verified Complaint not herein expressly
and specifically admitted. As to the enumerated paragraphs of the Verified Complaint, Stark
more specifically responds as follows:
I.

PARTms, VENUE AND JURISDICTION

1.

Admit.

2.

Admit.

3.

Admit.

4.

Admit U.S. Bank does business in the State ofldaho.

5.

Admit.

6-7.

Admit jurisdiction and venue are proper in Kootenai County, State ofidaho,
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8.

Admit that McCarthy is an Idaho registered entity contractor RCE-31686 and

that McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation services
within the State of Idaho.
9-10. Admit only that Stark Investment Group, LLC owns the "Subject Prope1ty"
commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrnm, Idaho.
11.

Admit only that on or about September 22, 2016, Craig Stark contracted with h2

Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide civil engineering and land surveying
services pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreement. Admit that Scott McArthur is a
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civil engineer with h2 and that Mr. McArthur introduced Craig Stark to Jason Cheyne for the
purpose of requesting a bid for the project excavation work.
12-13. Deny. Admit only that on March 26, 2016, Craig Stark signed the document
titled: McCaithy Constrnction Contract. Admit only that on March 30, 2016, Craig Stark
signed a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase I Contract, Exhibit "A." Admit
that Exhibit A to the Complaint appears to be a copy of the McCarthy Construction Contract
and the Stark RV & Boat Storage-Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A."
14.

Admit only that McCmthy provided excavation services toward the

improvement of the Subject Prope1ty beginning in early April 2017 and through August 22,
2017.

15.

Admit only that Craig and Michelle Stark are the Manager/Members of Stark

Investment Group, LLC.
COUNTI

FORECLOSURE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN -1.C. 45-501, et seq
[v. Defendants, Stark Investment Group and U.S. Bank]
16.

Deny.

17.

Admit only that Exhibit B appears to be a correct copy of the Claim of Lien

recorded against the Subject Property in the amount of $145,706.56 on September 22, 2017.
18.

Admit only that Exhibit C appears to be a conect copy of the Amended Claim

of Lien recorded against the Subject Property in the increased amount of $176,691.71 on
October 23, 2017.
19.

Admit only that the Claim of Lien and the Amended Claim of Lien were timely

served.
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20.

Admit U.S. Bank has recorded a security interest in the Subject Property. On

information and belief, deny that U.S. Bank's recorded security interest is junior to and
subordinate to the McCarthy's lien claim.
21.

Stark lacks knowledge or information sufficient to fom1 a belief about this

allegation and, therefore, denies the same.
22.

Admit only that Idaho law would apply to determine the priority of any security

interests recorded against the Subject Property, including that of U.S. Bank and McCarthy.
COUNT II

BREACH OF CONTRACT
[v. Defendant Stark]
23.

Deny.

24.

Deny.

25,

Deny.

26.

Deny.
ATTORNEY'S FEES

27.

Deny.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1.

The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2.

The Plaintiff's lien claim is barred, in whole or in part, by the failure to comply

with the statutory requirements ofldaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. including I.C. § 45-507(4).
3.

The Plaintiff's claims are barred, in whole or in patt, by its own material breach

of contract and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing which excused the
Defendants from any legal or equitable duty of performance.
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4.

The Plaintiffs claims are baned, in whole or in part, by its own fraudulent

conduct in overbilling the Defendants for goods and services not provided,
5.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the Defendants'

payment to the Plaintiff.
6.

The Plaintiffs claims are ba11"ed, in whole or in pmt, by the doctrines of waiver

and estoppel.
7.

McCarthy Corporation's equitable claims, if any, are baned by the doctrine of

unclean hands.
8.

The Plaintiff's alleged damages, if any, were caused by the contributory or

comparative fault of the Plaintiff and it and its directors, officers, employees and agents.
Stark reserves the right to amend this responsive pleading to include additional
affirmative defenses following further discovery in this matter.
NOW WHEREFORE, these answering Defendants pray for relief as follows:

1.

That the Plaintiff takes nothing by its Verified Complaint;

2.

That the action against these Defendants be dismissed with prejudice;

3.

That these Defendants recover their costs of suit including reasonable attorney's

fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120; 12-121; and/or 12-123; and,
4.

For such other and fin1her relief as the Comt considers fair and just under the

circumstances.
COUNTERCLAIM

I.
1.

Parties, Jurisdiction and Venue

Counterclaimant, Stark Investment Group, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability
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Company and the owner of the Subject Property commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway
95, Rathdmm, Idaho. The Manager/Members of Stark Investment Group, LLC are Craig and
Michelle Stark. At the times material hereto, Craig Stark acted as a Manager/Member of Stark
Investment Group, LLC.

2.

Counterclaimant, Craig Stark was and is married to Michelle Stark and they are

residents of Kootenai County, State of Idaho.

Craig and Michelle Stark formed Stark

Investment Group, LLC for the purpose of owning, operating and maintaining the Subject
Prope1ty. Presently, Stark Investment Group, LLC owns, operates and maintains the Subject
Property.
3.

Counter-defendant, McCarthy C011Joration (herein ''McCarthy") is an Idaho

corporation reasonably believed to be owned and operated by Robert and Lacy McCarthy,
husband and wife.

McCmthy is an Idaho registered entity contractor RCE-31686 and

McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation services within
Kootenai County, State of Idaho.
4.

This counterclaim arises out of and relates to the performance of excavation

work undertaken by McCarthy on the Subject Property and, therefore, jurisdiction is proper
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 5-514(a) and 5-514(6) and venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code§
5-404.

II.
5.

Factual Background

By early 2017, Stark Investment Group, LLC had acquired the Subject Property

commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho. In anticipation of acquiring
the propeity, Craig Stark contracted with h2 Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide
civil engineering and land surveying services for the purposes of developing the property into a
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rental facility for RV and boat storage.
6.

In early March of 2017, Craig Stark was introduced to Jason Cheyne by h2 civil

engineer, Scott McA1ihur for the purpose of obtaining a bid from Mr. Cheyne to unde1iake the
excavation work on-site and pursuant to the plans and specifications created by h2. Mr. Cheyne
prepared a bid for the project excavation work that was submitted to Mr. McArthur and Mr.
Stark for consideration. The bid was submitted on a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage
- Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A." At the time, Mr. Cheyne represented to Mr. Stark that he
worked for McCaiihy Capital.
7.

Following a review of the bid by lvfr. McArthur and lvlr. Stark and the

clarification of few of the bid items by Mr. Cheyne, he presented the bid to Robert McCarthy
who drafted a document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract ("McCarthy Contract") for :Mr.
Stark's signature.

Pursuant to the terms of the McCarthy Contract, McCarthy agreed to

perf01m the services identified in Exhibit A. Mr. Stark signed the McCarthy Contract on
March 26, 2017 and Mr. Stark signed the document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage -Phase 1
Contract, Exhibit "A" on March 30, 2017. At the time, neither McCarthy Corporation nor
McCarthy Capital had undertaken any contracted work to improve the Subject Property.

8.

Sometime in early April 2017, McCarthy began to undertake the excavation

work on the project which included mobilization and the initial clearing and grubbing of the
property. McCmihy's initial invoice #2409 dated April 17, 2017 in the amount of $38,200 was
paid on or about May 3, 2017.
9.

Following the initial clearing and grubbing, McCarthy began stripping the top

soil. After stripping the top soil, McCaiihy, acting through Mr. Cheyne, requested that Mr.
McAiihur and h2 provide a second survey for the purpose of measuring the quantity of the
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stripped material. McCarthy relied upon and paid for h2's survey to determine that 21,475
cubic yards of material had been stripped from the Subject Property.
10.

Pursuant to the h2 plans and specifications, McCarthy excavated a ban·ow pit on-

site to mine the impmt base material needed to bring the Phase- I area to the proper design
elevation.

However, in mid-May, the McCarthy chose to close the barrow pit and begin

importing reject rock material from a location located north of the Subject Property.
McCaithy's decision to close the bm1·ow pit and import reject rock material was never
discussed or othe1wise agreed to by Mr. Stark.
11.

McCarthy's second invoice #2435 dated May 18, 2017 in the amount of

$112,725.77 was paid on or about May 22, 2017. At the time, the project site needed some
additional grading work and base material required for final compaction in preparation for the
addition of 4" inches of¾" inch compact base rock needed prior to paving. Although Stark had
noticed some small unit pricing errors on invoice #2435, the invoice was paid in expectation of
addressing those errors on a later billing.
12.

McCarthy's third invoice #2481 dated July 13, 2017 was in the amount of

$62,955.80. It included a charge of $50,751.80 for 100% of the required 4 inches of¾" inch
compacted base rock called for in the engineers design quantities and as set forth in the
McCarthy Contract. Recognizing that all of the ¾" inch compacted base rock had not been
delivered to the project site, Mr. Stark contacted Mr. McCmthy about billing for material not
delivered and not in-place. Mr. McCarthy assured Mr. Stark that all of the ¾" inch base rock
would be delivered and placed pursuant to the project plans and specifications. In reliance on
Mr. McCruthy's representations, invoice #2481 \Vas paid in full on July 17, 2018.
13.

McCarthy's fomth invoice #2488 dated July 25, 2017 was in the amount
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$158,980.00. It included another $107,520.00 charge for 4" of¾" inch compacted base rock.
This was based on McCarthy's representation that it had hauled and placed 3,584 cubic yards of

¾" inch compacted base rock material at the rate of $30 per cubic yard. This charge greatly
exceeded the contractually agreed upon amount for ¾" inch compact base rock which had
already been billed and paid under invoice #2481. The charge was in an amount and rate that
was not contractually agreed to or otherwise agreed in a written change order signed by Mr.
Stark.
14.

McCarthy, acting through Mr. Cheyne, requested that Mr. McArthur and h2

provide a third survey for the purpose of measuring the¾" inch compacted base rock charged
in invoice #2488. Based on the h2 survey, the engineer determined that 3,200 cubic yards of
compacted in place reject material had been imported from an off-site source. However, the
material was not¾" inch base rock. Pursuant to the contract, impm1ed strnctural material was
to be charged at $4.03 per cubic yard compacted in place. Accordingly, Mr. Stark was
concerned that McCarthy was overbilling him in an amount greater than $100,000 based on that
charge and other issues, in part, because Mr. Stark had already paid for 15,602 cubic yards of
impmt structural material through invoice #2435.
15.

By the time McCatihy issued invoice #2488, Rob McCarthy and McCarthy

knew that Mr. Stark was financing the construction of the project through a construction loan
with U.S. Ban1c. Accordingly, rather than simply meet and discussing the bill, McCarthy issued
a second version of invoice #2488 dated July 25, 2017 in the amount of $238,986.98; a third
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $162,087.56; and fourth
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $145,706.56. During this
time, McCarthy told Mr. Stark the planned paving had to be rescheduled out for several weeks
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due to the unavailability of the paving contractor when, in fact, McCarthy cancelled the paving
thus delaying completion of the project for the purpose of coercing payment of invoice #24 88.
16.

By early August 2017, McCaithy's conduct had put completion of the project in

jeopardy. As a result, Mr. Stark reached out to Mr. McCarthy in an effort to compromise
payment of invoice #2488. After several days of telephone calls and meetings between Rob
McCarthy, Jason Cheyne, Scott McA1thur and following a telephone call between Mr. Stark
and Mr. McCarthy on August 23, 2017, Mr. Stark thought he had reached an oral agreement
with Mr. McCarthy to a compromise payment of invoice #2488. Mr. Stark planned to meet
with Mr. McCarthy the following morning to confirm the agreement in writing. However, Mr.
McCarthy failed to show up for the planned meeting and reneged on the oral agreement further
delaying completion of the project to the detriment of Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group.
As a result of McCmthy's unwillingness to complete the work and its billing practices, Mr.
Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC terminated McCarthy effective August 27, 2017.
17.

By letter dated September 22, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC

sought to resolve payment of invoice #2488 by tendering payment in the amount of$49,339.99
to McCaithy based on the reasons set forth therein.

McCarthy refused the payment and,

instead, recorded a Claim of Lien on that same date in the amount of $145,706.56.
18.

By letter dated October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC

once against tendered payment $49,339.99 to McCmthy in payment of those undisputed
amounts owed pursuant to invoice #2488.

Although McCarthy accepted this payment, it

neve1theless recorded an Amended Claim of Lien on October 23, 2017 in the amount of
$176,691.71-an incredulous increase of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56) despite the
acceptance of the additional payment of $49,339.99. To date, McCarthy has refused to provide
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any documentation, material invoices, change orders or other supp011 for the $176,691.71
amended lien.
19.

After October 5, 2017, McCarthy had been paid a total of $263,221.56.

However, the original excavation work and paving remained incomplete and the project had
suffered a significant time delay.
20.

In order to complete the project excavation work and paving, Craig Stark and

Stark Investment Group, LLC retained Waldo Construction, Inc. ("Waldo Construction").
Waldo Constmction completed the project excavation work, installed the remaining of the¾"
inch base rock required by engineers design, concrete sidewalk, bollards and paving on or about
October 15, 2017 at a total cost of approximately $210,000.00.

m.
A.

Causes of Action

Breach of Contract and the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
21.

Idaho recognizes that in every contract there is an implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing which requires the parties to perform, in good faith, the obligations required by
their agreement. Therefore, the covenant of good faith and fair dealing is an implied term of
the parties' agreement found in the McCmihy Contract. Accordingly, in addition to performing
as promised, the McCarthy Corporation owed Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group an
implied duty not to frustrate or significantly impair the benefit of the contract for Craig Stark
and Stark Investment Group.
22.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached its agreement with Craig Stark and Stark

Investment Group, in part, by overbilling; billing for material and work not delivered or
completed; and by intentionally delaying and frustrating the timely completion of the project.
23.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair
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dealing by seeking to keep Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group from the benefit of their
bargain with McCarthy.
24.

As a result of McCmihy's breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant

of good faith and fair dealing, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group have been damaged in
an amount reasonably believed to be over $150,000.00 and in an amount to be proven at trial.
These damages include but are not limited to overpayments, additional testing and paving costs,
costs incurred due to finishing McCarthy's incomplete work, lost business oppmiunity due to
project delays, increased financing costs, and attorneys' fees.

B.

Mis rep res en ta tion/Fra ud.
25.

By submitting invoice #2488 to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group,

McCarthy made knowingly false and material representations to Craig Stark with the intent
that Craig Stark rely on those representations to pay the invoice in full to the benefit of
McCarthy and detriment of Craig Stark. By doing so, McCarthy intended to rely on Mr.
Stark's lack of knowledge about the quantity and quality of certain materials McCarthy
represented it had delivered and placed on-site to induce Craig Stark into paying for a lesser
quality of material than was delivered; for material not delivered; and for work not completed
or remaining to be completed.
26.

In pm1icular, McCarthy made the knowingly false and material representation

that it had delivered 3,584 cubic yards of 4" inches of¾" inch compacted base rock when, in
fact, it had imported reject rock material from another site. Nevertheless, McCarthy billed
Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group $107,520.00 based on its knowingly false
representation.

As a result of McCarthy's knowingly false and material representations,

Craig Stark, acting in reliance thereon and without knowledge, has paid McCarthy
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approximately $17,100 for 3/4" inch base rock that was never delivered and placed on-site. In
addition, Mr. Stark overpaid approximately $1,950.00 for import material that was placed on
site. Accordingly, Craig Stark has been damaged by the misrepresentations and fraudulent
conduct of McCarthy in an amount to be proven at trial.

C.

Slander of Title and Recordation of Unjust Lien Claim.
27.

On September 22, 2017, McCarthy recorded its Claim of Lien, Kootenai County

Record Instmment No. 2612854000 against the Subject Property owned by Stark Investment
Group, LLC in the amount of $145,706.56. This was in the same amount as its fom1h version
of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017. By recording its Claim of Lien, Mr. McCmthy and
the McCarthy Corporation verified by oath that the amount demanded ,vas just pursuant to I.C.
§ 45-507(4).
28.

On October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark tendered a cashier's check to McCarthy in the

amount of $49,339.99 for invoiced amounts that were not disputed. McCarthy accepted the
payment.
29.

Despite acceptance of $49,339.99 on October 5, 2017, McCarthy neve1theless

recorded an Amended Claim of Lien, Kootenai County Record Instrument No. 2617079000, in
the amount of $176,691.71-an increase of $30,985.15-over the original Claim of Lien. By
recording its Amended Claim of Lien, Mr. McCaithy and the McCarthy Corporation once again
verified under oath that the amount demanded was just pursuant to LC.§ 45-507(4).
30.

The Amended Claim of Lien is an unlawful encumbrance on the clean and

marketable title to the Property held by Stark Investment Group, LLC and is a slander on the
title of the Subject Property. The recordation of the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien
have caused damage to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group in an amount to be proven at
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trial.
IV.

Prayer for Relief.

NOW WHEREFORE, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark pray for the

following relief:

1.

For judgment against McCarthy for breach of contract in an amount not less than

$150,000.00 and in an amount to be proven at trial;
2.

For judgment against McCmthy for misrepresentation and fraud in an amount to

be proven at trial;
3.

For judgment against McCarthy for slander of title in an amount to be proven at

4.

For an order releasing the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien;

5.

For an award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120

trial;

and/or 12-121;
6.

For an award of post-judgment interest; and

7.

For such other and further relief the Court considers fair and just under the

circumstances.
DATED this /

s;:y

ofJune, 2018.

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

15

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of June, 2018, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated belmv, and addressed to the following:

U.S. Mail

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P .S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

_

X

-X-

Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
ICourt Electronic Portal

Nicole Vigii
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Electronically Filed
7/12/2018 12:07 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; and U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company; and
CRAIG STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,
vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.
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Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, answers and responds the CounterClaimants', STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC and CRAIG STARK, Counterclaim, as
follows:
1.

McCarthy Corporation denies all allegations contained in the Counterclaim not

otherwise admitted herein.
2.

McCarthy Corporation admits that Stark Investment Group, LLC is an Idaho

limited company and that it is the owner of the Subject Property located at 52442 N. Old
Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho. McCarthy Corporation further admits that Craig Stark has acted
as the Manager/Member of Stark Investment Group, LLC at all times material hereto. McCarthy
Corporation is presently without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief about the
balance of the compound allegations contained in Paragraph 1 and, therefore, denies the same.
3.

McCarthy Corporation admits that Craig Stark and Michelle Stark are husband

and wife. McCarthy Corporation further admits that Stark Investment Group, LLC presently
owns, operates and maintains the Subject Property. McCarthy Corporation is presently without
sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief about the balance of the compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 2 and, therefore, denies the same.
4.

McCarthy Corporation admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs 3 and 4.

5.

McCarthy Corporation admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 5.

6.

McCarthy Corporation admits that h2 civil engineer, Scott McArthur, introduced

Mr. Stark to Jason Cheyne in 2017. McCarthy Corporation admits that Mr. Cheyne, acting on its
behalf, subsequently prepared a bid for the project excavation work. McCarthy Corporation
further admits that the bid was furnished on a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase
1 Contract, Exhibit "A." McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations contained
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in Paragraph 6.
7.

McCarthy Corporation admits that after Mr. Stark accepted its bid, it furnished

Mr. Stark with a document titled "McCarthy Construction Contract." McCarthy Corporation
admits that Mr. Stark signed both the bid and contract. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
compound allegations contained in Paragraph 7.
8.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2409 in the amount of $38,200

was paid on or about May 3, 201 7. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations
contained in Paragraph 8.
9.

McCarthy Corporation admits that following the initial clearing and grubbing, it

began to strip the top soil. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations
contained in Paragraph 9.
10.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it excavated a borrow pit onsite to obtain

suitable base material for the project. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 10.
11.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2435 in the amount of $112,725.77

was paid on or about May 22, 201 7. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 11.
12.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2481 in the amount of $62,955.80

was paid on or about July 17, 2018. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 12.
13.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2488 was for the stated amount of

$158,980.00. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations contained in
Paragraph 13.
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14.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations contained in Paragraph

14, 15 and 16.
15.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about September 22, 2017 Mr. Stark

tendered a check in the amount of $49,339.99 which was expressly conditioned upon McCarthy
Corporation's execution of an unconditional lien waiver. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
allegations contained in Paragraph 17.
16.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about October 5, 2017 it received an

unconditional partial payment in the amount of $49,339.99 towards to amounts owed it.
McCarthy Corporation further admits that on October 23, 2017, it caused an Amended Claim of
Lien to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office for the stated amount of

$176,691.71. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations contained in
Paragraph 18.
17.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it has been paid a total of $263,221.56 by Mr.

Stark. McCarthy Corporations denies all other compound allegations contained in Paragraph 19.
18.

McCarthy Corporation denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 20.

19.

Paragraph 21 is a conclusion oflaw to which no response is due. To the extent a

response is required, McCarthy Corporation denies the same.
20.

McCarthy Corporation denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 22, 23, 24,

25 and 26.
21.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it caused a Claim ofLien for the stated amount

of $145,706.56 to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on September 22,
2017 as Instrument No. 2612854000. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations and conclusions of law contained in Paragraph 27.
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22.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about October 5, 2017, it received and

accepted a check from Mr. Stark in the amount of $49,339.99. McCarthy Corporation denies all
other compound allegations contained in Paragraph 28.
23.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 29.
24.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 30.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The Counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Counter-Claimants' causes of action are barred by the individual and collective equitable
principles of waiver, estoppel, ratification and latches.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Counter-Claimants failed to mitigate their damages and/or protect themselves from
avoidable consequences.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Counter-Claimants' damages, if any, were caused by its own conduct and acts, and
through no fault of the Counter-Defendant.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Should it be determined that Counter-Defendant is liable to Counterclaimants, that
amount should be set off by the amount the Defendants/Counter-Claimants owe to the
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant under the Complaint filed herein.
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PRAYER FOR JUDGMENT
WHEREFORE, Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, prays for entry of
judgment as follows:
A.)

That the Counterclaim be dismissed, with prejudice, and that Counter-Claimants

take nothing thereunder.
B.)

For an award of its fees and costs incurred defending the Counterclaim.

DATED this 12TH day of July, 2018.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 12TH day of July, 2018, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Annie N. Harris
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC

□
□
□
□
□

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

Conrad J. Aiken
Daniel C. Green
Racine Olson Nye & Budge, Chtd.
600 E. Riverpark Lane, Suite 210
Boise, Idaho 83 706
Fax: (208) 433-0167
Attorneys for Defendant, U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□
□
□
□

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

~

~

I sf Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Filed: July 31, 2018 at 4:12 PM.
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Xatfi 1Jootfi Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCarthy Corporation

Case No. CV-2018-2486

vs.

AMENDED

Stark Investment Group, LLC, an Idaho
limited liab, Craig Stark, US Bank, N A

Notice of Scheduling Conference
And Court Trial - Civil

NOTICE IS GIVEN That the above-entitled case is set for:
Hearing Type

Date

Time

Judge

Scheduling Conference
Court Trial - Civil

07/01/2019
08/05/2019

3:00 PM
9:00AM

Rich Christensen
Rich Christensen

TRIALS ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD.
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this
case intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is also given that if there
are multiple defendants, any disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior
determination under I.C. R. 25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the
following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges
Lansing Haynes, John Mitchell, Scott Wayman, Cynthia Meyer, Barbara Buchanan,
Richard Christensen, Fred Gibler, Steven Verby, Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster,
Benjamin Simpson.. This list may include judges in addition to those previously
identified. You may exercise an I.R.C.P 40(d) disqualification with respect to any
additional judge identified in this notice.
JIM BRANNON
Clerk of the Court
Dated: July 31. 2018

Xatliy 'Bootli

By:

Deputy Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date I served a copy of the attached to:
Jonathon David Hallin
Michael A. Ealy
Ann Nicklay Harris

jhallin@lukins.com
mealy@rmehlaw.com
aharris@rmehlaw.com

[X] By email
[X] By email
[X] By email

Conrad Joseph Aiken

cja@racinelaw.net

[X] By email

Dated: July 31, 2018

By:

Xatliy 'Bootli
Deputy Clerk

@
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PRETRIAL ORDER
In order to assist with the trial of this matter IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

DISCOVERY:

1.

All written discovery shall be initiated so that timely responses shall be completed
thirty-five (35) days before trial. The last day for taking any discovery depositions shall
be twenty-one (21) days before trial.

2.

EXPERT WITNESSES:

Not later than one hundred sixty eight (168) days (24 weeks) before trial, the
party with the burden going forward on a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim shall
disclose all experts to be called at trial in support thereof. Not later than one hundred
twelve (112) days (16 weeks) before trial, the party defending against a claim,
counterclaim, or cross-claim shall disclose all experts to be called at trial in support of
thereof. Such disclosure shall consist of at least the information required to be disclosed
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(l)(i) for individuals retained or specially employed to
provide expert testimony in the case or who are employees of the party. For individuals
with knowledge of relevant facts not acquired in preparation for trial and who have not
been retained or specially employed to provide expert testimony such disclosure shall
comply

with

I.R.C.P.

26(b)(4)(A)(l)(ii).

Notice

of

compliance

shall

be

contemporaneously filed with the Court.
3.

PRETRIAL MOTIONS:

Motions for summary judgment shall be timely filed so as to be heard not later
than eighty four (84) days (12 weeks) before trial. (NOTICE:

DUE TO COURT

CONGESTION IT IS ADVISABLE TO CONTACT THE COURT FOR SCHEDULING
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS AT LEAST THREE (3) MONTHS PRIOR TO
HEARING.)

Motions in limine concerning designated witnesses and exhibits shall be

submitted in writing at least seven (7) days before trial. The last day for hearing all other
pretrial motions including other motions in limine shall be twenty-one (21) days before
trial.
4.

MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT:

UNIFORM PRETRIAL ORDER
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There shall be served and filed with each motion for summary judgment a
separate concise statement, together with a reference to the record, of each of the material
facts as to which the moving party contends there are no genuine issues of dispute. Any
party opposing the motion shall, not later than fourteen ( 14) days after the service of the
motion for summary judgment and the statement of facts, serve and file a separate
concise statement, together with a reference to the record, setting forth all material facts
as to which it is contended there exist genuine issues necessary to be litigated.
In determining any motion for summary judgment, the Court may assume that the
facts as claimed by the moving party are admitted to exist without controversy, except
and to the extend that such facts are asserted to be actually in good faith controverted by
a statement filed in opposition to the motion.
5.

DISCOVERY DISPUTES:

Unless otherwise ordered, the Court will not entertain any discovery motion,
except those brought by a person appearing prose and those brought pursuant to I.R.C.P.

26(c) by a person who is not a party, unless counsel for the moving party files with the
Court, at the time of filing the motion, a statement showing that the lawyer making the
motion has made a reasonable effort to reach agreement with opposing counsel on the
matters set forth in the motion. A "reasonable effort" must include attempts to contact

opposing counsel by telephone or in person. Sending written or electronic
correspondence without attempts of personal voice contact will not be deemed a
"reasonable effort. " The motion shall not refer the Court to other documents in the file.
For example, if the sufficiency of an answer to an interrogatory is in issue, the motion
shall contain, verbatim, both the interrogatory and the allegedly insufficient answer,
followed by each party's contentions, separately stated.
6.

EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS:

Exhibit lists and copies of exhibits shall be prepared and exchanged between
parties and filed with the Clerk at least fourteen (14) days before trial. The original
exhibits should be filed with the Clerk at the time of trial. Using the attached form, each
party shall prepare a list of exhibits, it expects to offer. Two copies of the exhibit list are
to be filed with the Clerk, and a copy is to be provided to opposing parties. Exhibits
should be listed in the order that the party anticipates they will be offered. Exhibit labels
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can be obtained from the Court Clerk. Each party shall affix labels to their exhibits
before trial. After the labels are marked and attached to the original exhibit, copies
should be made.

Plaintiff's exhibits should be marked in numerical sequence.

Defendant's exhibits should be marked in alphabetical sequence.

The civil action

number of the case and the date of the trial should also be placed on each of the exhibit
labels. It is expected that each party will have a copy of all exhibits to be used at trial.
7.

LIST OF WITNESSES:

Witness lists shall be prepared and exchanged between parties and filed with the
Clerk at least fourteen (14) days before trial. Each party shall provide opposing parties
with a list of the party's witnesses and shall provide the Court with two copies of each list
of witnesses. Witnesses should be listed in the order they are anticipated to be called.

8.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS:

Jury instructions shall be prepared and exchanged between the parties and filed

with the Clerk at least seven (7) days before trial.

The Court has prepared stock

instructions covering the Idaho Jury Instructions listed on the attached sheet. Copies may
be obtained from the Court. The parties shall meet in good faith to agree on a statement
of claims instruction which shall be submitted to the Court with the other proposed
instructions. In the absence of agreement, each party shall submit their own statement of
claims instruction. All instructions shall be prepared in accordance with I.R.C.P. 5l(a).
9.

BRIEFS AND MEMORANDA:

In addition to any original brief or memorandum filed with the Clerk of Court, a
copy shall be provided to the Court. To the extent counsel rely on legal authorities not
contained in the Idaho Reports, a copy of each case or authority cited shall be attached to
the Court's copy of the brief or memorandum.
10.

TRIAL BRIEFS:

Trial briefs shall be prepared and exchanged between the parties and filed with
the Clerk at least seven (7) days before trial.
11.

PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS:

If the trial is to the Court, each party shall at least seven (7) days prior to trial file
with the opposing parties and the Court, proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law Supporting their position.
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12.

MODIFICATION:

This Pretrial Order may be modified by stipulation of the parties upon entry of an
order by the Court approving such stipulation. Any party may, upon motion and for good
cause shown, seek leave of Court modifying the terms of this order, upon such terms and
conditions as the Court deems fit. Any party may request a pretrial conference pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 16(i).
13.

SANCTIONS FOR NONCONFORMANCE:

Failure to timely comply in all respects with the provisions of this order shall
subject non-complying parties to sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule l 6(i), which may
include:
(a)

An order refusing to allow the disobedient party to support or

oppose designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting such party from introducing
designated matters in evidence;
(b)

An order striking out pleadings or parts thereof, or staying further

proceedings until the order is obeyed, or dismissing the action or proceeding or any part
thereof, or rendering a judgment by default against the disobedient party;
(c)

In lieu of any of the foregoing orders or in addition thereto, an

order threatening as a contempt of Court the failure to comply;
(d)

In lieu or in addition to any other sanction, the Judge shall require

the party or the attorney representing such party or both to pay the reasonable expenses
incurred because of any noncompliance with this rule, including attorney's fees, unless
the Judge finds that the noncompliance was substantially justified or that other
circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
14.

MEDIATION

The parties to this lawsuit are hereby ordered to participate in good faith mediation at a
mutually agreeable date and report jointly to the Court in writing at least sixty (60) days
prior to the trial date, setting forth the results of the mediation session. In the event that
the parties are unable to come to an agreement as to the choice of a mediator, the Court
will choose the mediator from the Idaho Supreme Court roster.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any vacation or continuation of the trial date

shall not change or alter any of the discovery or disclosure dates established by the initial
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trial setting. Any party may, upon motion and for good cause shown, request that the
discovery and disclosure dates be altered on vacation or continuance of the trial date.

Rich Christensen

Rich Christensen. District Judge.
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LIST OF EXHIBITS

CASE NUMBER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE_ _ _ _ __

VS.
-------------------....a..-=-'-----

TITLE OF CASE

Plaintiff's Exhibits (List Numerically)
Defendant's Exhibits (List Alphabetically)
Third Party Exhibits (State Party)
Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk for Directions)

#

Description

Admitted/
Admitted By Stip
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Civil Stock
Instructions
(Revised 05-07-93)

Hon. Rich Christensen
District Judge

CIVIL STOCK NO. SUBJECT

SOURCE

1.

Juror's Duties

IDJI 100-1

2.

Claims Not Evidence

IDJI 108

3.

Burden Of Proof

IDJI 112

4.

Direct & Circumstantial

IDJI 123 Mod

5.

Expert Testimony

IDJI 124

6.

Jurors Not to Discuss

IDJI 109

7.

Depositions Evidence (If Deposition

IDJI 125

Testimony is Anticipated)
ISSUE INSTRUCTIONS
8.

Damage Instruction: Doesn't imply injury

IDJI 900

9.

Communication with the Court

IDJI 141

10.

Quotient Verdict

IDJI 143

11.

How to Deliberate

IDJI 140 Mod

12.

Filling Out Verdict

IDJI 144 Mod
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Electronically Filed
8/31/2018 10:49 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Janlyn Cleveland, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFTCE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mcaly@rmehla,v.com
Annie N. Harris, ISB #10465
ahan-is@rmehlaw.com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark and U.S. Bank, N.A.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

Plaintiff,
vs.

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.

U.S. BANK'S ANSWER
TO PLAINTIFF'S
VERIFillD COMPLAINT

Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterc Ia imants,
vs.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corpora ti on,
Counter-Defendant.

U.S. BANK'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT- I
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Defendant U.S. Bank National Association doing business as U.S. Bank (hereinafier
"U.S. Bank"), by and through its attorneys of record, hereby answers the Plaintifrs Verified
Complaint as folJows:
ANSWER

U.S. Bank denies each and every allegation in the Verified Complaint not herein
expressly and specifically admitted. As to the enumerated paragraphs of the Verified Complaint,
U.S. Bank more specifically responds as follows:

I.

PARTIES, VENUE AND JURISDICTION

1.

Admit.

2.

Admit.

3.

Admit.

4.

Admit U.S. Bank is authorized to and conducts business in the State ofldaho.

5.

Admit.

6-7.

Admit jurisdiction and venue are proper in Kootenai County, State ofldaho.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8.

Admit only that McCarthy Corporation (' McCai1hy") is an Idaho registered
1

entity contractor RCE-31686 and that McCarthy holds itself out as providing excavation
services ,vi thin the State of Idaho.
9-10. Admit only that Stark Investment Group, LLC ("Stark") owns the "Subject
Property" commonly located at 52424 N. Old Higl1\vay 95, Rathdrum, Idaho.
11.

This answering Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to

fo1111

a

belief about the truth of the averment and, therefore, denies the same.
12-13. Deny. Admit only that McCarthy and Stark entered into an agreement and that
U.S. BANK'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 2
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Exhibit A to the Complaint appears to be a copy of the McCmthy Construction Contract and
the Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A."
14.

Admit

only

that

McCarthy

provided

excavation

services

toward

the

improvement of the Subject Property.
15.

Admit only that Craig and Michelle Stark are the Manager/Members of Stark

Investment Group, LLC.

COUNTI
FORECLOSURE OF NIECHANIC'S LIEN - LC. 45-50 I, et seq
[v. Defendants, Stark Investment Group and U.S. Bank]
16.

This answering Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief about the truth of the averment and, therefore, denies the same.
17.

Admit only that Exhibit B appears to be a correct copy of the Claim of Lien

recorded against the Subject Property in the amount of$145,706.56 on September 22, 2017.
18.

Admit only that Exhibit C appears to be a correct copy of the Amended Claim

of Lien recorded against the Subject Property in the increased amount of $176,691.71 on
October 23, 2017.
19.

This answering Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief about the trnth of the averment and, therefore, denies the same.
20.

Admit U.S. Bank has recorded a security interest in the Subject Property. On

information and belief, deny that U.S. Bank's recorded security interest is junior to ancl/or
subordinate to the McCmthy lien claim.
21.

This answering Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief about the truth of the averment and, therefore, denies the same.

U.S. OANK'S ANSWER TO PLAINTlff'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT 3
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22.

Admit only that Idaho law would apply to determine the priority of any security

interests recorded against the Subject Property, including that of U.S. Bank and McCatthy.

COUNT II
BREACH OF CONTRACT
[v. Defendant Stark]
23-26. These averments are not made tm:vard U.S. Bank and, therefore, no response is
required.

To the extent a response would be required, this answering Defendant lacks

knm:vledge or information sufficient to form a belief about the truth of the averments and,
therefore, denies the same.

ATTORNEY'S FEES
27.

Deny.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The Complaint fails to state a claim upon ,,,hich relief can be granted.

2.

The Plaintiffs lien claim is barred, in whole or in pait, by the failure to comply

with the statutory requirements ofldaho Code § 45-50 I et seq. including J.C. § 45-507(4 ).
3.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in patt, by the Defendants'

payment to the Plaintiff.
4.

The Plaintiffs claims are bmTed, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of waiver

and estoppel.
U.S. Bank reserves the right to amend this responsive pleading to include additional
affirmative defenses following fi.nther discove1y in this matter.

NO'W WHEREFORE, this answering Defendant prays for relief as follows:
1.

That the Plaintiff takes nothing by its Verified Complaint;

U.S. BANK'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT-4
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2.

That the action against this Defendant be dismissed with prejudice;

3.

That this Defendant recover its costs of suit including reasonable attorney's fees

and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120; 12-121; and/or 12-123; and,
4.

For such other and further relief as the Court considers fair and just under the

~

circumstances.
DATED this

~(

15
day of August, 2018.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By

At~is,Ofthc Fit·m
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:8j:~+

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of August, 2018, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

_
_

l

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
I Court Electronic Prntal

Nicole Vigil
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Electronically Filed
4/2/2019 4:46 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5 818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE D'ISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterc laimants,
vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.

COMES NOW, Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM- 1
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Stark (hereinafter "Stark"), by and through its counsel of record, Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy &
Harris, LLP, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. l 5(a) moves the court to grant leave to file the proposed
amended Complaint attached hereto as "Exhibit A", whkh is summarized as follows: (1) add
Robert and Lacy McCarthy as defendants; (2) add claims for (a) piercing the corporate veil; and
(b) breach of Idaho Consumer Protection Act.
This motion is made on the grounds set forth in the Defendants Memorandum in
Support and is supported by the Declaration of Craig Stark and Michael A. Ealy filed herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

J"-t\

day of April, 2019.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By

,___

__, , ~

M:chae A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorn y for Defendants

G, )o\..Jvs""

6~

~~
0
~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

day of April, 20 19, Tserved a true and correct copy of
THEREBY CERTffY that on this ~
the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis. P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303

_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail

Hand Delivered

Coeur di Alene, Idaho 83814

Pacsimilc (208) 664-4112

JG IC~ourt Electronic Portal
_

Nicole Vigil

jhallin(~lukins.com

'
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 N01ihwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
mealy@rmeh law .com
mjohnson@1mehlaw.com
Michael A Ealy, ISB #5619
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB # 10350

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
DEFENDAl'\TT/COUNTERCLAI
MANT'S FIRST MIENDED
ANSWERAND
COUNTERCLAIM

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, amaITiedman; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK a maITied man
Counterclaimants

v.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife.
Counter-Defendant.

DE FEND.A.NT/CO UNTERCLAIMANT'S FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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The Defendants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark (collectively "Stark"),
by and through their attorneys hereby answer the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and aver a
Counterclaim against Plaintiff1_ McCatihy Corporation. and Robeti and Lacy McCa1ihy
( 'M

arthy" or 'R. McCatihy" individual y, "McCarthy

or "Plaintiffs' cumulatively) as

follows:
ANSWER
Stark denies each and every allegation in the Verified Complaint not herein expressly
and specifically admitted. As to the enumerated paragraphs of the Verified Complaint, Stark
more specifically responds as follows:

I.

PARTIES, VENUE AND JURISDICTION

1.

Admit.

2.

Admit.

3.

Admit.

4.

Admit U.S. Bank does business in the State of Idaho.

5.

Admit.

6-7.

Admit jurisdiction and venue are proper in Kootenai County, State of Idaho.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8.

Admit that McCarthy is an Idaho registered entity contractor RCE-31686 and

that McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation services
within the State of Idaho.
9-10. Admit only that Stark Investment Group, LLC owns the "Subject Propetiy"
commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrnm, Idaho.

DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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11 .

Admit only that on or about September 22, 2016, Craig Stark contracted with h2

Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide civil engineering and land surveying
services pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreement. Admit that Scott McArthur is a
civil engineer with h2 and that Mr. McArthur introduced Craig Stark to Jason Cheyne for the
purpose of requesting a bid for the project excavation work.
12-13. Deny. Admit only that on March 26, 2016, Craig Stark signed the document
titled: McCarthy Construction Contract.

Admit only that on March 30, 2016, Craig Stark

signed a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A." Admit
that Exhibit A to the Complaint appears to be a copy of the McCarthy Construction Contract
and the Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A."
14.

Admit

only that

McCarthy provided excavation services

toward

the

improvement of the Subject Property beginning in early April 201 7 and through August 22,
2017.
15 .

Admit only that Craig and Michel le Stark are the Manager/Members of Stark

Investment Group, LLC.

COUNTI
FORECLOSURE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN -I.C. 45-501, et seq
[v. Defendants, Stark Investment Group and U.S. Bank]
16.

Deny.

17.

Admit only that Exhibit B appears to be a con-ect copy of the Claim of Lien

recorded against the Subject Prope1ty in the amount of $145,706.56 on September 22, 2017.
18.

Admit only that Exhibit C appears to be a con-ect copy of the Amended Claim

of Lien recorded against the Subject Property in the increased amount of $176,691.71 on
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October 23, 2017.
19.

Admit only that the Claim of Lien and the Amended Claim of Lien were timely

20.

Admit U.S. Bank has recorded a security interest in the Subject Property. On

served.

inf01mation and belief, deny that U.S. Bank's recorded security interest is junior to and
subordinate to the McCarthy's lien claim.
21.

Stark lacks knowledge or information sufficient to fom1 a belief about this

allegation and, therefore, denies the same.
22.

Admit only that Idaho law would apply to determine the priority of any security

interests recorded against the Subject Property, including that of U.S. Bank and McCarthy.
COUNT II

BREACH OF CONTRACT
[v. Defendant Stark]
23.

Deny.

24.

Deny.

25.

Deny.

26.

Deny.
ATTORNEY'S FEES

27.

Deny.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1.

The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2.

The Plaintiffs lien claim is barred, in whole or in part, by the failure to comply

with the statutory requirements ofldaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. including LC. § 45-507(4).
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3.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in paii, by its own material breach

of contract and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing which excused the
Defendants from any legal or equitable duty of performance.
4.

The Plaintiffs claims are batTed, in whole or in part, by its own fraudulent

conduct in overbilling the Defendants for goods and services not provided.
5.

The Plaintiffs claims are batTed, in whole or in part, by the Defendants'

payment to the Plaintiff.
6.

The Plaintiffs claims are batTed, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of waiver

and estoppel.
7.

McCatthy Corporation ,s equitable claims, if any, are barred by the doctrine of

unclean hands.
8.

The Plaintiffs alleged damages, if any, were caused by the contributory or

comparative fault of the Plaintiff and it and its directors, officers, employees and agents.
Stark reserves the right to amend this responsive pleading to include additional
affirmative defenses following fmther discovery in this matter.
NOW WHEREFORE, these answering Defendants pray for relief as follows:

1.

That the Plaintiff takes nothing by its Verified Complaint;

2.

That the action against these Defendants be dismissed with prejudice;

3.

That these Defendants recover their costs of suit including reasonable attorney's

fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120; 12-121; and/or 12-123; and,
4.

For such other and further relief as the Court considers fair and just under the

circumstances.
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COUNTERCLAIM
I.
1.

Parties, Jurisdiction and Venue

Counterclaimant, Stark Investment Group, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability

Company and the owner of the Subject Property commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway
95, Rathdmm, Idaho. The Manager/Members of Stark Investment Group, LLC are Craig and
Michelle Stark. At the times material hereto, Craig Stark acted as a Manager/Member of Stark
Investment Group, LLC.
2.

Counterclaimant, Craig Stark was and is manied to Michelle Stark and they are

residents of Kootenai County, State of Idaho.

Craig and Michelle Stark formed Stark

Investment Group, LLC for the purpose of owning, operating and maintaining the Subject
Property. Presently, Stark Investment Group, LLC owns, operates and maintains the Subject
Pr perty.

3.

Counter-defendant, McCarthy Corporation (herein "McCa1ihy Corporation") is

an Idaho corporation reasonably believed to be owned and operated by Robert and Lacy
McCarthy, husband and wife. McCarthy Corporation is an Idaho registered entity contractor
RCE-31686 and McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation
services within Kootenai County, State of Idaho.
4.

Counter-defendant, Robe1i McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy are husband and wife

who are reasonably believed to be the owners and operators of McCatihy Corporation. It is
reasonably believed that Robe1i McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy reside in Kootenai County.
State of Idaho.
___
5 ._ __This counterclaim arises out of and relates to the performance of excavation
work undertaken by McCarthy on the Subject Property and, therefore, jmisdiction is proper
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pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 5-514( a) and 5-514(b) and venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code §
5-404.

II.
5.

Factual Background

By early 2017, Stark Investment Group, LLC had acquired the Subject Property

commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho. In anticipation of acquiring
the property, Craig Stark contracted with h2 Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide
civil engineering and land surveying services for the purposes of developing the property into a
rental facility for RV and boat storage.
6.

In early March of 2017, Craig Stark was introduced to Jason Cheyne by h2 civil

engineer, Scott McArthur for the purpose of obtaining a bid from Mr. Cheyne to undertake the
excavation work on-site and pursuant to the plans and specifications created by h2. Mr. Cheyne
prepared a bid for the project excavation work that was submitted to Mr. McArthur and Mr.
Stark for consideration. The bid was submitted on a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage
- Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A." This bid indicates that the developer was Craig Stark and the
Contractor was McCarthy Capital and Jason Cheyne. At the time, Mr. Cheyne represented to

Mr. Stark that he worked for McCarthy Capital.
7.

Following a review of the bid by Mr. McArthur and Mr. Stark and the

clatification of few of the bid items by Mr. Cheyne, he presented the bid to Robert McCarthy
who drafted a document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract ("McCarthy Contract") for Mr.
Stark's signature.

Pursuant to the terms of the McCarthy Contract, McCarthy agreed to

perform the services identified in Exhibit A.

Mr. Stark signed the McCarthy Contract on

March 26, 2017 and Mr. Stark signed the document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage- Phase 1
Contract, Exhibit "A" on March 30, 2017. At the time, neither McCarthy Corporation nor
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McCarthy Capital had undertaken any contracted work to improve the Subject Property.
8.

Sometime in early April 2017, McCarthy began tosubcontacted with Rick

Tabish and Basin Industries to undertake the excavation work on the project which included
mobilization and the initial clearing and grubbing of the prope1iy. McCarthy's initial invoice
#2409 dated April 17, 2017 in the amount of $38,200 was paid on or about May 3, 2017.
Tabish nor Basin lndustries were licen ed contractors in the State of Idaho.
9.

Following the initial clearing and grnbbing, McCmihy Tabish began stripping

the top soil. After stripping the top soil, McCarthy, acting through Mr. Cheyne, requested that

Mr. McArthur and h2 provide a second survey for the purpose of measuring the quantity of the
stripped material. McCarthy relied upon and paid for h2's survey to determine that 21,475
cubic yards of material had been stripped from the Subject Property.
10.

Pursuant to the h2 plans and specifications, McCarthy excavated a barrow pit on-

site to mine the import base material needed to bring the Phase-1 area to the proper design
elevation. However, in mid-May, the-McCarthy unilaterally chose to close the b.Qarrow pit and
begin importing reject rock material from a location located north of the Subject Property
without first verifying the Phase-I elevation met design standards. McCarthy s decision to
close the banow pit and import reject rock material was never discussed or otherwise agreed to
by Mr. Stark.
11.

McCarthy's second invoice #2435 dated May 18, 2017 in the amount of

$112,725.77 was paid on or about May 22, 2017. At the time, the project site needed some
additional grading work and base material required for final compaction in preparation for the
addition of 4" inches of¾" inch compact base rock needed prior to paving. Although Stark had
noticed some small unit p1icing errors on invoice #2435, the invoice was paid in expectation of
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addressing those errors on a later billing.
12.

McCarthy's third invoice #2481 dated July 13, 2017 was in the amount of

$62~955.80. It included a charge of $50,751.80 for 100% of the required 4 inches of¾" inch
compacted base rock called for in the engineers design quantities and as set forth in the
1

McCarthy Contract. Recognizing that all of the ¾ inch compacted base rock had not been
'

delivered to the project site, Mr. Stark contacted 1-fr. McCarthy about billing for material not
delivered and not in-place. Mr. McCaithy assured I\fr. Stark that all of the ¾'' inch base rock
would be delivered and placed pursuant to the project plans and specifications. In reliance on

ivfr. McCarthy's representations, invoice #2481 was paid in full on July 17, 2018.
13.

McCarthy's fourth invoice #2488 dated July 25~ 2017 was in the amount
11

$158~980.00. It included another $107,520.00 charge for 4 of¾,, inch compacted base rock.
This was based on McCarthy's representation that it had hauled and placed 3,584 cubic yards of

¾'~ inch compacted base rock material at the rate of $30 per cubic yard. This charge greatly
exceeded the contractually agreed upon amount for ¾" inch compact base rock which had
already been billed and paid under invoice #2481. The charge was in an amount and rate that
was not contractually agreed to or otherwise agreed in a written change order signed by Mr.
Stark
14.

McCarthy, acting through

!Vu:. Cheyne, requested that IVlr. McArthur and h2

provide a third survey for the purpose of measuring the ¾~i inch compacted base rock charged
in invoice #2488. Based on the h2 survey, the engineer determined that 3,200 cubic yards of
compacted in place reject material had been imported from an off-site source. However, the
material was not -¼n inch base rock. Pursuant to the contract, imported structural material was
to be charged at $4.03 per cubic yard compacted in place. Accordingly, 11r. Stark was
DEFE.'.'-JD .
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concerned that McCarthy was overbilling him in an amount greater than $100,000 based on that
charge and other issues, in part, because Mr. Stark had already paid for 15,602 cubic yards of
import structural mate1ial through invoice #24 3 5.

15.

McCaiihy hired multiple transport companies to haul the impmi reject material

from the pit located north of the Project. One of these companies were Hawks Trucking.
Hawks Trucking sent itemized invoices to McCarthy.

These invoices showed that Hawks

Trucking was hired by McCarthy to haul material to its various job locations, many of which
were not the Stark Project. These other location included Rob and Lacy McCaiihy 's personal
arthy
lake cabin and a lake cabin owned by McCaiihy Capital, among other locations. McC~
bill

or coded each of these invoices to the Stark proi

t despite not being delivered to the

Stark Project.

_ _ _16""-'.__ By the time McCaithy issued invoice #2488, Rob McCarthy and McCarthy
knew that Mr. Stark was financing the construction of the project through a constrnction loan
with U.S. Bank. Accordingly, rather than simply meet and discussing the bill, McCarthy issued
a second version of invoice #2488 dated July 25, 2017 in the amount of $238,986.98; a third
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $162,087.56; and fourth
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $145,706.56. During this
time, McCarthy told Mr. Stark the planned paving had to be rescheduled out for several weeks
due to the unavailability of the paving contractor when, in fact, McCarthy cancel1ed the paving
thus delaying completion of the project for the purpose of coercing payment of invoice #2488.
l]B.

Around the same time Stark recieved McCatihy s fourth revision to Invoice

#2488 , Stark's US Bank loan officer, Trevor Young advised Stark that Rob McCatihy had
contacted Young and had threatened to lien the Project if the invoice wasn't paid. Young
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advised Stark that because f McCarthy s threat of lien, US Bank would stop funding the

f McCatihy s conduct, Stark was forced to
deposit $265.037.57 ($176.691.7 1

150%) in a non-interest bearing account with US Bank as

secmity against McCatihy 's amended lien.
_ __ 1_8.__ By early August 2017, McCarthy's conduct had put completion of the project in
jeopardy. As a result, Mr. Stark reached out to Mr. McCarthy in an effort to compromise
payment of invoice #2488. After several days of telephone calls and meetings between Rob
McCarthy, Jason Cheyne, Scott McArthur and following a telephone call between Mr. Stark
and Mr. McCarthy on August 23, 201 7, Mr. Stark thought he had reached an oral agreement
with Mr. McCarthy to a compromise payment of invoice #2488. Mr. Stark planned to meet
with Mr. McCarthy the following morning to confitm the agreement in writing. However, Mr.
McCarthy failed to show up for the planned meeting and reneged on the oral agreement further
delaying completion of the project to the detriment of Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group.
As a result of McCarthy's unwillingness to complete the work and its billing practices, Mr.
Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC terminated McCarthy effective August 27, 2017.
12.1.

By letter dated September 22, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC

sought to resolve payment of invoice #2488 by tendering payment in the amount of $49,339.99
to McCarthy based on the reasons set forth therein.

McCarthy refused the payment and,

instead, recorded a Claim of Lien on that same date in the amount of $145,706.56.
20-l-8. By letter dated October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC
once against tendered payment $49,339.99 to McCarthy in payment of those undisputed
amounts owed pursuant to invoice #2488.

Although McCarthy accepted this payment, it

nevertheless recorded an Amended C]aim of Lien on October 23, 2017 in the amount of
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$176,691.71-an incredulous increase of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56) despite the
acceptance of the additional payment of $49,339.99. To date, McCarthy has refused to provide
any documentation, material invoices, change orders or other support for the $176,691.71
amended lien.
21-±-9. After October 5 2017, McCarthy had been paid a total of $263,221.56.
However, the original excavation work and paving remained incomplete and the project had
suffered a significant time delay.
22_Q .

In order to complete the project excavation work and paving, Craig Stark and

Stark Investment Group, LLC retained Waldo Constmction, Inc. ("Waldo Construction").
Waldo Constrnction completed the project excavation work, installed the remaining of the ¾'
inch base rock required by engineers design, concrete sidewalk, bollards and paving on or about
October 15, 2017 at a total cost of approximately $210,000.00.

ill.
A.

Causes of Action

Breach of Contract and the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
211-.

Idaho recognizes that in eve1y contract there is an implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing which requires the parties to perform, in good faith, the obligations required by
their agreement. Therefore, the covenant of good faith and fair dealing is an implied term of
the paiiies' agreement found in the McCarthy Contract. Accordingly, in addition to performing
as promised, the McCarthy Corporation owed Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group an
implied duty not to frustrate or significantly impair the benefit of the contract for Craig Stark
and Stark Investment Group.
21±.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached its agreement with Craig Stark and Stark

Investment Group, in part, by overbilling; billing for material and work not delivered or
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completed; and by intentionally delaying and fiustrating the timely completion of the project.
2~~.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing by seeking to keep Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group from the benefit of their
bargain with McCarthy.

2Q4.

As a result of McCarthy s breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant

of good faith and fair dealing, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group have been damaged in
an amount reasonably believed to be over $150,000.00 and in an amount to be proven at trial.
These damages include but are not limited to overpayments, additional testing and paving costs,
costs incurred due to finishing McCarthy s incomplete work, lost business opportunity due to
project delays, increased financing costs, and attorneys' fees.

B.

Misrepresentation/Fraud.

21~- By submitting invoice #2488 to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group,
McCarthy made knowingly false and material representations to Craig Stark with the intent
that Craig Stark rely on those representations to pay the invoice in full to the benefit of
McCarthy and detriment of Craig Stark. By doing so, McCarthy intended to rely on Mr.
Stark's lack of knowledge about the quantity and quality of certain materials McCarthy
represented it had delivered and placed on-site to induce Craig Stark into paying for a lesser
quality of material than was delivered; for material not delivered; and for work not completed
or remaining to be completed.
2-8_6.

In particular, McCarthy made the knowingly false and material representation

that it had delivered 3,584 cubic yards of 4" inches of¾" inch compacted base rock when, in
fact, it had imp011ed reject rock material from another site. Neve11heless, McCarthy billed
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Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group $107,520.00 based on its knowingly false
representation.

As a result of McCarthy's knowingly false and material representations,

Craig Stark, acting in reliance thereon and without knowledge, has paid McCarthy
approximately $17,10016,584.96 for¾" inch base rock that was never delivered and placed
on-site.

In addition, Mr. Stark overpaid approximately

I 950.0Ql 7,484.42 for import

material that was placed on site. Accordingly, Craig Stark has been damaged by the
misrepresentations and fraudulent conduct of McCarthy in an amount to be proven at trial.
C.

Slander of Title and Recordation of Unjust Lien Claim.
221.

On September 22, 2017, McCarthy recorded its Claim of Lien, Kootenai County

Record Instrument No. 2612854000 against the Subject Property owned by Stark Investment
Group, LLC in the amount of $145,706.56. This was in the same amount as its fourth version
of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017. By recording its Claim of Lien, Mr. McCarthy and
the McCatihy Corporation ve1ified by oath that the amount demanded was just pursuant to LC.

§ 45-507(4).
30~. On October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark tendered a cashier's check to McCarthy in the
amount of $49,339.99 for invoiced amounts that were not disputed. McCarthy accepted the
payment.
_3_l±9. Despite acceptance of $49,339.99 on October 5, 2017, McCarthy neve1iheless

recorded an Amended Claim of Lien, Kootenai County Record Instrument No. 2617079000, in
the amount of $176,691.71-an increase of $30,985.15-over the original Claim of Lien. By
recording its Amended Claim of Lien, Mr. McCarthy and the McCarthy Corporation once again
verified under oath that the amount demanded was just pursuant to I.C. § 45-507(4).
32:G.

The Amended Claim of Lien is an unlawful encumbrance on the clean and
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marketable title to the Prope1iy held by Stark Investment Group, LLC and is a slander on the
title of the Subject Property. The recordation of the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien
have caused damage to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group in an amount to be proven at
trial.

D.

Breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, Idaho Code § 48-603, et seq.
33.

~

Stark Investment Grouo. LLC, and Craig Stark are consumers under Idaho Code

48-603.
34.

McCarthy C

ngaged in acts and practices that were misleading, false,

and othe1wise deceptive to Stark Inv tm nt Group, LLC, and Craig Stark, by:
a. Knowingly hiring and using an umegistered Montana contractor on the Stark
Project;
b. Unilaterally closing the ba1Tow pit and making the decision to begin hauling
imp01i reject material on-site from other locations without first submitting a change order for a
mate1ial change to the cost of work in excess of $1,000.00;
c. Knowingly submitting a billing invoice #2488 (and its subsequent revisions)
for material costs without a written change order; without supporting documentation; and for
quantities that were not supported bv their wn engineering survey;
d. Knowingly and intentionally delaying paving the Phase-1 area of the project
while misrepresenting the status of the same to Stark for the sole purpose of coerving payment
from Stark for costs and quantities that were not supp01ied by their own engineering survey;
e. Engaging in a scheme that allocated costs to the Stark P ro ject for material that
was never used on the Stark Project and w as most likely used to improve prope1iies owned by
McCatihy-including improvements to lakefront property in Bonner County;
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f. McCmihy inexplicably recording an Amended Claim of Lien in the amount of

$176,691.56- a gross increase of over $80,000-from the amou nt stated in its original Claim
of Lien which was verified under oath by Robe1i McCarthy and despite the fact that McCarthy
had (a) previously accepted a $49,339.99 payment from Stark, and (b) McCaiihy had not
perfo1med any work on the Project since prior to recording its original Claim of Lien: and
g. McCmihy has withheld payment from its engineer as part of a scheme to
coerce its engin r to change or alter the results of his survey and rep01ied material quantities to
the detriment of Stark.
34.

The foregoing constitutes a misleading, false, or othe1wise deceptive business

practices in violation f the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, Idaho Code§ 48-603(17).
35.

Because McCarthy engaged in acts and practices which were misleading, false,

and deceptive to Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Craig Stark, Stark Investment Group and
Craig Stark are entitled to damages pursuant to Idaho Code § 48-608( 1) in an amount not less
than $1,000.00 d llars, including the recovery of their attorneys fees and costs.

E.

Pierce the Corporate Veil
36.

McCaiihy Corporation is an Idaho corporation formed by Robert McCaiihy,

Lacy McCarthy, and Simon Mandel.

37.

On information and belief, it is reasonably believed that McCarthy Corporation

is really just the alter ego" of Robert and Lacy McCmihy such that the separate per onalities of
the corporation and individual no longer exist.

For example, Robe1i McCmihy and Jason

Cheyne have represented to Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark that McCarthy
Corporation allocated/billed in oices for work performed on Robe1i and Lacy McCaiihy·s
personal residence to Stark Investments for the Stark project. It is reasonably believed that
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Robert and Lacy McCarthy frequently use McCarthy Corporation and if resources for his own
personal use. Robert M cCaiihy would not have vendors omingling personal and corporate
projects unless he treats McCaiihy Corporation as his ~alter ego" and coming1es personal and
p

essional funds in a manner that demonstrates that McCarthy Corporation and Robe1i and

Lacy McCarthy are one and the same person.

38.

Under these circumstances, it would be inequitable to allow Robert McCarthy to

lea e McCaiihy Corporation undercapitalized and, in effect, "judgment proof' so as to avoid
any future oblication or judgment owed or owing to Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig
Stark despit McCaiihy Corporation using Stark project subcontractors for his own personal
use and allocating/billing such use to the Stark project.

It would be inequitable for Stark

Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark to have paid McCarthy Corporation in full for work
comp I ted, and have no means of recovering a money judgment against the corporation because
Robe1i McCaiihv has siphoned company resources and funds for his personal use intended to
frustrate and prevent Starks from otherwise rece1vmg the benefit of their bargain with
McCarthy Corporation.

IV.

Prayer for Relief.

NOW WHEREFORE, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark pray for the
following relief:
L.

For judgment against McCarthy for breach of contract in an amount not less than

$150,000.00 and in an amount o be proven at triat
2.

For judgment against McCarthy for misrepresentation and fraud in an amount to

be proven at trial;
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3.

For judgment against McCarthy for slander of title in an amount to be proven at

4.

Judgment against McCarth

trial;

Protection Act

Corporation for br ch of the Idaho Consumer

rn an amount to be proven at trial and,

in any event in an amount not less than

$1,000.00;
5.
that any judgment or monetarv award against McCarthy Corporation becomes the personal
obligation of Robert and Lacy McCarthy;

24.

For an order releasing the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien;

1~-

For an award of attorneys fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120.l 12-

ll.L_and/or 48-608 ;

.8_6.

For an award of post-judgment interest; and

2+.

For such other and further relief the Com1 considers fair and just under the

circumstances.
DATED this _ _ day ofJune, 2018Ap1i1, 2019 .
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By - - -- -- - -- - - - - Michael A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _ _ day of June, 2018April. 2019, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the

fo1lowing:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis~ P.S.

_

601 E. Front Ave. 1 Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112

TCowt Electronic Portal

Nicole Vigil
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Electronically Filed
4/2/2019 4:46 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
lda,ho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DECLARATION OF CRAIG
STARK IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,
vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.

DECLARATION OF CRAIG STARK IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Kootenai )
CRAIG STARK, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am a named Defendant in this matter and a member of Stark Investment Group,

LLC and I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge.
2.

Stark Investment Group, LLC (herein "Stark Investment") is the owner of a ±24

acre parcel of property commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, near the
intersection of U.S. Highway 95 and East Ohio Match Road. The property was purchased for
the specific purpose of developing the property into a rental facility for RV and boat storage
(the "Project"). The property was undeveloped when purchased and a seasonal creek bisects
the property.
3.

In anticipation of purchasing the property and developing the Project, I hired h2

Surveying and Engineering ("h2") to provide civil design services for the Project. In particular,
I worked with h2 civil engineer Scott McArthur regarding the design of the Project.
4.,

While working on the civil design, Scott McArthur introduced me to local

excavator, Jason Cheyne. I was advised that Mr. Cheyne was an experienced excavator who
might be interested in undertaking the excavation work on the Project.

Following this

introduction, I asked Mr. Cheyne to submit a bid for the excavation work based on h2's civil
design.
5.

In March 201 7, Mr. Cheyne submitted a bid for the excavation work on a single

paged document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A" (herein
"Bid"). At the time, I recall Mr. Cheyne represented to me that he worked for McCarthy
Capital. I accepted the Bid and I recall Mr. Cheyne and I signing it on March 30, 2017.
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6.

Following acceptance of the Bid, I was advised that Rob McCarthy, the owner of

McCarthy Capital and McCarthy Corporation, wanted a more "formal" contract document to
accompany the Bid. I was then presented with a three-page contract document titled: McCarthy
Construction Contract (herein "Contract"). Although it appears I signed the Contract on March
27, 2017, prior to signing the Bid on March 30, 2017, it is my recollection that I had first
accepted the Bid prior to being presented with and signing the Contract. Regardless of the
timing, attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of both the Contract and Bid.
7.

Notably, paragraph 2 of the Contract states:

Change Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change orders provided the amount
does not exceed $1,000 in value; the change order amount is emailed to the
. Owner; and the Owner accepts the change order amount by email or writing. The
parties agree that any change order exceeding $1,000 in value shall be signed by
the Owner and delivered to the Contractor.

As the Project Owner, this change order provision is and was important to me because I rely on
it to know whether or not I'm committing to a material change in the time and price to complete
the work on the Project. Based on this provision, I expected any change to the work exceeding
$1,000 would have to be in a writing singed by me.
8.

To better understand the matters in dispute in this litigation, it is important to

understand four key Bid items and how they relate to the Project design and the timing or
sequence of the construction. Those four Bid items are excerpted from Exhibit A as follows:
Bid Items

Stripped Waste Material
Import/Suitable/Structural
(compacted in place)
18 3" Asphalt PGS 8-28 or SPII
19 4" compacted base rock..
(placed and compacted)

3
4

Item Price

Estimated
Units
18,878 CY
15,602 CY
Material

Unit Price

2.50
4.03

47,195.69
62,877.67

9,037 CY
2,867 Ton

11.00
17.70

99,403.33
50,751.80
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Those Bid items can be further summarized and explained as follows:
(a)

Bid item 3-stripped waste material-- represents the estimated amount

and cost to strip the topsoil from the Project site. Due to the undeveloped nature of the Project
site, the topsoil had to be stripped before fill material could be imported and compacted in place
(Bid item 4). As noted in the Bid, the stripped waste material was to be placed in a compacted
berm on the south and west ends of the Project.
(b)

Bid item 4-import material-represents the estimated amount and cost

to import suitable structural material to be compacted in place to bring the subbase up to the
design elevation needed prior to importing and compacting in place 4 inches of¾ inch crushed
rock (Bid item 19). Of course, it w~s important for the excavator to meet the design elevations
before moving on with placing the subbase required for asphalt.
(c)

Bid Item 19---4" of¾" crushed rock-represents the estimated amount

and cost to import and compact in place 4 inches of ¾ inch crushed angular rock required as
subbase for asphalt (Bid item 18).
(d)

Bid Item 18-3" asphalt-represents the estimated amount and cost to

pave or asphalt Phase 1 of the Project site. On this Project, the asphalt or paving needed to be
finished before the storage units and office building could be built.
9.

One key element of the project design and included in the bid package was the

designated use of an on-site "borrow pit'' from which the excavator could mine all the necessary
import material (Bid item 4) needed to bring the project to design elevation needed for the
placement of 4 inches of ¾ inch crushed rock (Bid item 19). The borrow pit would not only
allow the excavator to make use of the abundant, native gravel material found on~site, but as
gravel material was mined and placed, the resulting hole or pit could be backfilled with the
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stripped topsoil. This element of the design was important to the economic feasibility of the
Project.
10.

Sometime after I had accepted the Bid and signed the Contract, I learned that Mr.

Cheyne had subcontracted certain excavation work to a contractor from Montana named Rick
Tabish. At Mr. Cheyne 's deposition, I learned this subcontract was based on an oral, handshake deal between Mr. Cheyne and Mr. Tabish. Attached hereto as Exhibit B are true and
correct copies of excerpted pages 68-74 from the deposition of Mr. Cheyne explaining the terms
of his deal with Mr. Tabish. I have since learned that neither Mr. Tabish, nor his company,
Basin Industries, was a registered Idaho c~ntractor while working on the Project.
11.

By early May 2017, the topsoil had been stripped from the Project site (Bid item

3) and material being mined from the borrow pit (Bid item 4) and was being placed and
compacted to bring the Phase-1 area to the planned design elevation. To my knowledge, the
Project was proceeding largely as planned and in accord with the Project design.

By my

account, I continued to enjoy an amicable relationship with Mr. Cheyne and I certainly would
have expected him to contact me if he had any issues with completing the work on the Project.
12.

On May 18, 2017, I received McCarthy Invoice #2435 in the amount of

$112,725.77. Notably, this Invoice billed me for two of the Bid items outlined above as follows:
Bid Item 3
Bid Item 4

Stripped Waste Material
Import (compact in place)

18,878 CY at $2.50 CY= $47,195.69
15,602 CY at $4.20 CY= $65,530.08

While I recognized there was a unit price error--$4.20 verses $4.03--for import material (Bid
item 4), I decided to pay the Invoice and seek an adjustment later in the interest of moving
forward with the Project. As the Project Owner, Invoice #2435 was significant because
McCarthy was billing me, in full, for the entire estimated cost of both Bid items 3 and 4. At
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the time I received this Invoice, I had no knowledge regarding any material issue with quality
or quantity of material that was available from the on-site borrow pit. Attached hereto as
Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of McCarthy Invoice #2435 received and paid by me.

13.

I would later learn that on or about May 18, 2017-the same day I received

Invoice #2435--Mr. Cheyne had unilaterally closed the on-site borrow pit. This decision
would become the genesis of my dispute with McCarthy because, as I learned later, Mr.
Cheyne closed the borrow pit prior to placing and compacting enough import material (Bid
item 4) to bringing the Phase-1 area up to the required design elevation needed to place 4
inches of¾ inch crushed rock (Bid item 19) prior to paving (Bid item 18).
14.

Because Mr. Cheyne closed the borrow pit before meeting the required design

elevation and because he couldn't use his as-built elevation due to flood plain issues, he
chose to begin hauling material--described to me as "reject" material--from an old rock pit
located several miles to the north of the Project as opposed to re-opening the borrow pit. I
understand the reject material Mr. Cheyne chose to haul on-site was used to bring the Phase1 area up to the required design elevation. To this day, I do not understand Mr. Cheyne's
failure to. communicate with me about his decision to close the on-site borrow pit and begin
hauling reject material given the fact that the property has and had an ample supply of native
gravel and given the importance the on-site borrow pit as a design element.
15.

On July 13, 2017, I received McCarthy Invoice #2481 in the amount of

$62,955.80. This invoice included the following items:
2867 Tons at $17.70206/T = $50,751.80
Bid Item 19 4" of ¾" crushed rock
920 LF at $1.20/LF = $1,104.00
Bid Item 25 2" Sch 80 dry utility conduit
1,300 LF at $3.00/LF = $3,900.00
Bid Item 30 dry utility trenching
4 holes at $1,800/EA = $7,200.00
Bid Item 32 auger holes
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Notably, this invoice billed me for the entire estimated cost of Bid Item 19-4" of¾" crushed
rock-outlined above. Having paid the entire estimated cost of Bid Item 19, I thought the
Phase-1 area was ready to be paved (Bid Item 18) and it was my expectation that McCarthy was
going to proceed with paving the Phase-1 area. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is true and correct
copy of McCarthy Invoice #2481 received and paid by me.
16.

I promptly paid McCarthy Invoice #2481 based on Rob McCarthy's

representations to me that the items invoiced were completed by McCarthy Corporation and
that McCarthy would deliver the rest of the 03/4" crushed rock supported by invoices with
paving to follow. However, I learned afterward this was not entirely accurate. I later learned
that McCarthy only delivered 1,204.33 tons of¾" crushed rock, not the 2,867 tons billed. In
addition, I learned the electrical conduit I was billed for was actually provided by Kootenai
Electric. Finally, I learned the holes I was billed for were actually augured by Steel Structures
of America's concrete contractor and not McCarthy.
17.

While I don't presently recall when I first learned of Mr. Cheyne's decision to

close the borrow pit, I do recall being coi:tacted by Mr. Tabish in early August 2017 after I
would have received the original Invoice #2481 from McCarthy. Mr. Tabish was threating to
lien the Project based on a lack of payment from McCarthy. In response, I assured Mr.
Tabish that I had, in fact, paid McCarthy over $112,000.00 in May for all the estimated
stripped waste material (Bid item 3) as well as all the estimated import material (Bid item 4).
Although Mr. Tabish's contact alerted me that there was apparently a payment issue between
himself and McCarthy, I still had no real knowledge about the nature of the dispute. What I
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didn't know then and only learned through discovery, was that Mr. Tabish had submitted an
invoice to McCarthy in the amount of $138,670.16 but had only received payment in the
amount of $60,000.00 from McCarthy based on the Cheyne/Tabish oral hand-shake deal. See
Exhibit B. Mr. Tabish was or had been demanding payment from McCarthy for the claimed

balance of $78,670.16. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of an email·
dated July 17, 2017 and produced in discovery from a representative of Mr. Tabish to Mr.
Cheyne and Mr. Cheyne' s response to the same.
18.

Sometime after Mr. Cheyne finished hauling reject material onto the Project site,

McCarthy hired h2 and Scott McArthur to survey the work completed to date. Because Mr.
McArthur was not acting as my project engineer, I had no objection to him performing survey
work for McCarthy. As my design engineer, I trusted Mr. McArthur to undertake an accurate
survey. I understood the purpose for Mr. McArthur 's survey was to quantify the amount of
stripped waste material (Bid item 3) and the amount of import material (Bid item 4) including
the reject material hauled on-site by Mr. Cheyne. Following his survey, Mr. McArthur reported
the results of his survey to both Mr. Cheyne and Mr. McCarthy. Attached hereto as Exhibit Fis
a true and correct copy of the email dated July 21, 2017 from Scott McArthur to both Mr.
Cheyne and Mr. McCarthy summarizing his survey which was copied to me by email on that
same date.
19.

To date, I have never disputed the material quantities reported in Mr. McArthur's

July 21, 2017 email to Mr. Cheyne and Mr. McCarthy. I think it is important to note that
although I accepted Mr. McArthur's material quantities, McCarthy was (and has been) only
willing to partially accept McArthur's material quantities as it applied to the reported 21,475
CY of stripped material or "Strippings" as referenced therein. To my knowledge, McCarthy has
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and continues to reject Mr. McArthur's material quantities for those items identified as "Onsite
Borrow" and "Rejects."
20.

Despite McCarthy having Mr. McArthur's material quantities, on July 25, 2017, I

received McCarthy Invoice # 2488 in the amount of $158,980. This invoice included the
following item:
Bid Item 19

4" of¾" crushed rock

3,584 Tons@ $30.00/T = $107,520.00

Having just recently paid the fully estimated cost of all ¾" crushed rock (Bid item 19) by
invoice #2481, I found this charge to be quite "shocking" and, therefore, I immediately disputed
the charge to McCarthy. This charge and McCarthy's subsequent attempts to re-work this
charge frame much of this litigation. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of
the original McCarthy Invoice #2488 received by me on July 25, 2017 which was identified as
Exhibit 5A during the deposition of Robert McCarthy on December 13, 2018. For ease of
reference, I have attached the original invoice along with all the subsequent revisions which
were identified as Exhibits 5B-SF during the deposition of Rob McCarthy as well as a summary
of all amounts paid by Stark Investments to McCarthy identified as Exhibit 6 to the deposition
of Rob McCarthy.
21.

At the time I received McCarthy Invoice #2488 on July 25, 2017, Rob McCarthy

knew I was financing the Project based on a construction loan with US Bank. Both he and Mr.
Cheyne also knew that I was and had been expecting McCarthy to begin paving the Phase-1
area so that the storage units and office building could be built in a timely manner. At the time,
I understood McCarthy had subcontracted the paving to Northwest Road & Drive. From late
July up and through late August 2017, I was advised on multiple occasions by Mr. Cheyne that
the scheduled paving for Phase- I had to be put-off and rescheduled due to some scheduling
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issues with Northwest Road & Drive. My suspicion that the lack of paving probably had more
to do with my dispute of $107,520 charge was confirmed by the deposition testimony of both

Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Cheyne. Attached hereto as· Exhibit H and Exhibit I are true and
correct copies of excerpts from pages 178-179 of the deposition of Rob McCarthy and pages
162-163 of the deposition of Jason Cheyne respectively. This fact was later confirmed to me by
the owner of Northwest Road & Drive.
22.

From the receipt of McCarthy Invoice #2488 and up through August 25, 2017, I

sought to resolve my billing dispute with Rob McCarthy. Rob McCarthy's approach toward
resolving the dispute was to stall off the paving of the Phase-I area and pressure me by telling
me words to the effect: "Just pay it and we will discuss it later." Through some persistence and
some intervention by Mr. McArthur, I received McCarthy Invoice #2504 in the amount of
$121,620.55 by email on August 22, 2017. Invoice #2504 was the first revision to Invoice
#2488. This invoice is attached hereto as Exhibit G and was marked as Exhibit 5B to the
deposition of Rob McCarthy.
23.

Because I was under pressure to timely complete the Project, I agreed to meet

Rob McCarthy at the Project work site the following morning, August 23, 2017, with the
intention of signing a written agreement that would memorialize what we had agreed would be
a resolution to our billing dispute. While I appeared at the job site with that intent and for that
purpose the morning of August 23, 2017, Mr. McCarthy failed to appear and made no attempt to
contact me to explain his absence. Rather, later that same day, I received McCarthy Invoice
#2488 in the revised amount of $238,986.98.

It would be understatement to say I was

"disappointed" by Mr. McCarthy's conduct. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct
copy of the second revision to Invoice #2488 received by me on August 23, 2017 and marked as
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Exhibit 5C to the deposition of Robert McCarthy.
24.

The sequence of events beginning with the closing of the borrow pit in mid-May

and up through Mr. McCarthy's refusal to act in good faith toward me and the Project
culminated in my decision to terminate McCarthy on August 25, 2017. Thereafter, I hired
Norm Waldo and Norm Waldo Construction to complete the Project in order to mitigate the
financial harm caused by McCarthy's conduct.
25.

Fallowing McCarthy's termination, on September 1, 2017, I received

McCarthy's third revision to Invoice #2488 in the amount of $162,087.56 through my attorney.
Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the third revision to McCarthy
Invoice #2488 received by me and marked as Exhibit 5D to the deposition of Robert McCarthy.
Although McCarthy. had revised the invoice, I didn't do anything with this invoice because on
September 11 t11, I received McCarthy's fourth revision to Invoice #2488 in the amount of
$145,706.56 through my attorney. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of
the fourth revision to McCarthy Invoice #2488 received by me and marked as Exhibit 5E to the
deposition of Rob McCarthy.
26.

On or about this same date _I received McCarthy's fourth revision to Invoice

#2488, I was contacted by my US Bank loan officer, Trevor Young who advised me that Rob
McCarthy had contacted him and had threatened to lien the Project if the invoice wasn't paid. I
was advised by Mr. Young that because of McCarthy's threat of lien, US Bank would stop
funding the construction loan for the Project.

From my perspective, Mr. McCarthy was

obviously trying to coerce payment of its invoice by leveraging my bank against me. Attached
hereto as Exhibit J are true and correct copies of excerpts from pages 99-100 from the
depositio1! of Rob McCarthy wherein he conceded contacting Mr. Young although he apparently
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had no recollection of that communication.
27.

Following receipt of the fourth revision to Invoice #2488 and the communication

from Mr. Young, I made a thorough review of this revision to the invoice and, acting through
my counsel, approved a letter from my attorney to McCarthy's attorney on September 22, 2017
which enclosed s cashier's check in the amount of $49,339.99 in payment of those amounts I
thought were contractually owed to McCarthy. The particular reasoning for my payment of
$49,339.99 is well stated in the letter. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy
of my attorney's letter dated September 22, 207 to McCarthy's attorney.
28.

Perhaps coincidentally, the same day the $49,339.99 payment was sent to

McCarthy; McCarthy recorded a Claim of Lien in the amount of $145,706.56 against the
property. The Claim of Lien amount is the exact same at~ount found in McCarthy's fourth
revision to Invoice #2488 received by me on September 11, 2017. Having sent payment in the
amount of $49,339.99, it was my expectation that this amount would be credited toward the lien
ammmt. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of the Claim of Lien recorded
by McCarthy against the property on September 22, 201 7.
29.

Although McCarthy accepted my payment in the amount of $49,339.99,

McCarthy inexplicably recorded an Amended Claim of Lien in the amount of $176,691.71 on
October 23, 2017, apparently based on a fifth revision to Invoice #2488. While each revision
McCarthy made to Invoice #2488 is its own puzzle, the notable changes in the fourth revision

(McCarthy Exhibit 5E) and fifth revision (McCarthy Exhibit 5F) are as follo~s:
Ex.

SE
SF

Work Perfor ...
Concrete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt

Description
Import ...
Import. ..

Hrs./Items
6,451.2
8,780.4
2,329.2

Amount
8.52555
10.95
2.42

Rate
$55,000.00
$96,145.38
$41,145.38
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SE
SF

SE
SF

Material
Material

Add. Borrow
Add. Borrow

Material
Deleted

1 ¼" Minus

6,554.95
17,612
11,057.05

4.03
4.03
NC

$26,416.45
$70,976.36
44,559.91

1,335

4.03

$5,380.05

--

--

--

--

The net increase to fifth revised invoice (McCarthy Exhibit 5F) is calculated: [$41,145.38 +
$44,559.91 - $5,380.05 = $80,325.24]. The difference between the two invoices is the same:
[$226,031.70 - $145,706.56

= $80,325.14] less 10 cents. Because McCarthy hadn't done any

work on the Project for some time and prior to its termination and McCarthy had been
represented by counsel following its termination, I find the fifth revision (McCarthy Exhibit 5F)
and Amended Claim of Lien to be quite incredulous on their face. Attached hereto as Exhibit

M is a true and correct copy of the Amended Claim of Lien recorded against the property in the
amount of $176,691.71 on October 23, 2017.
30.

Under the circumstances and facts known to me, I find it most probable that

McCarthy recorded its Amended Claim of Lien in a continuing effort to coerce me into paying
their invoice based on pressure from US Bank. In fact, McCarthy's conduct forced me to
deposit $265,037.57 ($176,691.71 x 150%) in a non-interest bearing account with US Bank as
security against McCarthy's amended lien. In addition, I find it beyond mere coincidence that
McCarthy's increased invoice amount of $80,325.24 closely approximates the balance of
$78,670.16 claimed by Mr. Tabish back in July 2017. From my perspective, McCarthy's
recordation of its Amended Claim of Lien accompanied by its fifth revision to ~nvoice #2488 on
October 23, 2017, is demonstrative of the bad faith conduct I had been dealing with from
McCarthy for some time.
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31.

In addition to conduct directed toward me, at some time after the filing of this

lawsuit, I learned that McCarthy had been and was continuing to withhold payment from Scott
McArthur in the approximate amount of $5,000 for work McArthur had performed for
McCarthy on another project. While Rob McCarthy was evasive in his deposition about his
reasons for withholding payment from Mr. McArthur on that project, an email from Mr.
McArthur to Mr. McCarthy and Mr. Cheyne dated January 10, 2018 and a later email from Mr.
Cheyne to Mr. McArthur dated June 25, 2018 produced in discovery and as later corroborated
by Mr. Cheyne 's deposition testimony, show Mr. McCarthy was withholding payment from Mr.
McArthur because I had not paid McCarthy. From my perspective, this shows McCarthy had
and was engaged in further bad faith conduct b trying to pressure or coerce Mr. McArt~ur into
changing his prior survey results as reported in his July 21, 2017 email.

32.

In support of my testimony set forth in paragraph 29, above, I have attached as

Exhibit N are true and correct copy of the January 10, 2018 email from Scott McArthur to Rob

McCarthy and Jason Cheyne produced in discovery and marked as Exhibit 17 to the deposition
of Rob McCarthy. I have also attached as Exhibit O are true and correct copy o~ the June 25,
2018 email from Jason Cheyne to Scott McArthur produced in discovery and marked as Exhibit
8 to the deposition of Jason Cheyne. I have also attached as Exhibit P are true and correct copy
of excerpts from pages 216-218 of the deposition of Jason Cheyne. Further, I have attached as
Exhibit Q are true and correct copies of excerpts from pages 180-182 of the deposition of Rob

McCarthy.
33.

In addition to the conduct I've described above, through discovery in this matter,

I've learned that McCarthy hired multiple trucking companies to import the reject material from
the pit located north of the Project. One of these companies was Hawks Trucking. Based on
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certain invoices produced, McCarthy was hiring trucking companies, like Hawks Trucking to
haul material to its various job locations. These various locations are identified in certain of the
invoices produced. For the purposes of this declaration, I draw attention to Hawks Trucking
invoice identified by bates number McCarthy 00220 in the amount of $570.00 dated May 18,
2017. The invoice identifies that Hawks Trucking delivered (a) 1 load of fine sand to Meyer
road; (b) 1 load of mix to Arco/Orgill; and (c) 2 loads of commercial fill to 32421 Riffle Road.
None of these locations was our Project location. However, at the bottom of the invoice the
total amount is circled and the name "Stark" appears along with a signature. This invoice can
be compared to the document titled: Bill and identified by McCarthy bates 00219 wherein the
same $570 charge is identified as being billed to the "Stark" Project. Attached hereto as

Exhibit R is a true_ at?-d correct copies of McCarthy bates stamped documents 00218-00222
produced in discovery by McCarthy and marked as Exhibit 14 to the deposition of Rob
McCarthy. Also attached hereto as Exhibit S are true and correct excerpts of pages 141-152
from the deposition of Rob McCarthy regarding Exhibit 14 to his deposition. Notably, Mr.
McCarthy was apparently unable or unwilling to answer many questions about his companies
own invoices and deferred the answers to Mr. Cheyne. Attached hereto as Exhibit Tare true
and correct excerpts of pages 168-191 of the deposition of Jason Cheyne regarding Exhibit 14
to Rob McCarthy's deposition explaining the internal procedure McCarthy used to allocate
certain material costs to projects like our Project.
34.

In addition to the Hawks Trucking bates stamped documents, McCarthy

produced certain invoices or ~ills from Interstate Concrete & Asphalt that had similar notations
as the Hawks Trucking documents. Attached hereto as Exhibit U are true and correct copies of
Interstate Concrete & Asphalt documents identified as McCarthy 00236-00241 and marked as
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Exhibit 15 to the deposition of Rob McCarthy. In his deposition, Mr. McCarthy deferred to Mr.
Cheyne to w1swcr questions regarding these documents. Mr. Cheync's testimony regarding the
internal allocation of material costs to the "Stark,t Project can be found begim1ing at page J82 of
Exhibit T. Notably, Mr. Cheyne t~~tified that Rob McCarthy personally bencfit.tcd by this

intemnl allocation of material cost. Specifically, Mr. Cheyne t~~tified that Rob McCarthy had
sund delivered by Interstate to property owned by him in Bonner County for the purpose of
building a beach and thus improving bis property. In tum, the cost of that sand was allocated to
the Stark,, Project In other worcl~, the actual money that paid for the sand used to build Rob
0

McCarthy's beach in Bonner County cnme from the monies paid by me on our Project.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that d1e

foregoing is tnic and correct.
DATED this ~~ay of Aprili 2019.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~
day of April, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814

_

X
_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
!Court Electronic Portal
jhallin@lukins.com

Nicole Vigil
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McCarthy Corporation
POBoxJ477
Coeur-D'Alene, 1D 83816
RCEN o.~~

MrcCAR1'lHIY CONSTR.UCTlION CONTRACT
A.
B.
C.
This Constmction Contl'act ('~Agreeme tn) ls telween MoCorthy Corporatior1> au Idnho oorporation
{"Owner,.).
C · ~,
C'Contracter"*). and. ( / 'l/ ')
l,

3,

Scope ofWork. Contraotm· ugtoes to perform the services idontlfled In Exhibit A ("Scope of W(Yrl,.,)
at U1B Project Addl·ess. Ow11erwnrrnntios to Conll'aolor that he/she fs tl\e ownor of the Project Address
and lms the right to nmke improvements thereto.
~Intnge:O-.i:dcwp. ~ontmctoi• agrees to verbal cbnnge orders provided the nmount does not exceed
Sl;bfio ln valuei £he chonge order amount ia emniled to tho Owner; nnd the Owner accepls tl~e change
order amount by emnU or writing~.The·pt1rdo's agree that~• change ordet exceeding SJ.i~Jn value
-:;;;;
shnll be signed by,Owner n.2_d d~hye.rcd t9 Ctintrt,loto.r.
0
a
Cost Plus. Unless otherwise agreed by tl}C parties~ all sorvlces shull be pcrfunncd 011 ucost..plus
the
Include
Costs
costs.
to
addition
in
percent
fiJ\aen
basis. Owner agrees to pay Conh11ctor a fee of
provided to the
materials. labor .and subcontractors to complete the scope of work, Any amounts
0
Owner are e~tlmatcs ond aro not binding on the pnrties unless clearly marked bldn,

Payment, Contractor will invoice Owner for the services J)ertbnned. Owner ngreos to pny invoices
in full within 30 days. Jfuny Invoiced amount ls not pald within thirty dnys1 lh~ outstnndlna nrnount
shall ucorue fnte.resl at the rate of 12%-per nnnum. Conh·uctol' reserves tho right .to stop work if Hn~ .
11... •.$, c.t,.i~r(/!/Jc1lrln:(r.HL
~:n~a/.;;.. At.\V;•
by .C 1~ ,~
mnountfs not timely pnid. Worfc will be tnspeqted
I
J•:
the Scopo of Worl<
s. WorkmnnUke Mnnne1•, Contractor agrees to perform the services Identified innny
work performed
in a workmanlike manner and in a reasonable time, Contractor does not warranty
Owner.
the
by
chosen
subcontraetor
by the Owner or by ony
Complinn<:e with CCRs. (t Is the Owner's obli,gntion to contilm thnt a11>' drawings, structuret
6.
improvements, nnd muteriols conform wlth zoning, codes1 covennnts, and restrictions. os may be
opp:ltco.ble to the property. Co11uactor wnn·nnlf es its workmanship for n period of eighteen months
from completion of the wo1·k identUied ln Exhibit A.
1.
Terms and· Conditions. Owner acl<nowlodges receipt of lho Terms and Conditions which nre
attached and incorporated hereht as If set forth in 1\111,
8.
NoUee of Lien Rfgll1s, The Owner spcciflcnHy ttcknowlcdges recciptoftheNotfoc of Lien Rights.
Lfobllify. Contractor agrees to carry liability lmmronco and workers·' compensation insurance tor the
9.
duration of the project, ~ ·
. .r:::_.~
/7
Owner: G, /l.•L,.,y, o•t.~-'~7 ~ .
Name:
4.

,r. .

McCarthy Corporattoor.==.-,_--)...,.,.·,,,..._----J,.,__-+<-...:,.,...------By: Rob McCarthy, President

Dated~ jJ'

I? ·I J:
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1.

2.

:l.

4.

TERMS AND CONDfflONS.
Bights and. Rtmedles Cumutatlve. The rights 811d remedies provided herein am
cumulative and not exclusive of any other tights or remedies provided at law or In equity,
Aparty•s failure to cmorclsea right, poW6r.prlvilege, or remedy hereunder shall notpreoludo
fiJrther exercise ata laier date.
Nodee. The notice addresses of the parties are set forth on the signature page. Notice shall
beby firstclassmailtposblppl'6lfflid, retumreeelptiequeatedand/or:&cshnlle·transmlsslon
'Wboro1he sendor has dooumcntatlon oftbedate, time~ and couftrmation oftmnsmlsslon. In
addition, a party may send notice by email provided that the sender receive arecelpt showing
dayandtbno.
A.mhoril)' to Enter Apeement. Tho un&mdgned pany or pardes 111.at are executblg this
qroemont on be.half of an entlt, personally warrant ho/sheltlmy are aottns bl an agency
.oapadlty with oxpie8Sauthod(y to enter this agreement and bind theh' prinolpal thoroto~
Modification. This agreement may be modified or revoked by written ugteement of the

puttos.
s. Successors audAss.tgm. This asmernentshall bind and Inure to the benefit ofeach party's ·
respeotlw hetrs..suocesso:rs,agenw, trustees, conservators and assign.
6. Coateqarca. This agreement may be executed in oou:nterparlS, Bxeouting au agn,ement
ha comterparts tiha1I memi the slsnatun, on Identical copies of the same qreement,
amendment or ·addendum. Bach Identical cow of an agreement signed fn counterparts is
deemed to be an orlghuil and all identioa\ ooples shall together constltu.to one and tho samo
lnmument
7. Performance Date. Any perfomuuice miufred under thJs instrumont that JhUs. due on a
Saturda;yt SUUday, fede.ral holiday, or stau,baiik holiday may be performed on tho next day
that Js:not•a Satm;day, SUndiy, federal holiday, or .state bank holiday.
8. Aflornvy's.Jees. Ifapart.ylnltlalOI an arbitration orjudioial aotion. Including anappea]11 as
to'the interpretation or enfbro~ ofthis agreoment, including remedies upon defiwlt, the
substantially prevailing party shall be entitled to relmbumemtmt of its easonabla attomey
fees end costs.
9, Entlrt J\gnement. This .agreomentcoutal111'the entiro agreement of1ho partios·mpeodng
the matters herein and supersedes all prior written and oral agreements between tho pardes
respecdng such matters,
10. Interpretation. The capttons and titles are for convenience and reference. only, Thoy shall ·
not define; limit or conslnle the oonte.nts of any provision. Unless otherwise SUQested by
tho context ofdieprovialon;,the masoullne gender shall ·Include the femlrdno and vice versa.
Words used in singular lnolude the plural ~nd Vf(ieversa.
U. GovernJrag Law and Severabllfty. Thia agreement Is established under, and shall be
sovemedbytho laws ofthc,81ateofidaho. Anyprovlslonprohibited by laworunentoroeablo
shall not affect the rematulng· provisions of tho agreement.

2
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NOTICE

or CONTRACfOR LIEN RIGHTS

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: Contractor Is Hewed to do business in tl1e state of Idaho, Th@ undersisnod

Contractor, pursuant to Idaho Code f 4S.S25 hereby provides a dlsoiosure statement to thi, homeowner
and/or residential real propert¥ purchaser as provldcfd lly said statute witl, as sat fonh below.
1. The homeowner or restdeutial real proporty purchaser has tf1t rlil\lt ut their reasonable expense, to
require Contractor to ob1oln Hen waivers ftom any suboontra01or ptovlding scrvtcea or materials to
tho general contractor:
2. The homeowner or resld1mtlal real' property purchaser has the right to a copy of tho Contmctor's
proof of general Uabillty Insurance policy and proof of the Contnlctor's Worker's Compensation
Insurance for 811)' employees of the Contraatort if any, as requited by Idaho law;
3. The homeowner or realdentlal real properg, purebasor baa tho right and/or opportunity to purohase.
at their own expense, unless othmviso agreed in writln& an extended policy of tltlo imurance
covering wtfilted or wuecorded Hens; and
4. Tho homeowner or resldcntfal real property purcfuuermay eieot to require the Contmctor to post a
surety bond In an amount up to the valu& of the constrtwtlon contract entered Into between
homeowner/residentinl real property purchaser and Coritraotur. Sueh surety bond, If requested by
the homeowner or residential real property purchaser. shall be purchttml at the o,q,onse of tile
homeowner or mldendal real property purchaser.
5. Said Contractor's matorfalmen and rental equipment inf'ormatfon:
a. The homeowner or residential real proporf1 purchaser Is entitled to a written disclosure
trtatement listing tl10 business names, addresses and telephone numbers of all
subcontractors. materiaJmon, and ,A'Jltal equipment provfdeJS wtth a direct contractual
relationship with the Contractor and/of bavo supplied materluls or parfbrmed work on tho
residential property, whfoh b tho subject uf the contraot described above. For a value tn
excess of $500.00 safd h1fbrmatfon shall bo provided within a reasonable time and prior to
the closing on any purchaso and sale agreement.
b. The Contractor will authorize aU suboontraotors. materfalmen and rental equipment
providen listed in the preceding subsection to disclose balances owed for servtces and/or
materials provided in respect to tho contract dOMibed above.
c. The Contractor Is not Uablo for any 01T0r, lnaocuracy or omission of any infbrmation wi
provided fn tlio two preceding paragraphs unless the Contractor had personal know1edge
of suoh errors, fnaccuraclos or omissions•

. ...
~
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Q.

1

So you made a decision to -- are you

2

subcont racting out -- what did you subcont ract out to

3

Mr. Tabish?

4

A.

5

borrow pit and compacti ng the borrow pit materia l.
Q.

6

7

Strippin g the waste materia l, excavati ng the

Was there a written contrac t with Mr. Tabish

for this work?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

Why not?

10

A.

Because we were sitting at Fire Pizza and he

11

said, Screw it, I'll do it for two bucks a yard.

12

said,

13
14

15
16

And I

I'll buy the pizza.

Q.

What was he saying he would do for two bucks a

A.

He would strip the waste materia l and he would

yard?

excavate the borrow pit and place and compact it.·

17

Q.

For the whole project?

18

A.

Mm-hmm.

19

Q.

Had he seen any plans or specific ations prior

20

to sitting at Fire Pizza?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

How did you come to be sitting at Fire Pizza

23
24
25

with Rick Tabish?

A.

He was in Spokane, purchas ing equipme nt for a

project he was doing in Anacond a, Montana .
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1
2

Q.

Did you contact him to come and talk to you

about this project?

3

A.

Not at that time.

4

Q.

So why were you meeting with him at Fire

5

Pizza?

6

A.

He was coming through town~-

7

Q.

Coming through.

8

A.

Yeah.

9

He knew you?

We were bidding -- we bid the I-90
He was going to bring -- he bid

project to Scarcel la.

And I bid all the pipe and

10

all the milling on I-90.

11

excavati on work to Scarcell o Brothers through McCarth y.

12

So we were discussi ng that.
So you meet at Fire Pizza.

13

Q.

14

the meeting?

15

A.

Me and Rick.

16

Q.

Just the two of you?

17

A.

(Nodding .)

18

Q.

Do you recall when this was?

19

A.

February , March.

20
21

Who is there at

It was probably March

because it was somewha t warm.

Q.

And I take it you describe d to him the scope

22

of the project in terms of the strippin g, excavati on,

23

compact ion?

24

A.

25

He told me he was buying the biggest effing

dozer money could buy.

And I said, oh,

I got a project
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you could go use it on.

2

said, It's in Coeur d'Alene.

3

is in Spokane.

4

the decision.

5

way.

He's like, well, the dozer

I said, well, it's up to you; you make
I'm not going to -- I didn't care either

And so he's like,

6

I

He's like, Where is it?

1

I could use a project to get

7

my guys going while I get this deal in Anaconda sorted

8

out.

9

you need?

I said, What do you need; you need help?

And he said, I need to find a steel building
And that's when I introduced Rick Tabish to

10

erector.

11

Sean Sternberg with Steel Structure s.

12

Q.

What do

So going back to this $2 a yard, is

Okay.

13

that based on just a loose quantity or was it based on a

14

compacted -in-place quantity?

15

A.

Compacted -- well,

I told him that the
I said, obviously

16

stripping of the material -- you know,

17

it's topsoil.

18

plan was to strip the topsoil into piles, dig the

19

on-site borrow pit; once you bring out a load of borrow,

20

bring in a load of topsoil, with a load of borrow and a

21

load of topsoil.

22

said but if you're going to do it two bucks a yard,

23

don't care how you do it.

24
25

Q.

He asked what the plan was.

I

said that's how I

I said the

would do it.

I

I

You weren't going to control his means or

methods?
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1

A.

No.

2

Q.

Were you going to observe his means and

3

methods?

4

A.

Absolutely.

5

Q.

Did you do that?

6

A.

Yeah.

7

Q.

Were you there every day?

8

A.

Yeah.

9

Q.

Did you keep a logbook of what you observed?

10

A.

More pictures and texts.

11

Q.

Okay.

Did you keep any type of a notebook

12

with you or did you write anything down on a pad of

13

paper?

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

A.

Most of the time I would put notes in my

phone.

Q.

Where do you log them?

Do you have like an

app that you log them into?
A.

Yeah.

You can just talk to it and it writes

it down.
Q.

Do you still have those notes from this

project and that app?

22

A.

I have no idea, to be honest with you.

23

Q.

Well, do you have your phone here with you?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

Would it just be a matter of looking at your
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1

phone to figure out if they're still there?
I got a new phone since that.

A.

2
3

know if that app backs up onto the cloud.

4

know if

5

Q.

6

And I don't
So I don't

Would you have any trouble, if those notes

still exist, providing them?
No, not at all.

A.

7

Most of them -- what I would

8

do is normally take notes for myself and then send an

9

e-mail to Rob McCarthy or Scott or whoever, a project
You know, a lot of my project updates to Scott

10

update.

11

would be me taking a picture and sending a text.

13

You don't recall, though,

Q.

12

keeping a physical

notebook

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

-- or anything in the truck or ...

16

A.

Nope.

17

Q.

Did McCarthy Corporation have anybody working

18

under you that was keeping any type of a daily log?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

So Tabish says he's going to do this scope of

21

work, stripping, excavating and compacting for $2 a

22

yard.

23

going to be?

24

60 grand?

25

Did he give you a firm price on what that was

A.

No.

Did he say, for example, I'll do this for

He asked me what the estimated yardage
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1

was.

I told him 18 and 15.

2

Q.

Go ahead with your

3

A.

That was about it.

4

Q.

(Unintelligible.)

5

A.

-- yeah, and timesed it by two bucks and said,

6

So he went 18 times 15 --

yeah, all right.
Q.

7

Okay.

I'm just going to show you what was

8

previously marked as Deposition Exhibit 11 to Rob

9

McCarthy's deposition.

10

Tabish here.

11

exhibit.

It's an e-mail chain from Rick

I want to draw your attention to that

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

Do you recall ever seeing that e-mail?

14

A.

Yeah.

15

Q.

If I draw your attention to the back page -- I

16

think that starts the e-mail chain, actually.

17

know who Victoria Buckendof is?

Do you

18

A.

I think she works for Rick.

19

Q.

It appears that she sent an e-mail on July 17,

20

2017, to you.

Do you recall receiving this e-mail?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Do you recall why Mrs. Buckendof is e-mailing

24

A.

Because they sent me an invoice for $138,670.

25

Q.

And she notes in her e-mail that they had

23

you?
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1

received a check for $60,000?

2

A.

Mm-hmm.

3

Q.

To your knowledge, had McCarthy paid Tabish or

4

Basin Industries $60,000 prior to July 17, 2017?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Why was McCarthy paying Tabish and Basin

7

8
9

Industries $60,000?
A.

Scott

Because we were waiting for the

McArthur to give us the actual quantities of the dirt
And we had to give them some money.

10

that was moved.

11

we paid them, I believe, based off of the estimated

12

units.

13

Q.

Okay.

So

So based on what I understood your

14

testimony before, you tell Rick 18 plus 15.

15

that up, to me that comes up to $66,000.

16

sound about right?

So if I add

Does that

17

A.

Sure.

18

Q.

So was it your expectation then when you hired

19

Tabish/Basin Industries that they would go out and do

20

that stripping, excavate the borrow pit and compact the

21

material in place for $66,000?

22

A.

So it was going to be based on however many
That's what -- that's why

23

yards they moved, you know.

24

he told me two bucks a yard.

25

it was because he was trying to figure out how long it

He asked me how many yards
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Invoice

.

McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

2435

5/18/2017

Stark RV & Boat Stornge

$112,725.77
Please make checks payable to
McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Road

Terms

NetlS

Hayden~ lO 83835

.. · Hrs./ltetiir
Clearing/Stripping Stripped waste material (to be placed in a compacted
berm in the south and West ends of the project)
Import/suitable/stt·uctural material (compacted in
Material
place).. Contl'actor to specify product in bid

A!µount-. . .
"'

. •..

~

,

.

Rate

18,878 .

2.50004

47,195.69

15,602

4.20011

65,530.08

Total

$112,725. 77
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Invoice

CMA\L

McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

Date

lnvoice #

7/13/2017

2481

BUI To
Craig Stark
Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Balance, Due

$62,955.80

Please make che.cks payable to
McCatthy Co1·poration
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835

Hrs_./Items
Concrete/Asphalt
Tl'enching

Trenching
Trenching

411 compacted base rook (11stl'UCtUies 11 and asphalt)3/411 crushed/angular rock (placed and compacted)
11
211 Soh 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two (2) 2
conduits in. each trench)
Dry utH ity trenching (assume 3,5' trench depth)

Auger holes for proposed Phase 1 storage structures

Terms
Net 15

Rate

Amount

2,867

17,70206

50,751.80

920

1.20

1,104.00

l,300
4

3.00
1,800.00

3,900,00
7,200..00

(per building price)

Total

$62,955.80
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Vu:;to-rUX! 13 u c ~ f
955 Beech Street, Missoula~ MT 59807
PO Box 17973, Missoula, M'r 59808
(208)421~1413 Cell
(406)721 .. 2997 Fax
From: Jason Cheyne [mailto:Jasoncheyne@yahoo.com)

Sent: Monday, July 17, 2017 11:12AM
To: Vittoria Bucl<endof <vbuckendorf@blservfces.org>; Rick Tablsh <rbtabish@gmall.com>
Cc: Rob McCarthy <rmccarthy@thomccartlr~icorp.com>
Subject: Re: Invoice 2017~179
The orJgrnal contract was for 60,000$ you guys preformed extra work to get to the 138,000, I am
working with the project owner and engineer to agree otl quantities, So we all can set paid.

Sent from my IPhone
On Jul 17, 2017, at 8:48 AM, Victoria Buckendof <vbL1ckendorf@biservlces.org> wrote:

Jason,
I received a check for60,000,00 on invoice 2017"179. However, the
invoice amount was 138,670.16. I Just talked wfth the A/P
department at McCarthy to find out when the balance would be paid
and she directed me to you. This Jnvoice is already aged out over 30
days. Can you give me an update as to when we will be paid the
remarning 78,670,16?

Thank you,

Vlc:t"o -rlct,1 3~
955 Beech Street, Missoula, MT 59807
PO Box 17973, Missoula, MT 59808
(2.08)421-1413 Cell
(406)721-29 97 Pax
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Scott McArthur
bit

From:

Sent:
To:
SubJeot:

:111:11uttom:•w~m--,1:1Wretl!iA!-1111111WW111N$!C«11e.Jm-:rmrazl!-..-=---tt~&ill/i1-t,-ii4tii-mmai::i;a1mx..uis-wa.m&--~--..,-~ravrear!!lll!B.~

Cratg Stark [ostark4106@hotmall.oom]
Friday, July 21, 2017 3:16 PM
Scott MoArthur
Re: QuanUtres

Scott - Thanks for your awesome work,
God Bless..
Craig

Sent from outlook

From: Scott McArthur <§mcarthur@h2survey.£g1n>
Sent: Friday, Jury 21, 2011 5:14 PM

To: 'Jason Cheyne'; 'Rob McCarthy'
cc: 'Crafg Stark'
subject: Quantities

Jns.on/Rob:

Per om· discussions over the past few weeks. we have cnlculnted the following items for payment:
• SMppingsr 21,475 CY
• Based on the h2 existing ground topographic sul'vey and the h2 stl'ipped ground topographic sul'vey;
" AU patties hnve agl'eed on this reported quanlity,
• OnsUc Bol't'OWI 13,353 CY
• Bnsed on h2 sh·ipped ground topogmphic survey and the h2 imported mate1'lnl topographic smvey;
• This quantity includes n J2% mntednl loss (compnction) incrense pel' Craig Stnrk's approvnl ( I 1.922 CY *
t, 12 = 13,353 CY):

• Rejects: 3,584 CY
M Imported from Contractor Source;
• This qnnntity includes a 12% mntel'inl loss (compnction) increase per Craig Suwk's H))pl'ovnl (3,200 CY*
1.12 = 3,584 CY)
• Material placed u11de1· concrete slabs for structures1 not to bo used undea· nsphnlt snrfnce nl'ens;
.. Quantity sum provided by the Contmctor, not vel'ffied by h2
When summing the Bm·a·ow nnd Reject quantities above, we get 16,937 CY of mnte1'lnl, which is consistent with
(within l %) om· calculated sum of sub~grade material required to bring the asphalt surt'ace m·eas to sub-grade,
and tbe sh·ucture surface ureas to Top of Rock (bottom of slnb) (using n 12% compnction loss), which is how
the Contractor requested the mntel'inls to be compared.

Pel' Cttdg we m·e also modifying the site paving layout for Phase 1 to include the foltowing changes:
o We will only pave 15 1 beyond the stornge sll'Uctures, instead of 20' as planned~
1

EXHIBIT
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" We will pave 15' behind each stomge strncture, instead of leaving it ns a grnvel sui·face.

(

These paving modifications wm not affect the sub-grade materinl1 as it will still be bnilt per plnn. The new
estimated pnving quantity is 9,477 SY of3'' asphalt. We are providing this estimated 1nfmmntion for yo\lr
planning efforts.
Thank you,
S i n t· t· r c: I >' ,
Scott L. McArthur, PE
P r i 11 ,. l J) n I I!," II g j JI ct t.' J'
,.,...•.J.......
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Invoice

£~MA~ LMcCarthy Corporation

Invoice#

11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

7/25/2017

2488

Bill To
Craig Stark

Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

$158,980.00

.

':•:i ·'.~·\,f{ {fii;~.:~;}~. · : · · : ·: ·. =.:_:·:-De$~ript\o~··

Please make checks payabJI) to
McCal'thy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835

Conct•ete/Asphalt
Concl'ete/Asphalt

Fire Bydrant assembly
811 C900 water line
61' 0900 water line
611 RSGV.. Fire Hydrants
8x8x6 Di Tee with magalug FLOoFLGcFLO Joint
restraint fittjngs
Concrete thrustblocking
4" compacted base rock (concrete slab).. 3/4°

Net 15

Amount.....

Piping/Drainage
Piping/]lratna:ge
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage

Terms

~ ·••

• • ••·

•.

: I

•·

Rate

-

,1
400
40
1
1

3,500.00
30.00

700.00
500.00

3)500.00
12,000.00
1,000.00
700,0.0
500,00

2
3,58.4

250.00
30.00

107,520.00

800

0.60

48MO

1,100

25.00

27,500.00

24

60.00

1,440.00

1,280

3.00

3,840.-00

2s.00

500. 00

crushed/angular rock
Trenching

Piping/Drainage

211 Sch 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two (2) 211
conduits in eaoh trench)
611 SDR35 Storm pipe.. rain leader piping to swaleN 21
minimum bury to top of pipe
611 SDR35' Stonn pipe cleanout/pipe riser with female

Trenching

gutter cap (assume on per every three units)
Dry utility trenching (assume 3.5' trench depth)

Piping/Drainage

Total

$158,980.00
EXHIBIT

J

&

22

..

McCarthy Corporation

Dat~

11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

Invoice
InvQ~ce #

..

8/22/2017

2504

BIN 27 ..5548883

Bill To

Craig Stark
Phase 1

Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

$121,620.55
PJease make checks payable to
McCarthy Corporation
11949 N.Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835

Terms

Net 15

'.Rate
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage

Fire Hydrant

Piping/Drainage

611 C900

Piping/Drainage

611 RSGV"Fire Hydrants
8x8x6 DI Tee with Magalug Flgjoint restl'aint fittings

Piping/Drainage
Concrete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt
Trenching

s c9oo
11

Concrete Thrustblocking

Import converted to tons

2" Sch 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two (2) 2 11
conduits in each trench)
Piping/Drainage
611 SDR35 Storm pipe-rain leader piping to swale- 2'
minimum bul'y to top of pipe
Piping/Drainage
611 SDR35_Storm pipe cleanout/pipe riser with female
gutter cap (assume on per every three units)
Trenching
Dry utility trenching (assume 3.5' trench depth)
Clearing/Stripping Additional stripped material per engineers estimate
Import/suitable/structural material
Material

1

3,500.00

400
40
1
1
2
6,451.2
800

30.00
25.00
700.00
500.00
0.60

3,500.00
12,000.00
1,000.00
700.00
500.00
500.00
58,060.80
480.00

1,100

25.00

27,500.00

24

60.00

1A40.00

1,280

3.00

2,597
1,335

2.50004

3,840.00
6.492.60
5,607.15

250.00
9.00

4.20011

Total

$121,620.55 I
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Re'1J)

Invoice

£M.A\L-

M£.Carthy Corporation

invoice#

11949 NTracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

2488

7/25/2017

BIN 27-5548883

BIii To
Craig Stark

Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

-.. ••; 'ii

,I'-

o ~

I...... •'

·~·~.... ,· ,.;;· .•
~

Please make checks payable to
McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835
ic

~,

•

• •

t

•....

·_.' -.-._·: ·, · f?liscriptiQi1 . ·
••

P~ping/Drainage
Piping/Draimlge
Piping/Drain.age:
.Piping/Dtainage
Piping/D1~ainage
Piptng/D1•ainage
Concrete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt
Trenching

., , .;,, .f

'I

•

•

,

I.

..

••

.t • •

l'•

•• •. . • 0

•~

~-

••• 0 •• .- 0

•

Rate

_,

Fire Hydrant
8°C900

.1
400
40

611 C9{)0

4
6,451.2
800

3,500.00
30.00
25 ..00
700.00
500.00
1,000.00
250,00
8.52565
0.60

3:,.500.00
l2tOOO.OO
1,000.00
1;4.00.00
1,000.00
1,000. 00
l,000.00
55,000.,67
480.00

1,100

25.00

27,SOO.OO

60,00

1,440.00

i,s~o.

3.00

4,740.00

2,597
1,335

2.50004
4.03

s,3;so.os

2

2
1

·Mobilization

.50% Complete

Concrete/Asphalt
'Material

To be Completed
On-site Borrow credit
Wet well and po11d excavation p1aced in front parkihg
lot
.

9,037
. 15,602
462

Storm water swale treatment soil (to be completed)
Native d1-y land seed
Concl'ete Septic Tank with dual lockable access l'jsers
to gi-ade(to he completed)
PHO approved drain field (to be completed)
Compaction testing

Material
Material
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Material

. Net IS

•

611 R.SOV..pife Hydrants
8x8x6 DI Tee with Magalug Fig j olnt restraint fittings
8"RSOV
Concrete Thrustblocking
Import conve11ed to tons
211 Sch 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two-(2) 211
conduits in each trench) Install 111l of KEC's conduit
Piping/Drainage
611 SDR35 Storm pipe..rain leader piping to swale- 2'
minimum bury totop of pipe
Piping/Drainage
611 SDR35 Storm pipe c-leanout/pipe riser with ferl'}ale
gutter cap (assume on per every three l,\nits} · ·
. ,·
Dey utility trenohing (!lssume 3,5 1 trench depth)'United ..'
Trenching
·c1iownt Pl'e111ier, and KBC
Cle.al'ing/Stripping Additional stripped material per engineers estimate
Material
lmpol't/suitable/struotural material

-Material

Terms

6,492.60

2,500.00

2,soo.,00

11.00
-0.17
4.00

99,407.00
-2,652.3'4
1,848.00

738

4.50

2.8

1,000.00
1,500.00

3,321.00
2,800.00
1,500.00

1

5,000.00
3,000.00

5,000.00

3,oon.oo

, . Total
Page 1
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- '

Invoice
~. .

McCarthy Corporation

'~~t~

Invoice#

11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

7/25/2017

2488

BIN 27-5548883

Bill To
Craig Stark
Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address
Stark RV & Boat Storage

$238,986.98
P1ease make checks payable to
McCarthy C01·poration
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 8383 5
.

Terms

.

_.:)~rs._Ati~* .- ·. : AmP~~t · .: ·-_,
Material'

4" compatcted base rock under side wa1k (to be
completed)

30.00

11

Total

...

Net 15

Rate
330.00

$238,986.981

Page2
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'1/1 / r1

Invoice

~MAJL
McCarthy Corporation
l 1949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

2488

9/1/2017

BIN 27-5548883

BlHTo

Craig Stark
Phase 1
· Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

Please make checks payable to
McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835

. ·H:r.l/Iteiis\ .' ;
•

Fire Hydrant
8"C900
611 C900
611 RSOV-Fire Hydrants
8x8x6 DI Tee with Magalug Fig joint rest1·aint fittings
811 RSGV
Concrete Thrustblocking
Import converted to tons
2" Sch 80dcyutUity conduit (assumed two (2) 211
conduits in each trench) Install :all of KEC's conduit
11
SDR3'5 Storm pipeRrain leader piping to swale-- 2'
6
PlpinglDrainage
minimum bury to top of pipe
611 SDR3S Storm pipe cleanout/pipe riser with female
P[ping/D1'ainage
gutter cap (assume on per every three units)
Drcy utility fl•enching (assume 3.51 trench depth).United
Trenching
Cro.w11i Premier, and KBC
Clearin;g/$tdppin& Additional stripped material per engineers estimate
lmport/suitable/structnral material
Material
100% Complete
Mobilization
On~site Borrow credit
Material
Compaction testing
Material
4" c.ompatcted base rock under side walk
Material
Additional Borrow
Material
Septic permit and test boles
·Plumbing

'PlpingllJrainage
·Piping/Drainage
Pi,ping/Jlrainage
Plping/Draina:ge
·Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Conc1·ete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt
Trenching

[

•r

<

•

~•:•~• • ;

•

~~

A•

Due on receipt

A:mount
-

>• <

•

••' ....

•

..

~ ~

Ra.te

2

3tSOO.OO

7,0,00,00

400

30.00
25,00
700.00
500.00
1,000.00
250.00

12,000.00

9.00
0,60

58,0600:fJ()

800
1,100

25.00

27,50(:l,,00

24

60.00

lA40.00

1,580

3.00

4,740.00

21597
1,335

250004
4.03

6,492;60
5,3'80.05

40
2
2
1

4
6,451.2

15,602
11
6,554.95

sfooo.oo
-0.17
3~000.00
30.00
4.03
1,500.00

Total

5D

Terms

1,ono.00
1,400.00
1,000. 00
1,000;00
1,000.00
480.00

5,000.00

..2,652.34
3,000.00
3'30.00
26,.41614:S
l,500.00

$162,087.561
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Invoice

G'M~ tL

McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Rd

HaydenJ lD 83835

Date

Inv~ice #

9/1/2017

2488

BIN 27~5548883
Bill To
Crai~Starl<
Phase l
Sterk RV & Boat Stor~ge

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

$145,706,56

Contact Info

PJeaKe make check11 payable to

chebien®themccarthycorp,·com
208,667-5499

De~orlption

Plptng/lDrainage

Fire Hydrant
811C900
61' C900
G" RSOV-Flre Hydrant~
8x8x6 DI Tee wtthMagalugFlgjoint re.llt.raint

Piping/Drainage

8x8x8 Dl Tee with Magalug .Fig jotnt rei;traint

Plping/Drah1age
PlplnglDratnage.
Piping/Drainage
PtpJngtOralnage

fittings

fittings

Piping/Drainage 8 RSOV
Concrete/Asphalt Concrete Thrustblocktng
Concrete/Asphalt Import converted totomi
211 Sch 80 d1·y ulility conduit (a~1iumed two1(2) 2."
Trenching
conduit-tin each trench) Install all of KEC ~ conduit
Piping/Drainage 611 SD~35 Storm ptpe-rain leader pip.Ing to swale.. 2'
minhnum bury to top ofpipe
Piping/Drainage 6" SDR:\S Storm pipe oleanout/plpe rlRel' with female
11

Havden, JD 83835

1

500.00

7,000.00
13,200,00
750,00
1i400,00
500.00

l

?50,00

750.00

1

6,451.2
800

1,000.00
250,00
8,52555
0.60

1,000.00
1,250;00
55,000.00

952

25,00

23,800.00

24

60,00

1,440;00

3.00

4,740.00

2,50004
4;03

6.492.60
5,380.05

·30

3,500,00
'30,00
25.00

2

700,00

2

440

s

Trenching

Material

Material

Pea Gravel

Extra oracling

Rate

Amount

Hrs,/Items

.gutter cap (assume 01\. per every three unit.It)

Dry utility trenching (assume 3.5' trench depth)
United Crown, Premier, and KBC
Clearing/Stripping Additional stripped material per engineers e.~ttmate
I 1/411 Minus material Place and compact
Material
100% Complete
Mobilization
OtHittl Borrow credit
Material
Compaction te.i;ting
Material
411 compateted base rook unde1· 11lde walk
Material
Additional Borrow
Material
Septic permlt and te.~t )toles
,Plumbing
4° compacted tn place 3/4 ba.'le rock
Material

Terms

McCarthy Corporation
11949 N1'racey Road

2v597

1,335
15,602
I
11
6,554.95
I

726

5,000.00
-0.17
3,000.00

480,00

MOO.oo

4.03
l,SOO;O0
-17,70
700.00

-2,652.34
3,000.00
330,00
2Ml6,4S
1,500.00
·12,850,20
700,00

1,080.00

1,080.00

30,00

Total

$145,706.561

se
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Invoice
i>ate ·

CORP ORAT ION

11949 N Tracey Rd

Hayden. ID 83835

2488

10/11/2017

EIN 27-5548883
Bill To

Craig Stark
Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address

Stark RV & Boat Storage

..

Contact Info

chelsea@tbemccarthycorp.co111
208-667-5499
'

Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Piping/Drainage
Concrete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt
Trenching

..

.

~~-,~~~,. Qµ~,

$176,691.71

Please maki, checks pa)'able to
McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Road
Hayden, ID 83835

Terms

1
I
1
5
8,780.4
800

7,000.00
13,200.00
750.00
1,400,00
500,00
750.00
1,000.00
1,250,00
96,145.38
480.00

952

25.00

23,800,00

24

60.00

1,440.00

1,580

3.00

4,740.00

2,597

2.50
5,000.00
-0.17
3,000.00
30.00
4.03
1,500.00

2

15,602
1

11

I

Rate

3,500.00
'30,00
25.00
700,00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
250.00
10.95
0.60

2
440
30

8" RSG V

D\1e on receipt

Amount

· ..Hl's.(It~in
.. s

Fire Hydrant
8"C900
6° C900
6'' RSOV-Fire Hydrants
8x8x6 Dl Tee with Magalug Pig joint restraint fittings
8x8x8 DI Tee with Magalug Fig joint restraint fittings

Concrete Thrustblooking
Import converted to tons
11
211 Sch 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two (2) 2
conduit
ofKEC's
all
Install
trench)
each
in
conduits
1
6'' SDR3S Storm pipe-rain leader piping to swale- 2
Piping/Drninage
minimum bury to top of pipe
611 SDR35 Stonn pipe cleanout/pipe riser with female
Piping/Drainage
gutter oap (assume on per every three units)
Dry utility trenching (assume 3.5' trench depth) United
Trenching
Crown, Premier. and KEC
Clearing/Stripping Additional stripped material per engineers estimate
100¾ Coinplete
Mobfli2ation
On-site Borrow
Material
Compaction testing
Material
4u compatcted base rock under side walk
Material
Additional Borrow
Material
Septio permit and test holes
Plumbing
4" compacted in place 3/4 base rook
Material
Pea Gravel
Material
Extra Grading
Material

..

,

17,612
I
?26

-17,70

700.00
1,080.00

Total

.

6,492.50
5,000.00
~2,652.34
3.000,00
330.00
70,976.36
1,500.00
-12,850.20
700.00

1,080,00

$226,031.70 I
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(

McCarthy f,>ayments
Invoice #

Amount Paid

Date Paid

2409
2435

$38,200.00
$112,725.77
$62,955.80
$49,339.99

4/18/17
5/22/17
7/17/17

2481
2488 .

TOTAL:

1

.•

9/22/17

$263,221.56

/

I
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1

know, where he's gotten to and stuff like that.

2

mean
Q.

3

4

A.

Q.

In a perfect world, we would

So ...

Do you know if a company called ConMat hauled

any material onto the Stark project?
A.

9

10

Moving target.

love to have that.

7

8

Do you require any of your project managers to

keep a daily log on their projects?

5

6

I

Jay would

Jason would know.

know
Q.

11

Don't know the answer to that.

Now, I understand there was a company called

12

Northwest Paving that was going to pave the Stark

13

project.

14

A.

Mm-hmm.

15

Q.

Is that your recollecti on as well?

16

A.

Yeah, I believe so.

17

Q.

Did Northwest Paving ever pave the Stark

18

project?

A.

19
20
21
22

him.

Not for us.

I'm not sure who paved it for

We weren't involved at that point.
Q.

When was that paving originally scheduled to

be done?
Jason question.

23

A.

Oh, boy.

24

Q.

Do you know if it was in July?

25

A.

Jason question.

Page 177
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www.mmco urt.com

McCarthy, Robert A.

12/13/2018
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Q.

1

Do you recall if Northwest Paving was ever

2

asking to be paid 50 percent up front before it started

3

work?

4

A.

I don't remember that.

5

Q.

Was the paving -- the original schedule for

6

paving on the Stark project delayed?

7

A.

Don't remember that either.

8

Q.

Who was responsible for scheduling the paving?

9

A.

Jason would have been scheduling the paving.

10

Q.

Would Jason have been talking to Northwest

11

Paving then?

12

A.

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 17 was

13

marked for identificatio n.)

14

MR. EALY:

15
16

Yeah.

I'll hand you what I've had marked

Deposition Exhibit 17.

17

(Witness examining document.)

18

THE WITNESS:

19

MR. EALY:

Do you have a question on this?

I haven't asked you~ question yet.

20

BY MR. EALY:

21

Q.

You've had a chance to review Exhibit 17?

22

A.

(Nonresponsi ve.)

23

Q.

Do you recall receiving the e-mail from Scott

24
25

McArthur to you dated January 10, 2018?

A.

I don't remember this one.

No,

I don't.

Page 178
www.mmcourt. com

McCarthy, Robert A.

12/13/2018
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1

2

Q.

Does that relate to his -- to his past

conduct?
Back in his vault building days.

3

A.

Yeah.

4

Q.

Okay.

-5

A.

It's either Rob's or it's Scott's.

6

Q.

But in any event, they're not yours?

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

In terms of -- again I'm going to change gears

9
10

on you here just a little bit.
little and talk about paving.

I understa nd that Northwe st Road and Drive was

11
12

Jump over to paving a

the asphalt contrac tor for the project?

13

A.

That's who I was going to use, yes.

14

Q.

And is that a gentlema n named Darrin Rupinsk i?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And when was the project to be paved?

17
18

What

was the origina l schedule for paving?

A.

There was a little -- that was kind of a
One was the

19

moving target based on a couple things.

20

decision to pave before the building s were built.

21

were things that had to get done prior to paving, prior

22

to building the building s.

23

All electric al had to be done.

24

all that stuff.

25

in July.

There

Water line had to be put in.
All the storm drains,

So the origina l schedule probably was
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1

Q.

Was the paving performed in July?

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

Why not?

4

A.

The site wasn't ready for paving.

5

And the

grading plan needed to be altered.
What part of the site was not ready in July

6

Q.

7

for paving?

8

A.

All of it.

9

Q.

Was it ever ready in late July?

10

A.

We were starting to get close to getting it

11

ready.

Q.

Could the project have been paved ·in late

14

A.

Sure.

15

Q.

Why wasn't it?

16

A.

Because it wasn't ready.

17

Q.

Was it because Mr. --

18

A.

I mean, you can pave anything.

19

Q.

Was it because Mr. Stark hadn't paid the last

12
13

20
21

July?

invoice?

A.

I heard Rob McCarthy has said that, yes.

He

22

said we're not paying for paving until we get all the

23

other invoices resolved.

24
25

Q.

Is that really the reason the paving wasn't

done in July?
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1

Q.

Okay.

2

A.

But the biggest change is the 99,000.

So you

3

can just take that out of it, and it's really the same

4

invoice as this 121, because that's just all the asphalt

5

number that we put in there "to be completed."
It might have been something for Craig's bank

6

7

or something.

8

conversations that were had at that time.

9

was -- only reason that that number is higher, from what

10

I can tell just first glance, is the 99,407 for asphalt.

Q.

11

I don't -- I just don't remember the
But that

Why would you say that it would be something

12

related to Craig's bank?

13

about the status of the billing on this project?

Had you contacted his bank

14

A.

Nope.

15

Q.

Did you ever contact his bank about that?

16

A.

Don't recall.

17

Q.

Did you ever talk to a gentleman named Trevor

Mm-mm.

18

Young about the status of the loan -- pardon me -- the

19

Starks' payment of invoices?

20

A.

I did talk to Trevor.

21

Q.

And when did you talk to Trevor?

22

A.

Don't remember.

24

Q.

What did you talk to him about?

25

A.

I don't remember specifically why we even

23

But I remember talking to

him.
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1

spoke.

2

was.

3
4

Q.

Because I'd have to look back at what the date

Did you ever tell Trevor Young that you were

going to lien the project?

5

A.

Don't know the answer to that.

6

Q.

So as you sit here, you don't have any

7

recollection of your reason or purpose for calling

8

Trevor Young?
I don't remember what date I talked

I don't.

9

A.

10

to him.

11

Q.

Did you talk to him more than once?

12

A.

Don't remember.

13

Q.

Is it possible --

14

A.

I remember talking to him once.
MR. HALLIN:

15
16

point, I'm going to need a break.
MR. EALY:

17
18

Mike, when you get to a good

Yeah.

Why don't we go ahead and

take a break.
Okay.

19

MR. HALLIN:

20

(A short break was taken.)

21

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibits Nos. 7, 8 and
9 were marked for identification.)

22

MR. EALY:

23
24

BY MR. EALY:

25

Q.

Let's go back on the record.

Mr. McCarthy, I just want to follow through
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September 22, 2017
Stephen T. Snedden
Smith + Malek, PLLC
301 Cedar St., Ste, 204
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Re:

Stark RV & Boat Storage McCarthy Corporation Invoice 2488

Dear Mr. Snedden:
Enclosed please find a check from M1·. Stark payable to the McCat1hy Corporation in
the amount of $49,339.99 for work completed to date on the Stark RV & Boat Storage
pi-oject. The amount of $49,339.99 is the amount Mr. Stat'k has determined is contractually
owed to McCarthy Corporation and is not disputed following a review of Invoice #2488. For
ease of analysis and reference) I have attached a copy of Invoice #2488 to aid in the
following explanation of those line items not in dispute versus those line items that. are
partially or wholly disputed by Mr. Stark.
Agreed Line Items:
1..s:

Each of these line items have been vedfied by project engineer Scott McAl'thur.
(Amount owed: $25,850.00)

10:

This work was verified by McArthur.
(Amount owed: $480.00)

12:

This work was· verified by McArthur.
(Amount owed: $1,440.00)

14:

While the unit price on the invoice does not match the contract price on this item, Mr.
Stark will pay the full amount as the difference is negligible.
-------~(Amount owed: $6,492.60)
EXHIBIT

I

L
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23-24: These line items were both authol'ized by Mr, Stark via signed Change Orders.
(Amount owed: $1,780.00)
SUBTOTAL:
Partially Disuuted Line Items:

9:

The invoice lists 6,451.20 tons of import material at $8.52555 per unit. Mr. McCarthy
hired H2 Surveying/McArthur to survey and calculate the qirnntity of import material.
McArthur' s documented calculation was 3200 cubic yards of compacted in place
material. The original contt·act signed by the parties lists the price of import matel'ial
at $4.03 per cubic yard. 3200 cubic yards x $4,03 contract price== $12,896.00
"''·
(Invoice amount: $55,000.00)
(Amount actually owed: $12,896.00)

11:

This item lists 952 feet of storm drain pipe. While 952 feet was installed, McCarthy
Col'potation broke a 20 foot section. Mr. Stark has dated photographs documenting
this. Mr. Stal'k is owed a Cl'edit for the 20' of broken pipe.
952 - 20 == 932 X $25.00 = $23,300.00
(Invoice amount: $23,800.00)
(Amount actually owed: $23,300.00)

16:

Per the contract, Mr. Stark was required to pay $5,000 down, $2,500 at 50%
completion and $2,500 at I 00% completion. McCarthy did not complete the work.
The1·efore it is not owed the final $2,500.00.
(Invoice amount: $5,000.00)
(Amount actually owed: $2,500.00)

18:

Compaction testing was only one..half to two ..thirds completed at the time McCarthy
left the project. Therefore, Mr. Stark does not owe McCarthy for the price of
compaction testing not performed. 3000 x 66.6% = $2,000.00
(Invoice amount: $3,000.00)
(Amount actually owed: $2t000.00)

21:

Jason Cheyne of McCa1thy Corporation represented to Mr. Stark and Mr. McArthur
that there would be no charge for the test ho]es. No change orders were submitted
requesting compensation for the test holes. Accordingly, Mr. Stark only owes
McCarthy the septic permit fee.
(Invoice amount: $1,500.00)
(Amount actually owed: $lt000,00)
SUBTOTAL:
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Line Items Disputed in Full:
13:

This item was already paid by Invoice #2481.dated 7/13/17. Mr. Stark paid the unit
price for 1300 feet of dry utility trenching at $3.00/foot for a total of $3,900.00. The
line item showed up again on Invoice #2488 as 1280 feet and then on a second
version of Invoice #2488 at 1580 feet. To date, M1-. Stark has not received any
documentation from McCarthy showing 1580 feet of trenching we1·e completed rnthet
than the ot'iginally billed and paid 1300 feet.

15:

This matel'ial is not mentioned anywhere in the original contract and Mr. Stark never
received 01· signed a change order with respect to this material. He did not orally agree
to this chat·ge.

19:

Mr. Stark has dated photographs documenting that McCarthy did not petform this
work.

20:

There are no signed change orders, nor was there any communication with Mr. Stark
about the project requiring additional impo11 to meet the engineer design drawings
and elevations used for the excavation bid and site development. Notably, Mr.
Mc.Arthur's site calculations do not support this claim,

,Q_redits Owed to Stark:
17:

The invoice lists a $2,652.34 credit owed for on-site borrow of 15,602 cubic yards of
import material, at .17/cubic yatd. The contl'act calls for 15,602 cubic yards of import
material at $4.03 pet· cubic yard, for a total of $62,877.67. Mr. Stark was incorl'ectly
charged for $4.20 per cubic yard on Invoice #2435 dated 05/18/17 for a total of
$65,530.08. Additionally) as noted above, Mr. Stark agreed to and has paid McCarthy
for an additional 3200 cubic yards1 totaling $12,896.00 (See Item 9). Notably, Mr.
McArthur's calculations only show 11,922 compacted in place cubic yards of material
were actually installed. Regardlessi at this point Mr. Stark has paid $65,530.08 +
$12,896.00 = $78,426.08. He was only required by the contt'act to pay $62,877.67.
Therefoi♦e he is actually owed a credit of $78,426.08 - $62,877.67 = $15,548.41.
(Credit owed: --$15,548.41)

22: . The Invoice lists a $12,850.20 c1·edit for 726 tons of crushed base rock. Mr. Stark
agrees he is owed this c1·edit, however, he is unable to confirm the total tonnage is
conect because he has never received any rock invoices or receipts from McCat1hy to
substantiate the amount.
(Credit owed: ..$12,850.20)
TOTAL CREDIT o,vED: $28,398.61
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TOTAL AMOUNT DUE:
$36,042.60
+$41,696.00

- $28,398.61
$49,339.99

Mr. Stark has made a meticulous review of McCarthy's billing invoices with the
assistance of Ml'. McArthur because he wants to pay McCarthy those amounts owed unde1·
the pa1ties contract. In order to avoid further delay of completion of the project, Mr. Stat·k
genel'Ously offered McCarthy a significant amount of money in excess of the actual
contractual amounts owed so as to avoid further financial harm. McCarthy rejected the offer.
Ostensibly, McCm·thy is seeking roughly $100,000 more than it is contractually owed. Being
a reasonable Ownei♦, of course Mr. Stark would consider any documentation you might
pl'ovide to support those disputed amounts identified in Invoice #2488, above. This would
include copies of change orders and all invoices for components, matel'ials and pai-ts utilized
on the Stark project.
1

Please note that acceptance and negotiation of the enclosed check as payment for
those amounts undisputed by Mr. Stark is conditioned on the execution and return of the
enclosed lien waiver, If McCarthy thinks recol'dation of lien will compel further payment,
Pd advise that Mr. Stark is prepared to bond al'Ound any such lien and will vigorously defend
any action to foreclose on the bond. In other words, Mr. Stark will not be coerced into
paying monies to McCarthy for which it has no contractual right of payment. As Pm sure
McCarthy appreciates, if forced to litigate this matter, Mr. Stal'k will necessal'ily seek to
recover his reasonable attomefs fees and costs along with compensation for any increased
pl'Oject costs and lost business opportunity due to delays. Accordingly, any further or futut·e
threats of litigation by McCarthy are unnecessary, Should McCarthy proceed to record a lien
and this matte1· proceeds to litigation, McCarthy is on notice to p1·eserve its entire project file
including any and all email and text communications arising out of and relating to the project
as they will be requested in discovery.
As Mr. Stark has demonstrated throughout the course of the project, he is reasonable
and willing to work thrnugh disputed matters in an objective and methodical manne1-.
However) he will no longer be bullied by McCai-thy into paying more monies than it is
contractually owed for working on the pr~ject.
I appreciate your attention to these matters. As always, you are welcome to call me to
discuss these matters further.

MAE/nv

Attachment
cc: Craig Stark
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Invoice

McCarthy Corporation
11949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden. ID 83835

9/1/2017

2488

BIN 27-5548883

BIii To
Craig Stark
Phase 1
Stark RV & Boat Storage

Property Address
Stark RV &Boat Storage

Contact Info

$145,706.56

chelsea@tbemccarthycorp.com
208-667-5499

Terms

1 Piping/Drainage
2 Piping/Drainage

3 Piping/Drainage
4 Piping/Drainage
5. Piping/Drainage
6 Piping/Drainage

7 Piping/Drainage
8 Conc1·ete/Asphalt

9 Concrete/Asphalt
10 Trenching

11 Piping/Drainage

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

611 RSOV-Fire Hydrants
8x8x6 DI Tee with Magalug Fig joint restraint
fittings
8x8x8 DI Tee with Magalug Fig joint restraint
fittings
811 RSOV
Concrete Thrustblocking
Import converted to tons
2" Sch 80 dry utility conduit (assumed two (2} 2"
conduits ht each trench) Install all of KEC's conduit
611 SDR35 Storm pipe-rain leader piping to swale- 2'

minimum bury to top of pipe
Piping/D1'ainage
611 SI;)R35 Storm pipe cleanout/pipe riser with female
gutter cap (assume on per every three units)
Dry ut111ty trenching (assume 3.5' trench depth)
Tl'enching
United Crown, Premier. and KBC
Cleadng/Stdpping Additional stripped material per engineers estimate
1 1/411 Minus material Place and compact
Material
Mobilization
100% Complete
Material
On-site B011·ow credit
Material
Compaction testing
Material
4" compatcted base rock under side walk
Material
Additional Borrow
Plumbing
Septic permit and test holes
411 compacted in place 3/4 base rock
Material
Material
Pea Gravel
Material
Extra Grading

750.00

750.00

M51.2
800

1,000.00
250.00
8.52555
0.60

1,000.00
1,250.00
55,000.00
480,00

952

25.00

23,800.00

24

60.00

1,440.00

1,580

3.00

4,740.00

2,597
1,335

2.50004

6,492.60
5,380.05
5,000.00
-2,652.34
3,000.00
330,00

l
5

15,602
1
11
6,554.95
1

726

4.03
5,000.00
-0.17
3,000.00
30.00
4.03
1,500.00
-17.70
700.00
1,080.00

Total

26,416.45
1,500,00
"12,850.20
700.00
1,080.00

$145,706.561
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US Bank LIEN/CLAIM WAIVER
From:

McCarth~ Corporation
(Name of Firm Giving Release}

Project:

Stark RV & Boat Storage (72~unit storage proieatl

24,356 ACRES AT OLD HWY 95 & OHIO MATCH RO, KOOTENAI COUNTY

11949 N Tracey Rd

PARCEL NUMBER: 52N04W~24-0220

(Buelnose Address)

AIN: 131127

Hayden. ID 83835
(Cll"Y, Stato, Zip Codo)

Contact Person: ----=C~h-=..!el-=-.:se=a.:....T.,_,_h.a.;:;;o..:...m.:.;:;;a:,.;a.s_ _ __

OWNER:
CONTRACTOR:
PROJECT MANAGER:

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC
CRAIG STARK (979) 479-2390
SCOTT MCCARTHER (208) 964-0481

Contact Telephone: _.. .; ;2_.. 0""'"8---=-6--=--67-=-----.. .,._54___9;;. ;:;9_ _ _ ___
CONDITIONAL RELEASE

UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE

The undersigned does hereby acl<nowledge that
upon receipt by the undersigned of a check from

The undersigned does hereby acknowledge that the
undersigned has received progress payments tn tha sums
of $ 49.339.99
for labor, services, equipment or
in the surn o f $ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ materials furnished to the above referenced job and does
and when the cllecl< has bean properly endorsed and has hereby release pro tanto any and an claims and rights of
been paid by the bank upon which lt was drawn, this lien which the undersigned has on the above referenced
document shall become affective to release pro tanto any job. This release covers an payment for labor services.
and all claims and rights of lien which the undersigned has equlpmant1 materials furnished and/or claims to the above
on the above referenced job. This release covers a referenced job through (date)
9
/ 22 / 2017
progress payment for labor, services, equiprnent, only and does not cover any retention or items furnished
materials furnished and/or claims through (date)
after that date.
only and does not cover any retention or items furnished
after that date. Before any recipient of this document NOTICE: THIS DOCUMENT WAIVES RIGHTS
relies on it said party should verify evidence of payment to UNCONDITIONALLY AND STATES THAT YOU HAVE
the undersigned. After receipt of above payment the BEEN PAID FOR GIVING UP THOSE RIGHTS. THIS
balance of the contract: ~ - - - - - w i l l be due DOCUMENT IS ENFORCEABLE AGAINST YOU IF YOU
upon fulflllment of alf conditions of the contract.
SIGN IT, EVEN IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN PAID. IF YOU
HAVE NOT BEEN PAID, USE A CONDITIONAL
I CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER RELEASE FORM.
LAWS OF THE STATE OF IDAHO THAT THE ABOVE IS
A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT.
I CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER
LAWS OF THE STATE OF IDAHO THAT THE ABOVE IS
Signature:
A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT.
(Aolhorized Corporate Officer/Partner/0,•,ner)

Signature:

(Title)

{Aulhorlaed CorJ)Olale Officer/Partner/OvmoT)

Dated this~~- day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2017

(Tille)

at: _ _~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dated this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2017

Subscribed and sworn before me day and year first above
written:

at; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Subscribed and sworn before me day and year first above
written:

bY~~---------------Notary Public f o r _ * - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - -

by
Not Required .... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Notary Public for* . Not Required .....
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ReCOR0INGFEE:

Recorded mthe Request of:

$13.00
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Lukins & Annia, P.S.

Attn: Jom1tho11 D. Mallin

60 I E, Frol\t Avenue, Suito 303

Coeurd'Akme1 Idaho 83814

CLAIM OF LIEN
rntion, and
THE UNDERSIONEDJ McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho Coq,o
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45--501, ~, seq., states as follows:
materials, and
That il was employed by CRAIG STARK, n married man, to furnish labor,
property and
servlce-s in the const1·uctio11 and improvement of n certain parcel of real
impmvements thereon, located in. Koote11ai County, Idaho.
ent for ide11tificati<.ln,
The legal descrl1,tio11 of the real properly to be charged with the lien, suffici
is as follows:

hip 52
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Towns
rly of
Weste
lying
Idaho,
North, Ra11ge4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County,
Ways.
..
.of
Rightthe Spokane International Railway Copmany nncl Old Highway 95
ed to
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way convey ent

Instrum
the Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992 as
No, 1266252.

ay 95t Rathdn1m 1
The parcel ofreal property is commonly identified as 52424 N. Old Highw
Idaho, and contains npp1·oximately 25.19 acres.
T GROUP, LLC, an
Theownerorreputed ()W11erofsuchproperty is: STARK INVESTMEN
Idaho limited liability compa11y.

ty commenced on or
The t\1rnlshing of labor, materials and services for the benefit of the prope.r deducting all just

After
about March 9, 2017 and was completed on or about August 22, 2017.
d and demanded as
claime
is
fees,
and
t
interes
plus
6
cl'edhsnnd offsets. the :mm ofSl45,706.5
still due ~md owing.
DATED this 22ND day of September, 2017.

MCC
By:

Robert A. McCarthy, Pres' :ent
RCE- 31686
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STATE OF lDAHO )
ss.
)
ai
Kooten
County of

VERIFICATION

tht1t he is the
ROBERT A. McCARTHY, being first duly swom, deposes and says
and foregoing c.~laim nnd
President of McCARTHY C0RPORATl0N; that he has read the above
bdieves the satr1e to h'-'
knows the contents thereof and thnt the same is true; fut1her, that nffiant
.
just and that all just credits and offsets have be.en fully allowed thcr~in
McCA RTHY CORPORATION

'
:]JI~
.
~
[

bcr 2017.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 22ND cloy of Septem

JONATHON D, /-IALLIM
Nornry Puhlic
St,1lcJ nl Malm

~~V, !l~~~ ~~r. 'i~.

• ~

1

tt1fo
al oeur d'Alene, Idaho
My Commission Expires 2/19/2020

STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Kootenai )
personally appeared
On this 22ND day of September> 2017~ before me Jonathon D. Hallin)
RTHY
McCA
of
enl
Robert A. McCarthy, known or identified to me, to be the Prnsid
executed the
who
person
CORPORATION, the corporatio11 that executed the instrument or the
ation executed
corpor
such
instrnment on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that
the same.
my official seal, the
IN WITN'ESS WHEREOF~ I have heretmto set my hand rmd affixed
day and year in this certificated first above written.

[

~:]

~~,....

J0NATH OM D. H1\~.UN
Nolmy P11t1l1c
St:irr. <ii ld;1!10

otary · \
I · mg at Coeur d'Alene~ Idaho
My Commission Expires 2/19/2020

. ~~'"•, U••·•• l,rj,,•l ~~·
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TAO
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Recorded at the Request o:fl

RECORDINGFEE:

$13.00

111111111111111111 II II Ill

Lukins &An.tits, P.S.
Attn! Jonathon D. Halltn
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 303
Coeur d• Alene, Idaho 83814
Space above reserved for use by Recorder's Office.

AMENDED CLA IM OF LIEN

Corporation, and
THE UNDERSIGNED, McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45 .. 501, et seq., states as follows:

labor, materials, and
That it was employed by CRAIO STARK, a married man, to furnish
property and
real
of
services in the const111ction and in1pmve1nent of a certain parcel
hnptovements thereon, to·cated in Kootenai Coufi"ty, Idaho.
The legal description of the real. property to be charged with the lien,
is as follows:

sufficient for identification,

24, Township 52
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Qitarter of Section
lying Westerly of
,
Idaho
y,
Count
nai
North, Range 4 West, BoiseMeddtan, in Koote
Right..of-Ways.
95
ay
the Spokane Intemational Railway Copmany and Old Highw

y conveyed to
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Wa
as Instrument
the Lakes Hig11way Distriot"in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992
No. 126'6252.
Highway 95,
The parcel of real property is commonly identified as 52424 N, Old
Idaho, and contains approximately 25 .19 acres.

Rathdn1m,

NT GROUP, LLC, an
The owner or reputed owner of such property is: STARK INVESTME
Idaho limited liability company.
pl'Opertycommenced on or
The furnishing of labor, materials a11d services for the benefit of the
2017. After deducting all Just
about March 9, 2017 and: was completed on or about August 22,
is claimed and demanded as
credits and-offsets, the sum oUl 76,691.71 plus interest and fees,
Lien reool'ded September 22,
still due and owing. This lien amends and restates that Claim of
2017 as Kootenai County Instrument No. 2612854000.

DA".fED this 23RD day o£Octoberi 2017.

¥.~

.

. ION

By:,.

1
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STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Kootenai )

VERIFICATION

ROBERT A. McCARTHY, being first duly sworn, deposes and so:ys that he is the
President of McCARTHY CORPORATION; tbat he has read the above and fol'egoing claim and
knows the contents thereof and that the samo is trne; further, that affiant believes the same to be
just and that all just cr~dits and offsets have been fully allowed therein.
McCARTHY CORPORATION

By(~---_-;;J 1n rlfa'\

Robei1 A. McCaiihy~ President
RCB- 31686

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 23RD day of October, 2017.
4·--··"--1', -i,:• •

~•:,.-.f."'>.,C.... ~.

,i- :' i .. ~,

. ···.•. ,',; ·•·.:: ..•.1.·J •J •.••• ~

' :•1 • · , I 11-i

•,!'),

•

i'-,

,.

t: : .
!;:,!.,:. . . .

K

(.,.....•!!•:.''',. ,., . ~t.,~••.-.....- 1• ... ·.!· •. ·=-··. . . . ··•~:r. .l\:, ;.-..._.;.'........

ur d'Alene, Idaho
My Commissio11 Expires 2/19/2020

STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Kootenai )

On this 23RD day of October.1 2017, before me Jonathon D. Hallin> personally appeared
Robert A. McCarthy, known or identified to me, to be the President of McCARTHY
CORPORATION, the corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the
instrument on behalf of said corporation~ and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed
the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOFt I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the
day and year in this certificated first above ·writ1en.

lene, Idaho

-·

n Expires 2/19/2020
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Sent:

To:
subJeot:
A,tachments:

~l'SlillllS:~""'.....,•~----•
•
••----.-.,.•-~•-

tll!l-114'--~----~11Mli1Hl&lll!l!l$lllll-~of!ll/l

Scott McAl'lhur [smcarthur@h2survey.oom]
Wednesday, Januat'y 10, 201812:3·1 PM
'rmooarthy@thomooarlhyoorp.oom'; •Jason Cheyne'
Stark site and cross seotlons
Gl~ADING QTY ASB gradient 8-29w20·17.pdl

Ouya:

We mm provide CJ'OSS sections. I have uot ever claimed we cannot provide thut informntion. We just need fo
know whnt are you lrylng to resolve... and who is paylng fot· the work to do so, .. Crnig wilJ not. Plus) lf we know
what it is yot,•re ti·ying to do with the cross sections, and what frequency you need them, we might be able to
help. Are you looking to nm average ends on the total subgrade, compacted in pince?
Let's be honesta no one on that side of the table cnred for the factual composite quantity munbern we provided
lnst yeal', bused on the SLll'face comptU'isons in Clvil 3d, and the cross sections we would prnvlde to you would
be based on this sume lnformntlon we us~d to come up with those qunntitles.
Further, we nil know thnt a composite sut'face quantity is far more accurate when compMcd Lo nn averuge end
qmmtity. 'rhls is why both Jnson/Scarselln and I fought with lTD to nccept the use of our composite surface dnta
fot·pay quantities on the US95 p1·oject...compm·ed to the ITD requested/code required nverage end nrna method,
whfoh is tedious process. and proved tlnm and again to be significantly less whe11 compared to tho composite

smfaoc data.
Please keep in mind as welt, that our compacted in place quantity for this material was verified after the "boys
from Mo11tmut0 sent in theh' "sm·vey c1·ew 11 to the site at 4am in August 2017 to topo the site.
When they topo 1d the site, some of il had 3/411 crushed placed over the subgrnde materinl, and the structure slabs
were in pJnce, which you know becouse you invoiced for that work. Further, the ''boys from Montaurt had to
add an ''acljustment.. to their quantities (20% for one number, and 25% for the olher number), as shown on their
attached document. and the screen shot below:
GRADING QUM!Jfil

QRAQlli.G, OU /~NII TY

BORROW Fll.l. -

BOHROW flt.L -

f'III factor l.250%

Cul volume (acljusled)
till volurne (odjuotod)
:\~,~~~

Fill FrJctor 1.200%
t 233.63 Cu. Yd,

Cl,t volume (odJusted)

22156. 95 Cu. Yd.

Fill volume

J¥~~~.?.~L. .~

12:~.3.63 Cu. Yd.
20037 .05 Ct1, Y(

Even though we ure supposed to be looking at "compacted in place matedalt\ and the materiul compaction loss
is frL·elevant in the bid 01· to this conversatfon, if we look specifically at the 20% adJusted rrnmber (because we~
all know 20% is much higher thun what the ucttHtl compaction loss would ever actually be), you cnn use this
information to derive lhe hypothetical compacted in place quantity (based on thclt· 4n field work, and a scnn of
om· grading infonnutionJ which comes to a hypothetical quantity of 161697.5 CYt which ngain uppem·s to
incll1de some ¾0 crushed material and the concrete slabs ... ns we cannot actually tell from the inform{ltion
provided whnt is included nnd what is not ii1cluded. Sounds faidy close to the numbe1·s we provided for
payment. But I can see the boys fro1~ Montana wanting pnid by the uncompncted yard, nnd lhnt is not how the
pl'ojeet wus bid, so that to me doesn't make this Craig's fault. as he was not aware of the side agreeme11l you
hs1d with that compnny.

EXHIBIT

a
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With thnt bs'fng snld. Rob stnted thlg niot•Hlng thnt you 0 wJsh I was
on McCnrthy's sid.a 011 this''. I nm u·ylng not
to be offended by that atntement, but it is hard because that is what
I pride myself on ... my nbifity lo be neulrnl,
unbiased. and suppOl'tive of the pmject, It is not my job to pick
n side, it is my job to look out fo1• the best

interest of the project. I will not thtow anyone undel' the bus, as
lhnt is not in the best intet·est of the project, and
becnuse I have to be abJe to support my
c1alms wilh factual dntat which I/we have done, and wHl contin
ue to do. Furlher, I/we have always said~ mid
have shown you, that if thel'e was a was a clrn1\ge in quantities,
thnt I could justify, I was right there teJJing
Ci-aig you needed more money fol' that item, and he agreed, and
so did the Bank. I just cannot juslify more
impol't on this p1·ojeot 1 and not one person to date can either.

I wilJ not be swayed into anything by any Client, Agency, or Contra
ctor

I hnve slnQe day one, when I introduced Jason to Craig Sturk in
my office, been an ndvocnte for the work you
c.lo, nnd lho side deal with the sllve1· slinger, uHhough imps·cssive
with the Jal'ge equipment and willingness to
work dm'ing the inclement weather, was a bit of a curse) and hud
Justin Sternbet·g kept them out of the middle of
this, you would have finished the project, and this wouldn 1 t have
wnsted so much of my time. From the first day
I met them, I felt like thet·e was m1 ageuda from those guys, who
point blank told me they never had a set qf
plans on site, and who cl al med they didn't have stakes onsite to
use ... which is BS becnuse I set the stakes he
requested. and made n separate trip to the site to verify with
Jesse that is what he needed ... he knew where he
was both "eleviition and quantity wiseu, and he filled .in the ht1le
so no one could verify his numbcl's or qucs!ion
his argument ... and that is BS too. If he wanted more money, J
to1d
him to let me .survey it, but he didn't. He
nlso tolcl me that he made his 0 firstu exhibit using information
he co11ected from tlie "OPS on his equipment'', ..
but when I asked him about the datn, so I could use it to Jook al
the ho1e, he said he didn't have it
anymo1•e, •. nnd then~ a few months Iate1\ he snid he didn't even
have a OPS on the equipmem (which is one of
the first questions r asked him when l was onsite bect1uso it was
not on the blude, so I asked him where it wns
mounted. und where his base was ... and nothing), Hnd then onsHe
with the silver slingel', he tried to tc11 me the
hole was 250LF Jongel' than shown on the exhibit he provided
to me. I nm 11ot dumb ... he doesn't know what he
did, and he is trying cast doubt on lhis, but his information, un1css
he somehow verifies it with factuul dntai wiH
always be discarded jn my book because Ws uH over the bonrd.

I hope that you both understand that I Hke lo work with you, but I
have wasted fnt• too much time on this matter
to try nnd prove the accuracy
11

of the fnctm,1 data we providedi especial]y when it wHs verifie
d ulrcndy by the
boys from Montana'>, I look forward to fulure work together.

Siuco rllJy 1

S c o t t L . MaAI" U1 u 1• , l• l
p J' l 1) t: ,' p ti I E II If i JI (] C J'

Celi

208,9 Ciil,O tf.fJ1

\\' \\I \\' c ,,

!J

l!
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From:

Jason Cheyne Uohayne@lhemccarthycorJ).com]
Monday, June 25, 2018 8:47 PM
Scott McArthur
He; Athol invoice

Sent:
To:

St1bjeot:

Your call, personally X probably would since the two projects are not linked and you
preformed the worl< in Athol
> On Jun 25, 2018~ at 8:14 PM, Scott McArthur <~mcarthur@h2surve~.co111> wrote:

>
> Lien??
:>

Sincaroly ~

>
>

>

»
»
»

Scott McArthur
On Jun 25> 2018, at 7 ~ 59 PM, Jason Chey11e <jcheyne@them~carthycqCJh.£Qll> wrote:
I-le says when star I< pays him he \.Jill pay you.

>>

>» on Jun 25, 2018, at 5:21 PM, Scott McArthur <smcarthur@h2suryey.com> wrote:
>»
>» Any word?
>»
>>> Sincerely,
»>
>>> Scott L. McArthur, PE
>>> Principal Engineer

>»
>>> Cal: 208,964,0481
>>> www. h2survey. com
>>>
>>> ----~Original Message-----

>» r-1"'om: Jason Cheyne (mailto; j cheyne(iilthemccarthycorlh.tQ.l!l]

>>> sent: Monday, June 25J 2018 1:38 PM
»> To: Rob McCarthyj Chelsea Thomas
>» cc: smcarthur@b2survey, com
»> Subject: Athol invoice

»>
>»
>»
»>
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1

Scarcella and I fought with ITD to accept the use of our

2

composite surface data for pay quantities on the US95

3

project ... " -- I won't read the rest.

4

that statement as well?
A.

5

I don't agree or disagree.

You disagree with

I don't remember

6

fighting with ITO over it because everything I did had a

7

cross-section associated with it.

8

the quantity overruns on that project.

9

six-year lawsuit between Scarcella and the State.

10

Q.

That's how we found
And that was a

And you mentioned so you haven't had much

11

communication with Scott McArthur since, what, July of

12

2017?

13
14
15
16

A.

Yeah.

I mean,

I see him every now and then,

and we BS for a minute, but
Q.

Okay.

And that's because you think he's lied

to you on this project?

17

A.

Absolutely.

18

Q.

Did he do any work for McCarthy Corporation up

19

in Athol?

20

A.

Yes, he did.

21

Q.

I'll hand you what I've marked as Deposition

22
23

·Exhibit 8.
A.

What was he doing up in Athol?
We -- Rob and a partner bought a piece of

24

property years ago.

25

surveyed it and plotted it into 20-acre lots, and Rob

I think it was 88 acres.

He

Page 216
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1
2

7

didn't pay him.
Q.

Do you know how much he's owed?

A.

I think it's 4800 bucks.

Q.

Did he do the work?

A.

Yes, he did.

Q.

Do you know if he did the work accurately?

A.

That was easier.

that one.
9

There was no quantities on

So ...

Q.

So --

A.

All he did was parcel it off and get it pushed

11

through the County and run one row of center-line

12

stakes.

13

Q.

14

No grades.

No nothing else.

So I've handed you what I've marked as

Deposition Exhibit 8.

Do you recognize this e-mail?

15

A.

Yeah.

16

Q.

And this is an e-mail exchange between you and

17

Scott McArthur?

18

A.

Yep.

19

Q.

And the subject matter of this e-mail, as I

20

understand it, is you're communicating to Scott with

21

regards to the amount of money that's owed him for work

22

he did for McCarthy Corporation up in Athol; is that

23

correct?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

And had you interceded on his behalf with Rob

Page 217
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1

McCarthy about the status of that payment?

2

A.

Yes,

3

Q.

And did Mr. McCarthy tell you that he would

I did.

4

pay Scott once Stark had paid what he thought he was

5

owed on this project?

6

A.

Yes, he did.

7

Q.

Is he still withholding payment, to your

8

knowledge,

9

project, Stark?

A.

10
11
12

why.

from Scott because of the dispute on this

I know he's withholding payment.

I don't know

You'd have to ask him.
Q.

Well, but he told you back, at least as of

13

June 25th of 2018,

14

pay you."?

"He says when Stark pays him he will

15

A.

Yep.

16

Q.

And you just relayed that information on to

17

Scott?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Are you still friends with Scott McArthur?

20

A.

I consider us friends.
MR. EALY:

21

Okay.

Sure.

I'm going to go off the

22

record.

23

through my notes, but I think we're pretty close to.

24

being done.

25

I'm going to take a brief break just to look

(A short break was taken.)
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1

A.

I don't.

I mean, we were kind of -- I don't.

.-o.

2

Because at that point I kind of handed it over to J

3

to -- so I don't know why I would have gotten an e-mail

4

from him on January 10th.

5

to me, but ...

6
7

Q.

That doesn't make any sense

Do you know if you had had a meeting with

Scott McArthur earlier that same day?

8

A.

I

9

Q.

The second page, h2 176.

don't.

I

don't remember.
At the very top

10.

McArthur says in his e-mail, "With that being said, Rob

11

stated this morning that you 'wish I was on McCarthy's

12

side of this'."

13

Do you recall making that statement --

14

A.

I don't.

15

Q.

-- to Mr. McArthur?

16

A.

I

don't.

I

don't know where I would have been

17

with him on January of -- at that time frame.

18

Actually, you know what?

He might have been

19

working on the Wyoming project.

20

He might have been doing some other work for us and then

21

that kind of ended and we went with somebody else.

22

it might have been

we might have met at City of

23

Hayden or something.

I just don't remember.

24
25

Q.

Let me think on that.

So

Did you hire Scott McArthur to do any work- for

a project up in the Athol area?

Page 180
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1

A.

He -- what did he do up there?

2

property up there.

3

what he might have done up there though.

4

done some surveying or something.
Q.

5

We had some

And he might have -- I don't know
He might have

Does McCarthy Corporation still owe any money

6

to Scott McArthur or h2 Engineering for any work it's

7

done on any project?

8

A.

We might owe him a little bit of money.

9

Q.

Would it be the amount of $5,000?

10

A.

Don't remember.

11

Q.

Don't know?

12

A.

Mm-mm.

14

Q.

Do you care if Scott McArthur gets paid?

15

A.

Do I

17

Q.

Why not?

18

A.

I don't remember.

13

16

I

mean,

I

could

--

could find it

I

out.

care if he gets paid?

I

haven't paid

him.

I don't remember if we

19

didn't get some information on the project or what.

20

don't remember the details on it.

21

Q.

I

What do you need from Scott McArthur and h2 to

22

satisfy the outstanding bill that is owed to him or h2

23

Engineering?

24

A.

I'd have to get back to you on that.

25

Q.

What, do you need to be on McCarthy's side of
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1

the suit to get paid?

2

A.

That has nothing to do with it.

3

Q.

Totally unrelated matter?

4

A.

Yeah.

5

Q.

Do you have a brother?

6

A.

Two.

7

Q.

Is one of your brothers an engineer?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

And what type of an engineer is he?

10

A.

Civil.

11

Q.

And where does he work?

12

A.

Out of Boise.

13

Q.

And what's the name of that firm that he

14

works?

15

A.

KM Engineerin g.

16

Q.

Can you spell that for me.

17

A.

K-M Engineerin g.

18

Q.

Does KM Engineerin g have an office up here in

19

Coeur d'Alene?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Does it do civil engineerin g similar -- well,

22

the question is:

Do they do civil engineerin g?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Do they do surveying?

25

A.

Yes,

I believe so.
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BIU
Date

Ref. No,

07/24/2017

JUNE

BIii Due

07/30/2017

Hawks Trucking

Terms

Net 15

2541 N Henry St

Mamo

Vendor

Post Fnlls m 83854

-~.....,_,..~~,---·-----'
Memo

Account

Ii~: f:~: Hauling/Importing
!

~\V ,Haullng/lmporllng

('J\\'.- •Haullngllmportlng

12 loads

Class

Oustomer:Job

Amount

tf720,0 .
h~''.\

16 loads 3/4 basa

·'~rkRV&

71oada

Expense Total : 9,822.00

BIii Total :

l

~IBIT

$9,822.00

McCarthy 00218
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Bill
McCarthy Corporation

11'949 N Tracey Rd
Hayden, ID 83835

BUI Due

06/30/2017

Terms

Nat 15

Vendor

Hawks Tmcking
2541 N Hetu'y St

Mamo

Post Falls D? 83854

Expenses
Account

-

r 'Hauling/Importing

6.5 hours @ $95 9 loads of

I Haul/ng/lmporllng

3 loads of grindings 7 hours @

HauUng/lmporllng

2 toads haul off 3 hours @$95

~

" Haulfng/lmportrng
Hauling/lrnporllng

fz.~

Haullng/lmportlng

Hauling/Importing
i✓
?..-,1~

l

Hauling/Importing
Htmllngllmporting

Class

Customer:Job

Amounl

Memo

617.50 McCarthy
Construollon:2377 E
Mountain Vlsla Dr Coeur
d Alene ID
665.00 McCarthy Capltal
INC.:222 S Kootenai Bay
Rd Sondpolnt ID 83864
285.00 McCarthy
Constructlon:2377 E
Mountain Vista Dr Coeur
d Alene ID
332.50 McCarthy Capitol
INC.:222 S t<ootenal Bay
Rd Sandpoint ID 83864
332.60 MoCarlhy

ho.uloU

$95

2 loads of rock 3.5 hours @
$95
1 load of sand 3.6 hours @ $95

Constructlon:Arco Orglll
Post Falls Renovation
840.00 MoCarthy Capital
INC.:222 S Kootenai Bay
Rg -~.~n.dRolnt 10 83864

2 loads of top soll and 1 load of
haul on 7 hours @ $120

:2iici·:t,o: 1v.1~Mffifn~: ... : -: .: ;.· .. . .
.q~,n~t{~RU~p.;,s1nrk rw &
.Ji~~L\tifil~g~t
510.qd ~~Pi~s!t.tl1x;t~,,,,s• · : ·,: Av &
·tr§ff: a a)" J!:f .< .

2 loadsGSB 3 hours@$96
1 load flna sand 1 load mix 2
loads of commercial fill 6
hours@$95
3 loads 3/4mlns 8 hours@$95

760,00

'Moc'aitliy"8apl\al
INC.:222 s Kootenai Bay
Ad Sandpoint ID 83864

•-

MIii•

-

Expense Tola!: 4,607.50

Bill Total :

$4,687.50
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t-JAWKS l"RUCltlNG
2641 MMENRY ST..

POS1' rAt..LS.ID 83854
DATE

f;'- / ?- /·f

.:s+o. r1-~- - 9 ~ c~ c, fl.111
&let ,.,. :r Oo Pt"\
DESOl:tlPTtoN

Llo.a.Le,f ft'A~dfld
\ tM, 1l .n.C

/Vl

~~

·+o

--~··----

'J?:)~.f'..l; _

11-rrA /'t1r'3LJ..l

li0Ult8

RATE

AMOUNT

(ejl_____ ~1.<:1v1

rJ

:t .1. . ](10Jj_

V

tiotk'l .o,£ C.oOOooft:C:'i al ff[.{ ~/1.1 3Z. Lli.L&E£/e...RJ.

__

-

-'•

...._._

'

.

.............,..

~.,.._.~

--

\

.

..
-·I

,,

•'

..

-

....-,--l·--~t.~~

TO

Matce aU t:thacrcs payable to'HAWKSTRUCICING
Total due upon 16 days of reooJpt

·-iG-.~~76&)j
.

)

•'

I .- •

•

..

• 1'HANtC YOU POR YOUR BUSINESSl
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HAWKS TRUCKING
2641 N MENRY ST.
POST FALLS.JO 83864

To, (V\ c.C o.r~"h.t.(

5·- I 9 .k 1·1
0+0.r+ - 12-.: \S- PM

tof\s+ru.cJion

{19 4 q (\j \ '1(lt(fl~.-(

\)ATE

1lv.xc~

'fr10\ .- ~3 : fb- f M

f-\c.'-~-,tei..tl(\ , :Io 8383.5-

......~ , , ,

~-__,,..

z.JooJ 0£

e,sB

AATE

AMOUN1·

~5~()()

:h2. 8.~~·oo

HOURS

DESORIPTJON

·m J z'-l2. l fili-1.tfCle bcl

310

t

I

....
. .........

.,..,..._

"''

-

\

--·-

-

-·-

-

..

'

•'

-

,;...--~~,
TOTA
Mal<e all checks payablo to'HAWl{$ TRUCKIN.G
·rotel due upon 16 days of recmlpt

.·&?~~)~{XJ l

-

• THANl<:VOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
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Bill
4'.,u

r1...,

Ref.No.

Data

~
;r.arthy Corporation

' "'' ••~1;ey Ad

-·

--·-------------·

Bill Dua

07/30/2017

Vendor

Terms

Net 16

Hawks T111cJd11g

Mamo

2541 N Henry St
Post Falls ID 83854

Expenses

~r

JUNE

07/84/2017

. , ,..I 83835

Account
Hauling/Importing
Hauling/Importing
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,(tf Haullng/lmporllng
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r11
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Haullng/lmportlng

~\t?

Hauling/Importing

570,00 McCarthy Capita!
INC.:222 S l<ootenal Bay
Rd Sandpoint ID 83864
380.00 McCarthy
Consfrucllon:Crossfit

5 loads 3/4 base

2 loads 3/4- base

Spokane

950,00 McCarthy
Construcllon:Orosslll
Spokane
570.00 McCarthy
Construotlon~Crossfit

4 loads In, 4 loads out

1 load 3/4 base, 4 loads haul

Spokane

oti

o
.,·:2otto
~Y,
.. ·.:.-;,. f\1§,Qjij

;fi~bdf.i.;\
:

't~!l.:~fark FW, ~
., ).;) · · ·
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:iqif.,t

•·"'.1tl

.- 1-425;00'.

iJqµ,~~1?.t ~$~

.

I:•.• .•,,' •

'I-~·!'ll.i~~i,fj1~rk·tw·&
ap~l:-~J<m{ga_:~

.

990.00 McCarthy

Oonslructlon:2377 E
Mountain Vista Dr Coeur
d Alene ID
1.200.00 McCarthy
Constructlon:Orossflt

aloads of GSB
7 loads of haul off

obiJ!oo

·:Jo··,bi4;(~t ijl.f_Q~~e)
1 load of 3/4 base and 1 load
hautof!

Class

Customer:Job

Amount

Marno

332.00

of

'·c•!-·it:·t,6tr~r.i1&; lon~Stork.

RV &

e~Rrcs1Q~i~·a-. ··· .· · ·
tiAocaifif~

Construcllon:Curt
Schmec:l<peper
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1
2

hired them?
A.

I remember it was kind of up in the air

3

whether we were going to self-perform the stripping and

4

borrow pit or we were going to have him do it .

5

don't remember a lot of the details of any conversations

6

about him specifically.

MR. EALY:

7
8

So I

So

I' m going to switch gears on you

So you can pull these back together.

here again.

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 14 was

9

marked for identification.)

10
11

BY MR. EALY:

12

Q.

Mr. McCarthy,

I'm handing you what I've marked

13

as Deposition Exhibi ~ 14.

14

these are

I 1 ll represent to you that

15

A.

There you go.

16

Q.

-- what appear to be some invoices and some

17

relative to a company called Hawks Trucking that were

18

produced in discovery.

19

number down at the bottom.

You'll notice the Bates stamp

20

A.

Okay.

21

Q.

So we can refer to the Bates stamp number at

22

the bottom if we need to look at a specific page.

23

initially do you recognize Exhibit 14?

24

A.

Yeah.

25

Q.

And what is it?

But
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1

A.

They're invoices from Hawks Trucking.

2

Q.

The first page -- if we just look at the first

3

page of Exhibit 14 is this -- what is this specifically?

4

A.

An invoice.

5

Q.

Is this an invoice from Hawks Trucking to

6

McCarthy Corporation?

A.

7

8

That's what it looks like.

Am I missing

something?
Q.

9

Well, I'm just trying to figure out what it

10

is.

11

it is.

12

before?

13

A.

I don't recall.

14

Q.

Okay.

So I want to know what your understanding of what
Do you recall having ever seen this first page

On this exhibit, do you -- if you look

15

at it -- like, if we take that first line, it says 6/5

16

hauling/importing 12 loads, 720, McCarthy Construction,

17

Stark RV Boat Storage.

18

are for?

Do you know what those 12 loads

19

A.

Not those specific 12 loads.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

A.

Jason would know what all this stuff is.

22

Q.

And I see that there's this darkening or a

Is there a reason that

23

highlighting, like little bubbles.

24

that comes on this

25

A.

Do you know where

Nope.
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1

2

3

4
5
6

Q.

invoice, why that's kind of colored like

A.

I'm not sure why it's colored or why -- or the

this?

dates.

I don't know that.

Q.

In terms of just looking at this page, I see a

bill total at the bottom of $9,822.

7

A.

Okay.

8

Q.

But if I add up the amounts, I only get

9

$2,520.

10
11

Do you know why the difference at the bottom

versus the top?
A.

I don't know what computer program Hawks runs

12

or what QuickBooks or what it is.

13

it's probably a compilation of all the outstanding

14

invoices.

15

16

Q.

But I'm assuming that

I don't know.
Okay.

So going back to Hawks Trucking.

is Hawks Trucking?

17

A.

It's a trucking service.-

18

Q.

What kind of service does it provide?

19

A.

Hauling.

20

Q.

And what does it haul?

21

A.

A variety of materials, I'm sure.

22

What

I couldn't

specifically say all the things that they haul.

23

Q.

Do they haul rock products like

24

A.

Sure.

25

Q.

-- crushed, gravel, coarse, sub-base?
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1

A.

2

things.

3

Q.

4

Have you, McCarthy Corporation, used Hawks

Trucking in the past to haul for you?
A.

5
6

Yeah, I would think they would haul all those

We used him here.

Is that what you -- before

I don't

this?

7

Q.

Have you used them in the past?

8

A.

-- believe so.

9

Q.

Correct.

A.

Yeah,

Q.

Who would have hired Hawks Trucking?

A.

McCarthy Corporation.

Q.

And who at McCarthy Corporation would have

I don't -- before this?

I don't believe so.

14

hired them?

15

A.

Jason specifically.

16

Q.

Did you yourself hire Hawks Trucking to do any

17

work on the Stark project?

18
19
20

A.

I'm the owner of McCarthy Corporation.

Q.

No.

So

yes.
But what I'm asking you is did you

21

yourself pick up the phone, call somebody at Hawks

22

Trucking and hire them to do work --

23

A.

24

Q.

25

No.
on the Stark project?

No.

So your employee Jason Cheyne would have
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1

picked up the phone to call Hawks Trucking and hire them

2

on this project?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Okay.

I wanted to draw your attention to the

5

third page of this exhibit.

6

It's this page right here.

7

A.

Okay.

8

Q.

As I understand it,

9

10

McCarthy Bates stamp 22 .

this is again a document

that was produced in discovery with McCarthy Bates stamp
220 on it.

What do you understand this page to be?

11

A.

It appears to be an invoice.

12

Q.

And is it an invoice to McCarthy Construction?

13

A.

It is.

14

Q.

Now,

the questions I have for you -- it

15

appears to me the invoice is dated May 18 of 2017.

The

16

first entry on this invoice describes one load of fine

17

sand to Meyer Road.

Do you see that?

18

A.

Mm-hmm.

19

Q.

Was McCarthy Corporation working on a project

20
21

on Meyer Road at that time?
A.

I don't recall what Meyer Road would be.

22

might have been.

23

don't know.

24
25

Q.

What was on Meyer?

We

Doesn't ring -- I

I mean, we could have been.

Okay.

The second entry on this exhibit says

one load of mix to Arco/Orgill.
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Was McCarthy Corporation working on a project

3

known as Arco/Orgill?

4

A.

Q.

Where was that project?

A.

In Post Falls.

Q.

What was it?

A.

I don't remember what material that was on
Jason would know the answer to that.

that.

Q.

10

The third entry on this invoice says

Okay.

Was

11

two loads of commercial fill to 3242 Riffle Road.

12

McCarthy Corporation working on a project on Riffle

13

Road?
I can't answer that.

14

A.

I don't remember.

15

Q.

Is it possible that it was?

16

A.

It is.

I just don't remember.

It's been a

It might have been -- sometimes we label

17

couple years.

18

the jobs differently than they write on the invoice.

19

I would have to do some homework on that.

20

you know on that.

21

head.

22

Q.

So

I could let

Jason might know off the top of his

Do you expect a material supplier or a hauler

23

that you hired in this instance like Hawks to accurately

24

describe where the materials were being delivered?

25

A.

Would I expect him to?
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1

Q.

Yes.

2

A.

Yeah.

3

Q.

And drawing your attention down to the bottom

4

again, there's a total amount there.

5

dark or a gray box there.

6

or gray?

I see there's a

Do you know why that's dark

7

A.

Nope.

8

Q.

Do you know why the word "Stark" appears in a

9
10

similar little box, handwritten on the bottom?

Do you

see that?

11

A.

Yeah.

I don't know why.

12

Q.

Did you put it there?

13

A.

No.

14

Q.

Do you recognize the signature?

15

scribble there below the word "Stark."

16

that as a signature?

There's a

Do you recognize

17

A.

It is a signature.

18

Q.

And whose signature do you recognize it to be?

19

A.

I don't know who that is.
Doesn't look like Jason's.

20

21
22

23

whose that would be.

Q.

But I don't know

So ...

So now I want to draw your attention back to

page 2 at McCarthy 219.

24·

A.

Okay.

25

Q.

And if you look on this, again, it looks like
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1

a bill very similar to page 1.

2

bottom is a date, 5/18, hauling/importing.

3

that?

4

A.

No, I don't.

5

Q.

Page 2.

6

A.

Okay.

7

Do you see

Where are you at?

(Pointing.)
Right here.

Okay.

Got it.

Oh, okay.

Q.

8

9

Down second from the

You see there's a -- there's a line here.

And it's hauling/importing, under Memo.

It states one

10

load fine sand, one load mix, two loads of commercial

11

fill,

12

Stark RV & Boat Storage for 570.

six hours at $95, $570, McCarthy Construction,

13

A.

Okay.

14

Q.

Do you know why that is appearing on a line

15

identified to McCarthy Construction: Stark RV & Boat

16

Storage when, if we look at the page 3, McCarthy 220, it

17

looks like these were loads that actually went to Meyer

18

Road, Arco/Orgill and Riffle Road?

19
20
21

A.

This is Hawks' invoice.

I don't know why -- I

can't speak to how he filled this out.

Q.

So did you ask for

does this invoice in

22

so I'm real clear on this, this page 2 comes from Hawks

23

Trucking to McCarthy

24

A.

I think so.

25

Q.

I don't want you to guess if you don't know.

I'm guessing.
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1

A.

I don't know.

I mean, because it sounds

2

like

3

One's handwritten and one's printed up.

4

why he's doing that.

5
6

looks like he's doing two different invoices.

Q.

I don't know

So if he sent you -- do you know if he sent

you what is page 3?

7

A.

I would assume so.

8

Q.

So if he sent you the document that is page 3,

9

McCarthy 220, why would he -- how could he have sent you

10

the -- well, strike that.

11

the bill that is page 2; do you know?

12
13
14

A.

No,

Why would he in turn send you

I don't know why he would send -- I mean,

because he mailed it, e-mailed it.
Q.

Same question if you look at page 4.

If you

15

look at this McCarthy 221, it looks like it's another

16

invoice sent from Hawks Trucking to McCarthy

17

Construction on May 19th.

18

what it appears to be?

Do you agree with me that's

19

A.

Mm-hmm.

20

Q.

And there's an entry there for two loads of

21

GSB to 3241 North Riffle Road.

And if we look back

22

again at page 2, McCarthy 219, I see another line item

23

there.

24

A.

Mm-hmm.

25

Q.

Do you know why that line item -- it appears
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1

to me to be the same 519, two loads GSB, three hours,

2

285.

3

to Riffle Road?

4

How come that's now dedicated to Stark as opposed

A.

I didn't produce any of these invoices, that I

5

know of.

6

Trucking.

7

better question for Jason.

8

way.
Q.

9

So that would be a question for Hawks
I'm not sure why the change.

And maybe a

I don't know why that's that

So down at the bottom again, I see a signature

10

and I see a little bubble with "Stark" handwritten into

11

it.

12

A.

Mm-hmm.

13

Q.

Do you know what that is?

14

Do you know how

that came to be there?

15

A.

I don't know who put that there.

16

Q.

Do you know if that's Jason Cheyne's signature

17
18
19
20

at the bottom?
A.

It could be.

Yeah, he will know.

You can ask

him tomorrow.
Q.

Turning to the final page of that exhibit, it

21

appears as though there's some other entries dedicated

22

to Stark -- the Stark project from Hawks Trucking.

23

I didn't see -- I'll just represent I didn't see any

24

additional Hawks Trucking invoices similar to ...

25

A.

Yeah.

Jason can probably answer that.

But

I
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1

don't know if the one that he hand writes is kind of

2

like his daily log and he goes and puts it in and

3

submits them both.

4

answer for you though.

5

6

Q.

Okay.

I'm not sure.

Jason will have an

So we'll ask Jason these questions

tomorrow.

7

Is it common -- in terms of your business and

8

what you've seen when you receive invoices from

9

companies like Hawks Trucking, is it typical to see one

10

of your employees like Jason write something on it and

11

sign his signature at the bottom of it?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Why does he do that?

14

A.

For cost coding purposes, so we know -- when

15

you know the material or something's done what job it

16

goes to and what cost code it goes to.

17

Q.

Okay.

So

...

Well, we'll ask Jason some more

18

questions tomorrow.

19

McCarthy 220, would you, if you looked at this, expect

20

that -- say the first entry on that, wouldn't that have

21

been coded to a job on Meyer Road?

But if I look at -- again, back at

22

A.

Which one are you looking at?

23

Q.

Back on McCarthy 220, page 3.

24

A.

Page 3?

25

Q.

Yes.
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1
2
3

A.

So the Riffle Road one or the Arco/Orgill or

the Meyer one?
Q.

Well, all three of them.

I don't see any on

4

those three entries that would lead me to believe any of

5

those were allocated to the Stark project because

6

there's nothing there to give you that indicia.

7

A.

Yeah.

And I'll just go back to I think Jason

8

will have an answer for you tomorrow.

9

we do it a little bit different now.

10

11

answer for you.
Q.

So I --

I don't know
So he'll have an

I mean ...

So the real question I wanted to get after

12

here and what I was asking about is would it have been

13

your expectation then if somebody was coding this in

14

because you've gotten a bill with potentially three

15

different projects, right?

16

A.

Potentially.

17

Q.

Right.

So wouldn't you expect that the first

18

entry would have been coded to a project that was

19

located on Meyer Road, the second entry would be coded

20

to a project called Arco/Orgill, and the third one would

21

be coded to a project off of Riffle Road?

22

A.

What is your question?

23

Q.

Well, based on what --

24

A.

I mean, they wrote three on· there.

25

that's what you're asking me?

I mean,

I didn't fill this out.
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Page 167
1
2

2
3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

15

15

16

16

17

17

18

18

19

19

20

20

21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25
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I-

ai

~w

12/14/2019

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

marked for Identification.)

13

13

(Brief pause.)

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 8 was

MR. EALY: Back on the record.

14

14

15

15

BY MR. EALY:

16

16

17

17

18

18

19

19

20

20

Q. Mr. Cheyne, I'm handing you what was marked as
Deposition Exhibit 14 to Mr. McCarthy's deposition
yesterday. I'll represent to you these were documents
that were produced in discovery. What do you recognize
Exhibit 14 to be? Go ahead and take a look at all the

21

21

pages.

22

22

23

23

24

24

It looks like Hawks Trucking invoice.
And, again, was Hawks Trucking one of the
companies you hired to haul from the Schwartout pit?

25

2s
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A.

Q.

A.

Yes.
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Page 169.
1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

Q. And would these be reflective of whatever
Hawks Trucking was doing out at the Schwartout pit?
A. On certain days, yeah.

1
2
3

Okay.
A. Some of these, no.
Q. All right. What I'm Interested in is -- I see
little gray ovals on some of these Invoices if I just
flip through them. Are you seeing, like, little gray

4

ovals that appear on some of them?
A. Okay.
Q. So, like, let's just take page 1. I see a
little gray oval with some handwriting over In the
column on the account. Do you know who would have put

9

Q.

10
11

12

13
15
17

Q. Okay. Did you do this yourself? Did you do
anything to these invoices yourself?
A. These ones.
Q; Which ones?
A. The ones that are coded or where I wrote the

18

21
22
24
25

No.

Why is this address on this particular
invoice, if you know?
A. I don't know. I'd have to ask Jeremy Hawk -Q.

Hawkins that.
Q. But to your knowledge, McCarthy Corporation
didn't have a project going on at that location on
Riffle Road?
A.

No.

So down at the bottom, I see the number is
highlighted. Did you highlight that number?
Q.

19

20

23

project name on them.
Q, Okay.
A. These ones, no.

Cheyne, Jason

A.

16

No.

www.mmcourt.com

7
8

14

those there?
A. That could have been Chelsea.
Q. Did you see Chelsea do that at all?
A.

5
6

That was a project.
Q. Was that the project we talked about that was
over in Post Falls?
A. Mm-hmm.
Q. And it says in the next entry, "Two loads of
commercial fill to 32421 Riffle Road." Was there a
project ongoing at Riffle Road?
A.

A.

No.

I see a little oval with the word "Stark"
written into it. Did you stamp the oval on this or ...
A. I wrote "Stark" and signed it and circled it.
Q. How does the little oval show up on the piece
of paper?
A. The circle?
Q.
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1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13
14

15

16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

25

So let's look at the page you were looking at.
It's the third page of this exhibit, McCarthy 220.
Q.

A.

1
2
3

Okay.

What is that?
A. What is this page?
Q. Yeah. What Is that page?
A. This is Hawks' sheet for 5/18.
Q. Is this a sheet that Hawks would have sent to
McCarthy Construction?
Q.

A. Yes.
Q. Is this in the form of a bill from Hawks
Trucking to McCarthy?
A. This is his daily sheet and it should be

4
5

10
11

to.

8

9

12

13
14

Mm-hmm.
-- it says, "One load of fine sand to Meyer
Was there a project ongoing at Meyer Road?
That Is my mom's house.
Q. Okay. How about the next entry, "One load of
mix to Arco/Orgill"?

20

www.mmcourt.com
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Q. Yeah. There's a little circle that shows up
on this. See the little dark-out there kind of in an
oval shape?
A. I'm sure that somebody highlighted it.
Q. Okay. But you wrote "Stark" in and signed

your name?
A. Yeah.
Q. What was the purpose for writing "Stark" in
and signing your name on this sheet?
A. Because that's the project that I billed it

6

7

matched up to a bill.
Q. Okay. So was it Hawks's practice then to
provide McCarthy Corporation with a daily sheet?
A. Yes. When he sends a bill.
Q. So let's look at this one in particular. I
see in the first -- under the box called Description -A.
Q.
Road."
A.

12/14/2019

15

16
17

18

19

21
22

23
24

25

Q, Well, why were you billing this to the Stark
project?
A. Why not?
Well, you just told me a load of sand went to
your house -- or your grandmother's house, I believe.
A. So I guess I -- I don't understand the
question. Why does it matter if I bill It to Stark?
Q.

It's an internal document.
Q. But it's a document that was received by Hawks
Trucking, wasn't it?
A. It was from Hawks Trucking to us, a bill. He
could have went to-:- so he was hauling for us. So the
load of mix to Arco and Orgill, by May I had closed that
job out internally. So instead of having her open a job
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1

Page 175
1

for $570, I bill it to a current job.

A. Mobilization.

Q, And why Is that? Just a catchall to put stuff

2

Q, Okay. So let's turn back to the preceding

2

3

page, McCarthy 219. Do you see the little oval down

3

4

second from the bottom "5/18" is handwritten in?

4

A. Yeah, absolutely.

5

Q, Did the project on Meyer Road get charged for

5

A. Yes.

6

Q.

And it says, "One load fine sand one load mix

6

Into like this?

this?

7

two loads of commercial fill." The charge Is 570 and It

7

A.

8

says, "McCarthy Construction: Stark RV & Boat Storage."

8

Q. Yeah.

A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Why Is that being allocated to Stark

9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16

9

10

RV & Boat Storage on McCarthy 219?
A. Because it's an internal job. I don't have a

11

job set up anymore for Orgill or to run a load of sand
to my mom's house. So I bill it to what current job is

13

open.
Q,

15

12
14

16

A.

For the sand?
No.

Q. Did the project at Arco get charged for the
mix -- did It get delivered?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yeah, It got delivered.

Okay.
I don't know who paid for it.
Turn the page to the next one, McCarthy 221.

17

Again, another one from Hawks Trucking, dated May 19th.
We see this address showing up again that North Riffle

18

do they get charged toward the Stark project?
A. The tr1Jcking does. The actual material I

18

Road. Why would that show up twice?

19

don't know.

19
20

A. That might be his address.
Q. "His" being who?

21

A. Jeremy Hawkins.

17

20
21

Q.

24

25

So going back to our load count again, you had

the truckloads of --

22

Q. Why would Jeremy Hawkins be delivering

Schwartout's until 6/1.
Q, So they're two separate things at that point

23

material to his address and sending this to McCarthy

24

Construction?

in time?

25

22
23

Okay, So do these counts -- these four loads,

A.

This was on 5/18. We didn't haul out of
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1

A.

Yeah, yeah. It's just an Internal deal how we

12/14/2019

1
2

he needed a load of material or if he gave me a good
deal on something or helped me out with something else,

4

code and pay somebody. Like, if I rented a piece of
equipment and I bill it to Stark's job and I pick It up
and take it somewhere else, it doesn't matter. It's an

4

5

internal document. It doesn't reflect on his bill or --

5

A.

6

it d~esn't -- it doesn't go towards anything other than

6

open.

7

an internal document.

7
8

Q. Again, this one shows up -- if you flip back
to McCarthy 219, see there's a llttle -- little _oval

9

stamp there, 2/19 (sic), two loads?

2
3

Q.

8
9

So what you're trying to tell me then is

there's nothing in this Hawks Trucking document on

3

a lot of times I'll let him take material home.
Q. Why code this to Stark?
Because that was the current job that was

10

McCarthy 220 that gets billed to the Stark project, no

10

A.

Mm-hmm.

11

hours, no --

11

Q.

So would you have likely coded this one to

12

mobilization as well?

12

A.

13

internally.

13

A.

Probably.

14

Q.

14

Q.

Do you know if this two loads of GSB was

It all gets billed to the Stark project
So what's that mean? Is it just built into

15

your unit price bid then; It's just something that you

15

16

balance against that?

16

17

A. Mm-hmm.

17
18

delivered to North Riffle Road?
A. No, I don't. It could have been billed to -May 18th. That could be billed to something on this

18

Q.

19

A. 5/18? I don't know.

19

project too. I just can't remember.
Q. On May -- let's just think our way through

20

Q.

So if you look back at the contract --

20

that for a second then. Let's look at the Invoice at

21

A. I'd have to code It and see what I coded it

21

220. Would there have been any reason to deliver a load
of fine sand onto the Stark project on May 18th?

So what line item would this have applied to?

22

22

to.

23

So if we look back at your bid or the contract
page, what would it have -- what would you have coded it

23

A.

24

24

Q.

Could have been.
What could have been?

25

to?

25

A.

Well, I could have been using it for bedding.

Q,
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2

I could have been using it for an approach culvert.
could have been using it for whatever I want.

3

Q, Okay. But at 5/19 -- my recollection Is

2

Q.

But you started on June 1st, I understood?

A.

Mm-hmm.

around 5/18, 5/19 is when you made the discovery that
you didn't have enough elevation on phase 1. So why

4
5

Q. Okay. So these -- now, these dates are after
June 1st obviously. Do you know If these charges are
reflective of the loads that are coming out of the

would you be hauling fine sand onto the project on the

6

Schwartout pit?

7

18th?

7

A.

8

A.

8

Q.

9

A.

4

5
6

9

I could have been using it for pipe bedding

coming up, I don't know.

10

Q.

11

A.

12

3

How about mix?
I was definitely not hauling any loads of mix

12

onto the job.

13

Q.

14

A.

10
11

Okay. How about commercial fill?
I don't think I was hauling commercial fill

13
14

15

onto that job either.

15

16

16

18

Same thing for the next invoice. How about
the two loads of GSB on the 19th? You didn't haul
anything on -- didn't haul two loads of GSB onto the

19

Stark project on 5/19, did you?

19

20

20

17

Q.

17
18

22

A. No. But you know what, we were hauling this
to Rob's property, That's what we were doing.
Q. Is that where Rob McCarthy lives? Is that his

23

address?

23

24

No, He's got a lake place up in Coeur
d'Alene -- up on Kootenai Bay Road. That's what we were

24

21

25

A.
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21
22

25

I don't believe so.

And why don't you believe so?
Because of the way they're labeled.
Q, And explain that to me.
A. Five loads of three-quarter base to McCarthy

Capital, Kootenai Bay Road. Two loads three-quarter
base to Crossflt In Spokane. Four loads in, four loads
out to Crossflt in Spokane.
Q. But If we focus on the Stark -A. Oh, the highlighted ones? Import hauling
three loads. Seven loads of GSB on 6/12. Those are
probably -- GSB means he went to ConMat. Because that's
what they call it. So he went to ConMat. He brought
back GSB. I used it probably on 6/12 for some sort of
bedding material.
Ten loads of three-quarter base. There again,
the three-quarter base came out of ConMat or Interstate,
depending on which one he was closest to at the time.
Q,

Okay. Would there be tickets from Hawks
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2
3
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Trucking -- would they look similar to what we just saw
on McCarthy 221, the previous page?

doing.

1

Q. So does Rob McCarthy own property, to your
knowledge, located at 32421 North Riffle Road?

2
3

A.

No. That's the wrong address.
Okay. But your recollection Is that you were

4

Q, Would you expect to have those tickets with -:-

5

Yeah.

4

A.

5

Q.

A.

Absolutely.

6

hauling --

6

Q.

-- reflective of what these are?

7

7

A.

Mm-hmm.

10

A, Well, I'm looking at these other ones and he's
got them coded to McCarthy Construction at Mount Vista
Drive. That was a job that I had done that Jeremy had
hauled on. McCarthy Capital. He had hauled a couple

10

11

loads of rock.

11

A.

Mm-hmm.

12

None of his hauling -- what it gets billed
to -- how Rob McCarthy decides to code and pay his bills
are really -- that's his decision,

12

Q.

Were you, through McCarthy Corporation,

8

9

13
14
15

Q.

8
9

13
14

So turning to the last page, McCarthy 222.

15

16

A.

Mm-hmm.

16

17

Q.

See there's little ovals again --

17

18

A.

Yes.

18

19

Q.

-- on these dates? An then In this one

19

20

21
22
23

24
25

there's ovals on the Memo lines and the amounts. So now
you've started hauling out of the pit which I'm going to
refer -- want to call the Scarcella pit, but we can call
it the Schwartout pit. So you started hauling out of
the Schwartout pit, correct?
A. Not on these days, I don't think.
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Okay. Now, ConMat -- did -- to your knowledge
then, did Hawks Trucking go pick up material that was
purchased from ConMat?

Q.

purchasing that material from ConMat?
A.

Yeah.

So is that, like, literally a phone call from
you to ConMat saying, hey, I need X-amount of this; go
get it, or are you telling Hawks Trucking -Q.

21

A. I just tell Hawks Trucking, hey, go get
three -- ten loads of three-quarter base rock from
ConMat and haul it to the Stark project.
Q, So the ConMat invoice would go to Hawks

22

Trucking?

23

A. No. It would go to McCarthy. And a lot of
these items over here (indicating) had -- GSB,
three-quarter base were incidental to them. You know,

20

24

25
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

when I -- like the water line, the -- all the utility
trenching, all the conduits, everything got bedded in
three-quarter-inc h base rock or GSB.
Q. GSB again we talked about. That's similar to
like this reject material that came out of the
Schwartout pit?
A. Yeah. It's granular sub-base. That's what
ConMat has it on their product sheet as.
Q, Okay. Did you ever -- prior to today have you
ever seen this _document that's McCarthy 222?

A. This?
Q. Yeah.
A. I can't say that I have.
Q. So you're not the person that went in -- you

2

4

A. Yeah,
Q, -- it says Riffle Road, If Riffle Road isn't

5

a project, why is it identified In the customer PO on

6

this Invoice?
A, I don't know.

3

7

8
9

10

14

17

change to code this to the Stark project?
A. Yeah.
Q, What did it get coded to? What is it applied

18

to?

on here, the little -A. No.
Q. -- shading that we see?
Q.

www.mmcourt. com
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16

19

A. On 6/28? I don't know.

20

Q,

22
23

And you had -- as I understand it, you had

A. Because we didn't have a job at Riffle Road.
Q, And so were you trying to -- so you made that

13

21

25

A. Yeah.
Q, Why did you do that?

12

15

A. Uh-uh.

On the Delivered To line, I see "PU Riffle
Road" is crossed out and a little oval appears· again and
"Stark" Is handwritten in there. Did you do that?
Q,

11

didn't do the -- that's not your handwriting over here
in this column?
A. No.
Q, Do you recognize it?
A. I would think it was Chelsea's.
Q, Okay. And you didn't put these little bubbles

24

A. Mm-hmm.
Q, -- corner of the page (pointing) --

1

coarse
A.

Q,

On 6/28 why would you be hauling 28.48 tons of
sand onto the ~tark project?
I don't know if I would have been.
If you were coding it against an item, If you
at your bid again, what are you coding it

24

looked

25

against?
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2
3

4

nothing to do with paying Hawks Trucking or anything,
right?
A. Mm-mm.
Q. That would be coming out of the office?

6 ·

Mm-hmm.
Q. Would Chelsea have paid those bills?

7

A.

s

a
9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24

2s

A.

3

A. I could have coded it against the water line,
mobilization. I don't know. I don't know if that
material didn't go to -- I don't know where the material

4

went.

5

Okay.
It went In a truck from Interstate probably
to -- if it's coarse sand, it probably went to Rob's
house on the lake.

1
2

6

7

Yes.

Q. So let's look at Exhibit 15 here. Same set of
questions. Basically just looking through -- I'll
represent to you these are invoices that were produced
from, I believe, Interstate Concrete & Asphalt.

12/14/2019

8

Q.

A.

A.

Mm-hmm.
You'll notice there's a McCarthy Bates stamp
number down at the bottom that we can refer to. Again,
the very first page. Is that your signature down at the

12

Q,

13

Okay.
Because we made -- they made a beach,
Q, Sounds nice.
A. And as a business owner, if we bill it against
a job it doesn't have to -- I mean, that's -- that's his

14

call.

15

bottom?
A. Yes.

16

Q.

And why are you signing th.ls?
Just so she knows what job it goes to.
Q, Okay. And the word, I see, "entered" appears
up on the top of the page. Do you know what that means?
A, That's Chelsea's handwriting. Means she
entered that amount against the Stark project.
Q. I see on this specific page in the Customer PO

18

A.

19

Q. So when you code this, how would it be coded
internally? If you say Stark and you're going to code
it, let's say, against mobilization, how does that get
entered? Like, how does Chelsea enter that? Is there,
like, the bid item 1 and she puts it in there, or how --

line up at the upper right --

25

www.mmcourt. com
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17
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20
21
22
23
24

Q.

A.

how does that work?
A. I don't know. You'd have to ask her.
Normally there's cost codes associated with numbers.
And there's a budget associated with a bid and cost
codes. So if I have -- for instance, No. 8 is -- or 7
Is C900 water line, 460 feet at 30 bucks a foot. In
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Page 187

Page 185
2

that $30 a foot, I have my materials, my labor, my
equipment, everything entered into it. So if I maybe
don't need all the sand to bed the water line, or rock

2

Q,

Let's keep going forward. McCarthy 239.

A.

Okay.

8

A. That could have went to Orgill.

8

This address Riffle Road keeps showing up.
Yeah. These are all the same. This is the
ticket -- this is the same day. This is 6/28. It's the
same amount.
Q. Same amount for what?
A. This is the statement of the account. This is

9

Q, Well, but --

9

the material ticket.

3

4

5
6

7

3

or whatever, and Rob says -- I ask him what he wants me
to code it to and he says code it to an open job, we

4

code It to an open job.
Q. Okay. So if I wanted to know --

6

5
7

10

11

12

Could have went to Crossfit.
Q. Well, let's just say on McCarthy 236 that
we're looking at, the first page of Exhibit 15, would

13

somebody at McCarthy Corporation know exactly where this

13

14

got coded to?

14

10
11

A.

12

15

A.

Chelsea would.

15

16

Q.

Okay.

16

18

A. Right here, she would know It went to the
Stark project. And she could code it to whatever she

19

wants.

17

20

Q,

21

item?

22

A.

23

24

A.

25

17
18

19

You don't direct her to code it any specific

20
21

Q,

A.

Q. Page 1 is the material ticket? Isn't this
actually just an invoice that comes from Interstate up
in Sandpoint as opposed to Interstate in Coeur d'Alene?

A.

I don't know.

Well, I guess I'm looking under the Interstate
stamp I see two different things,

Q,

A.

This one?

And I know that Interstate has an operation up
in Sandpoint and has one down here in Coeur d'Alene.
A. So if it's in Sandpoint, then it went to
Q.

Kootenai Bay. Not Riffle Road.
Q, What was Kootenai Bay?

22

A.

Rob's lake house,

Q. You're just on the level of --

23

Q.

Here's the job It goes to,
Q. -- code this to Stark --

24

A.

The beach?
It's the beach. Just redid it last week

No.
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3

Q, How about the next page, McCarthy 240? Again
I'm seeing these little ovals showing up on this thing.
A. Spangle Creek. 7/10. This is out of Wyoming.

Q. Okay. So if we just flip forward through
these invoices, I see you signed the one that's

4

I don't know.

5

McCarthy 237?

6

Okay. Is that your signature on there?
Yeah. We never had a job open at Spangle
Creek or -- Stark/Lancaster Is not a job either.
Q. Do you know why those would show up on this

1

A.

Yep.

1

2

Q.

-- sign it off, and she does that?

2

3

A.

Yep.

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

A.

7

237. Yes.

Q. Okay. So, again, this is just telling Chelsea
to code this to the Stark project?

8

Yes.
Q. Now, I noticed on this one, on Interstate,
they actually -- I see that little bubble again up on
the top. See Customer PO?
A. Mm-hmm.
Q, There's a little bubble there. Did you put

10

that there?

16

A.

17

A.

18

Q.

19

20

lt off?

21

A.

22

Q.

No.
Just curious.
So if we go forward again, same thing. Signed

9

11

12

13
14

Q.

A.

particular page?
A. If a truck driver picked Up material and on
7/10 I tell him to grab me a load of whatever and bring
It wherever and he tells them at the plant, oh, I'm
going to Spangle Creek Road, that's what they put on the
ticket. That's how exact of a science It Is. And then

17

once it actually comes Into the office, we then
internally figure out where we want to code it. So if
Rob doesn't want to code sand to his house, then we code

18

it to an open job.

15

19
20

Stark/Lancaster. Hmm.
When do you sign these? Do you just sign them

21
22
23

24

when you get them?
A. Yeah. I sign them once I tell her what job to

25

code it to.

25

23

12/14/2019
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Page 189

$10,000 and It only actually costs McCarthy $5,000 --

1
2

2

A.

Right.

3

3

Q.

-- hypothetically, then there's still $5,000

4

4

that's in that account. Now, whether that's profit or
not, who knows. But If the boss wants to code something
towards it, whether it's sand to build a beach, then he
can direct you to code it towards that?

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

A.

9

9

Q, Okay. And that's what I understood you were

10

10

11

11

Absolutely.

12

12

telling me in terms of how this Internal coding is going
on. You're saying, look, it's not really that big of a
deal because Rob's just coding it here or coding it

13

13

there?

14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23

So anyway, I think you've explained this to
me. So that I understand it, you get bills In like -- could
be from Interstate or Hawks or whatever, and you could
Q.

take some of these charges and go ahead and code them
internally to an open job even though the material itself ·
didn't go to that job. Could have went to build the beach.
But that's just the way it works.
A. Yeah. You can do whatever you want when you
run your own business.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean, thafs -- that's his . , .

24

· Q,

25

A.

14
15
16

17
18

He's playing around with these numbers that
are built into this lump sum bid?
A. Right.
Q. Okay. We're on the same page.
Q.

20
21
22

23
24

It's all -- it's all internal. I mean --

25

Cheyne, Jason

Right.

19

And you --
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1
2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

Q. And you built the cost in because you're
running off of a base cost for -- say if you just code
It to mobilization, for example, and you're going to
bill a customer $10,000 for mobilization, you can code
it in there -- let's say the mobilization cost actually
is only $5,000 to McCarthy. That means if McCarthy
wants to because he's the boss, he can allocate another
$5,000 of whatever towards that -A. Absolutely.
Q. -- correct? Is that what's going on here?
A. Absolutely. So what it does with most of
these -- with any job, I mean, the way your company is

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13

15

set up internally -- I mean, when I was at other
companies I ran, we had three headings: labor,
materials, equipment. Profit. That was it. It didn't

16

matter what you charged to where or whoever. I mean,

16

17

that's ...

17

13
14

18
19

20
21

Q. I'm following you. I think I understand what
So if I -- if I lived on the lake, I'd want a

24

beach too.
Q. So to summarize it, your understanding and my
understanding we were on the same page with that, right,
if I use the mobilization, again example, if you have a

25

lump sum contract and you've got a bid for mobe at, say,

22
23

www.mmcourt.com
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18
19

you told me.
A.
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Electronically Filed
4/2/2019 4:46 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone: (208) 664-5818
(208) 664-5884
Facsimile:
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB # 10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,
vs.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.

The Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
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("Stark"), by and through its counsel of record, Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP, submit
this Memorandum in Support of Defendants/Counterclaimants' Motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim.

INTRODUCTION

I.

This case arises from the construction of a storage facility. In March 2018, McCarthy
Corporation filed its lien foreclosure action against Stark and U.S. Bank claiming to be owed
over $176,000 dollars despite having been paid over $263,000 dollars by Stark. Following
discovery in this matter, Stark has discovered facts that will show Robert and Lacy McCarthy
treated McCarthy Corporation as their alter ego and that Robert McCarthy and McCarthy
Corporation engaged in false and deceptive business practices to detriment and financial harm
of Stark. Accordingly, in the interest of justice and for good cause shown, Stark seeks to amend
its Answer and Counterclaim to add Robert and Lacy McCarthy as defendants and add claims
to pierce the corporate veil and for breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

II.
1.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Stark Investment Group, LLC ("Stark Investment") is the owner of a ±24 acre

parcel of property commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, near the
intersection of U.S. Highway 95 and East Ohio Match Road. (Stark Deel. at ,r 2). The property
was purchased for the specific purpose of developing the property into a rental facility for RV
and boat storage (the "Project"). (Id.).
2.

In anticipation of purchasing the property and developing the Project, Stark

Investment hired h2 Surveying and Engineering and civil engineer Scott McArthur ("h2" or
"McArthur") to provide civil design services for the Project. (Stark Deel. at

,r

3). While
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working on the civil design, McArthur introduced Craig Stark to local excavator, Jason Cheyne.
(Id. at

,r 4).

Thereafter, Stark asked Cheyne to submit a bid for the excavation work based on

h2's civil design. (Id.).
3.

In March 2017, Cheyne submitted a bid to Stark for the excavation work on a

single paged document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A"
(herein "Bid"). (Stark Deel. at ,r 5). At the time, Cheyne represented to Stark that he worked
for McCarthy Capital, not McCarthy Corporation. (Id.). Notably, the Bid lists McCarthy Capital
and Jason Cheyne as the Contractor. (Id. at ,r 5, Ex. A). On March 30, 2017, Stark accepted the
Bid from Cheyne. (Id.).
4.

After accepting the Bid, Rob McCarthy, the owner of both McCarthy Capital

and McCarthy Corporation, advised Stark that he wanted a more ''formal" contract document to
accompany the Bid. (Stark Deel. at

,r 6).

Thereafter, McCarthy presented Stark with a three-

page contract document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract (herein "Contract"). (Id. at Ex.
A). Paragraph 2 of the Contract plainly states:
Contractor agrees to verbal change orders provided the
amount does not exceed $1,000 in value; the change order amount is emailed to
the Owner; and the Owner accepts the change order amount by email or writing.
The parties agree that any change order exceeding $1,000 in value shall be
signed by the Owner and delivered to the Contractor.

Change Orders.

(Id.). As the Project Owner, Stark relied on this contractual language to whether or not he was
committing to a material change in the time and price to complete work on the Project. (Id. at ,r
7). Based on this plain language, Stark expected a written change order to be signed prior to
any material change in the value of the work in excess of $1,000. (Id.).
5.

The dispute in this lawsuit is framed by four (4) key Bid items. Those Bid items
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are as follows:
Bid Items
Stripped Waste Material
Import/Suitable/Structural
(compacted in place)
18 3" Asphalt PG58-28 or SPII
19 4" compacted base rock..
(placed and compacted)

3
4

Estimated
Units
18,878 CY
Material
15,602 CY
9,037 CY
2,867 Ton

Unit Price

Item Price

2.50
4.03

47,195.69
62,877.67

11.00
17.70

99,403.33
50,751.80

(Stark Deel. at Ex. A). These Bid items can summarized as follows:
(a)

Bid item 3-stripped waste material-- represents the estimated amount

and cost to strip the topsoil from the Project site. Due to the undeveloped nature of the Project
site, the topsoil had to be stripped before fill material could be imported and compacted in place
(Bid item 4). As noted in the Bid, the stripped waste material was to be pl~ced in a compacted
berm on the south and west ends of the Project. (Id. at ,r 8(a)).
(b)

Bid item 4-import material-represents the estimated amount and cost

to import suitable structural material to be compacted in place to bring the subbase up to the
design elevation needed prior to importing and compacting in place 4 inches of¾ inch crushed
rock (Bid item 19). Of course, it was important for the excavator to meet the design elevattons
before moving on with placing the subbase required for asphalt. (Id. at ,r 8(b)).
( c)

Bid Item 19-4" of ¾" crushed rock-represents the estimated amount

and cost to import and compact in place 4 inches of ¾ inch crushed angular rock required as
subbase for asphalt (Bid item 18). (Id. at 18(c)).
(d)

Bid Item 18-3" asphalt-represents the estimated amount and cost to

pave or asphalt Phase 1 of the Project site. On this Project, the asphalt or paving needed to be
finished before the storage units and office building could be built. (Id. at ,r 8(d)).
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6.

In addition to these key Bid items, a critical element of the project design was

the planned use of an on-site "borrow pit" from which the excavator could mine all the
necessary import material (Bid item 4) needed to bring the subbase to the required and proper
design elevation. (Stark Deel. at 1 10). The borrow pit would not only allow the excavator to
make use of the abundant, native gravel material found on-site, but as gravel material was
mined and placed, the resulting hole or pit could be backfilled with the stripped topsoil. (Id.).
7.

Following acceptance of the Contract and Bid by Stark, Cheyne subcontracted a

portion of the planned excavation work to a Montana contractor named Rick Tabish who does
business as Basin Industries (collectively "Tabish"). (Stark Deel. at ,r 11 ). Based on Cheyne's
deposition testimony, the subcontract was based on an oral, hand-shake deal between himse~f
and Tabish over pizza and beer in Coeur d'Alene. (Stark Deel. Ex. B, pp. 68-74). Notably,
Tabish was not a registered Idaho contractor while working on the Project. (Id at ,r 11 ).
8.

By early May 2017, the topsoil had been stripped from the Project site (Bid item

3) and material was being mined from the borrow pit (Bid item 4) and was being placed and
compacted to bring the Phase- I area subbase to the planned design elevation. (Stark Deel. at ,r
12). To Stark's knowledge, the Project was proceeding as planned and he enjoyed an amicable
relationship with Cheyne and would have expected Cheyne to contact him if he had any issues
with completed the work on the Project. (Id.).
9.

On May 18, 2017, Stark received McCarthy Invoice #2435 in the amount of

$112,725.77. (Stark Deel. at 1 13, Ex. C). Notably, this Invoice billed Stark for two (2) of the
four (4) key Bid items described above, as follows:
Bid Item 3
Bid Item 4

Stripped Waste Material
Import (compact in place)

18,878 CY at $2.50 CY= $47,195.69
15,602 CY at $4.20 CY= $65,530.08
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(Id.). Although Stark recognized a unit price error--$4.20 versus $4.03 for import material
(Bid item 4), Stark paid the invoice in expectation of a later adjustment and to keep the
Project moving forward (Id.). These charges were significant because McCarthy was billing
Stark for payment of the entire estimated cost of both Bid items 3 and 4 and not for any
measured, in place material quantities. (Id.). Importantly, on May 18th and at the time Stark
received and paid Invoice #2435, he had no knowledge regarding any issue with quality or
quantity of material that was available from the on-site borrow pit. (Id.).
10.

While Stark was paying for all the estimated import material (Bid item 4),

unbeknownst to Stark, on or about May 18, 2017, Cheyne made the unilateral and material
decision to close the on-site borrow pit. (Stark Deel. at

1 14).

As Stark would later learn,

Cheyne closed the borrow pit prior to placing and compacting enough import material (Bid
item 4) to bringing the Phase-1 subbase area up to the required design elevation needed to
begin placing the planned 4 inches of¼ inch crushed rock (Bid item 19) needed as subbase
for paving (Bid item 18). (Id.). Cheyne's unilateral decision to close the borrow pit would
become the genesis of this dispute. (Id).
11.

Unable to use the as-built subbase elevation due to flood plain issues and

having closed the on-site borrow pit, Cheyne chose to begin hauling "reject" material from an
old rock pit located several miles to the north of the Project to bring the Phase-1 area subbase
up to the required design elevation. (Stark Deel. at

1

15).

Oddly, Cheyne failed to

communicate or otherwise discuss his decision to close the borrow pit and begin hauling reject
material to Stark. (Id.). Notably, the property had an ample supply of native gravel material
available. (Id.).
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12.

On July 13, 2017, McCarthy sent Stark Invoice #2481 in the amount of

$62,955.80. (Stark Deel. at 116; Ex. D). This Invoice included the following items:
Bid Item 19
Bid Item 25
Bid Item 30
Bid Item 32

4" of ¾" crushed rock
2867 Tons at $17.70206/T = $50,751.80
2" Sch 80 dry utility conduit
920 LF at $1.20/LF = $1,104.00
dry utility trenching
1,300 LF at $3.00/LF = $3,900.00
auger holes
4 holes at $1,800/EA = $7,200.00

(Id.). Similar to Invoice #2435, this invoice billed Stark for the entire estimated cost of Bid
item 19-4 inches of¾" crushed rock (Id.). Stark promptly paid McCarthy for Invoice #2481
based on McCarthy's representations that McCarthy had, in fact, completed the work billed for
therein. (Id.). Prior to making this payment, Stark was assured by Rob McCarthy via phone
conversation that this work would be completed shortly. (Id.). Notably, Stark later learned that
McCarthy's representations were not entirely true because (a) McCarthy had only delivered
1,204.33 tons of¾" crushed rock,. not the 2,867 tons billed; (b). McCarthy had billed ~tark for
electrical conduit that was actually provided by Kootenai Electric; and (c) McCarthy had billed
for holes that were actually augured by another contractor, not McCarthy. (Id.).
13.

In early August 2017, Stark was contacted by Tabish who threatened to lien

the property claiming a lack of payment by McCarthy. (Stark Deel. at 1 18). In response ,
Stark assured Tabish that McCarthy had been paid over $112,000 in May for all of the
estimated stripped waste material (Bid item 3) as well as all of the estimated import material
(Bid item 4). (Id.). Although this communication put Stark on notice of a payment issue
between McCarthy and Tabish, Stark didn't know the true nature of the dispute. (Id.). What
Stark didn't know was that Tabish had previously submitted an invoice to McCarthy in the
amount of $138,670.16, but had only received payment in the amount of $60,000.00 based on
the Cheyne/Tabish oral deal and that Tabish was or had been demanding the balance of
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$78,670.16. (Id. at Ex.'s B, pp. 68-74; Ex. E).
14.

Sometime after Cheyne finished hauling reject material onto the Project site,

McCarthy hired h2 and Scott McArthur to survey the work and quantify the amount of stripped
waste material (Bid item 3) and the amount of import material (Bid item 4) including the reject
material hauled on-site by Mr. Cheyne. (Stark Deel. at ,r 19; Ex. F).

Interestingly, although

McCarthy accepted McArthur's survey data and material quantity for Bid item 3-stripped
material or "Strippings"-McCarthy inexplicably rejected McArthur's survey data and material
quantities for Bid item 4-import material or "Onsite Borrow" and "Rejects.'' (Id. at ,r,r 19, 20,
Ex. F).

Although McArthur was hired by and performed the survey for the benefit of

McCarthy, his reported material quantities have never been disputed by Stark. (Id. at ,r 20).
15.

Despite having received McArthur 's reported material quantities for billing

purposes, on July 25, 2017, Stark received McCarthy Invoice #2488 in the amount of $158,980.
(Stark Deel. at ,r 21; Ex. G). Notably, this Invoice included the following charge:

I Bid Item 19 I 4" of¾" crushed rock I 3,584 Tons @$30.00/T = $107,520.00
At the time, Stark had already paid· McCarthy the fully estimated cost for 4 inches of ¾"
crushed rock by Invoice #2481. (Id. at

,r

21 ). Therefore, Stark immediately disputed the

charge. (Id.).
16.

At the time Stark received Invoice #2488, McCarthy knew Stark was financing

the Project through a construction loan with US B~n1<. (Stark Deel. at _,r 21 ). Both McCarthy
and Cheyne knew that Stark was and had been expecting McCarthy to begin paving the Phase-1
area so that the storage units and office building could be timely completed. (Id.). Stark knew
that McCarthy had subcontracted Northwest Road & Drive to pave the Project. (Id.). From late
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July up and through late August 201 7, Cheyne represented to Stark that scheduling issues with
Northwest Road & Drive were the reason the Phase-I area was not being paved. (Stark Deel. at

,r 21).

However, contrary to Cheyne's representations, McCarthy was intentionally delaying

paving because Stark would not pay Invoice #2488. (Id. at 21, Ex. 's H and I).
17.

From late July and up through August 25, 2017, Stark sought to resolve the

billing dispute with McCarthy. (Stark Deel. at

,r

22).

During this time, McCarthy was

intentionally stalling paving while pressuring Stark by telling him to "just pay [the invoice] and
we will discuss it later." (Id.). Through some persistence and following some intervention by
McArthur, McCarthy sent Stark a revised Invoice #2488 on August 22, 2017. (Id. at ,r 22, Ex.
G). Under pressure to timely complete the Project, Stark expected to meet McCarthy at the job
site the following day to resolve the billing dispute and sign an agreement that would resolve
the matter. (Id. at ,r 23). However, McCarthy failed to show-up at the job site as promised and
instead sent _Stark a second revised Invoice #2488 in the increased amount of $218,986.98. (Id.
at ,r 23; Ex. H).
18.

The sequence of events beginning with Cheyne's unilateral decision to close the

borrow pit and McCarthy's refusal to act in good faith toward Stark and completion of the
Project caused Stark to Stark to terminate McCarthy on August 25, 2017. (Stark Deel. at ,r 25).
Stark hired Norm Waldo Construction to complete the Project. (Id.).
19.

Following McCarthy's termination, on September 1, 2017, McCarthy sent Star~(

its third revision to Invoice #2488 in the amount of $162,087.56. (Stark Deel. at

,r 25; Ex. G).

On September 11, 2017, McCarthy sent Stark its fourth revised Invoice# 2488 in the amount of
$145,706.56. (Id. at ,r 25; Ex. G). On or about this same day, Stark was contacted by his loan
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officer at US Bank who advised him that McCarthy had contacted the bank and threatened to
lien the Project if McCarthy remained unpaid. (Stark Deel. at

,r 26).

Based on McCarthy's

threat, Stark was advised that US Bank would stop funding the construction loan for the
Project. (Id. at 26, Ex. J). McCarthy's obvious intent in contacting US Bank, was to continue to
coerce payment from Stark (Id.).
20.

Having received the forth revision to Invoice #2488 and having been contacted

by US Bank, Stark reviewed the Invoice and on September 22, 2017, sent payment in the
amount of $49,339.99 to_ McCarthy for those items Stark thought were contractually owed to
McCarthy (Stark Deel. at

,r

27; Ex. K). Perhaps coincidentally, that same day, McCarthy

recorded its Claim of Lien in the amount of $145,706.56 against Stark's Property. (Stark Deel.
at ,r,28; Ex. L). The lien amount was the same amount found in the fourth revision to Invoice
#2488. (Id. at,r 28, Ex.'s G, L).
21.

Although McCarthy accepted the $49,339.99 payment, on October 23, 2017,

McCarthy inexplicably recorded its Amended Claim of Lien in the increas~d amount of
$176,691.71 based on its fifth revision to Invoice #2488. (Stark Deel. at ,r 28, Ex.'s G, M). The
material differences from the fourth revision of Invoice #2488 to the new fifth revision are
summarized as follows:
Ex.
5E
SF

Work Perfor ...
Concrete/Asphalt
Concrete/Asphalt

Description
Import ...
Import ...

Hrs./Items
6,451.2
8,780.4
2,329.2

Amount
8.52555
10.95
2.42

Rate
$55,000.00
$96,145.38
$41,145.38

SE
5F

Material
Material

Add. Borrow
Add. Borrow

6,554.95
17,612
11,057.05

4.03
4.03
NC

$26,416.45
$70,976.36
44,559.91

SE

Material

1 ¼" Minus

1,335

4.03

$5,380.05
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SF

I Deleted

I --

-- I

-- I

-- I

(Stark Deel. at 129, Ex. G).
22.

The net increase to the fifth revision of Invoice #2488 is calculated: [$41,145.38

+ $44,559.91 - $5,380.05 = $80,325.24]. (Stark Deel. at 1 30). The difference between the
fourth revision and fifth revision is the same: [$226,031.70 - $145,706.56 = $80,325.14] less 10
cents. (Id.). Interestingly, the increased amount would seem to coincide with the additional
$78,670.16 that Tabish claims to be owed. (Id.). Notably, McCarthy had not done any work on
the Project since its termination and, under the circumstances, there appeared to be no apparent
reason for McCarthy's recordation of its Amended Claim of Lien other than as part of its
campaign to coerce payment from Stark.

(Id. at

,r

29).

Following the recordation of

McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien, Stark was forced to deposit $265,037.57 ($176,691.71 x
150%) in a non-interest bearing account with US Bank as security against McCarthy's amended
lien. (Stark Deel. at ,r 30.)
23.

In addition to McCarthy's attempts to coerce payment from Stark, Stark has

learned that McCarthy has been and continues to withhold payment from McArthur in the
approximate amount of $5,000 for work McArthur performed on another project for McCarthy.
(Stark Deel. at ,r 31 ). It reasonably appears McCarthy has and continues to withhold payment
from McArthur as part of a scheme to coerce McArthur into changing the results of his prior
survey work and, in effect, taking McCarthy's side. (Id. at ,r,r 31, 32, Ex.'s N, 0, P & Q).
24.

In addition to the heavy-handed coercive conduct toward Stark and McArthur,

McCarthy (i.e. Cheyne) hired multiple trucking companies to import the reject material from
the pit located north of the Project. (Stark Deel. at 133). One of these companies was Hawks
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Trucking. (Id). Based on invoices produced in discovery, companies, like Hawks Trucking,
were hired to haul various materials to other McCarthy projects. (Id). For example, Hawks
Trucking Invoice dated May 18, 2017, in the amount of $570 states that Hawks Trucking made
the following material deliveries:
• 1 load of fine sand to Meyer road;
• 1 load of mix to Arco/Orgill; and
• 2 loads of commercial fill to 32421 Riffle Road.
(Stark Deel. at

if

33; · Ex. R). Notably, none of these locations are the Stark Project. (Id.).

However, at the bottom of the invoice, the total amount is circled and the name "Stark" appears
along with a signature. (Id.). Although McCarthy feigned some ignorance of these matters in
his deposition; Cheyne testified that it was his signature that appeared at the bottom of the
invoice and explained that bills, like the Hawks Trucking invoice, were allocated to projects,
like Stark, at the direction of McCarthy. (Id. at ,r 33; Ex. 's R, S & T). As evidenced by bates
document McCarthy 00219, the May 18, 2017 Hawks Trucking invoice in the amount of $570
was "allocated" to the Stark Project. (Id. at ,r 33, Ex. R, pp. 00220, 00219).
25.

In addition to Hawks Trucking, McCarthy produced certain documents from

Interstate Concrete & Asphalt that had similar notations and signatures as the Hawks Trucking
documents. (Stark Deel. at

,r 34; Ex. U).

Notably, Interstate Invoice No. 296165, McCarthy

00236, states that Interstate delivered 24.48 tons of sand on or about June 28, 2017. (Id.).
Although McCarthy again feigned knowledge about this Invoice; Cheyne testified that Rob
McCarthy personally benefitted from his internal allocation of material costs, like the 28.48
tons of sand that delivered to property owned by McCarthy in Bonner County and used to build
a beach. (Id. at if 34, Ex. 's U & T). As Cheyne testified, the cost of the 24.48 tons of sand was
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later allocated to the Stark Project. (Id. at Ex. T). Therefore, the actual monies that paid for the
sand used to build Rob McCarthy's beach in Bonner County necessarily came from monies
paid by Stark. (Id. at ,r 32; Ex. 's U, T). Bonner's County's land ownership records show that
Robert and Lacy McCarthy own lakefront property located at 230 S. Kootenai Bay Road and
McCarthy Capital owns the adjacent parcel located at 222 S. Kootenai Bay Road. (Ealy Deel.
at ,r 11; Ex. K).

III.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in relevant part:
[A] party may amend its pleading only with the opposing party's
written consent or the court's leave. The court should freely give
leave when justice so requires.
(underline added). Motions to amend pleadings are to be liberally granted under I.R.C.P.
15(a). Estate of Becker v. Callahan, 140 Idaho 522, 528 (2004). The Idaho Supreme Court
adopted the U.S. Supreme Court's reasoning in interpreting the comparable federal rule:
In the absence of any apparent or declared reason-such as undue
delay, bad faith, or dilatory motive on the party of the movant,
repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendment previously
allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of
allowance of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc.-the
leave sought should, as the rules require, be freely given.
Carl H. Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 87,993 (1999).
In determining whether an amended complaint should be allowed, where leave of court
is required under Rule 15(a), the court may consider whether the new claims proposed to be
inserted into the action by the amended complaint state a valid claim. Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho
865, 869 (Ct.App.1986). If the amended pleading does not set out a valid claim, or if the
opposing party would be prejudiced by the delay in adding the new claim, or if the opposing
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party has an available defense such as a statute of limitations, it is not an abuse of discretion for
the trial court to deny the motion to file the amended complaint. Black Canyon Racquetball
Club v. Idaho First Nat'! Bank, N.A., 119 Idaho 171, 175 (1991).

The twin purposes behind

the rule are "to allow claims to be determined on the merits rather than on technicalities, and to
make pleadings serve the limited role of providing notice of the nature of the claim and the
facts at issue." Id (citing Clarkv. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323,326, 715 P.2d 993, 996 (1986)).

IV.
A.

LEGALARGUMENT

Breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

The Idaho Consumer Protection Act ("ICPA") enumerates unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices. LC. § 48-601 et seq. In particular, it
prohibits a person or entity from "engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise
misleading, false, or deceptive to the consumer." I.C. § 48-603(17). The intent of the ICPA is
to deter misleading, false and deceptive trade practices and to provide relief for consumers
exposed to and harmed by the proscribed conduct. Western Acceptance Corp. v. Jones, 117
Idaho 399, 788 P.2d 214 (1990).
In this case, leave should be freely given to allow Stark to amend its Counterclaim to
add a claim for breach of the ICPA based on the conduct outlined above which evidences that
McCarthy engaged in misleading, false and deceptive practices that were deceptive to Stark. In
particular, Stark can set forth facts that show the following conduct:
(1)

M·ccarthy knowingly hired and used an unregistered Montana contractor

on the Stark Project;
(2)

McCarthy unilaterally closed the borrow pit and hauled reject material
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on-site from a waste pit without disclosing the same to Stark and without
submitting a change order for a material change to the cost of the work in excess
of $1,000;
(3)

McCarthy knowingly submitted a billing invoice #2488 (and its

subsequent revisions) for material costs without a written change order; without
supporting documentation; and for quantities that were not supported by their
own engineering survey;
(4)

McCarthy knowingly and intentionally delayed paving the Phase- I area

of the Project while misrepresenting the status of the same to Stark for the sole
purpose of coercing payment from Stark for costs and quantities that were not
supported by their own engin~ering survey; .
(5)

McCarthy engaged in a scheme that allocated costs to the Stark Project

for material that was never used on the Stark Project and was most likely used to
improve properties owned by McCarthy-includ ing improvements to lakefront
property in Bonn~r County;
(6) .

McCarthy inexplicably recorded an Amended Claim of Lien in the

amount of $176,691.56-a gross increase of over $80,000-from the amount
stated in its original Claim of Lien which was verified under oath by Robert
McCarthy and despite the fact that McCarthy had (a) previously accepted a
$49,339.99 payment from Stark, and (b) McCarthy had not performed any work
on the Project since prior to recording its original Claim of Lien; and
(7)

McCarthy has withheld payment from its engineer as part of a scheme to
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coerce its engineer to change or alter the results of his survey and reported
material quantities to the detriment of Stark.
It is anticipated that further discovery in this matter will discover additional conduct by
McCarthy that was and is misleading, false and deceptive to Stark. Given the liberal standard
allowed for amendment under I.R.C.P. 15(a), the court should exercise its discretion and grant
Stark leave to amend its Counterclaim to include a claim for breach of the ICPA as it is in the
interest of justice to do so.
B.

Add Robert and Lacy McCarthy as Parties and a Claim to Pierce the
Corporate Veil of McCarthy Corporation.

Generally, every corporation will be regarded as a separate legal entity and the powers of
a court to disregard a corporate entity "must be exercised cautiously." Alpine Packing Co. v.
HH Keim Co., Ltd., 121 Idaho 762, 763 (Ct. App. 1991). However, when warranted, courts

"will pierce the corporate veil and look behind the form of [an] organization to determine [its]
true character :. . and will disregard corporate form and consider substance rather than form."

O'Bryant v. City of Idaho Falls, 78 Idaho 313, 325 (1956). The issues of alter ego and veilpiercing are equitable questions. Wandering Trails, LLC v. Big Bite Excavation, Inc., 156 Idaho
586, 594 (2014).

To prove that a company is the alter ego of a member of the company, a claimant must
demonstrate (1) a unity of interest and ownership to a degree that the separate personalities of
the [company] and individual no longer exist and (2) if the acts are treated as acts of the
[company] an inequitable result would follow. Wandering Trails, 156 Idaho at 594 (quotation
marks omitted). While not exclusive, courts will look at a number of factors when determining
whether to disregard the corporate entity, including whether the sole shareholder acts as
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president of the corporation, lack of corporate formalities, etc. See Hutchison v. Anderson, 130
Idaho 936, 940-941 (Ct. App. 1997) (citing Surety Life Ins. Co. v. Rose Chapel Mortuary,

Inc., 95 Idaho 599, 601 (1973)). For example, in Hutchison, the court considered that the
defendant and his immediate family was in complete control of the corporation, and determined
that factor weighed considerably in favor of piercing the corporate veil. Id. at 940.
When an individual is an officer or agent of a corporation and not named in the original
complaint and the claim of the plaintiff relates to activities of the corporation and where the
interrelatjonship between the individual and the corporation is such that it cannot be said the
individual would be unduly prejudiced if required to defend against the claims asserted, then
amending the complaint to add the individual as a defendant falls within this rule. See generally
1
Ladd v. Coats, 105 Idaho 250 (Ct. App. 1983). In his deposition, Robert McCarthy represented

that McCarthy Corporation has three (3) shareholders: Robert McCarthy, Lacy McCarthy, and
Simon Mandel. (Ealy Deel. at 1 3, Ex. 's B, C). Not surprisingly, Robert McCarthy serves as the
president of the corporation. (Id.). Mandel is represented as a small minority shareholder. (Id.).
Accordingly, Stark seeks to add Robert and Lacy McCarthy as parties as opposed to Mandel.
As Stark has shown, Robert McCarthy has engaged in conduct that evidences that he
treated McCarthy Corporation as his alto ego.

In particular, the evidence shows Robert

McCarthy created and oversaw an internal scheme of cost allocation intended to provide a
personal benefit to himself and his other corporation, McCarthy Capital. McCarthy's cost
allocation scheme was discovered following the production of records in discovery from truck

1

(In Ladd, Plaintiff sought to amend the complaint to add the company and its principal owners as defendants.
Court determined that the named defendant was closely related to the corporation Plaintiff was seeking to add and
the claims sought related to corporate activities. Thus, the court determined that corporation was not unduly
prejudiced ifrequired to defend against the claims asserted and fell within I.R.C.P. 15(c)).
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hauling companies hired to haul material for McCarthy Corporation and confirmed by the
deposition testimony of Cheyne.
An example of how the scheme works is explained by looking at a couple of trucking
invoices and Cheyne 's deposition testimony regarding those invoices. The first example is
found in comparison of Hawks Trucking invoice dated May 18, 2017 in the amount of $S70
(McCarthy 00220) and Hawks Trucking bill dated June 15, 2017 (McCarthy 00219). (Ealy
Deel. at Ex. F). Notably, the May 18th invoice (McCarthy 00220) identifies three (3) project
locations. (Id.). None of those locations are the Stark Project. (Id.) However, at the bottom of
the invoice, the amount is circled; the name "STARK" is handwritten on the invoice; and a
th
signature is present. (Id.). The $570 charge from the May 18 invoice appears on the Hawks

Trucking bill dated June 15 th (McCarthy 00219) and is billed to the Stark Project (Id.). As
th
Cheyne testified, his signature appears at the bottom of the May 18 invoice and the name

"STAR!(" signifies that the $570 material cost was allocated to Stark Project and not the three
(3) projects identified therein. (Stark Dec. at Ex. ). The actual material identified on the May
18th invoice (McCarthy 00220) was not delivered to the Stark Project; although the cost for the
material was charged to the Stark Project.
A second example of how the cost allocation scheme was employed is found in
Interstate Concrete & Asphalt Invoice No. 296165 dated June 28, 2017 (McCarthy 00236)
(Ealy Deel. at Ex. F). The invoice purports to be for the delivery of 28.48 tons of course sand
to a project identified as "Riffle Rd." (Id.). Notably, there was a project located on Riffle Road
th
in Spirit Lake, Idaho on the Hawks Trucking May 18 invoice (McCarthy 00220). (Ealy Dec. at

Ex. F, I). On the Interstate June 28th invoice, the delivery location is struck out and the word
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"Stark" is written in above the delivery location. (Id. at Ex. F). In addition, the total $400 is
· circled and the name "Stark" is handwritten below along with a signature.(Id. ).
When asked about this particular invoice in his deposition, Mr. McCarthy testified as
follows:

1

156
Q. Again, just ifwe start off with the first

2 page, similar to when we looked at the Hawks Trucking.
3 I'm looking at the first page. If I draw your attention
4 up to the top right-hand comer, there's some series of
5 data up here. And I'm just reaching over to point out
6 to you. Here. (Pointing.)
7
Under the Customer PO, I see a job called
8 Riffle Road. Do you see that?
9
A. Yep.
10
Q. Do you know if at that point in time, in June
11 of 2017, was McCarthy Corporation working on a project
12 known as Riffle Road or identified as Riffle Road?
A. I'd answered that before. So I don't recall.
13
14 I could get that information to you. Jason would know
15 the answer to that.
16
Q. Similar series of questions. Ifl draw your
17 attention down below, it looks like there's a line that
18 says Delivered To. PU Riffle Road has been crossed out.
19 And I see a little stamp or something, and handwritten
20 in above it is Stark.
A. Mm-hmm.
21
Q. Do you know why that is?
22
A. I didn't do it, so I don't know.
23
24
Q. Do you know who would know?
A. Jason would know.
25

157

1
Q. And why do you think Jason would know?
2
A. Because he would just know the material that
3 was ordered for the job.
4
Q. Do you recognize that to be Jason's
5 handwriting in that little box that says Stark?
6.
A. It could be. I'm not sure who wrote that in
7 there.
Q. Do you know if on or about June 28th, 2017, if
8
9 Interstate had hauled a load of coarse sand or loads of
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10 coarse sand onto the Stark project?
11
A. I don't know. No.
12
Q. Do you recognize the signature at the bottom
13 of the page?
14
A. No.
***
166
20
Q. So if you were to look at this as it's
21 written, right here with the changes that apparently
22 were made to it, do you have -- what's yo"ur confidence
23 that on June 28th, 2017, 28.48 tons of coarse sand was
24 delivered to the Stark project?
25
A. I'm a hundred percent confident that Jason
167
1 would know if that was delivered to the Stark project.
(Ealy Deel. at Ex. G).

While Rob McCarthy was feigning personal knowledge regarding

Interstate's June 28 th invoice and his cost allocation scheme; his project manager, Jason Cheyne,
wasn't nearly as unequivocal. Cheyne testified regarding the Interstate June 28 th invoice and
McCarthy's cost allocation scheme as follows:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

182
Q. So let's look at Exhibit 15 here. Same set of
questions. Basically just looking through -- I'll
represent to you these are invoices that were produced
from, I believe, Interstate Concrete & Asphalt.
A. Mm-hmm.
Q. You'll notice there's a McCarthy Bates stamp
number down at the bottom that we can refer to. Again,
the very first page. Is that your signature down at the
bottom?
A. Yes.
Q. And why are you signing this?
A. Just so she knows what job it goes to.
Q. Okay. And the word, I see, "entered" appears
up on the top of the page. Do you know what that means?
A. That's Chelsea's handwriting. Means she
entered that amount against the Stark project.

***

8

183
Q. On the Delivered To line, I see "PU Riffle
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

10

Road" is crossed out and a little oval appears again and
"Stark" is handwritten in there. Did you do that?
A. Yeah.
Q. Why did you do that?
A. Because we didn't have a job at Riffle Road.
Q. And so were you trying to -- so you made that
change to code this to the Stark project?
A. Yeah.
Q. What did it get coded to? What is it applied
to?
A. On 6/28? I don't know.
Q. On 6/28 why would you be hauling 28.48 tons of
.coarse sand onto the Stark project?
A. I don't know if I would have been.
Q. If you were coding it against an item, if you
looked at your bid again, what are you coding it
against?
184
A. I could have coded it against the water line,
mobilization. I don't know. I don't know if that
material didn't go to -- I don't know where the material
went.
Q. Okay.
A. It went in a truck from Interstate probably
to -- if it's coarse sand, it probably went to Rob's
house on the lake.
Q. Okay.
A. Because we made -- they made a beach.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

187
Q. And I know that Interstate has an operation up
in Sandpoint and has one down here in Coeur d'Alene.
A. So if it's in Sandpoint, then it went to
Kootenai Bay. Not Riffle Road.
Q. What was Kootenai Bay?
A. Rob's lake house.
Q. The beach?
A. It's the beach. Just redid it last week
again.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

***

***
189
13
Q. So anyway, I think you've explained this to
14 me. So that I understand it, you get bills in like -15 could be from Interstate or Hawks or whatever, and you
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16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

could take some of these charges and go ahead and code
them internally to an open job even though the material
itself didn't go to that job. Could have went to build
the beach. But that's just the way it works.
A. Yeah. You can do whatever you want when you
run your own business.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean, that's -- that's his ...
Q. And you -A. It's all -- it's all internal. I mean -190
Q. And you built the cost in because you're
running off of a base cost for -- say if you just code
it to mobilization, for example, and you're going to
bill a customer $10,000 for mobilization, you can code
it in there -- let's say the mobilization cost actually
is only $5,000 to McCarthy. That means if McCarthy
wants to because he's the boss, he can allocate another
$5,000 of whatever towards that -A .. Absolutely.
Q. -- correct? Is that what's going on here?
A. Absolutely. So what it does with most of
these -- with any job, I mean, the way your company is
set up internally -- I mean, when I was at other
companies I ran, we had three headings: labor,
materials, equipment. Profit. That was it. It didn't
matter what you charged to where or whoever. I mean,
that's· ...
Q. I'm following you. I think I understand what
you told me.
A. So ifl -- ifl lived on the lake, I'd want a
beach too.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

191
Q. -- hypothetically, then there's still $5,000
that's in that account. Now, whether that's profit or
not, who knows. But if the boss wants to code something
towards it, whether it's sand to build a beach, then he
can direct you to code it towards that?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Okay. And that's what I understood you were
telling me in terms of how this internal coding is going
on. You're saying, look, it's not really that big of a
deal because Rob's just coding it here or coding it

20
21
22
23
24
25

***
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13 there?
A. Right.
14
Q. He's playing around with these numbers that
15
16 are built into this lump sum bid?
A. Right.
17
Q. Okay. We're on the same page.
18
(Ealy Deel. at Ex. H) (underline added).
As Stark discovered, the McCarthy's and McCarthy Capital own adjacent lakefront
properties located at 230 and 222 S. Kootenai Bay Road, Sandpoint, Idaho. (Ealy Deel. at Ex. 's
Based on Cheyne's testimony, McCarthy was engaged in a cost allocation or re-

H, K).

allocation scheme whereby he and his other corporation, McCarthy Capital, were enriched by
the allocation of various material costs across certain projects. (Ealy Deel. at Ex. H). In this
specific instance, the McCarthy's personally benefitted from the delivery of 28 tons of sand
used to improve their lakefront property; the cost of which was "allocated" to the Stark Project.
(Id. at Ex. H). In short, monies received from the Stark Project were used to buy sand to
improve the McCarthy's beach. (Id.).
In this case, McCarthy continues to claim Stark owes it over $176,000 dollars. Yet,
McCarthy ~as never been able to itemize that $176,000 or otherwise provide Stark with
documentation supporting that amount. Stark has asserted counterclaims against McCarthy and
seeks to recover money damages from McCarthy arising from McCarthy's breach of contract,
including the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing an~ the foreseeable consequential
· damages caused by McCarthy's conduct, including, but not limited to having to deposit
$265,037.57 in a non-interest bearing account as security against McCarthy's Amended Claim
of Lien.
As· demonstrated, it would be inequitable for Rob McCarthy to treat McCarthy
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Corporation as his alter ego and engage in a scheme of conduct whereby he and his wife
personally benefit to the detriment of project owners, like the Starks.

As shown, the

McCarthy's receive the personal benefit of their internal cost allocation scheme.

In this

instance, improvements to a beach paid for by monies received from the Starks. In addition, the
scheme has the potential benefit of decreasing the actual monies available to pay corporate
creditors and potential corporate creditors, like the Starks. For the reasons set forth herein, it
would be unfair and inequitable for this matter to proceed without adding Robert and Lacy
McCarthy as parties and a claim to pierce the corporate veil. Accordingly, the court should
exercise its equitable discretion and, in consideration of the liberal standard of I.R.C.P. 15(a)
allow the Stark's proposed amendment.
V.

CONCLUSION

In the interest of justice and for good cause shown, the Starks should be allowed to
amend their Counterclaim to add Robert and Lacy McCarthy as defendants and add claims to
pierce the_ corporate veil and for breach of the ICPA.
DATED this ~day of April, 2019.

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By

ichael A. Ealy, ________,__~
Attorney for Defendants
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of April, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the followi ng:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis 1 P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_K__ !Court Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com
_

Nicole Vigil
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Electronically Filed
4/2/2019 4:46 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
(208) 664-5818
Telephone:
(208) 664-5884
Facsimile:
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DECLARATION OF MICHAEL
A. EALY IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,

vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Kootenai )
MICHAELA. EALY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney and I represent the Defendant/Counterclaimant Stark

Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark (collectively "Stark") in the above-captioned matter
and I make this declaration based on my own personal knowledge.
2.

As counsel for Stark, I took the deposition of Robert McCarthy on December 13,

2018. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of the excerpted page 1 and
pages 16-20 from the deposition transcript of Mr. McCarthy.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the 2018 Annual

Report form filed by McCarthy Corporation with the Idaho Secretary of State as downloaded
and printed from the Idaho Secretary of State website. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true
and correct copy of the Articles of Incorporation for McCarthy Corporation filed with the Idaho
Secretary of State on March 17, 2011 as downloaded and printed from the Idaho Secretary of
State website.
4.

As counsel for Stark, I took the deposition of Jason Cheyne on December 14,

2018. Attached hereto as Exhibit D are true and correct copies of the excerpted page 1 and
pages 30 and pages 220-221 from the deposition transcript of Mr. Cheyne.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E are true and correct copies of the excerpted pages

105-113 from the deposition transcript of Jason Cheyne.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit F are documents produced in discovery by McCarthy

Corporation and identified by bates stamp numbers McCarthy 00220; McCarthy 00219; and
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McCarthy 00236.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G are true and correct copies of excerpted pages 156-

157, and pages 166-170 from the deposition transcript of Mr. McCarthy.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit H are true and correct copies of excerpted page 182-

191 from the deposition transcript of Mr. Cheyne.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of map I caused to be

printed from Google Earth on December 19, 2018, showing the location of real property
located at 32421 N. Riffle Road, Spirit Lake, Idaho. This address is found on the document
identified as McCarthy 00220 and McCarthy 00236 attached to Exhibit F herewith.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit J is true and correct copies of a map I caused to be

printed from Google Earth on December 20, 2018, showing the location of real property
located at 222 S. Kootenai Bay Road, Sandpoint, Idaho. This address is found on the document
identified as 00219 attached to Exhibit F herewith.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K are true and correct copies of maps I directed be

printed from the Bonner County website on March 15, 2019, for the purposes of identifying the
owner and location of real property located at 222 S. Kootenai Bay Road, Sandpoint, Idaho and
230 S. Kootenai Bay Road, Sandpoint, Idaho. In particular, the purpose for printing these map~
was to corroborate Mr. Cheyne's deposition testimony found at p. 184, lines. 6-11 attached to

Exhibit H herewith and referencing the document identified as McCarthy 00236 attached to
Exhibit F herewith.
Ill
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I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the

foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this

z...

day of April~ 2019.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

L~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of April, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis! P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d~ Alene~ Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered

_
_

Ni~o1e Vigil

__X_

Facsimile (208) 664-4112
!Court Electronic Portal

_

jhallin(@lukins.com

u
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

MCCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV-2018-2486

Plaintiff,
vs.

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national
association,
Defendants.
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

DEPOSITION OF ROBERT A. MCCARTHY
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO
DECEMBER 13, 2018, AT 9:10 A.M.

REPORTED BY:
PATRICIA L. POLLO, CSR
Notary Public

1

corporation you have, an inc.?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Is that also an S corporation?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

What does McCarthy Corporation, Inc., do?

6

A.

That's a general contractor.

7

Q.

When did you form that company?

8

A.

I couldn't tell you.

9

10

to

15
16

I mean, I can't remember what the date was on

Q.

In terms of the shareholders of corporations,

are the shareholders you and your wife?

13
14 ·

I don't want

that.

11

12

Maybe '11.

Either me solely or my wife and I.

A.

Yeah.

Q.

Let's focus on McCarthy Corporation. Inc.

So
Are

the shareholders you and Lacy?

17

A.

18

Corporation.

19

Q.

Who is Simon?

20

A.

He's a guy that's worked for me for about ten

21

Well, Simon has five percent of McCarthy

years.

22

Q.

What's Simon's last name?

23

A.

Mandel.

24

Q.

So you and Lacy hold the other 95 percent?

25

A.

Mm-hmm.

And I don't know how it's split up.
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1

So if it's 45 -- you know,

2

split up.

So

Q.

3

I don't remember how it's all

You mentioned McCarthy Corporation does

4

general contracting.

5

does it do?

6

A.

What type of general contracting

A variety of stuff.

So, I mean, move some

7

dirt.

8

thing.

9

That's not as busy with that, but we used to do a lot of

10

Similar to the Stark project.

those.

That kind of

We do a lot of remodels on residential homes.

So

11

Q.

Does it do any new construction?

12

A.

Yeah.

13

new construction.

14
15

I guess you could say that we do some

Q.

And what type of new construction would you --

would McCarthy Corporation be doing?

A.

16

We just did a bunch of work for the Panda

17

Express in Post Falls.

18

construction.

19
20

Q.

That would be considered new

It's commercial.

Does McCarthy Corporation do both residential

and commercial construction?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

How many employees does McCarthy Corporation

24

A.

Around 20 or so.

25

Q.

Are those full-time or ...

23

have?
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1

A.

Yeah, everyone is full-time.

2

Q.

Are you an officer in the corporation?

3

A.

Yeah.

4

Q.

I take it you're the president?

5

A.

I think so, yeah.

6

Q.

Now, in terms of the excavation work it does,

7

does McCarthy Corporation own its own excavation

8

equipment?

9

A.

Some, yeah.

10

Q.

What equipment does it own?

11

A.

We have a dump truck, a mini skidsteer.

12

rent some of the larger stuff.

13

tools and other stuff that we have.

14

kind of thing.

15
16

17
18
19

Q.

We

So then a lot of hand
Compactors and that

Any other corporations that.you are doing

business through other than the ones we've talked about?

A.

I don't think so.

I don't think I'm missing

anything.

Q.

So on any given day, were you kind of -- in

20

your position in your ownership, were you involved in

21

any -- in any given day -- I'm just trying to get a

22

sense of your day as it might relate to, say, being on

23

the Stark project or having to be active with other

24

tliings.

25

You're sitting over the top of those three
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1

corporations, kind of managing what's going on day to

2

day?

Is that

3

A.

That's probably a good synopsis, yeah.

4

Q.

In terms of the McCarthy Corporation projects,

5

what's your role in terms of a project?

6

the Stark project.

7

project?

A.

8

9

How would you be involved in that

Not as directly i~volved as, like, the project

manager or super on site.

10

asking.

11

Q.

Say take, like,

Right.

So if that's what you're

I'm trying to get a sense of do you

12

have responsibility -- do you go out and help prepare

13

bids, for example, on excavation projects?

14
15
16
17
18

A.

I do on occasion.

Q.

Okay.

Not particularly on that

one.
When you say "on occasion," what would

trigger your involvement on that level?

A.

The size and complexity.

Depends how big the

19

project is.

20

gets, the more I'd want to review it.

21

Q.

I'd want to -- you know, the larger it

Were you involved -- so switching to the Stark

22

project, were you involved in going out and looking at

23

the Starks' property for the purposes of bidding it?

24

A.

I don't remember if I was or not.

25

Q.

If not you, who would have?
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1
2

A.

Jason -- I know Jason was there on more than

one occasion.

3

Q.

When you say Jason, do you mean Jason Cheyne?

4

A.

Cheyne.

5

Q.

So segueing towards Jason Cheyne, who is Jason

6

Cheyne?

7

A.

8

Mm-hmm.

He's an employee

like, as a person?

Like,

I don't know what you mean by that.

9

Q.

Well, is he an employee?

A.·

Yeah, he's an employee.

Q.

Who is he employed by?

A.

McCarthy Corporation.

Q.

Was he ever employed by McCarthy Capital?

A.

14

Q.

When did you first employ Jason?

A.

I don't -- I couldn't -- I'd have to get you

that date.

Q.

I don't know the start date on him.
But he started before the Stark project?

A.

19

Q.

Had you known Jason Cheyne prior to employing

22

A.

Brief -- not a long time but briefly.

23

Q.

How did you come to know -- how did you come

24

to know

25

A.

21

him?

I shouldn't say that.

We knew families.
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·~ PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
LACY MCCARTHY
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DIRECTOR
LACY R MCCARTHY
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DIRECTOR
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Robert A. McCarthy
-------------Rob McCarthy

and the name of the registered agent at such address is:
A rticIe 4: The name of the lncorporator Is:

-------------------

and address of the incorporator is: 3500 W Evergreen Dr. Coeur d Alene

ID 83816

Article 5: The mailing address of the corporation shall be:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

MCCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV-2018-2486

Plaintiff,

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man;
U.S. BANK N.A., a national
association,
Defendants.
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

DEPOSITION OF JASON CHEYNE
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO
DECEMBER 14, 2018, AT 9:00 A.M.

REPORTED BY:
PATRICIA L. POLLO, CSR
Notary Public
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D

1

they started, okay, we need to move these racks; we need

2

to restripe the parking lot this way; we need to do

3

this -- they were direct negotiating with the general

4

contractor who was in turn dumping it -- you know,

5

having us do all the work.

Q.

6

7

So in February of 2017 then, you reach an

agreement with Rob McCarthy to go to work for him?

8

A.

Mm-hmm.

9

Q.

Which company did you go to work for?

10

A.

McCarthy Corporation.

11

Q.

And what was the term of your employment

12

with

the terms of your employment with McCarthy

13

Corporation?

14

A.

He just pays me salary and pays my benefits

15

and I'm labeled as a project manager and I bid projects,

16

manage them.

17

Q.

Prior to going to work with McCarthy

18

Corporation had you done any work for Lincoln Excavating

19

on the Stark project?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Did you know if Lincoln Excavating was bidding

22
23

24
25

or planning to bid the Stark project?

A.

No.

I

knew that Lincoln was not.

But I

knew

that CDA Structures had been in contact with them.

Q.

And how did you know that?
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1

Q.

Okay.

2

A.

I'm sure it did eventually.

I don't know if

3

it was -- if we did it or not, because we didn't do the

4

sidewalk.

5
6

7
8

9

Q.

So as you sit here today, you don't have a

recollection of whether that was

A.

We never got as far as to grading for the

sidewalk.
Q.

Okay.

Appreciate that.

One final thing.

10

In terms of how you got paid

11

on this project, were you entitled to 25 percent of the

12

monies that McCarthy Corporation would make from the

13

Stark project?

14
15
16

17

A.

Technically, yes, on a handshake deal with Rob

McCarthy.
Q.

Have you been paid 25 percent of what

McCarthy's made on this project

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

-- or what has been paid?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Why not?

22

A.

Because the job's not closed out.

23

Q.

So you would only get that money when the

24
25

job's closed out?
A.

Mm-hmm.
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1
2

Q.

So do you have a stake then in the outcome of

the litigation?

3

A.

I have a stake in closing the job out, yeah.

4

Q.

Does that mean the conclusion of this

5

litigation?

6

A.

7
8
9

Sure.

MR. EALY:
questions for you.

Okay.

I don't have any further

I appreciate your time here today.

THE WITNESS:

You bet ..

10

MR. HALLIN:

11

(Whereupon, the deposition was

12

13

We'll read and sign.

concluded at 3:45 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25
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1

that's when we realized that we were two and a half feet

2

shy.

3

Q.

So who's paying for these topos?

4

A.

So Stark paid for some of them and McCarthy

5

paid for some of them.

6

Q.

What's the purpose for doing the topos?

7

A.

To verify quantities.

8

Q.

So when you get to May 18 and May 19 and you

9

figure out you're two and a half feet shy, are you out

10

of material that you can mine out of the borrow pit at

11

that time?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Who makes that decision?

14
15
16

Who ultimately makes

the determination?

A.

The parameters of where we could borrow

material made the decision.

17

Q.

And what do you mean by that?

18

A.

We couldn't go towards the creek anymore.

19

we couldn't go towards the buildings anymore.

20

as deep as we could dig inside those parameters.

So we dug

21

Q.

How deep did the borrow pit actually go?

22

A.

I saw some spots that were 20 feet.

23

some spots that were eight feet.

24

the bank, you know.

25

Q.

Yeah.

And

I saw

However it broke off

A borrow -- was the borrow pit regular
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1

in shape or irregular in shape?

2

A.

Irregular.

3

Q.

So you say the parameters determine that.

So

4

it isn't a decision that you make as the project manager

5

or Basin Industries makes?

6

physical characteristics of the site dictated that there

7

was no more borrow to be mined?

You're saying that the

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Did you contact the owner to tell him that

10

In the area we were mining.

this was the situation?

11

A.

I contacted the owner's representative.

12

Q.

Who is that?

13

A.

Scott McArthur.

14

Q.

And how did you know that Scott McArthur was

15
16

the owner's representative?

A.

Because multiple conversations, multiple

17

meetings on site.

18

that Stark was the general contractor and Scott was his

19

owner's representative and, if you had any questions,

20

you call Scott.

21

Q.

It was conveyed to all of us subs

Did you think it was unusual that an owner's

22

representative would be paid by McCarthy to do topo work

23

on the project?

24
25

A.

No.

Because h2 is a survey company.

I mean,

why -- why wouldn't ...
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Q.

1

Did you have any written documentation that

2

you had seen that told you that Scott McArthur was the

3

owner's representative for this project?
A.

4
5

something.
Q.

6

7

I thought that it was on -- it was labeled on
But I don't remember.
Well, you're looking through Exhibit 1 to Rob

McCarthy's deposition.

8

A.

Yeah.

9

Q.

If you look through that, do you see any

10

language?
Right here.

Yeah.

Number 4.

Scott's name is

11

A.

12

right there.

13

"Work will be inspected by Craig Stark and/or Scott

14

McArthur."

15
16

Q.

It says Craig Stark or Scott McArthur.

So you thought or interpreted that to mean

Scott McArthur had authority to bind Mr. Stark?

A.

17

It meant that if you had a question, you call

18

Scott; Scott would talk to the owner and get an answer

19

back.

20

Q.

At the time in May were you communicating

21

directly with Craig Stark about his project and the

22

status of it?

23

A.

Had I?

24

Q.

Were you?

25

A.

Yeah.
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1

2

Q.

And you knew that he was the general -- he was

general contracting this project himself, right?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Okay.·

So it wouldn't have been unusual at all

5

for you to communicate with Craig Stark about what was

6

going on with this project or the status of it, right?

7

A.

No, not at all.

8

Q.

So when this situation arises on May 18 or 19

9

We had meetings on site.

with the borrow pit and the elevations, why not just get

10

Craig on the phone and talk to him and say, hey, Craig,

11

here's what's going on?

12

A.

Craig was in Texas.

13

Q.

Well, he was available by phone, wasn't he?

14

A.

To come out and look at something?

I called

15

Scott and said, Scott, you need to get out here and look

16

at this; we're running short on borrow.

17

the site.

18

I left it at that.

19

20

21
22
23

We looked at it.

Scott drove to

He said, I ' l l call Craig.

Q.

You could have called Craig yourself,

A.

I'm sure I could have.

couldn't

you?

called me.

Q.

I mean,

Craig could have

I could have called you.

You probably wouldn't have called me.

But in

24

terms of your communications with Craig Stark, you had

25

historically communicated with Craig Stark about his
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1

project

2

A.

3

McArthur about his project.

Q.

4

5

Historically I communicated with Scott

But you had communications with Craig Stark

about the status of his project?

6

A.

I communicated with both of them, yes.

7

Q.

It's not that hard, though, to say you could

8

have called Craig Stark to tell him what was going on,

9

right?

You could have?

10

A.

Sure.

11

Q.

Was this a significant issue with the project

12

Yeah, I could have.

when this situation arose?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

And why was that?

15

A.

Because they were out of material.

Craig

16

wanted to get concrete poured.

17

buildings going.

18

told me, If we don't get the buildings to grade, we lose

19

the builders for over a month.

Q.

20
21
22

site.

Okay.

Scott informed me, not Craig -- Scott

So you meet with Scott McArthur on

What decision was made?
A.

I gave him three options.

23

down and leave.

24

and put it in phase 1.

25

They wanted to get his

I said we can shut

We can excavate material off of phase 2

Scott's comment was, well, if we do that,
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1

we're just going to have to put it back when we do

2

phase 2.

3

going to be paying for it twice.

4

haul in -- I can import material.

5

what you want to do to get built to grade.

I said, well, yeah.

I said, In turn, you're
And then I said, I can

Then two weeks goes by.

6

I go, Let me know

And the only answer I

7

received from Scott was a text message that said "10-4.

8

I hope we beat the rain."

9

The discussion I had with Scott was to go to

10

the Schwartout pit and haul the material because it was

11

the cheapest.

12

that because Scott did the conditional use permit on

13

that pit and knew that that would be cheaper than buying

14

it from ConMat or buying it from Specialty Rock.

And it was good material.

And Scott knew

15

And in the beginning, Craig had communicated

16

and even wrote on something -- I forget what it was --

17

that if he needed extra material that he wanted it at

18

delivered price.

19

fine.

20
21

And I agreed to that.

I said that's

The other option I gave him was lower the
buildings.

22

Q.

So four options?

23

A.

I gave him probably ten in all reality.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

But one of the other options was

lowering the buildings?
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1

A.

Lower the buildings.

And he instantly shot

2

that one down.

3

because of the conditional use permit; the County would

4

be all over me.

5

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 3 was
marked for identification.)

6

7

BY MR. EALY:

8

Q.

9

He said we can't lower the buildings

I'm going to hand you what I've marked as

Deposition Exhibit 3.

I believe earlier, Mr. Cheyne,

10

you made some reference to a text message.

11

text message that you received from Scott McArthur that

12

was a forward of a text --

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

-- from Craig Stark?

Is this the

And is it your testimony

15

here today that once you received this text message you

16

thought you had authority from Mr. Stark to begin

17

importing the material?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Why was that?

20

A.

Because

21

Q.

What in this text -- sorry.

What in this text

22

do you specifically interpret as giving you authority·to

23

start importing material?

24
25

A.

It was from -- it was the phone conversation

that I had with Scott McArthur and then received this
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1
2
3

4

6

8
9

text the next day.
Q.

But this text isn't from Craig Stark to you,

is it?
A.
Q.

It's from him to Scott McArthur?

A.

Right.

Q.

Do you know why Scott McArthur was forwarding

you this text?

A.

Because my interpretation why he forwarded

10

this was I had recommended we go to Schwartout's pit and

11

get that -- the cheapest material available.

12

Q.

Did you follow that up with a conversation

13

with Scott McArthur to say, Scott, I got this text; I

14

understand Craig Stark has authorized us to start

15

hauling material out of the Schwartout pit?

16

A.

It didn't exactly go that way.

17

Q.

What way did it exactly go?

18

A.

I said, I'm going to -- I want to start

But yes.

19

hauling out of Schwartout's pit; I can get you a

20

proctor; I can get you all that information you need for

21

compaction; what do you want to do?

22
23
24
25

I mean, I'm not a hundred percent sure that's
how it went, but

Q.

So are these phone calls between you and Scott

McArthur?
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1

A.

It started with Scott corning out to the

2

jobsite because I had called him.

And then he was busy.

3

He's like, I got to go.

4

then he instantly called me, and I said, Scott, just

5

come meet me out here.

Then I texted him that.

And

So he came and met me out there.

6

Q.

Mm-hmm.

7

A.

I said you just got to look at it to see.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

And your understanding, again, is you

thought Scott McArthur had authority to bind Craig Stark

10

to a decision to start importing material from the

11

Schwartout pit?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And your reliance on that was paragraph 4 of

14
15

the contract?
A.

It was the prior two months of going through

16

everything and Craig telling everybody that Scott had

17

authority to make decisions, that Scott was approving

18

quantities, that Scott was pretty much in turn his

19

construction manager for this job.

20

Q.

Now, you mentioned this was a significant

21

change in terms of what was expected on the project,

22

right?

23

A.

It was a delay.

24

Q.

But it's a change in what the expectation was

25

in terms of the material that was going to be used to
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Bill
McCarthy Corporallon
11'049 N Traooy Rd
Haydan1 ID 83835

Vendor

Ref. No.

Data

-·

06/15/2017

-----·--·-

Hawks Trucking
2541 N He1u-y St
Post Falls ID 83854

BIii Oue

06/30/2017

Terms

Nsl 15

Memo

Expenses
Mamo

ACCOL!lll

, • 'Haullng/lm porting

Arnounl

6.5 hours @ $95 9 loads of

~

Haullng/lmp<,rllng

3 loads of grindings 7 hours @

$95
HauUng/lmporllng

Class

617.50 McCarthy
Construollon:2377 E
MOUlltaln V1sla Dr Coeur
d Alena ID
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haul oU
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fzt,
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---
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7(30,00 McCarthy 0apllal
INC.:222 S Kootenai Buy
Rd Sandpoint 1D 83864

-
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Bill Total :

$4,687,50
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1

Q.

Again, just if we start off with the first

2

page, similar to when we looked· at the Hawks Trucking.

3

I'm looking at the first page.

4

up to the top right-hand corner, there's some series of

5

data up here.

6

to you.

Here.

If I draw your attention

And I'm just reaching over to point out
(Pointing. )

Under the Customer PO, I see a job called

7
8

Riffle Road.

Do you see that?

9

A.

Yep.

10

Q.

Do you know if at that point in time, in June

11

of 2017, was McCarthy Corporation working on a project

12

known as Riffle Road or identified as Riffle Road?

13

A.

I'd answered that before.

14

I could get that information to you.

15

the answer to that.

16

Q.

So I don't recall.

Similar series of questions.

Jason would know

If I draw your

17

attention down below, it looks like there's a line that

18

says Delivered To.

19

And I see a little stamp or something, and handwritten

20

in above it is Stark.

PU Riffle Road has been crossed out.

21

A.

Mm-hmm.

22

Q.

Do you know why that is?

23

A.

I didn't do it,

24

Q.

Do you know who would know?

25

A.

Jason would know.

so I don't know.
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1

Q.

And why do you think Jason would know?

2

A.

Because he would just know the material that

3

was ordered for the job.

Q.

4
5

handwriting in that little box that says Stark?

A.

6
7

10

It could be.

I'm not sure who wrote that in

there.

Q.

8
9

Do you recognize that to be Jason's

Do you know if on or about June 28th, 2017, if

Interstate had hauled a load of coarse sand or loads of
coarse sand onto the Stark project?

11

A.

I don't know.

12

Q.

Do you recognize the signature at the bottom

13

of the page?

14

A.

15

No.
I mean, I'm going to go out on a limb.

16

don't want to do that.

17

it's his signature.

18

so

19
20

No.

Q.

No.

You can ask Jason tomorrow if

They're kind of inconsistent,

I see a word up at top of that.

It says

"entered."

21

A.

Yeah.

22

Q.

Do you know why that word appears at the top

23
24
25

I

of that invoice?
A.

It probably meant it was entered into our

accounting software.
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1

Q.

But as you sit here today do you know that?

2

A.

I could say pretty confidently we bought

3

material from Interstate for this project.

4

Q.

What makes you confident in that statement?

5

A.

Well, we have PO -- we have invoices here that

6
7

have Stark on it and stuff.

Q.

So ...

Would you be putting any reliance on these

8

invoices that seem to have projects crossed out and the

9

little oval with Stark stamped on it?

10

11

A.

You know, it's just -- Jason would have a very

good answer for you on this.

He'll know.

12

Q.

Okay.

13

A.

He'll know where he bought the material and

14

what he bought.

15

don't feel comfortable just guessing on this stuff.

16

I mean, it's just a good question for him.

17
18

Q.

So you're asking me to guess.

And I
So,

So let's just go back to the very first page

of Exhibit 15.

19

A.

I'm there.

20

Q.

So if you were to look at this as it's

21

written, right here with the changes that apparently

22

were made to it, do you have -- what's your confidence

23

that on June 28th, 2017, 28.48 tons of coarse sand was

24

delivered to the Stark project?

25

A.

I'm a hundred percent confident that Jason
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1

would know if that was delivered to the Stark project.

2

Q.

But I asked you what's your confidence --

3

A.

I know.

4

Q.

-- based on this.

5

A.

Why are we dealing in 90 percent, 10 percent?

But I keep

6

I mean, it's just

7

answer, and he's going to be here tomorrow at 9:00.

8
9

Q.

there's a guy that will know the

Yeah, well, I get to ask him the question.

But you're here, and I get to ask you the question.

10

A.

Right.

11

Q.

So I'm asking you a very simple question

12

really.

13

A.

And I'm giving you a very specific answer.

14

guy will know tomorrow.

15

hammering me on this stuff because he will know.

So I don't know why you're

16

If this is his signature, which we presume

17

that it is, and he made these notes on here, he.will

18

know without a shadow of a doubt.

19

Q.

A

Well, you know, I'm not trying to hammer you

20

on this.

But you have sued the Starks claiming you're

21

owed $176,000.

22

A.

That's right.

23

Q.

So as we drill down on some of what your claim

Mm-hmm.

24

is that the Starks owe you, some of these relate to a

25

material --
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1

A.

But you're asking me --

2

Q.

-- dispute.

3

A.

Sorry for interrupting.

You're asking me for

4

specifics off of memory which I don't have.

5

you the specifics.

6

Q.

No.

I can get

What I'm asking you, based on your

7

answer, is you said you had a high degree of confidence

8

that Interstate delivered materials on the Stark

9

project.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A.

You just don't know what they are, right?
I -- well, according to this invoice, coarse

sand, 28 tons.

Q.
question.
A.

Okay.

I want you to stop and listen to_my

Okay?
Have you -- you're not listening to my

answers.

Q.

No.

I am.

And what I'm asking you is -- you

17

just said you have a high degree of confidence that

18

Interstate Concrete

&

19

the Stark project.

But what you can't tell me is what

20

it was, correct?

21

A.

Asphalt delivered material onto

I'll retract that statement that I have a high

22

level of confidence.

23

that Jason will know whether or not this invoice you

24

represented was delivered to the Stark project.

25

Q.

I have a high level of confidence

So what I'm asking you -- and I can wait to
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1

ask Jason tomorrow.

So I'm asking you.

2

A.

Mm-hmm.

3

Q.

If you look at the first page on Exhibit 15,

4

do you know if on June 28, 2017, 28.48 tons of coarse

5

sand was delivered to the Stark project?

6

A.

I don't know that.

7

Q.

Do you know if it was delivered to the Riffle

8

Road project?

9

A.

I don't know where it was delivered.

10

Q.

If you look at the Exhibit 15 in this first

11

page, where do you think that material was delivered?

12

MR. HALLIN:

13

THE WITNESS:

14

point.

15

BY MR. EALY:

16

Q.

17

Riffle Road?

18

A.

19
20
21

We are just guessing at this

Well, couldn't it have been delivered to

Could have been.

know for a fact.
Q.

Calls for speculation.

But someone tomorrow will

So

So you're going to place all your reliance on

the answers of Jason Cheyne?

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

On this particular invoice.

24
25

On this particular invoice.
How about the

others that are attached here?
A.

All of them.
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1

Q.

How about the Hawks Trucking?

2

A.

He will know.

3

(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 16 was

4

marked for identification.)

5

BY MR. EALY:

6

Q.

I'm handing you what I've marked as Deposition

7

Exhibit 16.

8

of Western States invoices that were produced in

9

discovery.

10

I'll represent to you these were a series

Again the McCarthy Bates stamp numbers are

at the bottom to identify them specifically.

11

A.

Mm-hmm.

12

Q.

So as we've seen with the Hawks Trucking --

13

I'll try to cut through these a little bit quicker.

14

we've looked at invoices from Hawks Trucking.

15

looked at some invoices from Interstate.

16

going to look at some invoices from Western States

17

Rental that were produced in discovery.

18

We've

And now we're

The first thing you'll notice on page 1 we're

19

seeing these darkened little ovals again.

20

those?

Do you see

21

A.

I see them.

22

Q.

And at places in the oval, it can have

23

So

handwriting like "Stark" or a highlighted number.

24

A.

Mm-hmm.

25

Q.

Did you -- and have you had a chance to review
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1

nothing to do with paying Hawks Trucking or anything,

2

right?

3

A.

Mm-mm.

4

Q.

That would be coming out of the office?

5

A.

Mm-hmm.

6

Q.

Would Chelsea have paid those bills?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

So let's look at Exhibit 15 here.

9

questions.

Same set of

Basically just looking through -- I'll

10

represent to you these are invoices that were produced

11

from,

I believe, Interstate Concrete

Asphalt.

&

12

A.

Mm-hmm.

13

Q.

You'll notice there's a McCarthy Bates stamp

14

number down at the bottom that we can refer to.

15

the very first page.

16

bottom?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And why are you signing this?

19

A.

Just so she knows what job it goes to.

20

Q.

Okay.

21
22
23
24
25

Is that your signature down at the

And the word,

up on the top of the page.

A.

Again,

I see,

"entered" appears

Do you know what that means?

That's Chelsea's handwriting.

Means she

entered that amount against the Stark project.

Q.

I see on this specific page in the Customer PO

line up at the upper right --
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1

A.

Mm-hmm.

2

Q.

-- corner of the page (pointing) --

3

A.

Yeah.

4

Q.

-- it says Riffle Road.

If Riffle Road isn't

5

a project, why is it identified in the customer PO on

6

this invoice?

7

A.

I don't know.

8

Q.

On the Delivered To line, I see "PU Riffle

9

10

Road" is crossed out and a little oval appears again and
"Stark" is handwritten in there.

Did you do that?

11

A.

Yeah.

12

Q.

Why did you do that?

13

A.

Because we didn't have a job at Riffle Road.

14

Q.

And so were you trying to -- so you made that

15

change to code this to the Stark project?

16

A.

Yeah.

17

Q.

What did it get coded to?

19

A.

On 6/28?

20

Q.

On 6/28 why would you be hauling 28.48 tons of

18

21

What is it applied

to?
I don't know.

coarse sand onto the Stark project?

22

A.

I don't know if I would have been.

23

Q.

If you were coding it against an item, if you

24

looked at your bid again, what are you coding it

25

against?
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A.

1

I could have coded it against the water line,

2

mobilization.

I don't know.

I don't know if that

3

material didn't go to -- I don't know where the material

4

went.

5

Q.

Okay.

6

A.

It went in a truck from Interstate probably

if it's coarse sand, it probably went to Rob's

7

to

8

house on the lake.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

Because we made -- they made a beach.

11

Q.

Sounds nice.

12

A.

And as a business owner, if we bill it against

13

a job it doesn't have to

14

call.

--

I mean, that's -- that's his

So when you code this, how would it be coded

15

Q.

16

internally?

17

it, let's say, against mobilization, how does that get

18

entered?

19

like, the bid item 1 and she puts it in there, or how --

20

how does that work?

21

A.

If you say Stark and you're going to code

Like, how does Chelsea enter that?

I don't know.

Is there,

You'd have to ask her.

22

Normally there's cost codes associated with numbers.

23

And there's a budget associated with a bid and cost

24

codes.

25

is C900 water line, 460 feet at 30 bucks a foot.

So if I have

for instance, No. 8 is

or 7
In
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1

that $30 a foot, I have my materials, my labor, my

2

equipment, everything entered into it.

3

don't need all the sand to bed the water line, or rock

4

or whatever, and Rob says -- I ask him what he wants me

5

to code it to and he says code it to an open job, we

6

code it to an open job.

So if I maybe

7

Q.

Okay.

So if I wanted to know --

8

A.

That could have went to Orgill.

9

Q.

Well, but --

10

A.

Could have went to Crossfit.

11

Q.

Well, let's just say on McCarthy 236 that

12

we're looking at, -the first page of Exhibit 15, would

13

somebody at McCarthy Corporation know exactly where this

14

got coded to?

15

A.

Chelsea would.

16

Q.

Okay.

17

A.

Right here, she would know it went to the

18

Stark project.

19

wants.

And she could code it to whatever she

Q.

You don't direct her to code it any specific

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

You're just on the level of

24

A.

Here's the job it goes to.

25

Q.

-- code this to Stark --

20

21

item?
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1

A.

Yep.

2

Q.

-- sign it off, and she does that?

3

A.

Yep.

4

Q.

Okay.

So if we just flip forward through

5

these invoices, I see you signed the one that's

6

McCarthy 237?

7

A.

237.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

Yes.
So, again, this is just telling Chelsea

to code this to the Stark project?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Now, I noticed on this one, on Interstate,

12

they actually

13

the top.

I see that little bubble again up on

See Customer PO?

14

A.

Mm-hmm.

15

Q.

There's a little bubble there.

16

that there?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Just curious.

19

So if we go forward again, same thing.

20

it off?

21

A.

Stark/Lancaster.

22

Q.

When do you sign these?

23

Did you put

Signed

Hmm.
Do you just sign them

when you get them?

24

A.

25

code it to.

Yeah.

I sign them once I tell her what job to
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1

Q.

Let's keep going forward.

McCarthy 239.

2

A.

Okay.

3

Q.

This address Riffle Road keeps showing up.

4

A.

Yeah.

These are all the same.

This is the

5

ticket -- this is the same day.

6

same amount.

7

Q.

Same amount for what?

8

A.

This is the statement of the account.

9
10

This is 6/28.

It's the

This is

the material ticket.

Q.

Page 1 is the material ticket?

Isn't this

11

actually just an invoice that comes from Interstate up

12

in Sandpoint as opposed to Interstate in Coeur d'Alene?

13

A.

I don't know.

14

Q.

Well,

15

I guess I'm looking under the Interstate

stamp I see two different things.

16

A.

This one?

17

Q.

And I know that Interstate has an operation up

18
19
20

in Sandpoint and has one down here in Coeur d'Alene.

A.

So if it's in Sandpoint, then it went to

Kootenai Bay.

Not Riffle Road.

21

Q.

What was Kootenai Bay?

22

A.

Rob's lake house.

23

Q.

The beach?

24

A.

It's the beach.

25

Just redid it last week

again.
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1
2
3

4

Q.

How about the next page, McCarthy 240?

Again

I'm seeing these little ovals showing up on this thing.

A.

Spangle Creek.

7/10.

This is out of Wyoming.

I don't know.

5

Q.

Okay.

Is that your signature on there?

6

A.

Yeah.

We never had a job open at Spangle

7
8
9
10

Creek or -- Stark/Lancaster is not a job either.

Q.

Do you know why those would show up on this

particular page?
A.

If a truck driver picked up material and on

11

7/10 I tell him to grab me a load of whatever and bring

12

it wherever and he tells them at the plant, oh, I'm

13

going to Spangle Creek Road, that's what they put on the

14

ticket.

15

once it actually comes into the office, we then

16

internally figure out where we want to code it.

17

Rob doesn't want to code sand to his house, then we code

18

it to an open job.

19
20

Q.

That's how exact of a science it is.

And then

So if

Seems like an awful lot of entries got entered

for Riffle Road to be a simple mistake, in my mind.

21

MR. HALLIN:

Can we quit the commentary.

22

MRS. STARK:

Sure.

23

MR. HALLIN:

For the record, it's been going

24
25

on for a while.

So

MR. EALY:

I haven't noticed it.
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MR. HALLIN:

1

There's been a lot of huffing and

2

puffing and passing of notes.

3

MR. EALY:

4

MR. HALLIN:

5

Well, my client, Mr. Cheyne, has

made a comment about it.

6

MRS. STARK:

7

MR. EALY:

8

Well, if it's distracting you --

So

By all means.
Are you upset right now,

Mr. Cheyne?
THE WITNESS:

9

10

MR. EALY:

No.

I'm having a wonderful day.

Well, we'll try to keep our

11

comments to ourselves.

12

BY MR. EALY:

13

Q.

So anyway, I think you've explained this to

14

me.

15

could be from Interstate or Hawks or whatever, and you

16

could take some of these charges and go ahead and code

17

them internally to an open job even though the material

18

itself didn't go to that job.

19

the beach.

20

21

So that I understand it, you get bills in like --

A.

Could have went to build

But that's just the way it works.
Yeah.

You can do whatever you want when you

run your own business.

22

Q.

Okay.

23

A.

I mean, that's -- that's his ...

24

Q.

And you

25

A.

It's all -- it's all internal.

I mean --
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Q.

1

And you built the cost in because you're

2

running off of a base cost for -- say if you just code

3

it to mobilization, for example, and you're going to

4

bill a customer $10,000 for mobilization, you can code

5

it in there -- let's say the mobilization cost actually

6

is only $5,000 to McCarthy.

7

wants to because he's the boss, he can allocate another

8

$5,000 of whatever towards that

That means if McCarthy

9

A.

Absolutely.

10

Q.

-- correct?

Is that what's going on here?

11

A.

Absolutely.

So what it does with most of

-- with any job, I mean, the way your company is

12

these

13

set up int~rnally -- I mean, when I was at other

14

companies I ran, we had three headings:

15

materials, equipment.

16

matter what you charged to where or whoever.

17

that's

18

Q.

19

you told me.

20

A.

21
22

Profit.

I'm following you.

labor,

That was it.

It didn't
I mean,

I think I understand what

So if I -- if I lived on the lake, I'd want a

beach too.

Q.

So to summarize it, your understanding and my

23

understanding we were on the same page with that, right,

24

if I use the mobilization, again example, if you have a

25

lump sum contract and you've got a bid for mobe at, say,
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1

$10,000 and it only actually costs McCarthy $5,000 --

2

A.

Right.

3

Q.

-- hypothetically, then there's still $5,000

4

that's in that account.

Now, whether that's profit or

5

not, who knows.

6

towards it, whether it's sand to build a beach, then he

7

can direct you to code it towards that?

But if the boss wants to code something

8

A.

Absolutely.

9

Q.

Okay.

And that's what I understood you were

10

telling me in terms of how this internal coding is going

11

on.

12

deal because Rob's just coding it here or coding it

13

there?

You're saying, look, it's not really that big of a

14

A.

Right.

15

Q.

He's playing around with these numbers that

16

are built into this lump sum bid?

17

A.

Right.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

We're on the same page.

So turning you to Exhibit 16, it's

again,

20

these are invoices that were produced from Western

21

States in the course of discovery.

22

there's McCarthy Bates stamps numbers at the bottom that

23

we can refer to for any specific page.

24
25

You'll notice

And, again, if we look through these invoices
then, is this a similar thing that's going on that we
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Legend

Untitled Map,

32421 N Riffle Road , Spirit Lake

32421 N. Riffle Road
Spirit Lake, ID
Kenneth Dimeo
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First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court ·
By: Deputy Clerk - Leu, Debra

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mj ohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
ORDER GRANTING
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
AMEND ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,
vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1 ·
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Counterclaim on April 16, 2019. The Court considered the pleadings filed in support of the
motion and there being no opposition to the motion raised by the Plaintiff and Counter
Defendants at oral argument and the Court finding good cause for the motion, the Defendant~s
Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim IS HEREBY GRANTED and the Defendants and
Counterclaimant's are granted leave to file the Defendant/Counterclaimant's First Amended
Answer and Counterclaim as proposed.
DATED this __ day of April, 2019.
Signed: 4/19/2019 12:01 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this25th day of April, 2019, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
_
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_
!Court Electronic Portal
X jhallin@lukins.com

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Boulevard
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_· Facsimile (208) 664-5884
!Court Electronic Portal
_x_ mealy@rmehlaw.com and
nvigil@rmehlaw.com

_

Deputy Clerk
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Electronically Filed
4/25/2019 10:24 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Janlyn Cleveland, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone: (208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@nnehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB # 10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
DEFENDANT/
COUNTERCLAIMANTS' FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK.INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,

vs.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife.
Counter-Defendants.
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The Defendants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark (collectively "Stark"),
by and through their attorneys hereby answer the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and aver a
Counterclaim against Plaintiffs McCarthy Corporation and Robert and Lacy McCarthy
("McCarthy" or "R. McCarthy" individually, "McCarthy" or "Plaintiffs" cumulatively) as
follows:
ANSWER

Stark denies each and every allegation in the Verified Complaint not herein expressly
and specifically admitted. As to the enumerated paragraphs of the Verified Complaint, Stark
more specifically responds as follows:
I.

PARTIES, VENUE AND JURISDICTION

1.

Admit.

2.

Admit.

3.

Admit.

4.

Admit U.S. Bank does business in the State ofldaho.

5.

Admit.

6-7.

Admit jurisdiction and venue are proper in Kootenai County, State ofldaho.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8.

Admit that McCarthy is an Idaho registered entity contractor RCE-31686 and

that McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation services
within the State ofldaho.
9-10. Admit only that Stark Investment Group, LLC owns the "Subject Property"
commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho.
11.

Admit only that on or about September 22, 2016, Craig Stark contracted with h2
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Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide civil engineering and land surveying
services pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreement. Admit that Scott McArthur is a
civil engineer with h2 and that Mr. McArthur introduced Craig Stark to Jason Cheyne for the
purpose of requesting a bid for the project excavation work.
12-13. Deny. Admit only that on March 26, 2016, Craig Stark signed the document
titled: McCarthy Construction Contract. Admit only that on March 30, 2016, Craig Stark
signed a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A." Admit
that Exhibit A to the Complaint appears to be a copy of the McCarthy Construction Contract
and the Stark RV & Boat Storage-Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A."
14.

Admit only that McCarthy provided excavation services toward the

improvement of the Subject Property beginning in early April 2017 and through August 22,
2017.
· 15.

Admit only that Craig and Michelle Stark are the Manager/Members of Stark

Investment Group, LLC.
COUNTI
FORECLOSURE OF MECHANIC'S LIEN -1.C. 45-501, et seq
[v. Defendants, Stark Investment Group and U.S. Bank]
16.

Deny.

17.

Admit only that Exhibit B appears to be a correct copy of the Claim of Lien

recorded against the Subject Property in the amount of$145,706.56 on September 22, 2017.
18.

Admit only that Exhibit C appears to be a correct copy of the Amended Claim

of Lien recorded against the Subject Property in the increased amount of $176,691.71 on
October 23, 201 7.
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19.

Admit only that the Claim of Lien and the Amended Claim of Lien were timely

20.

Admit U.S. Bank has recorded a security interest in the Subject Property. On

served.

information and belief, deny that U.S. Bank's recorded security interest is junior to and
subor4inate to the McCarthy's lien claim.
21.

Stark lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about this

allegation and, therefore, denies the same.
22.

Admit only that Idaho law would apply to determine the priority of any security

interests recorded against the Subject Property, including that of U.S. Bank and McCarthy.
COUNT II

BREACH OF CONTRACT
[v. Defendant Stark]
23.

Deny.

24.

Deny.

25.

Deny.

26.

Deny.
ATTORNEY'S FEES

27.

Deny.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1.

The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2.

The Plaintiffs lien claim is barred, in whole or in part, by the failure to comply

with the statutory requirements ofldaho Code§ 45-501 et seq. including I.C. § 45-507(4).
3.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by its own material breach
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of contract and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing which excused the
Defendants from any legal or equitable duty of performance.
4.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by its own fraudulent

conduct in overbilling the Defendants for goods and services not provided.
5.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the Defendants'

payment to the Plaintiff.
6.

The Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of waiver

and estoppel.
7.

McCarthy Corporation's equitable claims, if any, are barred by the doctrine of

unclean hands.
8.

The Plaintiffs alleged damages, if any, were caused by the contributory or

comparative fault of the Plaintiff and it and its directors, officers, employees and agents.
Stark reserves the right to amend this responsive pleading to include additional
affirmative defenses following further discovery in this matter.

NOW WHEREFORE, these answering Defendants pray for relief as follows:
1.

That the Plaintiff takes nothing by its Verified Complaint;

2.

That the action against these Defendants be dismissed with prejudice;

3.

That these Defendants recover their costs of suit including reasonable attorney's

fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-120; 12-121; and/or 12-123; and,
4.

For such other and further relief as the Court considers fair and just under the

circumstances.
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COUNTERCLAIM
I.
1.

Parties, Jurisdiction and Venue

Counterclaimant, Stark Investment Group, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability

Company and the owner of the Subject Property commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway
95, Rathdrum, Idaho. The Manager/Members of Stark Investment Group, LLC are Craig and
Michelle Stark. At the times material hereto, Craig Stark acted as a Manager/Member of Stark
Investment Group, LLC.
2.

Counterclaimant, Craig Stark was and is married to Michelle Stark and they are

residents of Kootenai County, State of Idaho.

Craig and Michelle Stark formed Stark

Investment Group, LLC for the purpose of owning, operating and maintaining the Subject
Property. Presently, Stark Investment Group, LLC owns, operates and maintains the Subject ·
Property.
3.

Counter-defendant, McCarthy Corporation (herein "McCarthy Corporation") is

an Idaho corporation reasonably believed to be owned and operated by Robert and Lacy
McCarthy, husband and wife. McCarthy Corporation is an Idaho registered entity contractor
RCE-31686 and McCarthy holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavation
services within Kootenai County, State of Idaho.
4.

Counter-defendant, Robert McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy are husband and wife

who are reasonably believed to be the owners and operators of McCarthy Corporation. It is
reasonably believed that Robert McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy reside in Kootenai County,
State of Idaho.
5.

This counterclaim arises out of and relates to the performance of excavation

work undertaken by McCarthy on the Subject Property and, therefore, jurisdiction is proper
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pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 5-514(a) and 5-514(b) and venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code§
5-404.
II.
5.

Factual Background

By early 2017, Stark Investment Group, LLC had acquired the Subject Property

commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho. In anticipation of acquiring
the property, Craig Stark contracted with h2 Surveying & Engineering (herein "h2") to provide
civil engineering and land surveying services for the purposes of developing the property into a
rental facility for RV and boat storage.
6.

In early March of 2017, Craig Stark was introduced to Jason Cheyne by h2 civil

engineer, Scott McArthur for the purpose of obtaining a bid from Mr. Cheyne to undertake the
excavation work on-site and pursuant to the plans and specifications created by h2. Mr. Cheyne
prepared a bid for the project excavation work that was submitted to Mr. McArthur and Mr.
Stark for consideration. The bid was submitted.on a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage
- Phase 1 Contract, Exhibit "A." This bid indicates that the developer was Craig Stark, and the
Contractor was McCarthy Capital and Jason Cheyne. At the time, Mr. Cheyne represented to
Mr. Stark that he worked for McCarthy Capital.
7.

Following a review of the bid by Mr. McArthur and Mr. Stark and the

clarification of few of the bid items by Mr. Cheyne, he presented the bid to Robert McCarthy
· who drafted a document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract ("McCarthy Contract") for Mr.
Stark's signature.

Pursuant to the terms of the McCarthy Contract, McCarthy agreed to

perform the services identified in Exhibit A. Mr. Stark signed the McCarthy Contract on
March 26, 2017 and Mr. Stark signed the document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage -Phase 1
Contract, Exhibit "A" on March 30, 2017. At the time, neither McCarthy Corporation nor
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McCarthy Capital had undertaken any contracted work to improve the Subject Property.
8.

Sometime in early April 2017, McCarthy subcontracted with Rick Tabish and

Basin Industries to undertake the excavation work on the project which included mobilization
and the initial clearing and grubbing of the property. McCarthy's initial invoice #2409 dated
April 17, 2017 in the amount of $38,200 was paid on or about May 3, 2017. Tabish nor Basin
Industries were licensed contractors in the State ofldaho.
9.

Following the initial clearing and grubbing, Tabish began stripping the top soil.

After stripping the top soil, McCarthy, acting through Mr. Cheyne, requested that Mr.
McArthur and h2 provide a second survey for the purpose of measuring the quantity of the
stripped material. McCarthy relied upon and paid for h2 's survey to determine that 21,475
cubic yards of material had been stripped from the Subject Property.
10.

Pursuant to the h2 plans and specifications, McCarthy excavated a borrow pit

on-site to mine the import base material needed to bring the Phase-1 area to the proper design
elevation. However, in mid-May, McCarthy unilaterally chose to close the borrow pit and
begin importing reject rock material from a location located north of the Subject Property
without first verifying the Phase-1 elevation met design standards. McCarthy's decision to
close the borrow pit and import reject rock material was never discussed or otherwise agreed to
by Mr. Stark.
11.

McCarthy's second invoice #2435 dated May 18, 2017 in the amount of

$112,725.77 was paid on or about May 22, 2017. At the time, the project site needed some
additional grading work and base material required for final compaction in preparation for the
addition of 4" inches of¾" inch compact base rock needed prior to paving. Although Stark had
noticed some small unit pricing errors on invoice #2435, the invoice was paid in expectation of
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addressing those errors on a later billing.
12.

McCarthy's third invoice #2481 dated July 13, 2017 was in the amount of

$62,955.80. It included a charge of $50,751.80 for 100% of the required 4 inches of¾" inch
compacted base rock called for in the engineers design quantities and as set forth in the
McCarthy Contract. Recognizing that all of the ¾" inch compacted base rock had not been
delivered to the project site, Mr. Stark contacted Mr. McCarthy about billing for material not
delivered and not in-place. Mr. McCarthy assured Mr. Stark that all of the ¾" inch base rock
would be delivered and placed pursuant to the project plans and specifications. In reliance on
Mr. McCarthy's representations, invoice #2481 was paid in full on July 17, 2018.
13.

McCarthy's fourth invoice #2488 dated July 25, 2017 was in the amount

$158,980.00. It included a $107,520.00 charge for 4" of¾" inch compacted base rock. This
was based on McCarthy's representation that it had hauled and placed 3,584 cubic yards of¾"
inch compacted base rock material at the rate of $30 per cubic yard. This charge greatly
exceeded the contractually agreed upon amount for ¾" inch compact base rock which had
already been billed and paid under invoice #2481. The charge was in an amount and rate that
was not contractually agreed to or otherwise agreed in a written change order signed by Mr.
Stark.
14.

McCarthy, acting through Mr. Cheyne, requested that Mr. McArthur and h2

provide a third survey for the purpose of measuring the ¾" inch compacted base rock charged
in invoice #2488. Based on the h2 survey, the engineer detennined that 3,200 cubic yards of
compacted in place reject material had been imported from an off-site source. However, the
material was not¾" inch base rock. Pursuant to the contract, imported structural material was
to be charged at $4.03 per cubic yard compacted in place. Accordingly, Mr. Stark was
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concerned that McCarthy was overbilling him in an amount greater than $100,000 based on that
charge and other issues, in part, because Mr. Stark had already paid for 15,602 cubic yards of
import structural material through invoice #2435.
15.

McCarthy hired multiple transport companies to haul the import reject material

from the pit located north of the Project. One of these companies was Hawks Trucking.
Hawks Trucking sent itemized invoices to McCarthy. These invoices showed that Hawks
Trucking was hired by McCarthy to haul material to its various job locations, many of which
were not the Stark Project. These other locations included Rob and Lacy McCarthy's personal
lake cabin and a lake cabin owned by McCarthy Capital, among other locations. McCarthy
billed or coded each of these invoices to the Stark project despite not being delivered to the
StarkProject.
16.

By the time McCarthy issued invoice #2488, Rob McCarthy and McCarthy

knew that Mr. Stark was financing the construction of the project through a construction loan
with U.S. Ban1c Accordingly, rather than simply meet and discussing the bill, McCarthy issued
a second version of invoice #2488 dated July 25, 2017 in the amount of $238,986.98; a third
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $162,087.56; and fourth
version of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017 in the amount of $145,706.56. During this
time, McCarthy told Mr. Stark the planned paving had to be rescheduled out for several weeks
due to the unavailability of the paving contractor when, in fact, McCarthy cancelled the paving
thus delaying completion of the project for the purpose of coercing payment ofinvoice #2488.
17.

Around the same time Stark received McCarthy's fourth revision to Invoice

#2488, Stark's US Ban1( loan officer, Trevor Young advised Stark that Rob McCarthy had
contacted Young and had threatened to lien the Project if the invoice wasn't paid. Young
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advised Stark that because of McCarthy's threat of lien, US Bank would stop funding the
construction loan for the Project. As a result of McCarthy's conduct, Stark was forced to.
deposit $265,037.57 ($176,691.71 x 150%) in a non-interest-bearing account with US Bank as
security against McCarthy's amended lien.
18.

By early August 2017, McCarthy's conduct had put completion of the project in

jeopardy. As a result, Mr. Stark reached out to Mr. McCarthy in an effort to compromise
payment of invoice #2488. After several days of telephone calls and meetings between Rob
McCarthy, Jason Cheyne, Scott McArthur and following a telephone call between Mr. Stark
and Mr. McCarthy on August 23, 2017, Mr. Stark thought he had reached an oral agreement
with Mr. McCarthy to a compromise payment of invoice #2488. Mr. Stark planned to meet
with Mr. McCarthy the following morning to confirm the agreement in writing. However, Mr.
McCarthy failed to show up for the planned meeting and reneged on the oral agreement further
delaying completion of the project to the detriment of Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group.
As a result of McCarthy's unwillingness to complete the work and its billing practices, Mr.
Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC terminated McCarthy effective August 27, 2017.
19.

By letter dated September 22, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC

sought to resolve payment of invoice #2488 by tendering payment in the amount of $49,339.99
to McCarthy based on the reasons set forth therein.

McCarthy refused the payment and,

instead, recorded a Claim of Lien on that same date in the amount of$145,706.56.
20.

By letter dated October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC

once against tendered payment $49,339.99 to McCarthy in payment of those undisputed·
amounts owed pursuant to invoice #2488.

Although McCarthy accepted this payment, it

nevertheless recorded an Amended Claim of Lien on October 23, 201 7 in the amount of
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$176,691.71-an incredulous increase of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56) despite the
acceptance of the additional payment of $49,339.99. To date, McCarthy has refused to provide
any documentation, material invoices, change orders or other support for the $176,691.71
amended lien.
21.

After October 5, 2017, McCarthy had been paid a total of $263,221.56.

However, the original excavation work and paving remained incomplete and the project had
suffered a significant time· delay .
.22.

In order to complete the project excavation work and paving, Craig Stark and

Stark Investment Group, LLC retained Waldo Construction, Inc. ("Waldo · Construction").
Waldo Construction completed the project excavation work, installed the remaining of the ¾"
inch base rock required by engin_eers design, concrete sidewalk, bollards and paving on or about
October 15, 2017 at a total cost of approximately $210,000.00.

III.
A.

Causes of Action

Breach of Contract and the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
23.

Idaho recognizes that in every contract there is an implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing which requires the parties to perform, in good faith, the obligations required by
their agreement. Therefore, the covenant of good faith and fair dealing is an implied term of
the parties' agreement found in the McCarthy Contract. Accordingly, in addition to performing
as promised, the McCarthy Corporation owed Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group an
implied duty not to frustrate or significantly impair the benefit of the contract for Craig Stark
and Stark Investment Group.
24.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached its agreement with Craig Stark and Stark "

Investment Group, in part, by overbilling; billing for material and work not delivered or
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completed; and by intentionally delaying and frustrating the timely completion of the project.
25.

By its conduct, McCarthy breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing by seeking to keep Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group from the benefit of their
bargain with McCarthy.
26.

As a result of McCarthy's breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant

of good faith and fair dealing, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group have been damaged in
an amount reasonably believed to be over $150,000.00 and in an amount to be proven at trial.
These damages include but are not limited to overpayments, additional testing and paving costs,
costs incurred due to finishing McCarthy's incomplete work, lost business opportunity due to
project delays, increased financing costs, and attorneys' fees.

B.

Misrepresentation/Fraud.
27.

By submitting invoice #2488 to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group,

McCarthy made knowingly false and material representations to Craig Stark with the intent
that Craig Stark rely on those representations to pay the invoice in full to the benefit of
McCarthy and detriment of Craig Stark. By doing so, McCarthy intended to rely on Mr.
Stark's lack of knowledge about the quantity and quality of certain materials McCarthy
represented it had delivered and placed on-site to induce Craig Stark into paying for a lesser
quality of material than was delivered; for material not delivered; and for work not completed
or remaining to be completed.
28.

In particular, McCarthy made the knowingly false and material representation

that it had delivered 3,584 cubic yards of 4" inches of¾" inch compacted base rock when, in
fact, it had imported reject rock material from another site. Nevertheless, McCarthy billed
Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group $107,520.00 based on its knowingly false
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representation.

As a result of McCarthy's knowingly false and material representations,

Craig Stark, acting in reliance thereon and without knowledge, has paid McCarthy
approximately $16,584.96 for¾" inch base rock that was never delivered and placed on-site.
In addition, Mr. Stark overpaid approximately $17,484.42 for import material that was
placed on site. Accordingly, Craig Stark has been damaged by the misrepresentations and
fraudulent conduct of McCarthy in an amount to be proven at trial.

C.

Slander of Title and Recordation of Unjust Lien Claim.
29.

On September 22, 2017, McCarthy recorded its Claim of Lien, Kootenai County

Record Instrument No. 2612854000 against the Subject Property owned by Stark Investment
Group, LLC in the amount of $145,706.56. This was in the same amount as its fourth version
of invoice #2488 dated September 1, 2017. By recording its Claim of Lien, Mr. McCarthy and
the McCarthy Corporation verified by oath that the amount demanded was just pursuant to LC.

§ 45-507(4).
30.

On October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark tendered a cashier's check to McCarthy in the

amount of $49,339.99 for invoiced amounts that were not disputed. McCarthy accepted the
payment.
31.

Despite acceptance of $49,339.99 on October 5, 2017, McCarthy nevertheless

recorded an Amended Claim of Lien, Kootenai County Record Instrument No. 2617079000, in
the amount of $176,691.71-an increase of $30,985.15-over the original Claim of Lien. By
recording its Amended Claim of Lien, Mr. McCarthy and the McCarthy Corporation once again
verified under oath that the amount demanded was just pursuant to I.C. § 45-507(4).
32.

The Amended Claim of Lien is an unlawful encumbrance on the clean and

marketable title to the Property held by Stark Investment Group, LLC and is a slander on the
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title of the Subject Property. The recordation of the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien
have caused damage to Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group in an amount to be proven at
trial.

D.

Breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, Idaho Code§ 48-603, et seq.
33.

Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Craig Stark are consumers under Idaho Code

§ 48-603.
34.

McCarthy Corporation engaged in acts and practices that were misleading, false,

and otherwise deceptive to Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Craig Stark, by:
a. Knowingly hiring and using an unregistered Montana contractor on the Stark
Project;
b. Unilaterally closing the barrow pit and making the decision to begin hauling
import reject material on-site from other locations without first submitting a change order for a
material change to the cost of work in excess of $1,000.00;
c. Knowingly submitting a billing invoice #2488 (and its subsequent revisions)
for material costs without a written change order; without supporting documentation; and for
quantities that were not supported by their own engineering survey;
d. Knowingly and intentionally delaying paving the Phase- I area of the project
while misrepresenting the status of the same to Stark for the sole purpose of coercing payment
from Stark for costs and quantities that were not supported by their own engineering survey;
e. Engaging in a scheme that allocated costs to the Stark Project for material that
was never used on the Stark Project and was most likely used to improve properties owned by
McCarthy-including improvements to lakefront property in Bonner County;
£ McCarthy inexplicably recording an Amended Claim of Lien in the amount of
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$176,691.56-a gross increase of over $80,000-from the amount stated in its original Claim
of Lien which was verified under oath by Robert McCarthy and despite the fact that McCarthy
had (a) previously accepted a $49,339.99 payment from Stark, and (b) McCarthy had not
performed any work on the Project since prior to recording its original Claim of Lien; and
g. McCarthy has withheld payment from its engineer as part of a scheme to
coerce its engineer to change or alter the results of his survey and reported material quantities to
the detriment of Stark.
34.

The foregoing constitutes a misleading, false, or otherwise deceptive business

practices in violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, Idaho Code§ 48-603(17).
35.

Because McCarthy engaged in acts and practices which were misleading, false,

and deceptive to Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Craig Stark, Stark Investment Group and
Craig Stark are entitled to damages pursuant to Idaho Code § 48-608(1) in an amount not less
than $1,000.00 dollars, including the recovery of their attorney's fees and costs.

E.

Pierce the Corporate Veil
36.

McCarthy Corporation is an Idaho corporation formed by Robert McCarthy,

Lacy McCarthy, and Simon Mandel.
37.

On information and belief, it is reasonably believed that McCarthy Corporation

is really just the "alter ego" of Robert and Lacy McCarthy such that the separate personalities of
the corporation and individual no longer exist. For example, Robert McCarthy and Jason
Cheyne have represented to Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark that McCarthy
Corporation allocated/billed invoices for work performed on Robert and Lacy McCarthy's
personal residence to Stark Investments for the Stark project. It is reasonably believed that
Robert and Lacy McCarthy frequently use McCarthy Corporation and its resources for his own
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personal use. Robert McCarthy would not have vendors comingling personal and corporate
projects unless he treats McCarthy Corporation as his "alter ego" and comingles personal and
professional funds in a manner that demonstrates that McCarthy Corporation and Robert and
Lacy McCarthy are one and the same person.
38.

Under these circumstances, it would be inequitable to allow Robert McCarthy to

leave McCarthy Corporation undercapitalized and, in effect, "judgment proof' so as to avoid
any future obligation or judgment owed or owing to Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig
Stark despite McCarthy Corporation using Stark project subcontractors for his own personal
use and allocating/billing such use to the Stark project. It would be inequitable for Stark
Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark to have paid McCarthy Corporation in full for work
completed, and have no means of recovering a money judgment against the corporation because
Robert McCarthy has siphoned company resources and funds for his personal use intended to
frustrate and prevent Starks from otherwise receiving the benefit of their bargain with
McCarthy Corporation.

IV.

Prayer for Relief.

NOW WHEREFORE, Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark pray for the
following relief:
1.

For judgment against McCarthy for breach of contract in an amount not less than

$150,000.00 and in an amount to be proven at trial;
2.

For judgment against McCarthy for misrepresentation and fraud in an amount to

be proven at trial;
3.

For judgment against McCarthy for slander of title in an amount to be proven at
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trial;
4.

Judgment against McCarthy Corporation for breach or the Idaho Consumer

Protection Act in an amount to be proven at trial and, in any event, in an amount not less than
$1,000.00;
5.

Judgment piercing the company or corporate veil or McCarthy Corporation so

that any judgment or monetary award against McCat1hy Corporation becomes the personal
obligation of Robert and Lacy McCarthy;
6.

Por an order releasing the Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien;

7.

For an award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-

121. and/or 48-608;
8.

For an award of post-judgment interest; and

9.

For such other and further relief, the Court considers fair and just under the

circumstances.

DATED this

i <aay of April, 2019.
RAMSDEN, .M.A..R.FlCE, EA.LY & IJARRIS~ LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this a-'t\l\ day of April, 2019, l served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated belowl and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis~ P .S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
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Electronically Filed
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First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk
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LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
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COUNTERCLAIM

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; and U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
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STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
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Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, answers and responds the CounterClaimants', STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC and CRAIG STARK, Counterclaim, as
follows:
1.

McCarthy Corporation denies all allegations contained in the Counterclaim not

otherwise admitted herein.
2.

McCarthy Corporation admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2.

3.

McCarthy Corporation admits it is an Idaho corporation, is an Idaho registered

entity contractor RCE-31686, and holds itself out and engaged in the business of providing
excavation services within Kootenai County, State of Idaho. McCarthy Corporation denies all
other allegations contained in Paragraph 3.
4.

McCarthy Corporation admits that Robert McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy are

husband and wife and reside in Kootenai County, Idaho. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
allegations contained in Paragraph 4.
5.

McCarthy Corporation admits the allegations contained in each of the two

paragraphs identified as "Paragraph 5".
6.

McCarthy Corporation admits that h2 civil engineer, Scott McArthur, introduced

Mr. Stark to Jason Cheyne in 2017. McCarthy Corporation admits that Mr. Cheyne, acting on its
behalf, subsequently prepared a bid for the project excavation work. McCarthy Corporation
further admits that the bid was furnished on a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage - Phase
1 Contract, Exhibit "A", the terms of which speak for themselves. McCarthy Corporation denies
all other compound allegations contained in Paragraph 6.
7.

McCarthy Corporation admits that after Mr. Stark accepted its bid, it furnished

Mr. Stark with a document titled "McCarthy Construction Contract." McCarthy Corporation
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admits that Mr. Stark signed both the bid and contract. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
compound allegations contained in Paragraph 7.
8.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2409 in the amount of $38,200.00

was paid on or about May 3, 201 7. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations
contained in Paragraph 8.
9.

McCarthy Corporation admits that following the initial clearing and grubbing, it

began to strip the top soil. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations
contained in Paragraph 9.
10.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it excavated a borrow pit onsite to obtain

suitable base material for the project. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 10.
11.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2435 in the amount of $112,725.77

was paid on or about May 22, 201 7. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 11.
12.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2481 in the amount of $62,955.80

was paid on or about July 17, 2018. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations contained in Paragraph 12.
13.

McCarthy Corporation admits that its invoice #2488 was for the stated amount of

$158,980.00. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations contained in
Paragraph 13.
14.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations contained in Paragraph

15.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it hired subcontractors to haul import material

14.
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to the Project, one of which was Hawks Trucking. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
allegations contained in Paragraph 15.
16.

McCarthy denies the compound allegations contained in Paragraphs 16, 17 and

17.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about September 22, 2017 Mr. Stark

18.

tendered a check in the amount of $49,339.99 which was expressly conditioned upon McCarthy
Corporation's execution of an unconditional lien waiver. McCarthy Corporation further admits
that it rejected this conditional payment. McCarthy Corporation denies all other allegations
contained in Paragraph 19.
18.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about October 5, 2017 it received an

unconditional partial payment in the amount of $49,339.99 towards to amounts owed it.
McCarthy Corporation further admits that on October 23, 2017, it caused an Amended Claim of
Lien to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office for the stated amount of

$176,691.71. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound allegations contained in
Paragraph 20.
19.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it has been paid a total of $263,221.56 by Mr.

Stark. McCarthy Corporations denies all other compound allegations contained in Paragraph 21.
20.

McCarthy Corporation denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 22.

21.

Paragraph 23 is a conclusion of law to which no response is due. To the extent a

response is required, McCarthy Corporation denies the same.
22.

McCarthy Corporation denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 24, 25, 26,

27 and 28.
23.

McCarthy Corporation admits that it caused a Claim ofLien for the stated amount
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of $145,706.56 to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on September 22,
2017 as Instrument No. 2612854000. McCarthy Corporation denies all other compound
allegations and conclusions of law contained in Paragraph 29.
24.

McCarthy Corporation admits that on or about October 5, 2017, it received and

accepted a check from Mr. Stark in the amount of $49,339.99. McCarthy Corporation denies all
other compound allegations contained in Paragraph 30.
25.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 31.
26.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 32.
27.

Paragraph 33 is a conclusion of law to which no response is due. To the extent a

response is required, McCarthy Corporation denies the same.
28.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 34.
29.

Paragraph 35 is a conclusion oflaw to which no response is due. To the extent a

response is required, McCarthy Corporation denies the same.
30.

McCarthy Corporation denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 35.

31.

McCarthy Corporation reaffirms its prior admission that it is a corporation duly

formed and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho. McCarthy Corporation denies all other
allegations contained in Paragraph 36.
32.

McCarthy Corporation denies the compound allegations and conclusions of law

contained in Paragraph 37 and 38.
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
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The Counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Counter-Claimants' causes of action are barred by the individual and collective equitable
principles of waiver, estoppel, ratification and latches.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Counter-Claimants failed to mitigate their damages and/or protect themselves from
avoidable consequences.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Counter-Claimants' damages, if any, were caused by its own conduct and acts, and
through no fault of the Counter-Defendant.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Should it be determined that Counter-Defendant is liable to Counterclaimants, that
amount should be set off by the amount the Defendants/Counter-Claimants owe to the
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant under the Complaint filed herein.
PRAYER FOR JUDGMENT
WHEREFORE, Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, prays for entry of
judgment as follows:
A.)

That the Counterclaim be dismissed, with prejudice, and that Counter-Claimants

take nothing thereunder.
B.)

For an award of its fees and costs incurred defending the Counterclaim.
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DATED this 26TH day of April, 2019.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26 rn day of April, 2019, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Marcus E. Johnson
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC

□
□

D
□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Electronically Filed
6/28/2019 8:48 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
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STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
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corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

NOTICE OF VOLUNTARY
DISMISSAL

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterc laimants,
vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife.
Counter-Defendants.

COMES NOW, the Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark Investment Group, LLC and

NOTICE OF VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL - 1
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Craig Stark (''Stark'')~ by and through its counsel of record, Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris,

LLP, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41 (a)(l )(A)(i) and hereby gives notice that the Counterclaim against
Counter-Defendants Robert and Lacy McCarthy and cause of action to pierce the corporate

veil of McCarthy Corporation shall be dismissed without prejudice.
DATED this

1-:J day of JW1e~ 2019.
RAMSDEN, :rviARFlCE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

Attorney or

NOTICE OF VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1'.~day of June, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis~ P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

~

_

X--_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
I'acsimile (208) 664-4112
!Court Electronic Portal
jhallin@lukins.co m

NOTICE OF VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL - 3
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Electronically Filed
6/28/2019 8:48 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk
I

I

I
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & BARR.IS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 .. 1336
Telephone: (208) 664-.5818
Facsim.ile:
(208) 664 .. 5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus B. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR nm COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO, CV2018-2486
STlPULATION FOR PARTIAL

DISMISSAL

VS,

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company, CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U,S, BANK, N.A., a
national association,

. Defendant& ·
STARK INVESTMENT GROlJP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterolaimants,

vs.
McCARTHY CORPORA110N, an Idaho
corporation, and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTI-IY, husband and wife.
Counter-Defendants.

STIPULATION FOR PARTIAL DISMISSAL .. 1
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COMES NOW, the PlaintiIDCounter-defendants and Defendants/Counterclaiman~s 1 by
and through their counsel of record, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41(a)(l)lA)(ii), hereby stipulate to
dismiss

Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig

Stark)s cause

of action for

Misrepresentation/Fraud against McCarthy Corporation with prejudice.
DAJED this

ze,:~y of June, 2019.
B +----~__,.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tifti'Counter-Defen dant
orporation
DAIBD this

ti_ day ofJune, 2019.

omeys o
terclaimants
Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark

STIPULATION FOR PARTIAL DISMISSAL - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

llA

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of June, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy ufthe foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D, Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P. S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S.Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664~4112
_k__ ICourtElectronic Portal
_
jhaUin@lukins.com

STIPULATION FOR PARTIAL DISMISSAL~ 3
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Electronically Filed
7/24/2019 4:24 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Patty Baxley, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRlS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816--1336
Telephone: (208) 664-5818
· Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehla~.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehl~w.com
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS /
COUNTERCLAIMANTS
EXHIBIT 111ST

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,

vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife,
Counter-Defendants.

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT J..,IST - 1
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The Defendants/Counterclaima nts submit their attached Exhibit List identi lying their
trial exhibits for the Court Trial scheduled August 7, 2019 to August 9, 2019. Copies of the
proposed trial exhibits have been exchanged with the PlaintiflJCounter-Defendants.
The Defendants/Counterclaima nts reserves the right to further supplement and amend
their Exhibit List prior to the Court Trial and further reserves the right to offer additional
exhibits, if any, at the Court Trial.

DATED this

z.t{_ day of July, 2019.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
-

,~

THEREBY CERTIFY that on this _ , ~ day of July, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 3 03
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
t. iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com
_

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 2
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LIST OF EXHIBITS
CASE NUMBER: CV 2018-2486

DATE: August 7, 2019

TITLE OF CASE: McCarthy Corporation vs. Stark Investment Group, LLC, et al.
_ _ Plaintiffs Exhibit List (List Numerically)
X

Defendants Exhibits List (List Alphabetically)

Stark Site Development Plans (9

Stark Continuing Payment and
_ _ _ _C~otp_pletion Guarant, (9 s.)
H.
Stark First Amendment to Loan
A reement 2 . s.
I.
Stark Assignment and Pledge of
Securit De osit 5 s.
J.
Stark Modification of Promissory
Note 2 s.
K.
Stark Loan Default Acknowledgment
and Resolution A reement 2 s ..
Stark Amendment to Assignment
L.
and Pledge of Deposit Account ( 1
US Bank Fee Sheet 1

Invoice 2481 (1
DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 3
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R.

s.
T.

u.
V.

w.

McCarthy ·Invoice 2488 7/25/17
$158,980 1 ~ . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - 1
McCarthy Invoice 2504 8/22/17
.)
$121,620.55 (1
McCarthy Invoice 2488 7/25/17
$238,986.98 2 s.
McCarthy Invoice 2488 9/1/17
$162,087.56 1
McCarthy Invoice 2488 9/1/17
$145,706.56 1
McCarthy Invoice 2488 10/11/17
226,031.70 (1
Check $~8,200 (l_ ,&_)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - l
Check $112,725.77 (1 pg.)

EE.
FF.

GG.
HH.
II.

KK-1.
KK-2
LL.
MM.

Invoice 2017-179 Basin Industries
$138,670.16 2 s.
Email 7/21/17 Invoice 2017~179
(2 s.)
Diagram: Borrow vs. Existing
Ground (1 ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - Diagram: Borrow vs. Stripped
Surface 1
Diagram: Existing Ground vs.
Stri ed Surface (1
.)
Email 7/21/17 Subject Quantities
(2 s.
Jesse Durland Borrow Pit
La out 1
Ad'usted Gradin Plan 1 8:.------------..-----------1
Email 1/22/18 Stark Pit Image from
KC Earth 1
Email 1/10/18 Stark Site and Cross
Sections 2 s .. )

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 4
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QQ.

RR.
SS.
TT.
UU.
VV.
WW.
XX.
YY.
ZZ.
AAA.
BBB.
CCC.
DDD.
EBE.
FFF.

GGG.

McCarthy Job Actual Cost
Detail 6 s.
Western States Invoice IN000383226
$2,067.08 1
Western States Invoice IN0003 8223
$802.95 (1
.
_
Hawks Trucking Invoice 5/19/17
$285.00 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 5/18/17
$570.00 1
Western States Invoice IN000365748
$1,755.90_ 1 . 2 ~ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - 1
Interstate Statement of Account
7/29/17 $270.16 1
Interstate Statement of Account
7/29/17 $906.06 1
Hawks Trucking 6/12/17 $1,425.00
(1
Western States Invoice IN000396186
$5,478.00 1
Western States Invoice IN000422051
$5,353.00 (1
Western States Invoice IN000426178
$2,073.43 1
Western States Invoice IN000441966
$75.00 1
Western States Invoice IN000425057
$1,977.08 1
Western States Invoice IN000431155
$3,269.74 (1 .)
Western States Invoice IN000383215
$2,387.49 1 .)
Northwest Payment Management
Solutions Billing Statement 8/29/1 7
$3,000.00 (1
Western States Invoice IN000441392
$4,860.64 1

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 5
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HRH.

III.
JJJ.
KKK.
LLL.

MMM.
NNN.
000.
PPP.
QQQ.

RRR.

Western States Invoice IN000339167
$3,454.44 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 07/24/17
$9,822.00 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 06/15/17
$4,687.50 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 07/24/17
1
Interstate Statement of Account
06/28/17 $400.00 1
Interstate Statement of Account
.)
06/29/17 $146.29 (1
Interstate Statement of Account
07/10/17 $151.83 1
Interstate Statement of Account
08/07/17 $216.79 1
Western States Invoice
IN000413554 $834.42 1
Western States Invoice

North West Road and Drive Invoice
016-648 $135,118.72 (1 g.)

sss.
TTT.

uuu.

vvv.

WWW.
XXX.
YYY.

zzz.
AAAA.
BBBB.

cccc.

Northwest Road and Drive Invoice
016-647 $25,697.98 1 Qg,-4-,)_ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
Check-·#1503 $25,697.98 1 ~;,--,,.')_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Waldo Construction Inc. Pay
Application With Supporting
Invoices $32,849.14 13 s.
--------l

h2 Surveying, LLC Invoice # 5493
$540.00 1
Check# 1513 $540.00 1 ~--..,_•)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
All West Invoice #86691
$1,337.00 2 s.
Check# 1502 $I;337.60 1
R&B Concrete Invoice #9278
$6,997.00 (l_
Check# 1505 $6,997.00 1

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 6
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DODD. PSP Enterprises, Inc.
Invoice 2002-3234 $856.00
.)
EEEE.
Check# 1528 $856.00 1
FFFF.
Northwest Linings Invoice
#C006749-IN $6,043._27 1 .
GGGG.
HHHH. CONMAT, Inc. Scale Receipt with
Credit Card Receipt $3,301.69 (1

JJJJ.
KKKK.

Stark Rent Rolls from 12/31/2017 to
6/27/2019 40 s.
RE-24 Purchase and Sale Agreement
10/6/2017 (6 s.
Check# 1119 $10,000.00

MMMM Photo 1
NNNN Photo 2
0000 Photo 3
pppp

QQQQ
RRRR

ssss
TTTT

uuuu

Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6
Photo 7
Photo 8
Photo 9
Cheyne Video 05/10/2017 (Image
2672)

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS EXHIBIT LIST - 7
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Electronically Filed
7/24/2019 3:06 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
1111 u1cu11IUII, \..,1,:,11'- UI LIit: vUUll

By: Bobee Deglman, Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant's Exhibit List
Case Name:

Plaintiffs Attorney:

McCarthy Corporation

J.D. Hallin
Defendant's Attorney:

vs.
Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
Docket No.:

Trial Dates:

CV-18-2486

August 7-9, 2019

Mike Ealy
Courtroom Deputy:

Presiding Judge:

Court Reporter:

Rich Christensen
Party Offering Exhibits:

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant
Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

1

Text message b/w Craig Stark and Jason Cheyne
(Stark 0003 8 - 000077)

2

Cheyne email to Stark dated 3/6/17 (Stark 00003)

3

Cheyne email to Stark dated 3/10/17 (Stark 00005)

4

Cheyne email to Stark dated 3/22/17 (Stark 00004)

5

McCarthy Construction Contract

6

Cheyne email to Stark dated 3/30/17 (McCarthy
00023 - 00028)

7

Agreement for Sale/Purchase of Timber dated
3/7/2017 (McCarthy 000395 - McCarthy 000396)

8

Photograph of logging

9

Screenshot of logging photo showing date of photo

10

Photo of logging

Notes
(for use by
Court)
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

11

Photo of logging

12

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 4/20/17 (McCarthy
00086)

13

Photograph of excavation work

14

Photograph of excavation work

15

Photograph of excavation work

16

Photograph of excavation work

17

Photograph of borrow pit

18

Photograph of borrow pit

19

Photograph of excavation work

20

Photograph of excavation work

21

Photograph of excavation work

22

Photograph of excavation work

23

Photograph of excavation work

24

Photograph of excavation work

25

Photograph of grading stake (SW comer Bldg 3)

26

Photograph of grading stake (Bldg 4)

27

Photograph of grading stake (NW comer Bldg 2)

28

Photograph of excavation work

29

Photograph of excavation work

30

Photograph of import material

31
32
33
34

Notes
(for use by
Court)

Photograph of excavation work
Photograph of excavation work
Photograph of grading stake (NW comer bldg. 2)
Photograph of grading stake
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

35

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 4/17/17 (McCarthy
00111)

36

Stark payment dated May 3, 2017 (h2 00347)

37

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 5/18/17 (McCarthy
00109)

38

Stark payment dated 5/22/17 (h2 00348)

39

US Bank Lien/Claim Waiver dated 6/26/17 (US
Bank 00219)

40

McCarthy Cop. Invoice dated 7/13/17 (McCarthy
00186)

41

7/13/17 invoice with Stark comments (McCarthy
00107)

42

Stark payment dated 7/18/17 (McCarthy 00125)

43

US Bank Lien/Claim Waiver dated 8/1/17 (US
Bank 00214)

44

McArthur email to Stark dated 6/1/17 (h2 00140 142)

45

Cheyne email to Metts and McArthur 6/12/17 (h2
00025)

46

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 6/ 19/ 17 (h2
00124)

47

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 6/26/17 (h2
00096 and 00094)

48

Stark email to Cheyne dated 6/30/17 (h2 00179 00181)

49

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/3/17 (h2 00182 00185)

50

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/6/ 17 (McCarthy
00063)

51

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/11/17
(McCarthy 00031)

Notes
(for use by
Court)
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

52

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 7/11/17 (McCarthy
00035 - 00036)

53

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 7/11/17 (McCarthy
00090)

54

McCarthy email to McArthur and Cheyne dated
7/13/17 (h2 00155)

55

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/13/17
(McCarthy 00057)

56

McArthur email to Cheyne dated 7/13/17
(McCarthy 00058)

57

Cheyne email to Stark, et al, dated 7/17 /17
(McCarthy 0004 3)

58

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/18/17 (h2 00017 00018)

59

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/20/17 (h2 00007)

60

McArthur email to Cheyne, et al, dated 7/21/17
(McCarthy 00175)

61

McArthur email to Stark, et al, dated 7/27 /17
(McCarthy 00051)

62

Stark email to Tabish dated 7/31/17 (h2 00089 00090)

63

Stark email to Sternberg, et al, dated 8/6/17
(McCarthy 00049 - 00050)

64

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 8/7/17 (h2 00187
- 00188)

65

Stark email to McArthur dated 8/10/17 (h2 00066)

66

McArthur email to Stark, et al, dated 8/11/17
(McCarthy 0008 - 00088)

67

Stark email to Cheyne and McArthur dated 8/16/17
(h2 00074)

68

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 8/16/17 (McCarthy
00092)

69

Cheyne email to McArthur and Stark dated 8/17/17
(h2 00126 - 00127)

70

McCarthur email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/17/17
(McCarthy 00001)

Notes
(for use by
Court)
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

71

Metts email to McArthur dated 8/18/17 (h2 00092)

72

McArthur email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/18/17
(McCarthy 00114)

73

Stark email to McArthur dated 8/19/17 (h2 00019 00021)

74

Change order dated 8/19/17 (Stark 00035-00036)

75

Stark email to McArthur 8/19/17 (h2 00067 00069)

76

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/19/17
(McCarthy 00004)

77

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/19/17 (h2
0007 5 - 0007 6)

78

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/21/17 (McCarthy
00056)

79

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/22/17 (h2 0008400085)

80

McCarthy email to Stark 8/22/17 (h2 00159 00162)

81

McCarthy email to Stark dated 8/22/17 (h2 00158)

82

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/22/17 (h2 00056 00058)

83

Stark email to Thomas, et al, dated 8/24/17 (h2
00077)

84

Stark email to Harris and McCarthy dated 8/25/17
(h2 00078)

85

Stark email to Tabish, et al, dated 9/5/17 (h2
00083)

86

McArthur email to McCarthy and Stark dated
9/7 /17 (McCarthy 00019)

87

Stark email to McCarthy dated 9/8/17 (h2 00081)

88

McArthur email to McCarthy dated 9/11/17
(McCarthy 00064 - 00065)

89

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 9/12/17 (h2
00165 - 00168)

90

Stark email to McArthur dated 1/22/18 (h2 00070 00071)

91

h2 Surveying & Engineering Contract dated

Notes
(for use by
Court)
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

Notes
(for use by
Court)

9/22/16 (Stark 00222- 00231)
92

Authorization Letter dated 11/9/16 (h2 00248)

93

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 2/15/17 (h2
00201)

94

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 5/10/17 (h2
00206)

95

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 5/30 (h2 00203)

96

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 004 79 - 00696)

97

Site disturbance permit dated 5/5/17 (h2 00230 0000243)

98

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 (McCarthy
00178)

99

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 8/22/17 (McCarthy
00193)

100

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 (McCarthy
00176 - 00177)

101

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17

102

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 (McCarthy
00117 - 00118)

103

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 10/11/17

104

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 with Stark
notes (h2 00325)

105

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/7 with Stark
notes (US Bank 00656)

106

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 8/22/17 with
McCarthy notes (McCarthy 00124)

107

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 with
McCarthy notes (McCarthy 00119)

108

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 with Stark
notes (US Bank 00687)

109

Termination letter dated 8/25/17 (McCarthy 00115
- 00116)

110

Claim of Lien dated 9/22/17, Kootenai Instrument
No. 2612854000

111

Letter dated 9/22/ 17

112

Letter dated 10/5/17
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Exhibit
Number

Date
Offered

Stipulation

Objection

Ruling
(for
use by
Court)

Description

113

Amended Claim of Lien dated 10/23/17, Kootenai
Instrument No. 2617079000

114

Warranty Deed dated 2/13/17, Kootenai Instrument
No. 2585424000

115

U.S. Bank Deed of Trust dated 4/12/17, Kootenai
Instrument No. 2591141000

116

Plat map of subject property

117

Phase 1 project overview dated 4/27 /17

118

Site grading plan dated 3/16/1 7

119

Stripping exhibit dated 7/17 /17

120

Onsite borrow vs. stripped surf. (h2 00401)

121

J. Cheyne's dry utility trenching diagram
(McCarthy 00194)

122

Flash drive with videos from May 10 and 24, 2017

Notes
(for use by
Court)
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Electronically Filed
7/26/2019 10:33 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Janlyn Cleveland, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@nnehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
miohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS I
COUNTERCLAIMANTS
AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; .CRAIG
STARK, a married.man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterc laimants,
vs.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife,
Counter-Defendants.

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST 1
w

Page 309

The Delendants/Counterclaima nts submit their attached Exhibit List identifying th~ir
trial exhibits for the Court Trial scheduled August 7, 2019 to August 9, 2019. Copies of the
proposed trial exhibits have been exchanged with the Plaintif£1Counter-Defendants.
The Defendants/Counterclaima nts reserves the right to further supplement and amend
their Exhibit List prior to the Court Trial and further reserves the right to offer additional
exhibits, if any, at the Court Trial.
DATED this

f~

day of July, 2019.
R.Alv1SDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS LLP
1

Michael A. Ealy,

e

Attorney for Defendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

lo'~ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of July, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below~ and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
60 l E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_

Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
..::i:_ iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com

Nicole Vigil

DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS AMENDED EXHJBIT LIST - 2
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LIST OF EXHIBITS
CASE NUMBER: CV 2018-2486

DATE: August 7, 2019

TI1LE OF CASE: McCarthy Corporation vs. Stark Investment Group, LLC, et al.
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS AND
COUNTERCLAIMANTS'
TRIALBRIEF

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.
Defendants,
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Counterclaimants,

vs.
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation, and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife,
Counter-Defendants.
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The Defendants and Counterclaimants and submit this Trial Brief in accord with the
Pretrial Order issued in this matter.

INTRODUCTION

I.

This case arises from a breach of contract/lien foreclosure action initiated by McCarthy
Corporation ("McCarthy) against Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC (collectively
"Stark"). The Starks have counterclaimed for breach of contract, slander of title and breach of
the Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

The parties' dispute arises from a contract between

McCarthy and Stark to construct a storage facility near Rathdrum, Idaho. The gravamen of the
dispute involves the design, use and decision to close an on-site borrow pit and the
repercussions that decision had on the completion of the project. McCarthy's decision to close
the borrow pit and begin hauling material would lead to a billing dispute over material
quantities and the issues in dispute in this litigation. As the evidence will show, while the
Starks sought to resolve the billing and quantities dispute in an amicable and reasonable
manner, McCarthy chose a course of overt and covert conduct with the intent of putting the
Starks in a financial pinch and, by means of economic coercion, force the Starks to pay monies
they disputed owing. As a result of McCarthy's conduct, the Starks will prove McCarthy
breached its contract; recorded false liens in slander of title; and engaged in misleading, false
and deceptive practices in breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and that they have
suffered damages as a result.

II.
1.

BACKGROUND FACTS

The evidence will show that, in March 201 7, Stark Investment Group, LLC

purchased ±25 acres of undeveloped land commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95 near
Rathdrum, Idaho for the purpose of developing a storage facility (herein "Stark Project" or
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"Project"). The Project was to be developed in phases and was to include a± 2,400 square foot
office building.
2.

The evidence will show that, prior to purchasing the property, Craig Stark

contracted with h2 Surveying & Engineering ("h2") to provide certain project engineering
services, including initial site topographic surveying; preparation of a site disturbance plan;
assistance in obtaining a Conditional Use Permit ("CUP"); and preparation of the project plans
and specifications (herein "Plans"). The evidence will show that h2 engineer, Scott McArthur,
acted as the project design engineer for Stark.
3.

The evidence will show that the total estimated cost of the Project was

approximately $2.5 million dollars to be financed, in part, by contribution of ±$1.4 million
dollars from Stark with the balance financed through a± $1.076 million dollar construction
loan with US Bank (herein "US Bank Loan").
4.

The evidence will show that, sometime in early February 2017, Scott McArthur

introduced Craig Stark to excavator, Jason Cheyne. The evidence will show that, as a result of
this introduction, Mr. Cheyne was asked to submit a bid on the excavation and site work needed
to undertake the Project. The evidence will show that, in anticipation of bidding the project,
Mr. Cheyne offered and undertaken to dig several test holes on the Project site free of charge to
assist Mr. McArthur in completing the project design, including the estimated quantities for bid
items like stripped waste (Bid Item 3) and structural import material (Bid Item 4).
5.

The evidence will show that on March 30, 2017, Craig Stark and Jason Cheyne

signed a document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage-Phase 1 Contract Exhibit "A" that
estimated a total unit price construction cost of $413,551.54. The evidence will show that Mr.
McArthur prepared the document to include the Estimated Units which was completed and
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submitted by Mr. Cheyne to include the Unit Price and Item Price for each Bid Item. The
evidence will also show that this single-page document was added to a three-page document
titled: McCarthy Construction Contract signed by Craig Stark and Robert McCarthy.
6.

The evidence will show that the following four Bid Items are important to

understanding the dispute between the parties.
Estimated
Units

Bid Items

Stripped Waste Material ...
Import/Suitable/Structural
in
(compacted
Material
place) ...
18 3" Asphalt PG58-28 or SPII
19 4" compacted base rock ...
¾" crushed/angular rock
(placed and compacted)

3
4

7.

Unit Price

Item Price

18,878 CY
15,602 CY

$2.50
$4.03

$47,195.69
$62,877.67

9,037 SY
2,867 Ton

11.00
17.70

$99,403.33
$50,571.50

The evidence will show that the McCarthy Construction Contract included a

provision for change orders containing the following language:
Change Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change order provided the amount does
not exceed $1,000.00 in value; the change order amount is email to the Owner, and the
Owner accepts the change order amount by email or writing. The parties agree that any
change order exceeding $1,000 in value shall be signed by Owner and delivered to
Contractor.

8.

The evidence will show that the contemplated sequence of construction

following the stripping of the waste material (Bid Item 3) from the Project site was for
McCarthy to begin placing and compacting import material mined from an on-site "borrow" pit
(Bid Item 4). The evidence will show that the Plans called for the placement of compacted
import material (Bid Item 4) to meet a project design elevation. Once this design elevation was
met, McCarthy would begin placing and compacting the 4 inches of¾" crushed rock (Bid Item
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19) required as subbase prior to the placement of 3 inches of asphalt. (Bid Item 18).
9.

The evidence will show that a critical design element of the Project was the use

of an on-site borrow pit. As the evidence will show, the borrow pit was intended to be the
source of the import structural fill material (Bid Item 4) as well as serve as a repository for· the
stripped waste material (Bid Item 3) that was not otherwise compacted into the berm called for
the south and west ends of the Project. As the evidence will show, the use of the borrow pit was
contemplated by the Phase 1 CUP as the property sits above a large deposit of gravel-like
material which is suitable as structural fill.
10.

The evidence will show that the following payment history from Stark to

McCarthy.
Stark Payments to McCarthy:
Invoice#
2409
2435
2481
2488

11.

Date Paid
4/18/17
5/22/17
7/17/17
9/22/17

Amount Paid
$38,200.00
$112,725.77
$62,955.80
$49,339.99
Total: $263,221.56

With regard to this payment history, the evidence will show that Stark paid the fully

estimated engineering quantities for Bid Items 3, 4 and 19 as follows:
Invoice 2435
Bid Item
3
4

Description
Stripped waste material. ..
Import/suitable/structural
material ...

Hrs./Items
18,878
15,602

Amount
2.50004
4.20011

Rate
47,195.69
65,530.08

Total:

$112,725.77
Paid 5/22/18

Invoice 2481
Bid Item
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4" compacted base rock ...

19

2,867

17.70206
Subtotal:

50,751.80
50,751.80
Paid 7/17/17

As the evidence will show, McCarthy failed to asphalt the project and, therefore, McCarthy was
never paid for Bid Item· 18.
12.

The evidence will show that, prior to McCarthy undertaking any excavation

work, Jason Cheyne met with Montana resident and excavator Rick Tabish for the purpose of·
subcontracting portions of the excavation work to Tabish's company, Basin Industrial Services,
Inc. (herein "Basin" or ''Tabish"). The evidence will show that Cheyne and Tabish entered into
a hand-shake deal for Tabish to undertake the work under Bid Items 3 and 4 for $60,000. The
evidence will show that Tabish undertook certain excavation work at the direction of McCarthy
for which it was paid $60,000 in accord with the Cheyne/Tabish deal. The evidence will show
that Basin, however, billed McCarthy a total of $138,670.16 for its work and, therefore, claimed
to be owed a balance of $78,670.16. As the evidence will show, Basin was not a registered
Idaho contractor and McCarthy never paid Basin its claimed balance of $78,670.16.
13.

The evidence will show that on May 18, 2017, Jason Cheyne, acting on behalf of

McCarthy, made the unilateral decision to close the borrow pit. The facts will show that, at the
time of Cheyne's decision, Cheyne had not placed and compacted a sufficient amount of
suitable structural fill material (Bid Item 4) to meet the required project design elevation. As
the facts will show, Cheyne never contacted Craig Stark to tell him that he was closing the
borrow pit and otherwise explain how that decision would impact the Project. The facts will
show Cheyne's decision being the genesis of this litigation.
14.

The evidence will show that, after Cheyne closed the borrow pit, he made the
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decision to begin hauling material that has been characterized and referred to as "rejects" from
an old pit located several miles to the north of the Stark Project, referred to as the "Swartout"
pit. The evidence will show that Cheyne hauled, placed and compacted material from the
Swartout :pit without (a) communicating this decision to Stark, and (b) without obtaining a
written change order signed by Stark to pay for the additional costs, if any. The facts will show
that Cheyne made this decision despite knowing that the Stark property was located over a large .
deposit of gravel-like material that was available on-site.
15.

The evidence will show that McCarthy hired h2 to undertake topographic

surveys for the purpose of quantifying material quantities, including Bid Items 3, 4 and 19. The
evidence will show that on July 21, 2017, Scott McArthur reported the results of h2's
topographic survey work to Cheyne and McCarthy as follows:
Description

Bid
Item

3
4
19

Strippings
Onsite Borrow
Rejects
16.

Amount

Note

21,475 CY
13,353 CY 11,922 CYx 1.12 conversion = 13,353 CY
3,584 CY 3,200 CYx 1.12 conversion= 3,584 CY

The evidence will show that although McCarthy accepted h2 's survey data for

"Strippings" it also rejected and contested h2's survey data for "Onsite Borrow" and "Rejects"
despite McArthur's explanation that the combined total of 16,937 CY for borrow and rejects
(calculated with an applied conversion factor of 1.12) was within 1 percent of h2's calculated
total of sub-grade material required for asphalt.
17.

As the evidence will show, on May 22, Stark had paid McCarthy $65,530.08 for

15,602 CY of import structural material compacted in place (Bid Item 4) upon payment of
Invoice #2435 and, on July 17, Stark had paid $50,751.80 for 2,867 tons of¾" crushed base
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rock (Bid Item 19) upon payment of Invoice 2481. As the evidence shows, 11,922 CY+ 3,200
CY= 15,122 CY is below the 15,602 CY of material-compacted in place-that Stark paid for
by Invoice #2435.
18.

The facts will show that, on July 25~ 2017, Mr. Stark received McCarthy Invoice

#2488 in the total amount of $158,980.00. The evidence will show this Invoice included a
single, line-item charge for $107,520.00 described as follows:
Invoice 2488
7/25/17
Bid Item
19

Description
4" compacted base rock. ..

Hrs./Items
3,548

Amount
30.00

Rate
$107,520.00

However, the evidence will show that, on July 17, Stark had paid McCarthy $50,751.80 for the
fully estimated quantity of 4 inches of¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19) by payment of McCarthy
Invoice #2481.
19.

The evidence will show that, following receipt of McCarthy Invoice #2488 and

its $107,520.00 charge, Craig Stark called Robert McCarthy to request a correction to the
Invoice because Stark had already paid $65,530.08 for 15,602 CY of import material
compacted in place (Bid Item 4) cind $50,751.80 for 4 inches of¾" crushed base rock placed
and compacted (Bid Item 19). The evidence will show that, despite Stark's request, McCarthy
refused to address or otherwise correct the Invoice. Rather, the evidence will show McCarthy
demanded that Stark pay the Invoice #2488 inclusive of the $107,520.00 charge before
McCarthy would discuss the charge. The evidence will show that, because McCarthy was
unwilling to discuss the $107,520.00 charge and otherwise would not produce any
documentation in support of the charge, Stark was and remained unwilling to pay Invoice
#2488 until the $107,520.00 charge was explained and documented.
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20.

The evidence will show that, at the time McCarthy issued Invoice #2488 on July

25, 2017, Robert McCarthy knew that the Starks were financing the Project through a loan with
US Bank. The evidence will show that following the issuance of Invoice #2488, McCarthy
engaged in a course of conduct intended to financially coerce the Starks into paying the :full
amount oflnvoice #2488. For the purposes of trial, this financial coercion will be characterized
and referenced as the "Pinch."
21.

The evidence will show McCarthy intended to put the Starks in the Pinch by (a)

a patent unwillingness to negotiate or resolve payment of Invoice #2488; (b) in tum, slowing
down and intentionally delaying the completion of the project; and (c) threating to lien the
Project for significant amounts of monies that McCarthy couldn't document were owed. The
evidence will show that McCarthy's conduct did, in fact, put the Starks in a financial Pinch by
late August 2017.
22.

The evidence will show that, from July 25, 2017 and up through August 22,

2017, Craig Stark sought to resolve the billing dispute that arose following his receipt of
Invoice #2488. While it is anticipated that the Court will hear differing testimony regarding
certain meetings and discussions that took place between July 25 and August 22, the evidence
will show that on August 22, 2017, McCarthy issued Invoice #2504 in the amount of
$121,620.55 to Stark. The evidence will show that by August 22, the Starks were feeling the
financial pinch and Craig Stark will testify that he expected to meet with Robert McCarthy on
August 22 to resolve the billing dispute. Craig Stark will testify that Robert McCarthy failed to
meet with him as promised and, instead, he received McCarthy's latest revision to Invoice 2488
in the total amount of $238,986.98 the following day on August 23.
23.

The evidence will show and Craig Stark will testify, following the receipt of
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McCarthy's revised Invoice #2488 in the amount of $238,986.9? on August 23, 2017,
McCarthy's conduct left him no choice but to terminate the contract as Robert McCarthy had no
intention to resolve the billing dispute and completing the work in a timely fashion. As the
evidence will show, Stark terminated McCarthy on August 25, 2017.
24.

The evidence will show that beginning on August 22, McCarthy would make a

total of five (5) revisions to Invoice #2488. As the evidence shows, the revisions were made
both pre and post-termination. McCarthy's invoice revisions are summarized as follows:
McCarthy Invoice 2488 Revisions:
Revision No.
Original
1
2
3
4
5

25.

Invoice#
2488
2504
2488
2488
2488
2488

Date on Invoice
7/25/2017
8/22/2017
7/25/2017
9/1/2017
9/1/2017
10/11/2017

Date Received
7/25/2017
8/22/2017
8/23/2017
9/1/2017
9/11/2017
10/23/2017

Amount
$158,980.00
$121,620.55
$238,986.98
$162,087.56
$145,706.56
$176,691.71

The evidence will show that McCarthy recorded its original Claim of Lien on

September 22, 2017 in the amount of $145,706.56 in the exact same amount as found in
McCarthy post-termination revision no. 4 to the Invoice 2488. The evidence will show that on
or about September 22, 2017, Stark paid McCarthy $49,339.99 based on the receipt of posttermination revision no. 4 to Invoice #2488. Despite the receipt of this payment, the evidence
will show that McCarthy nevertheless recorded an Amended Claim of Lien on October 23,
2017 in the increased amount of $176,691.71 and in the exact same amount as found in
McCarthy's post-termination revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488.
26.

As the evidence shows, the Amended Lien was increased a net total of

$30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56).

However, the gross increase was $80,385.14
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calculated as: [$30,985.15 increase] plus [$49,399.99 paid].

As the evidence will show,

McCarthy didn't undertake any new work following its tennination on August 25, 2017.
27.

The evidence will show that the net increase from post-termination revision no. 4

received :on September 11 and post-termination revision no. ·5 received on October 23, is
$85,705.29 ($41,145.38 + $44,559.91) as evidenced in the table below.
Revision No.
4
5

Description
Import ...
Import ...

4
5

Add. Borrow
Add. Borrow

4
5

1 ¼" Minus

28.

Hrs./Items
6,451.2
8,780.4

Amount
8.52555
10.95
Difference:

Rate
$55,000.00
$96,145.38
$41,145.38

6,554.95
17,612

4.03
4.03
Difference

$26,416.45
$70,976.36
$44,559.91

1,335

4.03

$5,380.05

--

--

--

--

The evidence will show that, as a result of McCarthy's recorded liens, the Starks

were required to modify the tenns and conditions of their loan with US Bank. In addition to the
loan modification agreement, the evidence will show that the Starks were required to deposit a
sum of $265,037.55 ($176,691.71 x 1.5%) into a non-interest bearing account to secure US
Bank against McCarthy's lien. In addition, the Starks had to agree to defend and indemnify US
Bank in this litigation.
29.

In addition to overtly putting the Starks into a financial pinch, the evidence will

show that McCarthy also engaged in an internal scheme of cost allocation whereby it charged
job costs incurred on other, unrelated jobs to the Stark Project. The evidence will show that
McCarthy charged at least seventeen (17) cost invoices from unrelated jobs to the total expense
incurred on the Stark Project.

The evidence will show that McCarthy charged at least
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$31,772.96 as costs against the Stark account as follows:
Type

Date

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

06/01/2017
06/01/2017
06/15/2017
06/15/2017
06/19/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
08/16/2017
08/16/2017
09/19/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
11/30/2017

Bill

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

Memo

Wheel Loader
Rev Plate Co
2 loads GSB 3
1 load fine san ...
6.3 hours Vibr ...
296132
269280
296165
296864
3 loads
7 loads of GSB
314E Track Ex ...
314E Track Ex ...
Industrial load ...
Vibratory singl ...
IN000425057
IN000431155
IN000383215

Code /Account

7559 Equipment Re ...
7559 Equipment Re ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
'7563 Hauling/Import ...
7559 Equipment Re ...
7552 Plumbing
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
Total:

30.

Amount

$2,067.08
$802.95
$285.00
$570.00
$1,755.90
$270.16
$146.29
$400.00
$151.83
$285.00
$1,425.00
$5,478.00
$5,353.00
$2,073.43
$75.00
$1,977.08
$3,269.74
$2,387.50
$3,000.00
$31,772.96

As the evidence will show, one purpose behind McCarthy's internal allocation

scheme was to hide the profit McCarthy was making on the Stark Project. The evidence will
show that McCarthy prepared a Profit & Loss by Job on a Cash Basis (herein "Cash P&L") for
the Stark Project. As the Cash P&L shows, McCarthy showed a Net Income of $27,473.01
based on $263,221.56 cash received against a total job cost of $235,748.55 which was inclusive
of total expenses ($30,159.32) and total cost of goods sold ($205,589.23). As the evidence will
show, backing out the additional $31,772.92 charged against the total costs of goods sold would
show a profit of $59,245.97 ($31,772.92 + $27,473.01). This would equate to a profit margin
of ~pproximately 22.5% [($59,245.97/$263,221.56) x 100)] as opposed to one of approximately
10.4% [($263,221.56/$27,473.01) X 100].
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31.

The evidence will show that McCarthy also prepared a Profit & Loss by Job on

an Accrual Basis (herein "Accrual P&L") for the Stark Project. As the evidence will show,
McCarthy booked the total sales as $439,913.27. The total sales obviously being the total of
the amount paid to date by Stark ($263,221.56) plus the amount of McCarthy's amended :Jien
($176,691.71). As the evidence shows, there was only a small increase of $7,822.45 in the cost
of goods sold between the Cash P&L ($205,589.23) and the Accrual P&L ($213,411.68)
attributable to an increase in 7559 Equipment Rental in the Accrual P&L. Notably, the total
expense of $30,159.32 stayed the same in both P&L's. As the evidence will show, the Net
Income of $196,342.27 found in the Accrual P&L is really just the profit from the Cash P&L
($27,473.01) plus the amended lien amount ($176,691.71) less the equipment rental increase
($7,822.45). This would equate to a profit margin of 44.6% [($196,342.27/439,913.27) x 100].
If $31,772.96 is back out of the total cost of goods sold, the profit margin moves to 51.9%
[($228,115.23/$439,913.27) xlOO].
32.

As the evidence shows, McCarthy had made a net profit on the Stark Project at

the time it recorded its lien claims against the Stark Project. Indeed, the evidence will show
that McCarthy was intentionally trying to conceal its profitability by allocating at least
$31,772.96 in unrelated job costs to the Stark Project. As McCarthy's Cash P&L, Accrual P&L
and Cost Detail will show, McCarthy's claimed lien amounts were not based on costs for goods
and services that remained unpaid by Stark.
33.

The evidence will show that, following McCarthy's termination on August 25,

the Starks proceeded with the construction work necessary to complete the Project.

The

evidence will show that the Starks contacted Waldo Construction, Inc. ("Waldo") to complete
the site work and with North West Road and Drive ("North West") to provide the asphalt work.
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In addition, the evidence will show that the Starks had to come out-of-pocket and incurred
other costs in order to complete the scope of McCarthy's work. The evidence will show that, as
a result of McCarthy's conduct, the completion of the Project was delayed.
34.

The evidence will show that, as a result of McCarthy's conduct, the Starks

suffered damages. The evidence will show the Starks incurred damages based on McCarthy's
(a) material breach of contract; (b) recordation of slanderous and false lien claims; and (c) false
and deceptive business practices which can be itemized and summarized as follows:
A.

Breach of Contract:
Breach of Contract Summary
Description
Cost to Complete Contract
Bid Items to Complete
Cost Avoided
Subtotal:
Credits/Reimbursements Owed
Subtotal:
Lost Rental Income
Total:

•

Cost Avoided McCarthy Contract:

Amount
$210,020.68
$11,601.26
<$150,329.98>
$71,291.96
$26,860.67
$98,152.63
$38,586.78
$136,739.41

$150,329.98 calculated as: [$413,551.54 Bid

Amount] - [$263.221.56 Paid]= [$150,329.98 Cost Avoided].
•

Stark Cost to Complete Contract: $210,020.68 as itemized in the table below.
Cost to Complete Contract
Entity
Description
Northwest Road and
Paving Cost
Drive
Additional ¾" Base
Rock
Waldo Construction, Inc. Complete Construction
H2 Surveying, LLC
Elevation Survey
Allwest Testing &
Material Testing
Engineering
Pond Liner
Northwest Linings &

Amount
$135,118.72

$25,697.98
$32,849.14
$540.00
$1,337.60
$6,043.27
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Geotextile Products, Inc.
PSP Enterprises, Inc.
R&B Concrete
Conmat, Inc.

$645.00 1
$4,478.282
$3,301.69

Parking Lot Stripping
Patio and Curbing
Additional Rock
Total:

•

$210,020.68

Bid Items to Complete: $11,601.26 as itemized in the table below.

Bid Item

6
15
28
35

Bid Items to Complete
Description

Amount

Fire Hydrant
Stormwater Swale Treatment
Native Dryland Grass Seed
Frost Free Hose Bibs/Risers

3,500.00
3,318.89
$2,782.37
$2,000.00
Total:

•

$11,601.26

Credits/Reimbursements Owed Stark: $26,860.67 itemized in the tables below.
Credit for ¾" Base Rock (Bid Item 19)

Description
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 2,867 tons of
¾" base rock on Invoice No. 2481
Amount actually delivered
Credit recognized by McCarthy on Invoice No.
2488

Amount
$50,751.80
$21,316.64
-$12,850.20

Credit Owed:

$16,584.96

Credit for Import Material (Bid Item 4)

Description
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 15,602 CY
import compacted in place
Amount Stark paid McCarthy per invoice No.
2488
Total paid for Import
Amount owed per h2 Engineering survey data

Amount
$65,530.08
$12,896.00
$78,426.08
-$68,256.11

1

Total PSP Enterprises, Inc. invoice amount is $856.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to reflect the
two additional wheel stops $202.00) which were built and installed at the request of Stark and not included
in original McCarthy Construction contract.
2
Total R&B Concrete invoice amount is $6,997.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to $4,478.28 to
reflect the bid item and proportion of the work included in the Invoice and McCarthy Construction contract
($6,997.00 - $1,166.00-$836.00 = $4,995.00 X 520/580).
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(16,937 CY material at $4.03 per CY material)
Credit Owed:

•

$10,169.97

Lost Rental Delay Damages: $38,586.78 based on three (3) months lost rental at an
average of $12,862.26/month.
B.

Slander of Title: The evidence will show the Starks incurred certain costs with

US Bank that would have been avoided but for the recordation of McCarthy's slanderous liens.
Those costs can be itemized and summarized as follows:
Costs Incurred from Loan Workout with US Bank
Description
Document

Defense and indemnification costs paid to date by
Stark ($4,646.70), including additional appraisal
costs to extend the loan ($2,050.00).
Applied 1.0% increase to the loan interest rate on
the Stark $1,076,000.00 construction loan (4.5%
interest rate increased to 5.5% interest rate).
Lost Interest Income on $265,037.55 deposited
into non-interest bearing account to secure US
Bank against McCarthy liens.
Two extra inspection fees ($450/each) required by
US Bank for loan modification agreement.

Amount

US Bank Fee Sheet for
Loan Number 582412503234
US Bank loan modification
documents

$6,696.70
$145,842.00

$14,577.0?3
$900.00
Total: $168,015.77

C.

Breach of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act: The evidence will show the

Starks were damaged by McCarthy's false and deceptive business practices. Some of these
damages would necessarily be inclusive of those damages claimed for breach of contract and
slander of title as set forth above. However, the facts will show that the Starks lost $10,000.00
in non-refundable earnest money and the opportunity to purchase a parcel of property located in
Rathdrum, Idaho because they could not obtain the financing necessary to close the deal
because of the financial pinch McCarthy had them in. In addition, the Starks would be entitled

3

Calculated at prime interest rate of 5.5% at the time of trial for a period of 12-months. Evidence at trial
will show that Starks could have reasonably expected a return on investment for a CD at a rate of .10%,
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to an award of no less the $1,000.00 and including their reasonable attorney's fees and costs
pursuant to LC. §§ 48-608(1), (5).
ID.
A.

LEGALARGUMENT

Breach of Contract Including the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and
Fair Dealing.

It is axiomatic that the elements required to prove a breach of contact are: (1) a contract;

(2) a breach of that contract; (3) damages caused by the breach; and (4) the amount of those
damages. See e.g. Edged in Stone, Inc. v. Northwest Power Systems, LLC, 156 Idaho 176, 180
(2014) (citation omitted). Idaho recognizes that the "normal measure of damages for delay in
constructing a building would be the rental value of the building for the period of delay." Olson
v. Quality Pak Co., 93 Idaho 607, 611 (1970) (citing 5 Corbin on Contracts § 1092 (1964); 13

Am.Jur.2d Building and Construction Contracts § 76)).
A material breach of contract "touches the fundamental purpose of the contract and
defeats the object of the parties in entering into the contract." See Hull v. Giesler, 156 Idaho
765, 774 (2014). In addition, Idaho also recognizes the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing in every contact. See e.g. Drug Testing Compliance Group, LLC v. DOT Compliance
Service, 161 Idaho 93, 102-103 (2016) (citation omitted). The implied covenant is breached

when either party "violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contact." Id.,
161 Idaho at 103 (citing First Nat'! Bankv. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,289 (1991).
"If a breach of contract is material, the other party's performance is excused." J.P. Stravens
Planning Associates, Inc. v. City of Wallace, 129 Idaho 542, 545 (Ct. App. 1996) (emphasis

added).

Business Money Market account at a rate of 2.0%, or a Wealth Management account could yield a rate of
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In this case, there is no dispute that a contract exited between the parties. As the
Starks will prove by a preponderance of the evidence, by its conduct, McCarthy anticipatorily
and materially breached the contract by engaging in a course of overt conduct intended to put
the Starks in a financial pinch and covert conduct intended to hide the gross and net profits
McCarthy had made and intended to make on the Stark Project. As the Starks will prove,
they were justified in terminating McCarthy on August 25, 2017 in order to mitigate the
foreseeable harm that would flow as result of the failure to timely complete the Project. In
addition, McCarthy's termination was justified based on the false and deceptive conduct that
McCarthy had engaged in which included the unwillingness to provide Stark the
documentation Stark requested documenting the amounts Stark was being changed and being
asked to pay. By its conduct, McCarthy was, in effect, frustrating the Starks ability to timely
pay those monies properly owed for goods and services delivered without being
economically coerced into doing so.
In addition, the Starks will prove that McCarthy's unilateral decision to close the onsite borrow pit was the "tipping of the dominos" and genesis of this litigation. As Mr. Stark
will testify, he was never advised of this decision and the decision to begin to haul "reject"
material from the Swartout Pit. Nor was he ever approached about entering into a written
change order. As the evidence will show, Mr. Stark only learned about these significant and
material developments much later. While McCarthy is expected to spend some time trying to
convince the Court that it had approval from Mr. Stark or Mr. McArthur to close the borrow
pit and begin hauling material, the facts will show that wasn't the case. In short, the Starks
will show that there was simply no reason or excuse for McCarthy's to directly contact and

6.0%.
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communicate with Mr. Stark regarding this important decision and its potential consequence
to the completion of the Project.
With the dominos now tipped, they fell toward McCarthy's issuance of Invoice 2488 on
July 25, 2017 which included the $107,520.00 disputed line item charge. As the facts show,
Stark had already paid the engineer's fully estimated unit quantities for both import structural
material (Bid Item 4) and 4 inches of¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19). Therefore, upon receipt
of Invoice 2488, it was reasonable for Mr. Stark to seek an explanation of the Invoice and
requested supporting documentation for what appeared to be a grossly erroneous charge.
Notably, a charge that appeared after McArthur had reported to McCarthy on July 21, 2017, the
results of h2 's topographic survey work regarding those materials that McCarthy had delivered
and compacted in place.
As Stark will show, rather than address Invoice 2488 in good faith and provide Stark
with the supporting documentation requested, McCarthy simply demanded payment with a
promise to discuss it later. As the evidence will show, McCarthy's demand and intent was to
compel the Starks to pay monies by force of economic coercion. By its conduct, McCarthy was
knowingly and intentionally putting the Starks in a financial pinch intended to coerce payment
for monies McCarthy was not owed. As the Starks will show, part of the financial pinch
included intentionally delaying asphalting the Project. As a result of McCarthy's conduct, the
facts show the Starks were feeling the effects of McCarthy's financial pinch and, therefore,
were left with no choice but to terminate the contract on August 25, 2017 to mitigate their
economic harm and seel~ to the escape the pinch they were in.
Having justifiably terminated McCarthy, the evidence shows the Starks sought to
timely and efficiently mitigate their damages by completing most of the remaining
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1

construction through their own efforts and by contracting with Waldo Construction, Inc. and
North West Road and Drive.

As the Starks expect to prove, they have incurred those

contractual based damages in the amount of $136,739.41 which are outlined and
summarized, above.
B.

Slander of Title by Recordation of Unjust Lien Claim.

The four recognized elements to a slander of title claim include: "(1) The uttering and
publication of the slanderous words by the defendant; (2) the falsity of the words; (3) malice,
and (4) special damages ... " Rayl v. Shull Enterprises, 108 Idaho 524, 529-530 (1984) (citing
Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758, 759 (1977)).

Under Idaho law, a lien is a "charge

imposed in some mode other than by a transfer in trust upon specific property by which it is
made security for the performance of an act." I.C. § 45-101. Notably, a mechanics lien shall
"be verified by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect that the affiant
believes the same to be just" and include a statement of demand "after deducting all just
credits and offsets." I.C. LC. §§45-507(3)(a)-(4).
Importantly, Idaho Code § 45-501 limits the persons who have the right to claim a
lien for the construction or improvement of real property. In particular, the statute states that:
Every person performing labor upon or furnishing materials to be used in the
construction ... has a lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional
services or materials furnished.
Idaho Code § 45-501 (emphasis added). While the right to lien has generally been applied

liberally, the Idaho Supreme Court has routinely applied this provision to require that the
right to lien is narrowed to include only the value of materials and services that have been
furnished on the property at the time the claim of lien is recorded. See Great Plains Equip. v.
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Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 760-761 (1999); see also Franklin Bldg. Supply
Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846 (2004). In other words, the right to lien does not include the
right to lien based solely on a contractual expectation interest. Id.
There is no dispute that McCarthy recorded two (2) verified lien claims which
encumber the title to the Stark property. The evidence will show that McCarthy's liens were
recorded as security for work or labor done or for services and material furnished. Rather,
the evidence will show that the liens were recorded based on some contractual expectation
interest McCarthy had regarding payment from Stark.

In large part, this explains why

McCarthy could never provide Stark with documentation in support of its original Invoice
2488 and numerous revisions thereafter-revisions-that were notably both pre-termination
and post-termination and were made without McCarthy ever undertaking any significant
work that would change the nature of any work done or material furnished.
In addition to a lack of documentation, the proof is found in McCarthy's own Cash
P&L, Accrual P&L and Cost Detail. Even a cursory review of those documents show that
McCarthy was showing a net profit having been paid $263,221.56 by Stark. Albeit the true
profit was masked by McCarthy's internal job allocation scheme whereby unrelated job costs
were charged as expenses to the Stark Project.

As the Cost Detail evidences, at least

seventeen (17) unrelated job costs totaling $31,772.96 were charged as expenses to the Stark
Project. And despite this allocation, McCarthy was still showing a net profit on both a cash
and accrual basis. Notably, the Accrual P&L shows that McCarthy's amended lien claim was
based solely on its contractual expectation interest. This easily demonstrated by the fact that
the amount of total sales in the sum of $439,913.27 is obviously the sum of: [$263,221.56
Paid] plus [$176,691.71 Amended Lien Claim]. As the Cash P&L shows, McCarthy already
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had made a net profit on receipt of $263,221.56.

As the Accrual P&L shows, the

$176,691.71 claimed by McCarthy would be pure profit as it is subsumed within the net
profit of $196,342.27 shown by McCarthy. If McCarthy fails to meet his burden of proof to
foreclose on the verified liens, it can be followed that the liens are thus improper and false.
Based on McCarthy's Cash P&L, Accrual P&L and Cost Detail, the only reasonable
conclusion is that McCarthy acted with malice when recording both of its verified lien claims.
In particular, the evidence will show McCarthy completely lacked any good faith basis for
recording its amended lien with a net increase of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56) that
was really reflective of a gross increase of $80,385.14 (30,985.15+ $49,399.99).

As the

evidence will show, the obvious purpose of this malicious conduct was to financially pinch the
Starks by means of economic coercion. As the evidence will show, McCarthy knew that the
recordation of a lien in a significant amount would likely cause US Bank to put pressure on the
Starks to resolve the lien as well as cost the Starks more monies if they were, in fact, to post a
surety bond to release the lien.
In sum, the Starks can show the recorded liens were slanderous; false; recorded with
malice; which resulted in the Starks suffering special damages in the amount of $168,015.77 as
itemized and summarized, above.

C.

Breach of Idaho Consumer Protection Act by Engaging in False and
Deceptive Business Practices.

The Idaho Consumer Protection Act ("ICPA") enumerates unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices. LC. § 48-601 et seq. In particular, it
prohibits a person or entity from "engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise
misleading, false, or deceptive to the consumer." LC. § 48-603(17). The intent of the ICPA is
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to deter misleading, false and deceptive trade practices and to provide relief for consumers
exposed to and harmed by the proscribed conduct. Western Acceptance Corp. v. Jones, 117
Idaho 399, 788 P.2d 214 (1990). The ICPA allows for the recovery of the greater of actual
damages or an amount of $1,000.00. I.C. § 48-601(1). In addition, a prevailing plaintiff may
recover its reasonable attorney's fees and costs. I.C. § 48-601(5).
Based on the facts and argument set forth herein, the Starks expect to prove that
McCarthy engaged in conduct that was misleading, false, and deceptive in violation of the
ICPA. Most notably, Stark can show that McCarthy implemented an internal scheme of job cost
allocation whereby it charged unrelated job costs incurred on other project as expenses incurred
on the Stark Project. As the evidence will show, McCarthy charged at least $31,722.96 in
unrelated job costs against the Stark Project. While McCarthy is expected to argue "no-harm,
no foul," with regard to these allocations, this rings particularly hollow in light of McCarthy's
own Cash and Accrual P&Ls and Cost Detail which evidence that McCarthy was not only tried
to hide or mask its true profit from Stark, it was also looking for cover to justify the recordation
of its false liens. As the evidence shows, McCarthy's covert internal allocation scheme dovetailed with its overt scheme of coercion aimed at getting the Starks to pay monies they didn't
owe, and McCarthy couldn't prove they owed.
Stark appreciates that some of its damages incurred based on McCarthy's false and
deceptive business practices are subsumed within its breach of contract and slander of title
damages as outlined and summarized, herein. However, the facts will show that the Starks lost
$10,000.00 in non-refundable earnest money and the opportunity to purchase a parcel of
property located in Rathdrum, Idaho because they could not obtain the financing necessary to
close the deal because of the financial pinch McCarthy had them in. At a minimum, the Starks
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would be entitled to an award of no less the $1,000.00 and including their reasonahle attornefs
tees and costs pursuant to I.C. §§ 48-608( 1), (5).

CONCLUSION
As the Starks expect to show, McCarthy engaged in both overt and covert conduct that
was intended to economically coerce the Starks into paying McCarthy monies to which it was
not contractually entitled. McCarthy knowingly and intentionally put the Starks in financial
pinch solely to coerce payment from the Starks for McCarthy's financial gain and to the Stark's
financial detriment.

Regardless of the descriptions or labels used to describe McCarthy's

conduct, it was wrong and its was intended to financially punish the Starks.

DATED this

&

day of July, 2019.

RAlv1SDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRlS, LLP

Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2,'Si-

1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~
day of July, 2019, I served a true and coffect
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene~ Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
~ Facsimile (208) 664-4112
--1._ iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com
_

Nicole Vigil
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Electronically Filed
7/31/2019 5:20 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Patty Baxley, Deputy Clerk

R.A..MSDEN, MA..RFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d1Alene, ID 83 816-133 6
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mec1 ly(a)rmehluw .com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
miolmson((qnnehlaw .com

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDA HO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAT
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, aman-ied man; U.S. BANK, N.A., a
national association.

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS AND
COUNTERCLAIMANTS'
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF
FACT A.ND CONCLUSIONS OF

LAW

Defendants~
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP~ LLC an
Idaho limited liability company; and CRAIG
STARK, a married man,
Countcrc 1aimants,
vs.

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation~ and ROBERT and LACY
MCCARTHY, husband and wife;
Counter-Defendants.
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The Defendants/Counterclaimants submit their following proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law in accord with the Uniform Pretrial Order issued in this matter.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

In March 201 7, Stark Investment Group, LLC purchased approximately 25 acres

of undeveloped land commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95 near Rathdrum, Idaho for
the purpose of developing a storage facility (herein "Stark Project" or "Project").
2.

Prior to purchasing the property, Craig Stark contracted with h2 Surveying &

Engineering ("h2") to provide certain project engineering services, including initial site
topographic surveying; preparation of a site disturbance plan; assistance in obtaining a
Conditional Use Permit ("CUP"); and preparation of the project plans and specifications (herein
"Plans"). Scott McArthur acted as the project design engineer for Stark.
3.

The total estimated cost for the Stark Project was approximately $2.5 million

dollars that was financed, in part, by contribution of approximately $1.4 million dollars from
the Starks with the balance financed through a $1.076 million dollar construction loan with US
Bank (herein "US Bank Loan").
4.

In early February 2017, Scott McArthur introduced Craig Stark to excavator,

Jason Cheyne. As a result of this introduction, Cheyne was asked to submit a bid on the
excavation and site work needed to construct the Stark Project. In anticipation of bidding the
Project, Cheyne offered to dig several test holes on the Stark property, free of charge, to assist
McArthur in completing the project design and prepare the engineer's estimated quantities upon
which Cheyne would be asked to bid.
5.

On March 30, 2017, Craig Stark and Jason Cheyne signed a single page

document titled: Stark RV & Boat Storage-Phase 1 Contract Exhibit "A" (herein "Bid")
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whereby Stark accepted Cheyne's bid based on the total unit price construction cost of
$413,551.54. McArthur prepared the single page document to include the Estimated Units and
provided it to Cheyne to bid the Unit Price and Item Price for each Bid Item based on the
Estimated Units. The single page document signed by Craig Stark and Jason Cheyne was
added to a three page document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract signed by Craig Stark
and Robert McCarthy.
6.

The following Bid Items are important to understanding McCarthy's bid and the

quantity dispute that arose between the parties.
Bid Items

3
4

Stripped Waste Material ...
Import/Suitable/Structural
Materia (compacted in place)

Estimated
Units
18,878 CY
15,602 CY

Unit Price

Item Price

$2.50
$4.03

$47,195.69
$62,877.67

11.00
17.70

$99,403.33
$50,571.50

...

18 3" Asphalt PG58-28 or SPII
19 4" compacted base rock ...
¾" crushed/angular rock
(placed and compacted)
7.

9,037 SY
2,867 Ton

McCarthy Construction Contract included a provision for change orders

containing the following language:
Change Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change order provided the amount does
not exceed $1,000.00 in value; the change order amount is email to the Owner, and the
Owner accepts the change order amount by email or writing. The parties agree that any
change order exceeding $1,000 in value shall be signed by Owner and delivered to
Contractor.

8.

The Stark Project was intended to be developed in phases and the contemplated

sequence of construction following the stripping of the waste material (Bid Item 3) from the
Phase 1 site was for McCarthy to begin placing and compacting import material mined from an
on-site "borrow" pit (Bid Item 4). In particular, the Stark Plans called for import material (Bid
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Item 4) to be placed and compacted to meet the project's design elevation. Once this design
elevation was met, the Plans called for McCarthy to begin placing and compacting the 4 inches
of ¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19) required as subbase prior to the placement of 3 inches of
asphalt. (Bid Item 18).
9.

A critical design element of the Stark Project was the use of an on-site borrow

pit. The borrow pit was intended to be the source of the import structural fill material (Bid Item
4) as well as serve as a repository for the stripped waste material (Bid Item 3) that was not
placed and compacted into a berm to be built along the south and west ends of the Project.
Notably, the Stark property sits above a large deposit of gravel-like material which was suitable
for use as the import structural fill (Bid Item 4) required for the Project and mining and use of
this material was contemplated under the Stark's Phase 1 Conditional Use Permit.
10.

The following payment history from Stark to McCarthy is undisputed.

Stark Payments to McCarthy:
Invoice#
2409
2435
2481
2488

11.

Date Paid
4/18/17
5/22/17
7/17/17
9/22/17

Amount Paid
$38,200.00
$112,725.77
$62,955.80
$49,339.99
Total: $263,221.56

With regard to the four Bid Items identified above, the Starks paid the engineer's

estimated quantities for Bid Items 3, 4 and 19 as follows:
Invoice 2435
Bid Item
3
4

Description
Stripped waste material ...
Import/suitable/structural
material ...

Hrs./Items
18,878
15,602

Amount
2.50004
4.20011

Rate
47,195.69
65,530.08

Total:

$112,725.77
Paid 5/22/18
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Invoice 2481
Bid Item
19

4" compacted base rock ...

2,867

17.70206
Subtotal:

50,751.80
50,751.80
Paid 7/17/17

Therefore, by July 17, 2017, the Starks had paid McCarthy the full amount of the engineer's
estimate for Bid Items 3, 4 and 19 based, in part, on the test holes dug by Cheyne in
contemplation of bidding the Project. A review ofMcCarthy Invoices 2409, 2435, 2481 and the
original Invoice 2488 evidence no charge from McCarthy to Stark for digging the test holes.
12.

Prior to Cheyne and McCarthy undertaking any excavation work on the Stark

Project, Cheyne met with Montana resident and excavator Rick Tabish for the purpose of
subcontracting portions of the excavation site work to Tabish 's company, Basin Industrial
Services, Inc. (herein "Basin" or "Tabish"). Cheyne and Tabish entered into a hand-shake deal
whereby Tabish agreed to undertake certain excavation work under the direction of Cheyne for
$60,000. It is undisputed that Tabish undertook certain excavation work for which it was paid
$60,000 by McCarthy. However, in early June 2017, Tabish billed McCarthy $138,670.16 for
its work and claimed to be owed a balance of $78,670.16. Despite this claim, McCarthy never
paid Basin $78,670.16 and the Court has taken judicial notice of the fact that neither Tabish nor
Basin are registered Idaho contractors.
13.

On May 18, 2017, Cheyne, acting on behalf of McCarthy, made the unilateral

decision to close the borrow pit. At the time of his decision, Cheyne had failed to place and
compact enough suitable structural fill material (Bid Item 4) from the borrow pit to meet the
project design elevation required in the Plans. Notably, Cheyne never contacted Craig Stark or
Scott McArthur to advise or otherwise explain his decision to close the borrow pit and the
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effect that closure would have on the Project.
14.

After closing the borrow pit on May 18, 2017, Cheyne, acting on behalf of

McCarthy, unilaterally chose to begin hauling material from an old material pit located several
miles to the north of the Stark Project known to him as the "Swartout Pit." The purpose for
hauling material from the Swartout Pit was to bring the Phase 1 site up to the required design
elevation so the subbase layer of 4 inches of ¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19) could be placed
prior to asphalt (Bid Item 18). The parties have referred to and characterized the material from
the Swartout Pit as "reject" material that was left following construction improvements
undertaken to U.S. Highway 95.
15.

Although McCarthy alleges a significant number of truck counts from the

Swarthout Pit to the Stark Project, it is notable that the trucks were never weighed or ran over a
scale and McCarthy was unable to produce any individual receipts or truck tickets that would
otherwise document or substantiate McCarthy's claimed counts. The Court finds that because
the contract required the import structural fill material to be compacted in place, it is probable
McCarthy had little incentive to weigh or keep accurate truck counts knowing they were to be
paid for import material compacted in place and not by the loose cubic yard. The Court finds
that after Cheyne closed the on-site borrow pit, he began hauling, placing and compacting
material from the Swartout Pit without first communicating his decision to Stark and, without
obtaining a written change order signed by Stark to pay for the additional costs of the "reject"
material, if any.
16.

Because certain Bid Items, like Bid Item 4 and 19 were priced as "compacted in

place" or "placed and compacted" quantities, McCarthy hired h2 to undertake topographic
surveys for the purpose of quantifying those material quantities for payment purposes,
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including Bid Items 3, 4 and 19. Following those surveys, on July 21, 2017, Scott McArthur
reported the results ofh2's topographic survey work to Cheyne and McCarthy as follows:

Description

Bid
Item
3
4
19

Strippings
Onsite Borrow
R~iects
17.

Amount

Note

21,475 CY
13,353 CY 11,922 CYx 1.12 conversion = 13,353 CY
3,584 CY 3,200 CY x 1.12 conversion = 3,584 CY

Notably, McCarthy accepted h2's survey data for the material McArthur

identified as "Strippings" or Bid Item 3. However, McCarthy rejected and contested h2's
survey data for the material McArthur described as "Onsite Borrow" and "Rejects" or Bid Item
4, despite McArthur's explanation that the combined totals for "Onsite Borrow" and "Rejects"
with conversion factor was within 1 percent of h2 's calculated and estimated total of sub-grade
material required for asphalt. Rather than rely on h2 and McArthur, McCarthy chose to rely on
material data provided by Basin based on an alleged survey of the Stark project that occurred in
the dark and without the Stark's knowledge or permission. McCarthy's purported reliance on
data provided by Basin, as opposed to its own engineer, was unreasonable and was made solely
in furtherance of its own economic interest.
18.

Indeed, on May 22, 2017, the Starks had paid McCarthy $65,530.08 for 15,602

CY of import structural material compacted in place (i.e. Bid Item 4) upon payment of Invoice
2435. In addition, on July 17, 2017, the Starks had paid $50,751.80 for 2,867 tons of¾"
crushed base rock (Bid Item 19) upon payment of Invoice 2481. As both Craig Stark and Scott
McArthur had pointed out: 11,922 CY+ 3,200 CY= 15,122 CY of compacted in place material
which is still below the 15,602 CY Stark paid for by Invoice 2435.
19.

Despite the status of payment on July 21, 2017, on July 25, 2017 McCarthy sent
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Stark Invoice 2488 in the total amount of $158,980.00. This Invoice included a single, lineitem charge for $107,520.00 described as follows:
Description
4'' compacted base rock ...

20.

Hrs./Items
3,548

Amount
30.00

Rate
$107,520.00

Following the receipt of Invoice 2488, including the $107,520.00 charge, Craig

Stark called Robert McCarthy and requested that McCarthy correct and provide documentation
to support the Invoice, in part, because the Starks had already paid $65,530.08 for 15,602 CY of
import material to be compacted in place (Bid Item 4) and $50,751.80 for 4 inches of¾"
crushed base rock to the compacted in place (Bid Item 19). To Stark's frustration, McCarthy
refused his request and instead demanded that Stark pay the Invoice before McCarthy would
discuss the matter with him. Because McCarthy was unwilling to correct the Invoice or provide
any supporting documentation, Stark was and remained unwilling to pay the invoice until
McCarthy could explain and document the $107,520.00 charge.
21.

At the time McCarthy issued Invoice 2488, Robert McCarthy knew that the

Starks were financing the Project, in part, through a loan with US Bank.

Following the

issuance of Invoice 2488, McCarthy engaged in a course of conduct intended to coerce the
Starks into paying the full amount of Invoice 2488 and later invoiced sums of monies without
providing the Starks with documentation supporting the same. At trial, the Starks referred and
analogized to this course of false and deceptive conduct as putting them in a financial ''pinch"
regarding the completion of their Project and the status of their loan with US Bank.
22.

The evidence at trial showed that McCarthy engaged in a course of conduct

intended to put the Starks in a financial pinch to McCarthy's financial benefit and the Stark's
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financial detriment by (a) failing to act in good faith and resolve payment of Invoice 2488 and
its later revisions; (b) by intentionally delaying the completion of the project, including the
placement of asphalt; and (c) threating to lien the Project for significant amounts of monies that
McCarthy couldn't document were owed by Stark. ·
23.

From July 25, 2017 and up through August 22, 2017, the Court finds that the

Starks acted in good faith by seeking to resolve the billing dispute with McCarthy. Indeed, the
Court finds the Starks intended to resolve their billing dispute with McCarthy on August 22,
2017, by paying a sum of money to McCarthy they disputed owing. The Court finds the Stark's
sole motivation for doing so was because they were under some economic duress based on
McCarthy's conduct. The Court finds that McCarthy's failure to resolve the billing dispute on
August 22, 2017, coupled with McCarthy's issuance of its revised Invoice the next day in the
amount of $238,986.98, are strong evidence of McCarthy's true intent to coerce the Starks into
the payment of monies solely for McCarthy's financial gain and to the detriment of the Starks.
24.

The Court finds that McCarthy's course of conduct was a significant and

material breach of the parties' contract and, therefore, the Starks were justified in terminating
their contract with McCarthy on August 25, 2017, so as to mitigate the financial and economic
harm they faced by failing to timely complete the Project.
25.

After July 25, 2017, McCarthy made a total of five (5) revisions to its' original

Invoice 2488. Notably, those revisions, made both pre and post-termination, are summarized as
follows:
McCarthy Invoice 2488 Revisions:
Revision No.

Invoice#

Date on Invoice

Date Received

Original

2488

7/25/2017

7/25/2017

Amount

$158,980.00
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1
2

2504
2488
.·

'

:,

3
4
5
26.

2488
2488
2488

8/22/2017
8/22/2017
7/25/2017
8/23/2017
McCarthy terininated:on-8/25/2017< ;_-·
9/1/2017
9/1/2017
9/1/2017
9/11/2017
10/11/2017
10/23/2017

$121,620.55
$238,986.98

·,,

'

''

·..·..
,"

:
'

..

'

',

$162,087.56
$145,706.56
$176,691.71

Following McCarthy's termination on August 25, 2017; McCarthy undertook no

further work to improve the Stark Project.
27.

Following its' termination on August 25, 2017, McCarthy recorded its' original

Claim of Lien on September 22, 2017 in the amount of $145,706.56. This is the exact same
amount as found in McCarthy's post-termination revision no. 4 to the Invoice 2488.
28.

On September 22, 2017, the Starks made their final payment to McCarthy in the

amount of $49,339.99, based on the receipt of post-termination revision no. 4 to Invoice #2488.
Despite the receipt of this $49,339.99 payment, McCarthy recorded its Amended Claim of Lien
on October 23, 2017 in the amount of $176,691.71. This is the exact same amount as found in
McCarthy's post-termination revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488.

Accordingly, McCarthy's

Amended Lien was increased a net total of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56). However,
the gross increase was $80,385.14 calculated as: [$30,985.15 increase] plus [$49,399.99 paid].
29.

McCarthy failed to present any competent evidence that would justify its' gross

increase of $80,385.14 found in revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488 and added to the amount of its'
original Claim of Lien. Based on the evidence presented to the Court; the Court finds the gross
increase of $80,385.14 added to revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488, resulting in the net increase of
$30,985.15 added to McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien, evidences a course of conduct taken
by McCarthy to further coerce the payment of monies from Stark for McCarthy's financial gain
and to the Stark's financial detriment. The Court finds McCarthy's conduct was intended to
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coerce payment of its Amended Lien Claim which McCarthy knew was not a true and just
amount owed by the Starks.
30.

The Court finds that the gross increase of $85,705.29 added to McCarthy's post.;.

termination revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488, can be summarized below:
Revision No.
4
5

4
5

4
5
31.

Description
Import ...
Import ...

Add. Borrow
Add. Borrow

1 ¼" Minus

--

Hrs./Items
6,451.2
8,780.4

Amount
8.52555
10.95
Difference:

Rate
$55,000.00
$96,145.38

4.03
4.03
Difjerence

$26,416.45
$70,976.36

1,335

4.03

$5,380.05

--

--

--

6,554.95
17,612

$41,145.38

$44,559.91

As a result of McCarthy's recorded liens, the Starks found themselves in default

of their loan agreement with US Bank. As a result, the Starks and US Bank agreed to modify
the terms and conditions of their loan agreement. As part of the modification agreement, the
Starks were required to deposit the sum of $265,037.55 ($176,691.71 x 1.5%) into a noninterest bearing account in order to secure US Bank against McCarthy's lien. In addition, the
Starks were required to defend and indemnify US Bank in this litigation.
32.

In addition to McCarthy's overt conduct, unbeknownst to Stark, McCarthy had

implemented an internal scheme of cost allocation whereby it took job costs or expenses
incurred on other unrelated projects and applied those job costs to the Stark Project. For
example, McCarthy applied the equipment rental cost of $2,067.08 found in Western States
Invoice IN000383226 to the total cost of goods sold to the Stark Project although that
equipment was not rented for or used on the Stark Project. Notably, the Western States Invoice
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IN000383226 was visibly altered as part of this internal scheme to reflect application to the
Stark Project. This same type of alteration appeared on seventeen (17) total job cost invoices
or bills whereby McCarthy applied the job costs incurred on other projects to the total costs of
goods sold on the Stark Project as evidenced by McCarthy's Job Actual Cost Detail ("Cost
Detail").
33.

As evidenced by its Cost Detail, by its internal allocation scheme McCarthy

charged $31,772.96 in job costs incurred on other projects against the Stark Project summarized
as follows:
Type

Bill

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

34.

Date
06/01/2017
06/01/2017
06/15/2017
06/15/2017
06/19/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
08/16/2017
08/16/2017
09/19/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
11/30/2017

Memo
Wheel Loader
Rev Plate Co
2 loads GSB 3
1 load fine san ...
6.3 hours Vibr ...
296132
269280
296165
296864
3 loads
7 loads of GSB
314E Track Ex ...
314E Track Ex ...
Industrial load ...
Vibratory singl. ..
IN000425057
IN000431155
IN000383215

Code / Account
7559 Equipment Re ...
7559 Equipment Re ...
7563 Hauling/Import. ..
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7559 Equipment Re ...
7552 Plumbing
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
Total:

Amount
$2,067.08
$802.95
$285.00
$570.00
$1,755.90
$270.16
$146.29
$400.00
$151.83
$285.00
$1,425.00
$5,478.00
$5,353.00
$2,073.43
$75.00
$1,977.08
$3,269.74
$2,387.50
$3,000.00

$31.,772.96

The ostensible purpose for McCarthy's internal allocation scheme was to

increase the total cost of goods sold to Stark and, in doing so, hide the actual profit McCarthy
had made or was going to make on the Stark Project. This is verified and corroborated by
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McCarthy's own Profit & Loss by Job report created on both a Cash Basis ("Cash P&L") and
Accrual Basis ("Accrual P&L") using McCarthy's Cost Detail.

Based on the evidence

presented, the Court concludes the Cost Detail, Cash P&L and Accrual P&L were all created
after McCarthy had received the final $49,339.99 payment from Stark and well after its
termination on August 25, 2017.
35.

Interestingly, as McCarthy's Cash P&L states, McCarthy had a Net Income of

$27,473.01 on the Stark Project. The Net Income being based the sum of [$263,221.56 cash
received] less [$235,748.55 total job cost]. This would equate to a profit margin of 10.4%
calculated as: [($27,473.01/$263,221.56) x 100]. However, simply backing out the additional
$31,772.92 charged against the total costs of goods sold would show a profit to McCarthy of
$59,245.97 ($31,772.92

+ $27,473.01). This would equate to a profit margin of 22.5%

calculated as: [($59,245.97/$263,221.56) x 100]. As evidenced by McCarthy's Cash P&L and
Cost Detail, McCarthy was showing it had earned net income at the time it recorded its liens
against the Stark property.
36.

Even more interesting perhaps is McCarthy's Accrual P&L. Notably, the Accrual

P&L shows a total for sales and material as $439,913.27. The total sales and material are the
sum of: [$263,221.56 paid by Stark] plus [$176,691.71 amended lien amount]. As reflected on
the Accrual P&L, there was only a small increase of $7,822.45 in the cost of goods sold
between the Cash P&L ($205,589.23) and the Accrual P&L ($213,411.68) which was solely
attributable to an increase in item 7559 Equipment Rental in the Accrual P&L. Notably, the
total expense of $30,159.32 stayed the same in both the Cash and Accrual P&L's. Accordingly,
the Net Income of $196,342.27 stated in the Accrual P&L is the sum of: [$27,473.01 Cash P&L
Net Income] plus [$176,691.71 amended lien amount] less [$7,822.45 equipment rental
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increase]. This would equate to a profit margin of 44.6% [($196,342.27/439,913.27) x 100].
Backing out the sum of $31,772.96 from the total cost of goods sold, the profit margin moves to
· 51.9% [($228,115.23/$439,913.27) x 100]. As evidenced by McCarthy's Accrual P&L and
Cost Detail, McCarthy expected to earn over a 50% :profit margin had Stark paid the
$176,691.71 which would have been pure profit.
37.

The Court finds that, the Cash P&L, Accrual P&L and Cost Detail, evidence that

McCarthy's contractual claim and, therefore, its' claim of lien was not based on any objective
basis whereby McCarthy was seeking payment for work done or services furnished. Rather, the
Court finds that McCarthy's claim was based on its' own sense of contractual entitlement to
profit, or monies it had yet to earn by performance of its' contract. This reinforces and
corroborates the Court's finding that McCarthy was engaged in false and deceptive business
practice intended to coerce the payment of monies from Stark in a manner that was to
McCarthy's own financial benefit but to the great financial detriment of the Starks. For these
reasons, the Court also finds that McCarthy's lien claims and, in particular, its Amended Claim
of Lien were falsely verified and was recorded with the requisite malice and intent of
improperly encumbering the Starks title and coerce payment of the stated amended lien amount.
38.

The Court finds that, following McCarthy's termination on August 25, 2017, the

Starks proceeded to complete the construction necessary to complete the Project and mitigate
the foreseeable economic harm that would arise should the Starks fail to complete the Project.
The evidence showed the Starks hired Waldo Construction, Inc. ("Waldo") to complete most of
the site work remaining on the McCarthy contract and North West Road and Drive (''North
West") to undertake the asphalt work that McCarthy had delayed in completing.

The Court

finds that the Starks took timely and reasonable steps to mitigate their damages following the
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termination of McCarthy.
39.

The Court finds that the Starks have proven that McCarthy's course of conduct

resulted in a three (3) month delay in the completion of the Project thus delaying the Starks
ability to rent storage units in that time. The Court finds that the Starks have proven a loss of
rental income over this three month period.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Court concludes that there was a valid and enforceable contract between

McCarthy and Stark.
2.

The Court concludes that McCarthy engaged in a course of conduct that was a

significant and material breach of the contract and that McCarthy's conduct breached the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing because McCarthy's conduct, both overt and
covert, was made with the intent of denying the Starks the benefit of their bargain with
McCarthy.
3.

The Court concludes that, as a result of McCarthy's breach of contract, the Starks

have proven contractual damages in the total amount of $136,739.41 with a degree of
reasonable certainty as outlined and summarized as follows:

Breach of Contract Summary
Description
Cost to Complete Contract
Bid Items to Complete
Cost Avoided
Subtotal:
Credits/Reimbursements Owed
Subtotal:
Lost Rental Income
Total:

Amount
$210,020.68
$11,601.26
<$150,329.98>
$71,291.96
$26,860.67
$98,152.63
$38,586.78
$136,739.41
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a.

Cost Avoided McCarthy Contract: $150,329.98 calculated as: [$413,551.54 Bid

Amount] - [$263,221.56 Paid]= [$150,329.98 Cost Avoided].

b.

Stark Cost to Complete Contract: $210,020.68 as itemized in the table below.
· Cost to Complete Contract
Entity
Description
Paving Cost
Northwest Road and
Drive
Additional ¾" Base
Rock
Waldo Construction, Inc. Complete Construction
H2 Surveying, LLC
Elevation Survey
Allwest Testing &
Material Testing
Engineering
Pond Liner
Northwest Linings &
Geotextile Products, Inc.
Parking Lot Stripping
PSP Enterprises, Inc.
Patio and Curbing
R&B Concrete
Additional Rock
Conmat, Inc.
Total:

c.

Amount
$135,118.72

$25,697.98
$32,849.14
$540.00
$1,337.60
$6,043.27
$645.00 1
$4A78.28 2
$3,301.69
$210,020.68

Bid Items to Complete: $11,601.26 as itemized in the table below.

Bid Item
6
15
28
35

Bid Items to Complete
Description
Fire Hydrant
Stormwater Swale Treatment
Native Dryland Grass Seed
Frost Free Hose Bibs/Risers
Total:

Amount
3,500.00
3,318.89
$2,782.37
$2,000.00
$11,601.26

1

Total PSP Enterprises, Inc. invoice amount is $856.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to reflect the
two additional wheel stops $202.00) which were built and installed at the request of Stark and not included
in original McCarthy Construction contract.
2
Total R&B Concrete invoice amount is $6,997.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to $4,478.28 to
reflect the bid item and proportion of the work included in the Invoice and McCarthy Construction contract
($6,997.00 - $1,166.00-$836.00 = $4,995.00 X 520/580).
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d.

Credits/Reimbursements Owed Stark: $26,860.67 itemized in the tables below.
Credit for ¾" Base Rock (Bid Item 19)
Description
Amount
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 2,867 tons of
$50,751.80
¾" base rock on Invoice No. 2481
Amount actually delivered
$21,316.64
Credit recognized by McCarthy on Invoice No.
-$12,850.20
2488
Credit Owed:
$16,584.96
Credit for Import Material (Bid Item 4)
Description
Amount
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 15,602 CY
$65,530.08
import compacted in place
Amount Stark paid McCarthy per invoice No.
$12,896.00
2488
Total paid for Import
$78,426.08
Amount owed per h2 Engineering survey data
-$68,256.11
(16,937 CY material at $4.03 per CY material)
Credit Owed:
$10,169.97

e.

Lost Rental Delay Damages: $38,586.78 based on three (3) months lost rental at

an average of$12,862.26/month.
4.

The Court concludes, for the reasons set forth above, that McCarthy's verified

Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien were not recorded for the purpose of securing a
charge for work done or services and material furnished on the Stark Project in accord with I.C.
§§ 45-101; 45-501.

5.

The Court concludes, for the reasons set forth above, that McCarthy's verified

Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien were a false slander against the title to the Stark
property and filed with malice because McCarthy could not have reasonably believed the
amounts claimed were just after deducting all just credits and offsets as required by I.C. §§ 45507(3)(a), 45-507(4).
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6.

The Court concludes, for the reasons set forth above, that the Starks have proven

they incurred special damages with a reasonable certainty as follows:
Special Cost Incurred with US Bank
Description of Cost
Defense and indemnification costs paid to date by Stark ($4,646.70),
including additional appraisal costs to extend the loan ($2,050.00).
Applied 1.0% increase to the loan interest rate on the Stark $1,076,000.00
construction loan (4.5% interest rate increased to 5.5% interest rate).
Lost Interest Income on $265,037.55 deposited into non-interest bearing
account to secure US Bank against McCarthy liens.
Two extra inspection fees ($450/each) required by US Bank for loan
modification agreement.
Total:

7.

Amount
$6,696.70

$145,842.00
$14,577.0?3
$900.00
$168,015.77

The Court concludes that McCarthy's Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of

Lien are an unlawful encumbrance on the title to the Stark property and, therefore, the Starks
are entitled to an Order properly releasing the liens as encumbrance on the title to the property.
8.

The Court concludes, that based on the reasons set forth above, that McCarthy

engaged in conduct toward the Starks that can be properly characterized as misleading, false,
and deceptive business practices in violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and I.C. §
48-601(17). In particular, the Court concludes McCarthy's internal allocation scheme, whereby
documents were altered and unrelated job costs charged as expenses to the Stark Project, to be
particularly misleading, false and deceptive. The Court also concludes that recording false liens
with the intent to compel payment by economic coercion to be a false and deceptive business
practice. The Court concludes the Starks have proven with a reasonable certainty that they
were, in fact, damaged by McCarthy's misleading, false and deceptive business practices.

3

Calculated at prime interest rate of 5 .5% at the time of trial for a period of 12-months. Evidence at trial
showed that Starks could have reasonably expected a return on investment for a CD at a rate of .10%,
Business Money Market account at a rate of 2.0%, or a Wealth Management account could yield a rate of
6.0%.
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9.

The Court concludes the Starks have proven actual damages for breach of the

Idaho Consumer Protection Act in an amount greater than $1,000.00 based on the Starks loss of
$10,000.00 in earnest money when they were unable to finance and close a real estate purchase
and sale agreement for the purchase of a property located in Rathdrum, Idaho as a result of the
liens and loan modification agreement the Starks had to agree to with US Banlc to avoid paying
McCarthy's false lien.
10.

The Court concludes the Starks are the prevailing party and as the prevailing

party the Starks are entitled to an award of their reasonable attomey~s fees and costs in accord
with Section 8 of the Terms and Conditions found in the parties contract in addition to I.C.§§
12-120(3); 48-608(5).

11.

The Court concludes the Starks are entitled to an award of post-judgment interest

in the statutory amount pursuant to LC. § 28-22-104( l ).

12.

The Court concludes for the reasons set forth herein, that McCarthy shall take
1

nothing by its Complaint and its claims against Stark shall be dismissed with prejudice.
The Defendants/Counterclaima nts reserve the right to further amend and supplement
these proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law prior to and up through the trial in this
matter.
DATED this

1$( day of July, 2019.
RAMSDEN, rvIA.RFICE, EALY & Hi-\RRlS, LLP
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6

Cheyne email to Stark dated 3/30/17 (McCarthy
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7

Agreement for Sale/Purchase of Timber dated
3/7/2017 (McCarthy 000395 - McCarthy 000396)

8

Photograph of logging

9

Screenshot of logging photo showing date of photo

10

Photo of logging

11

Photo of logging

12

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 4/20/17 (McCarthy
00086)

13

Photograph of excavation work

14

Photograph of excavation work

15

Photograph of excavation work

16

Photograph of excavation work

17

Photograph of borrow pit

18

Photograph of borrow pit

19

Photograph of excavation work

20

Photograph of excavation work

21

Photograph of excavation work

22

Photograph of excavation work

23

Photograph of excavation work

24

Photograph of excavation work

25

Photograph of grading stake (SW comer Bldg 3)

26

Photograph of grading stake (Bldg 4)

27

Photograph of grading stake (NW comer Bldg 2)

28

Photograph of excavation work
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Photograph of excavation work

30

Photograph of import material

31
32
33

Notes
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Photograph of excavation work
Photograph of excavation work
Photograph of grading stake (NW comer bldg. 2)

34

Photograph of grading stake

35

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 4/17 /17 (McCarthy
00111)

36

Stark payment dated May 3, 2017 (h2 00347)

37

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 5/18/17 (McCarthy
00109)

38

Stark payment dated 5/22/17 (h2 00348)

39

US Bank Lien/Claim Waiver dated 6/26/17 (US
Bank 00219)

40

McCarthy Cop. Invoice dated 7/13/17 (McCarthy
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41
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00107)

42

Stark payment dated 7/18/17 (McCarthy 00125)
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44

McArthur email to Stark dated 6/1/17 (h2 00140 142)

45

Cheyne email to Metts and McArthur 6/12/17 (h2
00025)

46

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 6/ 19/ 17 (h2
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Cheyne email to McArthur dated 6/26/1 7 (h2
00096 and 00094)
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48

Stark email to Cheyne dated 6/30/17 (h2 00179 00181)

49

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/3/17 (h2 0018200185)

50

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/6/17 (McCarthy
00063)

51

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/11/17
(McCarthy 00031)

52

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 7/11/17 (McCarthy
00035 - 00036)

53

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 7/11/17 (McCarthy
00090)

54

McCarthy email to McArthur and Cheyne dated
7/13/17 (h2 00155)

55

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 7/13/17
(McCarthy 00057)

56

McArthur email to Cheyne dated 7/13/17
(McCarthy 00058)

57

Cheyne email to Stark, et al, dated 7/17 /17
(McCarthy 00043)

58

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/18/17 (h2 00017 00018)

59

Stark email to McArthur dated 7/20/17 (h2 00007)

60

McArthur email to Cheyne, et al, dated 7/21/1 7
(McCarthy 00175)

61

McArthur email to Stark, et al, dated 7/27 /17
(McCarthy 00051)

62

Stark email to Tabish dated 7/31/1 7 (h2 00089 00090)

63

Stark email to Sternberg, et al, dated 8/6/17
(McCarthy 00049- 00050)

64

Cheyne email to McArthur dated 8/7/17 (h2 00187
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65
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67

Stark email to Cheyne and McArthur dated 8/16/17
(h2 00074)

68

Cheyne email to Thomas dated 8/16/17 (McCarthy
00092)

69

Cheyne email to McArthur and Stark dated 8/17/17
(h2 00126 - 00127)

70

McCarthur email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/17/17
(McCarthy 00001)

71

Metts email to McArthur dated 8/18/17 (h2 00092)

72

McArthur email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/18/17
(McCarthy 00114)

73

Stark email to McArthur dated 8/19/17 (h2 00019 00021)

74

Change order dated 8/19/17 (Stark 00035-00036)

75

Stark email to McArthur 8/19/17 (h2 00067 00069)

76

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/19/17
(McCarthy 00004)

77

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 8/19/17 (h2
0007 5 - 0007 6)

78

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/21/17 (McCarthy
00056)

79

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/22/17 (h2 0008400085)

80

McCarthy email to Stark 8/22/17 (h2 00159 00162)

81

McCarthy email to Stark dated 8/22/17 (h2 00158)

82

Stark email to McCarthy dated 8/22/17 (h2 00056 00058)

83

Stark email to Thomas, et al, dated 8/24/17 (h2
00077)

84

Stark email to Harris and McCarthy dated 8/25/1 7
(h2 00078)

85

Stark email to Tabish, et al, dated 9/5/17 (h2
00083)

86

McArthur email to McCarthy and Stark dated
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9/7 /17 (McCarthy 00019)
87

Stark email to McCarthy dated 9/8/17 (h2 00081)

88

McArthur email to McCarthy dated 9/11/1 7
(McCarthy 00064 - 00065)

89

Stark email to McCarthy, et al, dated 9/12/17 (h2
00165 - 00168)

90

Stark email to McArthur dated 1/22/18 (h2 00070 00071)

91

h2 Surveying & Engineering Contract dated
9/22/16 (Stark 00222- 00231)

92

Authorization Letter dated 11/9/16 (h2 00248)

93

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 2/15/1 7 (h2
00201)

94

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 5/10/17 (h2
00206)

95

h2 Surveying, LLC invoice dated 5/30 (h2 00203)

96-A

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00694)

96-B

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00644 - 00646)

96-C

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00637 - 00638)

96-D

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00631 - 00632)

96-E

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00623 - 00624)

96-F

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00620)

96-G

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00614 - 00616)

96-H

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00600)

96-1

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00591 - 00592)

96-J

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00583 - 00585)

96-K

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
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(Stark 00556 - 00569)
96-L

Text messages b/w Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(Stark 00521)

97

Site disturbance permit dated 5/5/17 (h2 00230 0000243)

98

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 (McCarthy
00178)

99

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 8/22/17 (McCarthy
00193)

100

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 (McCarthy
00176 - 00177)

101

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17

102

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 (McCarthy
00117 - 00118)

103

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 10/11/17

104

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 7/25/17 with Stark
notes (h2 00325)

105

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/7 with Stark
notes (US Bank 00656)

106

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 8/22/17 with
McCarthy notes (McCarthy 00124)

107

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 with
McCarthy notes (McCarthy 00119)

108

McCarthy Corp. invoice dated 9/1/17 with Stark
notes (US Bank 00687)

109

Termination letter dated 8/25/17 (McCarthy 00115
- 00116)

110

Claim of Lien dated 9/22/17, Kootenai Instrument
No. 2612854000

111

Letter dated 9/22/ 17

112

Letter dated 10/5/17

113

Amended Claim of Lien dated 10/23/17, Kootenai
Instrument No. 2617079000

114

Warranty Deed dated 2/13/17, Kootenai Instrument
No. 2585424000

115

U.S. Bank Deed of Trust dated 4/12/17, Kootenai
Instrument No. 2591141000
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116

Plat map of subject property

117

Phase 1 project overview dated 4/27 /17

118

Site grading plan dated 3/16/1 7

119

Stripping exhibit dated 7/17 /17

120

Onsite borrow vs. stripped surf. (h2 00401)

121

J. Cheyne's dry utility trenching diagram
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B.

Stark Site Development Plans (9
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Stark Continuing Payment and
Com letion Guarant 9 s.
Stark First Amendment to Loan
A
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Securit
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Stark Modification of Promissory
Note 2 s.
Stark Loan Default
Acknowledgment and Resolution
A reement 2 s. .
Stark Amendment to Assignment
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I.
J.
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M.
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US Bank Fee Sheet 1
US Bank Fee Schedule
Second Amendment to Loan
A reement Ma
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N-2.

N-3.

N-4.

R.

s.
T.

u.
V.

w.

Second Amendment to Assignment
and Pledge of Deposit Account
Ma 8, 2019 2 s.
Second Amendment to Laon
Default Acknowledgment and
Resolution Agreement (May 8,
2019 2 s.
Second Modification of
Promissory Note (May 8, 2019) ( 2

McCarth Invoice 2481
McCarthy Invoice 2488
$158,980 1
McCarthy Invoice 2504
$121,620.55 1
McCarthy Invoice 2488
$238,986.98 2 · s.
McCarthy Invoice 2488
$162,087.56 1
McCarthy Invoice 2488
$145,706.56 1
McCarthy Invoice 2488
226,031.70 1

7/25/17
8/22/17
7/25/17
9/1/17
9/1/17
10/11/17

Check
Check
Check

~

.

(,-
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EE.

.

Invoice 2017-179 Basin Industries
$138,670.16 2 s.
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FF.

Email 7/21/17 Invoice 2017-179

2
GG.
HH.
II.

JJ.

KK-2
LL.
MM.

s.

Diagram: Borrow vs. Existing
Ground 1
Diagram: Borrow vs. Stripped
Surface 1
Diagram: Exfsting Ground vs.
Stri ed Surface 1
Email 7/21/17 Subject Quantities
2 s.
Jesse Durland Borrow Pit
La out 1
Email 1/22/18 Stark Pit Image from
KC Earth 1
Email 1/10/18 Stark Site and Cross

McCarthy P&L Accrual Basis ( 1
PP.
QQ.
RR.

ss.
TT.

uu.

vv.
WW.

xx.

McCarthy Job Actual Cost
Detail 6 s.
Western States Invoice
IN000383226 $2,067.08 1
Western States Invoice IN00038223
$802.95 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 5/19/17
$285.00 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 5/18/17
$570.00 1
Western States Invoice
IN000365748 $_1,755.90 1
Interstate Statement of Account
7/29/17 $270.16 1
Interstate Statement of Account
7/29/17 $906.06 1
Hawks Trucking 6/12/17 $1,425.00

1
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YY.
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III.
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000.
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Western States Invoice
IN000396186 $5,478.00 1
Western States Invoice
IN000422051 $5,353.00 1
Western States Invoice
IN000426178 $2 073.43 1
Western States Invoice
IN000441966 $75.00 1
Western States Invoice
IN000425057 $1,977.08
Western States Invoice
IN000431155 $3 269.74 1
Western States Invoice
IN000383215 $2,387.49 1
Northwest Payment Management
Solutions Billing Statement 8/29/17
$3,000.00 1
Western States Invoice
IN000441392 $4,860.64 1
Western States Invoice
IN000339167 $3,454.44 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 07/24/17
$9,822.00 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 06/15/17
$4,687.50 1
Hawks Trucking Invoice 07/24/17
1
Interstate Statement of Account
06/28/17 $400.00 1 ·
Interstate Statement of Account
06/29/17 $146.29 1
Interstate Statement of Account
07/10/17 $151.83 1
Interstate Statement of Account
08/07/17 $216.79 1
Western States Invoice
IN000413554 $834.42 1
Western States Invoice
IN000396186 $5,478.00 1
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No1ih West Road and Drive Invoice
016-648 $135,118.72 1
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TTT.

uuu.
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YYY.
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BBBB.

cccc.
DDDD.

FFFF.
GGGG.

HHHH.

Northwest Road and Drive Invoice
016-647 $25,697.98 1
Waldo Construction Inc. Pay
Application With Supporting
Invoices $32,849.14 13 s.
h2 Surveying, LLC Invoice# 5493
$540.00 1
Check# 1513 $540.00 1
AllWest Invoice #86691
$1,337.00 2 s.
Check# 1502 $1,337.60 1
R&B Concrete Invoice #9278
$6,997.00 _1 _
Check# 1505 $6,997.00 1
PSP Enterprises, Inc.
Invoice 2002-3234 $856.00
Check# 1528 $856.00 1
Northwest Linings Invoice
#C006749-IN $6 043.27 1
Check# 1530 $5,293.27 1
CONMAT, Inc. Scale Receipt with
Credit Card Receipt $3,301.69 (1

IIII.

JJJJ.
KKKK.

MMMM
NNNN
0000

Stark Rent Rolls from 12/31/2017 to
6/27/2019 40 s.
RE-24 Purchase and Sale
A reement 10/6/2017 6

Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
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RRRR

ssss

TTTT
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Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6
Photo 7
Photo 8
Photo 9

WWWW Email dated 06/25/2018 Athol
Invoice 1
XXXX
Check $5,000.00 to Harmony
Land, Inc. 1
XXXX-1 Check $4,954.00 to Harmony
Land, 1
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Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS AND
COUNTERCLAIMANTS'
CLOSING ARGUMENT

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

The above-named Defendants and Counterclaimants submit their Closing Argument
following the trial bench trial in this matter.

I.

OVERVIEW
This case was about greed and the lengths McCarthy went to coerce payment from the

Starks for work that was never performed and material that was never delivered. As Stark proved,
what started as an effort by Stark to correct an admitted billing mistake would evolve into a course
of conduct by McCarthy intended to pinch the Starks and coerce them into capitulating to
McCarthy's demands.

As Stark proved, McCarthy never proved a factual basis existed that

supported the monetary demands being made against them. As McCarthy's own project accounting
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showed, it made a net profit on the Stark Project following total payment of $263,221.56. 1
McCarthy's coercive efforts were not solely directed at the Starks. In fact, McCarthy sought
to coerce h2 engineer Scott McArthur into siding with McCarthy against Stark by withholding
payment from him. As Cheyne confirmed to McArthur: "[h]e says when stark pays him he will pay
you. " 2 When McArthur refused to be bullied, McCarthy not only punished him economically but
McCarthy and Cheyne openly attacked him in what might be described as an all-out blitz to
undermine his character and credibility. McCarthy showed blitz against McArthur when Cheyne
was called in rebuttal to testify that McArthur's reported "Reject" quantity of 3,200 CY found in his
July 21, 201 7 email 3 was based on an "estimate" Cheyne had made to McArthur back in May 2017
and before Cheyne had begun hauling material from the Schwartout Pit. However, Cheyne's
testimony was proven false when he was impeached with a June 16, 2017 invoice that he had
received that plainly showed Cheyne had reported a rounded up number from the invoice. The
number was no coincidence.
As the evidence showed, the foundation of the parties' dispute was laid when McCarthy's
subcontractor, Basin Industries ("Basin") failed to mine and place enough structural fill from the onsite borrow pit to bring Phase 1 to the planned (and required) design elevation. The evidence
showed Cheyne resolved his dilemma by hauling "reject" material from the Schwartout Pit over the
first week of June and he would later claim McArthur had authorized him to do so.
However, McArthur denied Cheyne's allegation and neither McCarthy nor Cheyne
presented any documentary or other evidence that would corroborate this allegation. What the
evidence showed is that McCarthy and Cheyne made up the allegation about McArthur after-the-

1

Def.'s Ex.'s NN, 00, and PP.
Def.'sEx. WWWW.
3
Def. 's Ex. JJ.
2
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fact based on the receipt of a May 20, 2017 text message from Stark that McArthur forwarded to
Cheyne. 4 On May 20, 2017, McArthur sent a text message 5 to Stark that reported:
Last night Jason said he was concerned after we staked the buildings that he might
not have as much material to build phase 2 as he thought, but before I got overly
concerned, I figured I would go look at it Monday morning first thing. I'll call you
then. (underline added).
Stark responded:
10-4 Was hoping we may miss the rain. As long as there is enough phase-2 rock
area to give us a good layout for steel delivery we should be fine. (underline added).
The subject matter of the text was a simple exchange regarding material to build Phase 2-not
Phase 1. At the time, it was an innocuous communication regarding Phase 2.
However, this innocuous communication was cited in the August 22, 2017 email from
McCarthy to Stark. 6 In context, by August 22, McCarthy had chosen to double-down on his effort
to coerce payment from Stark. In doing so, McCarthy told Stark that Cheyne had interpreted Stark's
May 20 responsive text to McArthur as a "green light on import, from you, through Scott." Because
the May 20 text had nothing to do with Phase 1 or an alleged "green light" McArthur to Cheyne,
McCarthy's representation regarding the May 20 text was a sheer fabrication based on a complete
distortion of the text communication.
One peculiarity that stands out is McCarthy's recordation of its amended lien in October
201 7. 7 It is peculiar because in September, McCarthy had sent Stark, through counsel, a final
invoice that Stark made a payment on 8 and because McCarthy had not undertaken any work since
its termination in August. Accordingly, there was no reason for McCarthy to record its amended
lien, let alone in an increased amount from its original lien unless McCarthy's true intent was to

4

5
6

7

Pla.'s Ex. 1-F.
Pla.'s Ex. 96-G, Stark 00616.
Pla.'s Ex. 80. See also Pla.'s Ex. 82 for Stark's response.
Def.'s Ex. DD.
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frustrate the Starks ability to bond around a lien. 9 In addition, it was also peculiar that McCarthy
waited until trial to abandon $78,000.00 of its claim. This abandonment, coupled with the fact that
McCarthy was unwilling to itemize the Starks payment of $49,339.99, suggests that McCarthy's
sole purpose in recording its amended lien was to block or frustrate the Stark's ability to bond
around the lien. And this conclusion is reinforced by the fact that the Starks were required by US
Bank to deposit $265,037.55 into a bank controlled, non-interest bearing account as security against
the lien. 10
In the end, McCarthy could never prove it was owed any money by Stark.

Notably,

McCarthy abandoned any attempt to itemize the Starks final payment of $49,339.99. McCarthy's
own P&L statements 11 showed McCarthy had a net profit following a total payment of $263,221.56
despite McCarthy's internal job cost allocation scheme which reduced the net profit.

Indeed,

McCarthy's own accrual P&L plainly evidences the fact that McCarthy's amended lien is based
entirely on its contractual expectation interest.
The Starks proved that on August 25, 2017, McCarthy was in breach of contract, justifying
their decision to terminate McCarthy. As McCarthy boasted in his August 22, email to Stark, "[w ]e
could have paved last week, we could have paved last week."

This was an admission that

McCarthy had been intentionally delaying paving. It was also an admission that McCarthy was not
acting in good faith and was, in fact, denying the Starks the benefit of their bargain. As the Starks
showed, they had to hire both Waldo Construction and North West Road & Drive to complete the
scope of work McCarthy had failed to complete.
As set forth herein, although the Starks escaped McCarthy's financial pinch, they suffered

8
9

Def.'s Ex's V, BB and Pla.'s Ex. 111.
Pla.'s Ex. 111, p. 4 re: Stark's notice of intent to bond around a lien.

10

11

Def.' s Ex. K.
Def.'s Ex.'s 11, 11
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resulting damages in an amount of $180,080.87.
II.

STARK PROVED LIABILITY AND DAMAGES
a.

Stark Proved Breach of Contract.

The elements required to prove a breach of contract are: (1) a contract; (2) a breach of that
contract; (3) damages caused by the breach; and (4) the amount of those damages. See e.g. Edged in
Stone, Inc. v. Northwest Power Systems, LLC, 156 Idaho 176, 180 (2014) (citation omitted). Idaho

recognizes that the "normal measure of damages for delay in constructing a building would be the
rental value of the building for the period of delay." Olson v. Quality Pak Co., 93 Idaho 607, 611
(1970) (citations omitted). A material breach of contract "touches the fundamental purpose of the
contract and defeats the object of the parties in entering into the contract." See Hull v. Giesler,
156 Idaho 765, 774 (2014). Idaho also recognizes the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing in every contract. See e.g. Drug Testing Compliance Group, LLC v. DOT Compliance
Service, 161 Idaho 93, 102-103 (2016) (citation omitted). The implied covenant is breached when

either party "violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract." Id., 161 Idaho at
103 (citing First Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 289 (1991). "If a breach of
contract is material, the other party's performance is excused." J.P. Stravens Planning
Associates, Inc. v. City of Wallace, 129 Idaho 542, 545 (Ct. App. 1996) (emphasis added).

The parties' Contract required that any change exceeding $1,000 be in a change order
signed by Stark. Cheyne testified that " ... the definition of a change order is something that
changes from the original plan ... the original contract." Cheyne 8/8 11: 15-11: 16. Despite this
understanding Cheyne never presented a change order to Stark for the material and hauling costs
incurred for hauling "reject" material from the Schwartout Pit because Cheyne never considered
it a change order. Id. at 11:32-11:33. Nevertheless, as shown, Basin's decision to close the
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borrow pit before it had met the Phase 1 design elevations caused Cheyne to haul the "reject"
material from the Schwartout Pit. As the evidence showed, it was ostensibly this material and
hauling cost coupled with Basin's claim that it was owed more money that led McCarthy to
engage in a scheme of obfuscation regarding the actual amount of structural fill that was
compacted in place on Phase 1.
The scheme began to unravel when Stark drew McCarthy's attention to the obvious
$107,520.00 billing error found on McCarthy's original invoice 2488. As Stark testified, he
made multiple requests for a properly revised invoice and supporting documentation for the
material quantity charge. As Stark testified, McCarthy put him off and told him 'just pay the
invoice, we will discuss it later." Importantly, McCarthy knew Stark was beginning to draw
funds from a construction loan with US Bank. As Stark advised McCarthy, he needed a correct
and accurate invoice to submit to US Bank. As the evidence at trial showed, rather than simply
provide Stark with an accurate billing invoice, McCarthy started to "slow-walk" the project by
putting off paving and sent Stark a series of revised invoices with changing material quantities
based on McCarthy's "negotiated" amount as opposed to an amount with supporting
documentation.

As Stark proved, McCarthy's slow-walk of the project and the numerous

revisions to invoice 2488 were all part of McCarthy's scheme to coerce payment from Stark for
monies it could not prove were owed.
As Stark proved, McCarthy anticipatorily and materially breached the contract by
engaging in a course of conduct that was intended to put the Starks in a financial pinch and force
their submission by economic duress.

A bit of McCarthy's blitz against McArthur was to

fabricate an alleged urgency in the receipt of quantity data from him. Notably, prior to July 21,
2017, Stark had paid, in full, McArthur's estimated amounts for topsoil stripping (Bid Item 3);
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structural fill (Bid Item 4) and¾" base rock (Bid Item 19). McCarthy wasn't in any financial
distress when it received McArthur' s July 21 email that reported the following material
quantities: (1) Strippings - 21,475 CY; (2) Onsite Borrow - 13,353 CY; and 3) Rejects - 3,584
CY. As shown, McCarthy-not Stark-had hired h2 to quantify by survey of the "Strippings"
and the "Onsite Borrow." As noted, Cheyne had given McArthur the "Reject" quantity based on
his rounding up the quantity found in the June 16 invoice from Harmony Land, Inc.
Although McCarthy accepted McArthur's Strippings quantity, it inexplicably rejected
McArthur's Onsite Borrow quantity reportedly based on Basin's claim of having mined 30,000
CY from the borrow pit. Of course, common sense suggested that Basin simply couldn't have
mined 30,000 CY because ifit had, the 21,475 CY of stripped topsoil would have fit back in the
mined hole. It didn't. Not even close. As both Stark and McArthur testified, Basin's own
survey data simply corroborated McArthur's Stripping and Onsite Borrow quantities and showed
McCarthy had no reasonable basis to dispute the Onsite Borrow quantity. This fact was
ostensibly conceded by McCarthy's abandonment of$78,000.00 of its claim during trial.
There is no dispute that as of May 22, 2017, Stark had paid McCarthy for 15,602 CY of
structural fill compacted in place. McArthur's Onsite Borrow quantity was 11,922 CY. When
added to Cheyne's rounded Reject quantity of 3,200 CY, the combined total is only 15,122 CY.
When adjusted for compaction the total is inflated to 16,937 CY (15,122 x $1.12). As McArthur
testified, he didn't recommend adjusting the quantity by use of compaction factor. However, as
Stark testified, he wanted to be "fair" and give McCarthy the benefit of the compaction factor.
And, as Stark showed, 16,937 CY x $4.03 = $68,256.11. The evidence showed Stark paid a total
of $78,426.08 for structural fill and, therefore, was owed a credit of $10,169.97. Stark's point
was to draw attention to McCarthy's obfuscation of a simple quantification that should have been
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properly billed on July 21, 2017. Instead, on July 25, 2017, Stark got McCarthy's erroneous
$107,520.00 charge and the ensuing trouble that followed.
As McCarthy began to slow-walk the Project stalling resolution of payment of invoice 2488,
the Starks were beginning to feel the financial pinch McCarthy had them in. And they were faced
with a hard choice: Pay monies they firmly believed they didn't owe or refuse to be coerced and
seek to mitigate their harm. As Stark testified, under economic duress, he thought he had reached
an agreement with McCarthy whereby he would pay monies over and above what was owed to
avoid further financial harm to keep the Project moving. As the evidence showed, McCarthy
reneged on any such agreement and doubled-down by increasing the financial pressure he was
putting on Stark by further revisions to invoice 2488 that would have, in effect, forced Stark to pay
in advance for McCarthy's remaining scope of work. This left the Starks with no choice but to
terminate McCarthy to escape McCarthy's financial pinch and mitigate their foreseeable economic
harm.
Having justifiably terminated McCarthy, the Starks sought to efficiently mitigate their
harm by completing most of the remaining construction through their own efforts and by
contracting with Waldo Construction, Inc. and North West Road & Drive. As proven at trial,
Starks incurred contractual damages in the amount of $135,980.41 which can be itemized as
follows:
•

Stark Cost to Complete Contract: $209,261.68.
Cost to Complete Contract
Entity
Description
12
North West Road & Drive
Paving Cost
Additional ¾" Base Rock
13
Waldo Construction, Inc.
Complete Construction

12
13

Amount
$135,118.72
$25,697.98
$32,849.14

Def. Exs. RRR, SSS, TTT, UUU.
Def. Exs. VVV, WWW.
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H2 Surveying, LLC 14
Allwest
Testing
&
15
Engineering
Northwest
Linings
&
16
Geotextile Products, Inc.
PSP Enterprises, Inc. 17
R&B Concrete 18
Conmat, Inc. 19

Elevation Survey
Material Testing

$540.00
$1,337.60

Pond Liner

$5,293.27

Parking Lot Stripping
Patio and Curbing
Additional Rock
Total:

$645.00
$4,478.28
$3,301.69
$209,261.68

•

Cost Avoided McCarthy Contract: $150,329.98 calculated as: [$413,551.54 Bid Amount] 20
- [$263,221.56 Paid] 21 = [$150,329.98 Cost Avoided].

•

Bid Items Left to Complete: $11,601.26.
Bid Item
6
15
28
35

•

Description
Fire Hydrant
Stormwater Swale Treatment
Native Dryland Grass Seed
Frost Free Hose Bibs/Risers
Total:

Amount
$3,500.00
$3,318.89
$2,782.37
$2,000.00
$11,601.26

Credits/Reimbursements Owed Stark: $26,860.67.
Credit for ¾" Base Rock (Bid Item 19)

Description
Amount
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 2,867 tons of ¾" base $50,751.80
rock on Invoice No. 2481 22
Amount actually delivered
$21,316.64
-$12,850.20
Credit recognized by McCarthy on Invoice No. 2488
Credit Owed:
$16,584.96

14

Def. Exs. XXX, YYY.
Def. Exs. ZZZ, AAAA.
16
Def. Exs. FFFF, GGGG.
17
Def. Exs. DDDD, EEEE. (Total PSP Enterprises, Inc. invoice amount is $856.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted
to reflect the two additional wheel stops $202.00) which were built and installed at the request of Stark and not included
in original McCarthy Construction contract.
18
Def. Exs. BBBB, CCCC (Total R&B Concrete invoice amount is $6,997.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to
$4,478.28 to reflect the bid item and proportion of the work included in the Invoice and McCarthy Construction contract
($6,997.00 - $1,166.00-$836.00 = $4,995.00 X 520/580)).
19
Def. Ex. HHHH.
20
Pl. Ex. 5, p. 4; Def. Ex. A, p. 4.
21
Def. Ex. X.
15

22

Def. Ex. X.
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Credit for Import Material (Bid Item 4)

Description
Amount Stark paid McCarthy for 15,602 CY import
compacted in place 23
Amount Stark paid McCarthy per invoice No. 2488
Total paid for Import
Amount owed per h2 Engineering survey data (16,937
CY material at $4.03 per CY material)
Credit Owed:

Amount
$65,530.08
$12,896.00
$78,426.08
-$68,256.11
$10,169.97

Breach of Contract Summary
Description
Cost to Complete McCarthy Contract
Bid Items to Complete
Cost Avoided
Subtotal:
Credits/Reimbursements Owed
Subtotal:
Lost Rental Income 24
Total:

Amount
$209,261.68
$11,601.26
<$150,329 .98>
$70,532.96
$26,860.67
$97,393.63
$38,586.78
$135,980.41

As demonstrated, the Starks proved breach of contract damages in the amount of $135,980.41.
b.

Stark Proved Slander of Title.

The four recognized elements to a slander of title claim include: "(1) The uttering and
publication of the slanderous words by the defendant; (2) the falsity of the words; (3) malice, and
(4) special damages ... " Rayl v. Shull Enterprises, 108 Idaho 524, 529-530 (1984) (citing
Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758, 759 (1977)). Under Idaho law, a lien is a "charge imposed in

some mode other than by a transfer in trust upon specific property by which it is made security
for the performance of an act." I.C. § 45-101. Notably, a mechanics lien shall "be verified by the
oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect that the affiant believes the same to be
just" and include a statement of demand "after deducting all just credits and offsets." LC. §§45507(3)(a)-(4).
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Importantly, Idaho Code § 45-501 limits the persons who have the right to claim a lien
for the construction or improvement of real property. In particular, the statute states that:
Every person performing labor upon or furnishing materials to be used in the construction
. . . has a lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or
materials furnished.
Idaho Code § 45-501 (emphasis added). While the right to lien has generally been applied
liberally, the Idaho Supreme Court has routinely applied this provision to require that the right to
lien is narrowed to include only the value of materials and services that have been furnished on
the property at the time the claim of lien is recorded. See Great Plains Equip. v. Northwest

Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 760-761 (1999); see also Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter,
139 Idaho 846 (2004). In other words, the right to lien does not include the right to lien based on
a contractual expectation interest. Id.
There is no dispute that McCarthy recorded two verified liens which encumber the title to
the Stark property. McCarthy's lien amounts are undercut by its own P&L statements and Cost
Detail. A cursory review of those statements show that McCarthy had made a significant net
profit based on Starks total payment of $263,221.56. Albeit the true profit was masked by
McCarthy's internal job allocation scheme found in its Cost Detail. As the Cost Detail showed,
at least seventeen unrelated job costs totaling $31,772.96 were expensed to the Stark Project. As
McCarthy conceded, this allocation scheme worked to drive down the job profit. The point
being that McCarthy still showed a net profit on a cash accrual basis despite the allocation
scheme.
As noted, the accrual P&L plainly shows that McCarthy's amended lien claim was based
solely on its contractual expectation interest as evidenced by the fact that the amount of total

23

Def. Ex. X.
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sales-$439,913.27-is obviously the sum of: [$263,221.56 Paid] plus [$176,691.71 Amended
Lien Claim]. As the accrual P&L showed, the $176,691.71 claimed by McCarthy would be pure
profit as it is subsumed within the net profit of $196,342.27 shown on the statement. As the cash
P&L showed, McCarthy had made a net profit of $27,473.01 on payment of $263,221.56.
Accordingly, McCarthy's own P&L statements prove that its liens were based solely on its
contractual expectation interest and which offers some explanation as to why McCarthy would
not itemize Stark's final payment of $49,339.99.
Based on McCarthy's own financial data, the reasonable inference to be drawn is that
McCarthy acted with malice when it recorded its verified liens knowing it had already made a tidy
profit on the Stark Project-so much so that it was paying other project costs. Accordingly, it
follows that McCarthy lacked any good faith basis for recording its amended lien with a net increase
of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-$145,706.56) that was really a gross increase of $80,385.14
(30,985.15+ $49,399.99). The obvious purpose of this malicious conduct was to pinch the Starks by
putting them in default of their construction loan with US Bank and otherwise frustrate the Starks
ability to bond around the lien. It is not a leap to conclude a hard-money lender, like McCarthy,
would have knowledge of the pressure US Bank would bring to bear against Stark to resolve the
lien claim.
As Starks proved McCarthy's verified liens recorded as a slander on the Starks title which
caused the Starks to incur special damages in the amount of $34,096.70 itemized as follows:
Description
Amount
Defense and indemnification costs paid to date by Stark $6,696.70
($4,646.70), including additional appraisal costs to
extend the loan ($2,050.00). 25
Lost Interest Income on $265,037.55 deposited into $26,503.76 26
24

Def. Ex. IIII ($38,586.78 based on three (3) months lost rental at an average of $12,862.26/month.

25

Def. Exs. M, N.
26
Calculated at interest rate of 5.0% at the time of trial for a period of24-months (from deposit date of November 10, 2017 to November 10, 2019 is 24 months).
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non-interest bearing account to secure US Bank against
McCarthy liens.
Two extra inspection fees ($450/each) required by US $900.00
Bank for loan modification agreement.
Total
$34,100.46
As a result of the slander, the Starks are entitled to damages in the amount of$34,100.46.

c.

Starks Proved Breach of Idaho Consumer Protection Act.

The Idaho Consumer Protection Act ("ICPA") enumerates several unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices. LC. § 48-601 et seq. In particular, it prohibits
an entity, like McCarthy, from "engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false,
or deceptive to the consumer." LC. § 48-603(17). The intent of the ICPA is to deter misleading,
false and deceptive trade practices and to provide relief for consumers, like Stark, that are exposed
to and harmed by the proscribed conduct. Western Acceptance Corp. v. Jones, 117 Idaho 399, 788
P.2d 214 (1990). The ICPA allows for the recovery of the greater of actual damages or the amount
of $1,000.00. LC. § 48-601(1). In addition, the ICPA allows a prevailing plaintiff to recover its
reasonable attorney's fees and costs. LC. § 48-601(5).
The Starks proved that McCarthy engaged in conduct that can best be characterized as
misleading, false, and deceptive. Notably, Stark showed that McCarthy created and submitted
misleading, false and deceptive invoices to Stark that failed to reflect the actual material cost and
material quantity that was delivered to the Project.

McCarthy's creation and submission of

misleading and false invoices were intended to deceive the Starks so that they would pay more
monies than were contractual owed for such items as structural fill (Bid Item 4) and ¾" inch
crushed rock (Bid Item 19). In addition, McCarthy knowingly and repeatedly misrepresented the
status of paving the project and falsely represented to Stark that North West Road & Drive had
demanded advance payment for paving when that was not true.

McCarthy's knowing
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misrepresentations regarding paving were intended to deceive the Starks and coerce them into
paying monies that were not due or owing until after the completion of the paving.

Further,

McCarthy engaged in misleading, false and deceptive conduct by failing to provide any supporting
documentation that would have supported and documented the structural fill (Bid Item 4) and ¾"
crushed rock (Bid Item 19) charges that Stark had questioned. McCarthy's failure to provide this
documentation was deceptive and intended to keep from Stark the actual cost incurred by McCarthy
for those bid items. Finally, McCarthy engaged in deceptive conduct when it sought to bully
McArthur into siding with McCarthy to further its deceptive scheme of coercing payment from the
Starks by withholding payment from him. This conduct is offensive and is repugnant to a basic
sense of right from wrong.
While the Starks appreciate that some of their damages resulting from McCarthy's
misleading, false and deceptive practices may also be characterized or identified as breach of
contract and slander of title damages as outlined herein; the Starks showed that they lost the
opportunity to purchase and build a home on a parcel of property located in Rathdrum, Idaho along
with $10,000.00 in non-refundable earnest money because of the financial pinch McCarthy had
them in. Although the Starks proved reasonable damages greater than $1,000.00, at a minimum, the
Starks should be awarded no less than $1,000.00 including their reasonable attorney's fees and costs
pursuant to LC. §§ 48-608(1 ), (5).

d.

Scott McArthur Was Not an Agent of Stark with Express, Implied or Apparent
Authority to Authorize Hauling from the Schwartout Pit by Cheyne.

"There are three separate types of agency, any one of which being established is sufficient
to bind a principal to a contract entered into by an agent with a third party. These three are: (1)
express authority (a form of what is commonly referred to as actual authority); (2) implied authority
(also a form of actual authority); and (3) apparent authority." Hieb v. Minn. Farmers Union, 105
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Idaho 694, 697 (Ct. App. 1983) (citing Clark v. Gneiting, 95 Idaho 10 (1972). Apparent authority
exists where "a principal voluntarily places an agent in such a position that a person of ordinary
prudence, conversant with the business usages and the nature of a particular business, is justified in
believing that the agent is acting pursuant to existing authority." Id.
As evidenced at trial, McCarthy's obvious strategy was to attack McArthur and, in
particular, McCarthy made much about labeling McArthur as Starks "project manager" who had
authorized and, therefore, bound Stark to pay McCarthy's cost for hauling "reject" material from the
Schwartout Pit. McArthur denied having ever granted Cheyne authority to haul "reject" material
from the Schwartout Pit and Stark proved McCarthy and Cheyne had simply fabricated this story
after-the-fact, based on their obvious distortion of an innocuous text regarding Phase 2 Stark had
sent McArthur on May 20, 2017.
In any event, the issue of McArthur's alleged authority-whether express, implied or
apparent-is a moot point as it relates to the hauling of material from the Schwartout Pit. First, the
material was simply import structural fill (Bid Item 4) and that material was bid at a unit price of
$4.03 CY compacted in place. If McCarthy felt it needed a change order to adjust the Unit Price, it
should have sought a written change order from Stark. It did not. Second, if McCarthy thought the
material was additional structural material subject to subpart B of the Contract to be billed at
delivered cost, then McCarthy should have sent Stark a bill with attached invoices that evidenced
McCarthy's actual delivered cost with no price mark-up. It did not. In fact, Cheyne was impeached
during his rebuttal testimony with an invoice that purported to show that the "reject" material hauled
was 3,156 CY at a material cost $9,995. McCarthy never produced this invoice to Stark or any
invoices evidencing its hauling costs for the "reject" material. Instead, McCarthy engaged more
misleading obfuscation by having Cheyne testify to some unsubstantiated hauling cost for what he
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described as "GSB" from a material supplier like ConMat. This testimony was intended to justify
the inflated Unit Price McCarthy had charged in its last revision to invoice 2488 against the ever
changing material quantities found in the multiple revisions to invoice 2488.
Accordingly, there is no issue regarding McArthur's alleged authority because, even if it
were assumed arguendo McArthur had authorized the hauling, as Stark proved, McCarthy wholly
failed to comply with the terms of its own Contract by seeking either a change order or submitting a
proper bill that evidenced the actual or real delivered cost, with no mark-up, for the material.
McCarthy did neither, rendering any issue of McArthur's authority moot. Indeed, Cheyne's own
admissions negate any claim that Cheyne through Stark had imbued McArthur with implied or
apparent authority because Cheyne knew that Stark was the owner and acting as his own general
contractor. Indeed, Cheyne testified he knew he needed to get Stark's signature for any change
orders-which he later did-and that he knew McArthur could not bind Stark to any changes.
Audio 8/7 11:29-11:30.

Importantly, McCarthy presented no evidence beyond Cheyne's alleged conversation
with McArthur that would corroborate Cheyne's testimony that McArthur had authorized the
hauling of "reject" material. There were no corroborating text messages or emails between
Cheyne and McArthur that mention the Schwartout Pit-a pit known to both of them. Having
been impeached on several points during cross examination on direct and rebuttal, Cheyne was
not a credible witness. Therefore, there is no reason to put any weight on Cheyne's testimony
regarding McArthur's alleged authority when it is obvious McCarthy and Cheyne have engaged
in an all-out blitz intended to attack McArthur's credibility and, thereby, undermine his
testimony about material quantities that clearly gut McCarthy's claims.
e.

Stark Prevailed and Should Be Awarded Attorney's Fees and Costs.
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Should the court determine that the Starks are the prevailing party, they shall be entitled to
an award of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(e), LC. §§ 12-120(3), 48-608, and the
parties' Contract. Rule 54(e) provides that the Court may award reasonable attorney's fees to the
prevailing party when provided for by statute of contract. LR.C.P. 54(e)(l). Here, an award of
attorney's fees is provided by both.
Under LC. § 12-121(3), the Court shall award the prevailing party a reasonable attorney's
fees incurred to recover on a contract relating to a contract for services and in any commercial
transaction.

In addition, the parties' Contract provides that the substantially prevailing party is

entitled to an award of attorney's fees, stating:
Attorney's Fees. If a party initiates an arbitration or judicial action, including an
appeal, as to the interpretation or enforcement of this agreement, including remedies
upon default, the substantially prevailing party shall be entitled to reimbursement of
its reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
As the substantially prevailing party, the Starks would be entitled to recover their attorney's fees and
costs. Further, the Starks are entitled to attorney's fees under the ICPA. As set forth herein and
based on a totality of the evidence presented, the Starks should be found the prevailing party and
substantially prevailing party, and, therefore, entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Rule
54(e).

III.

McCARTHY FAILED TO PROVE ITS CLAIMS OR AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
a.

McCarthy Failed to Prove Breach of Contract.

In order to foreclose on its lien, McCarthy had the burden to prove its underlying breach of

contract claim. For many of those reasons upon which Stark proved McCarthy's breach of contract,
slander of title and breach of the ICPA, McCarthy necessarily failed to prove a breach of contract by
Stark. Although McCarthy is expected to argue that Stark breached by terminating McCarthy on
August 25, 2017, as Stark has shown, the termination was warranted by McCarthy's conduct prior
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to August 25, 2017 that is well documented herein and at trial.
As demonstrated, Stark proved it paid McCarthy the outstanding amounts owed under the
Contract.

While the Court heard testimony about various tasks that McCarthy purportedly

undertook, like trenching; McCarthy failed to prove that there was any work completed that
remained unpaid. Indeed, its own P&L statements and Cost Detail plainly show McCarthy already
had made a tidy profit on the Stark Project. Notably, McCarthy never applied the Stark's final
payment of $49,339.99 to any itemized charge on revised invoice 2488 dated 9/1/2017. Rather, as
McCarthy testified, that payment was applied generally to the alleged outstanding balance. As a
result, McCarthy couldn't go back and present evidence in a cogent manner which itemized the
work and amounts McCarthy was claiming were stilled owed. McCarthy simply pointed to its final
10/11/2017 revision of invoice 2488 as proof that it was owed money. As Stark showed, that
invoice was created to support McCarthy's amended lien and McCarthy's own accrual P&L
statement shows it is a complete fabrication.
As Stark showed, it made a good faith effort to pay all the monies it thought were owed to
McCarthy despite McCarthy's lack of cooperation in providing Stark with an accurate invoice with
supporting documentation. (See PL Ex. 111 ). Despite Stark's best efforts to get McCarthy fully paid,
McCarthy simply refused to engage in any meaningful communication with Stark about the status
of the project and the amount being charged for structural fill and ¾" base rock. McCarthy's
conduct upon receipt of the Starks $49,339.99 payment and explanation for the same showed
McCarthy as not acting in good faith to resolve what should have been a routine billing matter.
As Stark has shown, McCarthy failed to prove its alleged damages with any reasonable or
mathematical certainty. See Edged in Stone, Inc. v. Northwest Power Systems, LLC, 156 Idaho at
180. As discussed, McCarthy waited until trial to abandon $78,000.00 of its claim. Notably,
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McCarthy failed to explain how its decision to abandon $78,000.00 was being applied toward the
monies it was claiming were owed by Stark. Notably, $78,000 + $49,339.99=$127,339.99. This
just shows how inflated McCarthy's invoices were and proves McCarthy was obviously trying to
coerce the Starks into paying monies that it knew were not owed. Accordingly, this claim should be
dismissed. And, even if the court were to find that some small amount of monies remained unpaid,
that would be through no fault of the Starks and the Starks would be entitled to a contractual set-off
for any such amounts.
b.

McCarthy Has No Foreclosure Action.

McCarthy's lien foreclosure is necessarily tied to proving its underlying breach of contract
claim. No need to belabor the point that McCarthy has no foreclosure action because it failed to
prove its underlying contract claim. As demonstrated, Stark proved McCarthy's liens, as recorded,
were a malicious slander and encumbrance on the Stark's title. Based on the evidence presented, it
would be a travesty of justice to allow McCarthy to foreclose on verified liens that were knowingly
false and recorded for the purpose of putting the Starks under economic duress to coerce the
payment of monies not owed. This action should be dismissed, and McCarthy's liens should be
released.
c.

McCarthy Did Not Prove Stark Failed to Mitigate Damages.

A plaintiff who is injured by actionable conduct of a defendant is "ordinarily denied
recovery for damages which could have been avoided by reasonable acts, including reasonable
expenditures, after actionable conduct has taken place." Margaret H Wayne Trust v. Lipsky, 123
Idaho 253, 261 (1993). McCarthy had the burden of proving that the Starks did not act reasonably
to mitigate their damages. See Davis v. First Interstate Bank of Idaho, NA., 115 Idaho 169, 170
(1988). As the Starks proved, they were justified in terminating McCarthy and acted reasonably to
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mitigate damages by contracting with Waldo Construction and North West Road & Drive to
complete much of the work McCarthy had not completed or undertaken. As Stark testified, they
had to act to avoid the foreseeable economic harm that would flow from the failure to timely
complete the Project, including additional loan fees; lost rent and lost future economic opportunity
in developing Phase 2. There can be no doubt, that the Starks acted reasonably to avoid this
foreseeable economic harm and, in doing so, acted to mitigate the damages they have claimed
against McCarthy.

IV.

CONCLUSION
Based on the evidence presented at trial, the Starks proved their case. McCarthy did not.

Therefore, the Starks respectfully request that judgment be entered in their favor and in those
amounts as set forth herein.
DATED this 31st day of October, 2019.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
By

/s/
Michael A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorney for Defendants
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Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

DEFENDANTS AND
COUNTERCLAIMANTS'
STATEMENT OF FACTS IN
SUPPORT OF CLOSING
ARGUMENT

The above-named Defendants and Counterclaimants, by and through their counsel of record,
submits this Statement of Facts in Support of their Closing Argument.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

On or about February 2017, Stark Investment Group, LLC purchased ±25 acres of

undeveloped land commonly located at 52424 N. Old Highway 95 near Rathdrum, Idaho for the
purpose of developing a storage facility (herein "Stark Project" or "Project"). (PL Ex. 114). The
Project was to be developed in two phases and was to include a± 2,400 square foot office building.
2.

Prior to purchasing the property, Craig Stark contracted with h2 Surveying &

Engineering ("h2") to provide certain project engineering services, including initial site topographic
surveying; preparation of a site disturbance plan; assistance in obtaining a Conditional Use Permit
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("CUP") from Kootenai County; and preparation of the project plans and specifications (herein
"Plans"). (Pl. Ex. 91 ). The scope of this contract included 8 tasks that outlined h2 's scope of
services that were being performed for Craig Stark. Id. Most importantly, h2 engineer, Scott
McArthur, acted as the project design engineer for Stark. Id. McArthur often undertook implicit
tasks of coordinating with subcontractors and resolving disputes between subcontractors. Cheyne
testified these tasks are typical of a design engineer on a project. (8/7 10:41-10:42).
3.

As part of the application for CUP and site disturbance permit, McArthur was

required to submit the Plans for review and consideration. McArthur prepared Plans for the Project
that laid out the design elevations, building locations, grading plan, and other site plans. (Def. Ex.
C). These plans were submitted with the applications and provided to McCarthy Construction
before construction began.
4.

McArthur was required by Kootenai County to execute an authorization letter to

represent Stark in the CUP and site disturbance application process. (Pl. Ex. 92). This authorization
letter only granted McArthur authority to represent Stark during local land use applications, and was
not intended to grant him any additional authority.
5.

The total estimated cost of the Project was $2,495,587.00 dollars to be financed, in

part, by contribution of ±$1.4 million dollars from Stark with the balance financed through a ±
$1.076 million dollar construction loan with US Bank (herein "US Bank Loan"). (Def. Ex. C). The
budget submitted with the application for the US Bank Loan for site development and infrastructure
was $454,000.00. Id.
6.

In early February 2017, Scott McArthur introduced Craig Stark to excavator, Jason

Cheyne. After the introduction, and in anticipation of bidding the project, Cheyne offered and
undertook to dig 4 test holes on the Project site free of charge. The purpose of digging these test
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holes was to assist Mr. McArthur in completing the project design, including calculation of the
estimated quantities for bid items like stripped waste (Bid Item 3) and structural import material
(Bid Item 4). (Audio 8/7 at 9:57-9:59). McArthur used the data provided by Cheyne from the test
holes to calculate the engineers estimated quantities for these bid items. Cheyne was later asked to
submit a bid on the excavation and site work needed to undertake the Project.
7.

On March 30, 2017, Craig Stark and Jason Cheyne signed a document titled: "Stark

RV & Boat Storage-Phase 1 Contract Exhibit 'N" that estimated a total unit price construction
cost of $413,551.54. (PL Ex. 5; Def. Ex. A., p. 4). McArthur prepared the document to include the
Estimated Units. Cheyne provided the Unit Price and Item Price for each Bid Item to accompany
the engineers estimated quantities provided by McArthur.
8.

After Cheyne and Stark signed the bid page, McCarthy Construction added a three-

page document titled: McCarthy Construction Contract that was prepared by counsel. (Id. at p. 1-3).
The McCarthy Construction Contract was then signed by Craig Stark and Robert McCarthy. Id.
9.

The following three Bid Items frame the dispute between the parties.

Bid Items
3
4
19

Stripped Waste Material ...
Import/Suitable/Structural Material
(compacted in place) ...
4" compacted base rock ...
crushed/angular
rock
(placed
compacted)

Estimated
Units
18,878 CY
15,602 CY

¾"
and

2,867

Ton

Unit
Price
$2.50
$4.03
17.70

Item Price
$47,195.69
$62,877.67
$50,571.50

(PL Ex. 5, p. 4; Def. Ex. A, p. 4).
10.

The McCarthy Construction Contract included a prov1s10n for change orders

containing the following language:

Change Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change order provided the amount does not
exceed $1,000.00 in value; the change order amount is emailed to the Owner, and the
Owner accepts the change order amount by email or writing. The parties agree that any
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change order exceeding $1,000 in value shall be signed by Owner and delivered to
Contractor.
(Pl. Ex. 5, p. 1; Def. Ex. A, p. 1) (emphasis added).
11.

It was known to all parties that Craig Stark owned the property and was acting as his

own general contractor on the Project. (Audio 8/7 10:10, 10:38).
12.

The contemplated sequence of construction was for McCarthy to strip the waste

material (Bid Item 3) from the Project site; then McCarthy was to begin placing and compacting
structural import material mined from an on-site "borrow" pit (Bid Item 4) until the Project site was
brought up to the required design elevation. (Audio 8/7 11 :32). Once this design elevation was
met, McCarthy was to place and compact 4 inches of¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19) required as the
subbase for 3 inches of asphalt. (Bid Item 18).
13.

A critical design element of the Project was the use of an on-site borrow pit. The

borrow pit was intended to be the source of the import structural fill material (Bid Item 4) as well as
serve as a repository for the stripped waste material (Bid Item 3) that was not compacted into the
berm for the south and west ends of the Project. The use of the borrow pit was contemplated by the
Phase 1 CUP as the property sits above a large deposit of gravel-like material which is suitable as
structural fill.
14.

Prior to McCarthy undertaking any excavation work, Jason Cheyne met with

Montana resident and excavator Rick Tabish for the purpose of subcontracting portions of the
excavation work to Tabish's company, Basin Industrial Services, Inc. (herein "Basin" or "Tabish").
Cheyne and Tabish entered into a hand-shake deal at lunch for Tabish to undertake the work under
Bid Items 3 and 4 for $2/CY. (Audio 8/7 at 11 :25).

Cheyne testified that Tabish had a job in

Anaconda, Montana, that was held up and needed to find work for his employees for a brief time or
he was afraid they would quit and he would lose them. (8/7 11 :25).
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15.

Beginning in April 2017, Tabish began certain excavation work at the direction of

Cheyne for which it was paid $60,000.00 in accord with the Cheyne/Tabish deal. Basin, however,
billed McCarthy a total of $138,670.16 for its work and, therefore, claimed to be owed a balance of
$78,670.16. (Def. Ex. EE). Basin was not a registered Idaho contractor and McCarthy never paid
Basin its claimed balance of $78,670.16.
16.

Stark hired h2 to perform a topographic survey of the Project site prior to the

stripped waste material being removed. (PL Ex. 93).
17.

After McCarthy removed the stripped waste material from the Project site, h2

Engineering was hired by McCarthy to perform a topographic survey of the stripped elevation in
order to quantify the amount of stripped waste material that was excavated (Bid Item 3). (Def. Ex.
94).
18.

The project plans Stark submitted for the conditional use permit called for raising the

Project site to a specific design elevation. This was going to be done by mining and placing
structural fill from the borrow pit until this design elevation was met. All relevant parties had copies
of the project plans and could determine the proper design elevation that needed to be met. Once
the Project site was brought up to the design elevation, h2 would perform another topographic
survey to calculate the structural fill (Bid Item 4) quantity compacted in place placed on the Project
site.
19.

Stark made the following payments to McCarthy.
Invoice#
2409
2435
2481
2488

Date Paid
4/18/17
5/22/17
7/17/17
9/22/17

Amount Paid
$38,200.00
$112,725.77
$62,955.80
$49,339.99
Total: $263,221.56

(Def. Ex. X).
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20.

With regard to this payment history, Stark paid the estimated engineering quantities

for Bid Items 3, 4 and 19 in full as follows:

Bid Item
3
4

Invoice 2435
Description
Hrs./Items
Stripped waste material. ..
18,878
Import/suitable/structural material. ..
15,602

Amount
2.50004
4.20011
Total:

Rate
$47,195.69
$65,530.08
$112,725.77
Paid 5/22/18

17.70206
Subtotal:

50,751.80
50,751.80
Paid 7/17/17

Invoice 2481

Bid Item
19

21.

4" compacted base rock. ..

2,867

Around May 18, 2017, Tabish closed the borrow pit. At the time Tabish closed the

borrow pit, Tabish's superintendent, Jessie Durlin, thought he had placed and compacted a sufficient
amount of suitable structural fill material (Bid Item 4) to meet the required Project Plans design
elevation. That was not the case.
22.

On May 24, 2017, McCarthy hired h2 to re-stake the building comers. (Pl. Ex. 95).

After the building comers were re-staked, Cheyne realized the site elevation was not at the required
design elevation.
23.

Cheyne never contacted Craig Stark to tell him that the borrow pit was closed, or

otherwise explain how that decision would impact the Project.
24.

After Tabish closed the borrow pit, Cheyne made the decision to begin hauling

material that has been characterized and referred to as "rejects" from an old pit located several miles
to the north of the Stark Project, referred to as the "Schwartout Pit".
25.

Cheyne hauled, placed and compacted suitable structural fill from the Schwartout Pit

to bring the site elevation up to the project design elevation.

Cheyne did so without (a)

communicating this decision to Stark, and (b) without obtaining a written change order signed by
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Stark to pay for the additional costs, if any.
26.

After the project was to the design elevation, McCarthy hired h2 to undertake

topographic surveys for the purpose of quantifying material quantities, including Bid Items 3 and 4.
(Pl. Ex. 60, Def. Ex. JJ). On July 21, 2017, Scott McArthur reported the results ofh2's topographic
survey work via email to Rob McCarthy, Jason Cheyne, and Craig Stark, as follows:

Bid
Item

Description
Strippings
Onsite Borrow
Rejects

3
4
4
27.

Amount

Note

21,475 CY
13,353 CY 11,922 CYx 1.12 conversion = 13,353 CY
3,584 CY 3,200 CY x 1.12 conversion= 3,584 CY

McCarthy accepted h2's survey data for "Strippings," but rejected and contested h2's

survey data for "Onsite Borrow" despite McArthur's explanation that the combined total of 16,937
CY for borrow and rejects (calculated with an applied conversion factor of 1.12) was within 1
percent ofh2's calculated total of sub-grade material required for asphalt.
28.

In August 2017, Tabish hired a surveyor and engineer to quantify the import material

mined from the borrow pit. (Def. Ex. KK-2). After backing out the compaction rate, this survey
data deviated less than 0.5% from McArthur's material quantities calculation - confirming
McArthur's calculation.
29.

On May 22, Stark had paid McCarthy $65,530.08 for 15,602 CY of import structural

material compacted in place (Bid Item 4) upon payment oflnvoice #2435 and, on July 17, Stark had
paid $50,751.80 for 2,867 tons of¾" crushed base rock (Bid Item 19) upon payment of Invoice
2481. 11,922 CY+ 3,200 CY= 15,122 CY and is below the 15,602 CY of material-compacted in
place-that Stark paid for by Invoice #2435.
30.

On July 25, 2017, Mr. Stark received McCarthy Invoice #2488 in the total amount of

$158,980.00. (Def. Ex. R.) This Invoice included a single, line-item charge for $107,520.00
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described as follows:

Bid Item
19

Invoice 2488 - 7/25/17
Description
I Hrs./Items I
I
I 4" compacted base rock. .. I
3,548 I

Amount
30.00

I

I

Rate
$107,520.00

However, previously on July 17, Stark had paid McCarthy $50,751.80 for the fully estimated
quantity of 4 inches of ¾" crushed rock (Bid Item 19) by payment of McCarthy Invoice #2481.
(Def. Ex. Q).
31.

Following receipt of McCarthy Invoice #2488 and its $107,520.00 charge, Craig

Stark called McCarthy to request a correction to the Invoice because Stark had already paid
$65,530.08 for 15,602 CY of import material compacted in place (Bid Item 4) and $50,751.80 for 4
inches of¾" crushed base rock placed and compacted (Bid Item 19). Despite Stark's request,
McCarthy refused to address or otherwise correct the Invoice. Rather, McCarthy repeatedly told
Stark pay the Invoice #2488 inclusive of the $107,520.00 and that they would discuss the charge
later. Because McCarthy was unwilling to discuss the $107,520.00 charge and otherwise would not
produce any documentation in support of the charge, Stark remained unwilling to pay Invoice
#2488 until the $107,520.00 charge was explained and documented. US Bank required accurate
invoicing before processing payment.
32.

At the time McCarthy issued Invoice #2488 on July 25, 2017, Robert McCarthy

knew that the Starks were financing the Project through a loan with US Bank. Following the
issuance of Invoice #2488, McCarthy attempted to coerce the Starks into paying the full amount of
Invoice #2488 counting US Bank to leverage the Starks to resolve the claim putting the Starks in a
financial pinch - the Pinch.
33.

McCarthy put the Starks in the Pinch by (a) a patent unwillingness to negotiate or

resolve payment of Invoice #2488; (b) in tum, slow-walking and intentionally delaying the
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completion of the project; and (c) threating to lien the Project for significant amounts of monies that
McCarthy couldn't document were owed. McCarthy's conduct did, in fact, put the Starks in a
financial Pinch by late August 2017.
34.

From July 25, 2017 and up through August 22, 2017, Craig Stark sought to resolve

the billing dispute that arose following his receipt of Invoice #2488. The Court heard various
testimony surrounding meetings that took place to discuss this invoice between July 25 and August
22 that ended with the same result - no documentation to support the charges.
35.

On August 22, 2017, McCarthy issued Invoice #2504 in the amount of $121,620.55

to Stark. (Def. Ex. S). By August 22, the Starks were feeling the financial pinch and Craig Stark
again attempted to meet with Rob McCarthy on August 22 to resolve the billing dispute by paying a
sum that Stark did not owed. Craig Stark testified that Robert McCarthy failed to meet with him as
promised and, instead, Stark received McCarthy's latest revision to Invoice 2488 in the total amount
of$238,986.98 the following day on August 23. (Def. Ex. T). McCarthy had double-downed on its
.

.

36.

Craig Stark testified that following the receipt of McCarthy's revised Invoice #2488

economic coercion.

in the amount of $238,986.98 on August 23, 2017, McCarthy's conduct left him no choice but to
terminate McCarthy in order to complete the Project, as Robert McCarthy made no significant
attempts resolve the billing dispute and complete the work in a timely fashion. Stark terminated
McCarthy on August 25, 2017.

(PL Ex. 109).

After the termination, Stark again informed

McCarthy he would pay for all work completed under the Contract and verified. (PL Ex. 84).
37.

On August 22, 2017, McCarthy emailed Stark demanding 50% of the asphalt costs

($99,403.33) because North West Road & Drive was requiring an up-front deposit. (8/8 at 11 :5311 :55; PL Ex. 81). North West Road & Drive never required, or asked, for this deposit - the
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deposit was Cheyne's idea. McCarthy refused to pave until Invoice No. 2488 (which included
50% of paving costs) was paid. (8/8 11 :56-11 :57).
38.

Beginning on August 22, McCarthy would make a total of five (5) revisions to

Invoice #2488. The revisions were made both pre and post-termination. McCarthy's invoice
revisions are summarized as follows:
McCarthy Invoice 2488 Revisions:
Invoice#
2488
2504
2488
2488
2488
2488

Revision No.
Original
1
2
3
4
5

39.

Date on Invoice
7/25/2017
8/22/2017
7/25/2017
9/1/2017
9/1/2017
10/11/2017

Date Received
7/25/2017
8/22/2017
8/23/2017
9/1/2017
9/11/2017
10/23/2017

Amount
$158,980.00
$121,620.55
$238,986.98
$162,087.56
$145,706.56
$176,691.71

McCarthy recorded its original Claim of Lien on September 22, 2017 in the amount

of $145,706.56 and in the exact same amount as found in McCarthy post-termination revision no. 4
to the Invoice 2488. (Def. Ex. CC, V). On or about September 22, 2017, Stark paid McCarthy
$49,339.99 based on the receipt, through counsel, of post-termination revision no. 4 to Invoice
#2488. (Def. Ex. 111, 112). Despite the receipt of this payment, McCarthy nevertheless recorded an
Amended Claim of Lien on October 23, 2017 in the increased amount of $176,691.71 and in the
exact same amount as found in McCarthy's post-termination revision no. 5 to Invoice 2488. (Def.
Ex. W,DD).
40.

The Amended Lien was increased a net total of $30,985.15 ($176,691.71-

$145,706.56). However, the gross increase was $80,385.14 calculated as: [$30,985.15 increase]
plus [$49,399.99 paid]. McCarthy didn't undertake any new work following its termination on
August 25, 2017.
41.

The net increase from post-termination revision no. 4 received on September 11 and
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post-termination revision no. 5 received on October 23, is $85,705.29 ($41,145.38 + $44,559.91) as
evidenced in the table below.
Revision No.
4
5

Description
Import ...
Import ...

4
5

Add. Borrow
Add. Borrow

4
5

1 ¼" Minus

42.

Hrs./Items
6,451.2
8,780.4

Amount
8.52555
10.95
Difference:

Rate
$55,000.00
$96,145.38
$41,145.38

6,554.95
17,612

4.03
4.03
Difference

$26,416.45
$70,976.36
$44,559.91

1,335

4.03

$5,380.05

--

--

--

--

As a result of McCarthy's recorded liens, the Starks were required to modify the

terms and conditions of their loan with US Bank. In addition to the loan modification agreement,
the Starks were required to deposit a sum of $265,037.55 ($176,691.71 x 1.5%) into a bank
controlled, non-interest bearing account to secure US Bank against McCarthy's lien. In addition,
the Starks had to agree to defend and indemnify US Bank in this litigation.
43.

McCarthy also engaged in an internal scheme of cost allocation whereby it allocated

charges for unrelated jobs to the Stark Project. Cheyne and Chelsea Thomas altered and allocated at
least seventeen (17) cost invoices from unrelated jobs to the total expense incurred on the Stark
Project. McCarthy charged at least $31,772.96 as costs against the Stark account as follows:
Type
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
1

Def.
Def.
3
Def.
4
Def.
5
Def.
2

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

Date
06/01/2017
06/01/2017
06/15/2017
06/15/2017
06/19/2017

Memo
Wheel Loader
Rev Plate Co
2 loads GSB 3
1 load fine san ...
6.3 hours Vibr. ..

Code /Account
7559 Equipment Re ...
7559 Equipment Re ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7559 Equipment Re ...

Amount
$2,067.08 1
$802.95 2
$285.00 3
$570.00 4
$1,755.90 5

AAA.
RR.
SS.
TT.
UU.
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Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
44.

07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/01/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
07/24/2017
08/16/2017
08/16/2017
09/19/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
10/01/2017
11/30/2017

296132
269280
296165
296864
3 loads
7 loads of GSB
314E Track Ex ...
314E Track Ex ...
Industrial load ...
Vibratory singl. ..
IN000425057
IN000431155
IN000383215

7552 Plumbing
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7554 Concrete/Asp ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7563 Hauling/Import ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
7559 Equipment/Re ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
7 559 Equipment/Re ...
Total:

$270.16 6
$146.29 7
$400.00 8
$151.83 9
$285.00 10
$1,425.00 11
$5,478.00 12
$5,353.00 13
$2,073.43 14
$75.00 15
$1,977.08 16
$3,269.74 17
$2,387.50 18
$3,000.00 19
$31,772.96

McCarthy's internal allocation scheme hid the profit McCarthy was making on the

Stark Project. McCarthy prepared a P&L by Job on a Cash Basis (herein "Cash P&L") for the Stark
Project. (Def. Ex. NN). As the Cash P&L shows, McCarthy showed a Net Income of$27,473.01 on
the Stark Project. Id. A 10.4% profit. Backing out the additional $31,772.92 in altered invoices
charged against the Stark total costs of goods sold would increase the profit to $59,245.97
($31,772.92 + $27,473.01). This would equate to a profit margin of approximately 22.5%.
45.

McCarthy also prepared a Profit & Loss by Job on an Accrual Basis (herein

"Accrual P&L") for the Stark Project. (Def. Ex. 00). McCarthy booked the total sales as
$439,913.27. Id. The total sales obviously being the total of the amount paid to date by Stark
6

Def. Ex. VV.
Def. Ex. WW.
8
Id.
9
Id.
10
Def. Ex. XX.
11
Def. Ex. XX (itemized charge and total sum both appear on Job Actual Cost Detail).
12
Def. Ex. YY.
13
Def. Ex. ZZ.
14
Def. Ex. AAA.
15
Def. Ex. BBB.
16
Def. Ex. CCC.
17
Def. Ex. DDD.
18
Def. Ex. EEE.
19
Def. Ex. FFF.

7
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($263,221.56) plus the amount of McCarthy's amended lien ($176,691.71). There was only a small
increase of $7,822.45 in the cost of goods sold between the Cash P&L ($205,589.23) and the
Accrual P&L ($213,411.68) attributable to an increase in 7559 Equipment Rental in the Accrual
P&L. This would equate to a profit margin of 44.6% [($196,342.27/439,913.27) x 100]. If
$31,772.96 is back out of the total cost of goods sold, the profit margin moves to 51.9%
[($228,115.23/$439,913.27) xlO0].
46.

McCarthy had made a net profit on the Stark Project at the time it recorded its lien

claims against the Stark Project. (Def. Ex. NN, 00). Indeed, McCarthy allocated non-Stark costs to
the Stark project to conceal its profitability by allocating at least $31,772.96 in unrelated job costs to
the Stark Project. As McCarthy's Cash P&L, Accrual P&L and Cost Detail all show, McCarthy's
claimed lien amounts were not based on costs for goods and services that remained unpaid by Stark.
47.

Following McCarthy's termination on August 25, the Starks proceeded with the

construction work necessary to complete the Project. Starks contacted Waldo Construction, Inc.
("Waldo") to complete the site work and with North West Road and Drive to provide the asphalt
work.

In addition, the Starks had to come out-of-pocket and incurred other costs in order to

complete the scope of McCarthy's work. In sum, Stark spent $209,261.68 20 hiring
Waldo Construction, Inc., 21 North West Road & Drive, 22 H2 Surveying, LLC, 23 Allwest Testing &
Engineering, 24 Northwest Linings & Geotextile Products, Inc., 25 PSP Enterprises, Inc., 26 R&B

20

Itemized in Defendants and Counterclaimants' Closing Argument,§ II.a, p. 11
Def. Exs. VVV, WWW.
22
Def. Exs. RRR, SSS, TTT, UUU.
23
Def. Exs. XXX, YYY.
24
Def. Exs. ZZZ, AAAA.
25
Def. Exs. FFFF, GGGG.
26
Def. Exs. DDDD, EEEE. (Total PSP Enterprises, Inc. invoice amount is $856.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted
to reflect the two additional wheel stops $202.00) which were built and installed at the request of Stark and not included
in original McCarthy Construction contract.
21
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Concrete, 27 and Conmat, Inc. 28 to complete the Project.
48.

The Project was on scheduled to be completed no later than September 15, 2017.

McCarthy intentionally delayed paving to coerce payment of Invoice No. 2488. As a result of
McCarthy's conduct and finding a replacement contractor, the Project completion was delayed for
approximately three months and costed Stark $38,586.78 in lost rent. (Def. Ex. IHI, KKKK).
49.

After the Project was completed, Stark and US Bank intended to convert the Stark

construction loan to a conventional loan.
50.

As a result of McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien and this lawsuit, Stark was

required by US Bank to extend the construction loan six months, from October 12, 2018 until April
10, 2019. (Def. Ex. J, H, L ). US Bank charged Stark the costs incurred by US Bank in connection
with this extension, in the amount of $3,814.20. (Def. Ex. M). US Bank required Stark to continue
paying 5.5% interest on the construction loan until the construction loan was converted to a
conventional loan.
51.

By the new April 10, 2019 maturity date, McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien and

this lawsuit were not resolved. Stark was again required by US Bank to extend the construction
loan six months, from April 10, 2019 until October 7, 2019. (Def. Ex. N-3, N-4, N-5). US Bank
charged Stark the costs incurred by US Bank in connection with this extension in the amount of
$2,882.50. (Def. Ex. N).

US Bank required Stark to continue paying 5.5% interest on the

construction loan until the construction loan was converted to a conventional loan.
52.

Between November 2018 (the initial maturity date) and October 2019, Stark's had

paid US Bank interest on the Stark construction loan in the amount of $51,469.79.

27

Def. Exs. BBBB, CCCC (Total R&B Concrete invoice amount is $6,997.00. Amount Stark is seeking is adjusted to
$4,478.28 to reflect the bid item and proportion of the work included in the Invoice and McCarthy Construction contract
($6,997.00 - $1,166.00-$836.00 = $4,995.00 X 520/580)).
28
Def. Ex. HHHH.
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53.

As of the date of trial, Stark still had not converted the construction loan to a

conventional loan and will continued incurring US Bank fees and interest charges until the
McCarthy lien is released. 29
DATED this 31st day of October, 2019.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By

/s/
Michael A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorney for Defendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 31st day of October, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P .S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

_
_
_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
iCourt Electronic Portal
jhallin@lukins.com

/s/
Nicole Vigil

29

At trial, Gavin Mobraten testified that US Bank and Stark were currently negotiating yet another extension of the
Loan. After trial, US Bank charged Stark $572.40 for US Bank's outside counsel to draft the loan extension
documents.
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First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT US BANK, N.A.'S
CLOSING ARGUMENT

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

The above-named Defendant, US Bank, N.A., submits their Closing Argument following
the trial bench trial in this matter.

I.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

US Bank, N.A. ("US Bank") hereby incorporates Defendants and Counterclaimants'
Statement of Facts in Support of Closing Argument as if fully stated herein. US Bank supplements
that Statement of Facts with the following:
1.

On March 8, 2017, the warranty deed conveying the property to Stark Investment

Group, LLC was recorded as Kootenai County Instrument No. 2585424000. (Pl. Ex. 114).
2.

On April 12, 2017, Stark executed the initial loan documents with US Bank, to loan

$1,076,800.00 from US Bank to build a storage facility (the "Loan"). (Def. Ex. D, E, F, G). The
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Loan was secured by a Deed of Trust against property commonly known as 52424 N. Old Highway
95 near Rathdrum, Idaho. (Def. Ex. F). On April 21, 2017, the Deed of Trust was recorded with
Kootenai County Recorder's Office as Instrument No. 2591141000. (Def. Ex. F).
3.

In order to take draws against the construction Loan, Stark was required to submit

correct invoices to US Bank for review. US Bank would then inspect the work on the invoice to
confirm it had been completed.

US Bank would then issue payment on the invoice after the

contractor signed a lien waiver for the work contained in the invoice.
4.

On or about April 17, 2017, Stark submitted McCarthy Invoice No. 2409 to US

Bank for payment in the amount of $38,200.00. (Def. Ex. 0). This invoice was paid on April 18,
201 7. (Def. Ex. Y).
5.

On or about May 18, 2017, Stark submitted McCarthy Invoice No. 2435 to US Bank

for payment in the amount of $112,725.77. (Def. Ex. P). This invoice was paid on May 22, 2017.
(Def. Ex. Z).
6.

On June 26, 2017, Chelsea Thomas of McCarthy Corporation executed the US Bank

Lien/Claim Waiver for Invoices 2409 and 2435. (PL Ex. 39). The unconditional release releases any
and all claims and rights of lien on Stark project for labor, services, equipment, materials furnished,
and/or claims through June 10, 2017.
7.

On July 13, 2017, Stark submitted McCarthy Invoice No. 2481 to US Bank for

payment in the amount of $62,955.80. (Def. Ex. Q). This invoice was paid on July 17, 2017. (Def.
Ex.AA).
8.

On August 1, 2017, Chelsea Thomas of McCarthy Corporation executed the US

Bank Lien/Claim Waiver for Invoice 2481. (PL Ex. 43). The unconditional release releases any and
all claims and rights of lien on Stark project for labor, services, equipment, materials furnished,
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and/or claims through July 13, 2017.
9.

Around September 22, 2017, Stark submitted McCarthy Invoice No. 2488 dated

9/1/2017 for partial payment on the invoice for work that could be verified. McCarthy failed to
provide Stark and US Bank any documents to support the remaining items on the invoice. On
September 22, 2017, US Bank issued partial payment in the amount of $49,339.99 to McCarthy.
(Def. Ex. BB). US Bank provided McCarthy a lien waiver for this payment, but McCarthy failed to
sign it.
II.

PLAINTIFF FAILED TO PROVE ITS MECHANICS LIEN HAS
PRIORITY OVER US BANK'S DEED OF TRUST

Under Idaho law, a lien is a "charge imposed in some mode other than by a transfer in
trust upon specific property by which it is made security for the performance of an act." LC. § 45101.

Importantly, Idaho Code§ 45-501 limits the persons who have the right to claim a lien for

the construction or improvement of real property. In particular, the statute states that:
Every person performing labor upon or furnishing materials to be used in the construction
. . . has a lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or
materials furnished.
Idaho Code§ 45-501 (emphasis added).
While the right to lien has generally been applied liberally, the Idaho Supreme Court has
routinely applied this provision to require that the right to lien is narrowed to include only the
value of materials and services that have been furnished on the property at the time the claim of
lien is recorded. See Great Plains Equip. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 760-761
(1999); see also Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846 (2004). In other words,
the right to lien does not include the right to lien based solely on a contractual expectation
interest. Id.
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The relevant priority of mechanic's liens is governed by Idaho Code § 45-506, which
provides that the effective date of a mechanic's or materialmen's lien is the date the lien claimant
first began to work on the project by performing work or furnishing material. Pacific States Sav.,
Loan & Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319 (1905). The priority date for a deed of trust is the date

the instrument was recorded. LC. § 55-811.
There is no dispute that McCarthy recorded and served two (2) verified lien claims which
encumber the title to the Stark property. McCarthy asserts that these lien claims have priority
over US Bank's Deed of Trust. As a precursor to the issue of priority, McCarthy's liens must first - be valid.
1.

McCarthy failed to prove its lien was valid.

McCarthy had the burden to prove its underlying breach of contact claim and amount of
lien. In an effort to not be redundant to Stark and Stark Investment Group's Closing Argument McCarthy failed to do meet this burden. As such, the issue of priority is moot.
As demonstrated, Stark proved it paid McCarthy the outstanding amounts owed under the
Contract.

While the Court heard testimony about various tasks that McCarthy purportedly

undertook, like trenching; McCarthy failed to prove that there was any work completed that
remained unpaid. In fact, before this lawsuit had even begun, McCarthy failed to show US Bank
that McCarthy performed the work on the Stark project in accordance with US Bank's procedure
for taking construction draws. McCarthy's own P&L statements and Cost Detail plainly show
McCarthy already had made a tidy profit on the Stark Project - a minimum of 10.5%.
Notably, McCarthy never applied the Stark's final payment of $49,339.99 to any itemized
charge on revised invoice 2488 dated 9/1/2017. Rather, as McCarthy testified, that payment was
applied generally to the alleged outstanding balance. McCarthy also waited until trial to abandoned
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$78,000 of its claim. Accordingly, $127,339.99 is unaccounted for in McCarthy's lien claim without
any sort of itemization to support its lien, and foreclosure thereof. As a result, McCarthy couldn't
go back and present evidence in a cogent manner which itemized the work and amounts McCarthy
was claiming were stilled owed. McCarthy simply pointed to its final 10/11/2017 revision of
invoice 2488 as proof that it was owed money. This was insufficient for US Bank to conclude that
McCarthy was owed money on the Stark project in August 2017, and is insufficient for the Court to
conclude that McCarthy is owed money now.
As US Bank showed, McCarthy failed to prove its alleged damages secured by its liens with
any reasonable or mathematical certainty. See Edged in Stone, Inc. v. Northwest Power Systems,
LLC, 156 Idaho at 180.

As such, McCarthy failed to meet its burden and this claim should be dismissed.

2.

The Issue of Priority is Moot.

McCarthy's lien foreclosure is necessarily tied to proving its underlying breach of contract
claim and lien foreclosure. No need to belabor the point that McCarthy has no foreclosure action
because it failed to do so. As such, the issue of whether McCarthy's lien has priority over US
Bank's deed of trust is mooted by McCarthy's failure to meet its burden.

Simply, whether

McCarthy's unproven lien is prior to US Bank's deed of trust has no legal effect on US Bank's deed
of trust. McCarthy's lien is not valid and enforceable. US Bank's deed of trust is - the timeline of
recording is largely irrelevant.
As such, McCarthy has not met his burden to prove that McCarthy's lien has priority over
US Bank's deed of trust.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Based on the evidence presented at trial, Defendants respectfully request this Court find that
Plaintiff failed to prove its claims and enter judgment in favor ofUS Bank.
DATED this 31st day of October, 2019.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By:

Isl Michael A. Ealy
Michael A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 31st day of October, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_x_ iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Isl Nicole Vigil
Nicole Vigil
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Electronically Filed
10/31/2019 4:19 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Tiffany Wade, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
MCCARTHY CORPORATIO N'S
POST-TRIAL BRIEF

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, submits the following
post-trial brief of law and argument.
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On February 15, 2017, Craig Stark, serving as project owner and general contractor, hired
McCarthy Corporation to perform the civil site work in connection with phase 1 of the Stark RV
& Boat Storage project ("Stark Project"). In reliance, McCarthy Corporation commenced work
on or about March 9, 2017 until it was terminated by Mr. Stark on August 25, 2017. At the time
of its termination, McCarthy Corporation was owed a significant sum for various labor, materials
and services it had provided from May through August under the terms of the contract. After it
was unable to resolve the billing dispute with Mr. Stark, it commenced this action seeking to
foreclose on its mechanic's lien. In addition, it is seeking an award of its contract damages
against Mr. Stark.
At the heart of both of these claims is whether McCarthy Corporation is owed any
monies under the terms of its contract with Mr. Stark for the Stark Project. Assuming it is and
that it complied with the statutory requirements for perfection of a mechanic's lien, it is entitled
to foreclose its Amended Claim ofLien.

IT' s Ex.

113. Similarly, it is entitled to an award of its

contract damages against Mr. Stark, personally. Further, a finding on this front would
necessarily render Stark Investment Group, LLC' s claim for slander of title moot. Thus, it is
logical to begin with an analysis of this central issue.
A. McCarthy Corporation is Owed $105,715.35 for Labor and Materials it Provided in
Connection with Phase 1 of the Stark Project.
By this action, McCarthy Corporation is seeking an award of its contract damages in
principal amount of $105,715.35. This sum is itemized in Invoice 2488 dated October 11, 2017.
~'s Ex. W. For the sake ofreference, an itemization is listed below, along with the
corresponding bid item from Exhibit "A" of the parties' contract. IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4.
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Bid
Item
6
7
8

..

Description
Fire hydrant

Unit Rat-

.

,,aunt

2

$3,500.00

$7,000.00

11

440

$30.00

$13,200.00

11

30

$25.00

$750.00

11

8 C900
6 C900

10

6 RSGV-Fire Hydants

2

$700.00

$1,400.00

11

8x8x6 Dl Tee with Maga lug Fig joint restraint fittings

1

$500.00

$500.00

12

8x8x8 Dl Tee with Magalug Fib joint restraint fittings

1

$750.00

$750.00

1

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

11

9

8 RSGV

14

Concrete thrustblocking

5

$250.00

$1,250.00

Import converted to tons

8,780.40

$10.95

$96,145.38

25
26

2" Sch 80 dry utility conduit

800

$0.60

$480.00

11

952

$25.00

$23,800.00

11

24

$60.00

$1,440.00

6 SDR35 Storm pipe - rain leader piping to swale

27

6 SDR35 Storm pipe cleanout/pipe rise ri

30

Dry utility trenching

1,580

$3.00

$4,740.00

3

Additional stripped material per engineer's estimate

2,597

$2.50

$6,492.50

1

Mobilization

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

4

On-Site Borrow

15,602

-$0.17

-$2,652.34

31

Compaction testing

1

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

17

4" compacted base rock under side walk

11

$30.00

$330.00

Septic permit and test holes

1

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

726

-$17.70

-$12,850.20

$700.00

$700.00

$1,080.00

$1,080.00

22/C
19

4" compacted in place 3/4 base rock - credit:

co
co

Pea gravel
Extra grading

Sub-total:

$155,055.34

9/22/17 payment:

-$49,339.99

Total:

$105,715.35

CO= 8/19/17 change order (Ex. 74)

While the itemized charges are many, those that are in dispute are few. Each of the items
highlighted in yellow are those which were conceded in Mr. Stark's letter dated September 22,
2017. IJ's Ex. 110, p. 1-3. Those items in red are disputed in full, while those which are not
highlighted are partially disputed.
•

Import converted to tons - $96,145.38 ($83,249.38 in dispute)
Per the parties' agreed upon practice, McCarthy Corporation always intended to bill for

the import material using the engineer's verified quantities. For reasons that remain unexplained
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by Mr. McArthur, he never made any effort to calculate the volume of GSB material hauled to
the site from the Swartout Pit despite having done so for the strippings and borrow pit.
In his July 21 st email, Mr. McArthur states that the volume of the import material was
3,584 cubic yards ("CY"). IJ's Ex. 60. He notes, however, that this volume was" ... provided
by the Contractor, not verified by h2." Id. Mr. Cheyne explained that this figure was simply a
rough estimate that he initially provided to Mr. McArthur during their discussion in mid-May,
201 7. This estimate was calculated using the elevation shortages noted on the building comer
staking and footprint of phase 1. IJ's Exs. 25-27.
During the course of his projects, Mr. Cheyne's practice is to monitor truck load counts
to monitor volumes. He also uses these to verify invoices from vendors to assist Ms. Thomas
with managing the accounts payable for Mr. Cheyne's projects. From his records, Mr. Cheyne
verified that 271 loads of GSB were hauled to the Stark Project. The GSB was hauled via a
variety of belly dump and dump truck with pups. Conservatively estimating, these are each
capable of hauling 18 CY of material per load. Further, both sides are in agreement that the CYto-ton conversion factor for the material is 1.8. From these figures, McCarthy Corporation
calculated the volume of import material as:
271 loads* 18CY/load * 1.8 tons/CY= 8,780.4 tons
Both parties are in agreement that the prevailing cost for similar structural GSB material
via commercial retail is $10.95/ton, exclusive of hauling, spreading and compaction costs. Using
this market rate, the total cost for the import material is $96,145.38. Nothing has been presented
from the Defendants by way of testimony or evidence disputing either the quantity or unit rate.
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•

6" SDR Storm pipe - $23,800.00 ($500.00 in dispute)
The parties' contract provided for the installation of an estimated 1,256 lineal feet of 6"

storm pipe. IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4 - Bid item 26. McCarthy Corporation purchased all of this material
through H.D. Fowler. IJ's Ex. 114. The invoices received by McCarthy Corporation establish
that over 1,036' of this material was purchased for the "Stark RV" job. Id.
In an effort to expedite payment of its invoice, McCarthy Corporation utilized Mr.
McArthur' s rough estimate of 952 lineal feet. Additionally, it did not invoice Mr. Stark for any
of the 24 risers, each of which are 2' each.
In support of his partial payment of $23,300.00, Mr. Stark maintains that 20' of the pipe
was broken. To date, no evidence, photographs or otherwise, have been introduced to support
this claim. Furthermore, nothing has been introduced demonstrating the party responsible for
breaking the pipe or manner in which it was broken.
This issue raises other interesting questions. How can an absent general contractor who
proclaims to have no knowledge that 271 truck loads of import material were hauled and
compacted on the job site have unwavering knowledge that 20' of sewer pipe was broken.
In sum, Mr. Stark received well over 100 lineal feet of 6" sewer pipe for which he has not
been charged. Given this and the absence of proof supporting his claim, McCarthy Corporation
is entitled to payment for the entire balance sought of $23,800.00.
•

Dry utility trenching - $4,740.00
Bid item 30 of the parties' contract included a provision for dry utility trenching with an

estimated unit of 460 linear feet at $3.00/foot for a total of $1,380. IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4. This unit
underestimated the amount of trenching required. In addition, it did not account for the
additional trenching that was required by Mr. Stark's electrical contractor.
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During the course of the project, Mr. Cheyne prepared a diagram of the utility trenching
to add context to this charge; IJ's Ex. 121, a copy of which is embedded for reference below.

vcTn3-4'!J
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Invoice #2481 (~'s Ex. Q) included a charge for 1300 linear feet of utility trenching.
This was related to trenching McCarthy Corporation completed the trenching underneath the
contemplated building pads for the 4 storage units so that Premier Electric could lay conduit and
electric lines to service each building. This was a task that was not included in either McCarthy
Corporation's or Premier Electric's respective contracts with Mr. Stark, and was apparently
overlooked by Mr. McArthur when the bid documents were prepared.
During the course of the project, McCarthy Corporation was asked to perform this
additional utility trenching given its presence on the job site and the equipment at its disposal to
readily do so. Additionally, the presence of another contractor to perform this work would have
interfered with McCarthy Corporation's work and further disrupted the progress. After Mr.
McArthur reviewed Invoice 2481 (~'s Ex. Q), Mr. Stark paid McCarthy Corporation in full for
this additional work. ~'s Ex. AA.
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Invoice 2488 dated October 11, 2017 (~'s Ex. W) includes a charge for 1,580 linear feet
of utility trenching that McCarthy Corporation subsequently performed; 460' of which was
allocated by bid item 30. Eight-hundred linear feet of this charge was related to trenching so that
United Crown could install the 2" water line from the well to eventually service the 3rd fire
hydrant that was added by Mr. Stark. IJ's Ex. 74, p. 2, ,r 9. It also includes 780 linear feet of
trenching so that KEC could place the main electric service to the project.
This additional trenching was discussed in the August 19th change order exchanged
between the parties. IJ's Ex. 74, p. 2, ,r,r 7 and 9. In response, Mr. Stark agreed to pay for the
additional KEC trenching at the unit rate established for bid item 30; $3.00/foot. IJ's Ex. 74, ,r 7.
Additionally, he recognized that there would be additional costs to lay the infrastructure for the
additional 3rd hydrant. IJ's Ex. 74, ,r 9. Once again, the evidence demonstrates that McCarthy
Corporation is entitled to collect the full amount owing for this $4,740.00 charge.
•

Mobilization - $5,000.00 ($2,500 in dispute)
The parties' contract provided for a mobilization payment of $10,000.00. As established

by Mr. Cheyne, mobilization fees are intended to defray the initial start-up/overhead costs
associated with moving equipment and materials to the job site and all prep work associated with
getting the site ready to start work on a project. This agreement provided that it would be paid in
3 installments: $5,000 due upon signing, $2,500 at 50% completion, and $2,500 upon
completion.
At the time of its termination, McCarthy Corporation had fully mobilized on the project
site and thus fully earned this fee. In any event, upon its termination on August 25th, it was
entitled to the final payment due for this initial overhead expense. At trial, the Defendants did
not produce any evidence or testimony regarding this claim.
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•

Compaction testing - $3,000.00 ($1,000 in dispute)
Bid item 31 allocates $3,000 towards compaction testing for "onsite/imported/placed

materials." IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4. McCarthy Corporation hired HMH Engineering to provide material
testing services, which it performed on the onsite suitable fill and import materials through the
course of the project. At the time of McCarthy Corporation's termination, building pads had
been poured, the sub grade of phase 1 had been constructed, and the compaction completed. At
that time, McCarthy Corporation was in the process of grading the ¾" base in anticipation of
paving the asphalt. In light of this, Mr. Cheyne testified that no additional compaction testing
was contemplated nor required to complete its work under the terms of the contract. Rather, he
viewed the compaction testing fully performed. Accordingly, McCarthy Corporation is entitled
to payment for this entire amount.
•

4" compacted base rock - $330.00
Bid item 17 provided for 11 CY of base rock at $30.00/CY. IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4. The purpose

of this bid item was to provide for base rock to go under the sidewalk outside the office structure.
Mr. Cheyne testified that in fact this material was provided and compacted by McCarthy
Corporation prior to its termination. Again, Mr. Stark steadfastly asserts that this material was
not provided but offers no demonstrable evidence (photographs, inspection reports, etc.)
supporting this assertion. McCarthy Corporation submits that it is entitled to payment in full for
this contracted amount.
•

Septic permit and test holes ($500.00 in dispute)
Per bid item 22, McCarthy Corporation agreed to construct a PHD ("Panhandle Health

District") approved subsurface drain field for the fixed sum of $5,000. Note C to the bid sheet
states "PHD Test Holes and Permit are included in this bid."
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Prior to its termination, McCarthy Corporation paid approximately $1,000.00 for a permit
with the PHD and dug the required test holes for the percolation test. Due to its termination,
McCarthy Corporation was unable to complete installation of the drain field.
Following its termination, McCarthy Corporation invoiced Mr. Stark for its hard costs
incurred in obtaining the permit along with the labor/equipment costs associated with digging the
necessary test holes. This was conservatively estimated to be $1,500.00. Again, Mr. Stark has
offered no evidence that this work was not done or that the charges are unreasonable. Having
partially performed its contractual obligations under bid item 22 prior to its termination,
McCarthy Corporation is entitled to reasonable compensation for its efforts. Under the
circumstances, $1,500 is warranted.
1. The Import of GSB Material was not an "Alteration" or "Change" to the Contract.

McCarthy Corporation was hired to perform the civil site work for phase 1 of the Stark
Project. While the written contract (IJ's Ex. 5) does not expressly reference the engineered
plans, both parties acknowledge that McCarthy Corporation's contractual duties necessarily
included an obligation that it perform the various bid items called out in Exhibit "A" (IJ's Ex. 5,
p. 4) in conformance with the engineered plan specifications. This included building and
compacting the subgrade under the building pads and paved surfaces to the design elevations.
In the bidding/project estimation phase, Mr. McArthur estimated the quantity of materials
needed for phase 1. This included the volume of fill he anticipated would be necessary to build
up the subgrade. Just like the volume of strippings was an estimate, the volume of fill was only
an estimate. In tum, McCarthy Corporation agreed to furnish the estimated quantities for a fixed
rate.
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In the context of materials, a provision was added at Mr. Stark's request providing that
"additional structural material cost shall be the 'delivered rock' price/no mark-up." IJ's Ex. 5, p.
4, Bid Item "B". Granular sub base ("GSB") is a structural material used to construct subgrades
for transportation and construction projects. Conversely, there was no requirement, let alone a
expectation, that McCarthy Corporation was obligated to provide all necessary material beyond
the estimated quantities free of charge.
In order to keep project costs low, an onsite borrow pit was designated to mine suitable
structural material. Again, it was hoped, but no tests or geotechnical analysis was performed to
verify that there was sufficient material available onsite for this purpose. In fact, Mr. Stark's
contract with h2 warned him of these risks inherent to estimating subsurface conditions and
quantities. IT' s Ex. 91, Stark 00224, n. 3 and 7.
After exhausting the borrow pit, it was discovered that a significant amount of structural
fill was necessary to build up the subgrade to design elevations as McCarthy Corporation was
hired to do. When McCarthy Corporation hauled in additional structural material, the GSB
import material, this was not a change or alteration. Rather, McCarthy Corporation was simply
acquiring the actual volume (not the engineer's estimated volume) of structural material
necessary to complete the civil site work according the design specifications.
Analogously, McCarthy Corporation agreed to strip the estimated quantity of 18,878 CY
of topsoil from the site. After stripping all topsoil from phases 1 and 2 per the design specs, a
topographic survey was performed to verify the quantities for billing. The engineer's verified
quantities revealed that 21,475 CY of topsoil was stripped and removed. IJ's Ex. 60. After
receiving the engineers estimates, Mr. Stark paid McCarthy Corporation, without protest, for this
incremental volume. IJ's Exs. 111-112.
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There has been no contention that a change order was required to remove topsoil in
excess of the estimated quantity of 18,878 CY. This is because McCarthy Corporation was
simply performing the work it was hired to do; nothing more, nothing less. The same holds true
for the import material.
2. Mr. Stark by his Own Words and Actions, Waived and/or is Estopped from
Enforcing the Change Order Requirement.
"The rule is well recognized that the provision in a private building or construction
contract that alterations or extras must be ordered in writing can be avoided by the parties to the
contract where their words, acts or conduct amount to a waiver, modification, rescission or
abandonment of that provision or where the owner by his acts or conduct is estopped to rely on
it." Harrington v. McCarthy, 91 Idaho 307,310 (1966); accord Bouten Const. Co. v. M & L Land
Co., 125 Idaho 957, 967 (1994). "This state, moreover, has long adhered to the rule that the

parties to an unperformed written contract may, by mutual consent, modify it by altering,
excising or adding provisions, and that such modification may be by parol agreement or inferred
from the conduct of the parties." Id. "Accordingly, a provision of a contract requiring written
authorization for any extra work does not preclude, as a matter of law, an oral agreement
between the parties that one party will perform extra work in return for the other party's promise
to pay for the extra work." 17A C.J.S. Contracts§ 403. "Waiver of a writing requirement in a
contract may be established by presenting evidence that the parties agreed to changes and that
such changes were completed." Id. " ... [T]he question whether there has been a waiver is
usually one of fact." Id.
After its termination, Mr. Stark independently calculated those sums he believed
McCarthy Corporation was owed. As a result, he determined that he owed the sum of
$49,339.99, after applying various credits and offsets. Afterwards, he directed his attorneys to
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tender payment for this sum and include a letter summarizing his method of calculation. IT's Ex.
111.
This partial payment included a nominal payment of $12,896.00 for the import material.
IT's Ex. 111, p. 2, ,r 9. It states it was calculated using "McArthur's documented calculation" of
3,200 CY. Id. There is no evidence that Mr. McArthur independently calculated this quantity.
Rather, Mr. McArthur's trial testimony was that, for reasons that remain unexplained, he didn't
do anything to independently verify this quantity. Consistently, his July 21 st email (IT's Ex. 60)
notes the 3,200 CY is a "quantity sum provided by the Contractor, not verified by h2." To add
further confusion to the mix, it is unknown why Mr. Stark removed the 12% compaction increase
from this figure. According to both Mr. McArthur and Mr. Stark, this was included in the
quantities detailed in the July 21 st email at Mr. Stark's request.
In any event, after terminating McCarthy Corporation, largely over a billing dispute
concerning the import material, Mr. Stark voluntarily paid $12,896.00 for this very same
material. Despite this, he maintains he has no obligation for this material as he never executed a
written change order authorizing this import material. Given the diametrically opposing
positions he has taken, he either has waived the change order requirement or is estopped from
this defense.
In self-defeating fashion, after McCarthy Corporation was terminated from the project,
Mr. Stark paid McCarthy Corporation for the verified quantity of strippings that exceeded the
engineer's estimates. IT's Ex. 111, p. 1. Much like the import material, there was no written
agreement in place for these additional quantity of strippings removed either before or after the
work was performed. As noted above, this is because a change order was not required as
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McCarthy Corporation was simply performing the work according to the plans and specifications
as it had been contracted to do; the same holding true for the import material.
3. Mr. McArthur, Wearing Many Hats, Had Authority to Act on Mr. Stark's Behalf.
It is well-settled in Idaho that "Whether an agency relationship exist[s] is a question of

fact." Hilt v. Draper, 122 Idaho 612, (Ct. App. 1992); Adkison Corp. v. American Bldg. Co., 107
Idaho 406 (1984). Whether express or implied authority exists generally presents a question of
fact." Caballero v. Wikse, 140 Idaho 329, 332 (2004); citing Muniz v. Schrader, 114 Idaho 497,
500 (Ct. App. 1989). The evidence necessary to prove authority includes:
Express authority refers to that authority which the principal has explicitly
granted the agent to act in the principal' s name. The declarations of an alleged
agent, standing alone, are insufficient to prove that the principal has conferred
such authority. However, the authority of the agent to act for and on behalf of his
principal does not have to be established by direct or positive proof, but may be
inferred from dealings, circumstances, acts and conduct.

Id., at 333; citing Muniz, 115 Idaho at 500.
There are two narratives borne out by the testimony and exhibits before this Court which
Mr. Stark and McArthur ardently wish to avoid. Each narrative concern their respective
culpability in how this dispute transpired.
As for Mr. McArthur, it is clear that he was wearing many hats; design engineer, project
manager, quantity engineer. In addition, as evident by the nature and extent of the
communications between the two, Mr. Stark and McArthur were and remain close friends. Exs.
96A-N. This caused his role to become blurred and to an extent, conflicted.
First, it is undisputed that Mr. McArthur served as the design engineer responsible for
preparing the site plans for the project. IJ's Ex. 91. In this role, he assisted Mr. Stark with
estimating quantities and putting together a project budget.
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Second, it is similarly undisputed that Mr. McArthur accepted McCarthy Corporation's
proposal that he serve as the quantity engineer to verify actual quantities of materials used in the
course of completing the civil site work for billing purposes. To carry this out, surveyors
employed by Mr. McArthur' s firm prepared topographical surveys to compute volumes. This
role created a certain degree of conflict once it became apparent that Mr. McArthur' s initial
estimates were significantly off and therefore Mr. Stark's project costs would increase.
Mr. McArthur further allowed this role to be blurred when he allowed Mr. Stark to
privately confer with him about these quantities before sharing them with McCarthy
Corporation, the party whom he was contracted by. IJ's Exs. 58, 65. This is at direct odds to Mr.
Stark's admission that it is important that a "neutral third party perform those kind of
calculations."
Thirdly, regardless of the label employed, Mr. McArthur assisted Mr. Stark with
managing the Project and fulfilling his duties as an absent general contractor. From the outset,
Mr. Stark planned to retire and move to North Idaho early on during the course of the pojrect so
that he could serve as the general/prime contractor. Towards this goal, in March he advised his
employer of his plans to retire July 5. IJ's Ex. 96-C, Stark 00637. In response, his employer
recalculated his retirement date to the following August. Id., Stark 00638.
Upon learning this, he reached out to Mr. McArthur to inquire ifhe could personally hire
him to check in on the Project "3-4 times per week" in exchange for "75/hr cash." Id.
Afterwards, Mr. McArthur did check on the Project for Mr. Stark. Consistent with his promise,
Mr. Stark periodically mailed cash to Mr. McArthur for this additional work on his behalf. IJ's
Ex. 96-F, Stark 00620. The nature of this side deal was known by Mr. Cheyne.
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The record before this Court reveals, however, that the scope of the additional role went
further than simply checking in on the project. In addition to checking on the Project, Mr.
McArthur assisted with lining out the project (IJ's Ex. 96-G, Stark 00615; IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00141)
and kept assisted with keeping it on schedule (IJ's Ex. 96-M, Stark 00617). This included
scheduling and leading on site meetings with Mr. Stark's subcontractors to coordinate the course
of construction. IJ's Ex. 44.
Although Mr. McArthur proclaims that he was rarely on site as he was very busy during
this time with other projects and did not serve as project manager, the evidence (being his own
statements) belies this minimization. In an email he sent on June 1 to Mr. Stark, Mr. McArthur
remarked "I am spending a lot of time both on site and running around managing the project."
IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00140. This statement is further buttressed by the fact that he had designated
himself as the Project Manager of the "Stark RV & Boat Storage" project on a form which Mr.
Stark had signed during the design phase.
In addition, the parties' conduct early in the life of the Project established that Mr.
McArthur was authorized to authorize changes on Mr. Stark's behalf. Before clearing and
grubbing, the project was staked. At that time, Mr. Cheyne requested that the clearing limits be
expanded to increase the size of the borrow pit. In addition, Mr. Cheyne did not want any
compromised trees falling on the works or equipment during the borrow pit excavation.
To discuss the matter, Mr. Cheyne conferred with Mr. McArthur who approved the
expanded clearing limits. This represented a deviation from the engineered plans. Based upon
this experience, Mr. Cheyne believed that Mr. McArthur was entrusted to authorize changes to
the project on Mr. Stark's behalf. This was further supported by the fact that Mr. McArthur was
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expressly designated to check and approve McCarthy Corporation's work on Mr. Stark's behalf.

IT's Ex. 5, p. 1, ,r 5.
Mr. Stark served as the general contractor. In this role, it was his duty to manage the
overall project. This included communicating, coordinating and scheduling his various subcontractors. Without a general contractor actively coordinating and scheduling, the progress of a
project can quickly deteriorate as subcontractors are forced to work on top of each other and wait
for the other's work. In addition, a general contractor is expected to field questions from the
various sub-contractors. To effectively do so, it is necessary to be readily on site and present.
Between the start of the active site work and the end of July, Mr. Stark was on site for
four weekends: May 11 - May 15; June 15 - June 17; July 6- July 8; July 13 - July 15. During
this time period, he saw fit to take a one week vacation to Canada to fish. At all other times, he
was located in Texas where he was still working a full time job.
Upon realizing that he would not able to relocate to North Idaho, it appears that Mr. Stark
quickly realized a need to have someone manage the project for him. This is why he reached out
to Mr. McArthur on March 26 th . He was not making this call as an interested project owner
wanting to keep tabs on the progress. Rather, he was doing so out of need as the general
contractor needing someone on site to actively assist with the project management. Without Mr.
McArthur's active assistance, the state of affairs on the job site when Mr. Stark moved to the
area at the end of July would have been radically different.
Being an absent general contractor, by default Mr. Stark's subcontractors relied upon Mr.
McArthur to field questions as he was the one readily available on site and the only individual
serving actively serving in this role on a regular basis. In addition, because they understood that
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he was assisting Mr. Stark in his absence, they quickly developed an expectation that he was the
point of contact when Mr. Stark was not present on site.
Viewing the totality of the circumstances, the facts attendant to this issue support more
than an inference that Mr. McArthur had the authority to act on Mr. Stark behalf with regard to
the Project.
4. McCarthy Corporation is Entitled to Foreclose its Timely Perfected
Mechanic's Lien.

In Idaho, the right to file mechanic's liens exists solely as a result of statutory enactment.

Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 760 (1999). "The
provisions of LC. § 45-501 are to be liberally construed in the favor of the persons who perform
labor upon or furnish materials to be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of a building
or structure." L & W Supply Corp. v. Chartrand Family Trust, 136 Idaho 738, 742-43 (2002).
"The purpose of these statutes is to compensate persons who perform labor upon or furnish
material to be used in the construction, alteration or repair of a building or structure." Pierson v.

Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 42 (1975); citing Boise Payette Lumber Co. v. Weaver, 88 Idaho 111
(1964). "A mechanic's lien is granted for 'the work or labor done ... or materials furnished."

Parkwest Homes, LLC v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 602,608 (2010).
1.

Statutory Lien Requirements

McCarthy Corporation worked on the Subject Property through August 22, 2017.

Verified Complaint, ,-r 14; Am. Answer, ,-r 14. On September 22, 2017, it caused a Claim ofLien
to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office as Instrument No. 2612854000.

(Verified Complaint, ,-r 17; Am. Answer, ,-r 17); IJ's Ex. 110. Later on October 23, 2018, it caused
an Amended Claim ofLien to be recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder's Office as
Instrument No. 2617079000. (Verified Complaint, ,-r 18; Am. Answer, ,-r 18); IJ's Ex. 113. Each
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of these liens were recorded with the county recorder within 90 days of the McCarthy
Corporation's last date of work as required by LC. § 45-507(1) and (2).
Next, each of the liens are in conformity with LC.§ 45-507(b)- (d) as they state the:
owner of the subject property [Stark Investment Group, LLC]; name of the individual they were
employed by [Craig Stark]; and contain complete legal description and physical address
associated with the Subject Property. Finally, each lien was timely served upon the owner as
required by LC. § 45-507(5). (Verified Complaint, 119; Am. Answer, 119); IJ's Exs. 110 and
113.
a.

Statement of Demand

"Whereas the general purpose of LC. § 45-501 et seq. is to compensate persons who
perform labor and/or furnish materials for construction projects, the specific purpose of the claim
of lien is to give notice and to provide the contractor with security until he is able to be
compensated for his services." Barber v. Honorof, 116 Idaho 767, 769 (1989). "Substantial
compliance with the lien statutes is all that is required, not absolute accuracy." Id.
"A lien is not invalidated simply because the claimant is not entitled to the amount
claimed due in the claim of lien, even when the discrepancy is substantial." Parkwest Homes,
LLC v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 602, 606 (2010). In that case, the Supreme Court noted that it had

previously upheld a lien judgment for $1,069.12 and award of attorney's fees where the claim of
lien demanded $51,571.00. Id.; citing Electrical Wholesale Supply Co., Inc., 136 Idaho at 825.
By its amended lien, McCarthy Corporation stated the sum of $176,691.76 was due and
owing. IJ's Ex. 113. At trial, it withdrew one charge for additional borrow thereby reducing its
claim to $105,715.35. For the reasons outlined above, McCarthy Corporation submits that this
amount remains due and owing for the labor and materials it provided in the improvement of the
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Subject Property. Consistent with Parkwest Homes, LLC, the fact that the statement of demand
exceeds the amount now claimed does not serve to defeat the lien.
b.

Verification Requirement

"The purpose of the verification requirement is 'a desire to frustrate the filing of frivolous
claims."' Parkwest Homes, LLC, 149 Idaho at 606. A [lien claimant's] "statement that the claim
oflien was 'true' substantially complied with Idaho Code§ 45-507(4)." Id. "We have not
required that a claim oflien comply with Idaho Code§ 51-109(4)." Parkwest Homes, LLC, 149
Idaho at 607. "The word 'verification' is defined as a 'formal declaration made in the presence
of a authorized officer, such as a notary public."' Id. Accordingly, a lien stating that "it was
signed and sworn to before me [the notary] .. .is sufficient to be 'verified by the oath of the
[lien claimant." Id.
The Claim ofLien and Amended Claim ofLien were each signed and verified before a
notary public by its President, Robert McCarthy. There has been no showing that Mr.
McCarthy's verification is somehow deficient in any manner.
2.

Priority

The relevant priority of mechanic's liens is governed by Idaho Code § 45-506, which
provides that the effective date of a mechanic's or materialmen's lien is the date the lien claimant
first began to work on the project by performing work or furnishing material. Pacific States Sav.,
Loan & Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319 (1905); accord Ultrawall, Inc. v. Wash. Mutual Bank,

135 Idaho 832, 834-35 (2001). The priority date for a deed of trust is the date the instrument was
recorded. I.C. § 55-811.
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In 1905, the Idaho Supreme Court took an opportunity to construe Idaho's mechanic's
lien statute and the basis for prioritizing various lien claimants. Pacific States Sav., Loan & Bldg.
Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319. In that case, the Court held:

when mortgages and other liens are involved in the foreclosure of mechanics' and
materialmen's liens, the time or date when the building was commenced, or the
laborer begun to work, or the materialman commenced to furnish the material,
must be taken into consideration in determining the priority of such liens over
such mortgage lien. All liens for labor commenced and materials commenced to
be furnished prior to recording [the] mortgages are prior and superior liens to said
mortgages, and the liens of all laborers for labor commenced, and materialmen for
material commenced to be furnished, subsequent to the recording of said
mortgages, are subordinate to said mortgages ...
The Court's construction of LC. § 45-506 in Pacific States is just as applicable and controlling
today as it was 114 years ago. Ultrawall, Inc. v. Wash. Mutual Bank, 135 Idaho 832, 834-35
(2001) 1. Thus, the effective date of a mechanic's or materialmen's lien is the date the lien
claimant first began to work on the project by performing work or furnishing material. LC. § 45506; Ultrawall, Inc., 135 Idaho at 834-36; Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. First Security Bank of
Idaho, 94 Idaho 489,492 (1971); Beall Pipe & Tank Corp v. Tumac Intermountain, Inc., 108

Idaho 487,492 (Ct. App. 1985).
On February 15, 2017, Mr. Stark texted Mr. Cheyne to advise him that he had been
awarded the excavation work associated with the "RV and Boat storage project." IJ's Ex. 1-A
(Stark 00076). Mr. Stark followed that up with a text stating a commencement date of "March
7th ." Id. On March 7, 2017, McCarthy Corporation hired a sub-contractor to log and clear phases
1 and 2 of the project. IJ's Ex. 7. This subcontractor began logging work on or about March 9,
1

See also Credit Suisse AG v. Teufel Nursery, Inc., 156 Idaho 189, 199 (2014) ("A mechanic's lien generally
'relates back to the date of commencement of work or improvement of the commencement to furnish the
material."'); White v. Constitution Mining & Mill. Co., 56 Idaho 403 (1936) (Liens of mortgages, deeds of trust,
judgments, and other encumbrances including attachments, created subsequent to the time when the labor lien
attaches or subsequent to the time to which the labor lien relates, are subordinate to liens of claimants for work or
labor performed); Boise-Payette Lumber Company v. Haloran-Judge Trust Co., 281 F. 818 (1922) (the lien of a
contractor attaches, as against a mortgage, when he commences to work or to furnish materials, and does not date
back to the time of the making of the contract by the principal contractor).
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2017. By March 20, 2017, the timber growing within phases 1 and 2 had largely been harvested.
IJ's Exs. 8 and 9. It wasn't until April 21, 2017 that U.S. Bank caused its deed of trust
encumbering the property to be recorded with the recorder's office. Having commenced work
on the Project well prior to April 21st, McCarthy Corporation's mechanic's lien is entitled to
priority to U.S. Bank's deed of trust.
3.

Lien Waiver

As a condition to receiving progress payments, McCarthy Corporation executed two
separate form documents titled "US Bank LIEN/CLAIM WAIVER." IJ's Exs. 39 and 43. These
are form documents prepared and provided by U.S. Bank well after the project was underway.
The documents provide, in pertinent part:
The undersigned does hereby acknowledge that the undersigned has received
progress payments in the sum ... for labor, services, equipment or materials
furnished to the above-referenced job and does hereby release pro tanto any and
all claims and rights of lien which the undersigned has on the above referenced
job. This release covers all payment for labor services, equipment, materials
furnished and/or claims to the above referenced job through ... only and does not
cover any retention or items furnished after that date.
(Pl's Exs. 39 and 43).
There is scant published Idaho authority concerning the scope of lien laws. That being
said, there is persuasive authority from a number of sister states, including Washington. The
body of this authority collectively holds absent an express agreement to the contrary, the waiver
of lien rights for work performed through a certain date does not waive or alter the lien
claimant's statutory lien priority, which is based upon the first date of work. See A.A.R. Testing
Laboratory, Inc. v. New Hope Baptist Church, 112 Wn.App. 442,444, 50 P.3d 650 (2002);
LePore v. Parker-Woodward Corp., 818 F.Supp. 1029, 1036 (E.D. Mich. 1993); Metropolitan
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Federal Bank ofIowa v. A.J. Allen Mechanical Contractors, Inc., 477 N.W.2d 668, 673-74

(Iowa Ct. App. 1991).
Lien laws have a historical mooring in equity. Pacific States Savings, Loan & Bldg. Co.
v. Duboise, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513,514 (1905). When the Idaho Legislature originally codified

the equitable rule in 1893, it borrowed heavily from the laws of the State of California. Pacific
States Savings, Loan &Bldg. Co. v. Duboise, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513,514 (1905). The same is

true in the State of Washington. As a result, McCarthy Corporation submits that the Washington
Court of Appeals decision in A.A.R. Testing Laboratory, Inc. is very persuasive authority.
In that case, the Court of Appeals was tasked with evaluating whether lien waivers
executed by a contractor that were demanded by the owner's lender as a condition to receiving
progress payments altered the priority of the contractor's mechanic's lien. A.A.R. Testing
Laboratory, Inc., 112 Wash.App. at 446. Like Idaho, Washington mechanic's liens relate back

to the time of commencement. Id., at 448-449; citing R.C.W. 60.04.061. Much like the case at
bar, the unconditional waivers at issue stated in part:
IN CONS ID ERATION for payment of
. . the undersigned hereby
unconditionally and irrevocably waives and releases any mechanic's and
materialmen's lien, equitable lien, stop notice, or any right against any labor
and/or material bond for labor services, materials or equipment supplied by the
undersigned through [date certain] for the project ...
Id.

On appeal, the Court of a Appeals held "a waiver and release of a lien claim for work
done through a certain date does not extinguish the lien or change the date of commencement
under the statute." Id., at 654. It went on to observe "the interpretation of the waiver and release
agreements asserted by the construction lenders renders the underlying mechanics' and
materialmen's lien rights meaningless and allows a shifting of priority dates without the
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existence of a corresponding subordination agreement." Id. Finally, it noted "If the construction
lenders intended the mechanics' and materialmen's lien rights possessed by [the contractor] to be
legally subordinate to their mortgage deeds, then a subordination agreement was required." Id.
This same reasoning was employed by Judge Owens in the In Re Tamarack Resort Foreclosure
and Related Proceedings; Valley County District Court Case CV08-114C.

In the case at hand, there is nothing in either of the two form lien waivers that expressly
provides for the waiver of McCarthy Corporation's priority date. Further, there is no evidence
U.S. Bank ever requested or obtained a subordination of McCarthy Corporation's lien rights
before, or after, it recorded its deed of trust on April 21, 2017. Finally, no consideration was
paid to McCarthy Corporation in exchange for its execution of either document. Accordingly,
there is no basis for finding that McCarthy Corporation's lien priority does not relate back to the
date of commencement of work on the Stark RV and Boat Storage project.
B. Slander of Title
The act of filing a claim of lien and stating that it secures more than the claimant is
subsequently adjudged as due will not support a claim for slander of title. Rather, the lien must
fail. Only then can one determine if the lien contains a defamatory statement made in reckless
disregard of the truth.
For reasons outlined above, McCarthy Corporation believes that its mechanic's lien is
valid and secures those sums outlined above which are due and owing for labor and materials it
provided in improvement of the Subject Property. Therefore, it submits that the slander of title
claim naturally withers on the vine. Even assuming this Court were to fully invalidate McCarthy
Corporation's lien, the evidence does not support a viable claim.
A mechanic's lien simply serves as a form of security to ensure that persons who improve
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the realty encumbered thereby are compensated for their efforts. In order to property perfect a
lien, there are certain statutory requirements that must be must. Afterwards, it is incumbent upon
the lien claimant to judicially foreclose the lien within 180 days, otherwise the lien extinguishes
as a operation of law. Upon filing suit, it then becomes the sole duty of the trial court to
determine what amounts, if any, are secured by the lien.
The mere filing of a lien does not entitle the lien claimant to an unconditional lien.
Further, the act of filing does not automatically guaranty that the claimant is entitled to collect
any sums from the encumbered realty. Rather, the act of filing a lien is simply the initial step
necessary to ascertain whether the claimant is entitled to lien to secure the compensation they are
entitled for their efforts expended improving the realty.
"Slander of title requires proof of four elements: ( 1) publication of a slanderous
statement; (2) its falsity; (3) malice; and (4) resulting special damages." Weitz v. Green, 148
Idaho 851,862,230 P.3d 743, 754 (2010); Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,406, 195 P.3d 1212,
1219 (2008). "Slander is '[a] defamatory assertion expressed in a transitory form."' Weitz, 148
Idaho at 862, 230 P.3d at 754 (citing Black's Law Dictionary 660 (3rd pocket ed. 2006)). "A
'defamatory"' statement is one 'tending to harm a person's reputation, [usually] by subjecting the
person to public contempt, disgrace, or ridicule, or by adversely affecting the person's
business."' Id. "Malice has been generally defined by Idaho courts as a reckless disregard for the
truth or falsity of a statement. An action will not lie where a statement in slander of title,
although false, was made in good faith with probable cause for believing it." Hogg v. Wolske,
142 Idaho 549, 557 (2006).
Under the facts, McCarthy Corporation's initial claim oflien (IJ's Ex. 110). At the very
least, Mr. Stark partially acknowledged the legitimacy of McCarthy Corporation's claim for
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payment when he subsequently tendered a payment of $49,339.99 towards the McCarthy
Corporation's claimed sum of $145,706.56. IJ's Ex. 110 and 112.
C. Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

"The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a covenant implied by law in the
parties' contract." Lettunich v. Key Bank, NA., 141 Idaho 362, 368 (2005). "No covenant will be
implied which is contrary to the terms of the contract negotiated and executed by the parties."
Id.; citing First Security Bank ofIdaho v. Gaige, 115 Idaho 172 (1988). Rather, it "simply

requires that the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed by their agreement."
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,243 (2005); see also Idaho Power Co. v.
Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 750 (2000).

"To the extent the covenant of good faith and fair dealing does apply, this Court has
rejected the amorphous concept of bad faith as the standard for determining whether the
covenant has been breached." Ind. Lead Mines v. Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho 22, 27 (2006).
"Instead, the covenant is an objective determination of whether the parties have acted in good
faith in terms of enforcing the contractual provisions." Id. "An objective determination can only
be made by considering the party's reasonableness in carrying out the contract provisions." Id.
"The covenant is implied in contracts and ... results in contract damages not tort
damages." Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,288 (1991). "It
does not result in a cause of action separate from the breach of contract claims, nor does it result
in separate contract damages unless such damages specifically relate to the breach of the good
faith covenant." Id., at 289. "To hold otherwise would result in a duplication of damages
awarded for breach of the same contract." Id.
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In his amended pleading, Mr. Stark asserts that McCarthy Corporation's breached the
covenant by overbilling, billing for material and work not delivered or completed, and
intentionally delay the timely completion. The evidence before this Court does not any of these
contentions. Having previously address the argument of delay, that issue will be not
readdressed.
At the very least, the billing breakdown lies with Mr. Stark and Mr. McArthur to the
same degree it lies with McCarthy Corporation. Mr. Stark elected to serve as the general
contractor. Just as it was McCarthy Corporation's duty to effectively manage (which it
ultimately did) its billing dispute with its sub-contractor, Basin Industries, it was incumbent upon
Mr. Stark as the general contractor to manage the billing issues with McCarthy Corporation.
After waiting 22 days to alert McCarthy Corporation to his generalized concerns with
Invoice 2488, Mr. Stark quickly distances himself from the matter. IJ's Ex. 67. Rather than
work through the issue with his subcontractor, he delegated Mr. McArthur to handle the
negotiations. IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00558-559. On August 181\ two days after Mr. Stark's initial
protest of Invoice 2488, Mr. McArthur and Mr. McCarthy were able to work out what they
thought was a resolution to the matter. IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00556. Following the intervening
weekend, on August 22 nd a revised invoice (~'s Ex. S) was emailed to Mr. Stark.
Three days later, Mr. Stark hastily terminated McCarthy Corporation from the Project.
Even then, Mr. McCarthy and Mr. McArthur continued to confer in an attempt to negotiate a
resolution to the invoice dispute. These negotiations resulted in the preparation of two additional
invoices for Mr. Stark's consideration. ~'s Exs. U and V. After all of these efforts to resolve the
issue, Mr. Stark chose to make a partial payment conditioned upon a full release of lien rights.
IJ's Ex. 111. It then being clear that Mr. Stark had no interest in honoring the compromise Mr.
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McCarthy hammered out with Mr. McArthur for the import material, McCarthy Corporation in
tum revised its invoice for the full balance it believed it was due. ~'s Ex. W.
Beginning with submittal of Invoice 2488 on July 25 through its termination on August
25, Mr. McCarthy repeatedly suggested that Mr. Stark pay those items not in dispute to move the
issue forward. Mr. Stark resisted these repeated requests. It was only after McCarthy
Corporation's termination that he made an effort to independently calculate and pay those sums
due under the contract. There is no reasons this could not have been done prior to August 25 as
these sums were owing at that time. Given his conduct, Mr. Stark is in no position to assert that
McCarthy Corporation breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing in its
handling of the invoicing dispute.
D. Consumer Protection Act
The Idaho Consumer Protection Act is designed "to protect both consumers and
businesses against unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive practices in the
conduct of trade or commerce, and to provide efficient and economical procedures to secure such
protection. It is the intention of the legislature that this chapter be remedial and so construed."
LC. § 48-601. Idaho Code§ 48-608 sets forth the damages available for a violation of the
Consumer Protection Act prosecuted by a private citizen. That provision contains an election of
remedies whereby a claimant may seek an award of statutory damages of $1,000.00 or their
actual damages, whichever is greater. LC. §48-608(1 ).
"When an individual brings an action under the act, [they] must suffer some
'ascertainable loss of money or property as a result of the use or employment by another person
of a method, act or practice' which is misleading, false or deceptive or otherwise prohibited by
the act." Yellowpine Water User's Ass 'n v. Imel, 105 Idaho 349, 351-52 (1983); see also Jackson
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v. Wood, 124 Idaho 342, 344 (Ct. App. 1993) (Recovery of actual or statutory damages must be

preceded by finding of ascertainable loss.). "When a consumer merely pays an existing legal
obligation, he does not suffer damages although there may be involved deceptive acts or
practices." Id., at 352.
In their amended pleading, Counterclaimant' s assert that McCarthy Corporation breached
the ICP A in seven discreet ways. All of these contentions can be quickly short circuited due to
the fact they have made no showing that they suffered any ascertainable loss of money or
property directly from these complained of acts.
•

Hiring/using an unregistered Montana contractor
The simple act of hiring Basin Industries did not directly cause Counterclaimants to

suffer any ascertainable loss of money or property. To the contrary, Mr. Stark repeatedly praised
Mr. Cheyne for his work and the progress he was able to achieve on the Stark Project. This
included the work performed by McCarthy Corporation's subcontractors. There has been no
showing as to how the very act of hiring an unlicensed contractor caused Counterclaimants any
harm. Accordingly, this claim fails.
•

Unilaterally closing the borrow pit and importing materials without submitting a change
order
Must has been made of the decision to "close" the borrow pit. There was no "decision"

to close the pit. Rather, the act of closing it up was a fluid process that began the moment
suitable fill was removed. The actual amount of material removed was a function of natural
confines of the project. There were a number of unknowns involved in the civil site work; the
amount of suitable fill available from the borrow pit being one of the larger unknowns. This was
a risk that Mr. Stark was advised of on the front end of the project by his design engineer. IJ's
Ex. 91, Stark 00224.
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•

Knowingly submitting a billing invoice #2488 for material costs without a change order
As previously explained, a change order was not required for the import material.

Further, McCarthy Corporation contracted with Mr. Stark on a fixed bid basis. For facilitate
billing, it was agreed that McCarthy Corporation would hire Mr. McArthur to verify actual
quantities. Because McCarthy Corporation billed off verified quantities, there was no need to
produce receipts or time records.
This was no different with the import. In fact, McCarthy Corporation waited over six
weeks for Mr. McArthur' s verified quantities. See ITs Ex. 46. After waiting, Mr. McArthur
simply resupplied McCarthy Corporation's initial estimate. Mr. Stark had equal knowledge that
the quantity had not been verified. IJ's Ex. 60. In fact, he authorized Mr. McArthur to add a
gratuitous 12% compaction increase to this estimate even though the contract was to bill off
compacted in place quantities. Id. In any event, Counterclaimants suffered no discreet loss or
money as a result of this billing dispute issue.
•

Knowingly delaying paving
For the reasons previously outlined, the record does not support this claim. The final

paving plan was not approved by Mr. Stark until August 19t\ six days before McCarthy
Corporation's termination.
•

Internal Allocation of Costs to the Stark Project
There was exhaustive testimony and exhibits offered regarding the manner in hwihc

McCarthy Corporation codes and accounts internally for its job costs. The Stark Project was bid
on a fixed bid basis and was billed using engineer's estimates of quantities. Mr. Stark was never
billed on a time-and-material basis using vendor invoice, load tickets, or the like.
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However McCarthy Corporation codes, pays its accounts receivables and accounts
internally for its project costs did not affect Defendant in any manner. Similarly, they can point
to no direct damage suffered from the accounting practices.
E. Counterclaimants' Damages are too Speculative
Damages must be proven with reasonable certainty. St. Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.
v. MRI Associates, LLP, 157 Idaho 106, 116 (2014). "Damage awards based upon speculation

and conjecture will not be allowed." Inland Group Cos., Inc. v. Providence Washington Ins. Co.,
133 Idaho 249, 257 (1999)
In their case-in-chief, the Counterclaimants averred that they have suffered a number of
damages. For the sake of discussion, those are classified as following:
•

Lost Profits/Rents

During trial, Mr. Stark testified that as a condition to he and his wife's forbearance
agreement with U.S. Bank, they were required to deposit $265,037.55 into a non-interest bearing
account. Because they did not have the liquid capital to do so, they were forced to borrow this
money from their daughter. There is nothing further in the record as to terms of this inter-family
agreement. For all we know, this was an interest-free informal loan between close family.
Yet, Mr. Stark suggests they lost out on the earning potential of this money as it has been
tied up in a non-interest bearing account. But for U.S. Bank's requirement that they post this
reserve account, there is no indication that Mr. Stark or his wife would have borrowed and
invested this same sum of money from their daughter.
•

Loss of Gross Rental Receipts

During trial, Mr. Stark stated he believed completion of the buildings and in tum, his
ability to rent the storage units, was delayed by 3 months due to McCarthy Corporation's
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conduct. Again, it is unclear how a delay of this magnitude transpired in light of the fact that Mr.
Stark remained impressed with McCarthy Corporation's progress up to 11 days prior to its
termination. IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00563.
Moreover, this delay was entirely avoidable had Mr. Stark altered the course of
construction. Mr. Cheyne testified that there was no reason the buildings could not have been
built before paving. The decision to do so, was made out of a concern that tar, which can be
cleaned off, might get on the buildings during asphalt paving. In his experience, this was not a
reason to hold off construction of the storage units. Had Mr. Stark been sincerely concerned
with opening as early as possible, there is no reason Steel Structures of America could not have
started on the four storage buildings earlier than it did.
This claim also faces another dilemma; the parties' agreement did not contain any time of
performance provision. While Mr. Stark possessed a subjective expectation that the storage
business would open in October, 2017, there is nothing further in the record to support this
expectation or otherwise establish an agreed upon project schedule.
Next, Defendants' proof simply consisted of the average gross rents it has generated since
opening. Defendants did not establish the average net profits it earns on a monthly basis or what
the average operating/overhead costs associated with operating the storage business are.
"'Profits are the net pecuniary gain from a transaction, the gross pecuniary gains
diminished by the cost of obtaining them."' Stewart & Stevenson Services, Inc. v. Pickard; 749
F.2d 635 (11 th Cir. 1984); citing Restatement (First) of Contracts,§ 331(b) (2019).

"'Plaintiff is

entitled to his net profits-not to his expected gross profits'. Net profit is defined as the 'gross
amount that would have been received pursuant to the business or investment' less 'the costs of
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running that business or attending that investment."' Id.; citing 22 Am.Jur.2d, Damages, § 178
(2019).
For these critical reasons, Mr. Stark's claim to three months of average gross rent receipts
fails.
•

Forfeited Earnest Money

McCarthy Corporation's initial Claim ofLien was recorded on September 22, 2017. IJ's
Ex. 110. This was served on Stark Investment Group, LLC and Mr. and Mrs. Stark on
September 25, 2017 and October 2, 2017, respectively. Id., at McCarthy 00162-163.
On October 6, 2017, Mr. and Mrs. Stark entered into a real estate purchase and sale
agreement and tendered an earnest money deposit of $10,000. As of October 6th, they had
actual knowledge of McCarthy Corporation's mechanic's lien. Additionally, they were aware
that the matter remained unresolved. Yet, they chose to pursue the purchase and sale of
additional property.
During trial, Mr. Stark testified that they were unable to close on the purchase of this
property due to pendency of this action. He did not testify that they lacked the present ability to
tender the purchase price or what efforts were made to secure financing for these monies.
Further, there is no documentary evidence in the record supporting their claim that they could not
close on the transaction because of McCarthy Corporation's lien and the pendency of this action.
In closing, the Starks made a calculated risk to enter into a purchase and sale agreement
for additional property despite the unresolved nature of their billing dispute with McCarthy
Corporation. Having done so, they assumed the risk of loss when they decided to back out of
this deal.
•

General Loss of Investment Opportunities

Once again in generalized and speculative fashion, Mr. Stark stated that due to this
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litigation, he was unable to pursue additional investment opportunities. He did not offer any
concrete proposals that he intended to invest in, the nature and terms of the investment, relative
risk, or the expected rate of return. Beyond a generalized discussion with his loan officer, there
is nothing in the record indicating this subjective wish was anything more. Again, this claim
similarly fails for a lack of proof.
•

Interest Paid on Construction Loan

Mr. Stark and his wife obtained a construction loan from U.S. Bank to partially finance
the Project. Their loan agreement contained a commitment by U.S. Bank to fund a term loan
provided they met certain conditions. (~'s Ex. D, pp. 22-23). Due to the pendency of this action,
U.S. Bank has been unwilling to close on the term loan. Rather, they have a forbearance
agreement with U.S. Bank providing for a extension of their construction loan.
In the interim, the Defendants have been required to pay the monthly interest accruing on
their construction loan. The rate is determined by prime rate; which is currently 5%.
The contemplated term of the term loan was 5 years. (~'s Ex. D, p. 22, 18.5). Although
there was no firm promise of a rate, the loan was to bear interest. (~'s Ex. D, p. 22, 18.4). As of
October, 2018, the natural maturity of the construction loan and anticipated closing of the term
loan, Mr. Mobraten testified that rates on comparable commercial loans were hovering in the 44.5% range.
Regardless of this action, the Defendants would have been paying interest on their loan,
whether that be a construction or term loan. At best, they are only entitled to incremental
difference between the respective rates which are purportedly between 0.5-1 %. In other words,
the record does not support their claim that the Defendants are entitled to the entire sum of
$51,469.79 that they have paid in interest since November, 2018.
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Further, the record is silent of Defendants' attempts, if any, to obtain suitable financing
from other lenders, conventional and private lenders. Having failed to mitigate their damages,
they are not entitled to any award for the nominal difference in interest rates.
•

Increased Cost of Construction

On August 25, 2017, Mr. Stark made a calculated decision to terminate McCarthy
Corporation. IJ's Ex. 84 and 109. At that time, McCarthy Corporation was actively working to
finish up the few remaining items left under the terms of its contact; asphalt paving being the
primary task. Afterwards, McCarthy Corporation expressed a desire to return and finish the job
which would have spared time and the increased cost of construction. Mr. Stark declined this
invitation. IJ's Ex. 96-L.
According to his testimony, Mr. Stark's decision to terminate McCarthy Corporation was
based upon his concerns with the invoicing and what he termed "false invoicing", his belief that
McCarthy Corporation was unwilling to address these concerns, and delays in the asphalt paving.
These "causes" are not borne out by the evidence before this Court.
First, the exhibits certainly do not speak of any measurable delay. Rather, they indicate
the opposite of a delay on McCarthy Corporation's behalf. This includes the fact that as of
August 14, Mr. Stark remained impressed with McCarthy Corporation's progress. This is
evident by the text Mr. Stark sent to Mr. McArthur stating "Jason's crew working their tail off
out here. May be paving Wed." IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00563.
Moreover, a final grading plan was not provided to the parties by Mr. McArthur until
August 11 th . IJ's Ex. 66. After consulting with the paving company, Mr. Cheyne was advised
that the paver would not warrant the asphalt if it were to be paved with a "belly sag" as designed.
This issue was not resolved by Mr. Stark until his email dated Saturday, August 19 in which he
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authorized the asphalt to be paved with a "v ditch." IJ's Ex. 74.
Without this change, the paving could not be completed, much less scheduled. As
established by Mr. Cheyne, summer is a hectic time for pavers and paving contractors refuse to
schedule paving until the project is completely ready so as to avoid unnecessary idle time.
Despite this, less than one week later McCarthy Corporation was terminated for a perceived
delay.
On July 25 th , Mr. Stark received Invoice 2488 (~'s Ex. R). Afterwards, he contested
some, but not all, of the charges that appear thereon. Despite Mr. McCarthy's request to pay
those charges not in dispute, he failed to do so. As of August 25, 2017 over 30 days have passed
without any payment towards these outstanding amounts.
As of its termination, the billing dispute with Mr. Stark concerning Invoice 2488 had
been outstanding for over 30 days. The parties' agreement required that all invoices were to be
paid in full within 30 days. IJ's Ex. 5, p.1, ,r 4. It further allowed McCarthy Corporation the
right to stop work if any amount is not timely paid. Id.
It wasn't until after Mr. Stark terminated McCarthy Corporation that he made an effort to

determine what amounts McCarthy Corporation was entitled. IT' s Ex. 111. While McCarthy
Corporation maintains that no actual and measurable delay occurred due to any deliberate acts, it
was fully within its contractual rights to hold up paving or any further work on the project until
the payment of the undisputed charges was received at the time of its termination.
Further, all measurable delays in McCarthy Corporation's performance were out its
control. The first was attributable to Mr. Stark as he failed to timely obtain a site disturbance
permit. Until that occurred, McCarthy Corporation was unable to begin stripping the topsoil.
The second was due to the wet spring weather. Due to this, once work commenced it went in fits
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and starts through the month of May. The third delay occurred in July as McCarthy Corporation
was required to accommodate and work around the utility contractors; Kootenai Electric
Company, United Crown and Premier Electric. Each of these contractors required that separate
trenches be excavated from the compacted subgrade so they could install the water and electrical
conduit. Afterwards, these trenches were backfilled and re-compacted. For logistical reasons,
these trenches had to be dug separately. This work began in mid-July and was completed by the
end of the month. This delayed McCarthy Corporation's ability to finish compacting and
grading the base material and ultimately pave phase 1.
Second, the exhibits belie any suggestion McCarthy Corporation refused to address the
billing dispute or that it did so in a dilatory fashion. McCarthy Corporation was first alerted to
the issue on August 16th . It wasn't until the meeting in Mr. McArthur's office during the days
following that it learned of the exact nature of Mr. Stark's concerns. Afterwards, Mr. McCarthy
and Mr. McArthur engaged in communications in an effort to arrive at a mutually agreeable
amount for the import material. By August 18th, Mr. McArthur and Mr. McCarthy believed they
had reached a resolution to the issue. IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00556. On August 22 nd , 6 days after
the issue was first raised, a revised invoice (~'s Ex. S) was provided to Mr. Stark. By this
revised invoice, the charge for the import material was reduced from $107,520 to $58,060.80.
(~'s Exs. Rand S).
The parties' agreement does not provide for a unilateral termination, without cause. IT' s
Ex. 5. McCarthy Corporation believes that its termination was without cause and therefore
constituted a breach of contract. That being the case, it could have sought an award of its
expectation damages from Mr. Stark but has chosen not to do so. Rather, all it is asking for is to
be paid for the work it performed.
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In closing, Mr. Stark made a risky and calculated decision to terminate McCarthy
Corporation. At that time, he was fully aware that it was the height of the construction season
and finding available contractors to finish out the job expeditiously and on budget would be
difficult. Knowing this, he accepted the risk.
After terminating McCarthy Corporation, arguably without cause in breach of his
agreement, he made no effort to mitigate his damages. Rather, he hired the only contractor and
paving company that he reached out to. Given these salient facts, Mr. Stark is not entitled to an
award for any increase cost of construction to complete the site work for phase 1.
DATED this 31 ST day of October, 2019.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

Isl Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
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Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.
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JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
McCARTHY CORPORATIO N'S
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, submits the following
proposed findings of fact:
1. Plaintiff, McCARTHY CORPORATION, is a corporation duly formed and existing
under the laws of the State of Idaho, and maintains its principal place of business in Kootenai
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02017111
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County, Idaho. ( Verified Complaint, ,I I; Am. Answer, ,I I).
2. Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, is a limited liability company
formed and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho, with a principal place of business
located in Kootenai County, Idaho. (Verified Complaint, ,I 2, Am. Answer, ,I 2; Am.

Counterclaim, ,I I; Answer to Am. Counterclaim, ,I 2).
3. Defendant, CRAIG STARK, is a married man presently residing in Kootenai County,
Idaho. (Verified Complaint, ,I 3, Am. Answer, ,I 3). Mr. Stark serves as the Manager/Member of
Stark Investment Group, LLC. (Am. Counterclaim, ,I I; Answer to Am. Counterclaim, ,I 2).
4. The real property and improvements thereon at issue in this action lie entirely within
Kootenai County, State ofldaho. (Verified Complaint, ,I 5, Am. Answer, ,I 5).
5. Defendant, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, is the legal owner ofa parcel of
real property and improvements thereon and particularly described as follows:
That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 52
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County, Idaho, lying Westerly
of the Spokane International Railway Company and Old Highway 95 Right-ofWays.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way
conveyed to the Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16,
1992 as Instrument No. 1266252.
("Subject Property"). The Subject Property is commonly known as 52424 N. Old Highway 95,
Rathdrum, Idaho. (Verified Complaint, ,I,I 9, Am. Answer, ,I,I 9-10; Am. Counterclaim, ,I I;

Answer to Am. Counterclaim, ,I 2).
6. McCARTHY CORPORATION, is an Idaho registered entity contractor, RCE-31686
and holds itself out and engages in the business of providing excavating services within the State
ofldaho. (Verified Complaint, ,I 8, Am. Answer, ,I 8; Am. Counterclaim, ,I 3, Answer to Am.

Counterclaim, ,I 3). At all times, Rob McCarthy has served as the President of McCarthy
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Corporation. In this role, he is responsible for managing the Corporation's business. The
various project foreman and office staff directly report to Mr. McCarthy.
7. Between 2017 and early 2019, Jason Cheyne was employed by McCarthy Corporation
as a project foreman. Mr. Cheyne's responsibilities included bidding and managing all aspects of
the various civil site work projects contracted to McCarthy Corporation.
8. Mr. Cheyne's employment in the excavation field formally began in 1998, however,
he was raised around the industry as it is also his father's profession. He initially began as an
operator and through various employers, has taken on increasing managerial roles including
project foreman, superintendent, and vice president of operations. In 2016, Mr. Cheyne moved
back to the area after working first for a large national contractor and later a large regional
contractor, in North Dakota.
9. Prior to 2017, McCarthy Corporation's focus was on residential construction work.
Mr. Cheyne was hired for the purpose of expanding McCarthy Corporation's line of work into
civil site work. The Stark project was one of the earlier site work jobs it performed. Being a
new line of work, Rob McCarthy monitored the job more than others simply to learn the
intricacies of this new field.
10. Before moving to Idaho, Craig Stark and Michelle Stark resided in Texas. Between
2015 and 2016, Craig Stark and Michelle Stark began looking at real estate in North Idaho during
visits to see their son who was attending college in Spokane. During one of these visits, they saw
a sign on the Subject Property advertising that a 25 acre parcel of undeveloped land was for sale.
After physically viewing the property, they contacted the listing agent, Joe Dobson, and began
negotiations with the owner.
11. Mr. and Mrs. Stark had previously developed commercial and residential real estate
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for investment purposes. Their intent was to locate commercial real estate in the North Idaho to
purchase and develop for retirement income.
12. In anticipation of acquiring the Subject Property, on September 22, 2016, Craig Stark
contracted with h2 Surveying & Engineering ("h2") to provide civil engineering and land
surveying services for the purposes of developing the property into a rental facility for RV and
boat storage. (Am. Counterclaim, ,r 5, Answer to Am. Counterclaim, ,r 5); ITs Ex. 91. Scott
McArthur was the civil engineer primarily responsible for handling the contract on behalf ofh2.
13. Mr. Stark's contract with h2 was segregated into eight separate "tasks." The initial
tasks consisted of assisting with Mr. Stark's feasibility/due diligence analysis for the project.
The later tasks included assisting Mr. Stark with the design, permitting and construction process.
14. Ultimately, Mr. Stark and h2 settled upon a design to develop the northern end of the
Subject Property, which is approximately 9 acres, into a mini-storage facility. ~'s Ex. B, p. 1.
The project was designed to be built in two phases. IJ's Ex. 117. Phase 1 consisted of clearing
and grubbing the area where both phases would be located, and constructing the office,
infrastructure and four storage buildings. Id.
15. The southern edge of phases 1 and 2 is defined by a seasonal drainage creek that
crosses the Subject Property in an East-to-West direction. IJ's Ex. 117. Due to requirements
imposed by Kootenai County, the presence of this seasonal creek limited the size of the borrow
pit and set a minimum threshold for the finished floor elevations of the building pads.
16. While working on the project estimation in early 2017, h2 civil engineer, Scott
McArthur, introduced Mr. Cheyne to Mr. Stark. At this point, Mr. McArthur and Mr. Cheyne
had known each other for many years and had worked on several prior projects, including the
Highway 95 realignment project between Garwood and Athol. Based upon this, McArthur found
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Mr. Cheyne to be a skilled heavy equipment operator and project manager very capable of
handling large civil site work projects.
17. Following this introduction, Mr. Stark and Mr. Cheyne began to communicate
directly. Initially, Mr. Cheyne was assisting Mr. Stark and Mr. McArthur with estimating site
work costs for the purposes of finalizing a project budget. This included estimating quantities
needed to carry out the anticipated scope of work. Towards this end, Mr. Cheyne volunteered to
dig a few pit holes for the purpose of estimating topsoil depths and volumes.
18. At some point, Mr. Stark requested that Mr. Cheyne provide him with a bid to
complete the civil site work. On behalf of McCarthy Corporation, Mr. Cheyne subsequently
submitted a bid for the project excavation work. (Am. Counterclaim, ,r 6, Answer to Am.

Counterclaim, ,r 6). At this time, Mr. Stark had a bid from another competing contractor, Waldo
Construction, Inc. Using this, Mr. Stark negotiated with Mr. Cheyne to lower his total bid price.
19. It was Mr. Stark's intention to serve as the general contractor for the project. As of
early 2017, Mr. Stark was living and working in Texas, however, he had planned to sell his
residence, retire and relocate to North Idaho at some point during the project.
20. By text sent on February 15, 2017, Mr. Stark advised Mr. Cheyne in successive texts:
"You will be doing our RV and Boat storage project.. Craig Stark."
"Starts March ?1h. Could deliver equipment prior."
IJ's Ex. 1-A (Stark 00076).
21. As of February 1st\ Mr. Stark did not own the Subject Property. The March 7th start
date he initially told Mr. Cheyne was the date he planned to close on the purchase of the Subject
Property. On March 8, 2017, a Warranty Deed was recorded vesting title to the Subject Property
in Stark Investment Group, LLC. IJ's Ex. 114.
22. As of February, 2017, the Subject Property was heavily timbered. IJ's Ex. 8.
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Accordingly, the course of construction commenced with the clearing and grubbing of phases 1
and 2. In anticipation of beginning the project, on March 7, 2017 McCarthy Corporation hired
Mendenhall Timber, Inc. to cut and remove the timber from phases 1 and 2. ITs Ex. 7.
23. A short time after, Mendenhall Timber, Inc. began logging the Subject Property. On
March 17, 2017, logging was underway as confirmed by videos Mr. Cheyne shared with Mr.
Stark. IT's Ex. 1-B, p. Stark 00067. By March 20th, the standing timber in phases 1 and 2 had
been harvested. IT's Ex. 8 and 9. By April 20 th , Mendenhall Timber, Inc. had completed all
logging work and had invoiced McCarthy Corporation. IT' s Ex. 12.
24. McCarthy Corporation commenced work on the project before a written contract was
agreed upon or signed. According to Mr. Cheyne, he generally relies upon the general/prime
contractor to provide a contractor. Because Mr. Stark was serving as the general and did not
have a form contract at his disposal, there was some initial confusion as to who would take the
lead. In early March, McCarthy Corporation took the lead and had a draft contract prepared. IT' s
Exs. 2-4.
25. After providing Mr. Stark a draft, he made various changes to the document. This
included the inclusion of a provision of language in Paragraph 4 providing "Work to be inspected
by CRAIG STARK AND/OR SCOTT MCARTHUR." IT's Ex. 5, p. 1. Additionally, Bid Item
"B" was included on Exhibit "A". Id., p. 4. This provision states "Additional structural material
costs shall be the "delivered rock" price/no mark up. Id. As he explained to Mr. Cheyne, Mr.
Stark had an issue with material cost overruns on his prior jobs. Mr. Stark was involved in
drafting the language for this additional provision.
26. After a series of negotiations, the parties signed the agreement titled "McCarthy
Construction Contract." IT's Ex. 5.
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27. Mr. Cheyne served as project manager for the project. He had complete responsibility
for managing all aspects of McCarthy Corporation's performance of the contract. This included
the scheduling of all sub-contractors, preparation of invoices, and course of construction.
28. The contract between the parties was a fixed bid based upon estimated quantities. In
order to properly invoice, it was necessary for McCarthy Corporation to retain an engineer for the
purpose of verifying quantities. Conversely, because Mr. Stark was to be invoiced using the
engineer's verified quantities, receipts, load tickets and time cards were immaterial to McCarthy
Corporation's invoicing. At some point, the parties agreed to allow Scott McArthur to take on
this additional role and serve as the quantities engineer. For this work, he would invoice
McCarthy Corporation.
29. During the initial design phase h2 had prepared a topographic survey of the project
area. Using this initial survey and subsequent topographic surveys, it was possible to determine
the volume of materials excavated and imported to the Subject Property by simply comparing the
respective differences in elevations.
30. Following clearing and grubbing, the course of construction was to consist of
stripping the topsoil from phases 1 and 2, excavating an onsite borrow pit to mine suitable
structure material for phase 1, build and compact the subgrade for phase 1, install all utilities, and
pave the asphalt surfaces.
31. Mr. Stark initially planned to retire and relocate to North Idaho so that he could be on
site to manage the project as the general contractor. After advising his employer in March of his
planned retirement, his retirement eligibility was recalculated to August of that year delaying his
ability to relocate to North Idaho. IJ's Ex. 96-C, Stark 000637-638. In response, he called and
texted Mr. McArthur with a proposal to hire him to monitor the project for him. Id. The initial
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proposal was for Mr. McArthur to "check[] on it 3-4 times per week." In exchange, Mr. Stark
would pay him "$75/hour cash". Id.
32. Mr. McArthur took on this added role. At various times, Mr. Stark would mail cash
to Mr. McArthur for this additional work. IJ's Exs. 96-F, Stark 00620. As the project picked up,
Mr. Stark requested that Mr. McArthur stop by daily on his behalf. IJ's Ex. 96-G, Stark 00614.
This side deal was no secret and known by Mr. Cheyne during the course of the project.
33. Between the end of March and the end of July, Mr. Stark was only on site on four
separate weekends: May 11 - May 15; June 15 - June 17; July 6- July 8; July 13 - July 15. To
compound his absence, he was he was in Canada on a fishing trip for a week at the end of May.
Despite the fact he was largely absent from the job site and living out of state, Mr. Stark
remained the general contractor responsible for managing the project and subcontractors.
34. Although Mr. Stark and Mr. McArthur both minimize the additional role that Mr.
McArthur took on, it is clear that it involved more than simply stopping by and checking on the
project. During Mr. Stark's absence, Mr. McArthur would frequently relay the progress to him.
IJ's Ex. 96-G, Stark 00614-615. Mr. Stark also relied upon Mr. McArthur to keep the project
moving along and assist with project coordination. IJ's Ex. 96-M, Stark 00617; IJ's Ex. 63,
Stark 00049. This included scheduling and leading meetings with Mr. Stark's various subcontractors. IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00140. During the project, Mr. Stark regularly advised his
subcontractors to check with either himself or Mr. McArthur with any questions. IJ's Ex. 63,
McCarthy 00050.
35. Mr. Stark and Mr. McArthur each emphatically reject any notion that Mr. McArthur
was a "Project Manager." Inconsistent with their party line, however, Mr. Stark signed a
notarized document expressly appointing Mr. McArthur as the "Project Manager" to represent
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him in all matters pertaining to the ... construction ... of the STARK RV & BOAT
STORAGE." IJ's Ex. 92. Mr. Stark suggests this was only intended to appease Kootenai
County. This does not explain away why Mr. McArthur remarked during that "I am spending a
lot of time both on the site and running around managing the project." IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00140.
36. McCarthy Corporation initially began working under a timber permit. Further work
was held up until Mr. McArthur was able to obtain a Conditional Use Permit from Kootenai
County on behalf of Mr. Stark. IJ's Ex. 1-B, p. Stark 00067. In the interim, McCarthy
Corporation was able to complete some minimal stripping and construction road building under
the logging permit. Once work was able to resume, the unseasonably wet spring weather that
extended into May delayed construction as McCarthy Corporation had to allow the soils to dry
out in between rains before it could operate the heavy equipment necessary to complete the site
work. IJ's Ex. 1-C, Stark 00051, 00055-56; IJ's Ex. 96-C, Stark 000623.
37. Once the weather would allow, McCarthy Corporation stripped the topsoil from
phases 1 and 2. This was ultimately completed in early May. Afterwards, McCarthy Corporation
requested that Scott McArthur verify the quantity of topsoil excavated. To calculate the volume
of material, h2 performed a topographic survey of the excavated ground surface. By invoice
dated May 10, 2017, h2 invoiced McCarthy Corporation for a "Stripping topographic survey 5-417." The results of the survey or verified quantity of strippings was not provided to McCarthy
Corporation until July 13, 2017. IJ's Ex. 56.
38. After the topsoil was stripped, McCarthy Corporation excavated a borrow pit from the
area designated by Scott McArthur. According to Mr. McArthur there was only one site
available to mine suitable structural material. After beginning work on the project, Mr.
McArthur agreed to Mr. Cheyne's request to expand the clearing limits so that the size of the
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borrow pit could be expanded. Due to the presence of the seasonal creek and need to maintain a
tree buffer, the size of the pit could not be expanded any further than agreed upon.
39. In May, the borrow pit was excavated. ITs Exs. 13 and 14. At that time, there was
over 21,000 CY of topsoil bermed on site in phases 1 and 2. IJ's Ex's. 15 and 16. Because of
this, suitable material mined from the pit was excavated and piled on site until it could be spread
and compacted in phase 1. IJ's Exs. 17 and 22. As the depth of the pit approached the excavator
maximum 25' reach, the pit was backfilled with topsoil. This process of backfilling was ongoing
as the excavation gradually worked across the entire 550' length of the pit. Excavation of
suitable fill from the borrow pit was completed on May 18. At that time, Mr. Cheyne ordered
another topographic survey from Mr. McArthur to verify quantities. This quantity was not
provided until July 21st_ IJ's Ex. 60.
40. After the 329 Excavator extracted all suitable material that could feasibly be removed
from the onsite borrow pit, the material was spread and compacted within phase 1. In mid-May,
Mr. Cheyne had h2 set building comer stakes detailing the elevations of the finished floor. IJ's
Exs. 24-28. These stakes revealed that the compacted sub grade of the suitable onsite fill was 2 ½
to 3 ½ feet below the finished floor design elevations. IJ's Exs. 25-27.
41. Initially, it was hoped by Mr. McArthur and Mr. Stark that the onsite borrow pit
would provide sufficient suitable fill to build up the subgrade for phase 1. Upon discovering the
shortage on May 19th , Mr. Cheyne attempted to call Mr. McArthur. After he didn't answer, Mr.
Cheyne sent him a successive text messages stating:
"We are running way over the 15,000 yards at Starks ... "
"There isn't close to enough borrow to fill the other end."
IJ's Ex. 1-F. Immediately afterwards, Mr. Cheyne received a phone call from Mr. McArthur.
42. During this conversation, the substance of which Mr. McArthur conveniently does not
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remember, they discussed options in light of the material shortage. This included: (1) going
across the creek to the undisturbed portion of the 25 acre parcel to mine structural fill; (2)
excavating fill from phase 2; (3) lowering the finished floor elevations of phase 1; or (4)
importing material from a pit which Mr. Cheyne had access to.
a) Mr. McArthur was not an advocate of opening a second pit across the creek as it
would require amending the CUP with Kootenai County. While he did not
believe this would be an issue, it would further delay progress. As of late May,
the parties were under pressure to get the building pads ready for the building
contractor, Steel Structures of America ("SSA"). SSA had a one week window in
June to work on the project. IJ's Ex. 1-C, Stark 00054-55; IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00141.
If this window was missed, it would have resulted in a I-month delay of SSA's

commencement. IJ's Ex. 1-C, Stark 00050.
b) Similarly, Mr. McArthur was not an advocate of excavating from phase 2 as that
would simply increase the amount of material needed to build up the sub grade for
that phase which was contemplated but not contracted at that point.
c) Finally, Mr. McArthur advised Mr. Cheyne that the elevations could not be
lowered any further given Kootenai County's requirement that the building pads
be above the natural elevation of the seasonal creek.
Following this lengthy discussion, they agreed to meet back at the Subject Property the following
Monday morning.
43. The following day, Mr. McArthur texted Mr. Stark. His text stated:
"Last night Jason said after we staked the buildings he might not have as much material
to build phase 2 as he thought, but before I got overly concerned, I figured I would go
look at it Monday morning first thing. I'll call you then."
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Ex. 96-G, Stark 00616. In response, Mr. Stark replied:
"10-4 Was hoping we may miss the rain. As long as there is enough phase -2 rock area to
give us a good layout for steel delivery we should be fine."

Id. Shortly after Mr. McArthur forwarded this message to Mr. Cheyne. IJ's Ex. 1-F. Mr.
McArthur responded to Mr. Stark by stating:
"Ok sounds good! I will keep u posted at around 9:30 Monday."

Id.
44. The following Monday, May 22 nd , Mr. McArthur and Mr. Cheyne met at the Subject
Property to discuss the issue. At that time, the building comer stakes were present with the fill
shortage noted thereon. Mr. Stark was in contact with both of them over the course of this
meeting. IJ's Exs. 1-C, Stark 00054-55; Ex. 96-G, Stark 00614. During the meeting, Mr. Cheyne
and Mr. McArthur once again discussed options for obtaining structural fill to build up the
sub grade of phase 1.
45. Regarding Mr. Cheyne's stated desire to import rock, Mr. McArthur inquired where
he planned to obtain the material. Mr. Cheyne advised him that he had an in with the manager of
the Swartout Pit; a pit Mr. McArthur had designed for the Highway 95 project and had a photo of
on his office wall. Mr. McArthur was skeptical that Mr. Cheyne could obtain material from the
site and inquired further how much material he estimated. Roughly estimating based upon the
building stakes, Mr. Cheyne advised him 3,200 CY.
46. Mr. Cheyne felt that the Swartout pit was the best option given cost and time
constraint considerations.
a) The cost of the material, exclusive of hauling and compaction costs, was
$3.00/yard. This was significantly cheaper than the cost of comparable material
that was offered by Conmat at $10.90/ton. Mr. Cheyne estimated this savings to
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be at least $15,000.
b) From a time perspective, the material could be obtained much quicker than from a
commercial provider as Mr. Cheyne had unfettered access and therefore could
haul outside normal business hours. Given the volume of material needed, this
was a significant concern given the pressure to have the building pads by early
June.

47. At the conclusion of this meeting, the only option that was not ruled out by Mr.
McArthur was to import material from the Swartout pit. Given that time was of the essence, it
was understood that action needed to be taken immediately to get the building pads ready for
SSA by early June. Accordingly, Mr. Cheyne understood that Mr. McArthur was in agreement
and had the authority to approve his decision to import material from the Swartout pit. He
believed that Mr. McArthur had this authority for a variety of reasons, including:
a) At the outset of the project, Mr. McArthur had agreed to expand the clearing
limits to allow for a larger borrow pit than designed. This was done on behalf of
Mr. Stark;
b) Mr. McArthur was delegated authority to inspect all work on behalf of Mr. Stark;

IT's Ex. 5, p.

1;

c) Mr. Stark was largely absent from the area. In his absence, Mr. McArthur
regularly checked on the project and reported back to Mr. Stark. Because Mr.
Stark was absent, Mr. McArthur was regularly the only person present to field and
answer questions on behalf of Mr. Stark, the general contractor. Additionally, Mr.
McArthur took it upon himself to manage and coordinate with Mr. Stark's various
subcontractors. For this work, Mr. Cheyne understood that Mr. Stark was paying
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Mr. McArthur cash on the side;
d) Mr. McArthur had been in communication with Mr. Stark about the issue as
evident by the text he had forwarded to Mr. Cheyne over the weekend and the fact
that Mr. Stark was in contact with Mr. McArthur during the course of their onsite
meeting; and
e) Further, Mr. Cheyne had interpreted Mr. Stark's forwarded response to indicate he
understood and agreed with the need to import additional suitable fill material.
48. Following his meeting with Mr. McArthur, at 9:04 a.m. on May 22, Mr. Cheyne
responded to Mr. Stark's texts from earlier that morning inquiring about a timeline. IJ's Ex. 1-C,
Stark 00054. In his text, Mr. Cheyne stated:
"We should be mass graded by Thursday importing rock on Friday ready for electricians
by Friday of next week. So if you want to schedule them after memorial weekend that
should be safe ... ifwe don't get rain.
49. McCarthy Corporation subsequently hired three hauling companies to haul the
granular sub base (GSB) material from the Swartout Pit to the Subject Property. The companies
used a combination of belly dump and dump trucks with pups. Conservatively estimating, each
truck can haul 18 CY of material.
50. For a one week period beginning late May and extending into early June, 271 loads of
material were hauled to the Subject Property. ~'s Ex. XXXX-2. Once the material was dumped,
it was spread and compacted. McCarthy Corporation paid $9,954.00 for the GSB material (~'s
Exs. :XXXX and XXXX-1) and incurred hauling expenses of $27,610. Similarly, it incurred a
material, fuel and labor charge to spread and compact the material. For comparison, it was
agreed that McCarthy Corporation was entitled to $4.03/CY to spread and compact the suitable
fill from the borrow pit; a task similar to spreading and compacting the hauled import. Mr.
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Cheyne estimates that the expense associated with purchasing, hauling and compacting the GSB
material was $55,000.00.
51. On May 26 th and June 1st, Mr. Cheyne provided additional updates to Mr. Stark on the
status of the import material. IJ's Ex. 1-C, Stark 00051; IJ's Ex. 44, h2 00142. At no point did
Mr. Stark ever question what material was in the process of being imported to the site.
52. In separate emails sent to Mr. Cheyne and Mr. McArthur on June 30th, Mr. Stark
acknowledge a need for additional materials as he felt the estimated bid quantities were low. IJ's
Ex. 48, h2 00179; IJ's Ex. 49, h2 00182. Similarly, Mr. McArthur acknowledged a need for
additional import in light of the increased volume of topsoil removed from the project. IJ's Ex.
96-1, Stark 00591.
53. Beginning early June, Mr. Cheyne requested that Mr. McArthur calculate the volume
of GSB imported from the Swartout Pit. Over the next several weeks, Mr. Cheyne repeatedly
pressed Mr. McArthur for the numbers so the parties could have the "over run discussion." IT' s
Ex. 46; IJ's Ex. 48, h2 00179; IJ's Ex. 51.
54. By email dated July 21st, Mr. McArthur finally provided McCarthy Corporation with
his quantities of the borrow pit and import material. For reasons unknown, Mr. McArthur did
not independently calculate the volume of GSB imported but rather simply relied upon an initial
estimate furnished by Mr. Cheyne, with a 12% compaction factor included per Mr. Starks'
request. Having waited for these quantities for several weeks to finalize an invoice, McCarthy
Corporation utilized the quantities to prepare an invoice.
55. Chelsea Thomas handles the preparation of invoices for McCarthy Corporation. To
prepare an invoice, she relies upon the project foreman to supply her with the amounts and
directions. In the case of the Stark project, Ms. Thomas relied upon the bid items contained in
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the parties' contract (IJ's Ex. 5, p. 4) for the unit rates and descriptions.
56. At Mr. Cheyne's direction, Ms. Thomas prepared an invoice (Invoice 2488) for Mr.
Stark which was finalized and delivered on July 25, 2017. ~'s Ex. R. Unbeknownst to Mr.
Cheyne, Ms. Thomas mistakenly used the description and unit rate of $30.00/CY from bid item
17 to calculate the amount owing for the GSB import. This resulted in a charge of $107,520 for
this material. Mr. Stark did not pay this invoice.
57. Shortly after receipt of the invoice, Mr. Stark called Mr. McCarthy and advised that
he needed more time due to an issue with his 1031 funds. Rather than being a funding issue, it
appears Mr. Stark was simply waiting for Mr. McArthur to review the invoice on his behalf. IJ's
Exs. 65 and 96-K, Stark 00562-563,
58. Twenty-two days passed before Mr. Stark contacted McCarthy Corporation about
Invoice 2488. IJ's Ex. 67. By email dated August 16, Mr. Stark simply stated that "The last
invoice needs to be corrected to reflect the contract pricing." Id. Neither Mr. McCarthy or Mr.
Cheyne initially understood what Mr. Stark was referring to.
59. At some point in the days following August 161\ everyone agreed to meet in Mr.
McArthur's office to discuss Mr. Stark's concerns with Invoice 2488. McCarthy Corporation
acknowledge the billing error with regard to the import and agreed to work with Mr. Stark on an
agreeable cost. During this meeting, Mr. Stark denied knowing that the GSB material had been
hauled and placed on site. This denial infuriated Mr. Cheyne as he believed Mr. Stark was lying.
Following this meeting, Mr. McCarthy took the lead on handling discussions concerning Invoice
2488 and the disputed charge for the GSB material. Mr. McArthur largely handled the direct
communications with Mr. McCarthy on behalf of Mr. Stark.
60. In light of Mr. Stark's comments that he was unaware and did not approve the import
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of the GSB material, McCarthy Corporation prepared a change order request outlining the
various changes that had been previously made over the course of the project. ITs Ex. 74. In
return, Mr. Stark commented on the 10 items and initialed those he approved. Id.
61. During these subsequent discussions, Mr. Stark directed Mr. McArthur to attempt to
negotiate Mr. McCarthy down to a fixed sum of $50,000 for the GSB import material. ITs Ex.
96-K, Stark 00558-559.
62. Contemporaneous to these discussions, Mr. McArthur obtained a cubic yard-ton
conversion factor for the GSB from Shawn Metts, a professional engineer that oversaw the
material testing. IJ's Exs. 71 and 72; IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00556. This factor was consistent with
Mr. Cheyne's understanding and agreed upon by McCarthy Corporation.
63. As a result of his discussions with Mr. McArthur, Mr. McCarthy believed an
agreement was in place as to the amount Mr. Stark would be charged for the GSB import
material. On Friday, August 18, Mr. McArthur advised Mr. Stark "Just got off the phone. Rob is
going to write up an invoice." IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00556.
64. Consistently, that following Tuesday, August 22, Mr. Stark received Invoice 2504 in
the amount of $121,620.55. ~'s Ex. S. The invoice includes a charge of $58,060.80 for the
import material. The units are 6,451.2 tons which is the quantity (3,584 CY) supplied by Mr.
McArthur in his July 21 st email converted to tons using the 1. 8 conversion factor provided by Mr.
McArthur and subsequently agreed to by the parties. The unit rate ($9 .00/ton) was simply a
compromise and which had been previously utilized by Mr. Stark in his independent calculations.
IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00557. Mr. Stark did not pay this invoice.
65. The following day, August 23, 2018, a revised Invoice 2488 was provided to Mr.
Stark. ~'s Ex. T. The main difference between Invoice 2488 (Ex. T) and Invoice 2504 (Ex. S.)
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provided the day prior is that Invoice 2488 included an additional sum of $108,058 for four bid
items marked as "(to be completed)." Further, Invoice 2488 further reduced to charge for the
GSB import to what was intended to be a fixed sum of $55,000.00. Mr. McCarthy's recollection
of the purpose of this Invoice is that Mr. Stark had requested that it included charges for the
balance of the work to be completed under the contract. Mr. Stark did not pay this invoice.
66. Mr. Stark intended to use a 1031 exchange to pay for a portion of the project. The
balance was to be financed via a construction loan he obtained from U.S. Bank. It was intended
that he would start drawing on the construction loan only after exhausting the monies available
from the 1031 exchange.
67. 1031 exchanges have stringent time frames that must be adhered to in order to receive
the tax deferment with the IRS. This includes fully exhausting the funds within 180 days of
identifying a new property. Based upon Mr. Stark's memory, this deadline occurred in early
September which would correspond with 180 days from when Stark Investment Group, LLC
initially acquired title.
68. Towards the end of August, Mr. Stark still had funds held in a 1031 exchange that
needed to be used. At some point, he had discussions with other subcontractors about prepaying
for materials so he could exhaust the remaining funds. This is consistent with Mr. McCarthy's
memory of why revised Invoice 2488 was furnished to Mr. Stark on August 23 rd and which
included additional sums for labor and material yet to be provided. ~' s Ex. T. This was not a
billing practice that had been previously carried out by McCarthy Corporation.
69. McCarthy Corporation provided excavation services toward improvement of the
Subject Property through August 22, 2017. (Verified Complaint, ,r 14, Am. Answer, ,r 14).
70. By letter emailed on August 25, 2017, Mr. Stark terminated McCarthy Corporation
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from the project. ITs Exs. 84 and 109. According to his testimony, his decision to do so was
based upon his concerns with the invoicing and what he termed "false invoicing", his belief that
McCarthy Corporation was unwilling to address these concerns, and delays in the asphalt paving.
71. The exhibits certainly do not speak of any delay. Rather, they indicate the opposite of
a delay on McCarthy Corporation's behalf. This includes the fact that as of August 14, Mr. Stark
remained impressed with McCarthy Corporation's progress. This is evident by the text Mr. Stark
sent to Mr. McArthur stating "Jason's crew working their tail off out here. May be paving Wed."
IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00563. Next, a final grading plan was not provided to the parties by Mr.
McArthur until August 11 th . IJ's Ex. 66. After consulting with the paving company, Mr. Cheyne
was advised that the paver would not warrant the asphalt if it were to be paved with a "belly sag"
as designed. This issue was not resolved by Mr. Stark until his email dated Saturday, August 19
in which he authorized the asphalt to be paved with a "v ditch." IJ's Ex. 74. Without this
change, the paving could not be completed, much less scheduled. As established by Mr. Cheyne,
summer is a hectic time for pavers and paving contractors refuse to schedule paving until the
project is completely ready so as to avoid unnecessary idle time. Despite this, less than one week
later McCarthy Corporation was terminated for a perceived delay.
72. Similarly, the exhibits belie any suggestion McCarthy Corporation refused to address
the billing dispute or that it did so in a dilatory fashion. McCarthy Corporation was first alerted
to the issue on August 16th . It wasn't until the meeting in Mr. McArthur's office during the days
following that it learned of the exact nature of Mr. Stark's concerns. Afterwards, Mr. McCarthy
and Mr. McArthur engaged in communications in an effort to arrive at a mutually agreeable
amount for the import material. By August 18 th , Mr. McArthur and Mr. McCarthy believed they
had reached a resolution to the issue. IJ's Ex. 96-K, Stark 00556. On August 22 nd , 6 days after
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the issue was first raised, a revised invoice (~'s Ex. S) was provided to Mr. Stark. By this
revised invoice, the charge for the import material was reduced from $107,520 to $58,060.80.
(~'s Exs. Rand S).
73. There were three measurable delays during McCarthy Corporation's performance.
The first was due to the delay in Mr. Stark obtaining a site disturbance permit authorizing
McCarthy Corporation to commence active site work. The second was due to the wet spring
weather. The third delay occurred in July as McCarthy Corporation was required to
accommodate and work around the utility contractors; Kootenai Electric Company, United
Crown and Premier Electric. Each of these contractors required that separate trenches be
excavated from the compacted subgrade so they could install the water and electrical conduit.
Afterwards, these trenches were backfilled and re-compacted. For logistical reasons, these
trenches had to be dug separately. This work began in mid-July and was completed by the end of
the month. This delayed McCarthy Corporation's ability to finish compacting and grading the
base material and pave phase 1.
74. Shortly after its termination, McCarthy Corporation inquired about finishing the job.
IJ's Ex. 96-L, Stark 00521. Mr. Stark did not accept McCarthy Corporation's proposal. Id.
75. Following its termination, Mr. McCarthy and Mr. McArthur continued to
communicate in an effort to settle the billing dispute. This resulted in the preparation of two
additional invoices for the balance owed. ~'s Exs. U and V. Mr. Stark did not pay either of these
mv01ces.
76. On September 22, 2017, McCarthy Corporation recorded a Claim ofLien with the
Kootenai County Recorder as Instrument No. 2612854000 against the Subject Property for the
stated amount of $145,706.56. Am. Counterclaim, 129, Answer to Am. Counterclaim, 117; IJ's
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Ex. 110. In doing so, McCarthy Corporation relied upon Invoice 2488 dated September 1, 2017
(~'s Ex. V) to determine the balance it believed was due and owing. At that time, McCarthy
Corporation still believed that an agreement was in place for Mr. Stark to pay a fixed sum of
$55,000 for the import GSB material.
77. Between August 25 and September 22, Mr. Stark independently calculated the sums
he believed McCarthy Corporation was owed for work it performed prior to its termination.
These sums and calculations were in tum detailed on a letter he directed that his counsel draft.
IT's Ex. 111.
78. On September 22, which is coincidently the same day as McCarthy Corporation's
Claim ofLien, Mr. Stark directed his counsel to tender a partial payment in the amount of
$49,339.99 to McCarthy Corporation. This partial payment was conditioned upon McCarthy
Corporation's execution of a unconditional lien release acknowledging payment for all labor,
material and services rendered through 9/22/2017. IT' s Ex. 111. The payment was ultimately
returned as McCarthy Corporation was unwilling to sign the unconditional lien release. On
October 5, 2017, Mr. Stark responded by resubmitting the payment, unconditionally. IT's Ex.
112. Because there was no agreement in place between the parties as to various charges covered
by the partial payment, it was simply applied towards total outstanding balance owed.
79. Notably, Mr. Stark's partial payment included a nominal payment of $12,896.00 for
the import material. IT' s Ex. 111, p. 2, ,r 9. It states it was calculated using "McArthur' s
documented calculation" of 3,200 CY. Id. There is no evidence that Mr. McArthur
independently calculated this quantity. Rather, Mr. McArthur's testimony at trial was that he
didn't independently verify this quantity. Further, his July 21 st email (IT's Ex. 60) notes the
3,200 CY is a "quantity sum provided by the Contractor, not verified by h2." Further, it is
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unknown why Mr. Stark removed the 12% compaction increase that was included in Mr.
McArthur' s calculations at Mr. Stark's request.
80. In light of Mr. Stark's refusal to pay what it believed to be a compromised sum of
$55,000 for the import material, McCarthy Corporation revised its final invoice to reflect the
total amount it believed it was owed under the contract for work performed prior to its
termination. On October 23, 2017, Invoice 2488 dated October 11, 2017 was provided to Mr.
Stark. ~'s Ex. W.
81. On October 23, 2017, McCarthy Corporation recorded an Amended Claim ofLien
with the Kootenai County Recorder against the Subject Property for the stated amount of
$176,691.71. (Am. Counterclaim, 120, Answer to Am. Counterclaim, 118). In doing so,
McCarthy Corporation relied upon Invoice 2488 dated October 11, 2017 (~'s Ex. W) to
determine the balance it believed was due and owing.
82. McCarthy Corporation's Claim ofLien and Amended Claim ofLien were both timely
served. (Verified Complaint, 119, Am. Answer, 119).
83. At trial, McCarthy Corporation produced testimony that it imported 8,780.4 tons of
GSB material. This was calculated as follows:
271 loads* 18 CY/load* 1.8 tons/CY= 8,780.4
Defendants did not produce any evidence or testimony disputing this amount. Further, both
parties agree that $10.95/ton is the prevailing cost for this material from commercial retailers.
84. On April 12, 2017, Stark Investment Group, LLC granted U.S. Bank a deed of trust to
secure the construction loan. At this point, he had yet to start drawing on the loan. The deed of
trust was recorded with the Kootenai County Recorder on April 21, 2017 as Instrument No.
2591141000.
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85. During the course of the project, McCarthy Corporation signed two lien waivers that
were furnished to it by Mr. Stark and prepared by U.S. Bank. IJ's Exs. 39 and 43. No
consideration independent of payment of the its invoices was provided to McCarthy Corporation
in return for executing these standard loan documents.
86. At trial, McCarthy Corporation withdrew any claim related to the charge of
$70,976.36 for the additional borrow. In light of this, it asserts that its mechanic's lien secures
the sum of $105,715.35 due and owing for labor, materials and services provided prior to its
termination on August 25, 201 7.
87. McCarthy Corporation's priority date for purposes of its mechanic's lien is the date it
commenced work on the project; March 9, 2017.
88. U.S. Bank's deed of trust has a respective priority date as of the date ofrecording;
April 21, 2017. Thus, it is subordinate and junior to McCarthy Corporation's claim of lien.
DATED this 31 ST day of October, 2019.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31 ST day of October, 2019, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□

D
□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

I sf Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Filed:12/03/2019 14:00: 13
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Booth, Kathy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION,
Plaintiff,
~

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A.,
a national association.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)'
)

Case No. 2018-2486
MEMORANDUM
DECISION ON BENCH
TRIAL

This is a construction (mechanic's) lien foreclosure and breach of contract case.
Defendants have additional counterclaims for breach of contract, slander of title, and consumer
protection act violations. There is also an issue as to lien priority between Plaintiff and the
defendant lender, U.S. Bank.
FACTUAL FINDINGS

1.

Plaintiff, McCarthy Corporation (hereinafter "McCarthy"), is a registered Idaho

contractor that was relatively new to the excavating business when it entered into a written
contract (''the Contract") for site preparation for an RV and boat storage facility with Defendant
Craig Stark ("Stark") in March 2017. The Contract is as set forth in Pis. Ex. 5
2.

Defendant Craig Stark was.retiring from his nuclear power plant job in Texas in

the summer of 2017 and had decided to retire to Idaho. Stark had previous experience in real
estate development having built six (6) homes, a storage facility in Iowa, and an RV park in
Texas. In early March 2017, Stark had purchased and closed on approximately 25 acres in
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Kootenai County. The area was relatively flat and wooded but without any significant
merchantable timber.

3.

Prior to purchasing the 25 acres, Stark met with a civil engineer, Scott McArthur,

and contracted with McArthur' s engineering firm, h2 Surveying and Engineering, to assist Stark
in performing due diligence on the subject property and to perform various other tasks relative to
the property. Those tasks included surveying the property, preparing a site disturbance plan,
assisting with obtaining a conditional use permit ("CUP") from Kootenai County, and
preparation of project plans and specifications.

4.

McArthur also introduced Stark to Jason Cheyne, a project manager and heavy

equipment operator for McCarthy. Cheyne became the project manager for McCarthy on Stark's
RV and Boat Storage project. Cheyne ultimately signs Exhibit A to the Contract on behalf of
McCarthy.

1

Cheyne and McArthur were long-time friends and knew each other from previous

construction/excavation projects.

5.

Prior to entering into the Contract, Cheyne had agreed to dig four test holes at the

subject property to be analyzed by McArthur for determining whether there was sufficient
quantity and quality of earthen materials on-site to be used for the project. The analysis of the
test holes would also be used to calculate an engineer's estimated quantities of stripped waste
and other materials necessary to be compacted in place for Phase I of the RV and Boat Storage
project. These calculations would be used in turn by Cheyne in preparing McCarthy's bid on the
project.

6.

After the parties executed the Contract, McCarthy was to begin by removing the

trees on the subject property. McCarthy subcontracted this work to Mendenhall Logging. The
logging was performed towards the end of March and into April 2017.

1

It is interesting to note that both parties sign both page 1 and Ex. A to the Contract. Chere and Stark both sign
and date Ex. A on March 30, 2017, however Stark signs p. 1 of the Contract on March 26 , while Rob McCarthy,
president of McCarthy, doesn't sign and date page 1 of the Contract until November 13, 2017. However there
appears to be no issue by the parties that they were bound by the Contract as of March 2017.
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7.

The next step in the project was the site preparation. This entailed stripping the

building sites of vegetation and topsoil and the excavation of a borrow pit. Materials mined from
the borrow pit would be used in raising the building and parking areas of Phase I to design
elevation in order to meet the requirements of the CUP. Cheyne, on behalf of McCarthy,
subcontracted this work to a Montana excavating company, Basin Industrial Services, Inc.
("Basin"). Basin was not licensed in Idaho.

8.

Stark decided to act as his own general contractor on the project. This created

some difficulty in that Stark was still residing in Texas until August of 2017. Although he called
frequently he was only on-site four (4) different times from May through July. Stark asked
McArthur to monitor the project in Stark's absence. However, such monitoring morphed into
more than just driving by the project and reporting what he saw. McArthur was serving two
masters on the same project. On the one hand, he was acting as the quantities engineer for
McCarthy so that McCarthy could prepare his invoices for payment from Stark. On the other
hand, he was Stark's eyes, ears, and sometimes mouth on the project. The Contract itself states,
"Work will be inspected by CRAIG STARK AND/OR SCOTT MCARTIIUR."
On June 1s1, McArthur sent an email to Stark indicating some uneasiness in his position,
but not making a clear severance from Stark either. See Exhibit 44. In that email it is apparent
there is some confusion on the scheduling of erecting the office on the property. McArthur
informed Stark as follows:
I am spending a lot of time both on the site and running around
managing the project. I do not want to sit on the site and watch
rollers roll and babysit Jason's guys for you because it is not
needed. I hope you feel the same.
I am going to arrange a meeting as soon as I can with Justin and
Jason and get them both lined out.

Id (emphasis added).
McArthur finishes the email by saying, "I will get this handled for you."

9.

As the borrow pit was being excavated, Basin and Cheyne concluded there would

not be enough material in the pit to raise Phase I to its required design elevation. Cheyne states
that he informed McArthur of this quantity deficiency and that he and McArthur discussed
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various options on where to obtain suitable material. Cheyne eventually starts to import material
from a pit area up the road from the project known as the Swartout Pit. Cheyne made this
decision on the basis it was the least expensive option for obtaining material and it would result
in less of a delay than almost any other option. The parties are in great disagreement as to
whether Stark, or even McArthur, was aware of Cheyne's decision to use the Swartout Pit.
Cheyne stated he told McArthur as of May 22 that he had decided to use the Swartout Pit.
Cheyne believed that McArthur was in agreement and had authority from Stark to agree to the
use of the Swartout Pit and the hiring of dump trucks to import the same. McArthur testifies that
he did not agree to or know that the Swartout Pit was to be used for imported fill for Phase I. He
testified it was his understanding that there was enough material on-site to bring Phase I to grade
and that Cheyne's lack of material concerns were directed to Phase II of the project. McArthur
testified that it was only after the fact that he was informed the Swartout Pit had been utilized for
import material on Phase I. The only fact that is clear to the Court is that there was no change
order approved, or even requested, as to the import and use of the materials from the Swartout
Pit.
10.

At the request of McCarthy, McArthur was to provide calculations for the volume

of strippings, on-site borrow, and for the volume of material imported from the Swartout Pit.
McArthur finally provided those calculations to McCarthy on July 21. McCarthy used these
figures to prepare Invoice No. 2488 in the·total amount of $158,980.00. Included within this
invoice was a line item of $107,520.00 for "4 [inch] compacted base rock (concrete slab) - ¾
[inch] crushed/angular rock." Stark questioned this amount as he had already paid $65,530.08
for 15,602 cu. yds. of import structural material compacted in place (Bid Item 4)2 upon payment
of Invoice No. 2435 and payment of $50,751.80 for 2,867 tons of¾" crushed base rock (Bid
Item 19)3 upon payment of Invoice 2481. Stark did not pay Invoice No. 2488, which he received
on July 25th • When he requested that McCarthy correct this amount he was met with a cavalier
response paraphrased as ''just pay it now and we'll figure it out later." However, Stark was
required by his lender, U.S. Bank, to only submit accurate invoicing for payment.

2
3

Such

The estimated amount for Bid Item 4 was 15,602 cu. yds. at $4.03/yd. for a total bid price of $62,877.67.
The estimated amount for Bid Item 19 was 2,867 tons at $17.70/ton for a total bid price of$50,751.80.
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discrepancy in billing became the irritation that became the boil that infected the parties'
heretofore positive relationship.

11.

On August 22, 2017, McCarthy sent Stark Invoice No. 2504 in the amount of

$121,620.55, which included an amount of $58,060.80 for "import converted to tons."
Apparently this was in addition to the sums included in Invoice No. 2488, which was still
unresolved. The parties met August 23, 2017 on the project site to discuss the discrepancies in
the billings and also to meet with the owner of Basin Industries who had not been paid for his
company's work on the project by McCarthy.

12.

On August 23

rd

,

McCarthy provides Stark with a revised version of Invoice 2488

in the increased amount of $238,986.98. It was followed by three more revisions, which were
received by Stark on 9/1, 9/11, and 10/23. The revised amounts were respectively $162,087.56,
$145,706.56, and $176,691.71.

13.

On August 25 th, after having received the revised and immensely greater version

of Invoice No. 2488; and having been told by McCarthy on August 22nd that he must pay in
excess of $99,000 for upfront paving costs; and failing to have any meaningful discussion to
resolve the billing differences, Stark's counsel sends McCarthy a termination letter. Ex. 109.
Such letter informs that Stark is terminating the Contract with McCarthy for a material breach of
contract, but fails to inform as to the nature of the material breach.

14. McCarthy files a Claim of Lien with the Kootenai County Recorder as Instrument
No. 2612854000 on September 22, 2017, and the same is served on Stark via certified mailRRR. The amount of the lien is for $145,706.56. Also on September 22, Stark tenders payment
to McCarthy in the amount of $49,339.99. This payment was conditioned on McCarthy
executing an unconditional lien release for all labor, material, and services rendered through
September 22. It also comes with a letter from Stark's counsel that sets forth the particular items
that are to be paid by the tender. Ex. 111. McCarthy rejects such conditional payment.
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15. On October 5t11, Stark again tenders payment of $49,339.99 but without conditions.
McCarthy does not allocate this amount to any particular, individualized contract bid items but
just applies the payment to the total outstanding balance.

16.

On October 23

rd

,

McCarthy amends the Claim of Lien and records the same in

Kootenai County as Instrument No. 2617079000. The amount of the lien is now inexplicably
increased to the sum of $176,691.71. It is properly served upon Stark by certified mail-RRR. It
is upon this lien that McCarthy seeks to foreclose all other interests.

McCarthy had not

performed any new work or provided any more materials for the project since Stark issued the
termination letter on August 25 th •

17.

Upon terminating McCarthy from the project, Stark contracts with Waldo

Construction, Inc. and numerous other contractors to complete the project.

Stark was also

required to extend his construction loan with U.S. Bank at least three times to date due to
McCarthy having filed the lien on the property.

18.

During the course of the Contract performance, McCarthy, through its office

manager, signed two unconditional lien waivers after receiving payment from Stark. The first
was executed on June 26, 2017. Ex. 39. The second was executed on August 1, 2017. Ex. 43.
These lien waivers were required by U.S. Bank in order to authorize funding to pay on
McCarthy's invoices. Both unconditional lien waivers contained the following language:
This undersigned does hereby acknowledge that the undersigned
has received progress payments in the sums of [sums set forth in
Lien/Claim Waiver] for labor, services, equipment or materials
furnished to the above referenced job and does hereby release pro
tanto an and all claims and rights of lien which the undersigned has
on the above referenced job. This release covers all payment for
labor services, equipment, materials furnished and/or claims to the
above referenced job through [date as listed] only and does not
cover any retention of items furnished after that date.
NOTICE:
THIS
DOCUMENT
WAIVES
RIGHTS
UNCONDITIONALLY AND STATES THAT YOU HAVE
BEEN PAID FOR GIVING UP THOSE RIGHTS. THIS
DOCUMENT IS ENFORCEABLE AGAINST YOU IF YOU
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SIGN IT, EVEN IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN PAID. IF YOU
HAVE NOT BEEN PAID USE A CONDITIONAL RELEASE
FORM.

The second lien waiver (Ex. 43) unconditionally released McCarthy's lien rights for
labor, services, equipment, and materials furnished as of July 13, 2017.

19. As security for its interest in the property, U.S. Bank recorded a deed of trust on
April 21, 2017.

20.

At trial, McCarthy withdrew its claim related to the charge of additional borrow in

the amount of $70,976.36, thus reducing its claim oflien to $105,715.35.

ANALYSIS
A. McCarthy Breached the Contract.

Both parties allege the other breached the Contract. The elements of a cause of action for
breach of contract are relatively straightforward. The party alleging the breach must show (a) the
existence of the contract, (b) the breach of the contract, (c) the breach caused damages, and (d)
the amount of the damages. Mosel/ Equities, LLC v. Berryhill & Co. 154 Idaho 269, 278, 297
P.3d 232, 241 (2013); see also IDJI 6.10.1. McCarthy alleges Stark breached the Contract by
failing to compensate McCarthy for all labor, materials, and services provided.

Plaintiffs

Verified Complaint, p. 5. Presumptively, this is for the $105,715.35 that McCarthy claims is still

due and owing to it. Stark maintains that McCarthy breached the Contract by not seeking a
change order prior to importing fill material from the Swartout Pit as required by paragraph 2,
page 1 of the Contract. 4 Stark also alleges that McCarthy violated the covenant of good faith and
fair dealing which is implied in all contracts. Luzar v. Western Surety Co., 107 Idaho 693, 697,
692 P2.d 337 (1984); Independent School Dist. Of Boise City v. Harris Family Ltd Partnership,
150 Idaho 583, 249 P.3d 382 (2011). Stark alleges that these claimed breaches were material
and as such, excused Stark from any further performance on the project. A substantial or
4

Paragraph 2 reads as follows: Change Orders. Contractor agrees to verbal change orders provided the amount
does not exceed $1000 in value; the change order amount is emailed to the Owner; and the Owner accepts the
change Order amount by email or writing. The parties agree that any change order exceeding $1000 in value shall
be signed by Owner and delivered to Contractor.
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material breach of contract is one that defeats the fundamental purpose of the contract and
defeats the object of the parties in entering into the contract. Ervin Const. Co. v. Van Orden, 125
Idaho 695, 699, 874 P.2d 506 (1993). "If a breach of contract is material, the other party's
performance is excused." Rice v. Sallaz, 159 Idaho 148, 154, 357 P.3d 1256 (2015) (quoting J.P.

Stravens Planning Assocs., Inc. v. City of Wallace, 129 Idaho 542, 545, 928 P.2d 46, 49 (Ct.
App. 2015)). "Whether there was a breach of the terms of a contract is a question of fact.
Whether such a breach is material is also a factual question." Rice, 159 Idaho 148, 154, 357 P.3d
1256 (quoting Borah v. McCandless, 147 Idaho 73, 79,205 P.3d 1209, 1215 (2009)).
The Court finds that McCarthy breached the contract on both matters. That being; the
failure to obtain a change order for obtaining import materials from the Swartout Pit; and also for
breaching the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by unsubstantiated billings and by
demanding that fifty percent (50%) of paving costs be paid upfront before the project would go
forward.
The change order was necessary as McCarthy had changed the area from which it was
obtaining import material, and the amount of material was far in excess of that which was
contemplated under the Contract. Stark had been invoiced and paid for 15,602 cu. yds. of import
material by May 22, 2017. See Exs. P and Z. This corresponds to Bid Item 4. On July 18, 2017,
Stark had paid for 2,867 tons of¾" crushed/angular rock. See Exs. Q and AA. This corresponds
to Bid Item 19. On July 25, McCarthy sends Invoice No. 2488 (Ex. R), which contains a line
item for $107,520.00 for "4 [inch] compacted base rock (concrete slab)¾ [inch] crushed/angular
rock." Presumably, this has some relation to Bid Item 19, which had already been paid in the
full estimated amount. This is subsequently amended by another Invoice 2488 (Ex. T), which
seeks payment for "Import converted to tons" in the amount of $55,000.00. This has no tie to any
particular bid item. In either case, Stark was entitled to have it be the subject of a change order.
The Court finds that such a breach of the terms of the contract was a material breach. Although
the Court fmds that the engineer McArthur was acting as an agent of Stark for various parts of
the project, it does not find that such agency would have eliminated the requirement of a change
order. There is conflicting evidence on the issue ofMcArthur's time of knowledge of the use of
materials being imported from the Swartout Pit. McCarthy has simply not met its burden of
proof or persuasion that McArthur' s knowledge would have caused a modification of the
contract without the need for a change order.
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As to the breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, the Court finds
McCarthy's actions constitute a material breach of such implied covenant. This breach begins
with the over-billing oflnvoice 2488 in July. It continues with Rob McCarthy's cavalier attitude
of telling Stark to "just pay the invoice and work it out later" instead of negotiating in good faith.
on what should have been acknowledged as a clear error in the billing. The Court also accepts
Stark's testimony that McCarthy informed him that the paving could be done anytime but it was
being delayed due Stark's failure to pay the erroneous Invoice 2488. Stark had also implored
McCarthy by email on August 19th to correct Invoice 2488 so that Stark could submit it to U.S.
Bank for "prompt payment." There is a preponderance of evidence that McCarthy, through Rob
McCarthy, knew that the invoice was incorrect and knew that Stark needed a correct invoice in
order to get his lender to pay McCarthy, yet continued demanding payment for progress on the
job. Additionally, McCarthy sought payment for the paving of the project on the August 23
version of Invoice 2488 in the amount of $99,407.00 when such work had not even started. The
Contract did not contemplate prepayment for bid items. 5 McCarthy's increase of Invoice 2488
from $158,980.00 on July 25 th to a total on the revised invoice on August 23 rd of $238,986.98
also indicated that McCarthy was not negotiating the billing dispute in a good faith effort to go
forward on the Contract. Thus, having proven a material breach of contract on the part of
McCarthy, Stark was excused from further performance, and his notice to McCarthy that he was
terminating the Contract was not a breach of contract.

B.

Stark's Breach of Contract Damages
Having found McCarthy in breach of contract, it is Stark's burden to prove any damages

that resulted from the breach. The measure of damages for the breach of a construction
agreement is the cost necessary to complete the project. Fox v. Mountain West Elec., Inc., 137
Idaho 703, 711, 52 P.3d 848 (2002). In this instance, Stark set forth substantial evidence of the
damages he incurred in finishing the project and with due regard for those sums that were to be
paid had McCarthy finished the project under the Contract. The Court accepts some, but not all,
of those damages set forth by Stark. The Court finds Stark's burden was met as to the following
damages necessary to complete the project as anticipated by the Contract:·

5

Paragraph 4 of page 1 of the Contract states, in relevant part, "Payment. Contractor will invoice Owner for the
-

services performed." (emphasis added)
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ADDITIONAL COSTS:
North West Road And Drive for paving
for additional base rock
Waldo Const. Inc.
for construction completion
PSP Enterprise Inc.
for stripping/wheelstops
R&B Concrete
for patio and curbing
CONMAT
for additional rock
Total Additional Costs to Complete:

COSTS AVOIDED:
Total Contract Bid Amount (Ex. 5 ex. A)
Less Amount Paid By Stark
Total Costs Avoided:

=

ADDITIONAL COSTS
COSTS AVOIDED
COST TO COMPLETE

+
+
+
+
+

=

$ 135,118.72
$ 25,697.98
$ 32,849.14
$
645.00
$ 4,478.28
$ 3,301.69
$ 202,090.81

$413,551.54

$ 263,221.56

=

$150,329.98
$ 202,090.81

$ 150,329.98

=

$ 51,760.83

TOTAL CONTRACT DAMAGES: $ 51,760.83
The Court acknowledges that Stark was seeking damages for contract bid items that have
yet to be performed. The Court finds that these items were subsumed in the costs avoided and
Stark presented no evidence these items will cost more than the contract bid price. Additionally
the Court is not persuaded that Stark is entitled to credits for overbilling of import materials or
crushed rock as those sums were already calculated into Stark's payment on Invoice No. 2488 in
the amount of $49,339.99, as set forth in Stark's counsel's letter to McCarthy's counsel on
September 22, 2017. Ex. 111.
The Court also declines to award lost rental income as damages in this matter. There was
no set completion date set forth on the Contract and although Stark set forth evidence of his
average rental income after the date of completion over a period of time, the Court finds that
such evidence did not overcome the speculative nature of income for a brand new business in
those three months Stark claims is the time when the Contract should have been completed.

C.

McCarthy's Claim of Lien
In Idaho, mechanic's or materialmen's liens are creatures of statute as contained in Idaho

Code Title 45, Chapter 5. As such, in order to perfect such liens the claimant must be in
substantial compliance with the requirements set forth in the relevant statutes. ParkWest Homes,
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LLC v. Barnson, (ParkWest II), 154 Idaho 678,684,302 P.3d 18 (2013). The purpose of the lien

statutes is to "compensate persons who perform labor upon or furnish materials to be used in the
construction alteration or repair of a building or structure." Pierson v Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 42
(1975). "The mechanics lien statutes are liberally construed in favor of those to whom the lien is
granted ...." Sims v. AC/ Northwest, Inc., 157 Idaho 906, 909, 342 P.3d 618, 621 (2014) (quoting,
ParkWest Homes LLC v. Barnson (ParkWest I), 149 Idaho 603, 605, 238 P.3d 203, 205 (2010)).

However, the lien claimant bears the burden of presenting substantial and competent evidence
that the claimed labor and materials which are the subject of the lien were actually incorporated
into the land which is subjected to the lien. See Electrical Wholesale Supply Co. v. Neilson, 136
Idaho 814, 821, 41 P.3d 242 (2001).
McCarthy presented its evidence of its billing procedures and invoicing through
witnesses Jason Cheyne, Chelsea Thomas, and Rob McCarthy. Thomas was McCarthy's office
manager who prepared invoices at the direction of Cheyne and subsequently Rob McCarthy. It
was Rob McCarthy who directed the preparation of the multi-versioned Invoice(s) No. 2488. It
is his testimony regarding those invoices when measured against Stark's testimony as to the
particulars on those invoices that the trier of fact decides this case. The confusion begins with
Invoices 2488 and 2504, which are set forth in the following table:

EXHIBITS

INVOICE

DATED

DATE RECEIVED

AMOUNT

98/R

2488

7/25/17

7/25/17

$158,980.00

99/ S

2504

8/22/17

8/22/17

$121,620.00

100/T

2488

7/25/17

8/23/17

$238,986.00

2488

9/1/17

9/1/17

$162.087.56

2488

9/1/17

9/11/17

$145,706.56

u
101/V

The original claim of lien is filed September 22, 2017 for the amount of $145,706.56.
The lien does not include any attachments as to how the total was calculated. However, it does
match up with the last version of Invoice No. 2488. An Amended Claim of Lien is filed on
October 23, 2017 for the amount of $176,691.71. Such amended lien was filed after Stark had
sent a cashier's check to McCarthy, via counsel, on October 5 in the amount of$49,339.99. This
was Stark's unconditional tender of the undisputed items set forth in Stark's counsel's letter of
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September 22. Ex. 111. It is noteworthy that McCarthy increased the amount of the amended
lien without any supporting documentation. This is also the amount McCarthy lists in its prayer
for relief within the Complaint. However, during trial McCarthy partially abandons its claim in
the amount of $70,750.35, leaving a sought after amount of $105,750.35. There has been no
corresponding amended lien filed.
Throughout his testimony Rob McCarthy did less to clarify what was owed and why, and
more to confound the issue for the trier of fact. 6 When comparing the testimony of Stark to the
testimony of Rob McCarthy, the Court finds the former to be more credible and convincing than
the latter. This is especially so when considering Stark's testimony as to the line by line items in
Exhibit T and T-1. Therefore, the Court finds that McCarthy has not met its burden of proof of
presenting substantial and competent evidence that it was owed any further sums by Stark.
McCarthy's Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien are found to be without basis and must
be removed.

D.

Stark's Claim of Slander of Title.
"Slander of title requires proof of four elements: (1) publication of a slanderous

statement; (2) its falsity; (3) malice; and (4) resulting special damages." Porter v. Bassett, 146
Idaho 399, 405, 195 P.3d 1212 (2008). These elements have been further defined by Idaho
caselaw:
Slander is "[a] defamatory assertion expressed in a transitory form." Black's Law
Dictionary 660 (3rd pocket ed. 2006). A "defamatory" statement is one "tending
to harm a person's reputation, [usually] by subjecting the person to public
contempt, disgrace, or ridicule, or by adversely affecting the person's business."
Id. at 188. "'Malice has been generally defined by Idaho courts as a reckless
disregard for the truth or falsity of a statement. An action will not lie where a
statement in slander of title, although false, was made in good faith with probable
cause for believing it."' Hogg v. Wolske, 142 Idaho 549, 557, 130 P.3d 1087,
1095 (2006) (internal citation omitted) (quoting Weaver v. Stafford, 134 Idaho
691, 701, 8 P.3d 1234, 1244 (2000)).

Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851, 862, 230 P.3d 743, 754 (2010).

6

Cf Credit Suisse AG v. Teufel Nursery, Inc., 156 Idaho 189,321 P.3d 739 (2014) wherein the Court found the trial
court's finding that amount of landscape developer's mechanics' lien against resort property totaled less than the
liened amount was not erroneous given the developer's confusing and contradictory evidence relatingto partial lien
releases against various resort property; developer's inability to match certain unpaid amounts to parcels that had
been liened but not released, and the inconsistent testimony by developer's key witness regarding amounts of liens.
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In the instant matter the question arises as to whether there would/could be a slander of
title if only a small fraction of the lien amount would be fairly debatable. Idaho courts have held
that even when a lien claimant claims a higher amount than is ultimately awarded it does not
invalidate the lien, even when the discrepancy is substantial. Guyman -v. Anderson, 15 Idaho
294, 296, 271 P.2d 1020, 1021 (1954); Barber v. Honorof, 116 Idaho 767, 769, 780 P.2d 89, 91
(1989). In Electrical Wholesale Supply Co., Inc. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 41 P.3d 242 (2001),
the trial court had reduced the final award ($1069.12) from the amount originally claimed in the
lien ($51,571.00) and the Supreme Court found the claimant's bankruptcy trustee was still
entitled to attorney fees. In ·Chief Industries, Inc. v. Schwendiman, 99 Idaho 682, 587 P.2d 823
(1978) (citing White v. Constitution Min. & Mill. Co., 56 Idaho 403, 55 P.2d 152 (1936)), the
Court held that a materialmen's lien is not invalidated merely because the notice of claim of lien
describes or includes more land than that to which the claimant is entitled. Thus, by way of
extension of the above "excess claims" cases, if there is lack of "malice" as to any part of
claimed amount within McCarthy's Claim of Lien (Ex. 110) or Amended Claim of Lien (Ex.
113) the slander of title action fails. Even though McCarthy failed to prove by a preponderance
of the evidence that he was entitled to any portion of the claim of lien, it is Stark's burden to
prove that McCarthy had absolutely no basis for the entire amount set forth in its Claim of Lien
and/or Amended Claim of Lien and that the entire amounts claimed were done in bad faith and
with a reckless disregard for the truth. Stark has not met that high burden. In the case at bar, the
Court finds that overall, McCarthy acted more from being inept and trying to squeeze more
profits out of the project than it should, than from acting with malice by filing of the lien. The
evidence elicited out of McCarthy witnesses, Chelsea Brown and Rob McCarthy, was that the
company was new to "dirt work" and had never really handled anything like the Stark project.
Although it may have been irresponsible for McCarthy to take on the Stark project, its poor
decision making; its failure to provide proper invoices; and its customer neglect do not
automatically translate into ''malice" for the entire sum set forth in the claims of lien.

E.

Stark's Idaho Consumer Protection Act Claim.
Stark brought his Idaho Consumer Protection Act (ICPA) claim pursuant to Idaho Code

Section 48-603(17), which reads in pertinent part as follows:
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48-603 Unfair methods and practices. --- The following unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or
commerce are hereby declared to be unlawful, where a person knows, or in the
exercise of due care should know, that he has in the past or is;

****

(17) Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or
deceptive to the consumer;
I.C. § 48-603(17).
"The Idaho Consumer Protection Act indicates a legislative intent to deter deceptive or
unfair trade practices and to provide relief for consumers exposed to proscribed practices.''

Pierce v. McMullen, 156 Idaho 465, 475, 328 P.3d 445 (2014) (quoting State ex rel. Kidwell v.
Master Distrib., Inc., 101 Idaho 447,455,615 P.2d 116, 124 (1980)). The purpose of the act "is
to protect both consumers and businesses against ... unfair or deceptive practices in the conduct
of trade or commerce ... '' I.C. § 48-601. Idaho Code Section 48-602(2) sets forth the meaning of
"trade" and "commerce:"
(2) "Trade"· and "commerce" mean the advertising, offering for sale, selling,
leasing, renting, collecting debts arising out of the sale or lease of goods or
services or distributing goods or services, either to or from locations within the
state of Idaho, or directly or indirectly affecting the people of this state.

Id.
The ICPA should be construed liberally. Fenn v. Noah, 142 Idaho 775, 780, 133 P.3d
1240, 1245 (2006) (overruled on other grounds by City of Osburn v. Randel, 152 Idaho 906,277
P.3d 353 (2012)).
In this instance, McCarthy was selling both goods and services to Stark and therefore the
transaction comes within the purview of the ICPA. The next determination to be made is
whether McCarthy engaged in "any act or practice which is misleading, false, or deceptive to the
consumer." Stark set forth several claims of alleged misleading, false or deceptive acts by
McCarthy in his (Stark's) closing argument. They are addressed as follows:

1. False Invoicing: Stark alleges that McCarthy created and submitted misleading and
false invoices that "were intended to deceive the Starks so that they would pay more monies than
were contractual [sic] owed for such items as structural fill (Bid Item 4) and ¾ inch crushed rock
(Bid Item 19)." Defendant's Closing Argument, p. 13. The Court agrees. As was shown by the
numerous Invoice(s) No. 2488, McCarthy was billing for items it didn't properly quantify and
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was attempting by the same course of action to bill for what Stark had already paid for.
Compounding the deceit was Rob McCarthy's response and attitude of "just pay the bill and
we '11 work it out later," when confronted by Stark about the overbilling.

2. Requiring monies up front for paving: As set forth in Section A, supra, McCarthy
threatened to hold up the paving on the project if the bill (Invoice No. 2488) wasn't paid. Stark
had legitimate concerns about the invoice and McCarthy would not properly address the same.
On August 22, 2017 Rob McCarthy sends an email to Stark. It states, "Would you mind 50%
upfront for asphalt?

Asphalt is requesting it." Ex. 81. This request, coupled with Stark's

testimony that McCarthy was holding up the paving, and there being no independent or
corroborating evidence by McCarthy that the asphalt company was requiring a 50% down
payment, was a misleading or deceptive act.

3. The bullying of McArthur: Stark alleges that McCarthy "bullied McArthur into siding
with McCarthy to further its deceptive scheme of coercing payment form the Starks by
withholding payment from him." The Court finds insufficient evidence that McCarthy was
leaning on McArthur to squeeze Stark. Although McArthur testified that Cheyne told him he
would get paid when McCarthy got paid by Stark, the Court found this to simply be a fact that
McCarthy was waiting to get paid by its customer before it would pay McArthur. McArthur was
both the quantities engineer for McCarthy and the surveyor and consulting engineer for Stark. In
essence, McArthur was a disclosed dual agent in the transaction. There was no violation of the
ICPA from this allegation.
7

The Court having found a violation ofldaho Code Section 48-603(17), the next matter to
consider is the damages Stark incurred as a result of the violation. The criteria for the same are
set out in Idaho Code Section 48-608(1):

7 Although at first blush there may be confusion with the finding of no ''malice" as to Stark's claim of slander of title
and a finding of misleading and deceptive acts under the ICPA, a closer examination reveals a difference in the level
of knowledge or intent required as to the two causes of action. Whereas malice requires reckless disregard for the
truth or falsity of a statement; the ICPA allows for a recovery when the offending party, in the exercise of due care
should have known he was engaging in misleading, false or deceptive acts or practices toward a consumer. At the
least, McCarthy should have known it was engaging in such activity.
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(1) Any person who purchases or leases goods or services and thereby suffers any
ascertainable loss of money or property, real or personal, as a result of the use or
employment by another person of a method, act or practice declared unlawful by
this chapter, may treat any agreement incident thereto as voidable or, in the
alternative, may bring an action to recover actual damages or one thousand dollars
($1,000), whichever is the greater;
LC.§ 48-608(1).
An "ascertainable loss" must be more than just payment of an existing legal obligation.

Yellowpine Water User's Ass 'n v. Imel, 105 Idaho 349, 352, 670 P.2d 54 (1983). The actions of

McCarthy led to Stark having good cause to terminate the contract. McCarthy persisted in
pressing its wrongful billing by filing a lien and subsequently an amended lien on Stark's
property and eventually this foreclosure lawsuit against Stark and U.S. Bank. This in tum
required Stark to defend U.S. Bank in this matter, to incur additional construction loan costs, and
to place $265,037.55 as collateral in a non-interest bearing account with U.S. Bank from
November 10, 2017 to the present. U.S. Bank also required two extra inspection fees in the
amount of $900.00 to keep the construction loan available. As a result, Stark incurred the
following ascertainable losses:
Defense and indemnification costs

$ 4,646.70

+

Additional appraisal costs to extend construction loan

$ 2,050.00

+

Lost Interest from $265,037.55 required cash collateral
at5%

$ 26,503.768

+

Two extra inspection fees of $450.00 each

$

=

TOTAL

900.00

$34,100.46

But for McCarthy's violation of the ICPA, Stark would not be damaged in this amount.
Stark is entitled to the same pursuant to Idaho Code Section 48-608(1).

F.

U.S. Bank's Lien Priority

The Court accepts the testimony of Gavin Mobraten, a banker at U.S. Bank in 2017, who testified that all extra
costs and fees, including the necessity of depositing $265,037.55 in a non-interest bearing account, could have been
avoided but for McCarthy's claims of lien being filed. Additionally, Mobraten testified that a reasonable rate of
return on an investment of$265,000.00 in 2017 in a money market type account would be 5-7%.
8
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McCarthy, in its complaint, sought a declaration that its claim of lien was superior to all
other liens on the Stark property. As a result of having a deed of trust recorded against the Stark
property, U.S. Bank was named as a defendant in this action. McCarthy, having failed to prevail
on its lien claim, is not entitled to any such declaration that subordinates U.S. Bank's deed of
trust.

G. Attorney Fees & Costs.
The defendants, Stark and U.S. Bank, are the prevailing parties in this matter. As such
they are awarded their costs pursuant to Rule 54 I.R.C.P.
Stark also seeks attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 12-120(3), 12-121 and 48608. They are addressed as follows.

1. Idaho Code § 12-120(3) provides:
(3) In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill,
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs.
The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except
transactions for personal or household purposes. The term "party" is defined to
mean any person, partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the
state of Idaho or political subdivision thereof.
LC. § 12-120(3). The Court finds that this case was a civil action to recover on a contract
relating to the purchase or sale of goods and professional services. Additionally, the Court finds
that the contract was a commercial transaction not for personal or household purposes.

2. Idaho Code § 12-121 reads, "In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable
attorney's fees to the prevailing party or parties when the judge finds that the case was brought,
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." The Court does not find
that this matter was brought or pursued frivolously and without foundation.

Therefore no

attorney fees are awarded pursuant to I.C. § 12-121.

3. Idaho Code§ 48-608(5) of the ICPA reads as follows:
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(5) Costs shall be allowed to the prevailing party unless the court otherwise
directs. In any action brought by a person under this section, the court shall
award, in addition to the relief provided in this section, reasonable attorney's fees
to the plaintiff if he prevails. The court in its discretion may award attorney's fees
to a prevailing defendant if it finds that the plaintiff's action is spurious or brought
for harassment purposes only.
I.C. § 48-608(5). The Court finds Stark is a "person" as defined by I.C. § 48-602(1).
Therefore, having prevailed on this matter, Stark is awarded attorney fees pursuant to I.C.

§ 12-120(3) and I.C. § 48-608(5).

CONCLUSION AND ORDER
For the reasons and as set forth above,
•

Stark is awarded$ 51,760.83 for its breach of contract claim.

•

McCarthy's Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien are found to be without basis and
must be removed.

•

McCarthy failed to prove malice as required for its slander of title claim.

•

Stark is awarded$ 34,100.46 for its ICPA claim.

•

McCarthy is not entitled to a declaration that subordinates U.S. Bank's deed of trust.

•

Stark is awarded attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) and LC.§ 48-608(5).

J

SO ORDERED this

_L day of December, 2019.
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I certify that the foregoing was delivered as follows:

Jonathon Hallin - jhallin@lukins.com

Michael Ealy- mealy@rmehlaw.com

I .)

Signed: 12/3/2019 02:00 PM

Marcus Johnson - m(ohnson@r?~

5
__~~----.:;...&...-:......;;(0t~_____

JIM BRANNON, Clerk of Court, by _ _ _ _ _

Deputy Clerk
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Electronically Filed
12/17/2019 2:21 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjolmson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, and U.S. Bank, NA
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 'THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,

CASE NQ. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES

VS,

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendant.s,

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d), Defendants and Counterclaimants submit
the following Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees.

A.

Defendants are entitled to an award of costs and attorney's fees.

Pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(d)(l), costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing
party. Additionally, the district court is authorized to award attorney's fees to the prevailing party
when provided for by statute or contract. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l).
On December 3, 2019, the Court issued it Memorandum Decision on Bench Trial (herein
"Decision"). As set fo11h in the Decision, the Court fo\md Stark and U.S. Bank to be the prevailing
parties ~d entitled to an award of costs. (Decision p. 17). In addition, as a prevailing party, the
Comt awarded Stark attorney fees pursuant to LC. §§ 12~120(3) and 48-608(5). (Decision, p. 17-
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18). Accordingly, the Dvfendants itemize their claimed costs and attorney fees as set forth below.

B.

Itemization of Costs and Attorney's Fees.
1.

Stark Costs as a Matter of Right.

a.

Court filing foes
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(i) ......................................................................................... $ 140.08

b.

Service fees
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(ii) ........................................................................................ $ 825.00

c.

Witness fees
(IRCP 54(d)(i)(C)(ii) and IRCP 54(d)(i)(C)(iii) ................................................. $ 21.50

d.

Depositions
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(x) ............................................ ,.................................. ,..... $ 3,548.75

Star){ Total Costs ............................................................................................ $ 4,535.33
2.
a.

Stark Attorney Fees.

Attorney Fees Clain1ed .............................................................................. $ 135,505.00
Michael A Ealy (346.1 hrs @ $250.00 per hour)
Marcus E. Johnson (158.6 hrs @$250.00 per hour)
Annie Harris (24.9 hrs @ $250.00 per hour)
Annie Harris (13.5 hrs @ $230.00 per hour)

b.

Paralegal )lees Claimed ............................................ ,.................................... $ 4,740.50
Nicole Vigil (49.9 hrs @$95.00 per hour)

Starlc Total Attorney's Fees .................................................................... $ 140,245.50
GRAND TOTAL FEES AND COSTS ................................................. ,$144,780.83
The foregoing statement of costs and attorneys' fees incurred by Defendants in this action is
correct and in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) 1)(4). The foregoing statement of attorney's fees is
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I

supported by the Affidavit of Michael A. Ealy filed herewith setting forth the relevant factors
provided in I.R.C.P . 54(e)(3).

DATED this ~

ay ofDccember~ 2019.

· RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP

By :_

---"~ ~L--J.~-4--- - ~ --+--

-

---

Mi
Atto
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

ll~ ay of December, 2019, I served a true and comxt

copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis~ P .S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d Alene, Idaho 83 814
1

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664A 112
_x_ iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com
_

Nicole Vigil

1
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Electronically Filed
12/17/2019 2:21 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MAR.FICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5 818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, and U.S. Bank, NA
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAT-,, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY ()F KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A.
EAI."'YIN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS

)
) ss.
)

Michael A. Ealy, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states the following:
1.

I am counsel of record for the above-named Defendants and I have personal

knowledge regarding the, attorney fees and costs incurred by the Defendants to defend the abovereferenced action as well as prosecute the Stark counterclaim.
2.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho. I have practiced law

in the State of Idaho since 1997. I am an experienced trial attorney and I was lead trial counsel on
this matter. I was assisted by associate counsel in this matter. Originally, I was assisted ·by Annie
Harris. Mrs. Harris is and was an experienced attorney being licensed and having practiced law in
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Montana for six (6) years prior to relocating to Idaho and starting with our firm in 2017. Mrs. Harris
left the firm in October 2018. Following Mrs. Harris' departure, I was assisted by attorney Marcus
Johnson. Mr. Johnson has practiced law in Idaho since 2017 and joined our firm in October 2018.
Mr. Johnson assisted me with the trial in this matter. My paralegal, Nicole Vigil, is an experienced
paralegal and is a former deputy clerk with the District Court.
3.

To my knowledge, the itemization of attorney fees and costs set forth in the

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees were actually and necessarily incurred and
are reasonable in amount.
4.

With regard to those costs as a matter of right; the following is an accurate

accounting and itemization of those costs incurred in this action. The supporting documentation for
these costs is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
Stark Costs As a Matter of Right

a.
b.
c.
d.

Court filing fees ................................................................................................ $ 140.08
Service of process fees ..................................................................................... $ 825.00
·witness fees ........................................................................................................ $ 21.50
Depositions .................................................................................................... $ 3,548.75

TOT AL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT ..................................................... $ 4,535.33

5.

With regard to attorney and paralegal fees; the following is an accurate accounting

and itemization of the attorney and paralegal fees incurred in this action.

The supporting

documentation for these professional fees is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
Stark Attorney's Fees

a.

Attorney Fees Clait11ed .............................................................................. $ 135,505.00
Michael A. Ealy (346.1 hrs@ $250.00 per hour)
Marcus E. Johnson (158.6 hrs @$250.00 per hour)
Annie Harris (24.9 hrs@ $250.00 per hour)
Annie Harris. (13.5 hrs @ $230.00 per hour)
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b.

Paralegal Fees Claitned ............................ ;.................................................... $ 4,740.50
Nicole Vigil (49.9 hrs @$95.00 per hour)

Total Attorney's Fees ............................ ,.. ,.................................. $ 140,245.50
GR.AND TOTAL FEES AND COSTS ..................................... $ 144.780.83

6.

With regard to the itemized attorney and paralegal fees; I have reviewed the fee

invoices generated

by my firm

in undertaking the repre~entation of Defendants and

Counterclaimants. It is my practice to review all attorney fee invoices before they are sent to my
clients for payment. A~cordingly, the attorney fees invoices attached hereto as Exhibit B evidence
the actual time and labor required and incurred in the prosecution and defense of this action. In
addition, the fee invoices evidence that there was a concerted effort undertake to avoid a duplication
of attorney time, The Court will notice the frequent splits between my time and my associate's time
found throughout the invoices. For example, if a trial day or trial time was 6 hours, I would reduce
my billable time to 3 ho~rs and Mr. Johnson would do the same so that our clients were only billed
a total of 6 hours of trial time as opposed to 12 hours.
7.

I address the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) as follows:
a.

Time ~nd Lapor R~g~,..1. The attorney fee.s invoices attached as Exhibit B

reflect the actual time and labor required. As noted, the invoices evidence a concerted effort to
avoid attorney duplication of time and effort.
b.

Novelty and pifficulty of the Ouesti_ons. This case was not novel nor were

the questions presented difficult. However, the case was made much more difficult than it had to be
because of the effort the Plaintiff put int9 obfuscating matters of fact with regarding to material
quantities and billing invoices. This is supported by the evidence at trial; the Court's ·findings found
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in its Decision and the fact that the case required 8 trial days as opposed to the originally planned 4
trial d~ys.

c.

Skill and Experience. As lead counsel, I am an experienced trial attorney

with the requisite skill and ability to defend and prosecute the action. As part of my representation, _
I was assisted by two experienced associate attorneys who were tasked with performing work
commensurate with their skill and ability.

d.

Prevailing Charges For Like Work. Having practiced law in North Idaho

since 1997, I am familiar with the prevailing hourly rates for attorney and paralegal fees. The
hourly rates charged for both attorney and paralegal fees in this matter were within the range
expected in North Idaho for experienced trial counsel, associate counsel and paralegal services. To
my knowledge, $250 per hour is a reasonable rate for trial counsel and $95 per hour is a reasonable
paralegal rate.
e.

Fee Fixed or Contingent. The work was performed on an hourly rate basis

and there was no fixed or contingent fee agreement.
f.

Time Lim~tations Imposed by the Client or Circumstances of the Case.

There were no specific time limitations imposed by the clients.

However, the clients were

motivated to resolve the matter through trial because they were required to deposit $265,037.55 into
a non-interest bearing and bank controlled account with US Bank as security against McCarthy's
liens and because US Bank would not close the Stark construction loan -until this matter was
resolved. As a result, the Starks had to enter into a loan modification agreement with US Bank
which required the Starks to pay to defend US Bank in this action. As described, the Starks were
put into a financial "pinch" based the circumstances of the case.
g.

- Amount Involved and Result Obtained.

The amounts involved were
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material and significant in that both parties were seeking awards in excess of $100,000 and both
parties shared the risk of exposure to prevailing party attorney fees and costs. In my opinion, the
result and award obtained by the Defendants and Counterclaimant would be considered a good
result having prevailed and been awarded the principal amount of $85,861.29.
h.

Undesirability of the Case. The case was not undesirable and, in fact, it was

a desirable case to defend and prosecute,
i.

Nature and Length of Relations~ip with the Client. As I recall, I met with

Craig and Michelle Stark sometime in August 2017 and I have enjoyed an amicable, professional
relationship with them since this time,

j.

Awards in Similar Cases. I can recall obtaining a somewhat similar award

following a 5-day bench trial in February 2006 on a lien foreclosure and construction defect case in

Kinney Construction v. Reina, Bonner Co. CV-03-275. However, in that case, I represented the
foreclosing contractor, Kinney Construction, and obtained an award in the principal amount of
$84,000 dollars in favor of Kinney Construction.
k.

Automated Legal Research.

l.

Other Factors.

No costs are claimed for automated legal

research.
The Court can take into account that Stark proved that

McCarthy's actions violated the implied covenant to good faith and fair dealing and were found to
be false and misleading. Much of the time and effort required to defend and prosecute this case was
because of the conduct and "cavalier attitude" of McCarthy. The evidence showed that the Starks
sought to resolve the underlying material quantity and billing dispute issues that were the gravamen
of the case prior to litigation. Had McCarthy dealt with the material quantity and billing issues in a
forthright and honest manner, it is probable litigation would have been avoided. Perhaps nowhere is
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. EALY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 5
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McCa1thy's cavalier attitude more evident that his decision to record an amended lien in October

2017. As the Court found, " ... Rob McCarthy did less to clarify what was owed and why, and more
to confuse the issue for the trier of face' (Decision, p. 12) (footnote omitted). And that is and was

the Stark l!xperience prior to and throughout the litigation. Accordingly, McCarthy should not be
heard to complain about the amount of the Starks professional fees as they are directly attributable
to his own conduct and atlitude displayed both prior to and after the filing of this action.
8.

To my knowledge, the matters set forth herein are correct and made in compliance

\Vith J. R.C .P. 54.

Mi

.el · .Ea

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

NI COLE VIGt L

Notary Public - Statt o ♦ Idaho
Commission Number 44884
My Commissiori E)(pires o,.as~202~

ll~ ay of December, 2019.

f\UJL~,,~\

Nota"ry Pub] ~ for ldaY1,i

~,.
J , •
Residing at fl'.)t{)Jtf.J ~( 11) "Y'\...,f
My Commission Expires: 0 l, CfC.

/Jr )~q

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~
ay of December, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below~ and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave.~ Ste. 303
Coeur di Alene. Idaho 83 814

U.S. Mail
_

Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_X_ iCmnt Electronic Pot1al
jhal lin@lukins.com
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Itemization and Summary of Costs as a Matter of Right

Payee

Description

Kootenai County District Court
Prodigy

Filing Fee (Answer)

Danielle Yant
Attorneys Process Service of MT
Montana Court
Interstate
Confidentia I Investigations
Scott McArthur
M & M Court Reporting
M & M Court Reporting
M & M Court Reporting

Total Amount Billed

Process Service
Process Service
Process Service
Subpoena Issuance
Cost to obtain documents produced in discovery
Process Service
Witness Fee & Trave I Cost
Deposition (Scott McArthur)
Deposition (Robert A. McCarthy)

M & M Court Reporting

Deposition (McCarthy Corp. - Rule 30(b){6))
Deposition (Jason Cheyne)

M & M Court Reporting

Deposition (Craig Stark)

Total Costs as a Matter of Right

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

140.08
370.00
70,00
65.00
120.00
100.00
100.00
21.50
148.21
1,089.59
721.34
$1,300.23

$

289.38

$

4,535.33

Case# CV-2018-2486 - McCarthy Corporation Plaintiff,vs.S

~nveJoee In.fo.rm~,2D_.____,. ,~. . . ~""---.,__,. _. _____, ,.,., ," ", .,_. . " '__
Envelope Id

Submitted Date

Submitted User Name

779859

5/16/201811:19AM PST

nvigil@rmehlaw.com

Locatic,m

Category

Case Type

Kootenai County District Court

Civil

A.A-All Initial District Court Filings
(Not Listed In: E, F1 and H1)

Case Initiation Date

Case#

3/20/2018

CV-2018-2486

Case Information

Assigned to Judge
Christensen, Richard S.

Filing Type

Filing Code

EFileAndServe

Notice of Appearance

Filing Description
Notice of Appearance

Filing Status
Rejected

· Lead Document
j ·..

....

., . ,.....

, File Name
Notice of Appearance.pdf

Description

Security

Download

Notice of
Appearance. pdf

Original File

eService Details
Status

Name

Firm

Sent

Ann N. Harris

Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP Yes

Not Opened

Sent

Michael A. Ealy

Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP Yes

Not Opened

Served

Date Opened

Parties with No eService
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Name
U.S. Bank, N.A., A National
Association

Address
c/o Conrad J. Alken 600 East
Rlverpark Lane, Suite 210 Boise
Idaho 83706

Name

Address
11949 N Tracey Rd Hayden Idaho

McCarthy Corporation

83835

Name

Address

Stark Investment Group, LLC

Name
Craig Stark

· PO Box 1687 Hayden Idaho 83835

Address
PO Box 1687 Hayden Idaho 83835

Fees

·««tl'tc-tt11Hllllffll;;mm».rM.»>M«««.,#·;,~.~--"""'··
·""""·
--"M-:.W.V.tll.\ltlllw.¾l~J.,,:"'"'"''·'•''•.:,,,....:~~w,l!ol;1;,)!>l~ ....«.!~c.. ~,.,,.,,,.,..:.'i'i.,.1,t,.,.,,,.,mM:~-.-.......,,.M1«-«#+l>r.~llll-liit>),-:ilC·.-.-....-~""""'"'Q.i.W"

Notice of Appearance
Amount

Description

Filing Fee

$0.00

Filing Total: $0.00

Total Filing Fee

$0.00

Envelope Total: $0.00
Party Responsible
for Fees

Stark Investment ...

Transaction
Amount

$140.08

Payment Account

Firm Credit Card

Transaction Id

1001581

Filing Attorney

Ann Harris

Order Id

000779859"0

Transaction
Response

Authorized

© 2019 Tyler Technologies

Version: 2018.1.8.8211
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Olto

l, (Le

Prodigy Process Serving

Invoice# 177

PO Box 3332
Hayden, ID 83835

Date: 1/10/jq
Ref: Case No. CV 2018-2486

1nm J'o:

.I

Ramsden Marfice Ealy & Harris
700 Northwest Blvd
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814
Attn: Nicole Vigil

..

Date:

$

Description:
Served Jeremy Hawkins

1/4/2019

Served Jeff Priest
(non serve at address provided}

1/8/2019

Served Harold Faubion

1/8/2019

Served Felix Lopez

1/10/2019

Mileage $ . 0,54

Total

$ 50.00

$

50.00

$ 125.00

$

125.00

$ 65.00

$

65.00

$

65.00

$

65.00

$

370.00

$

65.00
f_

Served ConMat

1/10/2019

$ 65.00

Thank you,
Amount Due:

.'"";:)J,

l, l \.

✓~

\S-llP.-l

\

&\

l},.,o l

'1

~7.0,0U.
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INVOICE #0~100
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Attorne ys Process Service of Montana
P.o. Box 1522

Missoula, MT 59806 .. 1522

pJ.

Bill To

I. 11a.l9

MR. MICHAEL A. EALY
✓ · -:t=-\-:. \ 57 Tl
ATTORNE Y AT LAW
U>S. DD"
P.O .. BOX 1336
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816-13 36

4\

Date

Invoice#

1/15/201 9

20190760

Member of National Assoc. of
Professio.nal Process Ser-vers
Since'1993

PLEASE RETURN THIS STUB WITH YOUR REMITTANCE. YOUR,PAYMENT IS DUE UPON RECEIPT.

Ct.JENT:

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC /
CRAIG STARK

SPECIAL PROCESS SERVICE FEE:

65.00

SERVED:

BASIN INDUSTRIAL SERVICES, INC.
RECORDS CUSTODIAN - CHRISTINE DIX

AT:

955 BEECH ST, MISSOULA, MT

DATE AND TIME:

JANUARY 14, 2019 @ 11:11 A.M.

PAPERS:

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

[jf«mA (l-0-ll, /04
Phone#

406-251-14 50

.

tlk p ~ o/ flO-WI,. &M1itte<Jdl
Fax#
E-mail

855-WEFINDU

Web Site

Total

$65-00

www.montanaprocessservice.org

dbranda@m ontanaproc essservice. org
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. (4f VW\
1/10/2019

(!,,v.,

Cta.Yct_)

~ / :J.. go{J, <5\-6..-flL_

Point-of-Sale Payments

1

'""';!u·,::':l.:fi«·· tl.·:a,:.c/~··e·\-··1··n·t·:·

rv1 <::: n:~ > p;;,t .

~~ tf&J.(2tf\·t·SL. · Gt2If)!. Sub~

PURCHASE RECEIPT
Missoula County Courts
Missoula County District Court
200 W Broadway
Missoula MT 59802

(406)721-5700
OTC Local Ref ID: 31890758
1/10/2019 1l: 10 AM
.-,!' ~~

(406) 258-4780 (Phone) (406) 258-4899 (Fax) clerkofcourt@rnissoulacounty.us
Thank you for your payment.

· APPRQV.Eb

Status:
Customer Name:
Type:
Credit Card Number:

Doug Marfice - RM EH
Visa
·.

Clerk of District
Court

.

·

,

·:.

_

·.\ ;-:··

;.

'

·-

·::·

USD$r2~-.ci4.

Montana total amount charged
Items

.,*~~*
=t*:+:~
....
..
:*!***. 0298

Location Quantity
Missoula County District
Court

1

TPE Order

ID
33766572

Total
Amount

$120.00

Receipt Number: 191996
Total remitted to the Missoula County Courts
'

·'

$129.00

··[

Signature
This transaction will show up on your statement ·as CC MT Missoula County.

https://otc.cdc.nicusa.com/Recefpt.aspx?src==csh

1/1
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Missoula County District Court
District Court
Receipt No. 191996
Receipt Date: 01/10/201911:08 AM
Received of:

Johnson Marcus E

$ --'----12.....;..0~.0_;;_0

One Hundred Twenty and 00/100
McCarthy Corporation vs. Stark Investment Group LLC et al.
Filer(s): Stark Investment Group LLC; Stark, Craig
Case

Amount

DV-32-2019-0000036-OS

Commencement of Action.or Proceedings/ Invalidity

120.00
Total:

120.00

Balance due court: $
Next due date:

Credit Card
Amount Tendered:
Overage:
Change Due:

o.oo

120.00
0.00
0.00
Shirley Faust, Missoula District Court Clerk
By:
Deputy Clerk
Clerk: Baze, Emily

Page 1 of 1

01/10/2019 11 :09 AM User ID: Clerk: CUA547
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- . /~r~~~~

. AfJ1:it#

,

~l!'llfltlf;f;l:NL@$0Dt7 i

. ;:c;;J;,;,,,'

' .""

J

.~-·/•-·'ii' .Isl

.From:

JfilM.f!jQ,JJI

ffli .lliiY.i.J!i¥'~~..:-;Q00':i;;!IJ'flZ'Wt11W

nwg_aNlept@oldcastlematerials.com
Friday, February 01, 2019 3:24 PM
Nicole Vigil
Interstate Concrete and Asphalt Transaction Rec~ipt

Sent:

·ro:

Subject:.

Getttifral Information

Merchant Account: Interstate Concrete and Asphalt
Date/Tlrne : 02/01/2019 3:23:39 PM PST

Transactio11 Information

Order; ID : Pe.r S.Devan.ey
Description : tmk - Per Sue Devaney
Transaction Arnount : $l.00.00
Transaction ID: 4509504200
Authorization Code : 802281
Transaction Type : Card Sale
Response : Approval
AVS Results·: s~character Zip match only
CSC l~esults : CVV2/CVC2 Match

Customer Billing Information
First Name : Doug
Last Name : Marfice
Address : 123
City:

State :
Zip Code : 83814
Country: US
?hone:
Email:
~

......... - l ' t ' ........ _

...

_ ............ -

........ .,.,_..,. . . .

< .:.~ ...... ~,_..,...,""'_""

Customer Shipping Information

F-irst Name :
Last Name:

Address:
City:

State:
Zip Code:
Country: US

Email:
1
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j

Confidential Investigations
408 E Sherman Avenue; Suite 301
Coeur D Alene, ID 83814 US
(208) 762-5767
.
info@idahoprivateeye.com
http://www.idahoprivateeye.com/

Invoice
BILL TO

INVOICE #
DATE
DUE DATE
TERMS

NICOLE VIGIL
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy &
Harris, LLP

/•:':BATE ·..

':Ac~nvrrv: ,

07/22/2019

Hayden

·0112212019

Rush Fee 48 Hours

1462
07/22/2019
07/23/2019
Due on receipt

·.··QESQAIPIION.'
RECIPIENT: JASON CHEYNE
CASE: CV2018-2486
Rush Fee ($5 Off)

60.00

60.00

40.00

40.00

BALANCE DUE

$100.00

puL

7. ~2-,3, \

°l

-✓#\~q,S-

<\ \ot),,t)Q
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT

15965

PO BOX 133«1 PH. 20&-e54-6818
COEUR D'ALENE. 10 83818-1338

Check: 5965 Amount: $21.50 Date: 7/30/2019
Run: 1000, Batch: 55, Seq: 175, Source: C21-FromEEX9

Printed 12/17/2019

Glacier Bank - Page 1 of 1
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M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC
47-1295698
"Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970"

7/31/2019

Billed:

Billed to:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden Marfice Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Job#

Invoice#

(4300C1)

19167C1

Claim#

Case:

McCarthy Corporation v. Stark Investments Group, LLq., et al

Witness:
Date:

Scott McArthur, P. E.
7/18/2019 1:20:00 PM

'

Charges:

$2.25
$0.25
$1.00

1 Certified Copy Transcript Fee
B&W Exhibits Attached
Exhibits - Color or Ledger
6% sales tax
Shipping & Handling

cJ , ✓#"I i;-')1o
\ ~ lLt(, n.,(
.i··. ~1 , l ~
"'

$7.7'1
$12.00
Sub Total

.Payments
Balance Due

55
7

3
1

1

$123.75
$1°.75
$3.00

$7.71
$12.00
$148.21
$0.00

$148s21

✓

Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept major credit cards. Thank you for your business!
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M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC

47-1295698
"Excellence In Court Reporting Since 197011

Billed to:

Billed:

1/4/2019

Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden Marfice Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd,
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Job #

(1386C4)

lnv9ice #

Claim #

18464C1

Case:

McCarthy Corporation v. Stark Investments Group, LLC., et al

Witness:
Date:

Robert A. McCarthy
12/13/2018 9:10:00 AM

Charges:
0&1 Transcript - Electronic Copy Only
Hourly Appearance Fee
Exhibits .. Digital Only
6% sales tax
Shipping & Handling Original

$4.00

$65.00
$0.15
$0.49
$12.00

186
5

54
1
1

Sub Total
Payments

Balance Due

$744.00
$325.00
$8.10
$0.49
$12.00
$1,089.59
$0.00
$1,089.59

Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Thank you for your business/

(Return this section with check)

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due:

Michael A. Ealy
18464C1
1/4/2019
$1,089.69

Contact: 208" 765-1700
800-879-1700
M&M Court Reporting, LLC
816 E Sherman Ave Ste 7
Coem d Alene, ID 83814w4921

Fax:

208-765~8097

Email:

csmith@mmcourt.com
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M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC
47 .. 1295698

"Excellence In Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed:

Billed to.·

7/12/2019

Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden Marfice Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Job#

(4217C1)

Invoice#

Claim#

19130C1

Case:

McCarthy Corporation v. Stark Investments Group1 LLC., et al

Witness:
Date:

6/25/2019 9:05:00 AM

Robert McCarthy•· McCarthy Corp. - 30(b)(6)

Charges:
0&1 Transcript~ Electronic Copy Only ,
Hourly Appearance Fee

Exhibits ~ Digital Only
6% sales tax
Shipping.& Handling Original

$4.00

126

$504.00

$65.00

3

$0.15
$0.59

65
1

$12.00

1

$196.00
$9.75
$0.69
$12.00

Sub Total

$721.34

Paymenti

$0.00

Balance Due

$721.34

Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept major credit cards. Thank you for your business/

(Return this section with check)

Billed to:
Invoice#

Michael A. Ealy

Billed:

7/12/2019
$721.34

Amount Due:

M&M Coi1.rt RepOl'ting, LLC
816 E Sherman Ave Ste 7
Coeur d Alene, ID 83 814~4921.

191~~0C1

Contact: 208-765 .. 1700
800.. 879--1700
208-765-8097
Fax:
Email: csmith@mmcourt.co111
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M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC
47-1295698
0

Excellence In Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed:

Billed to:

1/4/2019

Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden Marflce Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Job#

(1386C4)

Invoice #

18466C1

Claim#

Case:

McCarthy Corporation v. Stark Investments Group, LLC., et al

Witness:
Date:

Jason Cheyne
12/14/2018 9:00:00 AM

Charges:
0&1 Transcript .. Electronic Copy Only
Hourly Appearance Fee
Exhibits - Digital Only
6% sales tax
Shipping_ & Handling Original

$4.00

224

$65,00
$0.15
$0,13
$12.00

6

$896,00
$390.00

14

$2.10

1
1

$0.13

Sub Total
Payments
Balance Due

$12,00

$1,300.23
$0.00

$1,300.23

s(
Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Thank you for your busines

(Return this section with check)

M&iyl Comt Repo11ing, LLC
816 E Sherman Ave Ste 7
Coeur d Alene, ID 83814-4921

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due.·

Michael A, Ealy
18466C1
1/4/2019
$1>300.23

Contact: 208" 765-1700
800-879-1 700
2Q8 .. 765u8097
Fax:
Email: csmith@mmcourt.com
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M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC
47.-1295698
11

Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed to:

Billed:

1/4/2019

Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden Martice Ea-ly & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Bfvd.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Job#

(1439C4)

Invoice #

18463C 1

Cla1m#

Case:

McCarthy Corporation v. Stark Investments Group, LLC., et al

Witness:
Date:

Craig Stark
12/10/2018 9;30:00 AM

Charges:
1 Certified Copy Transcript - Digital Only
Exhibits - Digital (?nly
6% sates tax

$2.25

$0.15
$16.38
Sub Total
Payments
Balance Due

116
80
1

$261.00
$12.00
$16.38
$289.38
$0.00

$289.38

Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Thank you for your business!

(Return this section with check)

M&M Cottrt Repo11ing, LLC
816 E Sherman Ave Ste 7
Coeur d Alene, ID 83814w4921

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due:

Michael A. Ealy
18463C1
1/4/2019
$289,38

Contact: 208~ 765~ 1700
800-879w 1700
Fax:
208~ 765-8097
Email: csmith@mmcomt.com
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Itemization and Summary of Attorney and Paralegal Fees
(August 25, 2017 - November 30, 2019)

Attorney/Paralegal

!otal Hours H.ou~ate

Total Amount Billed

Michael A. Ealy

Attorney

346.1

$

250.00

$

86,525.00

Marcus Johnson

Attorney

158.6

$

250.00

$

39,650.00

Annie Harris

Attorney

24.9

$

250.00

$

6,225.00

Annie Harris

Attorney

13.5

$

230.00

$

3,105.00

Nicole Vigil

Paralegal

49.9

$

95.00

$

4,740.50

Total Attorney Fees Claimed

$

135,505.00

Total Paralegal Fees Claimed

$

4,740.50

Total Attorneys Fees $

140,245.50

Craig & Michelle Stark
P.O. Box 1687
Hayden, ID 83835

Attn: Craig & Michelle Stark
Re: Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Adverse: Rob McCarthy/McCarthy Construction

Hours
08/25/2017

ANH
ANH
ANH
MAE
MAE

08/29/2017

MAE

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss subcontractor dispute and
termination letter (1.0 reduced to .5).
Prepare draft notice of termination letter to Rob McCarthy.
Email draft termination letter to Craig Stark(.
follow up phone discussion
with Craig Stark (.1 ), revise and send final letter to McCarthy (.2).
Edit and revise Notice of Termination letter to McCarthy Corporation.
Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss termination of McCarthy
Construction (1.0) (discounted to .5).

n

0.50
0.70
0.40
0.30
0.50

Review email from attorney Stephen Snedden re: representation of
McCarthy Corporation (.1 ); telephone conference with Stephen Snedden re:
discuss termination letter (.2); receive email from Stephen Snedden re:
expect accurate numbers on material moved and related matters and
forward to Craig Stark (.1 ); receive email from Craig Stark re: no extension
of time and related matters (.1); telephone conference with Scott McArthur
re: explain/discuss quantities issues with McCarthy Corporation and related
matters (.2); telephone conference from Craig Stark re: discuss same (.1)

0.80

For Current Services Rendered 08/31/2017

3.20

768.00

Summary
Timekeeper
MICHAEL A EALY (MAE)
ANNIE N. HARRIS (ANH)

Hours
1.60
1.60

Rate
$250.00
230.00

Total
$400.00
368.00

Total Current Work

768.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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BALANCE DUE BY 10/06/2017

$768.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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Craig & Michelle Stark
P.O. Box 1687
Hayden, ID 83835

Attn: Craig & Michelle Stark
Re: Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Adverse: Rob McCarthy/McCarthy Construction

Hours
09/12/2017

09/13/2017

09/18/2017

MAE

MAE

MAE

Receive and review email with attachments from attorney Stephen Snedden
re: McCarthy invoice 2488 and proposed Mutual Release and Settlement
Agreement.

0.20

Forward Stephen Snedden email with attachments to Craig Stark (no
charge); preparation of email to attorney Stephen Snedden re: advise out of
the office and to communicate with upon return regarding McCarthy invoice
2488 and proposed settlement agreement (.1 ); receive email reply from
Stephen Snedden and forward to Craig Stark re: same (no charge).

0.10

Review email from Craig Stark with attachments including Stark McCarthy
contract history, Allwest base rock test results, McCarthy excavation
contract, and related documents (.5); review email from Craig Stark re:
worksheet for 3/4" rock and payment of same (.1 ); meet with Craig and
Michelle Stark re: discuss status of payment issues with McCarthy
Corporation (1.0); receive email correspondence by and between Craig
Stark to Tevor Young, US Bank re: strategy for payment of McCarthy (.1 ).

1.70
0.10

09/20/2017

ANH

Review email correspondence from client outlining course of action.

09/21/2017

MAE

Final draft letter to attorney S. Snedden re: payment of undisputed
amounts/attorney.
Study documents and fee explanations provided by client and prepare letter
to atty Stephen Snedden re bill dispute and client's tender of check (2.9);
phone discussions and emails with Craig Stark re:s questions about certain
line items (.4).

ANH

09/22/2017

MAE

0.20

3.30

Finall preparation of letter to attorney S. Snedden re: payment of undisputed

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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ANH

09/25/2017

MAE
ANH

09/29/2017

MAE

ANH
ANH
ANH
ANH

amounts found McCarthy Invoice No. 2488 and explain disputed amounts.
Review email received from Craig Stark with proposed revisions to letter
(.1); phone discussion with client re: same (.1); revise and finalize
correspondence to Snedden (.2).
Review correspondence from Craig Stark re: McCarthy lien (.1 ); preparation
of email to Craig Stark re: explain surety bond and related matters (.1 ).
Phone discussion with atty Stephen Snedden re: recorded lien and check
dispute.
Review letter from J.D. Hallin re: response to disputed line items in
McCarthy invoice 2488 and direct forward to same to Craig Stark for
review/comment.
Phone discussions with Craig Stark re: lien and bond questions &
recommended course of action.
Draft email correspondence to Snedden re: bond and partial satisfaction of
lien.
Review correspondence from new J.D. Hallin re: line item disputes and
return of check & forward to client.
Research bond company information and forward to client.
For Current Services Rendered 09/30/2017

Hours
0.30

0.20
0.20

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
7.70

1,829.00

Summary
Timekeeper
MICHAEL A. EALY (MAE)
ANNIE N. HARRIS (ANH)

Hours
2.90
4.80

Rate
$250.00
230.00

Total
$725.00
1,104.00

Total Current Work

1,829.00

Previous Balance

$768.00
Payments

Total Payments Thru 10/11/2017
BALANCE DUE BY 10/27/2017

~768.00
$1,829.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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Craig & Michelle Stark
P.O. Box 1687
Hayden, ID 83835

Attn: Craig & Michelle Stark
Re: Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Adverse: Rob McCarthy/McCarthy Construction

Hours

10/02/2017

MAE
ANH
ANH
ANH

10/03/2017

ANH
ANH

10/04/2017

10/05/2017

ANH
ANH

ANH
ANH
ANH

Review correspondence from Craig & Michelle Stark re: comments to
McCarthy's letter.
Email exchange with Craig Stark re McCarthy reply and status of lien.
Review client's replies to McCarthy response letter.
Phone message to JD Hallin re client's acceptance of payment.
Email correspondence with JD Hallin and follow up to client re status of lien
and payment.
Email exchange with client re questions on supporting documents necessary
for bond application.
Investigate Idaho case law re mechanics liens and release by bond.
Email exchange with client re ongoing issues and questions with bond and
lien amounts.

0.20
0.10
1.00
0.20

Confer with Mike Ealy re how to address clienfs questions re litigation and
bonding process (.5 no charge).
Teleconference with Mike Ealy and Craig Stark re strategy for bonding and
potential litigation.
Phone call to JD Hallin re client's acceptance of check (.1); draft
correspondence to Hallin attaching check (.1 ).

0.20
0.10

10/10/2017

ANH

Email exchange with client re questions about bond process.

10/11/2017

MAE

Teleconference with insurance agent Jeff Wilkins, Coeur d'Alene Insurance
re: discuss form and requirements for surety bond pursuant to Idaho Code
45-519 and petition to release lien under Idaho Code 45-520.
Initial preparation of petition to release lien and request for hearing.

ANH

0.10
0.20
0.20
0.10

n/c

0.50

0,30

1.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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Hours
10/12/2017

MAE
ANH

10/16/2017

10/23/2017

ANH

MAE

ANH
10/27/2017

10/31/2017

ANH

ANH

Teleconference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: confirm McCarthy acceptance of
payment for undisputed amounts and intent to send new invoice.
Email to client re update on status of matter.

0.20
0.10

Email exchange with client re holding off bond, petition to release lien and
status of McCarthy invoice/amended lien.

0.20

Receive and review email and attachments from attorney J. Hallin re
Amended Claim of Lien and Invoice 2488 (.2); draft email to Craig Stark re:
forward same with comments (.1); receive email from Craig Stark re:
comments on same (.1) (no charge).
Review McCarthy amended invoice and claim of lien (.2 no charge).

0.30
n/c

Email correspondence to JD Hallin and follow up correspondence with client
re request for documents to McCarthy.

0.20

Prepare email to client re planned course of action with bank and McCarthy
lien.

0.20

Fo.r Current Services Rendered 10/31/2017

5.40

1,260.00

Summary
Timekeeper
MICHAEL A EALY (MAE)
ANNIE N. HARRIS (ANH)

Hours
0.90
4.50

Total Current Work

Rate
$250.00
230.00

Total
$225.00
1,035.00

1,260.00

Previous Balance

$1,829.00
Payments

Total Payments Thru 11/13/2017

-1,829.00

BALANCE DUE BY 11/29/2017

$1,260.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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Craig & Michelle Stark
P.O. Box 1687
Hayden, ID 83835

Attn: Craig & Michelle Stark
Re: Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Adverse: Rob McCarthy/McCarthy Construction

Hours
11/03/2017

ANH

Email correspondence to client re status update.

0.10

11/09/2017

MAE

Teleconference from attorney JD Hallin re: discuss document production
and disputed material quantities (.4 reduced to .2).
Telephone conference from atty JD Hallin re ongoing fee dispute (.4 reduced
to .2); follow up email to client re same (.1).

0.20

For Current Services Rendered 11/30/2017

0.60

ANH

0.30
142.00

Summary
Timekeeper
MICHAEL A. EALY (MAE)
ANNIE N. HARRIS (ANH)

Hours
0.20
0.40

Rate
$250.00
230.00

Total
$50.00
92.00

Total Current Work

142.00

Previous Balance

$1,260.00
Payments

Total Payments Thru 12/13/2017
BALANCE DUE BY 12/29/2017

-1,260.00
$142.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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Craig & Michelle Stark
P.O. Box 1687
Hayden, ID 83835

Attn: Craig & Michelle Stark
Re: Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Adverse: Rob McCarthy/McCarthy Construction

Previous Balance

$142.00
Payments

Total Payments Thru 01/12/2018

-142.00

BALANCE DUE BY 01/31/2018

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments can also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN, 1\1ARFICE,

EALY & HARRIS, LLP
ATTOR~lEYS

AT

Invoice# 180503
Date: 02/28/2018
Due Date: 03/15/2018

LAW

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, iD 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Date

Timekeeper

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

01/31/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss McCarthy lien and breach of contract
issues (.8) (discount to .4) .

0.40

$250 .00

$100.00

ANH

01/31/2018

Meeting with Starks and MAE to discuss status and course of action moving foiward . (.8)
(discount to .4).

0.40

$230 .00

$92.00

Timekeeper

Time

Rate

Total

Michael Ealy

0.4

$250.00

$100.00

Annie Harris

0.4

$230.00

$92.00

Subtotal

$192.00

Total

$192.00

Payment (03/09/2018)

-$192.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance

New Charges

$26,589.25

$192 .00

Payments Received

) -(

$192 .00

Total Amount Outstandin g

)=

$_26_:,,5_s_9_.2_5 _ __ _____,

,
I __ _ _ _ _

Trust Account
Date

Type

Description

Matter

07/10/2019

12806

12/11/2019

12806

Receipts

Payments
$10,000.00

$10,000.00
Trust Account Balance

Balance
$10,000.00
$0.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.

Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN, Iv1ARFICE.
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
A TTOR NEYS

A T

Invoice# 181778
Date: 06/05/2018
Due Date: 06/20/2018

L A W

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

MAE

Date

Description

01/30/2018

Telephone conference with realtor Amber Wheelock re: dlscuss timing for lien recordation
and foreclosure (.2) (no charge).

Timekeeper

Time

Time

Michael Ealy

0.20

Rate

0.2

Rate

Total

$0.00

$0.00

Total

$0 .00

$0.00

Subtotal

$0.00

Total

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Ba lance
$26,589.25

New Charges
+

$0 .00

Payments Received
)-(

$0.00

Description

Matter

Total Amount Outstanding

)= ~I_ _ _ _ _$_2_6~,s_a9_.2_s _ __ ______.·1

Trust Account
Date

Type

07/10/2019

12806

12/11/2019

12806

Receipts

Payments

$10,000.00
$10,000.00
Trust Account Balance

Balance

$10,000.00
$0.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.

Page 1 of 1
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INVOICE

RAMSD-EN , !\1ARFICE,
: EALY & HARRIS, LLP
A T T O R N E Y S

A T

L A W

Invoice# 181779
Date: 06/05/2018
Due Date: 06/20/2018

---

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum , ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

ANH

03/27/2018

Check Kootenai County records to determine wh ether foreclosure action fil ed by deadline;
email client re status of same.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

ANH

03/29/2018

Email exchange with client re next steps from filing foreclosure action.

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

AN H

05/10/2018

Email correspondence with client re service of complaint on US Bank; message to atty JD
Hallin re authorization for rece ipt of service .

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

MAE

05/11/2018

Review Verified Complaint filed by McCarthy Corporation (.2); telephone conference from
Craig Stark re : discuss defense of same (.4 ),

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

ANH

05/11/2018

Study complaint provided by client; email correspondence re service and course of action.

0.20

$250 .00

$50 .00

MAE

05/15/2018

Receive email from cl ient Craig Stark re: notice of service of process on Stark Investment
Group, LLC.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

NV

05/16/2018

Initial preparation of Notice of Appearance (.3); initial draft of Answer and Counterclaim
(.7).

1.00

$95.00

$95.00

ANH

05/16/2018

Study complaint and discovery requests (.2); emails to JD Hallin re deadlines to answer
and client re necessary documents to produce [.2].

0.40

$250.00

$100.00

MAE

05/17/2018

Evaluate status of service of process on Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC
and direct filing for Notice of Appearance for both parties.

0.40

$250.00

$100.00

ANH

05/17/2018

Email correspondence with Michelle Stark re deadlines for production of documents.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

05/24/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss Answer and Counterclaim (2.0 split to 1.0).

1.00

$250 .00

$250 .00

AN H

05/24/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss Answer and Counterclaim (2 .0 split to 1.0).

1.00

$230.00

$230.00

AN H

05/24/2018

Beg in drafting answer, counterclaim and discovery requests .

3.00

$250.00

$750.00

MAE

05/29/2018

Review email from client Craig Stark re: Answer and Counterclaim (.1); prepare email to
Craig Stark re: respond to same (.2).

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

Timekeeper

Time

Time

Rate

Rate

Total

Total

Michael Ealy

2.4

$250 .00

$600.00

Annie Harris

4.0

$250 .00

$1,000 .00

Ann ie Harris

1.0

$230 .00

$230 .00

Nicole Vigil

1.0

$95.00

$95.00

Subtotal

$1,925.00

Tota l

$1 ,925. 00

Page 1 of 2
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Payment (06/12/2018)

-$1,925.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$1,925.00

) -(

Payments Received
$1,925.00

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.

Page 2 of 2
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I

INVOICE

RAMSDEN , MARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS. LLP :
I

A T TORNE Y S

A T

LAW

Invoice# 182253
Date: 07/11/2018
Due Date: 07/26/2018

~--

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

MAE

06/01/2018

Telephone conference with Craig Stark re: discuss extension to file/serve Answer and
Counterclaim (.2); telephone conference to attorney J.P. Hallin re: request for extension to
06/15/18 to file Answer & Counterclaim (.2); plan and prepare for Answer & Counterclaim
(1.0).

1.40

$250.00

$350.00

MAE

06/11/2018

Review client documents and notations re: McCarthy claim (2.0); further preparation of
Answer and Counterclaim (.6).

2.60

$250.00

$650.00

MAE

06/12/2018

Further preparation of Answer and Counterclaim.

4.50

$250.00

$1,125.00

MAE

06/13/2018

Further preparation of Answer and Counterclaim (2.8); telephone conference from
attorney Conrad Aiken re: U.S. Bank's tender of defense (.7); telephone conference with
client Craig Stark re: discuss U.S. Bank's tender of defense (4).

3.90

$250.00

$975.00

MAE

06/14/2018

Further preparation of Answer and Counterclaim ( 1.0); preparation of email to Craig Stark
re: enclose Answer & Counterclaim for review with comments (.1 ); review Notice of
Appearance filed by attorney Conrad Aiken for defendant, US Bank (.1 ).

1.20

$250.00

$300.00

NV

06/14/2018

Draft Notices of Service for Defendant Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group's Answers
and Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Discovery requests.

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

ANH

06/14/2018

Study documents and notes provided by client for discovery; draft responses to
interrogatories and requests for production.

4.50

$250.00

$1,125.00

MAE

06/15/2018

Review email from Craig Stark with proposed edits and revisions to Answer and
Counterclaim (.3); further preparation of Answer and Counterclaim (.4); telephone
conference from attorney Conrad Aiken with attached Deed of Trust and Loan Agreement
from US Bank (.2); preparation of email to Craig Stark re forward US Bank documents
with comments (.2); edit and revise Answer and Counterclaim (.2).

1.30

$250.00

$325.00

NV

06/15/2018

Preparation of correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel enclosing Answer & Counterclaim,
Notice of Service and Stark's responses to Plaintiffs First Discovery Responses .

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

ANH

06/15/2018

Organize and prepare documents for production to opposing party per discovery requests.

2.80

$250.00

$700.00

ANH

06/15/2018

Revisions to discovery responses per client comments .

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

ANH

06/15/2018

Email exchanges with Craig and Michelle Stark re additional information for discovery
responses.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

06/18/2018

Prepare additional discovery requests per client's suggestion and finalize for client's
review.

1.50

$250.00

$375.00

NV

06/20/2018

Finalize Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group's First Set of Interrogatories and
Requests for Production to McCarthy Corporation (.2); preparation of email to Craig &
Michelle Stark enclosing same (.1 ); compute deadline for plaintiffs to respond to same

0.40

$95.00

$38.00

Time

Rate

Total

,(,1 ).

Page 1 of 2
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MAE

06/28/2018

Review Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum re: Scott McArthur (.1 ); review Notice of
Subpoena Duces Tecum re: H2 Surveying, LLC (.1).

0.20

$250.00

Services Subtotal

$50,00

$6,235.50

Expenses

06/15/2018

Fax transmission expense @ 1.00/page.

$16.00

Michael Ealy

Nicole Vigil

Expenses Subtotal

$156.08

15.1

$250.00

$3,775.00

0.9

$95.00

$85.50

Subtotal

$6,391.58

Total

$6,391.58

Payment (07/11/2018)

-$6,391.58

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
New Charges

Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

$6,391.58

Payments Received

H

$6,391.58

Total Amount Outstanding

)=

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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- - -

INVOICE
Invoice# 182620
Date: 08/07/2018
Due Date: 08/22/2018

- -

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

0.20

$95.00

$19. 00

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

Review letter from attorney Ted McCaskill re: tender of defense of U.S. Bank including
Indemnity Agreement.

0.50

$250 .00

$125.00

07/11/2018

Revisions to first draft of subpoenas to Justin Sternberg and Rick Tabbish .

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

ANH

07/11/2018

Receive and review tender of defense and indemnity agreement from US Bank counsel.

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

MAE

07/12/2018

Review Answer and Counterclaim filed by McCarthy Corporation.

0.20

$250.00

$50 .00

NV

07/12/2018

Revise Subpoena Duces Tecum for Justin Sternberg and Rick Tabbish.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

ANH

07/12/2018

Emails and phon~ discussion with clients re tender of defense from US Bank.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

NV

07/09/2018

Initial draft of Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum to Justi n Sternberg (2 ).

ANH

07/10/2018

Email correspondence to clients re status of subpoenas, answer to counterclaim and court
status conference [.1 ]; phone discussion with Craig Stark re same [.1].

MAE

07/11/2018

ANH

07/12/2018

Revisions to second draft of subpoenas to Justin Sternberg and Rick Tabbish.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

07/13/2018

Telephone conference with attorney Ted McCaskill re: discuss tender of defense (.3);
telephone conference with Craig Stark re; discuss tender of defense matters (.4);
telephone conference with Scott McArthur re: discuss Subpoena Duces Tecum and
production of documents to McCarthy Corp. (.6).

1.30

$250.00

$325.00

ANH

07/13/2018

Study text conversations provided by Stark re Scott McArthur and designate portions
throughout to omit from discovery for lack of relevance/personal.

2.00

$250.00

$500.00

ANH

07/13/2018

Finalize subpoenas and send to Craig Stark; correspondence from Craig Stark re
additional questions on subpoenas; forward to Mike Ealy for further discussion of same .

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

NV

07/16/2018

Initial draft of Notice of Substitution of Counsel re: attorney for US Bank (.3); revise
Subpoena Duces Tecum for Justin Sternberg (.1 ), Steel Structures of America (.1) and
Rick Tabbish (.1 ).

0.60

$95.00

$57.00

MAE

07/16/2018

Communicate with attorney Conrad Aiken re: US Bank's tender of defense to Craig and
Michelle Stark.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

07/16/2018

Additional revisions to subpoenas and correspondence to N Vigil re finalization of same.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

07/17/2018

Final preparation of Substitution of Counsel (.2); preparation of email to attorney Conrad
Aiken re: Substitution of Counsel for execution (.1 ).

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

MAE

07/18/2018

Review attorney Ted McCaskill's letter to attorney Conrad Aiken re: tender of defense.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

ANH

07/20/2018

Correspondence with JD Hallin re request for extension on discovery responses and
supplemental discovery.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

AN H

07/20/2018

Email to clients re discovery issues; phone discussion with clients re McArthur texts and
supplemental discovery response; revise response and forward to client for approval.

0.40

$250.00

$100.00
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j

07/31/2018

MAE

Continue to review documents produced by Scott McArthur to McCarthy Corporation
(2.0); receive Amended Notice of Court Trial and Pretrial Conference (.1 ).

2.10

$250.00 $525.00

Michael Ealy

5.3

$250.00

$1,325.00

Nicole Vigil

1.0

$95.00

$95.00

Subtotal

$2,920.00

Total

$2,920.00

Payment (08/07/2018)

·$2,920.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$2,920.00

) -(

Payments Received
$2,920.00

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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i

INVOICE

RAMSDEN, lv1ARF1CE,
EALY & HARRIS. LLP
----

A T T O R N E 'I S

A T

L A W

Invoice# 183114
Date: 09/12/2018
Due Date: 09/27/2018

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

08/01/2018

Review email from Craig Stark re : status of discovery responses from McCarthy (.1);
preparation of email to Craig Stark re: respond to same (.1 ).

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

08/01/2018

Correspondence from C Stark and M Ealy re discovery status and extens1ons re same.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

08/02/2018

Telephone conference with Craig Stark re : discuss status of discovery matters.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

ANH

08/02/2018

Correspondence with C Stark and JD Hallin re status of discovery responses.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

ANH

08/02/2018

Finalize supplemental discovery responses attaching Stark-McArthur texts.

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

NV

08/06/2018

Receive and process pretrial scheduling order and docket all case deadlines and
reminders.

1.20

$95.00

$114.00

ANH

08/06/2018

Email to JD Hallin re status of discovery responses.

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

MAE

08/07/201 8

Rev iew Plaintiff/Counterdefendan t, McCarthy Co rporation 's Answers and Responses to
Defendants/Cou nterclai mants' First Set of Interrogatories an d Requests for Production,
including documents produced.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

08/09/2018

Read and review written discovery responses by McCarthy [.3]; emails with Michelle Stark
re initial review of documents and meeting to discuss same [.1].

0.40

$250 .00

$100.00

ANH

08/13/2018

Review and revise current subpoenas and forward same to client for review.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

08/15/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss McCarthy's discovery responses (1.4) (split
in 1/2 with Annie Harris).

0.70

$250 .00

$175 .00

ANH

08/15/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re : discuss McCarthy's discovery responses (1 .4) (split
in 1/2 with Mike Ealy).

0.70

$250 .00

$175.00

ANH

08/16/2018

Receive and review supplemental discovery produced by McCarthy [.4]; emails with Craig
Stark re same [.1].

0.50

$250 .00

$125 .00

ANH

08/20/2018

Finalize Subpoenas Duces Tecum and Notices of same for McCarthy Capital ; Jason
Cheyne, Justin Sternberg and Steel Structures America, Inc. (.2); preparation of email to
client Craig Stark re : enclose same for review with comments (.1 ).

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

MAE

08/20/2018

Review email from Craig Stark re: revised subpoe nas (.1); confer with attorney Annie
Harris re: discovery matters including revised subpoenas (.2).

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

ANH

08/21 /2018

Review email from Cra ig Stark re: subpoenas and discovery matters; prepare response
addressing same.

0.60

$250 .00

$150.00

MAE

08/21/2018

Review email from Craig Stark re: status of proposed subpoena duces tecum to fact
witnesses including Justin Sternberg and Jason Cheyne (.1 ); confer with attorney Annie
Harris re: preparation of subpoenas duces tecum and related discovery matters (.2).

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00
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MAE

08/22/2018 Telephone conference with engineer Scott McArthur re: Patrick Jennings (.4); additional
telephone call from Scott McArthur re: same (.1 }.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

08/24/2018 · Evaluate status of appearance by US Bank and request to file Answer by McCarthy·
Corporation.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

NV

08/27/2018

Initial draft of US Bank's Answer to Verified Complaint.

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

MAE

08/29/2018

Communication with Gavin Mobraten, Vice-President, Vice-President Commercial
Relationship Manager, US Bank re: meet to discuss representation of U.S. Bank (.2):
preparation of draft Answer to McCarthy Corp. Verified Complaint (.3); meet with Gavin
Mobraten re: discuss representation (.6) (split in 1/2 with attorney Annie Harris} (.3);
receive email from Gavin Mobraten re: approved form and consent of proposed US
Bank's Answer to Verified Complaint (.1 ); confer with Annie Harris re: affirmative defenses
(.1);

1.00

$250.00 $250.00

ANH

08/31/2018

Review draft answer for US Bank and make final revisions for filing same.

0.20

$250.00

Services Subtotal

$50.00
$2,234.00

Expenses

08/22/2018

Fax transmission expense @ 1.00/page.

$27.00
Expenses Subtotal

$27.00

. Michael Ealy

4.1

$250.00

$1,025.00

Nicole Vigil

2.2

$95.00

$209.00

Subtotal

$2,261.00

Total

$2,261.00

Payment (09/12/2018)

-$2,261.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$2,261.00

) -(

Payments Received
$2,261.00

Total Amount Outstanding

}=
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Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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1

INVOICE

RAl\1SDEN . MARF.ICE.
EALY 1& HARRIS. LLP
-

A T T O R N E Y S

A T

L A W

-

Invoice# 183698
Date: 10/11/2018
Due Date: 10/26/2018

--

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum , ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Description

Date

Time

Rate

Total

NV

09/04/2018

Preparation of email to process server re: enclose Subpoena Duces T ecums for Steel
Structures of America and Justin Sternberg for service (.2); preparation of fax to attorney
Jonathon Hallin re: enclose Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum for Patrick Jennings (.2).

0.40

$95.00

$38.00

ANH

09/04/2018

Message to JD Hallin re acceptance of service for Cheyne/McCarthy Capital subpoenas.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

NV

09/06/2018

Preparation of email to Michelle Stark re: enclose Affidavits of Service re: Subpoenas
Duces Tecum for Justin Sternberg and Steel Structures America with comment, including
process server invoice re: same; finalize Affidavits of Service for Justin Sternberg and
Steel Structures America, Inc. for filing (.2): docket last day for Justin Sternberg and Steel
Structures America, Inc. to abide by Subpoena Duces Tecum (.1 ).

0.50

$95.00

$47.50

ANH

09/06/2018

Follow up correspondence to JD Hallin re acceptance of service of subpoenas.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

NV

09/11/2018

Preparation of email to process server re: enclose Subpoena Duces Tecum for McCarthy
Capital and Jason Cheyne.

0.10

$95.00

$9.50

NV

09/13/2018

Continue to draft Craig Stark's Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production
to McCarthy Corporation.

0.60

$95.00

$57.00

ANH

09/17/2018

Phone discussion with Justin Sternberg re questions on subpoena duces tecum.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

ANH

09/17/2018

Phone discussion with process server re difficulty serving Jason Cheyne and McCarthy
Capital.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

NV

09/19/2018

Finalize Affidavits of Service for filing re: Jason Cheyne, Patrick Jennings and McCarthy
Capital (.3); preparation of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: enclose invoices for
payment of service and affidavits of service (.1 ).

0.40

$95.00

$38.00

NV

09/21/2018

Docket Subpoenas Duces Tecum for Jason Cheyne, McCarthy Capital & Patrick Jennings
and Affidavits of Service re: same for case file.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MAE

09/26/2018

Review communication between Craig Stark, George Bush and Gavin Mobraten re- status
of Stark loan extension with US Bank.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

ANH

09/27/2018

Receive and review correspondence from JD Hallin re subpoena issued to McCarthy
Capital.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

Services Subtotal

$409.00

Expenses
Date
09/04/2018

Description
Fax transmission expense @ 1.00/page.

Total
$7.00
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Expenses Subtotal

$7.00

Michael Ealy

0.1

$250.00

$25.00

Nicole Vigil

2.2

$95.00

$209.00

Subtotal

$416.00

Total

$416.00

Payment (10/11/2018)

-$416.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$416.00

) -(

Payments Received
$416.00

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN, MARFICE ,
EALY &HARRIS, LLP

1

I

I

ATTORNEYS

AT

LA W

Invoice# 184182
Date: 11/07/2018
Due Date: 11/22/2018

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

Ai'JH

10/01/2018

Receive and study emails and texts produced by Justin Sternberg in response to
subpoena.

0,30

$250 .00

$75.00

ANH

10/01/2018

Conference with Patrick Jennings re subpoena and limited knowledge of project.

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

ANH

10/01/2018

Email to Craig and Michelle Stark re status of subpoenas and limited information received
to date.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

10/03/2018

Review email from Michelle Stark re : reporting meeting and recommendation from IBOL
investigator Allan Sharp and respond to same (.1 ); telephone conference with Craig and
Michelle Stark re: discuss Sharp recommendation and related defense matters including
status of discovery (.5).

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

NV

10/03/2018

Preparation of documents received by Justin Sternberg in response to Subpoena Duces
Tecum to forward to Craig and Michelle Stark (.2); preparation of email to Craig and
Michelle Stark re: enclose same (.1 ).

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

MAE

10/08/2018

Review email from Craig Stark re: request estimated litigation budget and respond to
same (.1 ); initial preparation of estimated litigation budget (.2).

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

MAE

10/10/2018

Review email from claims counsel Ted McCaskill re: request for status report on case
matters.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

10/12/2018

Preparation of email with attachment to Craig and Michelle Stark re: enclose estimated
litigation budget with comments (.1 ); preparation of email to Westcor Land Title claims
counsel Ted McCaskill re: request for case status report (.1 ).

0.20

$250 .00

$50.00

NV

10/16/2018

Preparation of memo to attorney Michael Ealy re: discovery and subpoena status and
initial preparation of status report to Westcor Land Title claims counsel Ted McCaskill for
Michael Ealy.

1.00

$95.00

$95.00

MAE

10/18/2018

Telephone conference from attorney JD Hallin re: discuss case matters including
deposition scheduling matters (.4); preparation of email to Michelle Stark re: report status
of deposition scheduling matters (.1 ).

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

10/18/2018

Review status of plaintiffs discovery answers and responses and return on served
subpoenas (.4); Initial plan and prepare for depositions of Rob McCarthy and Jason
Cheyne (.6).

1.00

$250.00

$250.00

MAE

10/19/2018

Further communication with attorney JD Hallin re: seek to confirm scheduling of
depositions of Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

NV

10/19/2018

Initial preparation of Notices of Deposition of Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne for
attorney Michael Ealy.

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

MAE

10/23/2018

Communication with Michelle Stark re: deposition scheduling matters.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

10/24/2018

Review email from Craig Stark re: questions regarding case related matters (.1 );
preparation of email to Criag Stark re: answers to questions regarding case related
matters (.2); preparation of email to Westcor Land Title claims counsel Ted McCaskill re:
status report (.4).

0.70

$250.00

$175.00
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10/29/2018

NV

Preparation of email to court reporter re: scheduling the depositions of Jason Cheyne and
Rob McCarthy.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

Michael Ealy

4.3

$250.00

Nicole Vigil

1.8

$95.00

$171.00

Subtotal

$1,421.00

Total

$1,421.00

Payment (11/08/2018)

-$1,421.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

$1,075.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

New Charges
+

$1,421.00

Payments Received

) -(

Total Amount Outstanding

$1,421.00

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN . MARFICE . .
EALY &HARRIS, LLP

Invoice# 184726
Date: 12/06/2018
Due Date: 12/21/2018

1

--

-

A T T O R N E Y S

A T

L A W

-- - -

I

I

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Rate

Time

Total

MAE

11/07/2018

Review Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Defendant
U.S. Bank.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

11/14/2018

Preparation of email and attachment to Craig Stark re: Notice of Examination.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

11/16/2018

Preparation of email to attorney Gavin Mobraten re: Plaintiffs First Set of Discovery to US
Bank with comments (.2); telephone conference from Craig & Michelle Stark re: discuss
discovery and deposition matters (.5).

0.70

$250.00

$175.00

MEJ

11/26/2018

Meet with M. Ealy re: discuss facts underlying matter in connection with outstanding
dlscovery requests to US Bank (.3)

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

MAE

11/27/2018

Meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re: plaintiffs discovery to US Bank and preparation of
answers and responses to same (.1) (no charge); preparation of email to Gavin Mobraten,
US Bank re:· preparation of answers and responses to plaintiffs discovery (.1).

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

11/27/2018

Email to US Bank re: schedule review of discovery requests to US Bank.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MEJ

11/29/2018

Telephone call with J.D. Hallin re: Extension of time for responses to discovery requests
due to US Bank.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MEJ

11/29/2018

Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Bush re: confirm discovery extension provided by
plaintiffs.

0.20

$250 .00

$50.00

MAE

11/29/2018

Preparation for depositions of: Craig Stark, Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne including
review of relevant file documents.

1.60

$250.00

$400 .00

MAE

11/30/2018

Preparation for depositions of Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne re: review project
documents including contract, invoices and email communications and direct Nicole Vigil
to organize same.

2.00

$250.00

$500.00

Services Subtotal

$1,400.00

Expenses
Date
11/30/2018

Description

Total

Photocopies @ .20/page.

$13.20
Expenses Subtotal

Timekeeper

Time

Michael Ealy

Rate
4.7

$13.20

Total
$250.00

$1,175.00
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Subtotal

$1,413.20

Total

$1,413.20

Payment (12/07/2018)

·$1,413.20

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$1,413.20

) -(

Payments Received
$1,413.20

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAl\,1SDEN, MARFICEr:
: EALY & HARRIS. LLP
1

1

-

ATTOR N EYS

AT

l

AW

~

Invoice # 185356
Date: 01/08/2019
Due Date: 01/23/2019

I

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

12/03/2018

Telephone call with Cra1g and Michelle Stark re; reschedule meeting for deposition
preparation to Dec. 5 (.1) (no charge); continued preparation for the depositions of Rob
McCarthy, Jason Cheyne and Craig Stark including review of Bid Items, Invoices and
summaries and outline changes to Invoice No. 2488 (5.8).

5.80

$250.00

$1,450.00

MAE

12/04/2018

Continued preparation for the depositions of Rob McCarthy, Jason Cheyne and Craig
Stark including review of status of discovery answers and responses from McCarthy
Corporation.

1.80

$250.00

$450 .00

MEJ

12/04/2018

Call with Gavin Mobraten and George Busch at US Bank re: review first set of discovery
requests and begin preparation of responses to first set of interrogatories and request for
production of documents.

1.10

$250.00

$275.00

MEJ

12/04/2018

Review discovery requests from McCarthy; Complaint; and US Bank Answer to prepare
for meeting with US Bank and discussing responses to interrogatories and necessary
documents to produce.

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

MAE

12/05/2018

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss deposition preparation and case related
matters including mediation matters.

2.20

$250 .00

$550.00

MAE

12/06/2018

Continued preparation for the depositions of Rob McCarthy, Jason Cheyne and Craig
Stark including review of documents provided by Craig Stark during December 5 meeting .

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

12/06/2018

Prepare initial draft of US Bank's Responses to Plaintiff McCarthy's First Set of Discovery
Requests to Defendant US Bank.

3.90

$250.00

$975.00

MEJ

12/06/2018

Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Busch re: gather documents to prepare US Bank's
responses to McCarthy's Discovery Requests to US Bank.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

12/10/2018

Attend deposition of Craig Stark at law office of Lukins & Annis in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
(5.5) (discount to 4.5).

4.50

$250.00

$1 ,125.00

NV

12/11/2018

Initial preparation of deposition exhibits for the depositions of Rob McCarthy and Jason
Cheyne for attorney Mike Ealy.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MEJ

12/11/2018

Communication with Gavin Mobraten regarding document production in preparation for
US Bank's responses to BFI First Set of Discovery Requests.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

12/11/2018

Preparation for depositions of Robert McCarthy and Jason Cheyne including review of
invoices produced by McCarthy in discovery and quantities dispute and quantities
calculations.

2.20

$250.00

$550.00

MAE

12/12/2018

Prepare for the depositions of Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne including the
identification and copying of anticipated deposition exhlbits(6.8); telephone conference
with Scott McArthur re: discuss quantity calculations and issues with excavation of the
barrow pit (.6); receive email from Scott McArthur re: marked location of "Scarcello" pit (.1)
(no charge); receive email from attorney J.D. Hallin re: produce discovery document

7.50

$250.00

$1,875.00
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Agreement for Sale/Purchase of Timber (.1 ); preparation of email to Craig Stark re:
marked location of "Scarcello" pit and comments regarding same (.1) (no charge).

MEJ

12/12/2018 Prepare and review US Bank's responses to McCarthy Corp First Set of Discovery

7.30 $250.00 $1,825.00

Requests to US Bank and review documents provided by US Bank on construction loan
file to review for privileged communication and confidential information.

MAE

12/13/2018 Further preparation for deposition of Rob McCarthy including review of anticipated
deposition exhibits (1.0); attend and take the deposition of Rob McCarthy (5.5); further

8.30 . $250.00 $2,075.00

preparation of deposition of Jason Cheyne Including review of quantities dispute and
barrow pit excavation issues (1.8).

MEJ

12/13/2018 Draft Privilege Log for withholding US Bank's confidential documents.

1.10 $250.00

MEJ

12/13/2018 Meet with Craig Stark to discuss McCarthy's deposition and thoughts on case. (no charge)

0.30

$0.00

$0.00

NV

12/14/2018 Draft Notice of Service re: Defendant U.S. Bank's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's

0.20

$95.00

$19,00

0.10 $250,00

$25.00

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

0.10

$95.00

$9.50

1.90 $250.00

$475.00

$275.00

First Set of Discovery Requests to Defendant U.S. Bank.

MEJ

12/14/2018 Make revisions to US Bank's responses to McCarthy's First Set of Discovery Requests to
US Bank pursuant to G. Mobraten's request.

NV

12/18/2018 Preparation of email to attorney J.D. Hallin re: request documents missing in discovery
received from McCarthy corporation.

NV

12/20/2018 Initial preparation of letter to attorney J.D. Hallin re: discovery documents for attorney
Mike Ealy.

MEJ

12/20/2018 Draft subpoena duces tecum for: Basin Industrial Services; Conmat; Faubion; Hawks
Trucking, and Jeff Priest for communications and invoices between entities and McCarthy
Corporation.

MEJ

12/21/2018 Research re: service of a foreign subpoena on party in Montana.

0.40 $250.00

$100.00

MEJ

12/21/2018 Draft Notice of Intent to Serve Subpoena Duces Tecum (nine total).

0.40 $250.00

$100.00
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MEJ

12/21/2018

Email to Craig and Michelle Stark Re: Discuss second set of discovery requests and
subpoenas to various parties Involved in dispute.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MEJ

12/27/2018

Email revised draft of Second Set of Discovery Requests to McCarthy Corp. to clients for
their review.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

12/27/2018

Respond to email from clients re: withholding subpoenas and discovery requests.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

12/31/2018

Receive deposition transcripts of Craig Stark and Robert McCarthy.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

Services Subtotal

$16,798.00

Expenses

12/12/2018

Photocopies@ .20/page.

$49.80

Michael Ealy

Expenses Subtotal

$49.80

43.7

$250.00

$10,925.00

0.7

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$16,847.80

Marcus Johnson

Total

$16,847.80

Payment (01/08/2019)

-$16,847.80

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

New Charges
+

$16,847.80

Payments Received

) -(

$16,847.80

Total Amount Outstanding

)=

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00
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Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RA1\1SDEN, MARFICE.
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
ATTORN E YS

AT

Invoice # 185932
Date: 02/08/2019
Due Date: 02/23/2019

L AW

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

MAE

01/02/2019

Preparation of email to attorney J.D. Hallin re: mediation scheduling and renewed request
for discovery documents from McCarthy Corporation (.1 ): initial review of deposition
transcripts of Craig Stark, Rob McCarthy and Jason Cheyne (.4).

NV

01/02/2019

MEJ

Time

Rate

Total

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

Preparation of email to process server regardlng the service of Subponea Duces Tecums
to: Conmat Inc. ; Felix Lopez, d/b/a Felix Lopez Trucking ; Hawks Trucking , LLC; and Jeff
Pries t.

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

01/02/2019

Coordinate service of Subpoena Duces Tecum on parties outlined in Notice of Intent to
Serve and email to client.

0.50

$250 . 00

$125.00

MAE

01/03/2019

Preparation of email with attachments to Cralg and Michelle Stark re: Errata Sheet and
deposition transcripts for Craig Stark, Robert McCarthy and Jason Cheyne (.2); review
email from M&M Court Reporting re: printed copl es of transcripts (.1) (no charge); review
email communication from J.D. Hallin re: discovery documents and production of same
(.1) (no charge) .

0.20

$250 .00

$50 .00

MAE

01/07/2019

Receive deposition invoices for Craig Stark, Robert McCarthy and Jason Chenye and
forward for payment (.1) (no charge).

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

01/07/2019

Prepare report on Jeff Priest and Harold Faubion ln order to determine current address for
service of subpoena duces tecum.

0.20

$250 .00

$50.00

MEJ

01/08/2019

Phone call from Jeremy Hawkins of Hawks Trucking Re : Received subpoena and will be
coming to office on 1/9 to deliver documents.

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

MEJ

01/08/2019

Coordinate Foreign Subpoena Service with NV and Montana District Court.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

NV

01/09/2019

Compile documents received from Jeremy Hawkins of Hawks Trucking in responses to
the Subpoena Duces Tecum that was issued.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MEJ

01/09/2019

Modify Subpoena Duces Tecum based on Montana Court requrements; email to JD Hallin
to provide copy of updated Subpoena in accordance with Idaho Ru les of Civil Procedure.

0.30

$250 .00

$75.00

NV

01/11/2019

Finalize Affidavits of Service for filing re: Subpoenas Duces Tecum for Conmat; Harold
Faubion Trucking ; Felix Lopez; Hawks Trucking ; Interstate Concrete; Jeff Priest; and
Western States Equipment Company.

0.30

$95 .00

$28.50

MAE

01/1 1/2019

Preparation of emall to mediator John Guin and attorney J.D. Hallin re: mediation dates.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

01/14/201 9

Final review of Craig Stark's deposition transcript re: corrections to same (.5); review
email from attorney John Guin re : available mediation dates (.1).

0.60

$250.00

$150 .00

MAE

01/15/2019

Preparation of email to Craig Stark re; proposed corrections to his deposition transcript
(.3); review email from Craig Stark re: address same (.1); direct Nicole Vigil to draft
corrections on Errata Sheet for Craig Stark (.1) (no charge).

0.40

$250.00

$100.00
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NV

01/16/2019 Initial preparation of errata sheet re: Craig Stark's deposition transcript for attorney Mike

0.40

$95.00

$38.00

Ealy.

MEJ

01/16/2019 Analyze and compare documents received from Hawks Trucking and those produced by

0.50 $250.00 $125.00

McCarthy.

MAE

01/17/2019 Communication with Craig and Michelle Stark and mediator John Guin re: discuss and

1.00 $250.00 $250.00

confirm mediation availablllty (.5); receive mediation confirmation letter from John Guin
and forward to Craig and Michelle Stark (.1 ); final r~vision to Craig Stark's Errata Sheet
and forward to Craig Stark (.2); telephone conference with Kootenai County Prosecutor
Jed Whittaker re: prosecution of criminal fraud (.4) (discount to .2).

MAE

01/18/2019 Review documents received from Conrhat Inc. in response to Subpoena Duces Tecum
(.2); review documents received from Western States in response to Subpoena Duces

0.40 $250.00 $100.00

Tecum (.1 ); review email from Craig Stark to Allan Sharp re; ConMat invoices (.1 ).

MEJ

01/18/2019 Email to Jeremy Hawkins re: Meet and confer to produce invoices to McCarthy
Corporation dated May 18, 2017, and May 19, 2017.

0.30 $250.00

$75.00

MEJ

01/22/2019 Review Invoices Supplemental Invoices from Hawks Trucking after meet and confer.

0.20 $250.00

$50.00

MEJ

01/23/2019 Email to Harold Faubion Re: Confirming receipt of subpoena documents.

0.20 $250.00

$50.00

MEJ

01/24/2019 Call from Felix Lopez Re: Producing documents responsive to Subpoena Ducas Tecum.

0.30 $250.00

$75.00

MEJ

01/25/2019 Prepare email to Gavin Mobraten at US Bank Re: Maturity date on Stark Loan.

0.20 $250.00

$50.00

Services Subtotal

$2,408.50

Expenses

01/11/2019

Prodigy Process Serving for J. Hawkins, J. Priest, H. Faubion, F. Lopez, and ConMat.

$370.00

01/18/2019 Process Service fee on Basin Industrial Services, Inc with Attorneys Process Service of Montana.

Michael Ealy

4.1

$65.00
Expenses Subtotal

$505.00

$250.00

$1,025.00
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Marcus Johnson

$250.00

$975.00

Subtotal

$2,913.50

Total

$2,913.50

Payment (02/13/2019)

-$2,913.50

Balance Owing

$0.00

3.9

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$2,913.50

)-(

Payments Received
$2,913.50

Total Amount Outstanding

)=

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will.be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE
Invoice# 186512
Date: 03/12/2019
Due Date: 03/27/2019
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

02/01/2019

Telephone conference from attorney J.D. Hallin re: deposition status and mediation
matters.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

NV

02/05/2019

Preparation of email to Craig Stark re: attaching deposition exhibits with comments.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MAE

02/05/2019

Review and respond to email from Craig Stark re: mediation preparation (.1 ); review
outline from Craig Stark and initial preparation of ou tllne for confidential mediation
statement to mediator John Guin (2.4).

2.50

$250 .00

$625.00

MAE

02/07/2019

Review email with attachment from Craig Stark re: deposition highlights to project story.

0.20

$250 .00

$50.00

MEJ

02/12/2019

Review email from Felix Lopez Re : Invoice with McCarthy Corporation in response to
Subpoena Duces Tecum.

0.10

$250.00

$25 .00

MAE

02/13/2019

Review and respond to email from Craig Stark re : confirm Scott McArthur to attend
mediation. (.1) (no charge).

0.10

$0 .00

$0 .00

MAE

02/14/2019

Initial preparation of confidential mediation statement to John Guin including review of
material quantity dispute and deposition testimony of Jason Cheyne and Robert
McCarthy.

4.00

$250 .00

$1,000 .00

MEJ

02/15/2019

Prepare letter to JD Hallin Re: Supplementing Discovery Responses with documents
received in response Subpoena Duces Tecum .

0.40

$250.00

$100.00

MAE

02/15/2019

Further preparation of confidential mediation statement to mediator John Guin (2.2):
preparation of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: status of same and confirm Jason
Cheyne and Robert McCarthy waived the right to read and sign thei r deposition
transcripts (.1) (no charge).

2.20

$250.00

$550.00

NV

02/15/2019

Finalize correspondence to attorney J.D. Hallin re: production of documents received in
response to the Supboenas Duces Tecum (.2).

0.20

$95 .00

$19.00

MAE

02/18/2019

Further preparation of confidential mediation statement to John Guin and forward working
draft to Craig and Michelle Stark to review (6 .0) (reduce to 5.0); receive email from Craig
Stark with suggested edits and revisions to mediation statement and acknowledge same
(.1) (no charge) .

5.00

$250.00

$1,250 .00

MAE

02/19/2019

Further and final preparation of confidential mediation statement to mediator John Guin
(1 .8); preparation of multiple emai ls (7) with attachments to John Guin re: confidential
mediation statement and referenced exhibits (.4);

2.20

$250.00

$550.00

MEJ

02/19/2019

Email exchange with Gavin and George at US Bank Re : authorization for mediation on 2/
22/19.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

02/20/2019

Review email from Michelle Stark re: report that J . Cheyne no longer works for R.
McCarthy and respond to same (.1 ); receive email from engineer Scott McArthur re:
confirm attendance at mediation and respond to same (.1) (no charge).

0.10

$250.00

$25.00
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MEJ

02/20/2019 Email with US Bank Re: Confirmation of availability for mediation on 2/22/19.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

02/21/2019 Review email from mediator John Guin re: confirm mediation schedule (.1) (no charge);
meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re: outline proposed amendments to Complaint (.5).

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

02/22/2019 Prepare for mediation re:review documents including deposition excerpts and meet with
engineer Scott McArthur (1.0) (discount to .5); attend mediation with Craig and Michelle
Stark (8.0) (discount to 7.5).

8.00 $250.00 $2,000.00

NV

02/28/2019 Initial draft of Motion to Amend Complaint, Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint and Declaration of Counsel in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint for
attorney Mike Ealy.

0.60

$95.00

Services Subtotal

$57.00

$6,789.00

Expenses

02/27/2019 Issuance of Montana Subpoena fee.

$123.64

Michael Ealy

Expenses Subtotal

$223.64

25.6

$250.00

$6,400.00

1.1

$250.00

$275.00

Subtotal

$7,012.64

Total

$7,012.64

Payment (03/16/2019)

-$7,012.64

Balance Owing

$0.00

Marcus Johnson

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$7,012.64

) -(

Payments Received
$7,012.64

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

$10,000.00
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Trust Account Balance

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN . MARFICE,
EALY & HARRIS, LLP
-

ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

Invoice # 186996
Date: 04/15/2019
Due Date: 04/30/2019

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw .com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

iviAE

03/01/2019

Preparation of emai l wilh allachmenl to Micheile Stark re: Mediator's Report and invoice.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

03/05/2019

Review Craig Stark's email to Gavin Mobraten re: US Bank's loan extension (.1) (no
charge).

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

03/06/2019

Prepare Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint.

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

MEJ

03/07/2019

Prepare Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark's First Amended Answer and
Counterclaim.

0.90

$250.00

$225.00

MEJ

03/07/2019

Review deposition transcript of Jason Cheyne and Robert McCarthy to prepare Stark
Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark's First Amended Answer and Counterclaim.

1.10

$250.00

$275 .00

MEJ

03/07/2019

Prepare Memorandum in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to Amend
Answer and Counterclaim.

2.40

$250 .00

$600 .00

MEJ

03/08/2019

Email to Craig and Michelle Stark Re : Timellne for Motion to Amend Draft (no charge).

0.10

$0 .00

$0 .00

MEJ

03/08/2019

Continue drafting Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim.

0.80

$250.00

$200.00

MEJ

03/11/2019

Prepare Motion to Amend Complaint to add R. McCarthy and claims for CPA and Piercing
Corporate Veil.

0.60

$250 .00

$150 .00

MEJ

03/12/2019

Cont'd: Prepare draft of Memorandum in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion
to Amend Answer and Counterclaim.

1.30

$250.00

$325.00

MEJ

03/12/2019

Prepare draft of Declaration of MAE in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to
Amend Answer and Counterclaim.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MEJ

03/12/2019

Review transcript of Jason Cheyne and Rob McCarthy to pull excerpts to support
Declaration of MAE in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to Amend Answer
and Counterclaim.

0.70

$250 .00

$175.00

MEJ

03/12/2019

Email to clients Re: Draft of Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim and Supporting Memorandum (no charge).

0.20

$0.00

$0.00

NV

03/14/2019

Initial draft of the Declaration of Mike Ealy in Support of Motion to Amend, including
exhibit preparation (.6); initial draft of Notice of Hearing re: same (.2).

0.80

$95.00

$76.00

MAE

03/14/2019

Meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re: discuss strategy in regards to amending the
counterclaim (.4) (no charge); review email from Craig Stark re : motion to amend and
respond to same (.1 ).

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

MEJ

03/14/2019

Meeting with MAE to discuss Motion to Amend and supporting memorandum (billed at
MAE rate).

0.40

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

03/15/2019

Telephone conference from Craig and Michelle Stark re : discuss Motion to Amend
Complaint and related matters.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00
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MEJ

03/15/2019 Phone conference with MAE, Craig Stark, and Michelle Stark Re: likelihood of success on
merits of claims against McCarthy Capital, McCarthy Corporation, and Robert McCarthy.

0.40 $250.00

$100.00

MEJ

03/15/2019 Prepare Declaration of MAE In Support of Motion to Amend, including transcript excerpts,
Invoices, and property search screenshots.

2.40 $250.00

$600,00

MEJ

03/18/2019 Revise Statement of Facts section included in Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Amend.

1.80 $250.00

$450.00

MEJ

03/18/2019 Bonners Counter Interactive Map search for ownership of 222/230 Kootenai Bay Road to
include in Declaration of MAE in Support of Motion to Amend.

0.90 $250.00

$225.00

MEJ

03/19/2019 Finalize draft of Motion to Amend, Memorandum in Support, Declaration of MAE in
support, and Deel of Stark in Support.

2.40 $250,00

$600.00

NV

03/20/2019 Revise Declaration of Craig Stark in Support of Motion to Amend to include referenced
exhibits (.8); continued revisions to Motion to Amend and Memorandum in Support of
same for attorney Michael Ealy (1 .4).

2.20

$95.00

$209.00

MEJ

03/20/2019 Revise and continue drafting Declaration of Craig Stark in Support of Defendant's Motion
to Amend Answer and Counterclaim.

1.90 $250.00

$475.00

NV

03/21/2019 Revise Notice of Hearing re: Motion to Amend to reflect new court date.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MAE

03/25/2019 Edit and revision to Declaration of Craig Stark In Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend
Complaint.

1.20 $250.00

$300.00

MAE

03/27/2019 Further preparation of Declarations of Craig Stark and Michael A Ealy in Support of
Motion to Amend Complaint including a review of the deposition testimony of Robert
McCarthy and Jason Cheyne.

1.50 $250.00

$375.00

MEJ

03/29/2019 Revise Statement of Facts contained in Defendant's Motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim.

2.80 $250.00

$700.00
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03/31/2019 Further preparation of Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint (3.5); further edit and revision to Declaration of Craig Stark in support of same
(.2)(no charge).

MAE

3.50

$250.00

$875.00

Michael Ealy

15.5

$250.00

$3,875.00

Marcus Johnson

28.4

$250.00

$7,100.00

3.6

$95.00

$342.00

Subtotal

$11,317.00

Invoice Discount

$5,000.00

Total

$6,317.00

Payment (04/15/2019)

-$6,317.00

Balance Owing

$0.00

Nicole Vigil

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$6,317.00

) -(

Payments Received
$6,317.00

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest wlll be charged every 30 days.
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RAMSDEN. MARFICE.
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
A T T O R N E Y S

A T

L A W

INVOICE
!

Invoice# 187574
Date: 05/08/2019
Due Date: 05/23/2019

I

--

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

04/01/2019

Further preparation of Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend (4.0) (discount to
3.5); further edit and revision to draft Declaration of Craig Stark in support of same (.1 );
further preparation of Declaration of Michael A. Ealy in support of same (.1 ); preparation
of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: enclose final working documents in support of
motion to amend with exhibits (.1) (no charge).

3.70

$250.00

$925.00

MAE

04/02/2019

Finalize Motion to Amend, Memorandum and Declarations of Craig Stark and Michael A.
Ealy in support of same (4.0) (reduced to 3.5) .

3.50

$250.00

$875.00

MEJ

04/02/2019

Analyze Idaho case law re : authority to amend complaint to add principal of company to
lawsuit.

0.40

$250.00

$100.00

MEJ

04/02/2019

Revise DefendanVCounterclaimant's Proposed First Amended Answer and Counterclaim.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MEJ

04/12/2019

Prepare email to Craig and Michelle re: status of motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

04/15/2019

Telephone conference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss non-opposition to Motion to
Amend and expert witness disclosure deadlines (.2); telephone conference from Craig
and Michelle Stark re : discuss Motion to Amend hearing (.3).

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

NV

04/15/2019

Initial draft of Defendants' Expert Witness Disclosure for attorney Mike Ealy.

0.30

$95.00

$28.50

MAE

04/16/2019

Prepare for oral argument in support of Motion to Amend Complaint (1.0); attend oral
argument in support of Motion to Amend Complaint (.5).

1.50

$250 .00

$375 .00

MEJ

04/16/2019

Copy relevant case law for Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim and review and
highlight supporting case law for M. Ealy oral argument.

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

NV

04/17/2019

Initial draft of Order Granting Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim (.2):
revise Defendant/Counterclaimant's First Amended Answer and Counterclaim (.2).

0.40

$95.00

$38.00

MAE

04/17/2019

Prepare Order Granting Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim (.1 ); final
preparation of DefendanVCounterclaimants' First Amended Answer and Counterclaim (.1 ).

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

04/18/2019

Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss status of litigation matter and discovery
required to prepare for trial. (1 .3) (discount to 1.0).

1.00

$250 .00

$250 .00

MAE

04/25/2019

Receive Order Granting Defendants Motion to Amend Answer and direct filing of
Defendants' First Amended Answer and Counterclaim .

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

04/26/2019

Review Answer to Amended Counterclaim from McCarthy Corporation.

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

NV

04/30/2019

Initial draft of letter to attorney J.O. Hallin re: answers and responses to Stark's Second
Set of Discovery for attorney Marcus Johnson (.2); initial draft of Stark's Third Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production to McCarthy (.3); initial draft of Stark's First
Set of Requests of Admissions to McCarthy (.3); initial draft of Notice of Rule 30(b)(6)
Deposition re : McCarthy Corporation (.4).

1.20

$95.00

$114.00

MEJ

04/30/2019

Draft Meet and Confer letter to JD Hallin re: lack of response to Stark's Second Set of
Discovery Requests.

0.40

$250 .00

$100 .00
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Michael Ealy

10.7

$250.00

$2,675.00

1.9

$95.00

$180.50

Subtotal

$3,280.50

Total

$3,280.50

Payment (05/12/2019)

-$3,280.50

Balance Owing

$0.00

Nicole Vigil

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$3,280.50

H

Payments Received
$3,280.50

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual Interest wlll be charged every 30 days.
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RAMSDEN, Iv1ARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
A TT O R NEYS

AT

INVOICE
Invoice# 188353
Date: 06/13/2019
Due Date: 06/28/2019

1

LAW

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

05/01/2019

Review status of discovery and expert disclosure matters with attorney Marcus Johnson
(.2) (no charge) ; initial preparation of Requests for Admission (.8).

0.80

$250.00

$200.00

MEJ

05/02/2019

Prepare Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Depos1tion for McCarthy Corporation to send designated
agent for deposition on behalf of company.

0.60

$250 .00

$150 .00

MAE

05/02/2019

Telephone conference with engineer Scott McArthur re: non-retained expert disclosure
and case related matters (.4); continued preparation of Non-Retained Expert Witness
disclosure re: Scott McArthur (1.0).

1.40

$250.00

$350.00

MEJ

05/02/2019

Draft Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to McCarthy
Corporation and First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Robert and
Lacy McCarthy.

1.30

$250.00

$325.00

MAE

05/06/2019

Email communication with Craig and Michelle Stark re: address status of meeting litigation
deadlines on discovery matters (.1 ); continued preparation of Defendants' Expert Witness
Disclosure re: Scott McArthur and forward by email to Scott McArthur for review and
comment (.5); initial preparation of Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of McCarthy
Corporation (1.0).

1.60

$250 .00

$400 .00

MAE

05/07/2019

Telephone conference from Scott McArthur re: discuss Defendants' Expert Witness
Disclosure re: Scott McArthur (.3): continued preparation of Notice of Rule 30(b)(6)
Deposition of McCarthy Corporation (.4); preparation of email to Craig Stark re: enclose
same for review with comments (.2).

0.90

$250.00

$225.00

MAE

05/09/2019

Finalize letter to J.D. Hallin re: Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of McCarthy
Corporation.

0.20

$250 .00

$50 00

MAE

05/14/2019

Final and file Defendants' Expert Witness Disclosure re: Scott McArthur.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

05/15/2019

Preparation of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: report status of litigation matters (.1);
meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re: direct follow-up on written discovery with
McCarthy Corporation and Robert and Lacy McCarthy (.2) (no charge).

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

05/15/2019

Meeting with MAE to discuss remaining Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents necessary for trial to begin preparing Plaintiffs Third Set of Interrogatories
and Requests for Production to McCarthy Corp and First Set of Requests to Robert and
Lacy McCarthy (no charge).

0.40

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

05/16/2019

Meet with accountant Dana Downing re: evaluate altered invoices produced by McCarthy
Corporation and explain job cost accounting practices for construction contractors (no
charge).

1.00

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

05/16/2019

Prepare email to JD Hallin Re : Did not receive discovery responses by May 13th date as
agreed upon.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00
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MEJ

05/16/2019 Prepare email to JD Hallin Re: date for Rule 30(b}(6} deposition when Rob Is In office
following day.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

05/17/2019 Prepare email to JD Hallin Re: Outline of proposed topics for 30(b}(6) deposition and draft
of 30(b}(6} deposition for designation of representative and scheduling.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

05/20/2019

Review email from Craig Stark re: McCarthy's Answers and Responses to Second Set of
Discovery.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

05/20/2019 Review Craig Stark email dated May 18 along with McCarthy Corporation's Answers and
Responses to Stark's Second Set of Discovery Requests to begin preparing Third Set of
Discovery Requests to McCarthy Corporation and First Set to Robert and Lacy McCarthy.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

05/22/2019 Telephone conference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss scope and timing of Rule
30(b}(6} deposition of McCarthy Corporation.

0.40

$250.00

$100.00

MEJ

05/22/2019 Begin drafting Defendants First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents to Robert and Lacy McCarthy individually for financial Information relating to
their ownership interest in McCarthy Corporation.

0.80

$250.00

$200.00

MAE

05/23/2019 Telephone conference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: settlement offer and related matters.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

05/28/2019 Continued preparation of Requests for Admission to McCarthy Corporation (1.5}; revise
First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Robert and Lacy McCarthy (.3};
revise Third Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Robert and Lacy
McCarthy (.2); review email from Michelle Stark re: reject McCarthy settlement offer and
acknowledge same (.1) (no charge}.

2.00

$250.00

$500.00

NV

05/29/2019 · Revise First Set of Requests for Admission to include referenced exhibits.

0.80

$95.00

$76.00

MAE

05/30/2019 Review McCarthy Corporation's Second Set of Discovery Requests to Stark Investment
Group and First Set of Discovery Requests to Craig Stark (.2); prepare email with
attachments to Craig and Michelle Stark re: enclose McCarthy Corporation's Discovery
Requests with comments (.1 }; prepare second email with attachments to Craig and
Michelle Stark re: notice of Rule 30(b)(6) deposition and written discovery served on
McCarthy Corporation and Robert and Lacy McCarthy (.1 ); review emails from Michelle
and Craig Stark re: Craig's schedule prior to trial (.1) (no charge).

0.50 $250.00

$125.00

MEJ

05/30/2019 Review Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests to Craig Stark prior to sending to client's
for preparation of responses to requests.

0.20 $250.00

$50.00

Services Subtotal

$4,855.50
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Expenses

05/30/2019

Dana Downing, CPA PLLC fees.

$150.00

Expenses Subtotal

$150.00

Michael Ealy

9.9

$250.00

$2,475.00

Marcus Johnson

8.8

$250.00

$2,200.00

Nicole Vigil

1.9

$95.00

$180.50

Subtotal

$5,005.50

Total

$5,005.50

Payment {06/13/2019)

-$5,005.50

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
New Charges

Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

$5,005.50

Payments Received

) -(

Total Amount Outstanding

$5,005.50

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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I

INVOICE

RAMSDEN, lv1ARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
AT T O RN E Y S

AT

L AW

Invoice# 188926
Date : 07/12/2019
Due Date : 07/27/2019

--

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MEJ

06/12/2019

Meeting with Craig and Michelle Stark and Michael Ealy re: discuss trial preparation and
related case matters. (1.2 hours) (reduces to .6).

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

MAE

06/12/2019

Meeting with Craig and Michelle Stark and Marcus Johnson re: discuss trial preparation
and related case matters. (1 .2 hours) (reduces to .6).

0.60

$250 .00

$150.00

MAE

06/17/2019

Telephone conference with Darren Rap inski re: discuss potential testimony at court trial.

0.60

$250 .00

$150.00

MAE

06/18/2019

Prepare email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: report telephone conference with Darrin
Rapinski and his anticipated trial testimony.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

06/24/2019

Telephone conference with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss deposition and discovery
matters (.2); prepare for Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of McCarthy Corporation including
review of Robert McCarthy's prior deposition testimony and prior deposition exhibits (3.0).

3.20

$250.00

$800.00

MEJ

06/24/2019

Begin preparing Defendants' Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs Second Set of
Discovery Requests to Defendant, Stark Investment Group, LLC and objections to
requests in preparation for meeting with Craig and Michelle to review responses .

1.30

$250.00

$325 .00

MAE

06/25/2019

Further preparation for Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of McCarthy Corporation (.5); appear for
Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of McCarthy Corporation (4.0); telephone conference from
attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss case matters including McCarthy Corporation's planned
Motion to Continue Trial Date and request for partial lien release (.4); initial review
McCarthy's Answers to Stark's First Request for Admissions (.1 ).

5.00

$250.00

$1,250.00

MEJ

06/25/2019

Meeting with MAE to discuss Robert McCarthy's testimony on behalf of McCarthy
Corporation pertaining to piercing corporate veil (.3)(no charge).

0.30

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

06/25/2019

Review McCarthy Corporation's Answers to Defendants' Requests for Admission to
compare with Robert McCarthy's deposition testimony (.2), continue drafting Defendants'
Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs Second Set of Discovery Requests (.3); meeting
with M. Ealy re: discuss same (.2)(no charge) .

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

06/26/2019

Review email from Craig Stark with attachment re: notes on claim issues (.1 ); evaluate
proof of damage claims and theories of recovery (.5); meet with attorney Marcus Johnson
re: prepare answers and responses to McCarthy discovery requests (1 .0) (split to .5).

1.10

$250.00

$275.00

MEJ

06/26/2019

Prepare Defendant's Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs Second Set of Discovery
Requests to Defendant, Stark Investment Group, LLC and documents currently in
possession to support claims (2.1 ); meet with M. Eally to discuss success of claims at trial
and proposed damages, theme of case for trial (1.0)(reduce to .5).

2.60

$250.00

$650 .00

MAE

06/27/2019

Review email from attorney J.D. Hamn re: request continuation of Craig Stark deposition
(.1 ); meet with Craig and Michelle Stark and attorney Marcus Johnson re: discuss
discovery and litigation matters (2.0) (reduce/split to 1.0); meet with Marcus Johnson re:
outline preparation of discovery answers and responses (1.0) (reduce/split to .5): receive
and review McCarthy Corporation's Motion to Continue Trial and Notice of Hearing re:
same (.1 ); revise Notice of Voluntary Dismissal re: Pierce the Corporate Veil claim (.1 );
revise Stipulation for Partial Dismissal With Prejudice re : Misrepresentation/Fraud claim

1.90

$250.00

$475.00
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NV

06/27/2019 Final revisions to Notice of Voluntary Dlsmlssal and Stipulation for Partial Dismissal.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MEJ

96/27/2019 Prepare Notice of Voluntary Dismissal for claims against Robert and Lacy McCarthy

0.30 $250.00

$75,00

MEJ

06/27/2019 Review Plaintiff's Motion to Continue Trial to begin preparing Stark Investment and Stark's
objection to extension.

0.20 $250.00

$50.00

MEJ

06/28/2019 Review emails from Craig Stark re: documents discussed during damages meeting to
support claims for damages (.2); Review documents produced by Stark in order to
calculate damages that can be proven at trial and under which cause of action (1.1 );
continued: preparation of Defendant's Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs Second Set
of Discovery Requests to Stark Investment Group, LLC (.9).

2.20 $250,00

$550.00

MEJ

06/28/2019 Final preparation of Stipulation and Order for Dismissal of claim for fraud against ·
McCc;1rthy Corporation.

0.10 $250.00

$25.00

Michael Ealy

13.7

$250.00

$3,425.00

0.3

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$5,879.50

Total

$5,879.50

Payment (07/16/2019)

•$5,879.50

Balance Owing

$0.00

Marcus Johnson

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$5,879.50

) -(

Payments Received
$5,8!9,50

Total Amount Outstanding

)=

Trust Account
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07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
AT 1 0

RN E YS

AT

TRUST REQUEST
Trust Request# 188938
Date: 07/10/2019
Due Date: 08/01/2019

1

LAW

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum. ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Time

Rate

Total

Outstanding Trust Request
Date

Description

Total

07/10/2019

$10,000.00
Total

$10,000.00

Trust Request Amount Required

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

Payments Received

New Charges

+

$10,000.00

)-(

$10,000.00

Total Amount Outstanding

)= _I_____$_2~6,_5s_9_.2_5_

_ _ ______,

Trust Account
Date

Type

Description

Matter

07/10/2019

12806

12/11/2019

12806

Receipts

Payments
$10,000.00

$10,000.00
Trust Account Balance

Balance
$10,000.00
$0.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN . MARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS, LLP
AT T O R •J E Y S

AT

Invoice# 189596
Date: 08/14/2019
Due Date : 08/29/2019

LA W

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum , ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

1.50

$95.00

$142 .50

NV

07 JO 1/2019

Assist attorney Marcus Johnson re : compi le and bates stamp documents to prov·de in
response to McCarthy's Second Set of Requests for Production (1.3); draft Notice of
Service re : same (.2).

MAE

07/01/2019

Email communication with Craig and Michelle Stark re : pretrial scheduling conference and
discovery matters (.2) (no charge); telephone conference with engineer Scott McArthur re:
discuss deposition and trial scheduling matters (.2); assist in preparation of draft answers
and responses to McCarthy Corporation's third set written discovery re. itemization of
damage claims (.3); prepare for pretrial status conference including defense of McCarthy
Corporation's Motion to Continue Trial (.2); meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re : final
preparation of answers and responses to McCarthy Corporation's third set of written
discovery (.5)(no charge); attend pretrial conference and address McCarthy Corporation's
Motion to Continue Trial (.5); follow-up meeting with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss
and review status of litigation matters and anticipated trial preparation (.5).

21.70

$250.00

$5,425.00

MEJ

07/01/2019

Continue to draft Defendants Answers and Responses to 2nd set of discovery Requests
to Stark Investment Group, LLC (1 .4); review and gather documents previously produced
in discovery to support damages claims calculations (1 .6); meeting with M. Ealy re:
discuss email from Craig Stark seeking to add damages calculation for items contained in
contract and not completed (.3)(no charge): meeting with cl ients and MAE to finalize and
review Discovery Responses (.5)(no charge) .

3.00

$250.00

$750.00

MAE

07/02/2019

Telephone conference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss the deposition scheduling of
engineer Scott McArthur and litigation matters (.3): receive and review Order Setting Trial
Priority and forward to Craig and Michelle Stark with comments (.1) (no charge); review
Subpoena and Notice of Examination re: Scott McArthur (.1) (no charge).

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

NV

07/02/2019

Preparation of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: the Deposition of Scott McArthur (no
charge).

0.20

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

07/09/2019

Telephone conference with witness Norm Waldo re: discuss appearing and testifying at
trial and agreement to accept service ofTrial Subpoena (.6) (reduce to .5).

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

07/10/2019

Telephone conference with Craig and Michelle Stark re:report conversation with Norm
Waldo and request trial retainer (.5) (reduce to .2).

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

MAE

07/11/2019

Trial preparation re: initial organization and outline of trial exhibits, exhibit list and witness
list (2.5); receive McCarthy Corporation's Rule 30(b)(6)deposition transcript (.1 )(no
charge); receive Affidavit of Service re: subpoena for Scott McArthur's deposition (.1) (no
charge) .

2.50

$250.00

$625.00

NV

07/11/2019

Assist with preparation of trial exhibits for attorney Mike Ealy.

0.50

$95.00

$47.50

MAE

07/12/2019

Trial preparation re: continued identification and organization of proposed trial exhibits
and draft Exhibit List.

3.00

$250.00

$750.00
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NV

07/15/2019

Preparation of email to Craig and Michelle Stark re: enclose exhibits from McCarthy
Corporation's deposition (no charge).

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

07/17/2019

Trial preparation: Prepare damages summary demonstrating Stark Investment Group's
breach of .contract damages for use at trial.

0.90

$250.00

$225,00

MEJ

07/17/2019

Review and identify documents to support Stark's breach of contract damages at trial.

1.50

$250,00

$375.00

MAE

07/19/2019

Trial preparation re: continued preparation of trial exhibits and exhibit list and review
deposition testimony of Craig Stark.

3.50

$250.00

$875.00

MEJ

07/19/2019

Trial preparation: review US Bank loan documents to prepare trial exhibit's supporting
damages claim.

1.70

$250.00

$425.00

NV

07/22/2019

Continued preparation of trial exhibits for attorney Mike Ealy (1.1 ); preparation of letter to
Jason Cheyne re: trial subpoena (.2); initial draft of trial subpoena to Jason Cheyne (.2);
update exhibits and exhibit list to included referenced invoices in Plaintiffs' Answers to
Stark's First Set of Requests for Admission (.3); telephone conference with process server
re: service of Jason Cheyne's Trial Subpoena (.2).

2.00

$95.00

$190.00

MEJ

07/22/2019

Trial preparation: prepare itemized damage summary for claims against McCarthy for use
in trial brief and as trial exhibit.

1.00

$250.00

$250.00

NV

07/23/2019

lnltial preparation of Trial Brief (.2); initial preparation of Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law (.2); prepare Affidavit of Service re: Jason Cheyne's Trial Subpoena to file with
court (.2).

0.60

$95.00

$57.00

MEJ

07/23/2019

Draft email to Craig Stark re: request additional copies of cancelled checks for costs to
complete project to Include as trlal exhibit (no charge).

0.20

$0.00

$0,00

MAE

07/23/2019

Trial preparation re: including continue preparation of Stark trial exhibits and Exhibit List
and review deposition testimony of Jason Cheyne.

3.50

$250.00

$875.00

MAE

07/24/2019

Trial preparation re: final preparation of Stark Witness List and Exhibit List and direct filing
of same (.5) (no charge); telephone conference from attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss trial
exhibits and related matters(.3); receive McCarthy's Exhibit List with exhibits and Witness
List and initial review of same (.8).

1.10

$250.00

$275.00

MAE

07/25/2019

Review US Bank documents to prepare for meeting with Gavin Mobraten (.4) (no charge);
meet with Gavin Mobraten re: trial preparation (.8) (split .4); send emall with attachments
to Craig Stark re: witness and exhibit lists filed with court (.1) (no charge).

0.40

$250.00

$100.00
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NV

07/26/2019

Draft Amended Exhibit List to include May 2019 US Bank documents.

0.20

$95.00

$19.00

MEJ

07/26/2019

Review McCarthy Corporation's trial exhibits and initial preparation of motion in limine.

1.40

$250.00

$350.00

MEJ

07/26/2019

Meet with MAE re: scope of trial preparation and delegation of tasks (.5) (no charge).

0.50

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

07/29/2019

Further preparation of Stark Trial Brief and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (4.0)
(reduce to 3.5); meet with accountant Dana Downing re: review and analyze McCarthy's
Cash and Accrual P&L's and Job Cost Accounting (1.0).

4.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

MEJ

07/29/2019

Investigate Idaho case law surrounding excuse for non-performance and termination after
material breach of contract by McCarthy and report same to Mike Ealy.

o. 70

$250.00

$175.00

NV

07/30/2019

Revise Trial Brief and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

0.80

$95.00

$76.00

MAE

07/31/2019

Final preparation of Stark Trial Brief and Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law (7.0) (discount to 6.0); meet with Craig Stark re: discuss damage claim and litigation
preparation matters (.2) (no charge); review and execute Motion in Limine (.2) (no
charge).

6.00

$250.00

$1,500.00

MEJ

07/31/2019

Trlal preparation re: Draft Defendants' Motion in Limine to exclude witnesses and
evidence surrounding offers in compromise made by Stark prior to litigation.

1.00

$250.00

$250.00

MEJ

07/31/2019

Trial preparation re: revise damages summary for expected rate of return on investment
with US Bank.

0.30

$250.00

$75.00

Services Subtotal

$21,979.50

Expenses

07/11/2019

Photocopies @ .20/page.

07/17/2019

Trial witness fee - Scott McArthur.

07/23/2019

Process Service for Jason Cheyne with Confidential Investigations.

07/24/2019

Photocopies@ .20/page.

$7.40

$21.50

$100.00

$61.00
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Expenses Subtotal

$302.55

66.7

$250.00

$16,675.00

Marcus Johnson

1.6

$0.00

$0.00

Nicole Vlgil

1.5

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$22,282.05

Michael Ealy

Interest

Interest

08/30/2019

Interest on overdue invoice #189596

$109.88

Interest Subtotal

$109.88

Subtotal

$22,282.05

Interest

$109.88

Total

$22,391.93

Payment (09/03/2019)

M$22,391,93

Balance Owing

$0.00

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,589.25

+

New Charges
$22,391.93

)-(

Payments Received
$22,391.93

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN, MARFICE ..

EALY &HARRIS, LLP
~· · -

A T TO AN E Y S

A T

L AW

Invoice# 190426
Date: 09/11/2019
Due Date : 09/26/2019

---

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw .com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper

Date

Description

NV

07/31/2019

Further revisions to the Trial Brief, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Motion in
Limine and file same.

1.00

$95.00

$95.00

MAE

08/01/2019

Review email from Judge Christensen re: request for pre-trial meeting in-chambers (.1 );
telephone conference with attorney J.O . Hallin re: discuss same and trial matters (.2);
telephone conference from Norm Waldo re: confirm meeting and anticipated witness
testimony at trial (.1 ); address status of trial subpoena re: D. Rapinski (no charge): initial
preparation of direct exam of 0 . Rapinski and N. Waldo (.4).

0.80

$250.00

$200 .00

MEJ

08/01/2019

Prepare email to G. Mobraten re: proposed meeting to discuss testimony at trial.

0.10

$250 .00

$25.00

MAE

08/02/2019

Prepare for and attend in-chambers pretrial meeting with Judge Christensen (1 .0) reduce
to .5); telephone conference from engineer Scott McArthur re: discuss trial scheduling
matters and scope of anticipated trial testimony (.3); continued trial preparation including
review of trial exhibits and cross-examinations of Jason Cheyne and Robert McCarthy
(4.0).

4.80

$250.00

$1,200.00

MEJ

08/02/2019

Attend in-chambers pretrial meeting with Judge Christensen ( 1.0) (reduce to .5 ).

0.50

$250,00

$125.00

MAE

08/03/2019

Trial preparation re: outline direct examination of Craig Stark and cross-examination of
Robert McCarthy and review trial exhibits needed in support of same (4.0); review email
from J.D. Hallin and respond to same re: witnesses and trial exhibits (.2); review Plaintiffs
trial exhibits re: reservation of objections and use at trial (1.0)

5.20

$250.00

$1,300.00

MEJ

08/03/2019

Trial preparation re: review McCarthy trial exhibits with M. Ealy to prepare stipulation for
admission (1 .2) (reduce to .6).

0.60

$250 .00

$150.00

MEJ

08/04/2019

Trial preparation re: gather invoices and payments made to Faubion Trucking, Jeff Priest,
and Hawks Trucklng for M. Ealy cross examination of Jason Cheyne.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

MAE

08/04/2019

Trial preparation re: prepare for and outline cross-examination of Jason Cheyne incl uding
review of deposition testimony and exhibits(2.8) initial preparation for and outline of crossexam ination of Robert McCarthy and Chelsea Thomas (2.3) continued plan and prepare
for direct/cross exam of Craig Stark (1.2);

6.80

$250 .00

$1,700.00

NV

08/05/2019

Draft Amended Trial Subpoena for Norm Waldo (.2); draft Amended Acceptance of
Service re : same (.2); prepare a bench copy of trial exhibits (.6); match trial exhibits to
bates stamped discovery documents (2.3); draft Second Amended Exhibit List (.2);
finalize and file same with the court (.1 ).

3.60

$95.00

$342.00

MAE

08/05/2019

Trial preparation re: prepare for and meet with contractor Norm Waldo and serve with new
Trial Subpoena for Aug. 20, 2019 (1.5); further preparation for cross-examination of Jason
Cheyne (1.8); telephone call with engineer Scott McArthur re: trial testimony and potential
exhibits (.4); preparation for cross-examination of Robert McCarthy including review of
deposition testimony and exhibits from both his and Rule 30(b)(6) deposition (4.5); assist
M. Johnson in strategy for cross-examination of Chelsea Thomas (.3) (no charge); further
review of McCarthy Cash & Accrual P&L and Job Cost Report (.3).

8.50

$250.00

$2,125.00

Time

Rate

Total
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MEJ

08/05/2019 Trial preparation re: begin reviewing deposition of Rob McCarthy to prepare cross
examination outline of Chelsea Thomas.

1.10 $250.00

MAE

08/06/2019 Trial preparation re: communication with attorney J.D. Hallin to confirm waiving opening
statements (.1 ); meet with Craig and Michelle Stark to discuss trial preparation matters
(2.2) (reduce to 2.0); meet with witness Scott McArthur to prepare direct examination and
prepare demonstrative exhibits (1.7) (reduce to 1.5); meet with Marcus Johnson re: assist
in preparation of cross examination of Chelsea Thomas and review accounting
documents (1.0) (no charge); further preparation for cross examination of Jason Cheyne
(2.5) (reduce to 2.0); further preparation of cross examination of Robert McCarthy (1.0).

6.60 $250.00 $1,650.00

NV

08/06/2019

MEJ

Finish matching trial exhibits to bates stamped with discovery documents (.8); continue to
assist attorneys Mike Ealy and Marcus Johnson with trial preparation (3.0).

3.80

$275.00

$95.00

$361.00

08/06/2019 Trial preparation re: Review McCarthy 30(b)(6) deposition (1.3); Prepare outline for cross
examination of Chelsea Thomas (2.6).

3.90 $250.00

$975.00

MAE

08/07/2019 Trial preparation re: review anticipated trial exhibits and prepare for cross-examination of
Jason Cheyne and Robert McCarthy (2.0); attend and participate in Trial Day 1 (6.0)
(reduce to 3.0).

5.00

$250.00 $1,250.00

MEJ

08/08/2019 Trial preparation: review outline for cross examination of Chelsea Thomas in preparation
for cross examination at trial.

0.60

$250.00

$150.00

MEJ

08/08/2019 Attend and participate in Trial Day 2 (6.5) (reduce to 3.0).

3.00 $250.00

$750.00

MAE

08/13/2019 Telephone call from engineer Scott McArthur re: discuss trial scheduling matters and
anticipated trial testimony (.2); trial preparation re: further preparation of crossexamination of Robert McCarthy (.3).

0.50 $250.00

$125.00

MAE

08/14/2019 Receive email from Craig Stark re: extra Import material for Phase 2 and acknowledge
same (.1) (no charge}; communicate with attorney J.D. Hallin re: trial scheduling matters
(.1 ); confer with attorney Marcus Johnson re: same (.1) (no charge).

0.10 $250.00

$25.00

MAE

08/16/2019 Trial preparation re: continued outline of deposition testimony of Robert McCarthy and
accounting for changes in Invoice 2488.

4.00 $250.00 $1,000.00

MAE

08/19/2019 Trial preparation re: prepare direct examination of Craig Stark and Scott McArthur and
review trial exhibits (4.0) meet with Craig Stark re: prepare and discuss anticipated trial
testimony (1.5) (reduce to 1.0); meet with Scott McArthur re: prepare and discuss
anticipated trial testimony (1.5) (reduce to 1.0).

6.00 $250.00 $1,500.00
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MAE

08/20/2019

MEJ

MAE

Trial preparation re: prepare for cross-examinaton of Robert McCarthy and direct
examination of Craig Stark (1.5); attend and participate in Trial Day 3 (6.0) (reduce to 3.0);
meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss trial day 3 and anticipated trial day 4 (,5)
(no charge).

4.50

$250.00

$1,125.00

08/20/2019 Trial preparation re: Review trial exhibits and outline for cross-examination of Chelsea
Thomas prior to trial.

1. 10

$250.00

$275.00

08/21/2019 Trial preparation re: prepare for potential cross-examination of Robert McCarthy and
direct examination of Craig Stark (1.5); attend and participate In Trial Day 4 (6.0) (reduce
to 3.0); meet with Craig Stark re: discuss trial day 4 and trial continuation (.5) (no charge).

4.50

$250.00

$1,125.00

Services Subtotal

$25,873.00

Expenses

08/05/2019

Photocopies @ .20/page,

$313.00

08/07/2019

M&M Court Reporting, Transcript for Scott McArthur, P.E.

$148.21

08/08/2019

Photocopies @ .20/page.

08/20/2019

Court exhibit expense through Staples.

$5.80

$47.94

Michael Ealy

Expenses Subtotal

$711.35

73.8

$250.00

$18,450.00

0.1

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$26,584.35

Total

$26,584.35

Payment {10/03/2019)

-$10,000.00

Payment {12/11/2019)

-$10,000.00

Balance Owing

$6,584.35

Marcus Johnson

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$20,004.90

New Charges
+

$26,584.35

Payments Received

) -(

$20,000.00

Total Amount Outstanding

)=
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Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RA1Y1SD EN, MARFICE,
EALY & HARRIS, LLP
ATTORl·l£YS

AT

L AW

Invoice# 191137
Date: 10/11/2019
Due Date: 10/26/2019

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone : 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark

52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Date

Description

Time

Rate

Total

MAE

09/11/2019

Revie,v and respond to email from Craig Stark ;e: trial prepa;ation (.1) (no charge).

0.1 0

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

09/24/2019

Email to G. Mobraten re: T1meline for testifying at trial and meet'ing to prepare for witness
testimony.

0.20

$250.00

$50.00

Timekeeper

Time

Rate

Total

Michael Ealy

0.1

$0.00

$0.00

Marcus Johnson

0.2

$250 .00

$50.00

Subtotal

$50.00

Total

$50.00

Statement of Account
Previou s Balan ce

(.

$26,539.25

New Charges
+

$50.00

Payments Received

)-(

$0.00

Total Amount Outstanding

)= .1- _ _ __ _ $_2~6,_58_9_.2_5_ __ _~

Trust Account
Date

Type

Description

Matter

07/10/2019

12806

12/11/2019

12806

Receipts

Payments

$10,000.00
$10,000.00
Trust Account Balance

Balance

$10 ,000.00
$0.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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INVOICE

RAMSDEN, I\1ARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS. LLP
~

ATTORNEYS

AT

Invoice# 191757
Date: 11/13/2019
Due Date: 11/28/2019

LAW

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark

52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Services
Timekeeper
MAE

Date

Description

10/03/2019 Telephone conference with Scott McArthur re: discuss anticipated trial testimony (.4);

Time

Rate

Total

3.00

$250 .00

$750 .00

continued trial preparation re: direct examination of Scott McArthur and review trial
exhibits re: same (2.6).
MAE

10/04/2019 Meet with Craig and Michelle Stark re: prepare for direct and cross examination and
discuss trial strategy matters (3.0) (reduce to 2.0); continued trial preparation including
review of anticipated trial exhibits for Craig Stark direct examination (1.0).

3.00

$250.00

$750.00

MEJ

10/04/2019 Trial preparation re: Meet with Gavin Mobraten to prepare for trial testimony.

0.90

$250.00

$225.00

MEJ

10/05/2019 Email to Craig Stark re: G. Mobraten damages testimony (no charge) .

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

10/05/2019 Trial preparation including the direct examination of Craig Stark and Scott McArthur (6.0)
(reduce to 5.0); prepare email to Craig Stark re: direct examination (.1) (no charge); meet

5.00

$250.00

$1,250.00

5.30

$250 .00

$1,325.00

with Marcus Johnson re: direct examination of Gavin Mobraten (.3) (no charge) .
MAE

10/06/2019 Further trial preparation including direct examinations for Craig Stark and Scott McArthur
(6.5) (reduce to 5.0); preparation of email to Scott McArthur re : direct examination (.1) (no
charge); preparation of email to witness Norm Waldo re: trial schedule (.1) (no charge);
telephone conference with Scott McArthur re; direct examination (.3).

MAE

10/07/2019 Preparation for Trial Day 5 (1 .0); Trial Day 5 (6.0) (spli t to 3.0).

4.00

$250.00

$1 ,000.00

MEJ

10/07/2019 Trial preparation Day 5 re: Gavin Mobraten direct examination (1.9) (reduce to 1.5). Trial
Day 5 (6.0) (split to 3.0).

4.50

$250.00

$1,125.00

MEJ

10/07/2019 Email to Gavin Mobraten re: Coordinate time and place for trial day 6 testimony (.1) (no

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

charge).
MAE

10/08/2019 Preparation for Trial Day 6 (1.0); Trial Day 6 (6.0) (split to 3.0).

4.00

$250 .00

$1,000.00

MEJ

10/08/2019 Preparation for Trial Day 6 (1.0) Trial Day 6 (6.0) (split to 3.0).

4.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

MEJ

10/09/2019 Trial Day 7 (4.5) (split to 2.2).

2.20

$250.00

$550 .00

MAE

10/09/2019 Preparation for Trial Day 7 (1.0); Trial Day 7 (4.5) (split to 2.3).

3.30

$250.00

$825.00

MAE

10/10/2019 Review and respond to email from Craig Stark re : trial matters and confirm order of audio
CD's from trial (.1) (no charge).

0.10

$0.00

$0.00

MEJ

10/17/2019 Review trial day 1 audio of Jason Cheyne in preparation for drafting Defendants· Closing
Argument (6.1} (reduce to 3.0).

3.00

$250.00

$750 .00

MEJ

10/18/2019 Review trial day 2 audio of Jason Cheyne in preparation for drafting Defendants' Closing
Argument (4.8) (reduce to 3.2).

3.20

$250.00

$800.00

MEJ

10/18/2019 Begin drafting Statement of Facts in support of Defendants' Closing Argument.

1.10

$250.00

$275.00
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MEJ

10/24/2019 Continue drafting Statement of Facts in support of Defendants' Closing Argument (1.4)
(reduce to 1.0).

1.00 $250.00

$250.00

MEJ

10/24/2019 Draft Defendants' Closing Argument re: McArthur's lack of apparent authority to bind
Stark.

0.80

$250.00

$200.00

MEJ

10/24/2019

2.30

$250.00

$575.00

NV

10/28/2019 Revise draft of the Closing Argument for attorney Mike Ealy.

0.80

$95.00

$76.00

MEJ

10/28/2019 Review audio of Scott McArthur testimony re: revise Statement of Facts in support of
Defendants' Closing Argument (4.2) (reduce to 2.5).

2.50 $250.00

$625.00

NV

10/29/2019 Proof and revise Closing Argument for attorney Mike Ealy (.4) (no charge).

0 ..40

$0.00

$0.00

MAE

10/30/2019 Further preparation of Closing Argument (5.0) (reduce to 4.0). review email from Craig
Stark re: proposed revisions to the Closing Argument and Statement of Facts (.1) (no
charge).

4.00 $250.00 $1,000.00

MEJ

10/30/2019 Research re: evaluate lien priority date (.8} (reduce to .4 ).

0.40 $250.00

$100.00

MEJ

10/30/2019 Revise Defendants' Closing Argument re: McCarthy's failure to prove breach of contract
claim against Stark (1.4) (reduce to .8).

0.80 $250.00

$200.00

MAE

10/31/2019 Final preparation of Closing Argument and Statement of Facts including meeting with
Craig Stark to edit and revise same (6.0) (reduce to 5.0).

6.00 $250.00 $1,250.00

MEJ

10/31/2019 Draft Defendant US Bank's Closing Argument (4.1) (reduce to 2.5).

2.50 $250.00

Initial draft of Defendants' Closing Argument re: Plaintiff's failure to prove its claim for
breach of contract and foreclosure of mechanics lien.

Services Subtotal

$625.00

$19,720.50

Expenses

10/08/2019 Photocopies@ .20/page.

$19.40
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Expenses Subtotal

$59.40

Michael Ealy

39.4

$250.00

$9,850.00

Marcus Johnson

38.0

$250.00

$9,500.00

3.9

$95.00

$370.50

Subtotal

$19,779.90

Total

$19,779.90

Nicole Vigil

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$6,809.35

+

New Charges
$19,779.90

H

Payments Received
$0.00

Total Amount Outstanding

Trust Account

07/10/2019

12806

$10,000.00

Trust Account Balance

$10,000.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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RAMSDEN. MARFICE,
EALY &HARRIS. LLP
-

AT T ORNEYS

A T

LAW

INVOICE
i

Invoice # 192538
Date: 12/11/2019
Due Date: 12/26/2019

-

P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone: 208-664-5818
www.rmehlaw.com

Craig & Michelle Stark
52424 N. Old Highway 95
Rathdrum, ID 83858

12806
Stark/McCarthy Construction Termination

Timekeeper

Description

Date

Time

Rate

Total

11/01/2019

Review McCarthy Corporations Proposed Findings of Fact and Post-Trial Brief and
forward to Craig and Michelle Stark.

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MAE

11/06/2019

Review email from Craig Stark re: objection to length of McCarthy's Closing Brief and
Proposed Findings of Fact and respond to same (.1) (no charge); revise Defendants
Objection to Plaintiffs Closing Argument and Proposed Findings of Fact (.1).

0.10

$250.00

$25.00

MEJ

11/06/2019

Draft Defendants' Objection to Plaintiff's Closing Argument and Proposed Findings of Fact
for Plaintiff's briefs exceeding page limits.

0.50

$250.00

$125.00

Timekeeper

Time

Rate

Total

Michael Ealy

0.2

$250 .00

$50.00

Marcus Johnson

0.5

$250.00

$125 .00

Su btota l

$175. 00

Total

$175.0 0

Statement of Account
Previous Balance
$26,414.25

New Charges

+

$175 .00

Payments Received

)-(

$0.00

Total Amount Outstanding

)=

-----'-$_26~,s_s_9_.2_s_~_ _ __,

~1

Trust Account
Date

Type

Description

Matter

07/10/2019

12806

12/11/2019

12806

Receipts

Payments
$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Trus t Accou nt Balance

Balance
$10,000 .00
$0.00

$0.00

Please make checks payable to RMEH and reference your account number. Payments may also be made via credit card at rmehlaw.com/payment.
Please pay within 15 days. 12.0% simple annual interest will be charged every 30 days.
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & HARRIS, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Filed:12/18/2019 14:29:00
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - McCoy, Susan

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, and U.S. Bank, N.A.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation;

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A, a
national association;
Defendants,

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Defendant and Cross-claimant Craig Stark ("Stark") is awarded judgment against

McCarthy Corporation ("McCarthy") in the principal amount of $85,861.29 inclusive of postjudgment interest to accrue at the legal rate provided by LC. § 28-22-104(2) and exclusive of
attorney's fees and costs.
2.

Stark shall be awarded attorney fees pursuant to LC. §§ 12-120(3) and 48-608(5)

to be added to the principal judgment amount in a future Amended Judgment.
3.

McCarthy's Claim of Lien, Kootenai County Record Instrument No.

JUDGMENT- I
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2612854000 recorded on September 22, 2017, and McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien,
Kootenai County Record Instrument No. 2617079000 recorded on October 23, 2017, are
hereby released as against real property owned by Defendant Stark Investment Group located
and described as follows:
Common Address:

52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho

Description: That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section
24, Township 52 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County,
Idaho, lying Westerly of the Spokane International Railway Company and Old
Highway 95 Right-of-Ways.
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way conveyed
to Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992 as
Instrument No. 1266252.
DATED this _ _ _ day of December, 2019.
Signed: 12/17/2019 04:21 PM

Rich Cistensen
DISTRICT JUDGE

JUDGMENT-2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of December, 2019, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
!Court Electronic Portal
_:!___ jhallin@lukins.com

Michael A. Ealy
Marcus E. Johnson
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Boulevard
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-5884
!Court Electronic Portal
___:!__ mealy@rmehlaw.com and
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com

Deputy Clerk
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Electronically Filed
12/31/2019 3:09 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486

MOTION TO DISALLOW
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS
[ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED]

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, pursuant to Rules 54(d)(5)
and (e)( 6), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, respectfully requests that this Honorable Court
disallow the claimed costs and fees as set forth in Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and

Attorney's Fees filed December 17, 2019, for the reasons stated herein.

MOTION TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - Page 1
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I.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

McCarthy Corporation objects to the following costs sought as a matter of right pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C).
A.

The $120.00 filing fee paid to the Missoula County District Court for issuance of

a interstate subpoena is not properly compensable under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(c)(ii).
B.

Defendants/Counterclaimants seek $3,548.75 for "depositions" pursuant to

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(x). This sum includes costs of $910.00 for the court reporter's appearance
fee to record three depositions taken by the Defendants/Counterclaimants. The balance of this
sum, $2,638.75, is the cost to obtain copies of five deposition transcripts.
Defendants/Counterclaimants are only entitled to seek recovery of the cost of one
deposition transcript as a matter ofright. The Rule relied upon, I.R.C.P.54(d)(l)(C)(x), pertains
to:
Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation for
trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an action;
This Rule only authorizes recovery of the cost incurred to conduct a deposition; it does not
include any costs associated with obtaining a transcript thereof. That is governed by Rule
54(d)(l )(C)(xi), which states:
Charges for one (1) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the
action in preparation for trial of the action.
For this reason, McCarthy Corporation submits Defendants/Counterclaimants are only
entitled to receive $1,820.23 as their costs as a matter of right pursuant to Rules 54(d)(l )(C)(x)
and (xi). This includes the appearance fees related to the depositions conducted on December
13, 2018, December 14, 2018, June 25, 2019, along with the transcript of the deposition taken on
June 25, 2019.

MOTION TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - Page 2
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II.
A.

ATTORNEY'S FEES

Defendants are not Entitled to an Award of their Total Fees Under Either LC. §§
12-120(3) or 48-608(5).

By their Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, Defendants/Counterclaimants' rely
upon Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3) and 48-608(5) for a recovery of the attorney's fees claimed
herein. These statutory provisions do not warrant a blanket award of fees without regard to the
respective claims to which they relate.
B.

Defendants have Failed to Segregate Their Fees Out in Regard to the Respective
Claims for Which they were Incurred.

In their Affidavit, Defendants include a prayer for an award of the entirety of the fees that
they, as well as U.S. Bank, incurred in connection with this matter. The statutes upon which
Defendants rely, however, only warrant an award of fees incurred successfully pursuing the
claims for which they relate; breach of contract and consumer protection act matters.
Defendants' Affidavit, nor their supporting Memorandum, do not segregate these fees out with
regard to the various claims to which they relate. Because of this, the Court is without a
meaningful ability to evaluate and engage in an analysis of the reasonableness of Defendants'
respective request and must rather simply make an educated guess as to what a reasonable
allocation would be.
Lest it be forgotten, Plaintiffs pleading included two separate causes of action: ( 1) a
claim for foreclosure of its mechanic's lien generally against all Defendants; and (2) a breach of
contract claim against Defendant, Craig Stark. See Verified Complaint, filed March 20, 2018.
For the reason noted above, Defendants are not entitled to an award of those fees incurred
defending the first claim.
In response, Defendants, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Corp., LLC, filed a
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counterclaim by which they advanced three claims against McCarthy Corporation: ( 1) breach of
contract and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (2) misrepresentation/fraud; and
(3) slander of title. See Answer and Counterclaim, filed June 15, 2018. Defendants' responsive
pleading was subsequently amended on April 25, 2019. Defendant/Counterclaimants 'First
Amended Answer and Counterclaim. Their amended pleading asserted five claims against

McCarthy Corporation, and two new parties:
Claim

Nature of Claim

A.

Breach of contract and implied
covenant of good faith/fair dealing

Craig Stark and Stark
Investment Group, LLC v.
McCarthy Corporation

Judgment in favor of
Craig Stark

Misrepresentation/Fraud

Craig Stark v. McCarthy
Corporation

Voluntarily dismissed,
with prejudice, on June
28,2019

Slander of Title

Craig Stark and Stark
Investment Group, LLC v.
McCarthy Corporation

Claim denied following
trial

Idaho Consumer Protection Act (x7)

Craig Stark and Stark
Investment Group, LLC v.
McCarthy Corporation

Judgment in favor of
Craig Stark on claims
(c) and (d); other 5
claims under ICPA
denied.

Pierce the Corporate Veil

Craig Stark and Stark
Investment Group, LLC v.
McCarthy Corporation,
Robert McCarthy and Lacy
McCarthy

Voluntarily dismissed
on June 28, 2019

B.

C.

D.

E.

Parties

Resolution

While Defendants' voluntarily dismissed claims Band E, they researched and engaged in
discovery in an effort to develop these claims, and engaged in motion practice to add and dismiss
these. Because these claims were dismissed, there is no basis to request an award of those fees
incurred prosecuting them. Given the limited supporting detail furnished, however, McCarthy
Corporation is left in tenuous position of parsing out these unrelated fees from the mass. At a
minimum, this includes those fees outlined in Exhibit B, which is incorporated in full hereto; the
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total of which amounts to $18,491.50.
Further, Counterclaimants' claim under the consumer protection act included seven
separate claims. Following trial, judgment was entered in their favor as to two of these subclaims [Claims (c) and (d)]; the balance were denied. Included in the group of denied claims was
a claim concerning the manner in which McCarthy Corporation internally accounted for its job
costs/accounts payable. A great deal of time was spent by the Defendants investigating this
claim and presenting evidence at trial. With this in mind, McCarthy Corporation submits that
Counterclaimants' claim for fees under LC. 48-608(5) should be reduced proportionally to
account for the five unmeritorious claims brought under the ICP A.
C.

Defendants are not Entitled to an Award of those Fees Related to Defense of U.S.
Bank.

Defendant/Counterclaimants' counsel jointly defended U.S. Bank in this action. U.S.
Bank involvement was limited to defense of McCarthy Corporation's lien foreclosure claim. LC.
§ 45-513 does not provide a means for U.S. Bank to recover an award of those fees in incurred
defending McCarthy Corporation's lien foreclosure action.
Based upon the billing entries, it does not appear that those fees incurred defending of
U.S. Bank were segregated out from those fees incurred defending and prosecuting the claims
involving the Defendants/Counterclaimant. Without limitation, McCarthy Corporation objects to
each of those fees itemized on Exhibit A, which is incorporated in full hereto. At a minimum,
the sum of those fees is $6,896.00. This does not include a proration for any efforts jointly
expended on behalf of the class of Defendants, such as trial preparation and presentation.
D.

The Associate Attorneys' Respective Billing Rates are Unreasonable.

Defendants/Counterclaimants seek an award of attorney's fees in the total amount of
$48,980.00 for time incurred by Mr. Johnson and Ms. Harris, two associate attorneys who
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worked on this matter. This amount is itemized as follows:
•
•
•

Marcus E. Johnson
Annie Harris
Annie Harris

158.6 hours @$250.00 per hour
24.9 hours @250.00 per hour
13.5 hours @$230.00 per hour

$39,650.00
$6,225.00
$3,105.00

Mr. Johnson is an associate that has been licensed to practice for 2 years. At the time of
her departure, Ms. Harris was an associate that had 7 years of experience practicing law. With
the exception of 13 .5 hours billed at $230, the rates charged for each of these associates is the
same as that charged by Mr. Ealy in this matter; Defendant's lead counsel who has over 22 years
of experience practicing law. Given the disparity in counsel's respective experience, the parity of
their respective rates is without any justification or meaningful explanation.
For comparison, Plaintiff's counsel, who has been actively practicing law in the State of
Idaho since 2005, hourly rate was $225.00 in this action. Ms. Christman, an associate attorney
with Plaintiff's law firm and who has been engaged in the practice of law in Idaho since 2006,
currently has a standard hourly rate of $170.00. Accordingly, McCarthy Corporation submits
that the hourly rates for the associate attorneys engaged by the Defendants in this action should
be reduced by a factor of 30%.
It should be noted that McCarthy Corporation's objection does not cover the rates

charged for in-court trial work. As noted in Paragraph 6 of Opposing Counsel's Affidavit, Mr.
Ealy and Mr. Johnson equally divided their billings for all in-court trial work to avoid doublebilling. Accordingly, McCarthy Corporation does not challenge the reasonableness of Mr.
Johnson's rate as it pertains to the 20.2 hours billed for his in-court trial work.
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E.

Specific Billing Entries.
•

Fees
Initial preparation of petition to release lien

110/11/17

ANH

and request for hearing

1.00

$250.00

This was apparently work performed on a petition that was not filed or pursued. Further,
these appear to be solely related to Plaintiffs lien foreclosure claim. LC. § 45-513 does not
provide the Defendants with an avenue to recover an award of those fees.
•

Fees Related to Defendant's Complaint Filed with the Idaho Contractor's Board
Review emial form Michell Stark re: reporting
meeting and recommendation from IBOI
investigator Allan Sharp and respond to same
(.1) telephone conference with Craig and
Michell Stark re: discuss Sharp recommendation

j

and related defense matters including status of
10/3/18

MAE

discovery (.5)
Meet with Craig Stark to review errata sheet

1/23/19

MEJ

and discuss conversations with Alan Sharp

0.50

$150.00

0.20

$50.00

At a minimum, each of the fees outlined above were incurred pursuing an administrative
complaint Defendants filed with the Idaho Contractor's Board. These tasks were not directly
related to any of the claims presented in this action and should be denied.

•

Loan Extension Negotiations between Defendants and U.S. Bank
Review communication between Craig Stark,

T

George Bush and Gavin Mobraten re: status of
9/26/18

MAE

loan extension with US Bank

1/24/19

MEJ

construction loan from US Bank

0.10

$25.00

0.10

$25.00

0.20

$50.00

Email to Craig Stark re: maturity date on
Prepare email to Gavin Mobraten at US Bank re
1/25/19

MEJ

maturity date on Stark Loan.

1

At a minimum, each of the fees outlined above were related to Defendants' negotiations
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with their secured lender for an extension of their loan. These tasks were not directly related to
any of the claims presented in this action and should be denied.

III.

CONCLUSION

Per Rule 7(b)(3)(D), I.R.C.P., Plaintiff requests oral argument on this Motion. Further,
McCarthy Corporation provides notice of its intent to submit a memorandum of points and
authority further expanding upon each of the specific objections set forth above, in accordance
with Rule 7(b)(3)(D).
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING, McCarthy Corporation respectfully requests that
this Honorable Court enter an order disallowing the contested costs and all of the claimed
attorney's fees as outlined herein.
DATED this 31 ST day of December, 2019.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31 ST day of December, 2019, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□

□

□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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EXHIBIT A
Summary of U.S. Bank's Defense Costs
Date

Attorney

Description

Time

Amount

MAE

Telephone call from Conrad Aiken re: U.S.
Bank's tender of defense (.7); telephone
conference with client Craig Stark re: discuss
U.S. Bank's tender of defense (.4)

1.10

$275.00

MAE

Telephone conference from attorney Conrad
Aiken with attached Deed of Trust and Loan
Agreement from US Bank (.2); preparation of
email to Craig Stark re forward US Bank
documents with comments (2).

0.40

$100.00

MAE

Review letter from attorney Ted McCaskill
re: tender of defense of U.S. Bank including
Indemnity Agreement

0.50

$125.00

ANH

Receive and review tender of defense and
indemnity agreement from U.S. Bank
counsel

0.30

$75.00

7/12/2019

ANH

Emails and phone discussion with clients re
tender of defense from U.S. Bank

0.20

$50.00

7/16/2018

NV

Initial draft of Notice of Substitution of
Counsel re: attorney for US Bank (.3)

0.30

$28.50

MAE

Communicate with attorney Conrad Aiken
re: US Bank's tender of defense to Craig and
Michelle Stark

0.20

$50.00

7/17/2018

MAE

Final preparation of Substitution of Counsel
(.2); preparation of email to attorney Conrad
Aiken re: Substitution of Counsel for
execution (.1)

0.30

$75.00

7/18/2019

MAE

Review attorney Ted McCaskill's letter to
attorney Conrad Aiken re: tender of defense

0.20

$50.00

8/24/2018

MAE

Evaluate status of appearance by US Bank
and request to file Answer by McCarthy
Corporation

0.20

$50.00

8/24/2018

ANH

Email from JD Hallin re status of US Bank
answer; respond to same

0.10

$25.00

Initial draft of US Bank's Answer to Verified
Complaint

0.30

$28.50

6/13/2018

6/13/2018

7/11/2018

7/11/2018

7/16/2018

8/27/2018

NV
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8/28/2018

MAE

Receive email from Gavin Mobraten, VicePresident, Vice-President Commercial
Relationship Manager, U.S. Bank re: meet to
discuss representation of U.S. Bank (.2);
preparation of draft answer to McCarthy
Corp. Verified Complaint (.3); meet with
Gavin Mobraten re: discuss representation
(.6) (split in 1/2 with attorney Annie Harris)
(.3); receive email from Gavin Mobraten re:
approved form and consent of proposed U.S.
Bank's Answer to Verified Complaint (.1);
confer with Annie Harris re: affirmative
defenses (.1)

8/28/2018

ANH

Met with Gavin Mobraten with US Bank re:
discuss representation

0.30

$75.00

ANH

Review draft answer to US Bank and make
final revisions for filing same

0.20

$50.00

MAE

Receive email from claims counsel Ted
McCaskill re: request for status report on
case matters

0.10

$25.00

MAE

Preparation of email to Westcor Land Title
claims counsel Ted McCaskill re: request for
case status report (.1)

0.20

$50.00

NV

Preparation of memo to attorney Michael
Ealy re: discovery and subpoena status and
initial preparation of status report to
Westcor Land Title claims counsel Ted
McCaskill for Michael Ealy

1.00

$95.00

MAE

Preparation of email to Westcor Land Title
claims counsel Ted McCAskill re: status
report (.4)

0.40

$100.00

MAE

Review Plaintiff's First of Interrogatories and
Request for Production to Defendant U.S.
Bank

0.20

$50.00

MAE

Preparation of email to attorney Gavin
Mobraten re: Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery
to U.S. Bank with comments (.2); telephone
conference from Craig & Michelle Stark re:
discuss discovery and deposition matters (.5)

0.70

$175.00

8/31/2018

10/10/2018

10/12/2018

10/16/2018

10/24/2018

11/7/18

11/16/18

1.00

$250.00
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11/26/18

11/17/18
11/29/18

11/29/18

11/29/18

12/4/18

12/4/18

12/6/18

12/6/18

12/11/18

MEJ

Meet with M. Ealy re: discuss facts
underlying matter in connection with
outstanding discovery requests to US Bank
(.3)

0.30

$75.00

MAE

Meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re:
plaintiff's discovery to US Bank and
preparation of answers and responses to
same (.1) (no charge); preparation of email
to Gavin Mobraten, US Bank re: preparation
of answers and responses to plaintiff's
discovery (.1)

0.10

$25.00

MEJ

Email to US Bank re: schedule review of
discovery requests to US Bank

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Telephone call with J.D. Hallin re extension
of time for responses to discovery requests
due to US Bank

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Bush
re: confirm discovery extension provided by
plaintiffs

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Call with Gavin Mobraten and George Bush
at US Bank re: review first set of discovery
requests and begin preparation of responses
to first set of interrogatories and request for
production of documents

1.10

$275.00

MEJ

Review discovery requests from McCarthy;
Complaint; and US Bank Answer to prepare
for meeting with US Bank and discussing
responses to interrogatories and necessary
documents to produce

0.60

$150.00

MEJ

Prepare initial draft of US Bank's Responses
to Plaintiff McCarthy's First Set of Discovery
Requests to Defendant US Bank

3.90

$975.00

MEJ

Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Bush
re: gather documents to prepare US Bank's
responses to McCarthy Discovery Requests
to US Bank

0.10

$25.00

MAE

Communication with Gavin Mobraten
regarding document production in
preparation for US Bank's responses to BFI
First Set of Discovery Requests.

0.20

$50.00
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MEJ

Prepare and review US Bank's responses to
McCarthy Corp First Set of Discovery
Requests to US Bank and review documents
provided by US Bank on construction loan
file to review for privileged communication
and confidential information

7.30

$1,825.00

12/12/18

MEJ

Email to Gavin Mobraten re: additional
documents necessary to produce in
discovery

0.10

$25.00

12/13/18

MEJ

Draft Privilege Log for withholding US Bank's
confidential documents

1.10

$275.00

NV

Draft Notice of Service re: Defendant US
Bank's Answers and Response to Plaintiff's
First Set of Discovery Requests to Defendant
U.S. Bank

0.20

$19.00

MEJ

Redact sensitive client financial information
from documents being produced in
connection with US Banks Responses to
McCarthy's First Set of Discovery Requests to
US Bank

1.40

$350.00

MEJ

Make revisions to US Bank's responses to
McCarthy Frist Set of Discovery Requests to
US Bank pursuant to G. Mobraten's request

0.10

$25.00

MEJ

Email exchange with Gavin and George art
US Bank re: authorization for mediation on
2/22/19

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Email with US Bank re: confirmation of
availability for mediation on 2/22/19

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Call from Gavin Mobraten at US Bank re:
confirmation of availability for mediation on
2/22/19

0.20

$50.00

MAE

Receive email from Westcor Claims Counsel
Ted McCaskill re: request for litigation
update (.1) (no charge); prepare email to Ted
McCaskill re: litigation update and status of
case matters (.3).

0.30

$75.00

MEJ

Draft Defendant US Bank's Closing Argument
(4.1) (reduce to 2.5)

2.50

12/12/18

12/14/18

12/14/18

12/14/18

2/19/19
2/20/19

2/21/19

3/25/19
10/31/19

$625.00

$6,896.00
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EXHIBITB
Costs Related to Dismissed Claims
Date

Attorney

2/27/19

MEJ

Description
Initial outline and organization of motion to amend complaint

Time

Amount

0.50

$125.00

0.60

$57.00

Initial draft of motion to amend complaint, memorandum in
support, and declaration of counsel
2/28/19

NV

3/6/19

MEJ

Prepare motion for leave to file amended complaint

0.60

$150.00

3/7/19

MEJ

Prepare Stark Investment Group, LLC and Craig Stark's First
Amended Answer and Counterclaim

0.90

$225.00

3/11/19

MEJ

Prepare motion to amend complaint to add R. McCarthy and
claims for CPA and piercing corporate veil

0.60

$150.00

3/11/19

MEJ

Prepare draft of memorandum in support of motion to amend
answer and counterclaim

1.30

$325.00

3/12/19

MEJ

Prepare draft of Declaration of MAE in Support of
Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim

0.50

$125.00

3/12/19

MEJ

Review transcript of Jason Cheyne and Rob McCarthy to pull
excerpts to support Declaration in support of motion to amend

0.70

$175.00

3/14/19

NV

Initial draft of the Declaration of Mike Ealy in Support of motion
to amend (.6); initial draft of notice of hearing (.2)

0.80

$76.00

3/14/19

MAE

Review email from Craig Stark re: motion to amend and respond
to same (.1)

0.10

$25.00

MAE

Telephone conference from Craig and Michelle Stark re:
discussion motion to amend and related matters

0.50

$125.00

3/15/19
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MEJ

Meeting with MAE to review Transcripts of Cheyne and
McCarthy; invoices and deed of trust to analyze likelihood of
success on merits of claims against McCarthy Capital, McCarthy
Corporation and Robert McCarthy

0.90

$225.00

MEJ

Phone conference with MAE, Craig Stark and Michelle Stark re:
likelihood of success on merits of claims against McCarthy
Capital, McCarthy Corporation and Robert McCarthy

0.40

$100.00

3/15/19

MEJ

Search for McCarthy Corporation assets and liabilities and R.
McCarthy assets and liabilities, pull deeds for McCarthy lake
property; email to clients for information

0.70

$175.00

3/15/19

MEJ

Prepare declaration in support of motion to amend

2.40

$600.00

3/17/19

MEJ

Prepare declaration of Craig Stark in support of motion to
amend

2.20

$550.00

3/18/19

MEJ

Email exchange with client re: motion to amend and supporting
documents filed by 3/20

0.20

$50.00

3/18/19

MEJ

Bonner County Interactive Map search for ownership of
222/230 Kootenai Bay Road to include in declaration

0.90

$225.00

3/19/19

NV

Revise declaration of counsel in support of motion to amend

0.40

$38.00

3/19/19

MEJ

Finalize draft of motion to amend, memorandum in support,
declaration of MAE and declaration of Craig Stark

2.40

$600.00

MAE

Preparation of motion to amend (.2), declaration of Craig
Stark(.5), declaration of counsel (.3), memorandum in support
(.8)

1.80

$450.00

2.20

$209.00

3/15/19

3/15/19

3/20/19

3/20/19

NV

Revise declaration of Craig Stark (.8); continued revisions to
motion to amend and memorandum in support (1.4)

3/20/19

MEJ

Revise and continue drafting memorandum in support of
motion to amend

2.50

$625.00

3/20/19

MEJ

Revise and continue drafting declaration of Craig Stark

1.90

$475.00
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3/21/19

NV

Revise notice of hearing re: motion to amend

0.20

$19.00

3/25/19

MAE

Edit and revision to Declaration of Craig Stark

1.20

$300.00

3/26/19

MAE

Further preparation of Declaration of Craig Stark and Michael
Ealy in support of motion to amend

4.00

$1,000.00

3/27/19

MAE

Further preparation of declaration of Craig Stark and Michael
Ealy

1.50

$375.00

3/29/19

MEJ

Review and edit Declaration of Craig Stark in support of
Defendant's motion to amend

0.40

$100.00

3/29/19

MEJ

Revise statement of facts in motion to amend

2.80

$700.00

3/29/19

MAE

Prepare email to Craig Stark re: draft declaration (.1);
preparation of declaration of Michael Ealy (2.4)

2.5

$625.00

3/31/19

MAE

Further preparation of memorandum in support of motion to
amend (3.5)

3.5

$675.00

4/1/19

MAE

Further prep of memorandum in support of motion to amend
(3.5); further edit to draft declaration of Craig Stark (.1); further
preparation to declaration of Michael Ealy (.1)

3.7

$925.00

4/2/19

MAE

Finalize motion to amend, memorandum, and declarations

3.5

$875.00

4/2/19

MEJ

Analyze Idaho case law re: authority to amend complaint to add
principal of company to lawsuit

0.4

$100.00

4/2/19

MEJ

Revise propose first amended answer and counterclaim

0.5

$125.00

MAJ

Prepare email to Craig and Michelle re: status of motion to
amend answer and counterclaim

0.1

$25.00

MAE

Telephone conference with attorney J.D. Hallin re: discuss nonopposition to motion to amend and expert witness disclosure
deadlines (.2); telephone conference from Craig and Michelle
Stark re: discuss motion to amend hearing (.3)

0.5

$125.00

4/12/19

4/15/19
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4/16/19

MAE

Prepare for oral argument in support of motion to amend (1);
attend hearing on motion to amend (.5)

1.5

$375.00

4/16/19

MEJ

Copy relevant case law for motion to amend and review and
highlight supporting case law for argument

0.3

$75.00

4/17/19

NV

Initial draft of order granting motion to amend (.2); revise first
amended answer (.2)

0.4

$38.00

4/17/19

MAE

Prepare order granting motion to amend (.1); final pre of first
amended answer and counterclaim

0.2

$50.00

4/25/19

MAE

Receive order granting motion to amend and direct filing of
amended answer

0.2

$50.00

4/26/2019

MAE

Review answer to amended counterclaim

0.1

$25.00

5/2/2019

MEJ

Prepare Rule 30(b)(6) notice of deposition for McCarthy
Corporation

0.6

$150.00

MEJ

Draft Defendants third set of interrogatories and requests for
production and First Set of Interrogatories and Request for
Production to Robert and Lacy McCarthy

1.3

$325.00

MAE

Initial preparation of Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of
McCarthy Corporation (1.)

1.00

$250.00

5/7/2019

MAE

Continued prep of Notice of 30(b0(6) deposition of McCarthy
Corporation (.4); email to Craig Stark re: enclose same for
review with comments (.2)

0.60

$150.00

5/9/2019

MAE

Finalize letter to J.D. Hallin re: notice of rule 30(b)(6) deposition

0.20

$50.00

MEJ

Review Craig Stark email dated May 18 along with McCarthy
Corporation's answers to second set of discovery to begin
preparing for third set of discovery requests to McCarthy
Corporation and First Set to Robert and Lacy McCarthy

0.50

$125.00

MEJ

Begin drafting Defendants First Set of discovery to Robert and
Lacy McCarthy individually for financial information relating to
their ownership interest in McCarthy Corporation.

0.80

$200.00

5/2/2019

5/6/2019

5/20/2019

5/22/2019
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5/23/2019

MEJ

Prepare third set of discovery to McCarthy Corporation,
focusing on itemized damages sought by lawsuit and piercing
corporate veil

5/24/2019

MAE

Evaluate status of discovery and review proposed additional
interrogatories and requests for production

0.10

$25.00

NV

Draft notice of services re: Stark's first set of discovery to Robert
and Lacy McCarthy and Stark's Third Set of Discovery to
McCarthy Corporation

0.40

$38.00

6/24/2019

MAE

Telephone conference with Craig and Michelle Stark re: discuss
deposition and discovery matters (.2); prepare for Rule 30(b)(6)
deposition of McCarthy Corporation including review of Robert
McCarthy's prior deposition testimony and exhibits (3)

3.20

$800.00

6/24/2019

MEJ

Begin preparing defendants' answers to plaintiff's second set of
discovery requests

1.30

$325.00

6/25/2019

MAE

Further preparation for 30(b)(6) deposition (.5); appear for
deposition (4)

4.50

$1,125.00

6/26/2019

MAE

Meet with Marcus Johnson re: prepare answers and responses
to McCarthy discovery requests (.5)

0.50

$125.00

MEJ

Prepare Defendants' answers to Plaintiff's second set of
discovery requests and documents currently in possession to
support claims (2.1); meet with Marcus Johnson to prepare
answers to McCarthy discovery requests (.5)

2.60

$650.00

6/27/2019

MAE

Revise notice of voluntary dismissal re: pierce the corporate veil
claim (.1); revise stipulation for partial dismissal with prejudice
for misrepresentation/fraud claim (.1)

0.20

$50.00

6/27/2019

NV

Final revisions to notice of voluntary dismissal and stipulation
for partial dismissal

0.20

$19.00

MEJ

Prepare notice of voluntary dismissal for claims against Robert
and Lacy McCarthy

0.30

$75.00

5/28/2019

6/26/2019

6/27/2019

1.90

$475.00
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6/27/2019

MEJ

Prepare stipulation and order for dismissal for claim of fraud
against McCarthy Corporation

6/28/2019

MAE

6/28/2019

MEJ

Telephone conference with J.D. Hallin re: discuss and confirm
stipulation for partial dismissal and case related matters (.3);
finalize and file stipulation for partial dismissal and notice of
voluntary dismissal (.2); review emails with attachments from
Craig Stark re: documents in support of answers and responses
to McCarthy Corporation's third set of discovery (.2); evaluate
and assist with preparation of answers to third set of written
discovery (.5)
Preparation of Defendant's answers and responses to Plaintiff's
second set of discovery requests to Stark Investment Group, LLC

6/28/2019

NV

Compile documents from Craig Stark re: documents to produce
in his responses to Plaintiff's second set of requests for
production (.5)

6/28/2019

MEJ

6/28/2019

MEJ

Final preparation of stipulation and order for dismissal of claim
of fraud against McCarthy corporation
Prepare notice of voluntary dismissal for claims of piercing the
corporate veil against Robert and Lacy McCarthy

0.40

$100.00

1.20

$300.00

2.20

$550.00

0.50

$47.50

0.10

$25.00

0.20

$50.00

$18,491.50
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Electronically Filed
12/31/2019 3:09 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486

DECLARATION OF COUNSEL
Plaintiff,
MOTION TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY'S
FEES AND COSTS

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

JONATHON D. HALLIN, for his Declaration, states and avers as follows:
1. That I am an attorney with Lukins & Annis, P.S., counsel ofrecord for the above-named
Plaintiffs. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and make this Declaration upon my
own personal knowledge and belief.
2. I have been licensed and actively practicing law in the State ofldaho since 2005. I have
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been employed by Lukins & Annis, P.S. as an attorney since April, 2010.
3. I am familiar with the billing practices, rates charged, and record keeping practices for
client invoices employed by Lukins & Annis, P. S.
4. Lukins & Annis, P.S. has been an established law firm in the Spokane-Coeur d'Alene
area for over 4 7 years. The firm has extensive experience prosecuting and defending
civil litigation throughout the State of Idaho, including Kootenai County. As such, the
firm is familiar with the customary and prevailing rates and fee agreements charged by
attorneys in Kootenai County for civil litigation.
5. Lukins & Annis, P.S. reviews its billing rates for all attorneys employed by the firm with
the close of each fiscal year. Any adjustments are made effective October 1st of each
calendar year.
6. At all times, I have served as the lead counsel, and billing/supervising attorney
responsible for handling this action on behalf of the Plaintiff. Since commencement of
this dispute, I have charged Plaintiff an hourly rate of $225.00 for all work I have
performed in connection with this litigation.
7. Sheena Christman is an associate attorney employed by Lukins & Annis, P.S. and works
out of the firm's Coeur d'Alene office. She has been licensed to practice law in the State
ofldaho since October, 2016. Ms. Christman has been continuously employed by the
firm since July, 2018, primarily handling civil litigation. Prior to joining the firm, she
was employed as a Judicial Staff Attorney in Kootenai County for 2 years.
8. Effective as October 1, 2019, Ms. Christman's standard hourly rate is $170.00 hour.
Before that date, her hourly rate was $160/hour. Ms. Christman's hourly rate is
consistent with the prevailing rates charged for associate attorneys with similar
experience for civil litigation.
9. None of the seven associate attorneys that work from our Spokane office, all of which
have varying degrees of experience, qualifications and practice areas, currently have a
standard hourly rate of $250/hour.
I certify under the penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this 31 ST day of December, 2019.
/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31 ST day of December, 2019, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□

□
□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Electronically Filed
1/3/2020 10:29 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Elizabeth Floden, Deputy Clerk

RA.MSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d 1Alene 1 ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5 818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, lSB #5619
meal y@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark~ and U.S. Bank, NA
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO rN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATLON
Plaintiff,

vs.
STARK rNVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRA.IG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION
TO
DISALLOW ATTORNEY'S FEES
AND COSTS

The above-named Defendants respond to Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and
Costs based on the argument set forth.

I.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT
A. Missoula County District Court filing fee.

McCarthy Corporation avers that Defendants are not entitled to the $120.00 filing fee paid
to the Missoula County Distiict Comt for the issuance of an interstate subpoena.

I.R.C.P.

54(d)(l)(C)(ii) provides for an award of ''actual fees for service of any pleading or document in the
action.'

1

Basin Industlial Services, Inc. is a Montana corporation.

Defendants issued a subpoena

duces tecum on Basin Industrial Services, Inc. to gather documents relevant to this action. Pursuant
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO PLAJNTlFF'S MOTION TO DISA.LLOW ATTORNEY'S FEES
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to Montana District Court Rule 31, Defendants were required to file a separate action to serve the
foreign subpoena. Mont. R. Civ. P. 31 (stating 'The Clerk of Court sha11 file each miscellaneous
filing in its own separate cause of action and, pursuant to §25-1-201(1 )(a) M.C.A., shall charge
the $120 commencement of action filing fee. This includes but is not limited to ... [i] ssuance of
Out of State Subpoena.)" Thusl the $120.00 filing fee is a necessary and actual cost incurred in
this action. Defendants are entitled to this cost as a matter of right under I. R. C .P. 54( d)( 1)(C)( ii).
8. Deposition Costs.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54( d)(l )(C)(x)-(xi)i a prevailing party is entitled to the following
costs as a matter of right: charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in
preparation for trial of an action, and charges for one (l) copy of any deposition taken by any of
the parties to the action in preparation for trial of the action. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(x)-(xi).
McCarthy Corporation avers that Defendants are entitled to costs for the Court reporter to
appear at the deposition, but not entitled to costs associated with retaining a copy of each
transcript. That is contrary to the clear language of I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(xi). The rule clearly
allows Defendants reimbursement for one copy of each deposition transcript taken in this action.
Plaintiff appears to claim that Defendants must pick and choose one transcript which they are
entitled to reimbursement. That is not contemplated by the language of the rule. Defendants
seek reimbursement of one copy of each deposition transc1ipt necessary to defend and prosecute
this action - all of which were published to the Court at trial. Defendants are entitled to these
costs as a matter of right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l )(C){xi).

II.

ATTORNEY'S FEES
A. Defendants are not required to segregate their attorney's fees for their respective
claims.

Plaintiff argues that Defendants are not entitled to an award of fees because Defendants
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW ATTORNETS FEES
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failed to segregate out their fees in regard to the respective claims. However, as previously
explained by the Idaho Supreme Court, Idaho law does not require that tees be segregated according
to the specific claims of each client. See Fletcher v. Lone Mt. Rd. Ass 'n~ 452 P.3d 802 (Idaho 2019)
(citing Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893, 901 (2004)). In addition, where there is one overall
prevailing party entitled to an award of attorney fees by statute or contract, "the award of reasonable
attorney fees is not required to be limited to the claims upon which the prevailing party prevailed."
Advanced Med. Diagnostics, LLC v. Imaging Ctr. QfJdaho, LLC, 154 Idaho 812, 815-16 (2013).

Fwihermore - contrary to Plaintiffs arguments - the law does not mandate the segregation
of attorney fees based on claims pursued at trial and those dismissed before trial began, nor may it
be feasible. See Fletcher v. Lone Mt. Rd. Ass 'n, 452 P.3d 802 (Idaho 2019). Whether to limit an
1

award of attorney fees to a specific claim is a matter left to the district court s sound discretion. Id.
Plaintiff pursued t\.vo claims against Defendants. Defendants successfully defended against
both of those claims. Defendants initial! y pursued three counterclaims against Plaintiff: 1) breach of
contract and implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; 2) misrepresentation/fraud; and 3)
slander of title. Defendants amended their answer and counterclaim to add two additional claims: 4)
Idaho Consumer Protection Act; and 5) Piercing the Corporate Veil. Plaintiff did not object to this
motion to amend. While Defendants voluntarily dismissed the misrepresentation and piercing the
corporate veil claims prior to trial, Defendants pursued and prcva11cd on the later added ICPA claim.
11ms~ the motion to amend was reasonable and necessary for this case. Plaintiff's argument that
Defendants are not entitled to any fees surrounding the motion to amend because Defendants
dismissed one of the added claims is erroneous. The motion practice and fees surrOLmding the
amendment and dismissal of certain claims was reasonable under the circumstances and an
anticipated litigation cost.
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In sum~ it is not mandatory or feasible for Defendants to segregate the attorney's fees
incurred in this action. Defendants submit that all of the attorney's fees incurred and outlined in its
memorandum of costs and fees were reasonable and necessary to defend against and prosecute their
claims. Defendants respectfully request this Comi exercise its discretion and award Defendants all
attorney's fees incmred in this action.
B. Defendants arc entitled to an award of fees related to the defense of U.S. Bank.
Plaintiff argues that Defendants are not entitled to attorney's fees for defending U.S. Bank,
N.A. in this action. McCarthy named U.S. Bank as a defendant in this lawsuit and pursued a claim
for lien foreclosure. This Hen foreclosure claim was founded on McCarthy's underlying breach of
contract daim against Stark.

Based on the evidence presented at trial~

Defendants had a

contractual obligation to indemnify U.S. Bank against these claims. See Defs. Ex. D. But for
McCarthy filing this action this action to foreclose on its Claim of Lien and Amended Claim of Lien
(which the Court found meritless after trial)~ Defendants would not have incurred these defense
costs and fees. All named Defendants successfully defended against McCarthy's lien foreclosure
and breach of contract claims at trial. As such, as U.S. Bank and Defendants are entitled to an
award of attorney's fees incurred in doing so.

Ill.

CONCLUSION

Defendants rcspectfu11y request that this Court a ward Defendants their attorney's fees and
costs as set forth in Defendants' Memorandum of Costs und Attorney's Fees.

DATED this

:$

day ofJ anuary, 2020.
E SMET, LLP

Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-2rd

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this i..2__ day of January, 2020, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated belowl and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P .S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur dlAlene. Idaho 83814

_
_

_x
_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Deli vercd
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
iCourt Electronic Portal
jhallin@lukins.com
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Electronically Filed
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First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253

Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
McCARTHY CORPORATION'S
MOTION TO DISALLOW
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, submits the following
Memorandum of points and authorities in support of its Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and

Costs filed herein.
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I.

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT FACTS

McCarthy Corporation commenced this action on March 20, 2018. Its pleading advanced
two claims; the first being a claim for foreclosure of its mechanic's lien generally asserted
against all three co-defendants, and the second being a claim for breach of contract solely against
Mr. Stark.
In response, Defendants, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Corp., LLC, filed a
counterclaim which advanced three claims against McCarthy Corporation: ( 1) breach of contract
and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (2) misrepresentation/fraud; and (3)
slander of title. See Answer and Counterclaim, filed June 15, 2018. Two of these claims sound
in tort; slander of title and fraud/misrepresentation.
On April 25, 2019, Counterclaimants amended their pleading to add two new claims and
two new parties. See Defendant/Counterclaimants 'First Amended Answer and Counterclaim.
This included the addition of a claim for a violation of Idaho's Consumer Protection Act and
request to pierce the corporate veil asserted generally against McCarthy Corporation, Robert
McCarthy and Lacy McCarthy. On June 28, 2019, Counterclaimants dismissed their
fraud/misrepresentation and pierce the corporate veil claims. See Notice of Voluntary Dismissal
and Stipulation for Partial Dismissal.
On December 3, 2019, this Court issued a Memorandum Decision on Bench Trial. A

Judgment was entered on December 18, 2019 awarding Mr. Stark the sum of $85,861.29. The
day prior, the Defendants' submitted a Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees. By their
Memorandum, they request an total award of their attorney's fees incurred in this matter in the
amount of $140,245.50.
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II.

LEGAL STANDARD

"An award of attorney fees is within the discretion of the trial court and subject to review
for an abuse of discretion."' Total Success Investments, LLC v. Ada County Highway Dist., 148
Idaho 688, 694 (Ct. App. 2010); citing Taylor v. Maile, 146 Idaho 705, 712 (2009). Likewise,
calculation of reasonable fees is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. Partout v.
Harper, 145 Idaho 683, 690 (2008). "'Whether the district court has correctly determined that a
case is based on a 'commercial transaction' for the purpose of LC. § 12-120(3) is a question of
law' over which this Court exercises free review." Carillo v. Boise Tire Co., Inc., 152 Idaho 741,
755 (2012).
Discretionary decisions are subject to a four-part test to review an alleged abuse of
discretion, which includes whether the trial court: (1) correctly perceived the issue as one of
discretion; (2) acted within the boundaries of such discretion; (3) acted consistently with legal
standards applicable to specific choices available to it; and (4) reached its decision by an exercise
of reason. Lunneborg v. My Fun Life, 163 Idaho 856, 863 (2018).

III.

ARGUMENT

In the absence of statutory authorization or contractual agreement, the general rule is that
a prevailing party is not entitled to an award of attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting or
defending an action. Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571 (1984); Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v.
Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 771 (1999). "A party must specify, in its Idaho R.
Civ. P. 54(e)(5) fee request, the code section or contract provision pursuant to which it makes the
fee request." Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavation & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 721
(2005). "The court cannot sua sponte make the award or grant fees pursuant to a party's general
request." Bingham v. Montane Resource Assoc., 133 Idaho 420,424 (1999); MDS Investments,
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LLC v. State ofIdaho, 138 Idaho 456, 465 (2003). Further, a party may not seek to invoke the
equitable or inherent powers of the trial court to support an award of fees. Fournier v. Fournier,
125 Idaho 789, 791 (Ct. App. 1994); see also Keeven v. Estate of Keeven, 126 Idaho 290, 298
(Ct. App. 1994).
A.

Defendants are not Entitled to an Award of those Fees Incurred Defending McCarthy
Corporation's Mechanic's Lien Claim.
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) does not generally apply to lien foreclosure actions. This is

because there is a direct statute included in Idaho mechanic's lien act governing an award of
fees; LC. § 45-513. It is well enshrined in Idaho law that a more specific statute governs over a
general statute. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Western Heritage Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 582 (1999). This
includes statutes governing attorney's fees. Shay v. Cesler, 132 Idaho 585, 588 (1999).
Idaho Code § 45-513 mandates an award of fees to all successful lien claimants.
Specifically, it provides:
. . .The court shall also allow as part of the costs the moneys paid for filing and
recording the claim, and reasonable attorney fees.
Idaho's appellate courts have consistently held, however, that attorney's fees are not available to
prevailing defendants under this statute. L&W Supply Corp. v. Chartrand Family Trust, 136
Idaho 738, 746 (2002); see also Harrington v. McCarthy, 91 Idaho 307,312 (1966).
Defendants, Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group, LLC, are not entitled to an award
of their fees incurred successfully defending against McCarthy Corporation's lien foreclosure
claim under LC.§ 45-513. Similarly, U.S. Bank is not entitled to award of its fees. Despite
Starks' assertion, any contractual obligation to indemnify U.S. Bank does not change the
operation of this statute; rather it might simply give rise to a claim for damages. Accordingly,
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none of the Defendants are entitled to an award of their fees incurred defending McCarthy
Corporation's lien foreclosure claim.
B.

Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) does not Authorize a Blanket Award of Fees.
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) states:
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill,
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs.

(emphasis added). That statute provides two alternative means for an award of attorney's fees in
a commercial action. "The first portion of Idaho Code § 12-120(3) only provides for the
awarding of attorney fees in actions to recover on what would be contract actions." City of
McCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 665 (2009). The latter portion of the statute provides for an
award of attorney's fees in "commercial transactions." Id. The statute defines "commercial
transaction" to include "all transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes."
LC. § 12-120(3).

An "award of attorney's fees is not warranted every time a commercial transaction is
remotely connected with the case." Brower v. E.I DuPont De Nemours and Co., 117 Idaho 780,
784 (1990). Rather, "the critical test is whether the commercial transaction compromises the
gravamen of the lawsuit." Esser Electric v. Lost River Ballistics Technologies, Inc., 145 Idaho
912, 921 (2008). "However, we have interpreted that rule to require courts to consider the
gravamen of each claim within the lawsuit." Sims v. Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980, 911-12 (2015);
citing Willie v. Bd. of Trs., 138 Idaho 131, 136 (2002). "When a lawsuit has multiple claims,
courts look at each individual claim to determine what statutory basis allows attorney fees
recovery on that claim." Id., at 912.
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"In other words, courts analyze the gravamen claim by claim." Id; citing Great Plains
Equip., Inc. v. NW Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,472 (2001). "To determine whether the

significant part of a claim is a commercial transaction, the court must analyze whether a
commercial transaction (1) is integral to the claim and (2) constitutes the basis of the party's
theory of recovery on that claim. Id.
1. LC. § 12-120(3) does not Provide for an Award as to Counterclaimants' Tort Based
Causes of Action.

Idaho Code § 12-120(3) does not authorize an award of fees incurred prosecuting
Counterclaimants' common law and tort based causes of action. Because of this, any award
under LC. § 12-120(3) must be limited to the contract based claims; defense of McCarthy
Corporation's breach of contract claim, and prosecution of Mr. Stark's breach of contract
counterclaim. In its claim for fees, however, Mr. Stark did not segregate out which fees were
incurred with respect to each of the parties' various causes of action. For the reasons outlined
below, this defect should be fatal to his overall claim under LC. § 12-120(3).
To begin, Mr. Stark did not prevail on its counterclaims for fraud, slander of title and
pierce the corporate veil. Accordingly, he is not be allowed to recover those fees incurred
prosecuting these claims. Next, the counterclaim for slander of title and fraud both sound in tort
for which LC.§ 12-120(3) does not cover. Accord Jahnke v. Mesa Equip., Inc., 128 Idaho 562,
568 (Ct. App. 1996) (Holding claims for conversion and claim and delivery sounded in tort and
did not qualify for award of fees despite presence of commercial transaction between parties
which ultimately gave rise to dispute). Therefore, attorney's fees incurred unsuccessfully
pursuing these alternative claims are not recoverable under LC. § 12-120(3).
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As the prevailing party, it was incumbent upon Mr. Stark to apportion fees between his
respective claims. Having failed to do so, his request for fees pursuant to LC. § 12-120(3)
should be denied.
"Where fees were not apportioned between a claim that qualifies under LC. § 12-120(3)
and one that does not, no fees are to be awarded." Rockefeller v. Grabow, 136 Idaho 637, 645
(2001); citing Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, Inc., 128 Idaho 72, 79 (1996). In Rockefeller, the
defendants successfully defended a claim for breach of contract. Id. Following trial, the
defendants sought an award of fees under LC. § 12-120(3). Id. The Supreme Court noted the
defendants were entitled to an award of their fees incurred successfully defending the plaintiffs
contract claim. Id., at 584. However, their claim for fees also included fees incurred pursuing a
counterclaim for breach of fiduciary duty, which sounded in tort, and therefore could not support
an award of fees under LC. § 12-120(3). Id. As such, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial
court's denial of fees on the basis that the defendant failed to apportion the fees incurred with
respect to the individual claims. Id.
In his fees request, Mr. Stark submitted a request for an award of all fees incurred
defending and prosecuting all of the claims asserted in this action on behalf of the class of
parties. Not only does the request fail to segregate fees amongst the respective jointly
represented parties, it fails to apportion between the various claims. For the reasons outlined
above, Mr. Stark is not entitled to an blanket award of his fees under LC. § 12-120(3). Having
failed to apportion his fees, McCarthy Corporation submits that Mr. Stark's blanket request for
attorney's fees should be denied.
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2. U.S. Bank and Stark Investment Group, LLC are Not Entitled to an Award Due to the
Absence of a Requisite Contract or Commercial Transaction.
"Under the most expansive view of the statute, a lawsuit still must seek resolution of a
dispute arising from a commercial transaction between the parties." Idaho Newspaper Fdn. V.

City of Cascade, 117 Idaho 422, 424 (Ct. App. 1990) (emphasis added). "Each party to the
transaction must enter the transaction for a commercial purpose." Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co., Inc.,
152 Idaho 741, 756 (2012). "The commercial transaction must be an actual basis of the
complaint, that is, the lawsuit and the causes of action must be based on a commercial
transaction, not simply a situation that can be characterized as a commercial transaction." Great

Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,471 (2001). "To hold
otherwise would be to convert the award of attorney's fees from an exceptional remedy justified
only by statutory authority to a matter of right in virtually every lawsuit filed." Id.
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) may not be invoked "if the commercial transaction is between
parties only indirectly related, i.e. there was no transaction between the parties." Great Plains

Equipment, Inc., 136 Idaho at 472; citing Hausam v. Schnabl, 126 Idaho 569 (Ct. App. 1994). In
Hausam, the plaintiff sought to recover on a loan extended to a logging business. Id. As
consideration for the loan, one of the defendants executed a promissory note in both he and his
father's names. Id., 571. Because the promissory note was executed without the father's
knowledge or consent, the trial court denied the plaintiffs breach of contract claim as to the
father. Id. The Court of Appeal, however, did grant judgment to the plaintiff against the father
on the theory of unjust enrichment.
On appeal, the plaintiff sought an award of fees incurred pursuing his claims against the
father. Id., at 574. The Court of Appeals denied the plaintiffs request after determining the
father was indirectly connected to the requisite "commercial transaction." Id. In doing so, it
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noted:
The 'commercial transaction' between Hausam and Wade Schnabl, to which John
Schnabl was not directly a party, does not serve as the basis for Hausam's
recovery. John Schnabl's indirect connection by having received a benefit
inequitable for him to retain fits the observation of the court in Brower: 'We
cannot say that this case revolves around a commercial transaction sufficient to
implicate the terms of LC. § 12-120(3).' Accordingly, we conclude that an award
of attorney fees to Hausam on appeal under LC.§ 12-120(3) would not be proper.
Id.

Following this line of reasoning, the Idaho Supreme Court declined to award fees to the
owner of a pipeline who prevailed on claims brought by various subcontractors who filed suit
after the general contractor failed to pay them for labor and materials provided in connection
with the construction of a pipeline. Id. In that case, there was no dispute that the context of the
subcontractor's claims were commercial in nature. Id., at 472. Rather, the primary issue was
"whether was a transaction between [the subcontractors] and [pipeline owner] upon which LC. §
12-120(3) would properly apply." Id. The Court observed that "the only commercial transaction
took place between the respective subcontractor and [general contractor], and [the general
contractor] and the [pipeline owner]." Id. For this reason, it held the pipeline owner could not
rely on LC.§ 12-120(3) for an award of fees. Id., at 473.
Likewise, a commercial loan transaction between a secured lender and vendee will not
support an award of fees on behalf to the secured lender who prevails in an action brought by the
vendor ofreal property. Harris v. Bank of Commerce, 154 Idaho 356, 361 (2013). In Harris,
after acquiring title, the vendee conveyed a deed of trust to the secured lender. Id., at 357-58.
After the transaction was completed, the vendor discovered that the agreed upon consideration
for the real property was valueless. Id. Consequently, it filed suit against the vendee and secured
lender seeking, inter alia, to rescind the sale, quiet title to the real property and establish a
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vendor's lien. Id., at 358. After obtaining dismissal of the vendor's claims, the secured lender
sought an award of fees under LC. § 12-120(3). Id. After noting that the vendor was not a party
to the loan agreement between vendee and the secured lender, it held there was no commercial
transaction between the vendor and secured lender to support an award of fees. Id., at 361.
Following this line of authority, the requisite contract or commercial transaction is
lacking between McCarthy Corporation and Stark Investment Group, LLC. Stark Investment
Group, LLC was named as a party to the Verified Complaint solely to the extent it was the legal
owner of the Subject Property. In that regard, its involvement was limited to McCarthy
Corporation's claim for foreclosure of its mechanic's lien. Finally, McCarthy Corporation has
never alleged the existence of a commercial transaction between it and Stark Investment Group,
LLC.
Similarly, there has never been a requisite commercial transaction or contract between
U.S. Bank and McCarthy Corporation. U.S. Bank is Mr. Stark's secured lender and holds a
secured interest in the Subject Property. It was also listed as a party in McCarthy Corporation's
pleading to the extent it claimed a competing interest in the Subject Property. There has been no
evidence or allegations that there was a requisite contract or commercial transaction existing
between McCarthy Corporation and U.S. Bank. For these reasons, neither Stark Investment
Group, LLC or U.S. Bank are entitled to receive an award of their fees pursuant to LC. § 12120(3).
1. It was Incumbent Upon Mr. Stark to Segregate the Fees Amongst the
Respective Defendants.

When multiple parties are jointly-represented, "it is incumbent upon a party seeking
attorney fees to present sufficient information for the court to consider factors as they relate to
the prevailing part or parties seeking fees." Hackett v. Streeter, 109 Idaho 261, 264 (Ct. App.
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1985); accord Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893 (2004). "Hackett mandates segregation of fees for
multiple clients; it does not require that fees be segregated according to the specific claims of
each client." Smith, 140 at 901; accord Fletcher v. Lone Mtn. Road Ass 'n, 452 P.3d 802, 809
(2019).
Mr. Stark, Stark Investment Group, LLC and U.S. Bank were jointly represented in this
action. As outlined in McCarthy Corporation's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs,
fees incurred defending each of three parties are included in Defendant's requested award of
attorney's fees in the amount of $140,245.50. Further, the supporting documents submitted by
the Defendants make no apportion of this total sum amongst the various claims or parties. For
this reason, the Court is left without sufficient information to enable it to engage in a meaningful
analysis of the factors under I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). For this additional reason, McCarthy Corporation
submits that Defendants' request for fees should be disallowed.
DATED this 6TH day of January, 2020.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6TH day of January, 2020, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□

□
□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Filed:01/15/2020 11 :07:31
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - McCoy, Susan

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ST ARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants.

__________
I.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2018-2486
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE: MOTION
TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS

FACTS

Plaintiff McCarthy Corporation commenced this action by filing a complaint alleging two
claims: (1) foreclosure of its mechanic's lien against all three co-defendants and (2) breach of
contract against Defendant Craig Stark.
Defendants Craig Stark and Stark Investment Group LLC initially asserted three
counterclaims: (1) breach of contract and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (2)
misrepresentation/fraud; and (3) slander of title. The Counterclaimants subsequently amended
their pleading to add two additional claims: (1) violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
(ICP A) and (2) a claim to pierce the corporate veil against McCarthy Corporation, Robert
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McCarthy, and Lacy McCarthy.

Counterclaimants eventually voluntarily dismissed their

fraud/misrepresentation and pierce the corporate veil claims.
Following a bench trial, this Court issued a Memorandum Decision awarding Mr. Stark
$85,861.29 and finding the Defendants to be the prevailing parties in this matter. The Court
awarded attorney fees to Stark pursuant to I.C. §§ 12-120(3) and 48-608(5).

Stark then

submitted a Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees requesting $140,245.50.
Plaintiff now objects to certain specific amounts claimed and also argues that the request
for fees should be denied entirely because Stark failed to apportion the fees sought between the
different claims in this matter. Plaintiff has withdrawn its objection to the costs claimed as a
matter of right for obtaining deposition transcripts.
II.

STANDARD

"An award of attorney fees is within the discretion of the trial court and subject to review

for an abuse of discretion." Total Success Investments, LLC v. Ada County Highway Dist. , 148
Idaho 688, 694 (Ct. App. 2010); citing Taylor v. Maile , 146 Idaho 705, 712 (2009). Likewise,
calculation of reasonable fees is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. Partout v.
Harper, 145 Idaho 683 , 690 (2008). "'Whether the district court has correctly determined that a

case is based on a 'commercial transaction' for the purpose of LC. § 12-120(3) is a question of
law' over which this Court exercises free review." Carillo v. Boise Tire Co. , Inc., 152 Idaho
741 , 755 (2012).
Discretionary decisions are subject to a four-part test to review an alleged abuse of
discretion, which includes whether the trial court: (1) correctly perceived the issue as one of
discretion; (2) acted within the boundaries of such discretion; (3) acted consistently with legal
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standards applicable to specific choices available to it; and (4) reached its decision by an exercise
ofreason. Lunneborg v. My Fun Life, 163 Idaho 856, 863 (2018).

III.

ANALYSIS

A. Apportionment Between Claims
Plaintiff argues that Defendants are not entitled to an award of fees incurred defending
Plaintiff's lien foreclosure action. Plaintiff notes that while LC. § 45-513 mandates an award of
attorney fees to successful lien foreclosure claimants, attorney fees are not available to prevailing
defendants under the statute. L&W Supply Corp. v. Chartrand Family Trust, 136 Idaho 738, 746
(2002); see also Harrington v. McCarthy, 91 Idaho 307, 312 (1966). Moreover, LC.§ 12-120(3)
does not generally apply to lien foreclosure actions.
[T]he award of attorney's fees is not warranted every time a commercial
transaction is remotely connected with the case. Rather, the test is whether the
commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit. Attorney's fees are
not appropriate under LC. § 12-120(3) unless the commercial transaction is
integral to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting
to recover. To hold otherwise would be to convert the award of attorney's fees
from an exceptional remedy justified only by statutory authority to a matter of
right in virtually every lawsuit filed.

Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, Inc., 128 Idaho 72, 78, 910 P.2d 744, 750 (1996). "To determine
whether the significant part of a claim is a commercial transaction, the court must analyze
whether a commercial transaction (1) is integral to the claim and (2) constitutes the basis of the
party's theory of recovery on that claim." Sims v. Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980, 342 P.3d 907, 912
(2015).
In Brooks, the Idaho Supreme Court examined whether an award of attorney fees under
LC. § 12-120(3) was appropriate in a case involving a claim for conversion. The owner of a herd
of cattle sued a landholder for breach of an agistment contract. The landholder counterclaimed,
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pursuant to the tort of conversion. The jury found against the owner on the breach of contract
claim and for the landholder on the conversion claim. The court determined that the landholder
was not entitled to an award of fees under LC. § 12-120(3), because the claim was based on the
tort of conversion and was not based on the contract. Brooks, 128 Idaho at 78-79, 910 P.2d at
750- 51.
However, in Powell v. Sellers, 130 Idaho 122, 937 P.2d 434, 441 (Ct.App.1997), the
Court of Appeals upheld the trial court's finding that the gravamen a lawsuit between adjacent
landowners was a commercial transaction under Idaho Code § 12-120(3). The court decided
that, because the landowners had entered into a stipulated agreement, a subsequent suit alleging
negligent performance under the agreement was based on a commercial transaction. Powell, 130
Idaho at 129, 937 P.2d at 441. The court reasoned that the critical question in its determination
was whether the contract was integral to the claims regarding a party's liability. Id. In answering
that question, the court focused on the fact that the contract was the gravamen of the claim for
negligent performance under the contract. Id. The court in Powell distinguished the facts of its
case from those in Brooks, holding that the nexus between the stipulated agreement and
negligence claim at issue in that case was closer than that between the agistment contract and
conversion claim in Brooks. Powell, 130 Idaho at 129, 937 P.2d at 441.
In the case at bar, Plaintiff asserted alternative claims for lien foreclosure and breach of
contract. See Verified Complaint. The central issue in this litigation was which party breached
the contract and the amount of damages therefrom. The defenses and arguments presented at
trial regarding the breach of contract claim and the lien foreclosure claim were essentially the
same. Plaintiff does not argue that the contract in this case was not a commercial transaction.
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As such, the Court finds that the contract, a commercial transaction, ( 1) is integral to the claim of
lien foreclosure under these facts and (2) constitutes the basis of the party's theory of recovery on
that claim under these facts. 1 More plainly, the defense of the Plaintiff's contract claim and the
prosecution of the Defendant's counterclaim were so intertwined with the defense of the lien
claim that it is not practical or appropriate to apportion the attorney fees.
B. Attorney Fees for Tort Causes of Action
Plaintiff argues that Stark is not the prevailing party on his counterclaims for fraud,
slander of title, and pierce the corporate veil, so he should not be awarded fees incurred in
prosecuting those counterclaims. Moreover, Plaintiff argues that the counterclaims for fraud and
slander of title sound in tort, so they are not covered by LC. § 12-120(3). Plaintiff does not
challenge the Court's determination that Stark is the overall prevailing party in this case.
"[W]here there is one overall prevailing party entitled to an award of attorney fees by
statute or contract, "the award of reasonable attorney fees is not required to be limited to the
claims upon which the prevailing party prevailed." Fletcher v. Lone Mountain Rd Ass'n, 165
Idaho 780,452 P.3d 802, 809 (2019) (quoting Advanced Med Diagnostics, LLC v. Imaging Ctr.

of Idaho, LLC, 154 Idaho 812, 815-16, 303 P.3d 171, 174-75 (2013). However, the Court does
not find that the prevailing party would be entitled to attorney fees by statute or contract for the
slander of title and pierce the corporate veil counterclaims because the gravamen of such claims

1

The Court is mindful of the statement in Sims v. Jacobson, 151 Idaho 980, 342 P.3d 907, 912 (2015), "A lien
foreclosure does not have a commercial transaction as its significant part because the basis of recovery is the in rem
enforcement of a statutory claim." However, in that case, the breach of contract and quantum meruit claims were
pied in alternative to the lien foreclosure claim. In this case, the gravamen of the lien foreclosure claim was a
commercial transaction because the issue on the claim was whether Plaintiff was actually entitled to the lien; i.e.,
which party breached the contract, undisputedly a commercial transaction. Moreover, the statement in Sims is dicta:
"Because Sims did not properly raise the issue of whether the district court's fee award unreasonably included fees
related to lien foreclosure and because Sims did not cogently challenge the reasonableness of the district court's
award in his opening brief, we affirm ... " Sims v. Jacobson, 151 Idaho 980, 342 P.3d 907, 913 (2015).
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was not a commercial transaction.
The Court notes that the parties stipulated to dismiss Stark's counterclaims for fraud and
pierce the corporate veil well in advance of trial. Moreover, in reviewing Exhibit B to the
Affidavit of Michael A. Ealy in Support of Defendants' Motion for Award of Attorney Fees and
Costs, the Court finds that Stark is not seeking fees solely attributable to pursuing the fraud,
slander of title, or pierce the corporate veil counterclaims.
C. Fees on behalf of U.S. Bank and Stark Investment Group, LLC

Plaintiff objects to all fees sought for work performed on behalf U.S. Bank and Stark
Investment Group, LLC.

Where one client is entitled to fees and another is not, "Hackett

mandates segregation of fees for multiple clients." Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893 , 901 , 104
P.3d 367, 375 (2004) (citing Hackett v. Streeter, 109 Idaho 261 , 706 P.2d 1372 (Ct.App.1985)).
Defendants argue that Stark was obligated by contract to indemnify U.S. Bank.
However, the Court finds no contract or commercial transaction between Plaintiff and either U.S.
Bank or Stark Investment Group, LLC. There is no contractual or statutory provision allowing
for or mandating the award of attorney fees against Plaintiff to U.S. Bank or Stark Investment
Group, LLC. Therefore, the Court declines to award attorney fees against Plaintiff for work
performed on behalf of U.S. Bank or Stark Investment Group, LLC.
D. Missoula County Filing Fee

Plaintiff objects that the $120.00 filing fee paid to the Missoula County District Court for
issuance of an interstate subpoena is not properly compensable under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ii).
That section states that when costs are awarded to a party, that party is entitled to "actual fees for
service of any pleading or document in the action, whether served by a public officer or other
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person." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ii). Additionally, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(i) provides for "court filing
fees."
The Court finds that such filing fee was necessary to obtain the issuance of a reasonably
warranted interstate subpoena in this case and awards the $120.00 Missoula County filing fee.
E. Reasonableness of Associate Attorney Hourly Rates
Plaintiff objects to the hourly rates claimed for work performed by associate attorneys in
this case as unreasonable. The majority of associate attorney work was billed at $250.00 per
hour and a portion was billed at $230.00 per hour. Plaintiff suggests that a reasonable hourly
rate for the associate attorneys would be a reduction of 30%. Plaintiff clarifies that it does not
object to the reasonableness of the rate as it pertains to the 20.2 hours billed for in-court trial
work.
The Court finds that a reasonable hourly rate for the associate attorneys' work is $225.00
per hour.
IV.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons and as set forth above, Stark shall resubmit an Amended Memorandum
of Costs in accordance with this Decision and Order.

SO ORDERED this ~

y of January, 2020.

CT JUDGE
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Electronically Filed
1/27/2020 4:39 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Debra Leu, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Plaintiff/Appellant,
Fee Category: L.4.
vs.
Filing Fee: $129.00
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants/Respondents.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM
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TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A., AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, MICHAEL A.
EALY, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLD COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above name Appellant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, appeals against the above
named Respondents, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, CRAIG STARK, and
U.S. BANK, N.A., to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment, entered in the above
entitled action on the December 18, 2019, Hon. Rich Christensen, presiding.
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment described
in Paragraph I above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l), Idaho
Appellate Rules.
3. Appellant intends to assert in the appeal the following issues in the appeal, which shall
not prevent it from asserting other issues on appeal:
a. Whether the trial court's finding of fact are supported by substantial and competent
evidence;
b. Whether the trial court erred in concluding that McCarthy Corporation was in
breach of the parties' agreement;
c. Whether the trial court erred in concluding that McCarthy Corporation's conducted
violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act;
d. Whether the trial court's award of damages was proven with reasonable certainty;
e. Whether the trial court erred in awarding damages for losses unrelated to conduct in
violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Ac;
f.

Whether the trial court erred in awarding attorney's fees to Craig Stark;

4. An order has not been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5. A reporter's transcript is requested. Appellant requests the preparation of the following
portions of the reporter's transcript in [ ] hard copy, [ ] electronic format, [x] both, to
wit:
a. Court Trial, day 1, conducted on August 7, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. Court Reporter: Julie
Foland. Number of Estimated Pages: 175.
b. Court Trial, day 2, conducted on August 8, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. Court Reporter: Julie
Foland. Number of Estimated Pages: 190.
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c. Court trial, day 3, conducted on August 20, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
d. Court trial, day 4, conducted on August 21, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
e. Court trial, day 5, conducted on October 7, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 500.
f.

Court trial, day 6, conducted on October 8, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.

g. Court trial, day 7, conducted on October 9, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
h. Hearing on Craig Stark's Motion for Fees and Costs, conducted on January 6, 2020,
at 3:00 p.m. Court Reporter: Keri Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Under 100.
6. Appellant requests that a scanned record be prepared in this matter per Rule 28(b),
I.A.R. Pursuant to Rule 28(c), I.A.R., Appellant requests the following documents to
be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule
28(b )( 1), I.A.R.
a. Notice ofLis Pendens, filed March 20, 2018;
b. Amended Notice of Scheduling Conference and Court Trial and Pretrial Order,
entered July 31, 2018;
c. Stipulation for Partial Dismissal, filed June 28, 2019;
d. Notice of Voluntary Dismissal, filed June 28, 2019;
e. Defendants and Counterclaimants' Closing Argument, filed October 31, 2019;
f.

Defendant US Bank, NA. 's Closing Argument, filed October 31, 2019;

g. Defendants and Counterclaimants ' Statement ofFacts in Support of Closing
Argument, filed October 31, 2019;
h. McCarthy Corporation's Post-Trial Brief, filed October 31, 2019;
1.

McCarthy Corporation's Proposed Findings of Fact, filed October 31, 2019;

J.

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, filed December 17, 2019;

k. Affidavit ofMichael A. Ealy in Support ofDefendants' Motion for Award of
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Attorney Fees and Costs, filed December 17, 2019;

I. Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed December 31, 2019;
m. Declaration of Counsel Re: Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed
December 31, 2019;
n. Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs,
filed January 3, 2020;
o. Memorandum in Support ofMcCarthy Corporation's Motion to Disallow Attorney's
Fees and Costs, filed January 6, 2020;
p. Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs,
entered January 15, 2020.
7. Appellant requests the following documents, charts or pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court.
a. Plaintiffs Exhibits 1 through 84, 87 through 124.
b. Defendants' Exhibits A through XXXX-2 and BBBBB.
8. I certify:
a. That a copy of this Notice ofAppeal has been served has been served on each
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set
out below:
Name and Address: Julie Foland, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Name and Address: Keri Veare, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
b. That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript.
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20, Idaho Appellate Rules.
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SO NOTICED this 27TH day of January, 2020.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

Isl Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for Appellant, McCarthy
Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 27TH day of January, 2020, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□
□

□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

Isl Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Electronically Filed
1/30/2020 11 :25 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Debra Leu, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

DEFENDANT STARK'S
AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

Defendant and Counterclaimant Stark submits this Amended Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney's Fees ("Amended Memorandum") in accord with the Memorandum Decision and Order
Re: Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs ("Order") filed on January 15, 2020. This Amended
Memorandum is supported by the Affidavit of Michael A. Ealy dated December 17, 2019 and
Exhibits A and B attached thereto and the Supplemental Affidavit of Michael A. Ealy with Exhibits
C, D and E filed herewith.
In accord with the Order and as further set forth in the Supplemental Affidavit of Michael A.
Ealy, Defendant and Counterclaimant Stark's Costs As A Matter of Right and Attorney's Fees can be
summarized and itemized as follows:
1.

Costs As A Matter Of Right. In accord with the Order and I.R.C.P 54(d)(l)(C), the Stark's
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Costs As A Matter of Right are itemized as follows:
a.

Court filing fees
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(i) ......................................................................................... $ 140.08

b.

Service fees
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(ii) .................................._...................................................... $ 825.00

c.

Witness fees
(IRCP 54(d)(i)(C)(ii) and IRCP 54(d)(i)(C)(iii) ................................................. $ 21.50

d.

Depositions
(IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(x) .............................................................. ~ ...................... $ 3,548.75

Total Costs: ................................................................................................... $ 4,535.33
2.

Attorney's Fee_s. In accord with the Order and I.R.C.P 54(e), the Starks attorney's fees have

been adjusted and are itemized as follows:

Name
Michael A. Ealy
Marcus E. Johnson
Marcus E. Johnson
Annie Harris
Nicole Vigil

3.

Hourly Rate
250.00
250.00
225.00
225.00
Subtotal:
95.00
Total:

Total Hours
339.9
20.2
118.6
36.2
48.2

Total
$84,975.00
$5,050.00
$26,685.00
$8,145.00
$124,855.00
$4,579.00
$129,434.00

Total Costs and Fees. The total Cost As A Matter of Right ($4,535.33) added to the total

Attorney's Fees ($129,434.00) results in a total of $133,969.33.
To my lmowledge and belief, the cost items and attorney's fees are correct and sought in
compliance with I.R.C.P 54(d)(4) and 54(e)(5).

DATED this

;.tl day of January, 2020.
By:~~~:--:;~~~:::::;'ii~;;____ _ _ __
Attorney for De en ants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ofV\day of January, 2020, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814

_
_

_x_
_

U.S. Mail
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
iCourt Electronic Portal
jhallin@lukins.com
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Electronically Filed
1/30/2020 11 :25 AM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Debra Leu, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, and U.S. Bank, NA

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION
Plaintiff,
vs.
STARI< INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A
Defendants,

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT
OF MICHAEL A. EALY IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR A WARD OF
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

)
) ss.
)

Michael A. Ealy, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states the following:
1.

I am counsel of record for the above-named Defendants, including Defendant Stark,

and I have personal knowledge regarding the attorney fees and costs incurred by Stark to defend the
above-referenced action as well as prosecute the Stark counterclaim.
2.

I have reviewed the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to

Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs filed on January 15, 2020 ("Order"). The Order directs Stark to
resubmit an Amended Memorandum of Costs in accord with the Order.

Accordingly, this

Supplemental Affidavit is submitted in support of the Stark's Amended Memorandum of Costs
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("Amended Memorandum") and supplements my prior Affidavit filed on December 17, 2019.
3.

In accord with the Order, the Stark's Total Costs as a Matter of Right found in the

Amended Memorandum include the Missoula County Filing Fee in the amount of $120.00 pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ii). Accordingly, the Stark's total costs claimed as a matter of right are in the
sum of $4,535.33 as itemized in the Amended Memorandum.
4.

In accord with the Order, I have made a further review of the Stark's attorney's fees

bills submitted as Exhibit B to my prior Affidavit. Following my review and in accord with the
Order, I have made the following adjustments to the Stark's itemization of attorney's fees.
a.

U.S. Bank and Stark Investment Group, LLC Fee Reduction. Attached hereto

as Exhibit C is an itemized summary of those fees incurred regarding the representation of U.S. Bank.
Accordingly, the amount of $5,692.50 has been deducted from the Stark's fee request. To my
knowledge, there were no billing entries that could be apportioned to the representation of Stark
Investment Group, LLC and it was named as a party solely based on the fact that the ownership of
the underlying subject property was owned by the LLC.
b.

Fraud, Veil Piercing and Slander of Title. Although not required by the Order,

attached hereto as Exhibit D is an itemized summary of fees that appear to relate to claims of fraud,
veil piercing and slander of title. Accordingly, the additional amount of $994.00 has been deducted
from the fee request.
c.

Other Unrelated Fee Reductions. As I represented at oral argument on the

Stark's motion for fees and costs, the Stark's were waiving $550.00 for other unrelated fees as
itemized in the Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs. Attached hereto as Exhibit
C is an itemized summary of those other unrelated fee reductions.
d.

Associate Hourly Rate. In accord with Order, I have adjusted the associate
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attorney fee rate to $225.00 per hour. The only exception being the 20.2 hours of trial time for Mr.
Johnson. Accordingly, taking into the account the reduction in the associate hourly rate, the adjusted
attorney's fees are itemized as follow~:
Name
Michael A. Ealy
Marcus E. Johnson
Marcus E. Johnson
Annie HruTis

Total Hours

Hourly Rate

339,9
20.2
118.6
36.2

250.00
250.00
225.00
225.00

Total

$84,795.00
$5,050.00
$26,685.00
$8,145.00

Subtotal:

48.2

Nicole Vigil

95.00

$4,579.00
Total:

5.

$124,855.00
$129,434.00

Having made the adjustments set forth in paragraph 4 above, the Stark attorney fees

and costs can be summarized as follows:

a.

b.
6.

Costs As A Matter Of Right:
Attorney's Fees:
Total:

$4,535.33
$129,434.00
$133,969.33

I have endeavored to make the above adjustments in accord with the Order and

I.R.C.P. 54.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.

NICOLE°VIGIL
Not1ry Publiei • Stete ef Idaho
CeimmlHlern Nymb@r 448tl4
Mv e0mmtsalon hpin~~ 01 ..00~2024

Notary Publiror Idaho ,

Residing at

==-~4

t0if,ca4 ~~

My Commission Expires:

Q
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.

~

2JI

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of January, 2020, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. -Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S.Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_x. iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com

Nicole Vigil
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EXHIBITC
U.S. BANK FEE REDUCTION
Date
05/10/2018

Attorney
ANH

06/13/2018

MAE

06/15/2018

MAE

07/11/2018

MAE

07/11/2018

ANH

07/12/2018

ANH

07/16/2018

NV

07/16/2018

MAE

07/17/2018

MAE

07/18/2019

MAE

08/24/2018

MAE

08/24/2018

ANH

08/28/2018

MAE

Description
Email correspondence with client re: service of
complaint on US Bank; message to atty JD Hallin re
authorization for receipt of service .
. . . ; telephone call from Conrad Aiken re: U.S. Bank's
tender of defense (. 7); telephone conference with
client Craig Stark re: discuss U.S. Bank's tender of
defense (.4).
... ; telephone conference from attorney Conrad
Aiken with attached Deed of Trust and Loan
Agreement from US Bank (.2); preparation of email
to Craig Stark re forward US Bank documents with
comments (2) ...
Review letter from attorney Ted McCaskill re: tender
of defense of U.S. Bank including Indemnity
Agreement.
Receive and review tender of defense and indemnity
agreement from U.S. Bank counsel.
Emails and phone discussion with clients re tender of
defense from U.S. Bank.
Initial draft of Notice of Substitution of Counsel re:
attorney for US Bank (.3).
Communicate with attorney Conrad Aiken re: US
Bank's tender of defense to Craig and Michelle Stark.
Final preparation of Substitution of Counsel (.2);
preparation of email to attorney Conrad Aiken re:
Substitution of Counsel for execution (.1 ).
Review attorney Ted McCaskill's letter to attorney
Conrad Aiken re: tender of defense.
Evaluate status of appearance by US Bank and
request to file Answer by McCarthy Corporation.
Email from JD Hallin re status of US Bank answer;
respond to same.
Receive email from Gavin Mobraten, Vice President,
Commercial Relationship Manager, US Bank re:
assigned relationship for Stark Investment Group
account.

Time
0.10

Amount
$25.00

1.10

$275.00

0.40

$100.00

0.50

$125.00

0.30

$75.00

0.20

$50.00

0.30

$28.50

0.20

$50.00

0.30

$75.00

0.10

$25.00

0.20

$50.00

0.10

$25.00

.20

$50.00
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Date
08/29/2018

Attorney
MAE

08/29/2018

ANH

08/31/2018

ANH

10/10/2018

MAE

10/12/2018

MAE

10/16/2018

NV

10/24/2018

MAE

11/7/2018

MAE

11/26/2018

MEJ

11/27/2018

MAE

11/27/2018

MEJ

11/29/2018

MEJ

11/29/2018

MEJ

Description
Communication with Gavin Mobraten, VicePresident Commercial Relationship Manager, US
Bank re: meet to discuss representation of U.S.
Bank (.2); preparation of draft Answer to McCarthy
Corp. Verified Complaint (.3); meet with Gavin
Mobraten re: discuss representation (.6) (split in ½
with attorney Annie Harris) (.3); receive email from
Gavin Mobraten re: approved form and consent of
proposed US Bank's Answer to Verified Complaint
(. l); confer with Annie Harris re: affirmative
defenses (.1 ).
Met with Gavin Mobraten with US Bank re: discuss
representation.
Review draft answer to US Bank and make final
revisions for filing same.
Receive email from claims counsel Ted McCaskill
re: request for status report on case matters
... ; preparation of email to Westcor Land Title
claims counsel Ted McCaskill re: request for case
status report (.1 ).
Preparation of memo to attorney Michael Ealy re:
discovery and subpoena status and initial
preparation of status report to Westcor Land Title
claims counsel Ted McCaskill for Michael Ealy,
... ; preparation of email to Westcor Land Title
claims counsel Ted McCaskill re: status report (.4).
Review Plaintiffs First of Interrogatories and
Request for Production to Defendant U.S. Bank.
Meet with M. Ealy re: discuss facts underlying
matter in connection with outstanding discovery
requests to US Bank (.3).
Meet with attorney Marcus Johnson re: plaintiffs
discovery to US Bank and preparation of answers
and responses to same (.1) (no charge); preparation
of email to Gavin Mobraten 'us Bank re:
preparation of answers and responses to plaintiffs
discovery (.1 ).
Email to US Bank re: schedule review of discovery
requests to US Bank.
Telephone call with J.D. Hallin re extension oftime
for responses to discovery requests due to US Bank.
Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Bush re:
confirm discovery extension provided by plaintiffs.

Time
1.00

Amount
$250.00

0.30

$75.00

0.20

$50.00

0.10

$25.00

0.10

$25.00

1.00

$95.00

0.40

$100.00

0.20

$50.00

0.30

$75.00

0.10

$25.00

0.20

$50.00

0.20

$50.00

0.20

$50.00
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Date
12/4/2018

Attorney
MEJ

12/4/2018

MEJ

12/6/2018

MEJ

12/11/2018

MAE

12/12/2018

MEJ

12/12/2018

MEJ

12/13/2018

MEJ

12/14/2018

NV

12/14/2018

MEJ

12/14/2018

MEJ

02/19/2019

MEJ

02/21/2019

MEJ

Description
Time
Call with Gavin Mobraten and George Bush at US
1.10
Bank re: review first set of discovery requests and
begin preparation of responses to first set of
interrogatories and request for production of
documents.
Review discovery requests from McCarthy; 0.60
.Complaint; and US Bank Answer to prepare for
meeting with US Bank and discussing responses to
interrogatories and necessary documents to
produce.
Email to Gavin Mobraten and George Bush re:
0.10
gather documents to prepare US Bank's responses
to McCarthy Discovery Requests to US Bank.
Communication with Gavin Mobraten regarding 0.20
document production in preparation for US Bank's
responses to BFI First Set of Discovery Requests.
Prepare and review us Bank's responses to 7.30
McCarthy Corp First Set of Discovery Requests to
US Bank and review documents provided by US
Bank on construction loan file to review for
privileged communication and confidential
information
Email to Gavin Mobraten re: additional documents 0.10
necessary to produce in discovery.
Draft Privilege Log for withholding US Bank's 1.10
confidential documents.
Draft Notice of Service re: Defendant US Bank's 0,20
Answers and Response to Plaintiffs First Set of
Discovery Requests to Defendant U.S. Bank.
Redact sensitive client financial information from
1.40
documents being produced in connection with US
Banks Responses to McCarthy's First Set of
Discovery Requests to US Bank.
Make revisions to us Bank's responses to 0.10
McCarthy Frist Set of Discovery Requests to US
Bank pursuant to G. Mobraten's request.
Email exchange with Gavin and George art US 0.20
Bank re: authorization for mediation on 2/22/19.
Call from Gavin Mobraten at us Bank re:
0.20
confirmation of availability for mediation on
2/22/19.

Amount
$275.00

$150.00

$25.00

$50.00

$1,825.00

$25.00
$275.00
$19.00

$350.00

$25.00

$50.00
$50.00
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Date
03/25/2019

Attorney
MAE

10/31/2019

MEJ

Description
Receive email from Westcor Claims Counsel Ted
McCaskill re: request for litigation update (.1) (no
charge); prepare email to Ted McCaskill re:
litigation update and status of case matters (.3).
Draft Defendant US Bank's Closing Argument (4.1)
(reduce to 2.5).

Time
0.30

Amount
$75.00

2.50

$625.00

TOTAL $5,692.50
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EXHIBITD
Fraud, Veil Piercing, and Slander of Title Fee Reduction
Date
5/22/2019

5/23/2019

6/27/2019

6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/28/2019

6/28/2019

Attorney
Description
MEJ
Begin drafting Defendants First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents to Robert and Lacy McCarthy
individually for financial information relating to
their ownership interest in McCarthy Corporation.
MEJ
Prepare Third Set of Interrogatories and Requests
for Production of Documents to McCarthy
Corporation, focusing on itemized damages sought
by lawsuit and piercing the corporate veil.
MAE
Revise Notice of Voluntary Dismissal re: Pierce the
Corporate Veil claim (. l); revise Stipulation for
Partial
Dismissal
with
Prejudice
re:
Misrepresentation/Fraud claim (.1 ).
NV
Final revisions to Notice of Voluntary Dismissal
and Stipulation for Partial Dismissal.
MEJ
Prepare Notice of Voluntary Dismissal for claims
against Robert and Lacy McCarthy.
MEJ
Prepare Stipulation and Order for Dismissal of
claim of fraud against McCarthy Corporation.
MEJ
Final preparation of Stipulation and Order for
Dismissal of claim for fraud against McCarthy
Corporation.
MEJ
Prepare Notice of Voluntary Dismissal for claims of
piercing the corporate veil against Robert and Lacy
McCarthy.

Time
0.80

Amount
$200.00

1.90

$475.00

0.20

$50.00

0.20

$19.00

0.30

$75.00

0.40

$100.00

0.10

$25.00

0.20

$50.00

TOTAL $994.00
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EXHIBITE
Other Unrelated Fee Reductions
Date
10/11/2017

Attorney
ANH

10/3/2018

MAE

1/23/2019

MEJ

9/26/2018

MAE

01/24/2019

MEJ

01/25/2019

MEJ

Description
Initial preparation of petition to release lien
and request for hearing.
Review emial form Michell Stark re: reporting
meeting and recommendation from IBOl investigator Allan Sharp and respond to same (.1)
telephone conference with Craig arid Michell Stark
re: discuss Sharp recommendation and related
defense matters including status of discovery (.5).
Meet with Craig Stark to review errata sheet and
discuss conversations with Alan Sharp.
Review communication between Craig Stark,
George Bush and Gavin Mobraten re: status of loan
extension with US Bank.
Email to Craig Stark re: maturity date on
construction loan from US Bank.
Prepare email to Gavin Mobraten at US Bank re:
maturity date on Stark Loan.

Time
1.00

Amount
$250.00

0.50

$150.00

0.20

$50.00

0.10

$25.00

0.10

$25.00

.20

$50.00

TOTAL $550.00
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RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmedlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmedlaw.com

Filed:03/18/2020 13:4 7:20
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - McCoy, Susan

Attorney for Defendants Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark, and U.S. Bank, N.A.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation;

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486
AMENDED JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A, a
national association;
Defendants,

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

McCarthy Corporation's ("McCarthy") Complaint is dismissed on the merits with

prejudice.
2.

Defendant and Cross-claimant Craig Stark ("Stark") is awarded judgment against

McCarthy in the principal amount of $85,861.29, together with costs as a matter of right in the
amount of $4,535.33, and attorney's fees in the amount of $129,434.00, for a principal sum of
$219,830.62, inclusive of post-judgment interest to accrue at the legal rate provided by I.C. § 2822-104(2).
AMENDEDJUDGMENT-1
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3.

McCarthy's Claim of Lien, Kootenai County Record Instrument No.

2612854000 recorded on September 22, 2017, and McCarthy's Amended Claim of Lien,
Kootenai County Record Instrument No. 2617079000 recorded on October 23, 2017, are
hereby released as against real property owned by Defendant Stark Investment Group located
and described as follows:
Common Address:

52424 N. Old Highway 95, Rathdrum, Idaho

Description: That portion of the East Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section
24, Township 52 North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, in Kootenai County,
Idaho, lying Westerly of the Spokane International Railway Company and Old
Highway 95 Right-of-Ways.
Excepting therefrom that portion for Ohio Match Road Right-of-Way conveyed
to Lakes Highway District in Quitclaim Deed recorded July 16, 1992 as
Instrument No. 1266252.
Signed: 3/14/2020 10:20 AM

DATED this _ _ _ day of March, 2020.

istensen
DISTRICT JUDGE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __1§_ day of March, 2020, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
!Court Electronic Portal
__:!__ jhallin@lukins.com

Michael A. Ealy
Marcus E. Johnson
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & De Smet, LLP
700 Northwest Boulevard
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-5884
!Court Electronic Portal
_.:!._ mealy@rmedlaw.com and
mjohnson@rmedlaw.com
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Electronically Filed
3/30/2020 2:13 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Debra Leu, Deputy Clerk

JONATHON D. HALLIN
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814
Telephone: (208) 666-4102
Fax: (208) 666-4112
Email: jhallin@lukins.com
ISB# 7253
Attorneys for McCarthy Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2018-2486
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Plaintiff/Appellant,
vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
BANK N.A., a national association,
Defendants/Respondents.

AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIM

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1
00814298
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TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC,
CRAIG STARK, U.S. BANK, N.A., AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, MICHAEL A.
EALY, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLD COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 17(m) THAT:
1. The above name Appellant, McCARTHY CORPORATION, appeals against the above
named Respondents, STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, CRAIG STARK, and
U.S. BANK, N.A., to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment, entered in the above
entitled action on the December 18, 2019, Hon. Rich Christensen, presiding.
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment described
in Paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l), Idaho
Appellate Rules.
3. Appellant intends to assert in the appeal the following issues in the appeal, which shall
not prevent it from asserting other issues on appeal:
a. Whether the trial court's finding of fact are supported by substantial and competent
evidence;
b. Whether the trial court erred in concluding that McCarthy Corporation was in
breach of the parties' agreement;
c. Whether the trial court erred in concluding that McCarthy Corporation's conducted
violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act;
d. Whether the trial court's award of damages was proven with reasonable certainty;
e. Whether the trial court erred in awarding damages for losses unrelated to conduct in
violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Ac;
f.

Whether the trial court erred in awarding attorney's fees to Craig Stark;

4. An order has not been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5. A reporter's transcript is requested. Appellant requests the preparation of the following
portions of the reporter's transcript in [ ] hard copy, [ ] electronic format, [x] both, to
wit:
a. Court Trial, day 1, conducted on August 7, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. Court Reporter: Julie
Foland. Number of Estimated Pages: 175.
b. Court Trial, day 2, conducted on August 8, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. Court Reporter: Julie
Foland. Number of Estimated Pages: 190.
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c. Court trial, day 3, conducted on August 20, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
d. Court trial, day 4, conducted on August 21, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
e. Court trial, day 5, conducted on October 7, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 500.
f.

Court trial, day 6, conducted on October 8, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.

g. Court trial, day 7, conducted on October 9, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Court Report: Keri
Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Greater than 100.
h. Hearing on Craig Stark's Motion for Fees and Costs, conducted on January 6, 2020,
at 3:00 p.m. Court Reporter: Keri Veare. Number of Estimated Pages: Under 100.
6. Appellant requests that a scanned record be prepared in this matter per Rule 28(b),
I.A.R. Pursuant to Rule 28(c), I.A.R., Appellant requests the following documents to
be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule
28(b )( 1), I.A.R.
a. Notice ofLis Pendens, filed March 20, 2018;
b. Amended Notice of Scheduling Conference and Court Trial and Pretrial Order,
entered July 31, 2018;
c. Stipulation for Partial Dismissal, filed June 28, 2019;
d. Notice of Voluntary Dismissal, filed June 28, 2019;
e. Defendants and Counterclaimants' Closing Argument, filed October 31, 2019;
f.

Defendant US Bank, NA. 's Closing Argument, filed October 31, 2019;

g. Defendants and Counterclaimants' Statement ofFacts in Support of Closing
Argument, filed October 31, 2019;
h. McCarthy Corporation's Post-Trial Brief, filed October 31, 2019;
1.

McCarthy Corporation's Proposed Findings ofFact, filed October 31, 2019;

J.

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, filed December 17, 2019;

k. Affidavit ofMichael A. Ealy in Support ofDefendants' Motion for Award of
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Attorney Fees and Costs, filed December 17, 2019;

I. Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed December 31, 2019;
m. Declaration of Counsel Re: Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed
December 31, 2019;
n. Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees and Costs,
filed January 3, 2020;
o. Memorandum in Support ofMcCarthy Corporation 's Motion to Disallow Attorney's
Fees and Costs, filed January 6, 2020;
p. Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs,
entered January 15, 2020;
q. Defendant Stark's Amended Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees, filed
January 30, 2020;
r.

Supplemental Affidavit ofMichael A. Ealy in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Award ofAttorney Fees and Costs, filed January 30, 2020; and

s. Amended Judgment, entered March 18, 2020.
7. Appellant requests the following documents, charts or pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court.
a. Plaintiffs Exhibits 1 through 84, 87 through 124.
b. Defendants' Exhibits A through XXXX-2 and BBBBB.
8. I certify:
a. That a copy of this Notice ofAppeal has been served has been served on each
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set
out below:
Name and Address: Julie Foland, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Name and Address: Keri Veare, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
b. That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript.
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.
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d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule
20, Idaho Appellate Rules.

SO NOTICED this 30TH day of March, 2020.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
By:

/s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
Attorneys for Appellant, McCarthy
Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30TH day of March, 2020, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all counsel of
record as follows:
Michael A. Ealy
Ramsden, Marfice, Ealy & Harris, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Fax: (208) 664-5884
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants, Stark
and Stark Investment Group, LLC, and Defendant,
U.S. Bank, NA.

□
□

□
□
□
~

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX)
Via email
E-service

/ s/ Jonathon D. Hallin
JONATHON D. HALLIN
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Filed:04/13/2020 11 :24:38
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Leu, Debra

Julie K. Foland
Official Court Reporter - ID CSR No. 639
324 West Garden Avenue - P. 0. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
Phone: 208.446.11 30
Email: jfoland@k cgov.us
TO:

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

DOCKET NO. 47749-2020
Kootenai Case CV-2018-2486
( McCARTHY CORPORATION
(
( vs.
(
( STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, et al
(
( and
(
(U.S. BANK, N.A.

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on April 13, 2020, I lodged a transcript of 374
pages in length, including the August 7 & 8, 2019, Court Trial in the above-referenced
appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of Kootenai in the First Judicial
District.

IE K. FOLAND
ril 13, 2020
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Electronically Filed
4/13/2020 4:09 PM
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
By: Debra Leu, Deputy Clerk

RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP
700 Northwest Blvd.
P.O. Box 1336
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336
Telephone:
(208) 664-5818
Facsimile:
(208) 664-5884
Michael A. Ealy, ISB #5619
mealy@rmehlaw.com
Marcus E. Johnson, ISB #10350
mjohnson@rmehlaw.com
Attorney for Defendants/Respondents
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
McCARTHY CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

CASE NO. CV 2018-2486

RESPONDENTS' REQUEST
FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S
RECORD

vs.
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company; CRAIG
STARK, a married man; U.S. BANK, N.A, a
national association,
Defendants/Respondents

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANT AND ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Respondents in the above-entitled proceeding hereby
request, pursuant to I.A.R. 19, the inclusion of the following material in the Clerks' Record on
appeal in addition to that required by the Idaho Appellate Rules and Plaintiffs Notice of Appeal:
Clerk's Record:
a.

Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim (filed 04/02/2019);

b.

Declaration of Craig Stark in Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer

RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERKS' RECORD - 1
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and Counterclaim (filed 04/02/2019);
c.

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and
Counterclaim (filed 04/02/2019);

d.

Declaration of Michael A. Ealy in Support of Defendants' Motion to Amend
Answer and Counterclaim (filed 04/02/2019);

e.

Order Granting Defendants' Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim (filed
04/25/2019);

f.

Defendants and Counterclaimants' Trial Brief (filed 07/31/2019); and

g.

Defendants' and Counterclaimants 'Proposed Findings ofFact & Conclusions of
Law (filed 07/31/2019).

I certify that a copy of this Request for Additional Clerk's Record has been served upon
the Clerk of the District Court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 of
the Idaho Appellate Rules. I further certify that the Clerk of the District Court will be paid the
requested deposit for preparation of the additional clerk's record requested, pursuant to I.A.R. 19.
DATED this 13th day of April, 2020.
RAMSDEN, MARFICE, EALY & DE SMET, LLP

Isl Michael A. Ealy
Michael A. Ealy, Of the Firm
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of April, 2020, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Jonathon D. Hallin
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

U.S. Mail
_
Overnight mail
Hand Delivered
_
Facsimile (208) 664-4112
_X_ iCourt Electronic Portal
_
jhallin@lukins.com

Isl Nicole Vigil
Nicole Vigil
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Filed:05/27/2020 15:18:02
First Judicial District, Kootenai County
Jim Brannon, Clerk of the Court
01°F1c1A1. Cornn- REr,,1~mH - ID CSR No. 675.ElYJ'Jileputy Clerk -Leu, Debra
n4 West Garden Avenue • P.O. Bo" 9000

.J ,1

K en . veare

O ..lt.-in d'Ak,ne, ldah,, 8.1816-90<.,'C
Phnr>c, t208) 441, .. t l ·16
Email: mail4keri(i'~,y,1hoo.com

TO:

Idaho Supreme Court - Clerk of the Courts
supremecourt documents@i dcourts.net
Email:

MCCARTHY CORPORATION,

an Idaho

corporation,
Plaintiff/Res pondent,

)
)
)

) DOCKET NO. 47749-2020
) CASE NO. CV-2018-2486

vs.

)
STARK INVESTMENT GROUP, LLC, an
)
Idaho limited liability company;
)
CRAIG STARK, a married man; U.S.
Bank N.A., a national association, )
)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _D_e_f_e_n_d_a_n_t_.;./_A__,p_p_e_l_l_a_n_t_.__ )

NOTICE OF APPEAL TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Lodging Date:

May 27, 2020

eFiled with:

Kootenai County District Court Clerk

Number of Pages:

959

Hearings Included:

August 20, 2019, Court Trial-Day 3;
August 21, 2019, Court Trial-Day 4;
October 7-9, 2019, Court Trial-Days 5-7
January 6, 2020, Motion for Fees/Costs

The Appeal Transcript has been emailed to:
Counsel of Record

-~~~
Keri Veare, Official Court Reporter

cc via email:

Kootenai County Court Clerk
Counsel of Record
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCarthy Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig
Stark, US Bank, NA, US Bank, NA,
Defendant.

Supreme Court No. 47749
Certificate of Exhibits

I, Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the following documents will be
submitted as exhibits to the Record:
Plaintiff's Trial Exhibits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's

Exhibit 1A, Document
Exhibit 1B, Document
Exhibit 1C, Document
Exhibit 1D, Document
Exhibit 1E, Document
Exhibit 1F, Document
Exhibit 2, Document
Exhibit 3, Document
Exhibit 4, Document
Exhibit 5, Document
Exhibit 6, Document
Exhibit 7, Document
Exhibit 8, Photograph
Exhibit 9, Photograph
Exhibit 10, Photograph
Exhibit 11, Photograph
Exhibit 12, Document
Exhibit 13, Photograph
Exhibit 14, Photograph
Exhibit 15, Photograph
Exhibit 16, Photograph
Exhibit 17, Photograph
Exhibit 18, Photograph
Exhibit 19, Photograph
Exhibit 20, Photograph
Exhibit 21, Photograph
Exhibit 22, Photograph
Exhibit 23, Photograph
Exhibit 24, Photograph
Exhibit 25, Photograph
Exhibit 26, Photograph
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
4 7.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's

Exhibit 27,
Exhibit 28,
Exhibit 29,
Exhibit 30,
Exhibit 31,
Exhibit 32,
Exhibit 33,
Exhibit 34,
Exhibit 35,
Exhibit 36,
Exhibit 37,
Exhibit 38,
Exhibit 39,
Exhibit 40,
Exhibit 41,
Exhibit 42,
Exhibit 43,
Exhibit 44,
Exhibit 45,
Exhibit 46,
Exhibit 4 7,
Exhibit 48,
Exhibit 49,
Exhibit 50,
Exhibit 51,
Exhibit 52,
Exhibit 53,
Exhibit 54,
Exhibit 55,
Exhibit 56,
Exhibit 57,
Exhibit 58,
Exhibit 59,
Exhibit 60,
Exhibit 61,
Exhibit 62,
Exhibit 63,
Exhibit 64,
Exhibit 65,
Exhibit 66,
Exhibit 67,
Exhibit 68,
Exhibit 69,
Exhibit 70,
Exhibit 71,
Exhibit 72,
Exhibit 73,
Exhibit 74,
Exhibit 75,
Exhibit 76,
Exhibit 77,

Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
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83. Plaintiff's Exhibit 78, Document
84. Plaintiff's Exhibit 79, Document
85. Plaintiff's Exhibit 80, Document
86. Plaintiff's Exhibit 81, Document
87. Plaintiff's Exhibit 82, Document
88. Plaintiff's Exhibit 83, Document
89. Plaintiff's Exhibit 84, Document
90. Plaintiff's Exhibit 85, Document
91. Plaintiff's Exhibit 86, Document
92. Plaintiff's Exhibit 87, Document
93. Plaintiff's Exhibit 88, Document
94. Plaintiff's Exhibit 89, Document
95. Plaintiff's Exhibit 90, Document
96. Plaintiff's Exhibit 91, Document
97. Plaintiff's Exhibit 92, Document
98. Plaintiff's Exhibit 93, Document
99. Plaintiff's Exhibit 94, Document
100.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 95, Document
101.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96A, Document
102.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96B, Document
103.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96C, Document
104.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96D, Document
105.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96E, Document
106.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96F, Document
107.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96G, Document
108.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96H, Document
109.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 961, Document
110.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96J, Document
111.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96K, Document
112.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 96L, Document
113.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 97, Document
114.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 98, Document
115.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 99, Document
116.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 100, Document
117.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 101, Document
118.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 102, Document
119.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 103, Document
120.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 104, Document
121.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 105, Document
122.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 106, Document
123.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 107, Document
124.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 108, Document
125.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 109, Document
126.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 110, Document
127.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 111, Document
128.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 112, Document
129.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 113, Document
130.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 114, Document
131.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 115, Document
132.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 116, Map
133.
Plaintiff's Exhibit 117, Map
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134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's
Plaintiff's

Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

118,
119,
120,
121,
122,

Map
Map
Map
Map
Electronic Media

Defendant's Trial Exhibits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's

Exhibit A, Document
Exhibit AA, Document
Exhibit AAA, Document
Exhibit AAAA, Document
Exhibit B, Map
Exhibit BB, Document
Exhibit BBB, Document
Exhibit 8888, Document
Exhibit C, Document
Exhibit CC, Document
Exhibit CCC, Document
Exhibit CCCC, Document
Exhibit D, Document
Exhibit DD, Document
Exhibit DOD, Document
Exhibit DODD, Document
Exhibit E, Document
Exhibit EE, Document
Exhibit EEE, Document
Exhibit EEEE, Document
Exhibit F, Document
Exhibit FF, Document
Exhibit FFF, Document
Exhibit FFFF, Document
Exhibit G, Document
Exhibit GG, Map
Exhibit GGG, Document
Exhibit GGGG, Document
Exhibit H, Document
Exhibit HH, Map
Exhibit HHH, Document
Exhibit HHHH, Document
Exhibit I, Document
Exhibit II, Map
Exhibit 111, Document
Exhibit 1111, Document
Exhibit J, Document
Exhibit JJ, Document
Exhibit JJJ, Document
Exhibit JJJJ, Document
Exhibit K, Document
Exhibit KK1, Map
Exhibit KK2, Map
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44.
45.
46.
4 7.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's
Defendant's

Exhibit KKK, Document
Exhibit KKKK, Document
Exhibit L, Document
Exhibit LL, Document
Exhibit LLL, Document
Exhibit LLLL, Document
Exhibit M, Document
Exhibit MM, Document
Exhibit MMM, Document
Exhibit MMMM, Photograph
Exhibit N, Document
Exhibit N 1, Document
Exhibit N2, Document
Exhibit N3, Document
Exhibit N4, Document
Exhibit NN, Document
Exhibit NNN, Document
Exhibit NNNN, Photograph
Exhibit 0, Document
Exhibit 00, Document
Exhibit 000, Document
Exhibit 0000, Photograph
Exhibit P, Document
Exhibit PP, Document
Exhibit PPP, Document
Exhibit PPPP, Photograph
Exhibit Q, Document
Exhibit QQ, Document
Exhibit QQQ, Document
Exhibit QQQQ, Photograph
Exhibit R, Document
Exhibit RR, Document
Exhibit RRR, Document
Exhibit RRRR, Photograph
Exhibit S, Document
Exhibit SS, Document
Exhibit SSS, Document
Exhibit SSSS, Photograph
Exhibit T, Document
Exhibit TT, Document
Exhibit TTT, Document
Exhibit TTTT, Photograph
Exhibit U, Document
Exhibit UU, Document
Exhibit UUU, Document
Exhibit UUUU, Photograph
Exhibit V, Document
Exhibit VV, Document
Exhibit VW, Document
Exhibit VWV, Electronic Media
Exhibit W, Document
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95. Defendant's Exhibit WW, Document
96. Defendant's Exhibit WWW, Document
97. Defendant's Exhibit WWWW, Document
98. Defendant's Exhibit X, Document
99. Defendant's Exhibit XX, Document
100.
Defendant's Exhibit XXX, Document
101.
Defendant's Exhibit XXXX, Document
102.
Defendant's Exhibit XXXX1, Document
103.
Defendant's Exhibit Y, Document
104.
Defendant's Exhibit YY, Document
105.
Defendant's Exhibit YYY, Document
106.
Defendant's Exhibit YYYY, Personal Item - ¾ Base Rock
107.
Defendant's Exhibit Z, Document
108.
Defendant's Exhibit ZZ, Document
109.
Defendant's Exhibit ZZZ, Document
110.
Defendant's Exhibit ZZZZ, Personal Item - ¾ Comm GSB

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court on
this the9th day of June, 2020
Jim Brannon
Clerk of the Court

By:-!I/-J.v..o.d£
Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on this date, I served a copy of the attached to:

Jonathon David Hallin
Michael A. Ealy
Ann Nicklay Harris

601 E Front Ave, Ste 303 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
700 Northwest Blvd Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
PO Box 131 Coeur d'Alene ID 83816

[X] Certified Mail
[X] Certified Mail
[X] Certified Mail

Jim Brannon
Clerk of the Court
Dated:9th day of June, 2020

By:_Jd/.Jwuh_
1
De ~ut9 Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

McCarthy Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Stark Investment Group, LLC, Craig Stark,
US Bank, NA, US Bank, NA,
Defendant.

Supreme Court No. 47749
District Court No. CV-2018-2486
Clerk's Certificate of Service

I, Katherine Hayden, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District, of the State
of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
Record in the above entitled cause was electronically compiled at my direction, and is a true, full
and correct Record of the pleadings and documents as requested by the parties.
I further certify that I have caused to be served the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript (if
requested), along with copies of 1Z1 all Exhibits offered or admitted;

D

D No Exhibits submitted;

Pre-sentence Investigation, or D Other Confidential Documents; or D Confidential Exhibits

(if applicable) to each of the Attorneys of Record or Parties in this case as follows:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on June 9th, 2020

, I served a copy of the attached to:

Jonathon David Hallin 601 E Front Ave, Ste 303 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
700 Northwest Blvd Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Michael A. Ealy
Ann Nicklay Harris
PO Box 131 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

[X] Certified Mail
[X] Certified Mail
[X] Certified Mail

Jim Brannon
Clerk of the Court
Dated:9th day of June 2020

By:

/JLJwuh_
De/~~ilerk
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